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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES 

The State of Wyoming’s petition for review of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) partial disapproval of Wyoming’s 

regional haze implementation plan for nitrogen oxides (NOx) is related to the 

following three cases, which also challenge EPA’s actions on Wyoming’s plan: 

 Basin Electric Power Cooperative v. EPA, No. 14-9533; 

 PacifiCorp v. EPA, No. 14-9534; and 

 Powder River Basin Resource Council v. EPA, No. 14-9530. 

Wyoming intervened as a respondent in the last case. This appeal is also related to 

WildEarth Guardians v. EPA, No. 13-9502, which challenges EPA’s approval of 

Wyoming’s regional haze implementation plan for sulfur dioxide (SO2). 

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION  

Under the Clean Air Act, Congress gave the states responsibility to develop 

plans to control regional haze and to determine the best available retrofit 

technology (BART) for large haze-causing pollution sources. 42 U.S.C. § 7491. In 

2011, Wyoming submitted to EPA its plan for controlling NOx, a haze-causing 

pollutant. EPA has authority under the Act to review Wyoming’s plan and its 

component NOx BART determinations under 42 U.S.C. § 7410(k).  

On January 30, 2014, EPA partially disapproved Wyoming’s plan. See 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255]. On March 28, 2014, Wyoming petitioned this 
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Court to review EPA’s partial disapproval of the State’s plan. This Court has 

jurisdiction to review EPA’s partial disapproval under 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1), 

which authorizes review of EPA’s actions on state plans under 42 U.S.C. § 7410 in 

the local circuit court. 

STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

1. In the BART Guidelines, EPA established presumptive BART 

emission limits for NOx and said that those limits are BART. Wyoming’s NOx 

BART determinations for Laramie River Station Units 1-3, Dave Johnston Unit 3, 

and Wyodak Unit 1 complied with EPA’s presumptive BART limits. Nonetheless, 

EPA disapproved these BART determinations. Are EPA’s disapprovals arbitrary, 

capricious, or contrary to law? 

2. EPA’s BART Guidelines are mandatory only for power plants greater 

than 750 megawatts in size. Although Wyodak Unit 1 is a 335 megawatt power 

plant, EPA disapproved Wyoming’s BART determination for Wyodak Unit 1 

because it allegedly failed to comply with the non-binding Guidelines. Was EPA’s 

disapproval arbitrary, capricious, or contrary to law? 

3. EPA determined that the Clean Air Act mandated disapproval of five 

of Wyoming’s BART determinations due to alleged deviations from the BART 

Guidelines. Yet, EPA approved eight of Wyoming’s BART determinations that 

relied on the same allegedly erroneous methodology. Was EPA’s disparate 
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treatment of Wyoming’s BART determinations arbitrary, capricious, or contrary to 

law? 

4. In support of its disapproval of Wyoming’s BART determinations, 

EPA asserted that the State used the wrong emission rates for two control 

technologies. Wyoming’s BART analyses used the emission control rates EPA told 

the State to use in its BART determinations. Are EPA’s disapprovals of 

Wyoming’s BART determinations arbitrary, capricious, or contrary to law? 

5. EPA claims its disapprovals were warranted because Wyoming’s 

BART determinations are not reasonable. EPA applied that standard 

contradictorily, producing opposite results from equivalent facts. Are EPA’s 

disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART determinations arbitrary, capricious, or 

contrary to law? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. Introduction 

This case involves EPA’s partial disapproval of one of the State of 

Wyoming’s implementation plans for the Clean Air Act’s regional haze program. 

See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255]. The goal of the regional haze program is to 

restore visibility in national parks and wilderness areas to natural conditions. 42 

U.S.C § 7491(a). The program is not concerned with public health or welfare, 

which the Act protects through ambient air quality standards. See id. § 7409(b). 
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 Because the regional haze program focuses only on an aesthetic goal, 

Congress gave the states discretion to decide how best to achieve that objective. Id. 

§ 7491; see also Am. Corn Growers Ass’n v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1, 8 (D.C. Cir. 2002)  

(“Congress intended the states to decide which sources impair visibility and what 

BART controls should apply to those sources.”). Though Congress made clear its 

visibility goal, it did not make the goal mandatory or set a deadline for achieving it.  

The program does not require the elimination of regional haze at all costs. In 

fact, Congress put cost first in the list of factors the states must consider in 

pursuing the visibility goal. See 42 U.S.C. § 7491(b)(2), (g)(2). Congress simply 

required the states to develop plans ensuring reasonable progress toward the 

visibility goal, while weighing the benefits of progress against the costs incurred in 

pursuit of the goal. Id. In turn, Congress charged EPA with responsibility to review 

state plans and provide general guidance on how the states should craft their plans. 

Id. § 7491(b). To fulfill that role, EPA engaged in a lengthy rulemaking process, 

beginning in relevant part with the 1999 regional haze rule and culminating in the 

2005 BART Guidelines. 

 Wyoming has played an active role in addressing haze for the last two 

decades, first as a member of the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission 

and then with the Western Regional Air Partnership. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0001 at 33,025]. The State’s investigations have shown that, in national parks 
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and wilderness areas in Wyoming, emissions of particulate matter (PM), SO2, and 

NOx are the primary causes of regional haze. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 

32].  

On both the clearest and the haziest days, PM and SO2 are the principal 

causes of haze in Wyoming. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 32]. In 

Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, for example, PM and SO2 cause 

nearly 70% of the haze on both the clearest and haziest days. [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0002 at 33 (Figure 3.1-1)]. By contrast, NOx causes a little less than 

18% of the visibility impairment on the best days and only 7% on the worst days. 

[Id.] In Wyoming’s wilderness areas, NOx plays a similarly small role in the 

formation of regional haze. See, e.g., [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 35 

(Figure 3.2-1)].  

Much of the NOx in Wyoming’s skies originates outside Wyoming’s 

borders. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 63]. Because NOx is only a minor 

contributor to haze in Wyoming, and only a portion of haze-causing NOx emissions 

originate in Wyoming, controlling NOx plays a limited role in eliminating haze in 

Wyoming. Nevertheless, Wyoming required major sources of NOx emissions to 

install hundreds of millions of dollars in controls as part of its plans to meet 

Congress’s aesthetic goal. See, e.g., [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_1 at 10-11, 

43]. 
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 EPA approved Wyoming’s regional haze plans for controlling emissions of 

PM and SO2. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001]; Wyo. Regional Haze Plan 

Approval, 77 Fed. Reg. 73,926 (Dec. 12, 2012). Those plans address approximately 

70% of the haze-causing emissions in Wyoming. See, e.g., [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0002 at 35]. EPA also approved the majority of Wyoming’s regional haze 

plan for NOx. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001]. However, EPA disapproved five 

of Wyoming’s ten control technology selections for NOx due to alleged technical 

errors in the underlying analyses. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5038]. 

This case concerns a small percentage of the haze-causing pollution in 

Wyoming because NOx plays such a small role in producing haze in Wyoming and 

EPA disapproved only a portion of Wyoming’s NOx plan. Though the dispute 

covers an insignificant amount of the haze-causing pollution in Wyoming, and any 

action taken on NOx alone will not result in a significant improvement in visibility, 

EPA’s replacement federal plan imposes hundreds of millions of dollars in 

additional costs on  three power plants and electricity consumers in Wyoming. 

EPA’s reasons for disapproving Wyoming’s BART controls varied 

significantly from the agency’s first proposed action in 2012, to the second 

proposal in 2013, and, ultimately, the final disapproval in 2014. Throughout that 

process, EPA failed to follow the plain language of its BART Guidelines, offered 

conflicting rationales in support of its actions, and relied on a scattershot approach 
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to flyspeck Wyoming’s work, often abandoning its previous allegations. EPA’s 

actions turned the regional haze program on its head and disregarded Wyoming’s 

credible work toward achieving Congress’s visibility goal. 

II. The Clean Air Act’s visibility protection program 

 Congress divided responsibilities for implementing the Clean Air Act 

between EPA and the states. EPA establishes national standards and ensures that 

the states meet those norms. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(1). The states hold 

primary responsibility for “air pollution control at its source[.]” Id. § 7401(a)(3). 

Congress implemented the visibility protection program through this system of 

cooperative federalism. Id. § 7491(b) (directing EPA to establish guidelines and 

the states to make control technology determinations). 

 A. Congress declares a national visibility goal 

 In the 1977 Clean Air Act amendments, Congress established a goal of 

eliminating and preventing human-caused visibility impairment in 156 national 

parks and wilderness areas in the United States. 42 U.S.C. § 7491(a)(1). 

Recognizing that solving the problem of visibility impairment could not occur 

overnight, Congress did not set a deadline for achieving the national goal or make 

success mandatory. Id. § 7491(f). Congress did, however, direct EPA to establish 

guidelines for state visibility protection plans. Id. § 7491(b). Those guidelines must 

ensure that the states make reasonable progress toward achieving the goal, contain 
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long-term strategies for protecting visibility, and impose reasonable emissions 

limitations. Id.  

To ensure progress toward the goal, Congress required state plans and 

EPA’s guidelines to address haze-causing pollutants released  by “major stationary 

sources” put into service between 1962 and 1977. Id. § 7491(b)(2)(A).
1
 Where 

such a source causes or contributes to visibility impairment, Congress required the 

source to be subject to BART. Id. And, for a particular subset of major stationary 

sources (power plants bigger than 750 megawatts), Congress made compliance 

with EPA’s guidelines mandatory. Id. § 7491(b). 

Congress did not identify which controls would constitute BART. Id. § 

7491(b)(2)(A). Instead, Congress provided five statutory factors the states must 

consider when determining BART for a particular source: “[1] the costs of 

compliance, [2] the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of 

compliance, [3] any existing pollution control technology in use at the source, [4] 

the remaining useful life of the source, and [5] the degree of improvement in 

visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such 

technology.” Id. § 7491(g)(2). 

 

                                                           
1
 A “major stationary source” is one that emits 250 tons or more of any pollutant 

and falls into one of 26 source categories, which include, for example, steel mills, 

petroleum refineries, and coal-fired power plants. 42 U.S.C. § 7491(g)(7). 
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B. EPA promulgates rules to ensure progress toward Congress’s goal 

After Congress established the visibility goal, EPA, the states, and other 

interested parties spent two decades resolving technical uncertainties necessary to 

address regional haze. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001 at 33,025]. That initial 

work culminated in EPA’s 1999 regional haze rule, but EPA’s regulatory 

framework solidified only after three subsequent rulemaking actions: the 2001 and 

2004 proposed BART Guidelines and the 2005 final BART Guidelines. 

 1. The 1999 regional haze rule: a framework for state plans 

In its 1999 regional haze rule, EPA defined regional haze as “visibility 

impairment that is caused by the emission of air pollutants from numerous sources 

located over a wide geographic area.” Regional Haze Regulations, 64 Fed. Reg. 

35,714, 35,715 (July 1, 1999) (codified at 40 C.F.R. § 51.301 (2014)). Because 

PM, SO2, and NOx scatter and absorb light, understood as “light extinction,” the 

rule identifies those pollutants as the principal causes of haze. 64 Fed. Reg. at 

35,715, 35,725.  

To measure changes in light extinction and, therefore, visibility, EPA 

established a metric known as the “deciview.” 40 C.F.R. § 51.301. The deciview 

“express[es] uniform changes in haziness in terms of common increments across 

the entire range of visibility conditions, from pristine to extremely hazy 

conditions.” 64 Fed. Reg. at 35,725. In this way, the deciview is like the decibel 
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scale for sound: “each unit change in deciview represents a common change in 

perception[.]” Id. Thus, the deciview allows for easy comparison across situations, 

such that a person perceives the same difference in visibility from a three-deciview 

change in a hazy environment as the person would with an equal adjustment in a 

mostly clear environment. Id. Though the science of perceptibility is itself hazy, a 

change of one full deciview is the approximate threshold for human perception. Id. 

at 35,726-27; see also [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 27 (comparing 

photographs of different deciview impairments)]. 

In the 1999 regional haze rule, EPA concluded that, although visibility is 

less degraded in the West than in the East, every state contains sources of 

visibility-impairing pollutants that could contribute to regional haze. 64 Fed. Reg. 

at 35,721. As a result, the rule directs every state to submit a regional haze 

implementation plan. 40 C.F.R. § 51.308(d). Consistent with Congress’s direction, 

the rule requires those state plans to include long-term strategies for sources of 

visibility impairing pollutants, criteria ensuring reasonable progress toward the 

national goal, and BART. Id. § 51.308(d), (e). The final requirement—BART—is 

at issue in this case. 

EPA required in the regional haze rule that state plans include either: (a) 

determinations of BART controls for major sources that cause or contribute to 

regional haze; or (b) an alternative to source-specific BART, such as an emissions 
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trading system. Id. § 51.308(e)(1), (2). For states opting to make BART 

determinations, the rule requires state plans to contain two key BART elements: 

(1) a list of sources in the state that are eligible for BART; and (2) BART 

determinations for BART-eligible sources found to cause or contribute to haze. Id. 

§ 51.308(e)(1)(i), (ii). In the rule, EPA committed to issue additional guidance on 

how states should conduct those BART determinations. 64 Fed. Reg. at 35,740.  

2. The 2001 proposed BART Guidelines: exploring ideas and 

developing agreement on state BART determination 

guidance 

 

In 2001, EPA proposed guidelines for state BART determinations. See 

Guidelines for BART Determinations, 66 Fed. Reg. 38,108 (proposed July 20, 

2001). Those Guidelines proposed flexible instructions on how the states should 

identify sources eligible for and subject to BART, evaluate the five statutory 

BART factors, and design a BART-alternative emissions trading program. Id. at 

38,109.  

The Guidelines also proposed that, for large power plants, BART would 

presumptively require installation of controls to eliminate 90-95% of SO2 

emissions. Id. at 38,130. EPA proposed that the states could deviate from this 

presumption only where justified by site-specific circumstances and the five 

statutory BART factors. Id. Consistent with Congress’s direction, EPA proposed 

that the BART Guidelines would be mandatory for power plants with a generating 
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capacity in excess of 750 megawatts. Id. at 38,108 (citing 42 U.S.C. § 7491(b)(1)). 

While EPA’s proposed BART Guidelines were pending, the District of Columbia 

Circuit Court of Appeals invalidated a portion of EPA’s 1999 regional haze rule. 

Am. Corn Growers, 291 F.3d at 8-9.  

3. The 2004 proposed BART Guidelines: fine-tuning the 

concepts and solidifying the consensus  

 

 EPA re-proposed the Guidelines, in part to address the D.C. Circuit’s 

remand of the 1999 regional haze rule. See Guidelines for BART Determinations, 

69 Fed. Reg. 25,184 (proposed May 5, 2004). The re-proposed Guidelines 

amended the 2001 proposal in two relevant respects.  

First, EPA proposed to revise the presumptive BART emission limits for 

SO2. Id. at 25,199. In response to comments, EPA refined the presumptive limit to 

require elimination of 95% of emissions or a performance rate of 0.1 to 0.15 

pounds per million British thermal units (lbs/MMBtu). Id. EPA developed this 

limit based on its evaluation of available data on costs and visibility. Id. at 25,199-

200. Accordingly, EPA “propos[ed] to establish a requirement that these control 

levels are BART[.]” Id. at 25,200. 

Second, EPA proposed for the first time to establish analogous presumptive 

BART emission limits for NOx. Id. at 25,201. Unlike SO2, for which one control 

technology (scrubbers) predominates, NOx can be controlled through two different 

methods: combustion and post-combustion controls, which can operate 
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independently or in tandem. Id. at 25,202. The effectiveness of both classes of 

controls varies based on plant design and fuel type. Id. For power plants that use 

the post-combustion control method of selective catalytic reduction during part of 

the year, EPA proposed that an increase to year-round use of the control would 

presumptively represent BART. Id. For all other power plants, EPA proposed a 

presumptive NOx BART emission limit of 0.2 lbs/MMBtu. Id. EPA invited 

comment on the propriety of these limits. Id. 

4. The 2005 final BART Guidelines: flexibility for state BART 

determinations, but with presumptive BART emission limits 
 

After receiving public comment, EPA finalized the BART Guidelines. See 

BART Guidelines, 70 Fed. Reg. 39,104 (July 6, 2005) (codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 

App. Y). The Guidelines direct the states to evaluate major stationary sources of 

PM, SO2, and NOx and subject to BART those sources that impact visibility by at 

least 0.5 deciviews. 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y, § III(A)(1) (2014). EPA determined 

that the Guidelines are mandatory only for power plants exceeding 750 megawatts. 

Id. at § I(F). For all other BART sources, the states “are not required to use the 

process in the guidelines when making BART determinations[.]” Id.  

In the Guidelines, EPA repeatedly emphasized that the states have 

substantial flexibility and discretion in conducting BART analyses. See, e.g., 70 

Fed. Reg. at  39,108 (“States have flexibility”); id. at 39,123 (“States can make 

judgments”). Because the Clean Air Act does not dictate how the states must 
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weigh the five statutory BART factors, EPA made clear that “the States are free to 

determine the weight and significance to be assigned to each factor.” Id. at 39,123. 

Within this flexible framework, the Guidelines provide the states direction on how 

to assess both the visibility and cost factors in the BART analysis.  

For visibility, the Guidelines direct the states to develop modeling protocols 

that rely on EPA-approved models, such as CALPUFF,
2
 to estimate a source’s 

impacts on visibility using current and post-control emissions. 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 

App. Y, § III(A)(3). The difference between the current and post-control impacts 

equals anticipated visibility improvement in the BART analysis. Id. § IV(D)(5). 

EPA cautioned that “the estimate of visibility improvement does not by itself 

dictate the level of control a State would impose on a source,” 70 Fed. Reg. at 

39,123, and explained that “States should have flexibility when evaluating the fifth 

statutory factor [visibility improvement],” id. at 39,129. 

For costs, the Guidelines require states to develop estimates of the 

annualized and capital costs of BART controls. 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § 

IV(D)(4)(a)(1). The Guidelines provide that the bases for those estimates should 

“be documented, either with data supplied by an equipment vendor (i.e., budget 

estimates or bids) or by a referenced source [such as EPA’s Control Cost 

Manual].” Id. § IV(D)(4)(a)(5). EPA recommended that the states use the Control 

                                                           
2
 CALPUFF is a pollutant dispersion model that estimates a source’s impacts on 

visibility. 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,121. 
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Cost Manual “where possible,” but the estimates must still “take into account any 

site-specific design or other conditions . . . that affect the cost of a particular BART 

technology option.” Id. EPA explained in the final rule that this arrangement 

provides the states with “flexibility in how they calculate costs.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 

39,127. 

 EPA’s Guidelines also finalized the presumptive BART emission limits for 

large coal-fired power plants. Id. at 39,131 (codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § 

IV(E)(4), (5). The limits are based on a “comprehensive modeling analysis of the 

anticipated visibility impacts of controlling large [power plants],” as well as a 

detailed review of the costs of controls. 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,132-35. For SO2, EPA 

established presumptive BART as 95% removal of SO2 emissions or an emission 

rate of 0.15 lb/MMBtu. 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § IV(E)(4).  

For NOx, EPA established presumptive BART as the year-round use of post-

combustion controls at sources already using those controls part of the year. Id. § 

IV(E)(5). For power plants not already using post-combustion controls, EPA 

established BART limits assuming the installation of combustion controls based on 

boiler type, size, and fuel. Id. (Table 1). For example, the presumptive NOx BART 

limit for a dry-bottom wall-fired boiler greater than 200 megawatts burning sub-

bituminous coal is 0.23 lbs/MMBtu. Id. Except for cyclone boilers, EPA expressly 

rejected “presumptive limits based on the installation of [selective catalytic 
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reduction],” a post-combustion control, because it is not “generally cost-effective 

for BART across unit types.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,135-36.  

EPA explained that the “States, as a general matter, must require owners and 

operators of greater than 750 megawatt power plants to meet these BART emission 

limits.” Id. However, EPA allowed the states to “establish a different requirement 

if the State can demonstrate that an alternative determination is justified based on a 

consideration of the five statutory factors.” Id. 

III. Wyoming’s plans for improving visibility 

Wyoming’s studies of regional haze in the national parks and wilderness 

areas in Wyoming showed that PM and SO2 are the primary causes of haze. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 32]. EPA approved entirely Wyoming’s plans to 

reduce emissions of both PM and SO2. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001]; 

Wyo. Regional Haze Plan Approval, 77 Fed. Reg. 73,926 (Dec. 12, 2012). As one 

component of its plan to address NOx, Wyoming made BART determinations for 

fifteen BART units, including the five at issue in this case—the three Laramie 

River Station units, Dave Johnston Unit 3, and Wyodak Unit 1.  

To facilitate those BART determinations, Wyoming promulgated a 

permitting regime that required sources to submit applications for BART permits. 

See Rules Wyo. Dept. Envtl. Quality, Air Quality Div., Ch. 6, § 9 (Dec. 2006), 

available at http://soswy.state.wy.us/Rules/RULES/9296.pdf. Among other things, 
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Wyoming’s permitting rules: (1) incorporate EPA’s BART rules; (2) direct BART 

sources to submit permit applications; and (3) require Wyoming to provide public 

notice of and accept comment on proposed BART decisions. Id. The rules require 

Wyoming to provide notice of proposed BART determinations to EPA and 

affected federal land managers and hold public hearings. Id. Wyoming also 

developed a modeling protocol, which EPA approved, to guide the visibility 

component of the BART analyses. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001]. 

A. The NOx BART permit applications 

Basin Electric and PacifiCorp submitted BART permit applications for their 

respective sources. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_1; EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0007_1; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_1]. To aid in the preparation 

of the applications, both consulted with multiple experts in NOx control 

technologies. PacifiCorp retained CH2M Hill
3
 to prepare its applications, which in 

turn relied on the work of Sargent & Lundy,
4
 as well as control equipment vendors. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_1 at 3-3; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_1 at 

                                                           
3
 CH2M Hill similarly prepared a BART analysis for Nevada’s regional haze plan, 

which EPA approved and the Ninth Circuit upheld. WildEarth Guardians v. EPA, 

No. 12-71523, 2014 WL 3513119 at *7 (9th Cir. July 17, 2014). 

 
4
 Sargent & Lundy provided the engineering studies of NOx controls in the 

Integrated Planning Model, which EPA relied on in this case to estimate control 

costs. See EPA’s Power Sector Modeling Platform v.5.13 at 1-2 (Table 1-1) (June 

25, 2014), http://www.epa.gov/powersectormodeling/docs/v513/Chapter_1.pdf; 78 

Fed. Reg. at 34,749 (“we have largely used the Integrated Planning Model cost 

calculations”). 
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3-3]. Similarly, Basin Electric retained Black & Veatch, an expert engineering 

firm, to prepare its application, which in turn also relied on the expertise of other 

consultants. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 7]. The applications evaluated 

a variety of combustion and post-combustion controls, as well as the associated 

costs and anticipated visibility improvements. 

For example, Basin Electric’s application for Laramie River Station 

evaluated eight NOx control configurations: (1) overfire air; (2) low NOx burners; 

(3) selective catalytic reduction; (4) selective non-catalytic reduction; (5) a hybrid 

of selective catalytic reduction and selective non-catalytic reduction; (6) natural 

gas reburn; (7) the combined use of low NOx burners and overfire air; and (8) the 

combined use of combustion controls (low NOx burners and overfire air) and post-

combustion controls (selective catalytic reduction). [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0003_4 at 2]. Similarly, PacifiCorp’s applications for Dave Johnston Unit 3 and 

Wyodak Unit 1 evaluated low NOx burners, overfire air, selective non-catalytic 

reduction, and selective catalytic reduction, as well as rotating opposed fire air. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_1 at 3-3; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_1 at 

3-3].  

Basin Electric found natural gas reburn to be technically infeasible due to 

space constraints in the Laramie River Station furnaces and selective non-catalytic 

reduction unable to meet EPA’s presumptive NOx BART emission limit. [EPA-
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R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 6-7]; see also 69 Fed. Reg. at 25,197 (EPA 

stating that it is not “necessary that the states conduct detailed evaluations of 

control measures that are very unlikely to be selected as BART”). 

 To estimate the costs of these controls, Basin Electric’s permit application 

relied on EPA’s Air Pollution Control Cost Manual (6th ed.), the Coal Utility 

Environmental Cost Workbook (Version 1.0), quotes from equipment vendors, cost 

estimates from previous projects, and in-house engineering estimates. [EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 8]. PacifiCorp similarly relied on EPA’s Air Pollution 

Control Cost Manual to estimate costs. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 51; 

EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 39]. 

Basin Electric’s estimates showed that capital costs for installing the 

controls on the three Laramie River Station units ranged from $16 million for the 

least costly control (overfire air) to $370 million for the most costly (selective 

catalytic reduction), with annualized costs
5
 varying from $1.8 million for overfire 

air to nearly $48 million for selective catalytic reduction. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0003_4 at 10-11 (Tables 3-5)]. PacifiCorp’s cost estimates for controls at 

Dave Johnston Unit 3 and Wyodak Unit 1 were similar: capital costs ranged from 

                                                           
5
 Capital and annualized costs are metrics evaluated in the BART determination 

process. Capital costs represent the initial costs of installing controls, while 

annualized costs include annual operation and maintenance costs, as well as the 

amortized installation costs (typically over an assumed 20-year life). 66 Fed. Reg. 

at 38,126-27. 
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$12 million for the least expensive control to $172 million for the most expensive. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 11 (Table 5); EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0010_3 at 10 (Table 4)]. 

To evaluate anticipated visibility improvements from the controls, Basin 

Electric and PacifiCorp both conducted multiple rounds of CALPUFF modeling 

consistent with Wyoming’s EPA-approved modeling protocol. [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0003_1; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_1 at 4-11 (Table 4-4)]. For 

example, Basin Electric conducted three separate modeling runs, each time tuning 

specific technical parameters. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_1 at 2]. 

EPA offered numerous technical comments on the analyses. See, e.g., [EPA-

R08-OAR- 2012-0026-0058_3; EPA-R08-OAR- 2012-0026-0058_6; EPA-R08-

OAR- 2012-0026-0015_1]. For example, EPA encouraged Wyoming to evaluate 

selective catalytic reduction in conjunction with low-NOx burners and overfire air 

controls at a control rate of 0.07 lb/MMBtu. [EPA-R08-OAR- 2012-0026-0058_3 

(Att. at 2)]. EPA also disagreed with PacifiCorp’s recommended BART control for 

the Naughton power plant because it would not meet the presumptive NOx BART 

limit. [Id. at 1]. 
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 B. Wyoming’s NOx BART determinations 

 Wyoming evaluated each of the BART permit applications in light of the 

five statutory BART factors and EPA’s BART Guidelines.
6
 [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0007_5 at 47-48; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 42-43; EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35-36]. For each of the five disputed units, Wyoming 

found best available retrofit technology to be low NOx burners with overfire air 

and corresponding emission limits at least as stringent as EPA’s presumptive NOx 

BART limits. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 47 (establishing BART 

“below EPA’s applicable presumptive limit”); EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 

at 42; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35]. For each of the five units, 

Wyoming found its chosen controls to be particularly cost effective, one of the five 

statutory BART factors. See, e.g., [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 11, 47 

(Wyoming’s chosen control would reduce NOx at a cost of $648 per ton removed); 

EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35 (Wyoming’s BART control would 

reduce NOx at a cost of $881 per ton removed); see also 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,135 

(EPA finding cost effective those controls capable of removing NOx at a cost 

below $1,500 per ton).  

                                                           
6
 Because the Guidelines are not mandatory for Wyodak Unit 1, Wyoming relied 

on the Guidelines only as helpful guidance in that BART determination. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35]. 
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Those BART controls would reduce cumulative NOx emissions from the 

five units by approximately 10,000 tons per year. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0007_5 at 47 (2,723 tons); EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 42 (5,645 tons); 

EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35 (1,483 tons)); EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0002 at 177 (Figure 8.3.6-7)]. Those emissions reductions, as well as those 

achieved under other components of Wyoming’s plans, ensure the State makes 

reasonable progress toward Congress’s visibility goal. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0057 at 11]. But, Wyoming’s BART analyses indicated that those NOx 

controls would impose substantial costs on Basin Electric ($66 million in capital 

costs) and PacifiCorp ($30 million in capital costs). [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0003_4 at 3 (Table 1), 42; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 42-43; EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 32 (Table 19), 35]. 

 Wyoming rejected the most stringent and costly control option—selective 

catalytic reduction with low NOx burners and overfire air—for each of the five 

BART units. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 42-43; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0007_5 at 47-48; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35-36]. In each case, 

that control was substantially less cost effective than the chosen control. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 42-43; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 47-

48; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35-36]. For example, at Laramie River 

Station, installing selective catalytic reduction with low NOx burners and overfire 
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air would impose more than five times the capital cost ($370 million vs. $66 

million) and eight times the annualized cost ($47 million vs. $6 million) of 

Wyoming’s chosen control. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 10-11 (Tables 

3-5)]. But it would yield only an imperceptible increase in visibility improvement 

over just low NOx burners and overfire air (approximately 0.36 deciviews). [Id. at 

42-43]. 

Wyoming also rejected selective catalytic reduction because of its energy 

and non-air quality environmental impacts, another statutory BART factor. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 42-43; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 47-

48; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35-36]. Selective catalytic reduction 

requires 150 times more energy to operate than the State’s chosen control. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 119]. As a result, operating selective catalytic 

reduction at Laramie River Station would consume up to fifteen megawatts of 

electricity. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 43]. By contrast, Wyoming’s 

BART control can actually reduce energy consumption by optimizing combustion. 

Id. Also, selective catalytic reduction generates other environmental impacts in the 

form of solid waste from spent catalysts (rare earths) and reagents (ammonia). Id.; 

see also [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 47-48; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0010_3 at 35].  
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IV. EPA’s inconsistent approach to disapproving Wyoming’s NOx BART 

determinations 

 

 In January 2011, Wyoming submitted to EPA a regional haze 

implementation plan that included Wyoming’s NOx BART determinations. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002]. Under the Clean Air Act, EPA must approve a state 

regional haze implementation plan if the plan meets the requirements of the Act. 

42 U.S.C. § 7410(k)(3). To disapprove a state’s plan, EPA must explain how the 

plan interferes with applicable requirements of the Act. See Texas v. EPA, 690 F.3d 

670, 683 (5th Cir. 2012). 

EPA reviewed Wyoming’s plan in a haphazard but committed pursuit of 

disagreeing with the technical analyses underlying the State’s control choices. 

While EPA criticized Wyoming’s technical methods, it constantly changed its own 

technical evaluations, as well as its reasons for disapproving different parts of the 

plan. EPA issued proposals in 2012 and 2013 to disapprove different parts of 

Wyoming’s plan based on different allegations that the State’s analyses were 

technically defective. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001; EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0093]. In 2014, after EPA reworked its own analyses multiple times 

through the process, EPA arrived at a final action different from the previous two 

proposals in both justification and end result. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0255]. 
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A. 2012: EPA proposes to approve Wyoming’s cost estimates, 

disapprove parts of its visibility modeling, and find that selective 

catalytic reduction is not reasonable at any of the five disputed 

units 

 

In June 2012, EPA proposed to disapprove Wyoming’s NOx BART 

determinations at seven units, including the five at issue in this case. See [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0001]. EPA accepted Wyoming’s cost analyses, but asserted 

that the State’s visibility improvement modeling was defective because it: (1) 

combined improvements from PM, SO2, and NOx controls and, therefore, EPA 

could not ascertain improvements attributable to NOx controls; and (2) did not 

model visibility improvement from selective non-catalytic reduction controls for 

Laramie River Station. Id. at [33,031]. As a result, EPA performed its own 

modeling and proposed its own BART determinations for a federal implementation 

plan to replace Wyoming’s. See, e.g., id. at [33,051]. Instead of the combustion 

controls Wyoming selected, EPA proposed to require each of the disapproved units 

to install selective non-catalytic reduction. Id. at [33,051-52, 33,055]. 

Wyoming opposed EPA’s proposed disapprovals, explaining that EPA’s 

replacement NOx BART determinations yielded no meaningful improvement in 

visibility over the State’s controls but imposed significant additional costs. [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0057 at 33]. In response to EPA’s confusion about 

modeling, PacifiCorp asserted that its combined pollutant modeling showed the 

improvements attributable to NOx controls. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0071 at 
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9]. Basin Electric noted that EPA had evaluated the wrong BART emission limit 

and ignored the presumptive BART limits, and that selective non-catalytic 

reduction would not be effective at Laramie River Station. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0058 at 13-18].  

B. 2013: EPA proposes also to disapprove Wyoming’s cost estimates 

and find that selective catalytic reduction is reasonable at four of 

the five disputed units 

 

 Faced with errors in its analyses, EPA proposed a different action on 

Wyoming’s plan. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0093]. EPA proposed to 

disapprove the same seven BART determinations, plus one more, as well as 

Wyoming’s cost analyses that the EPA previously proposed to approve. Id. at 

[34,740]. EPA alleged that it “identified deficiencies in various cost assumptions 

and methods” in Wyoming’s plan, including supposed deviations from EPA’s 

Control Cost Manual, cost estimates that “exceeded real-world industry costs,” and 

incorrect baseline emissions calculations. Id. at [34,748].  

For example, according to EPA, Wyoming underestimated the cost of 

selective non-catalytic reduction, which uses urea as a chemical reagent, because 

the cost of urea commodities had risen since Wyoming submitted its plan. Id. EPA 

also claimed that Basin Electric’s BART permit application overestimated the 

ability of selective non-catalytic reduction to control NOx. Id. The application 

analysis assumed a control efficiency of 48%. Id. According to EPA, this control 
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could, in fact, only remove NOx at a rate of 20-30%, id., even though EPA directed 

the State to assume a 40-50% control rate for selective non-catalytic reduction, 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0058_4 at 2]. In support of that direction, EPA cited 

its Control Cost Manual, which explains that selective non-catalytic reduction can 

control NOx at a rate consistent with Basin’s permit application. [Id. (citing Air 

Pollution Control Cost Manual § 4.2, ch. 1, at 1-3 (6th ed. 2002)].  

EPA similarly determined that Wyoming was mistaken to assume that 

selective catalytic reduction could control NOx at a rate of 0.07 lbs/MMBtu. Id. at 

[34,748]. In EPA’s opinion, Wyoming should have evaluated that control at a rate 

of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu. Id. However, EPA had previously taken a conflicting position. 

In EPA’s comments on Wyoming’s plan, EPA encouraged Wyoming to assume a 

selective catalytic reduction control rate of 0.07 lbs/MMBtu. [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0058_3 (Enclosure at 1)]. EPA did not explain this disparity, except to 

claim that “EPA has determined that on an annual basis [selective catalytic 

reduction] can achieve emission rates of 0.05 lb/MMBtu or lower.” [EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0093 at 34,748]. 

Based on these alleged errors in Wyoming’s analyses, EPA developed its 

own cost estimates to replace the State’s. Id. at [34,749]. EPA also “found it 

necessary” to revise the modeling it performed the year before. Id. Based on EPA’s 
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new cost and visibility analyses, EPA proposed yet a different set of replacement 

BART determinations for a federal implementation plan. Id. at [34,775-79]. 

EPA proposed to require the installation of the most stringent control 

technology—selective catalytic reduction with low NOx burners and overfire air—

at the three Laramie River Station units and Dave Johnston Unit 3. Id. at [34,776, 

34,778]. Those controls would cost about eight times as much as Wyoming’s 

BART controls. Id. at [34,775-76] ($2.27 million versus approximately $19 million 

in annualized costs at each of the three Laramie River Station units); id. at [34,778] 

($1.76 million versus $16.35 million in annualized costs at Dave Johnston Unit 3). 

EPA found these costs to be “reasonable” even though they would deliver an 

imperceptible visibility improvement over Wyoming’s plan. E.g., id. at [34,778] 

(0.36 deciviews of additional improvement at Dave Johnston Unit 3). For Wyodak 

Unit 1, EPA proposed to require the installation of selective non-catalytic 

reduction with low NOx burners and overfire air, which would impose eleven times 

the annualized cost of the State’s control ($1.27 million versus $14.39 million) but 

yield additional visibility improvement of only 0.15 deciviews. Id. at [34,785]. 

In response, Wyoming asserted that changes in urea prices did not provide a 

legitimate basis for disapproving the plan. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0215 at 

15]. Wyoming further argued that, even if changes in urea prices provided a valid 

basis for disapproving Wyoming’s plan, urea prices had since fallen to levels 
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equivalent to the State’s cost assumptions. Id. Wyoming also noted that it relied on 

EPA’s own guidance documents to estimate control efficiency for selective non-

catalytic reduction and that EPA had approved Colorado’s use of a control rate for 

selective catalytic reduction equal to Wyoming’s (0.07 lbs/MMBtu). Id. at [18-19].  

Both PacifiCorp and Basin Electric explained that EPA’s assertions of 

erroneous cost estimates were mistaken. PacifiCorp showed that its cost estimates 

were in line with “real-world” costs and that EPA itself had not followed the 

Control Cost Manual. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0149 at 22-23]. In addition to 

submitting more site-specific data to support its cost estimates, Basin Electric 

asserted that the Control Cost Manual is not binding and, even if it were, 

Wyoming’s cost estimates comply with the Manual. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0148 at 16-19, 46-55]. Basin further maintained that it had, in fact, correctly 

calculated baseline emissions. (Id. at 21-22).  

C. 2014: EPA abandons prior concerns about cost estimates, but still 

disapproves Wyoming’s BART determinations for other reasons 

and finds that selective catalytic reduction is reasonable at all of 

the five disputed units 

 

 In 2014, EPA changed course again, deciding to disapprove Wyoming’s 

BART determinations for Laramie River Station Units 1-3, Dave Johnston Unit 3, 

and Wyodak Unit 1 and to impose replacement BART determinations under a 

federal implementation plan. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255]. EPA justified 

its disapprovals on the general grounds that “the State neglected to reasonably 
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assess the costs of compliance and visibility improvement in accordance with the 

BART Guidelines.”  Id. at [5039, 5047, 5049, 5050].  

 EPA retreated from its assertion that changes in urea prices invalidated 

Wyoming’s cost estimates. Id. at [5077] (“we agree that a change in the market 

price of urea, in and of itself, may not have provided EPA sufficient grounds for 

rejecting the State’s analysis”). Similarly, EPA abandoned its prior claim that 

Wyoming used the incorrect baseline emissions for Laramie River Station. Id. at 

[5084] (“we agree that Wyoming’s approach . . . resulted in a realistic depiction of 

anticipated annual emissions consistent with the BART Guidelines”). 

Despite EPA’s retreat from its prior reasons for disapproving Wyoming’s 

BART determinations, EPA maintained its belief that it had “identified a number 

of deficiencies . . . that when taken collectively, led EPA to conclude that 

Wyoming’s consideration of costs of compliance . . . was inadequate[.]” Id.; see 

also id. at [5077] (“there were other deficiencies in Wyoming’s BART analysis for 

Laramie River Station that remain a valid basis for our disapproval”). Though EPA 

did not say as much, the import of these general statements is that the following 

four allegations of error, which EPA had not abandoned, provided an adequate 

basis for disapproving Wyoming’s BART determinations.  

Notwithstanding PacifiCorp’s explanation of why its combined visibility 

modeling allowed EPA to ascertain visibility improvement from NOx controls, the 
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agency continued to believe that PacifiCorp’s combined pollutant modeling 

required disapproval of the BART determinations. Id. at [5109]. And although 

Wyoming and Basin Electric explained why it was not necessary to model 

visibility improvement from selective non-catalytic reduction controls, an 

ineffective control that EPA itself did not select as BART, EPA continued to assert 

that the absence of that modeling necessitated disapproval of Wyoming’s plan. Id. 

EPA also continued to believe, despite PacifiCorp’s explanations otherwise, that 

Wyoming used incorrect baseline emissions for PacifiCorp’s BART analyses. See, 

e.g., id. at [5049]. Finally, in response to the new cost estimates that Basin Electric 

submitted in response to the 2013 proposal, EPA partially rejected those estimates 

on the grounds that they were not “supported and appropriate,” without explaining 

or identifying a basis for that decision. Id. at [5039]. 

After alleging these mistakes in Wyoming’s analyses, EPA revised its 

visibility improvement modeling for the third time and its cost analyses for the 

second time, ostensibly because of EPA’s own errors in its previous evaluations of 

those BART factors. Id. Based on its revised analyses, EPA required that within 

five years Basin Electric install the most stringent controls for its three Laramie 

River Station units—selective catalytic reduction with low NOx burners and 

overfire air—at a capital cost of more than $550 million with annualized costs of 

nearly $70 million. Id. at [5039 (Table 1)].  
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Likewise, EPA mandated the retrofit of Wyodak Unit 1 with the same 

controls at a capital cost of nearly $120 million with annualized costs of nearly $13 

million. Id. Finally, for Dave Johnston Unit 3, EPA re-analyzed the unit’s 

remaining useful life at PacifiCorp’s request, and offered PacifiCorp the choice of 

either: (a) installing Wyoming’s chosen retrofit—low NOx burners with overfire 

air—at capital and annualized costs of $16 million and $1.8 million, but with the 

added restriction of a mandatory retirement of the unit in 2027; or (b) retrofitting 

with the most stringent controls at a capital cost exceeding $100 million, nearly ten 

times the capital cost of the State’s controls, to obtain a miniscule 0.18 deciviews 

in additional visibility improvement. Id. at [5038, 5049].  

 On March 27, 2014, Wyoming asked EPA to reconsider and stay its action 

pending judicial review. EPA has not acted on that request. The next day, 

Wyoming petitioned this Court for review of EPA’s action. Wyoming also moved 

the Court to stay the deadlines for installing EPA’s replacement BART controls 

pending judicial review of the agency’s actions. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 The Court reviews EPA’s disapproval of a state Clean Air Act 

implementation plan under the Administrative Procedure Act. Oklahoma v. EPA, 

723 F.3d 1201, 1211 (10th Cir. 2013) (citation omitted). Accordingly, the Court 

will hold unlawful and set aside an EPA state plan disapproval that is “arbitrary, 
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capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” Id. 

(citing 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)).  

Though EPA’s disapproval of a state plan is reviewed under the 

Administrative Procedure Act, EPA’s discretion to disapprove a state plan is 

limited. Id. at 1213 n.7. The key question is whether EPA has carried its burden of 

demonstrating that the state’s plan does not meet the requirements of the Clean Air 

Act. See Luminant Generation Co. LLC v. EPA, 714 F.3d 841, 858 (5th Cir. 2013). 

To answer that question, the Court does not routinely defer to EPA’s judgment, but 

instead evaluates whether the state’s plan “was reasonable in light of the statutory 

guides and the state administrative record.” Alaska Dep’t of Envtl. Conserv. v. 

EPA, 540 U.S. 461, 494 (2004). 

 The Court will hold unlawful and set aside agency actions that fail “to 

follow their own regulations, procedures, and precedents, or provide a rational 

explanation for their departures.” Big Horn Coal. Co. v. Temple, 793 F.2d 1165, 

1169 (10th Cir. 1986) (quotation and citation omitted). The Court also will set 

aside an action as arbitrary and capricious if the agency “‘has relied on factors 

which Congress has not intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider an 

important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs 

counter to the evidence before the agency,’ or if the agency action ‘is so 

implausible that it could not be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of 
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agency expertise.’” Copar Pumice Co., Inc. v. Tidwell, 603 F.3d 780, 793 (10th 

Cir. 2010) (quoting Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 

463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983)). Though narrow, the Court’s arbitrary and capricious 

review is nonetheless “probing and in-depth[.]” Id. (citation omitted). 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

 This is the third challenge to an EPA disapproval of a state’s regional haze 

plan to come before this Court. In Oklahoma v. EPA, the only prior challenge to 

reach the merits, a divided panel upheld EPA’s disapproval of Oklahoma’s plan for 

controlling emissions of SO2. 723 F.3d at 1224. The majority conceded, however, 

that Oklahoma’s challenge presented a “close case.” Id. at 1217.  

 This is not a close case. Whereas Oklahoma’s BART determinations did not 

require sources to install any new controls, Wyoming’s BART determinations 

mandated that each of the sources install costly new controls. Compare id. at 1205 

(noting Oklahoma determined BART simply to be continued use of low sulfur 

coal) with [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002 at 104, 108-11 (requiring sources to 

install new low NOx burners with overfire air)]. Indeed, unlike Oklahoma, 

Wyoming required PacifiCorp and Basin Electric to install nearly $100 million in 

new NOx BART controls alone at the five disputed BART units. [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0003_4 at 10-11; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 11; EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 10].  
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Whereas Oklahoma’s BART emission limits were approximately four times 

less stringent than EPA’s presumptive BART limits, Wyoming imposed BART 

emission limits at least as stringent as the presumptive limits. Compare 723 F.3d at 

1205 (noting Oklahoma’s SO2 limits of 0.65 and 0.55 lbs/MMBtu) with 70 Fed. 

Reg. at 39,132 (establishing presumptive SO2 limit of 0.15 lbs/MMBtu); compare 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 42 (imposing Wyoming’s BART emission 

limit of 0.28 lbs/MMBtu at Dave Johnston Unit 3, a cell-fired boiler burning sub-

bituminous coal)] with 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,135 (establishing presumptive NOx limit 

of 0.45 lbs/MMBtu for cell-fired boilers burning sub-bituminous coal).  

 Because each of Wyoming’s BART determinations complied with EPA’s 

presumptive BART limits, EPA cannot claim that Wyoming’s BART 

determinations do not fulfill the BART requirements of the Clean Air Act. EPA 

also cannot assert that the BART Guidelines, which are nothing more than helpful 

guidance for Wyodak Unit 1, provide a basis for disapproving Wyoming’s 

Wyodak BART determination. 

 Nor can EPA rely on the arbitrary and capricious rationales it advanced in 

support of disapproving Wyoming’s plan. While EPA claims that alleged errors in 

Wyoming’s analyses of costs and visibility required disapproval of the disputed 

BART determinations, EPA approved multiple BART determinations containing 

the same alleged errors. The agency cannot have it both ways. EPA also cannot 
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fairly disapprove Wyoming’s plan because the State followed EPA’s own 

directions on estimating control efficiencies and disregarding ineffective controls. 

Yet, that is precisely what EPA did. 

 EPA’s disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART determinations are laden with 

arbitrary and unlawful errors. Like Nevada, Wyoming did all that the Clean Air 

Act required. See WildEarth Guardians v. EPA, No. 12-71523, 2014 WL 3513119 

at *7 (9th Cir. July 17, 2014). Accordingly, the Court should vacate EPA’s 

disapprovals of Wyoming’s NOx BART determinations for Laramie River Station 

Units 1-3, Dave Johnston Unit 3, and Wyodak Unit 1. 

ARGUMENT 

The Clean Air Act provides states with “wide discretion” to design their 

implementation plans to account for particular needs. Union Elec. Co. v. EPA, 427 

U.S. 246, 250 (1976). That discretion includes “broad authority to determine the 

methods and particular control strategies [a state] will use to achieve the statutory 

requirements.” BCCA Appeal Grp. v. EPA, 355 F.3d 817, 821-22 (5th Cir. 2003) 

(citation omitted). 

Accordingly, EPA may disapprove a state’s implementation plan only if it 

fails to meet the requirements of the Act. 42 U.S.C. § 7410(k)(3). When 

disapproving a plan, EPA “is required to provide reasoning supporting its 

conclusion that the disapproved provision would interfere with an applicable 
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requirement of the Act.” Luminant Generation Co. LLC v. EPA, 714 F.3d 841, 858 

(5th Cir. 2013). In light of Congress’s commitment of discretion to the states to 

make control technology selections, EPA bears a heavy burden in disapproving 

BART determinations in a state regional haze plan. See Am. Corn Growers, 291 

F.3d at 8 (“Congress intended the states to decide . . . what BART controls should 

apply”).  

I. Wyoming’s BART determinations complied with EPA’s presumptive 

BART limits, and EPA cannot disapprove those determinations without 

first revising the presumptive limit rules. 

 

In the BART Guidelines, EPA established presumptive BART emission 

limits for NOx. 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § IV(E)(5). Because EPA said that those 

limits “are BART,” 69 Fed. Reg. at 25,200, Wyoming imposed BART controls on 

Laramie River Station, Dave Johnston Unit 3, and Wyodak Unit 1 that were at 

least as stringent as the presumptive limits. Wyoming expressly cited and relied on 

the presumptive limits in support of its BART determinations. [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0003_4 at 42; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 47; EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 35]. Because EPA said the presumptive limits fulfill 

the requirements of BART and Wyoming’s BART determinations complied with 

the limits, EPA had no authority to disapprove those BART determinations. See 42 

U.S.C. § 7410(k)(3) (authorizing EPA to disapprove a state plan only where the 

plan does not meet the requirements of the Act). 
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Although EPA described the presumptive limits as BART and even relied on 

the presumptive limits to establish BART on multiple occasions, EPA now 

disavows those positions. EPA asserted in its disapproval of Wyoming’s plan that 

the presumptive limits merely “serve as a floor . . . for BART[.]” [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0255 at 5097]. According to EPA, the presumptive limits should not be 

relied upon because they are based on “older, generic calculations[.]” Id. 

The question before the Court, therefore, is whether EPA’s regulations 

provide that the presumptive limits are BART, or just a floor for the BART 

analysis. Where “the meaning of a regulatory provision is plain on its face, the 

regulation must be enforced in accordance with its plain meaning.” Mainline Rock 

& Ballast, Inc. v. Sec’y of Labor, 693 F.3d 1181, 1185 (10th Cir. 2012) (citation 

omitted). If the regulation is ambiguous, this Court generally defers to EPA’s 

interpretation of its own regulations, “unless that interpretation is plainly erroneous 

or inconsistent with the regulation.” Oklahoma, 723 F.3d at 1211 (citation and 

quotation omitted).  

A. The plain language of the BART Guidelines shows that the 

presumptive limits are best available retrofit technology. 

 

In its disapprovals, EPA said that its presumptive limits in the final BART 

Guidelines are just a floor, or starting point, for the BART analysis. [EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5036]. But in the BART Guidelines, EPA stated that the 

presumptive limits are BART, not just a floor or starting point. See, e.g., 70 Fed. 
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Reg. at 39,134. Because EPA said that the presumptive limits fulfill the 

requirements of BART, EPA’s disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART determinations, 

which complied with the presumptive limits, were arbitrary, capricious, and 

contrary to the plain meaning of the BART Guidelines. See F.C.C. v. Fox 

Television Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 515 (2009) (“An agency may not . . . 

simply disregard rules that are still on the books.”). 

When EPA re-proposed the BART Guidelines in 2004, it unambiguously 

explained that the presumptive limits are BART. For example, EPA said that it was 

“proposing to establish a requirement that these control levels are BART[.]” 69 

Fed. Reg. at 25,200 (emphasis added); see also id. at 25,199 (explaining that EPA 

was “requiring specific BART emission limitations”). EPA elaborated “that these 

control levels represent a reasonable determination of BART for large [power 

plants].” Id. at 25,202 (emphasis added). Thus, EPA invited comment on which 

specific presumptive limits “should be considered to represent BART.” Id. at 

25,200 (emphasis added).  

 In its 2005 final rule, EPA adopted this approach. 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,131. 

EPA said in no uncertain terms that the presumptive limits are not merely a floor 

but rather constitute BART. See id. at 39,134 (stating that a presumptive limit “is 

BART”) (emphasis added). EPA described the limits as “presumptive” only 

because the Guidelines allow states to determine BART to be less stringent than 
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the limit. See 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § IV(E)(5) (“You may determine that an 

alternative control is appropriate based on a careful consideration of the statutory 

factors.”). 

 As a result, EPA’s new interpretation of the presumptive limits as a floor 

cannot be reconciled with the BART Guidelines. When EPA proposed the 

presumptive limits in 2004, commenters objected because “setting presumptive 

limits infringes on a state’s authority to establish BART on a case-by-case basis 

considering not only visibility improvement, but the other statutory factors as 

well.” 70 Fed. Reg. 39104, 39,131. Agreeing with these comments, EPA conceded 

that “there may be situations where the use of such controls would not be 

technically feasible and/or cost-effective.” Id. at 39,134. Thus, although the 

presumptive limits “are extremely likely to be appropriate for all greater than 750 

[megawatt] power plants subject to BART, a State may establish different 

requirements if the State can demonstrate that an alternative determination is 

justified based on a consideration of the five statutory factors.” Id. (emphasis 

added); see also 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § IV(E)(5).  

 If, as EPA claims, the rules created a floor for the BART analysis, the rules 

would not allow the states to determine that BART is below the floor. But the rules 

allow just that: the “States have the ability to consider the specific characteristics 

of the source at issue and to find that the presumptive limits would not be 
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appropriate for that source.” Id. The import is that, if the presumptive limits 

operate as a limit on state BART analyses at all, they create a benchmark for 

success, not a floor. 40 C.F.R. pt. 51 App. Y § IV(E)(5) (providing that the state 

may, but not must, establish an alternative limit where justified by the statutory 

factors). 

 EPA’s claim in this case that the presumptive limits are merely useful tools 

that establish a “floor” for BART is, therefore, plainly inconsistent with EPA’s 

unambiguous explanation of the rules. This Court enforces the plain meaning of 

agency regulations. Mainline Rock & Ballast, 693 F.3d at 1185. EPA’s regulations 

plainly mean that the presumptive limits “are BART[.]” 69 Fed. Reg. at 25,200. 

The Court should, therefore, vacate EPA’s disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART 

determinations, which complied with EPA’s presumptive BART limits. 

B. EPA thoroughly vetted the presumptive limits because it intended 

the limits to represent best available retrofit technology. 

 

In addition to claiming that the presumptive limits merely represent a floor 

for the BART analysis, EPA said that Wyoming should not have relied on the 

presumptive limits because they were based on generic, outdated information. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5036]. EPA’s rulemaking record easily 

disposes of this newfound belief. As a result, like the plain text of the BART 

Guidelines, the rulemaking record refutes EPA’s newly proffered interpretation of 

the presumptive limits.  
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EPA established the presumptive limits as BART based on the agency’s 

comprehensive review of data related to the cost and visibility improvement factors 

in the BART analysis. 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,132-35. As EPA explained, “[t]he 

presumptive standards were developed through a formal rulemaking process, 

including extensive public comment and full analysis of costs and economic 

impacts[.]” Regional Haze Regulations: Alternative to Source-Specific BART 

Determinations, 70 Fed. Reg. 44,154, 44,159 (proposed Aug. 1, 2005).  

To determine the appropriate levels of control, EPA evaluated emissions 

control data for “all individual BART-eligible coal-fired units.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 

39,134. With this data, EPA performed detailed calculations based on specific 

BART unit characteristics, including boiler and fuel type, controls already 

installed, nameplate capacity, cost effectiveness, and control efficiencies. Id. at 

39,132. EPA conducted a “comprehensive modeling analysis of the anticipated 

visibility impacts[.]” Id. EPA included the supporting technical data and analyses 

in its rulemaking docket to support the limits. Id. at 39,134 n.62. Based on these 

evaluations of the cost and visibility factors, EPA adopted presumptive limits it 

believed to be “highly cost-effective” that likely would “result in significant 

improvements in visibility and help to ensure reasonable progress toward the 

national visibility goal.” Id. at 39,132. 
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EPA also subjected the presumptive limits and the supporting analyses to 

extensive public comment. When EPA first proposed the BART Guidelines, the 

agency invited comment on a presumptive limit only for SO2. 66 Fed. Reg. at 

38,130. EPA “received many comments on the . . . control presumption[.]” 69 Fed. 

Reg. at 25,199. Those comments, in turn, led EPA to revise its presumptive limits 

rule. 

For example, multiple states asked EPA to express the 2001 proposed 

presumptive SO2 limit not only as a percent control level, but also as a 

performance level (i.e., lbs/MMBtu). Id. EPA adopted this approach. Id. at 25,200. 

Commenters also asked EPA to “address technologies for control of NOx at BART 

sources.” Id. at 25,201. EPA obliged this request as well, “proposing that the States 

must, as a general matter, require . . . sources to achieve a control level of 0.2 

lbs/MMBtu.” Id. at 25,202.  

In response to comments on the proposed NOx limit, EPA “performed 

additional analyses of all individual BART-eligible coal-fired units[.]” 70 Fed. 

Reg. at 39,134. Those analyses, in turn, “indicated that both cost effectiveness and 

post-control rates for NOx do depend largely on boiler design and type of coal 

burned.” Id. As a result, EPA abandoned its proposed presumptive NOx BART 

limit of 0.2 lbs/MMBtu. Id. Instead, based on the additional analyses EPA 
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conducted in response to comments, the agency established different presumptive 

NOx BART limits based on boiler design and fuel type. Id. at 39,135 (Table 2). 

In light of EPA’s diligent efforts to vet the presumptive limits through 

multiple technical analyses and two rounds of comprehensive public comment, the 

agency cannot now credibly claim that the presumptive limits were based on mere 

“generic” information. But see [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5096] 

(refusing to apply the presumptive limits because Wyoming did not show that they 

“in fact represent BART, under current circumstances, at these particular plants”). 

The record irrefutably shows that EPA based the presumptive limits on 

comprehensive evaluations of real world data related to the BART factors for “all 

individual BART-eligible coal-fired units[.]” 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,134. EPA would 

not have invested so much effort into developing the presumptive limits if they 

were meant only to be a starting point, rather than the benchmark, for the BART 

analysis. The record shows that EPA devoted its resources to substantiating the 

presumptive limits because EPA intended those limits to be BART.  

EPA’s claim that the presumptive limits are based on “old” information also 

is mistaken. By this logic, the entirety of the BART Guidelines, which entail 

multiple technical facets of control technology, including EPA’s outdated Control 

Cost Manual, are also “old.” Thus, EPA cannot consistently uphold the Guidelines 
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as the measure of BART compliance, while at the same time dismissing as “old” 

those portions ill-suited to the agency’s current policy predilections.  

If EPA wishes to revise its BART Guidelines, it is free to do so through the 

rule-making process, but it cannot make ad hoc revisions to the Guidelines during 

its review of state plans crafted pursuant to the Guidelines. Because the rulemaking 

record shows that EPA intended the presumptive limits to be BART, the Court 

should reject the unfounded interpretation EPA has offered in support of its action.  

C. EPA has historically interpreted the presumptive limits to 

represent source-specific best available retrofit technology. 

  

 Though EPA now claims that the presumptive limits do not represent 

BART, the agency has adopted a contrary position in past actions. Those previous 

actions show that EPA’s preferred interpretation in this case is either mistaken, or 

an unsubstantiated change in agency position. 

 On at least three separate occasions, EPA has interpreted the presumptive 

limits to represent source-specific BART when evaluating BART-alternative 

programs. First, as part of the final BART Guidelines, EPA determined that its 

Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) fulfilled the requirements of BART. 70 Fed. Reg. 

39,141-42. To make that determination, EPA had to show that, as a BART-

alternative, CAIR would in fact be better than BART. Id. And to make that 

showing, EPA had to establish a “BART benchmark” to compare to CAIR. Id. at 
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39,141. For the BART benchmark, EPA relied on the presumptive limits. Id.
7
 

Thus, EPA concluded that the presumptive limits represent BART for the purpose 

of showing that CAIR, which covers eastern states suffering worse haze problems 

than Wyoming, is better than BART.  

 Then, EPA codified this interpretation when it revised the BART-alternative 

rules. As EPA explained in the proposal, treating the presumptive limits as BART 

in alternative programs would “provide for consistent application of the BART 

guidelines for [power plants] between source-by-source programs and alternative 

cap and trade programs.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 44,157. By equating the presumptive 

limits with BART, EPA’s rules “provide that the State can develop an estimate of 

BART emissions reductions using the same approach that it would use to establish 

source-by-source BART emissions limitations under the BART guidelines.” 

Regional Haze Regulations: Alternative to Source-Specific BART Determinations, 

71 Fed. Reg. 60,612, 60,615 (Oct. 13, 2006). 

 Finally, EPA treated the presumptive limits as equivalent to BART when it 

approved Wyoming’s regional haze plan for controlling SO2. Wyo. Regional Haze 

Plan Approval, 77 Fed. Reg. 73,926 (Dec. 12, 2012). As a BART-alternative plan 

like CAIR, Wyoming had to establish that the plan would be better than BART. To 

                                                           
7
 EPA relied on the presumptive NOx limit it proposed in 2004 (0.2 lbs/MMBtu) 

rather than the limits adopted in the 2005 rule, which vary based on boiler and fuel 

type. Id. at 39,141. 
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do so, Wyoming relied on EPA’s presumptive SO2 BART emission limit of 0.15 

lbs/MMBtu. 77 Fed. Reg. at 73,929. Though commenters questioned whether this 

limit in fact represents BART, EPA remained consistent in its belief that the 

presumptive limits are BART. Id. (“the presumptive limits are reasonable and 

appropriate . . . for the better than BART demonstration”). 

 Because EPA has repeatedly relied on the presumptive limits to represent 

BART, the agency cannot now recast the limits as the mere starting points for the 

BART analysis after Wyoming submitted its plan. EPA has not even 

acknowledged this change in its interpretation of the presumptive limits, let alone 

offered a rational explanation for the change. Fox Television, 556 U.S. at 517; see 

also Christopher v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., ___ U.S. ___, 132 S. Ct. 2156, 

2167 (2012) (cautioning against deferring to a new interpretation that imposes 

substantial consequences on conduct occurring before the agency announced its 

interpretation). 

EPA also cannot confine the application of the presumptive limits to BART-

alternative programs, which it has previously implied. See, e.g., 77 Fed. Reg. at 

73,929. Only after the D.C. Circuit invalidated EPA’s BART alternative rules did 

the presumptive limits come to play a role in the BART alternative program. As 

EPA explained, the presumptive limits were “developed for application on a 

source-specific basis.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 44,159. But, in light of the D.C. Circuit’s 
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decision, EPA concluded that the presumptive limits could be re-tooled for use in 

the BART alternative context. 71 Fed. Reg. at 60,615, 60,619. As a result, EPA 

itself made clear that the presumptive limits apply equally in both BART and 

BART-alternative programs. In both cases, the presumptive limits represent 

BART. 

EPA cannot establish the rules for state BART determinations, allow states 

to rely on those rules, and then rewrite the rules after the fact to the states’ 

detriment. EPA’s rules provide that the presumptive limits fulfill the requirements 

of BART, and Wyoming reasonably relied on those rules. EPA has, in effect, 

rewritten the rules of the game, after time expired, and changed the score to reflect 

its desired result. Upholding EPA’s new interpretation of the presumptive limits 

would subject Wyoming to an unfair surprise and “undermine the principle that 

agencies should provide regulated parties fair warning of the conduct [a regulation] 

prohibits or requires.” SmithKline Beecham Corp., 132 S. Ct. at 2167 (citation and 

quotation omitted) (alteration in original).  

II. EPA unlawfully applied the BART Guidelines to Wyoming’s BART 

determination for Wyodak Unit 1. 

 

EPA disapproved Wyoming’s BART determination for Wyodak Unit 1, a 

335 megawatt power plant, because it did not comply with the BART Guidelines. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5050; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0093 at 

34,784-85]. However, Congress provided, and EPA expressly acknowledged, that 
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the Guidelines do not dictate how states conduct BART determinations at power 

plants that do not exceed 750 megawatts in size. 42 U.S.C. § 7491(b); 70 Fed. Reg. 

at 39,108. Accordingly, EPA’s disapproval of Wyoming’s BART determination 

for Wyodak Unit 1 is arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to law. 

Congress expressly limited EPA’s authority to issue mandatory guidelines 

on how states conduct BART determinations. Twenty-six categories of large 

sources are potentially subject to BART, including, for example, “kraft pulp mills, 

Portland Cement plants, . . . iron and steel mill plants, . . . petroleum refineries, 

[and] fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million British thermal units per hour 

heat input[.]” 42 U.S.C. § 7491(g)(7). Though Congress ensnared a broad array of 

sources in the BART program, it authorized EPA to issue binding guidance for 

state BART determinations for only a small subset of one of the twenty-six source 

categories: fossil-fuel fired power plants larger than 750 megawatts. Id. § 7491(b). 

When EPA initially proposed the BART Guidelines in 2001, it expressed 

uncertainty about this limit to its authority. 66 Fed. Reg. at 38,108-09. EPA 

understood that the statute “requir[ed] EPA to publish BART guidelines and to 

require that States follow the guidelines in establishing BART emission limitations 

for power plants with a total capacity exceeding the 750 megawatt cutoff.” Id. at 

39,108. But, according to EPA at the time, “[t]he statute is less clear regarding 
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whether the guidelines must be used for sources other than 750 megawatt power 

plants[.]” Id. at 38,108-09.  

In the face of this uncertainty, EPA proposed to “require States to use the 

guidelines for all of the [twenty-six source] categories.” Id. at 38,109. Recognizing 

the proposal could be mistaken, the agency invited comment “on whether the 

regional haze rule should: (1) Require use of the guidelines only for 750 megawatt 

utilities, with the guidelines applying as guidance for the remaining categories, or 

(2) require use of the guidelines for all of the affected source categories.” Id. 

In the final rule, EPA adopted the narrower interpretation of its authority. 

Though multiple commenters urged EPA to make the BART Guidelines 

mandatory “for all 26 categories of stationary sources,” EPA rejected this 

argument. 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,108. It “concluded that it would not be appropriate 

for EPA to require States to use the guidelines in making BART determinations for 

other categories of sources. The better reading of the Act indicates that Congress 

intended the guidelines to be mandatory only with respect to 750 megawatt 

powerplants.” Id. 

In abandoning its proposed interpretation, EPA expressly acknowledged the 

limit to its statutory authority to prescribe mandatory BART Guidelines. For all 

BART sources other than power plants larger than 750 megawatts, EPA 

“encourage[d] States to follow the guidelines” but did not “requir[e] States to do 
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so.” Id. As a result, the BART guidelines are not mandatory for power plants 

smaller than 750 megawatts, just “helpful guidance.” Id.  

Nonetheless, EPA rejected Wyoming’s BART determination for Wyodak 

Unit 1, a 335 megawatt power plant, because it allegedly did not comply with the 

non-mandatory Guidelines. EPA disapproved the Wyodak BART determination on 

the grounds that Wyoming committed the same alleged errors as in the other 

BART analyses: it incorrectly assessed controls costs and visibility improvement. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5050; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0093 at 

34,784-85].  

Notably, EPA did not identify any error in the Wyodak analysis that is 

distinct from the errors alleged in the other BART analyses. See [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0093] (referring to generalized discussion of alleged modeling errors); 

id. at [34,785] (referring to generalized discussion of alleged cost mistakes). Each 

of those alleged errors is based on supposed non-compliance with the BART 

Guidelines, which are not mandatory for Wyodak Unit 1.  

For example, Wyoming calculated Wyodak’s baseline annual emissions 

“based on allowable emissions, rated heat input, and 7,884 hours of operation 

(equivalent to a 85% capacity factor).” Id. at [34,749]. According to EPA, this 

calculation required disapproval of Wyoming’s BART determination because it 

does not fulfill the BART Guidelines’ requirement that baseline emissions be 
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“representative of actual emissions from the baseline period.” Id. (citing BART 

Guidelines, 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,167).  

EPA’s only basis for claiming that Wyoming’s calculation of baseline 

emissions is not representative of the baseline period is that Wyoming used a 

formula different from the one in the BART Guidelines. The Guidelines 

“recommend that States use the 24-hour average actual emission rate from the 

highest emitting day of the meteorological period modeled.” Id. at [34,749-50].
8
 

Thus, EPA relies on a mere recommendation in non-binding Guidelines to claim 

that Wyoming’s use of one baseline emission formula over another required 

disapproval of the State’s ultimate BART determination. But, those Guidelines do 

not dictate how Wyoming should have conducted the BART determination for 

Wyodak Unit 1.  

Where an agency intends a guidance document to be merely advisory, that 

guidance is not entitled to the force and effect of law. Aragon v. United States, 146 

F.3d 819, 824-25 (10th Cir. 1998). EPA clearly stated that the BART Guidelines 

are nothing more than “helpful guidance” to determine BART for sources other 

than power plants exceeding 750 megawatts. 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,108. Accordingly, 

EPA cannot now reverse course and claim, contrary to the plain language of the 

                                                           
8
 While EPA claims that Wyoming’s baseline emissions estimate is not 

representative of actual emissions, EPA acknowledged that its preferred baseline 

emission formula is also not necessarily representative of actual emissions. 70 Fed. 

Reg. at 39,129. 
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BART Guidelines, that the Guidelines establish mandatory requirements for BART 

sources other than large power plants. This Court should enforce the plain meaning 

of EPA’s regulations and, accordingly, vacate EPA’s disapproval of Wyoming’s 

BART determination for Wyodak Unit 1. 

III. EPA based its disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART Determinations on 

arbitrary and capricious rationales. 

 

A. EPA contradictorily applied the BART Guidelines. 

 

 EPA justifies its actions on Wyoming’s BART determinations using two 

irreconcilable applications of the Clean Air Act. On the one hand, EPA states that 

it “disapprov[ed] the State’s NOx BART determinations, as the [Clean Air Act] 

requires, because the State neglected to properly consider the costs of compliance 

and visibility benefits associated with several of the available controls.” [EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5052] (emphasis added). Explaining this 

interpretation, EPA says that “Wyoming did not properly follow the BART 

Guidelines or the [Control Cost Manual] in conducting its BART analyses and, 

therefore, did not correctly consider the costs of compliance or the visibility 

benefits associated with available control technologies as the CAA requires.” Id.  

According to EPA, these alleged “flaws in the analysis prevented the State 

of Wyoming from conducting meaningful consideration of the BART factors.” Id. 

at [5055]. The claimed errors, EPA said, “were neither harmless nor de minimis,” 

id. at [5066], and, as a result, “were significant enough that [EPA] cannot conclude 
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the State determined BART according to CAA standards,” id. at [5058]. In sum, 

EPA interpreted the Clean Air Act to require disapproval of Wyoming’s BART 

determinations due to alleged deviations from the BART Guidelines. 

 But, on the other hand, EPA concluded that the Clean Air Act does not 

require disapproval of Wyoming’s remaining NOx BART determinations, even 

though many of the underlying analyses contained the same alleged errors. See, 

e.g., id. at [5049]. For example, Wyoming’s BART analysis for Dave Johnston 

Unit 4 relies on the same visibility and cost methodology that Wyoming relied on 

for the Dave Johnston Unit 3 BART analysis. See [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0093 at 34,779-80]. Notwithstanding those supposed flaws, EPA approved 

Wyoming’s BART determination for Unit 4. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 

5045]. The same holds true for Naughton Units 1 and 2, which EPA also approved. 

See id. Although EPA previously proposed to disapprove those BART 

determinations based on the same alleged technical flaws in the analysis, EPA 

approved Wyoming’s BART determinations because EPA ultimately agreed with 

Wyoming’s control technology choices. See, e.g., id. at [5049-50].   

 Thus, EPA offers conflicting interpretations of the Clean Air Act to support 

its actions. According to EPA, the Clean Air Act required EPA to disapprove five 

of Wyoming’s BART determinations because of the alleged cost and visibility 

calculation errors. But, the Act did not require disapproval of the other BART 
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determinations with the same alleged cost and visibility errors, so long as EPA 

agreed with the end result.  

EPA cannot have it both ways. See Natural Res. Def. Council v. EPA, 526 

F.3d 591, 607-08 (9th Cir. 2008) (“EPA’s inconsistent and conflicting position . . . 

causes its interpretation . . . to be an arbitrary and capricious one.”). Either the Act 

required disapproval of Wyoming’s BART determinations due to the alleged 

analytical errors, or it did not. Because EPA’s action depends on conflicting 

interpretations of the Act in equivalent situations, EPA’s disapprovals of 

Wyoming’s BART determinations were necessarily arbitrary and capricious. See, 

e.g., U.S. Dep’t of the Treasury v. Fed. Labor Relations Auth., 739 F.3d 13, 21 

(D.C. Cir. 2014) (inconsistent interpretations of the same term must be set aside as 

arbitrary and capricious). Thus, even if the presumptive limits do not provide the 

benchmark for Wyoming’s BART determinations, EPA’s disapprovals must 

nonetheless be vacated. 

B. EPA punished Wyoming for following EPA’s directions  

on control rates. 

 

 When EPA commented on Wyoming’s proposed BART analyses in 2009, it 

encouraged the State to use a 50% control efficiency for selective non-catalytic 

reduction. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0058_4 at 3]. Citing the Control Cost 

Manual, EPA explained that this control technology “can reduce NOx by 40%-50% 

for most large boilers[.]” [Id.] The Manual explains further that, when operated in 
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tandem with low NOx burners, selective non-catalytic reduction can reduce NOx by 

up to 65%. EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual § 4.2, ch. 1, at 1-3 (6th ed. 

2002). Consistent with the Control Cost Manual and EPA’s advice, Basin 

Electric’s BART permit application assumed selective non-catalytic reduction 

could reduce NOx emissions an additional 48% over low NOx burners. [EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0093 at 34,748].  

 Nevertheless, EPA cited the assumed control efficiency for selective non-

catalytic reduction as grounds for disapproving Wyoming’s BART determinations 

for Laramie River Station. Id. at [34,748]. EPA stated that “Wyoming significantly 

overestimated the ability of [selective non-catalytic reduction] to reduce NOx.” Id. 

According to EPA in 2014, Wyoming should have assumed 20-30% control 

efficiency rate for selective non-catalytic reduction, even though EPA previously 

said otherwise. Id. Notwithstanding the contradiction, if EPA were correct that 

Wyoming overestimated the effectiveness of selective non-catalytic reduction, that 

would only reinforce Wyoming’s reasoning for not further evaluating that control. 

 Similarly, in comments on Wyoming’s plan, EPA advised Wyoming to 

assume a performance rate of 0.07 lbs/MMBtu for selective catalytic reduction 

operating in tandem with low-NOx burners and overfire air. [EPA-R08-OAR- 

2012-0026-0058_3 (Att. at 2)]. Accordingly, each of Wyoming’s BART 

determinations relied on that control assumption. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-
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0007_5 at 9 (Table 3); EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0010_3 at 9 (Table 3); EPA-

R08-OAR-2012-0026-0003_4 at 8 (Table 2)]. On this point too, EPA reversed 

course to Wyoming’s detriment, claiming in the final action that Wyoming was 

mistaken to rely on a control rate of 0.07 lbs/MMBtu. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0093 at 34,748]. Instead, according to EPA in 2014, Wyoming should have 

assumed a control rate of 0.05 lbs/MMBtu, even though EPA previously said 

otherwise. Id.  

 By contrast, EPA approved Colorado’s use of a control efficiency of 0.07 

lbs/MMBtu for selective catalytic reduction with low-NOx burners and overfire air. 

See Approval of Colorado’s Regional Haze Plan, 77 Fed. Reg. 76,871, 76,873 

(Dec. 23, 2012). Colorado submitted its plan in May 2011, four months after 

Wyoming submitted its plan. Id. at 76,871; [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0002]. 

Though multiple commenters argued that Colorado’s plan failed to comply with 

the BART Guidelines because it did not evaluate this control at a rate of 0.05 

lbs/MMBtu, EPA disagreed. 77 Fed. Reg. at 76,873. The agency explained that, 

although that control rate can “in some cases” be achieved, “the annual emission 

rate assumed by Colorado, 0.07 lb/MMBtu, is within the range of actual emission 

rates demonstrated at similar facilities in EPA’s Clean Air Markets Division 

(CAMD) emission database.” Id. 
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 Wyoming brought this discrepancy to EPA’s attention. [EPA-R08-OAR-

2012-0026-0215_1 at 18]. EPA responded that “the situation bears no relationship 

to this one, where we have carefully explained our disagreement with multiple 

aspects of Wyoming’s NOx BART determinations.” [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0255 at 5066]. EPA’s response evades and does not resolve the discrepancy. 

 EPA has, therefore, based its actions on conflicting interpretations of the 

BART Guidelines. Wyoming relied on the agency’s express interpretations of the 

Guidelines to craft BART determinations consistent with EPA’s expectations. 

Now, EPA has reinterpreted those same regulations to require something different. 

See NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416 U.S. 267, 295 (1974) (suggesting an agency 

may not change interpretations where it would impose “new liability . . . for past 

actions which were taken in good-faith reliance on [agency] pronouncements”); 

see also SmithKline Beecham, 132 S. Ct. at 2167 (favorably citing Bell Aerospace). 

EPA’s action is arbitrary and capricious, and should be set aside. See Natural Res. 

Def. Council v. EPA, 526 F.3d 591, 607-08 (9th Cir. 2008) (“EPA’s inconsistent 

and conflicting position . . . causes its interpretation . . . to be an arbitrary and 

capricious one.”). 

C. EPA employed a double standard for evaluating ineffective 

controls. 

 

 EPA claims that Wyoming’s failure to model visibility improvement from 

selective non-catalytic reduction at Wyodak Unit 1 and Dave Johnston Unit 3 
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required disapproval of both BART determinations. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-

0093 at 34,749]. Wyoming did not model visibility improvement for this particular 

control technology at these two units because selective non-catalytic reduction 

would provide only negligible improvements in emissions controls over 

Wyoming’s chosen controls but would create substantial operational problems and 

parasitic costs. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0007_5 at 8-9; EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0010_3 at 8]. Under these circumstances, which EPA does not deny, 

Wyoming reasonably did not anticipate that selective non-catalytic reduction 

would be selected as BART and, therefore, permissibly did not devote additional 

resources to evaluating that control. 

According to EPA, the absence of visibility modeling for selective non-

catalytic reduction in these two BART determinations prevented Wyoming from 

fulfilling the requirement that it take into consideration “the degree of 

improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the 

use of such technology.” Id. (quoting 42 U.S.C. § 7491(g)(2)). Yet, EPA took a 

contrary stance when it promulgated the BART Guidelines in 2005.  

At that time, EPA took precisely Wyoming’s view of selective non-catalytic 

reduction that it now chastises, explaining that selective non-catalytic reduction is 

“generally not cost-effective except in very limited applications[.]” 70 Fed. Reg. at 

39,134. Thus, when EPA established the presumptive BART limits, selective non-
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catalytic reduction was “not included in EPA’s analysis.” Id. This approach, like 

Wyoming’s, was entirely consistent with EPA’s previous position that it is not 

“necessary that States conduct detailed evaluations of control measures that are 

very unlikely to be selected as BART.” 69 Fed. Reg. at 25,197.  

Therefore, EPA has imposed an arbitrary double standard: EPA need not 

waste resources evaluating visibility improvement from ineffective controls, but 

EPA will disapprove a state BART determination that takes the same sensible 

approach, even though the BART Guidelines provide otherwise.
9
 Here, again, the 

EPA bases its disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART determinations on inconsistent 

positions. EPA said in the Guidelines that states do not need to model ineffective 

controls, and itself called out selective non-catalytic reduction as an example. 

Wyoming relied on EPA’s interpretation, only to have EPA reinterpret the rules 

after the fact. EPA’s disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART determinations are 

arbitrary and capricious and should be vacated. See Natural Res. Def. Council v. 

EPA, 526 F.3d 591, 607-08 (9th Cir. 2008).  

D. EPA relied on inconsistent applications of its “reasonableness” 

standard.  

 

 After stripping away each of the erroneous allegations EPA used to support 

its disapproval of Wyoming’s BART determinations, there remains EPA’s general 

                                                           
9
 Notably, neither EPA nor Wyoming believed that selective non-catalytic 

reduction represented BART for Wyodak Unit 1 or Dave Johnston Unit 3. 
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assertions that Wyoming’s control selections were not “reasonable.” [EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5047]. But, EPA’s actions show that reasonableness in 

this context represents only the agency’s shifting preferences. As a result, EPA’s 

rejection of Wyoming’s BART determinations because they were not “reasonable” 

was unlawfully arbitrary. 

 Between EPA’s first proposal on Wyoming’s BART determinations in 2012 

and the agency’s final action in 2014, EPA did an about face in its view of 

reasonableness. In 2012, EPA agreed with Wyoming that the most stringent 

control—selective catalytic reduction with low NOx burners and overfire air—was 

too costly to be reasonable as BART at any of the five disputed units. [EPA-R08-

OAR-2012-0026-0001 at 33,051, 33,052, 33,055]. The next year, EPA changed 

course and concluded that the same control configuration was not too expensive to 

be reasonable as BART for Laramie River Station Units 1-3 and Dave Johnston 

Unit 3, but still was not cost effective enough to be reasonable for Wyodak Unit 1. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0093 at 34,776, 34,778]. In the final action EPA 

deviated again from its prior view of reasonableness, concluding for the first time 

that the most stringent control is also reasonable as BART for Wyodak Unit 1. 

[EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5046]. 

 The rationales underlying EPA’s changes cannot be reconciled. Even though 

EPA constantly changed the inputs to the BART analyses through its two 
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proposals and eventual final action, EPA reached different conclusions about 

reasonableness based on functionally identical facts. In 2012, EPA found that the 

most stringent control—selective catalytic reduction with low NOx burners and 

overfire air—would not be reasonable as BART because it was not cost effective 

in comparison to just low NOx burners with overfire air. [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-

0026-0001 at 33,055 (Table 33)]. EPA reached that conclusion because the most 

stringent control was approximately four times less cost effective than just low 

NOx burners and overfire air ($4,252/ton vs. $881/ton) and would deliver only an 

imperceptible additional improvement in visibility (.47 deciviews). Id. 

But, in the final action, EPA adopted a conflicting definition of 

reasonableness. EPA concluded that selective catalytic reduction with low NOx 

burners and overfire air was reasonable BART where its cost effectiveness value 

was analogously high in comparison to low NOx burners with overfire air 

($4,036/ton vs. $1,027/ton) with a similarly small incremental improvement in 

visibility (0.40 deciviews). [EPA-R08-OAR-2012-0026-0255 at 5044 (Table 15), 

5050]. 

EPA’s opinion of the reasonableness of a BART determination is, therefore, 

subject to change without explanation. As a result of the agency’s inability to 

define consistently its view of reasonableness, EPA cannot rely on this unwritten, 

arbitrary standard to reject Wyoming’s BART determinations. See Lightfoot v. 
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District of Columbia, 355 F. Supp. 2d. 414, 432 (D.D.C. 2005) (noting that 

unwritten standards “open the door to unaccountable, arbitrary decision-making”) 

(citation omitted).  

And to the extent such a standard of BART determination reasonableness 

does exist, it shows that Wyoming’s BART determinations were reasonable. As 

EPA explained in the BART Guidelines, although “States may in specific cases 

find that the use of [selective catalytic reduction] is appropriate, [EPA] ha[s] not 

determined that [selective catalytic reduction] is generally cost-effective for BART 

across unit types.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,136. Like EPA, Wyoming reasonably found 

that selective catalytic reduction would not be cost-effective for BART. 

 EPA’s inconsistent views of reasonableness render the agency’s action 

unlawfully arbitrary. EPA’s rejections of Wyoming’s BART determinations show 

that EPA simply disagreed with the State’s control technology selections. See 

Train v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 421 U.S. 60, 79 (1975) (holding that EPA may 

not disapprove a state plan simply because it disagrees with the control choices). 

The Court should, accordingly, vacate EPA’s arbitrary disapprovals of the State’s 

BART determinations. 

CONCLUSION 

 In the Clean Air Act, Congress commanded reasonable progress toward the 

visibility goal. Wyoming has met that mandate. This Court should not approve 
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EPA’s specious disapprovals of Wyoming’s BART determinations. It should apply 

the plain language of the Act and EPA regulations, which require approval of 

Wyoming’s NOx BART determinations for Laramie River Station Units 1-3, Dave 

Johnston Unit 3, and Wyodak Unit 1. 

For the foregoing reasons, Wyoming asks this Court to vacate EPA’s 

disapprovals of the State’s NOx BART determinations. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT 

This case raises novel and important questions concerning the Clean Air 

Act’s regional haze program. At stake are Wyoming’s authority under the Act to 

select pollution controls and the hundreds of millions of dollars in needless 

expenses EPA has imposed. The State, therefore, requests that the Court hold oral 

argument on this matter. 

Submitted this 2nd day of September 2014. 
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Effective:[See Text Amendments]

United States Code Annotated Currentness
Title 42. The Public Health and Welfare

Chapter 85. Air Pollution Prevention and Control (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter I. Programs and Activities

Part A. Air Quality and Emissions Limitations (Refs & Annos)
§ 7410. State implementation plans for national primary and secondary ambient air qual-

ity standards

(a) Adoption of plan by State; submission to Administrator; content of plan; revision; new sources; indirect
source review program; supplemental or intermittent control systems

(1) Each State shall, after reasonable notice and public hearings, adopt and submit to the Administrator, within 3
years (or such shorter period as the Administrator may prescribe) after the promulgation of a national primary
ambient air quality standard (or any revision thereof) under section 7409 of this title for any air pollutant, a plan
which provides for implementation, maintenance, and enforcement of such primary standard in each air quality
control region (or portion thereof) within such State. In addition, such State shall adopt and submit to the Ad-
ministrator (either as a part of a plan submitted under the preceding sentence or separately) within 3 years (or
such shorter period as the Administrator may prescribe) after the promulgation of a national ambient air quality
secondary standard (or revision thereof), a plan which provides for implementation, maintenance, and enforce-
ment of such secondary standard in each air quality control region (or portion thereof) within such State. Unless
a separate public hearing is provided, each State shall consider its plan implementing such secondary standard at
the hearing required by the first sentence of this paragraph.

(2) Each implementation plan submitted by a State under this chapter shall be adopted by the State after reason-
able notice and public hearing. Each such plan shall--

(A) include enforceable emission limitations and other control measures, means, or techniques (including eco-
nomic incentives such as fees, marketable permits, and auctions of emissions rights), as well as schedules and
timetables for compliance, as may be necessary or appropriate to meet the applicable requirements of this
chapter;

(B) provide for establishment and operation of appropriate devices, methods, systems, and procedures neces-
sary to--

(i) monitor, compile, and analyze data on ambient air quality, and
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(ii) upon request, make such data available to the Administrator;

(C) include a program to provide for the enforcement of the measures described in subparagraph (A), and reg-
ulation of the modification and construction of any stationary source within the areas covered by the plan as
necessary to assure that national ambient air quality standards are achieved, including a permit program as re-
quired in parts C and D of this subchapter;

(D) contain adequate provisions--

(i) prohibiting, consistent with the provisions of this subchapter, any source or other type of emissions activ-
ity within the State from emitting any air pollutant in amounts which will--

(I) contribute significantly to nonattainment in, or interfere with maintenance by, any other State with re-
spect to any such national primary or secondary ambient air quality standard, or

(II) interfere with measures required to be included in the applicable implementation plan for any other
State under part C of this subchapter to prevent significant deterioration of air quality or to protect visibil-
ity,

(ii) insuring compliance with the applicable requirements of sections 7426 and 7415 of this title (relating to
interstate and international pollution abatement);

(E) provide (i) necessary assurances that the State (or, except where the Administrator deems inappropriate,
the general purpose local government or governments, or a regional agency designated by the State or general
purpose local governments for such purpose) will have adequate personnel, funding, and authority under State
(and, as appropriate, local) law to carry out such implementation plan (and is not prohibited by any provision
of Federal or State law from carrying out such implementation plan or portion thereof), (ii) requirements that
the State comply with the requirements respecting State boards under section 7428 of this title, and (iii) neces-
sary assurances that, where the State has relied on a local or regional government, agency, or instrumentality
for the implementation of any plan provision, the State has responsibility for ensuring adequate implementa-
tion of such plan provision;

(F) require, as may be prescribed by the Administrator--

(i) the installation, maintenance, and replacement of equipment, and the implementation of other necessary
steps, by owners or operators of stationary sources to monitor emissions from such sources,

(ii) periodic reports on the nature and amounts of emissions and emissions-related data from such sources,
and
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(iii) correlation of such reports by the State agency with any emission limitations or standards established
pursuant to this chapter, which reports shall be available at reasonable times for public inspection;

(G) provide for authority comparable to that in section 7603 of this title and adequate contingency plans to
implement such authority;

(H) provide for revision of such plan--

(i) from time to time as may be necessary to take account of revisions of such national primary or secondary
ambient air quality standard or the availability of improved or more expeditious methods of attaining such
standard, and

(ii) except as provided in paragraph (3)(C), whenever the Administrator finds on the basis of information
available to the Administrator that the plan is substantially inadequate to attain the national ambient air
quality standard which it implements or to otherwise comply with any additional requirements established
under this chapter;

(I) in the case of a plan or plan revision for an area designated as a nonattainment area, meet the applicable re-
quirements of part D of this subchapter (relating to nonattainment areas);

(J) meet the applicable requirements of section 7421 of this title (relating to consultation), section 7427 of this
title (relating to public notification), and part C of this subchapter (relating to prevention of significant deteri-
oration of air quality and visibility protection);

(K) provide for--

(i) the performance of such air quality modeling as the Administrator may prescribe for the purpose of pre-
dicting the effect on ambient air quality of any emissions of any air pollutant for which the Administrator
has established a national ambient air quality standard, and

(ii) the submission, upon request, of data related to such air quality modeling to the Administrator;

(L) require the owner or operator of each major stationary source to pay to the permitting authority, as a con-
dition of any permit required under this chapter, a fee sufficient to cover--

(i) the reasonable costs of reviewing and acting upon any application for such a permit, and

(ii) if the owner or operator receives a permit for such source, the reasonable costs of implementing and en-
forcing the terms and conditions of any such permit (not including any court costs or other costs associated
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with any enforcement action),

until such fee requirement is superseded with respect to such sources by the Administrator's approval of a
fee program under subchapter V of this chapter; and

(M) provide for consultation and participation by local political subdivisions affected by the plan.

(3)(A) Repealed. Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, § 101(d)(1), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409

(B) As soon as practicable, the Administrator shall, consistent with the purposes of this chapter and the Energy
Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 [15 U.S.C.A. § 791 et seq.], review each State's applicable
implementation plans and report to the State on whether such plans can be revised in relation to fuel burning sta-
tionary sources (or persons supplying fuel to such sources) without interfering with the attainment and mainten-
ance of any national ambient air quality standard within the period permitted in this section. If the Administrator
determines that any such plan can be revised, he shall notify the State that a plan revision may be submitted by
the State. Any plan revision which is submitted by the State shall, after public notice and opportunity for public
hearing, be approved by the Administrator if the revision relates only to fuel burning stationary sources (or per-
sons supplying fuel to such sources), and the plan as revised complies with paragraph (2) of this subsection. The
Administrator shall approve or disapprove any revision no later than three months after its submission.

(C) Neither the State, in the case of a plan (or portion thereof) approved under this subsection, nor the Adminis-
trator, in the case of a plan (or portion thereof) promulgated under subsection (c) of this section, shall be re-
quired to revise an applicable implementation plan because one or more exemptions under section 7418 of this
title (relating to Federal facilities), enforcement orders under section 7413(d) of this title, suspensions under sub-
section (f) or (g) of this section (relating to temporary energy or economic authority), orders under section 7419
of this title (relating to primary nonferrous smelters), or extensions of compliance in decrees entered under sec-
tion 7413(e) of this title (relating to iron- and steel-producing operations) have been granted, if such plan would
have met the requirements of this section if no such exemptions, orders, or extensions had been granted.

(4) Repealed. Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, § 101(d)(2), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409

(5)(A)(i) Any State may include in a State implementation plan, but the Administrator may not require as a con-
dition of approval of such plan under this section, any indirect source review program. The Administrator may
approve and enforce, as part of an applicable implementation plan, an indirect source review program which the
State chooses to adopt and submit as part of its plan.

(ii) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), no plan promulgated by the Administrator shall include any indirect
source review program for any air quality control region, or portion thereof.

(iii) Any State may revise an applicable implementation plan approved under this subsection to suspend or re-
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voke any such program included in such plan, provided that such plan meets the requirements of this section.

(B) The Administrator shall have the authority to promulgate, implement and enforce regulations under subsec-
tion (c) of this section respecting indirect source review programs which apply only to federally assisted high-
ways, airports, and other major federally assisted indirect sources and federally owned or operated indirect
sources.

(C) For purposes of this paragraph, the term “indirect source” means a facility, building, structure, installation,
real property, road, or highway which attracts, or may attract, mobile sources of pollution. Such term includes
parking lots, parking garages, and other facilities subject to any measure for management of parking supply
(within the meaning of subsection (c)(2)(D)(ii) of this section), including regulation of existing off-street park-
ing but such term does not include new or existing on-street parking. Direct emissions sources or facilities at,
within, or associated with, any indirect source shall not be deemed indirect sources for the purpose of this para-
graph.

(D) For purposes of this paragraph the term “indirect source review program” means the facility-by-facility re-
view of indirect sources of air pollution, including such measures as are necessary to assure, or assist in assur-
ing, that a new or modified indirect source will not attract mobile sources of air pollution, the emissions from
which would cause or contribute to air pollution concentrations--

(i) exceeding any national primary ambient air quality standard for a mobile source-related air pollutant after
the primary standard attainment date, or

(ii) preventing maintenance of any such standard after such date.

(E) For purposes of this paragraph and paragraph (2)(B), the term “transportation control measure” does not in-
clude any measure which is an “indirect source review program”.

(6) No State plan shall be treated as meeting the requirements of this section unless such plan provides that in
the case of any source which uses a supplemental, or intermittent control system for purposes of meeting the re-
quirements of an order under section 7413(d) of this title or section 7419 of this title (relating to primary nonfer-
rous smelter orders), the owner or operator of such source may not temporarily reduce the pay of any employee
by reason of the use of such supplemental or intermittent or other dispersion dependent control system.

(b) Extension of period for submission of plans

The Administrator may, wherever he determines necessary, extend the period for submission of any plan or por-
tion thereof which implements a national secondary ambient air quality standard for a period not to exceed 18
months from the date otherwise required for submission of such plan.
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(c) Preparation and publication by Administrator of proposed regulations setting forth implementation plan;
transportation regulations study and report; parking surcharge; suspension authority; plan implementation

(1) The Administrator shall promulgate a Federal implementation plan at any time within 2 years after the Ad-
ministrator--

(A) finds that a State has failed to make a required submission or finds that the plan or plan revision submitted
by the State does not satisfy the minimum criteria established under subsection (k)(1)(A) of this section, or

(B) disapproves a State implementation plan submission in whole or in part,

unless the State corrects the deficiency, and the Administrator approves the plan or plan revision, before the Ad-
ministrator promulgates such Federal implementation plan.

(2)(A) Repealed. Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, § 101(d)(3)(A), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409

(B) No parking surcharge regulation may be required by the Administrator under paragraph (1) of this subsec-
tion as a part of an applicable implementation plan. All parking surcharge regulations previously required by the
Administrator shall be void upon June 22, 1974. This subparagraph shall not prevent the Administrator from ap-
proving parking surcharges if they are adopted and submitted by a State as part of an applicable implementation
plan. The Administrator may not condition approval of any implementation plan submitted by a State on such
plan's including a parking surcharge regulation.

(C) Repealed. Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, § 101(d)(3)(B), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409

(D) For purposes of this paragraph--

(i) The term “parking surcharge regulation” means a regulation imposing or requiring the imposition of any
tax, surcharge, fee, or other charge on parking spaces, or any other area used for the temporary storage of mo-
tor vehicles.

(ii) The term “management of parking supply” shall include any requirement providing that any new facility
containing a given number of parking spaces shall receive a permit or other prior approval, issuance of which
is to be conditioned on air quality considerations.

(iii) The term “preferential bus/carpool lane” shall include any requirement for the setting aside of one or
more lanes of a street or highway on a permanent or temporary basis for the exclusive use of buses or car-
pools, or both.
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(E) No standard, plan, or requirement, relating to management of parking supply or preferential bus/carpool
lanes shall be promulgated after June 22, 1974, by the Administrator pursuant to this section, unless such pro-
mulgation has been subjected to at least one public hearing which has been held in the area affected and for
which reasonable notice has been given in such area. If substantial changes are made following public hearings,
one or more additional hearings shall be held in such area after such notice.

(3) Upon application of the chief executive officer of any general purpose unit of local government, if the Ad-
ministrator determines that such unit has adequate authority under State or local law, the Administrator may del-
egate to such unit the authority to implement and enforce within the jurisdiction of such unit any part of a plan
promulgated under this subsection. Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent the Administrator from implementing
or enforcing any applicable provision of a plan promulgated under this subsection.

(4) Repealed. Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, § 101(d)(3)(C), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409

(5)(A) Any measure in an applicable implementation plan which requires a toll or other charge for the use of a
bridge located entirely within one city shall be eliminated from such plan by the Administrator upon application
by the Governor of the State, which application shall include a certification by the Governor that he will revise
such plan in accordance with subparagraph (B).

(B) In the case of any applicable implementation plan with respect to which a measure has been eliminated un-
der subparagraph (A), such plan shall, not later than one year after August 7, 1977, be revised to include com-
prehensive measures to:

(i) establish, expand, or improve public transportation measures to meet basic transportation needs, as expedi-
tiously as is practicable; and

(ii) implement transportation control measures necessary to attain and maintain national ambient air quality
standards,

and such revised plan shall, for the purpose of implementing such comprehensive public transportation meas-
ures, include requirements to use (insofar as is necessary) Federal grants, State or local funds, or any combina-
tion of such grants and funds as may be consistent with the terms of the legislation providing such grants and
funds. Such measures shall, as a substitute for the tolls or charges eliminated under subparagraph (A), provide
for emissions reductions equivalent to the reductions which may reasonably be expected to be achieved through
the use of the tolls or charges eliminated.

(C) Any revision of an implementation plan for purposes of meeting the requirements of subparagraph (B) shall
be submitted in coordination with any plan revision required under part D of this subchapter.

(d), (e) Repealed. Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, § 101(d)(4), (5), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409
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(f) National or regional energy emergencies; determination by President

(1) Upon application by the owner or operator of a fuel burning stationary source, and after notice and opportun-
ity for public hearing, the Governor of the State in which such source is located may petition the President to de-
termine that a national or regional energy emergency exists of such severity that--

(A) a temporary suspension of any part of the applicable implementation plan or of any requirement under
section 7651j of this title (concerning excess emissions penalties or offsets) may be necessary, and

(B) other means of responding to the energy emergency may be inadequate.

Such determination shall not be delegable by the President to any other person. If the President determines that a
national or regional energy emergency of such severity exists, a temporary emergency suspension of any part of
an applicable implementation plan or of any requirement under section 7651j of this title (concerning excess
emissions penalties or offsets) adopted by the State may be issued by the Governor of any State covered by the
President's determination under the condition specified in paragraph (2) and may take effect immediately.

(2) A temporary emergency suspension under this subsection shall be issued to a source only if the Governor of
such State finds that--

(A) there exists in the vicinity of such source a temporary energy emergency involving high levels of unem-
ployment or loss of necessary energy supplies for residential dwellings; and

(B) such unemployment or loss can be totally or partially alleviated by such emergency suspension.

Not more than one such suspension may be issued for any source on the basis of the same set of circumstances
or on the basis of the same emergency.

(3) A temporary emergency suspension issued by a Governor under this subsection shall remain in effect for a
maximum of four months or such lesser period as may be specified in a disapproval order of the Administrator,
if any. The Administrator may disapprove such suspension if he determines that it does not meet the require-
ments of paragraph (2).

(4) This subsection shall not apply in the case of a plan provision or requirement promulgated by the Adminis-
trator under subsection (c) of this section, but in any such case the President may grant a temporary emergency
suspension for a four month period of any such provision or requirement if he makes the determinations and
findings specified in paragraphs (1) and (2).

(5) The Governor may include in any temporary emergency suspension issued under this subsection a provision
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delaying for a period identical to the period of such suspension any compliance schedule (or increment of pro-
gress) to which such source is subject under section 1857c-10 of this title, as in effect before August 7, 1977, or
section 7413(d) of this title, upon a finding that such source is unable to comply with such schedule (or incre-
ment) solely because of the conditions on the basis of which a suspension was issued under this subsection.

(g) Governor's authority to issue temporary emergency suspensions

(1) In the case of any State which has adopted and submitted to the Administrator a proposed plan revision
which the State determines--

(A) meets the requirements of this section, and

(B) is necessary (i) to prevent the closing for one year or more of any source of air pollution, and (ii) to pre-
vent substantial increases in unemployment which would result from such closing, and

which the Administrator has not approved or disapproved under this section within 12 months of submission of
the proposed plan revision, the Governor may issue a temporary emergency suspension of the part of the applic-
able implementation plan for such State which is proposed to be revised with respect to such source. The de-
termination under subparagraph (B) may not be made with respect to a source which would close without regard
to whether or not the proposed plan revision is approved.

(2) A temporary emergency suspension issued by a Governor under this subsection shall remain in effect for a
maximum of four months or such lesser period as may be specified in a disapproval order of the Administrator.
The Administrator may disapprove such suspension if he determines that it does not meet the requirements of
this subsection.

(3) The Governor may include in any temporary emergency suspension issued under this subsection a provision
delaying for a period identical to the period of such suspension any compliance schedule (or increment of pro-
gress) to which such source is subject under section 1857c-10 of this title as in effect before August 7, 1977, or
under section 7413(d) of this title upon a finding that such source is unable to comply with such schedule (or in-
crement) solely because of the conditions on the basis of which a suspension was issued under this subsection.

(h) Publication of comprehensive document for each State setting forth requirements of applicable implementa-
tion plan

(1) Not later than 5 years after November 15, 1990, and every 3 years thereafter, the Administrator shall as-
semble and publish a comprehensive document for each State setting forth all requirements of the applicable im-
plementation plan for such State and shall publish notice in the Federal Register of the availability of such docu-
ments.
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(2) The Administrator may promulgate such regulations as may be reasonably necessary to carry out the purpose
of this subsection.

(i) Modification of requirements prohibited

Except for a primary nonferrous smelter order under section 7419 of this title, a suspension under subsection (f)
or (g) of this section (relating to emergency suspensions), an exemption under section 7418 of this title (relating
to certain Federal facilities), an order under section 7413(d) of this title (relating to compliance orders), a plan
promulgation under subsection (c) of this section, or a plan revision under subsection (a)(3) of this section, no
order, suspension, plan revision, or other action modifying any requirement of an applicable implementation
plan may be taken with respect to any stationary source by the State or by the Administrator.

(j) Technological systems of continuous emission reduction on new or modified stationary sources; compliance
with performance standards

As a condition for issuance of any permit required under this subchapter, the owner or operator of each new or
modified stationary source which is required to obtain such a permit must show to the satisfaction of the permit-
ting authority that the technological system of continuous emission reduction which is to be used at such source
will enable it to comply with the standards of performance which are to apply to such source and that the con-
struction or modification and operation of such source will be in compliance with all other requirements of this
chapter.

(k) Environmental Protection Agency action on plan submissions

(1) Completeness of plan submissions

(A) Completeness criteria

Within 9 months after November 15, 1990, the Administrator shall promulgate minimum criteria that any
plan submission must meet before the Administrator is required to act on such submission under this sub-
section. The criteria shall be limited to the information necessary to enable the Administrator to determine
whether the plan submission complies with the provisions of this chapter.

(B) Completeness finding

Within 60 days of the Administrator's receipt of a plan or plan revision, but no later than 6 months after the
date, if any, by which a State is required to submit the plan or revision, the Administrator shall determine
whether the minimum criteria established pursuant to subparagraph (A) have been met. Any plan or plan re-
vision that a State submits to the Administrator, and that has not been determined by the Administrator (by
the date 6 months after receipt of the submission) to have failed to meet the minimum criteria established
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pursuant to subparagraph (A), shall on that date be deemed by operation of law to meet such minimum cri-
teria.

(C) Effect of finding of incompleteness

Where the Administrator determines that a plan submission (or part thereof) does not meet the minimum cri-
teria established pursuant to subparagraph (A), the State shall be treated as not having made the submission
(or, in the Administrator's discretion, part thereof).

(2) Deadline for action

Within 12 months of a determination by the Administrator (or a determination deemed by operation of law)
under paragraph (1) that a State has submitted a plan or plan revision (or, in the Administrator's discretion,
part thereof) that meets the minimum criteria established pursuant to paragraph (1), if applicable (or, if those
criteria are not applicable, within 12 months of submission of the plan or revision), the Administrator shall act
on the submission in accordance with paragraph (3).

(3) Full and partial approval and disapproval

In the case of any submittal on which the Administrator is required to act under paragraph (2), the Adminis-
trator shall approve such submittal as a whole if it meets all of the applicable requirements of this chapter. If a
portion of the plan revision meets all the applicable requirements of this chapter, the Administrator may ap-
prove the plan revision in part and disapprove the plan revision in part. The plan revision shall not be treated
as meeting the requirements of this chapter until the Administrator approves the entire plan revision as com-
plying with the applicable requirements of this chapter.

(4) Conditional approval

The Administrator may approve a plan revision based on a commitment of the State to adopt specific enforce-
able measures by a date certain, but not later than 1 year after the date of approval of the plan revision. Any
such conditional approval shall be treated as a disapproval if the State fails to comply with such commitment.

(5) Calls for plan revisions

Whenever the Administrator finds that the applicable implementation plan for any area is substantially inad-
equate to attain or maintain the relevant national ambient air quality standard, to mitigate adequately the inter-
state pollutant transport described in section 7506a of this title or section 7511c of this title, or to otherwise
comply with any requirement of this chapter, the Administrator shall require the State to revise the plan as ne-
cessary to correct such inadequacies. The Administrator shall notify the State of the inadequacies, and may es-
tablish reasonable deadlines (not to exceed 18 months after the date of such notice) for the submission of such
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plan revisions. Such findings and notice shall be public. Any finding under this paragraph shall, to the extent
the Administrator deems appropriate, subject the State to the requirements of this chapter to which the State
was subject when it developed and submitted the plan for which such finding was made, except that the Ad-
ministrator may adjust any dates applicable under such requirements as appropriate (except that the Adminis-
trator may not adjust any attainment date prescribed under part D of this subchapter, unless such date has
elapsed).

(6) Corrections

Whenever the Administrator determines that the Administrator's action approving, disapproving, or promul-
gating any plan or plan revision (or part thereof), area designation, redesignation, classification, or reclassific-
ation was in error, the Administrator may in the same manner as the approval, disapproval, or promulgation
revise such action as appropriate without requiring any further submission from the State. Such determination
and the basis thereof shall be provided to the State and public.

(l) Plan revisions

Each revision to an implementation plan submitted by a State under this chapter shall be adopted by such State
after reasonable notice and public hearing. The Administrator shall not approve a revision of a plan if the revi-
sion would interfere with any applicable requirement concerning attainment and reasonable further progress (as
defined in section 7501 of this title), or any other applicable requirement of this chapter.

(m) Sanctions

The Administrator may apply any of the sanctions listed in section 7509(b) of this title at any time (or at any
time after) the Administrator makes a finding, disapproval, or determination under paragraphs (1) through (4),
respectively, of section 7509(a) of this title in relation to any plan or plan item (as that term is defined by the
Administrator) required under this chapter, with respect to any portion of the State the Administrator determines
reasonable and appropriate, for the purpose of ensuring that the requirements of this chapter relating to such plan
or plan item are met. The Administrator shall, by rule, establish criteria for exercising his authority under the
previous sentence with respect to any deficiency referred to in section 7509(a) of this title to ensure that, during
the 24-month period following the finding, disapproval, or determination referred to in section 7509(a) of this
title, such sanctions are not applied on a statewide basis where one or more political subdivisions covered by the
applicable implementation plan are principally responsible for such deficiency.

(n) Savings clauses

(1) Existing plan provisions

Any provision of any applicable implementation plan that was approved or promulgated by the Administrator
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pursuant to this section as in effect before November 15, 1990, shall remain in effect as part of such applicable
implementation plan, except to the extent that a revision to such provision is approved or promulgated by the
Administrator pursuant to this chapter.

(2) Attainment dates

For any area not designated nonattainment, any plan or plan revision submitted or required to be submitted by
a State--

(A) in response to the promulgation or revision of a national primary ambient air quality standard in effect
on November 15, 1990, or

(B) in response to a finding of substantial inadequacy under subsection (a)(2) of this section (as in effect im-
mediately before November 15, 1990),

shall provide for attainment of the national primary ambient air quality standards within 3 years of Novem-
ber 15, 1990, or within 5 years of issuance of such finding of substantial inadequacy, whichever is later.

(3) Retention of construction moratorium in certain areas

In the case of an area to which, immediately before November 15, 1990, the prohibition on construction or
modification of major stationary sources prescribed in subsection (a)(2)(I) of this section (as in effect immedi-
ately before November 15, 1990) applied by virtue of a finding of the Administrator that the State containing
such area had not submitted an implementation plan meeting the requirements of section 7502(b)(6) of this
title (relating to establishment of a permit program) (as in effect immediately before November 15, 1990) or
7502(a)(1) of this title (to the extent such requirements relate to provision for attainment of the primary na-
tional ambient air quality standard for sulfur oxides by December 31, 1982) as in effect immediately before
November 15, 1990, no major stationary source of the relevant air pollutant or pollutants shall be constructed
or modified in such area until the Administrator finds that the plan for such area meets the applicable require-
ments of section 7502(c)(5) of this title (relating to permit programs) or subpart 5 of part D of this subchapter
(relating to attainment of the primary national ambient air quality standard for sulfur dioxide), respectively.

(o) Indian tribes

If an Indian tribe submits an implementation plan to the Administrator pursuant to section 7601(d) of this title,
the plan shall be reviewed in accordance with the provisions for review set forth in this section for State plans,
except as otherwise provided by regulation promulgated pursuant to section 7601(d)(2) of this title. When such
plan becomes effective in accordance with the regulations promulgated under section 7601(d) of this title, the
plan shall become applicable to all areas (except as expressly provided otherwise in the plan) located within the
exterior boundaries of the reservation, notwithstanding the issuance of any patent and including rights-of-way
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running through the reservation.

(p) Reports

Any State shall submit, according to such schedule as the Administrator may prescribe, such reports as the Ad-
ministrator may require relating to emission reductions, vehicle miles traveled, congestion levels, and any other
information the Administrator may deem necessary to assess the development effectiveness, need for revision,
or implementation of any plan or plan revision required under this chapter.

CREDIT(S)

(July 14, 1955, c. 360, Title I, § 110, as added Dec. 31, 1970, Pub.L. 91-604, § 4(a), 84 Stat. 1680; amended
June 22, 1974, Pub.L. 93-319, § 4, 88 Stat. 256; S.Res. 4, Feb. 4, 1977; Aug. 7, 1977, Pub.L. 95-95, Title I, §§
107, 108, 91 Stat. 691, 693; Nov. 16, 1977, Pub.L. 95-190, § 14(a)(1)-(6), 91 Stat. 1399; July 17, 1981, Pub.L.
97-23, § 3, 95 Stat. 142; Nov. 15, 1990, Pub.L. 101-549, Title I, §§ 101(b)-(d), 102(h), 107(c), 108(d), Title IV,
§ 412, 104 Stat. 2404-2408, 2422, 2464, 2466, 2634.)

Current through P.L. 113-145 (excluding P.L. 113-121, 113-128, and 113-143) approved 8-4-14
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Effective:[See Text Amendments]

United States Code Annotated Currentness
Title 42. The Public Health and Welfare

Chapter 85. Air Pollution Prevention and Control (Refs & Annos)
Subchapter I. Programs and Activities

Part C. Prevention of Significant Deterioration of Air Quality
Subpart II. Visibility Protection (Refs & Annos)

§ 7491. Visibility protection for Federal class I areas

(a) Impairment of visibility; list of areas; study and report

(1) Congress hereby declares as a national goal the prevention of any future, and the remedying of any existing,
impairment of visibility in mandatory class I Federal areas which impairment results from manmade air pollu-
tion.

(2) Not later than six months after August 7, 1977, the Secretary of the Interior in consultation with other Feder-
al land managers shall review all mandatory class I Federal areas and identify those where visibility is an im-
portant value of the area. From time to time the Secretary of the Interior may revise such identifications. Not
later than one year after August 7, 1977, the Administrator shall, after consultation with the Secretary of the In-
terior, promulgate a list of mandatory class I Federal areas in which he determines visibility is an important
value.

(3) Not later than eighteen months after August 7, 1977, the Administrator shall complete a study and report to
Congress on available methods for implementing the national goal set forth in paragraph (1). Such report shall
include recommendations for--

(A) methods for identifying, characterizing, determining, quantifying, and measuring visibility impairment in
Federal areas referred to in paragraph (1), and

(B) modeling techniques (or other methods) for determining the extent to which manmade air pollution may
reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to such impairment, and

(C) methods for preventing and remedying such manmade air pollution and resulting visibility impairment.

Such report shall also identify the classes or categories of sources and the types of air pollutants which, alone or
in conjunction with other sources or pollutants, may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute signific-
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antly to impairment of visibility.

(4) Not later than twenty-four months after August 7, 1977, and after notice and public hearing, the Administrat-
or shall promulgate regulations to assure (A) reasonable progress toward meeting the national goal specified in
paragraph (1), and (B) compliance with the requirements of this section.

(b) Regulations

Regulations under subsection (a)(4) of this section shall--

(1) provide guidelines to the States, taking into account the recommendations under subsection (a)(3) of this
section on appropriate techniques and methods for implementing this section (as provided in subparagraphs
(A) through (C) of such subsection (a)(3) ), and

(2) require each applicable implementation plan for a State in which any area listed by the Administrator un-
der subsection (a)(2) of this section is located (or for a State the emissions from which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any such area) to contain such emission lim-
its, schedules of compliance and other measures as may be necessary to make reasonable progress toward
meeting the national goal specified in subsection (a) of this section, including--

(A) except as otherwise provided pursuant to subsection (c) of this section, a requirement that each major
stationary source which is in existence on August 7, 1977, but which has not been in operation for more
than fifteen years as of such date, and which, as determined by the State (or the Administrator in the case of
a plan promulgated under section 7410(c) of this title) emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any such area, shall procure, install, and op-
erate, as expeditiously as practicable (and maintain thereafter) the best available retrofit technology, as de-
termined by the State (or the Administrator in the case of a plan promulgated under section 7410(c) of this
title) for controlling emissions from such source for the purpose of eliminating or reducing any such impair-
ment, and

(B) a long-term (ten to fifteen years) strategy for making reasonable progress toward meeting the national
goal specified in subsection (a) of this section.

In the case of a fossil-fuel fired generating powerplant having a total generating capacity in excess of 750
megawatts, the emission limitations required under this paragraph shall be determined pursuant to
guidelines, promulgated by the Administrator under paragraph (1).

(c) Exemptions

(1) The Administrator may, by rule, after notice and opportunity for public hearing, exempt any major stationary
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source from the requirement of subsection (b)(2)(A) of this section, upon his determination that such source
does not or will not, by itself or in combination with other sources, emit any air pollutant which may reasonably
be anticipated to cause or contribute to a significant impairment of visibility in any mandatory class I Federal
area.

(2) Paragraph (1) of this subsection shall not be applicable to any fossil-fuel fired powerplant with total design
capacity of 750 megawatts or more, unless the owner or operator of any such plant demonstrates to the satisfac-
tion of the Administrator that such powerplant is located at such distance from all areas listed by the Adminis-
trator under subsection (a)(2) of this section that such powerplant does not or will not, by itself or in combina-
tion with other sources, emit any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to sig-
nificant impairment of visibility in any such area.

(3) An exemption under this subsection shall be effective only upon concurrence by the appropriate Federal land
manager or managers with the Administrator's determination under this subsection.

(d) Consultations with appropriate Federal land managers

Before holding the public hearing on the proposed revision of an applicable implementation plan to meet the re-
quirements of this section, the State (or the Administrator, in the case of a plan promulgated under section
7410(c) of this title) shall consult in person with the appropriate Federal land manager or managers and shall in-
clude a summary of the conclusions and recommendations of the Federal land managers in the notice to the pub-
lic.

(e) Buffer zones

In promulgating regulations under this section, the Administrator shall not require the use of any automatic or
uniform buffer zone or zones.

(f) Nondiscretionary duty

For purposes of section 7604(a)(2) of this title, the meeting of the national goal specified in subsection (a)(1) of
this section by any specific date or dates shall not be considered a “nondiscretionary duty” of the Administrator.

(g) Definitions

For the purpose of this section--

(1) in determining reasonable progress there shall be taken into consideration the costs of compliance, the time
necessary for compliance, and the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, and the re-
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maining useful life of any existing source subject to such requirements;

(2) in determining best available retrofit technology the State (or the Administrator in determining emission
limitations which reflect such technology) shall take into consideration the costs of compliance, the energy
and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any existing pollution control technology in use at
the source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the degree of improvement in visibility which may
reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology;

(3) the term “manmade air pollution” means air pollution which results directly or indirectly from human
activities;

(4) the term “as expeditiously as practicable” means as expeditiously as practicable but in no event later than
five years after the date of approval of a plan revision under this section (or the date of promulgation of such a
plan revision in the case of action by the Administrator under section 7410(c) of this title for purposes of this
section);

(5) the term “mandatory class I Federal areas” means Federal areas which may not be designated as other than
class I under this part;

(6) the terms “visibility impairment” and “impairment of visibility” shall include reduction in visual range and
atmospheric discoloration; and

(7) the term “major stationary source” means the following types of stationary sources with the potential to
emit 250 tons or more of any pollutant: fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British
thermal units per hour heat input, coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers), kraft pulp mills, Portland Cement
plants, primary zinc smelters, iron and steel mill plants, primary aluminum ore reduction plants, primary cop-
per smelters, municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day, hydrofluoric,
sulfuric, and nitric acid plants, petroleum refineries, lime plants, phosphate rock processing plants, coke oven
batteries, sulfur recovery plants, carbon black plants (furnace process), primary lead smelters, fuel conversion
plants, sintering plants, secondary metal production facilities, chemical process plants, fossil-fuel boilers of
more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input, petroleum storage and transfer facilities with
a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels, taconite ore processing facilities, glass fiber processing plants, charcoal
production facilities.

CREDIT(S)

(July 14, 1955, c. 360, Title I, § 169A, as added Aug. 7, 1977, Pub.L. 95-95, Title I, § 128, 91 Stat. 742.)

Current through P.L. 113-145 (excluding P.L. 113-121, 113-128, and 113-143) approved 8-4-14
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Effective: September 6, 2005

Code of Federal Regulations Currentness
Title 40. Protection of Environment

Chapter I. Environmental Protection Agency (Refs
& Annos)

Subchapter C. Air Programs
Part 51. Requirements for Preparation, Ad-

option, and Submittal of Implementation Plans
(Refs & Annos)

Appendix Y to Part 51--Guidelines for
BART Determinations Under the Regional
Haze Rule
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I. Introduction and Overview

A. What is the purpose of the guidelines?

The Clean Air Act (CAA), in sections 169A and 169B,
contains requirements for the protection of visibility in
156 scenic areas across the United States. To meet the
CAA's requirements, we published regulations to pro-

tect against a particular type of visibility impairment
known as “regional haze.” The regional haze rule is
found in this part at 40 CFR 51.300 through 51.309.
These regulations require, in 40 CFR 51.308(e), that
certain types of existing stationary sources of air pollut-
ants install best available retrofit technology (BART).
The guidelines are designed to help States and others
(1) identify those sources that must comply with the
BART requirement, and (2) determine the level of con-
trol technology that represents BART for each source.

B. What does the CAA require generally for improving
visibility?

Section 169A of the CAA, added to the CAA by the
1977 amendments, requires States to protect and im-
prove visibility in certain scenic areas of national im-
portance. The scenic areas protected by section 169A
are “the mandatory Class I Federal Areas * * * where
visibility is an important value.” In these guidelines, we
refer to these as “Class I areas.” There are 156 Class I
areas, including 47 national parks (under the jurisdic-
tion of the Department of Interior--National Park Ser-
vice), 108 wilderness areas (under the jurisdiction of the
Department of the Interior--Fish and Wildlife Service or
the Department of Agriculture--U.S. Forest Service),
and one International Park (under the jurisdiction of the
Roosevelt–Campobello International Commission). The
Federal Agency with jurisdiction over a particular Class
I area is referred to in the CAA as the Federal Land
Manager. A complete list of the Class I areas is con-
tained in 40 CFR 81.401 through 81.437, and you can
find a map of the Class I areas at the following Internet
site: ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1/fr_notices/classimp.gif.

The CAA establishes a national goal of eliminating
man-made visibility impairment from all Class I areas.
As part of the plan for achieving this goal, the visibility
protection provisions in the CAA mandate that EPA is-
sue regulations requiring that States adopt measures in
their State implementation plans (SIPs), including long-
term strategies, to provide for reasonable progress to-
wards this national goal. The CAA also requires States
to coordinate with the Federal Land Managers as they
develop their strategies for addressing visibility.
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C. What is the BART requirement in the CAA?

1. Under section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA, States
must require certain existing stationary sources to in-
stall BART. The BART provision applies to “major sta-
tionary sources” from 26 identified source categories
which have the potential to emit 250 tons per year or
more of any air pollutant. The CAA requires only
sources which were put in place during a specific
15–year time interval to be subject to BART. The
BART provision applies to sources that existed as of the
date of the 1977 CAA amendments (that is, August 7,
1977) but which had not been in operation for more
than 15 years (that is, not in operation as of August 7,
1962).

2. The CAA requires BART review when any source
meeting the above description “emits any air pollutant
which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to any impairment of visibility” in any Class I
area. In identifying a level of control as BART, States
are required by section 169A(g) of the CAA to con-
sider:

(a) The costs of compliance,

(b) The energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance,

(c) Any existing pollution control technology in use at
the source,

(d) The remaining useful life of the source, and

(e) The degree of visibility improvement which may
reasonably be anticipated from the use of BART.

3. The CAA further requires States to make BART
emission limitations part of their SIPs. As with any SIP
revision, States must provide an opportunity for public
comment on the BART determinations, and EPA's ac-
tion on any SIP revision will be subject to judicial re-
view.

D. What types of visibility problems does EPA address
in its regulations?

1. We addressed the problem of visibility in two phases.
In 1980, we published regulations addressing what we
termed “reasonably attributable” visibility impairment.
Reasonably attributable visibility impairment is the res-
ult of emissions from one or a few sources that are gen-
erally located in close proximity to a specific Class I
area. The regulations addressing reasonably attributable
visibility impairment are published in 40 CFR 51.300
through 51.307.

2. On July 1, 1999, we amended these regulations to ad-
dress the second, more common, type of visibility
impairment known as “regional haze.” Regional haze is
the result of the collective contribution of many sources
over a broad region. The regional haze rule slightly
modified 40 CFR 51.300 through 51.307, including the
addition of a few definitions in § 51.301, and added new
§§ 51.308 and 51.309.

E. What are the BART requirements in EPA's regional
haze regulations?

1. In the July 1, 1999 rulemaking, we added a BART re-
quirement for regional haze. We amended the BART re-
quirements in 2005. You will find the BART require-
ments in 40 CFR 51.308(e). Definitions of terms used in
40 CFR 51.308(e)(1) are found in 40 CFR 51.301.

2. As we discuss in detail in these guidelines, the re-
gional haze rule codifies and clarifies the BART provi-
sions in the CAA. The rule requires that States identify
and list “BART–eligible sources,” that is, that States
identify and list those sources that fall within the 26
source categories, were put in place during the 15–year
window of time from 1962 to 1977, and have potential
emissions greater than 250 tons per year. Once the State
has identified the BART–eligible sources, the next step
is to identify those BART–eligible sources that may
“emit any air pollutant which may reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of vis-
ibility.” Under the rule, a source which fits this descrip-
tion is “subject to BART.” For each source subject to
BART, 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A) requires that States
identify the level of control representing BART after
considering the factors set out in CAA section 169A(g),
as follows:
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--States must identify the best system of continuous
emission control technology for each source subject to
BART taking into account the technology available, the
costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality en-
vironmental impacts of compliance, any pollution con-
trol equipment in use at the source, the remaining useful
life of the source, and the degree of visibility improve-
ment that may be expected from available control tech-
nology.

3. After a State has identified the level of control rep-
resenting BART (if any), it must establish an emission
limit representing BART and must ensure compliance
with that requirement no later than 5 years after EPA
approves the SIP. States may establish design, equip-
ment, work practice or other operational standards when
limitations on measurement technologies make emission
standards infeasible.

F. What is included in the guidelines?

1. The guidelines provide a process for making BART
determinations that States can use in implementing the
regional haze BART requirements on a source-
by-source basis, as provided in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1).
States must follow the guidelines in making BART de-
terminations on a source-by-source basis for 750 mega-
watt (MW) power plants but are not required to use the
process in the guidelines when making BART determin-
ations for other types of sources.

2. The BART analysis process, and the contents of these
guidelines, are as follows:

(a) Identification of all BART–eligible sources. Section
II of these guidelines outlines a step-by-step process for
identifying BART–eligible sources.

(b) Identification of sources subject to BART. As noted
above, sources “subject to BART” are those
BART–eligible sources which “emit a pollutant which
may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to
any impairment of visibility in any Class I area.” We
discuss considerations for identifying sources subject to
BART in section III of the guidance.

(c) The BART determination process. For each source

subject to BART, the next step is to conduct an analysis
of emissions control alternatives. This step includes the
identification of available, technically feasible retrofit
technologies, and for each technology identified, an
analysis of the cost of compliance, the energy and non-
air quality environmental impacts, and the degree of
visibility improvement in affected Class I areas result-
ing from the use of the control technology. As part of
the BART analysis, the State should also take into ac-
count the remaining useful life of the source and any
existing control technology present at the source. For
each source, the State will determine a “best system of
continuous emission reduction” based upon its evalu-
ation of these factors. Procedures for the BART determ-
ination step are described in section IV of these
guidelines.

(d) Emissions limits. States must establish emission
limits, including a deadline for compliance, consistent
with the BART determination process for each source
subject to BART. Considerations related to these limits
are discussed in section V of these guidelines.

G. Who is the target audience for the guidelines?

1. The guidelines are written primarily for the benefit of
State, local and Tribal agencies, and describe a process
for making the BART determinations and establishing
the emission limitations that must be included in their
SIPs or Tribal implementation plans (TIPs). Throughout
the guidelines, which are written in a question and an-
swer format, we ask questions “How do I * * *? ” and
answer with phrases “you should * * *, you must * * * ”
The “you” means a State, local or Tribal agency con-
ducting the analysis. We have used this format to make
the guidelines simpler to understand, but we recognize
that States have the authority to require source owners
to assume part of the analytical burden, and that there
will be differences in how the supporting information is
collected and documented. We also recognize that data
collection, analysis, and rule development may be per-
formed by Regional Planning Organizations, for adop-
tion within each SIP or TIP.

2. The preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule dis-
cussed at length the issue of Tribal implementation of
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the requirements to submit a plan to address visibility.
As explained there, requirements related to visibility are
among the programs for which Tribes may be determ-
ined eligible and receive authorization to implement un-
der the “Tribal Authority Rule” (“TAR”) (40 CFR 49.1
through 49.11). Tribes are not subject to the deadlines
for submitting visibility implementation plans and may
use a modular approach to CAA implementation. We
believe there are very few BART–eligible sources loc-
ated on Tribal lands. Where such sources exist, the af-
fected Tribe may apply for delegation of implementa-
tion authority for this rule, following the process set
forth in the TAR.

H. Do EPA regulations require the use of these
guidelines?

Section 169A(b) requires us to issue guidelines for
States to follow in establishing BART emission limita-
tions for fossil-fuel fired power plants having a capacity
in excess of 750 megawatts. This document fulfills that
requirement, which is codified in 40 CFR
51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B). The guidelines establish an ap-
proach to implementing the requirements of the BART
provisions of the regional haze rule; we believe that
these procedures and the discussion of the requirements
of the regional haze rule and the CAA should be useful
to the States. For sources other than 750 MW power
plants, however, States retain the discretion to adopt ap-
proaches that differ from the guidelines.

II. How to Identify BART–Eligible Sources

This section provides guidelines on how to identify
BART–eligible sources. A BART–eligible source is an
existing stationary source in any of 26 listed categories
which meets criteria for startup dates and potential
emissions.

A. What are the steps in identifying BART–eligible
sources?

Figure 1 shows the steps for identifying whether the
source is a “BART–eligible source:”

Step 1: Identify the emission units in the BART cat-
egories,

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission
units, and

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/
yr cutoff.

Figure 1. How to determine whether a source is
BART–eligible:

Step 1: Identify emission units in the BART categories

Does the plant contain emissions units in one or more of
the 26 source categories?

No Stop

Yes Proceed to Step 2

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of these emission
units

Do any of these emissions units meet the following two
tests?

In existence on August 7, 1977

AND

Began operation after August 7, 1962

No Stop

Yes Proceed to Step 3

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions from these
emission units to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

Identify the “stationary source” that includes the emis-
sion units you identified in Step 2.

Add the current potential emissions from all the emis-
sion units identified in Steps 1 and 2 that are included
within the “stationary source” boundary.

Are the potential emissions from these units 250 tons
per year or more for any visibility-impairing pollutant?

No Stop

Yes These emissions units comprise the
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“BART–eligible source.”

1. Step 1: Identify Emission Units in the BART Cat-
egories

1. The BART requirement only applies to sources in
specific categories listed in the CAA. The BART re-
quirement does not apply to sources in other source cat-
egories, regardless of their emissions. The listed cat-
egories are:

(1) Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million British thermal units (BTU) per hour heat
input,

(2) Coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers),

(3) Kraft pulp mills,

(4) Portland cement plants,

(5) Primary zinc smelters,

(6) Iron and steel mill plants,

(7) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants,

(8) Primary copper smelters,

(9) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day,

(10) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,

(11) Petroleum refineries,

(12) Lime plants,

(13) Phosphate rock processing plants,

(14) Coke oven batteries,

(15) Sulfur recovery plants,

(16) Carbon black plants (furnace process),

(17) Primary lead smelters,

(18) Fuel conversion plants,

(19) Sintering plants,

(20) Secondary metal production facilities,

(21) Chemical process plants,

(22) Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTUs
per hour heat input,

(23) Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a ca-
pacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,

(24) Taconite ore processing facilities,

(25) Glass fiber processing plants, and

(26) Charcoal production facilities.

2. Some plants may have emission units from more than
one category, and some emitting equipment may fit into
more than one category. Examples of this situation are
sulfur recovery plants at petroleum refineries, coke
oven batteries and sintering plants at steel mills, and
chemical process plants at refineries. For Step 1, you
identify all of the emissions units at the plant that fit in-
to one or more of the listed categories. You do not
identify emission units in other categories.

Example: A mine is collocated with an electric steam
generating plant and a coal cleaning plant. You would
identify emission units associated with the electric
steam generating plant and the coal cleaning plant, be-
cause they are listed categories, but not the mine, be-
cause coal mining is not a listed category.

3. The category titles are generally clear in describing
the types of equipment to be listed. Most of the category
titles are very broad descriptions that encompass all
emission units associated with a plant site (for example,
“petroleum refining” and “kraft pulp mills”). This same
list of categories appears in the PSD regulations. States
and source owners need not revisit any interpretations
of the list made previously for purposes of the PSD pro-
gram. We provide the following clarifications for a few
of the category titles:

(1) “Steam electric plants of more than 250 million
BTU/hr heat input.” Because the category refers to
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“plants,” we interpret this category title to mean that
boiler capacities should be aggregated to determine
whether the 250 million BTU/hr threshold is reached.
This definition includes only those plants that generate
electricity for sale. Plants that cogenerate steam and
electricity also fall within the definition of “steam elec-
tric plants”. Similarly, combined cycle turbines are also
considered “steam electric plants” because such facilit-
ies incorporate heat recovery steam generators. Simple
cycle turbines, in contrast, are not “steam electric
plants” because these turbines typically do not generate
steam.

Example: A stationary source includes a steam elec-
tric plant with three 100 million BTU/hr boilers. Be-
cause the aggregate capacity exceeds 250 million BTU/
hr for the “plant,” these boilers would be identified in
Step 2.

(2) “Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTU/
hr heat input.” We interpret this category title to cover
only those boilers that are individually greater than 250
million BTU/hr. However, an individual boiler smaller
than 250 million BTU/hr should be subject to BART if
it is an integral part of a process description at a plant
that is in a different BART category--for example, a
boiler at a Kraft pulp mill that, in addition to providing
steam or mechanical power, uses the waste liquor from
the process as a fuel. In general, if the process uses any
by-product of the boiler and the boiler's function is to
serve the process, then the boiler is integral to the pro-
cess and should be considered to be part of the process
description.

Also, you should consider a multi-fuel boiler to be a
“fossil-fuel boiler” if it burns any amount of fossil fuel.
You may take federally and State enforceable opera-
tional limits into account in determining whether a
multi-fuel boiler's fossil fuel capacity exceeds 250 mil-
lion Btu/hr.

(3) “Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a ca-
pacity exceeding 300,000 barrels.” The 300,000 barrel
cutoff refers to total facility-wide tank capacity for
tanks that were put in place within the 1962–1977 time
period, and includes gasoline and other petroleum-de-

rived liquids.

(4) “Phosphate rock processing plants.” This category
descriptor is broad, and includes all types of phosphate
rock processing facilities, including elemental phos-
phorous plants as well as fertilizer production plants.

(5) “Charcoal production facilities.” We interpret this
category to include charcoal briquet manufacturing and
activated carbon production.

(6) “Chemical process plants.” and pharmaceutical man-
ufacturing. Consistent with past policy, we interpret the
category “chemical process plants” to include those fa-
cilities within the 2–digit Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC) code 28. Accordingly, we interpret the term
“chemical process plants” to include pharmaceutical
manufacturing facilities.

(7) “Secondary metal production.” We interpret this cat-
egory to include nonferrous metal facilities included
within SIC code 3341, and secondary ferrous metal fa-
cilities that we also consider to be included within the
category “iron and steel mill plants.”

(8) “Primary aluminum ore reduction.” We interpret this
category to include those facilities covered by 40 CFR
60.190, the new source performance standard (NSPS)
for primary aluminum ore reduction plants. This defini-
tion is also consistent with the definition at 40 CFR
63.840.

2. Step 2: Identify the Start–Up Dates of the Emission
Units

1. Emissions units listed under Step 1 are
BART–eligible only if they were “in existence” on Au-
gust 7, 1977 but were not “in operation” before August
7, 1962.

What does “in existence on August 7, 1977” mean?

2. The regional haze rule defines “in existence” to mean
that:

“the owner or operator has obtained all necessary pre-
construction approvals or permits required by Federal,
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State, or local air pollution emissions and air quality
laws or regulations and either has (1) begun, or caused
to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site con-
struction of the facility or (2) entered into binding
agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be
canceled or modified without substantial loss to the
owner or operator, to undertake a program of construc-
tion of the facility to be completed in a reasonable
time.” 40 CFR 51.301.

As this definition is essentially identical to the defini-
tion of “commence construction” as that term is used in
the PSD regulations, the two terms mean the same
thing. See 40 CFR 51.165(a)(1)(xvi) and 40 CFR
52.21(b)(9). Under this definition, an emissions unit
could be “in existence” even if it did not begin operat-
ing until several years after 1977.

Example: The owner of a source obtained all neces-
sary permits in early 1977 and entered into binding con-
struction agreements in June 1977. Actual on-site con-
struction began in late 1978, and construction was com-
pleted in mid–1979. The source began operating in
September 1979. The emissions unit was “in existence”
as of August 7, 1977.

Major stationary sources which commenced construc-
tion AFTER August 7, 1977 (i.e., major stationary
sources which were not “in existence” on August 7,
1977) were subject to new source review (NSR) under
the PSD program. Thus, the August 7, 1977 “in exist-
ence” test is essentially the same thing as the identifica-
tion of emissions units that were grandfathered from the
NSR review requirements of the 1977 CAA amend-
ments.

3. Sources are not BART–eligible if the only change at
the plant during the relevant time period was the addi-
tion of pollution controls. For example, if the only
change at a copper smelter during the 1962 through
1977 time period was the addition of acid plants for the
reduction of SO2 emissions, these emission controls
would not by themselves trigger a BART review.

What does “in operation before August 7, 1962” mean?

An emissions unit that meets the August 7, 1977 “in ex-
istence” test is not BART–eligible if it was in operation
before August 7, 1962. “In operation” is defined as
“engaged in activity related to the primary design func-
tion of the source.” This means that a source must have
begun actual operations by August 7, 1962 to satisfy
this test.

Example: The owner or operator entered into binding
agreements in 1960. Actual on-site construction began
in 1961, and construction was complete in mid–1962.
The source began operating in September 1962. The
emissions unit was not “in operation” before August 7,
1962 and is therefore subject to BART.

What is a “reconstructed source?'

1. Under a number of CAA programs, an existing
source which is completely or substantially rebuilt is
treated as a new source. Such “reconstructed” sources
are treated as new sources as of the time of the recon-
struction. Consistent with this overall approach to re-
constructions, the definition of BART–eligible facility
(reflected in detail in the definition of “existing station-
ary facility”) includes consideration of sources that
were in operation before August 7, 1962, but were re-
constructed during the August 7, 1962 to August 7,
1977 time period.

2. Under the regional haze regulations at 40 CFR
51.301, a reconstruction has taken place if “the fixed
capital cost of the new component exceeds 50 percent
of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new
source.” The rule also states that “[a]ny final decision as
to whether reconstruction has occurred must be made in
accordance with the provisions of §§ 60.15 (f)(1)
through (3) of this title.” “[T]he provisions of §§
60.15(f)(1) through (3)” refers to the general provisions
for New Source Performance Standards (NSPS). Thus,
the same policies and procedures for identifying recon-
structed “affected facilities” under the NSPS program
must also be used to identify reconstructed “stationary
sources” for purposes of the BART requirement.

3. You should identify reconstructions on an emissions
unit basis, rather than on a plantwide basis. That is, you
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need to identify only the reconstructed emission units
meeting the 50 percent cost criterion. You should in-
clude reconstructed emission units in the list of emis-
sion units you identified in Step 1. You need consider as
possible reconstructions only those emissions units with
the potential to emit more than 250 tons per year of any
visibility-impairing pollutant.

4. The “in operation” and “in existence” tests apply to
reconstructed sources. If an emissions unit was recon-
structed and began actual operation before August 7,
1962, it is not BART–eligible. Similarly, any emissions
unit for which a reconstruction “commenced” after Au-
gust 7, 1977, is not BART–eligible.

How are modifications treated under the BART provi-
sion?

1. The NSPS program and the major source NSR pro-
gram both contain the concept of modifications. In gen-
eral, the term “modification” refers to any physical
change or change in the method of operation of an emis-
sions unit that results in an increase in emissions.

2. The BART provision in the regional haze rule con-
tains no explicit treatment of modifications or how
modified emissions units, previously subject to the re-
quirement to install best available control technology
(BACT), lowest achievable emission rate (LAER) con-
trols, and/or NSPS are treated under the rule. As the
BART requirements in the CAA do not appear to
provide any exemption for sources which have been
modified since 1977, the best interpretation of the CAA
visibility provisions is that a subsequent modification
does not change a unit's construction date for the pur-
pose of BART applicability. Accordingly, if an emis-
sions unit began operation before 1962, it is not
BART–eligible if it was modified between 1962 and
1977, so long as the modification is not also a
“reconstruction.” On the other hand, an emissions unit
which began operation within the 1962–1977 time win-
dow, but was modified after August 7, 1977, is
BART–eligible. We note, however, that if such a modi-
fication was a major modification that resulted in the in-
stallation of controls, the State will take this into ac-
count during the review process and may find that the

level of controls already in place are consistent with
BART.

3. Step 3: Compare the Potential Emissions to the 250
Ton/Yr Cutoff

The result of Steps 1 and 2 will be a list of emissions
units at a given plant site, including reconstructed emis-
sions units, that are within one or more of the BART
categories and that were placed into operation within
the 1962–1977 time window. The third step is to de-
termine whether the total emissions represent a current
potential to emit that is greater than 250 tons per year of
any single visibility impairing pollutant. Fugitive emis-
sions, to the extent quantifiable, must be counted. In
most cases, you will add the potential emissions from
all emission units on the list resulting from Steps 1 and
2. In a few cases, you may need to determine whether
the plant contains more than one “stationary source” as
the regional haze rule defines that term, and as we ex-
plain further below.

What pollutants should I address?

Visibility-impairing pollutants include the following:

(1) Sulfur dioxide (SO2),

(2) Nitrogen oxides (NOX), and

(3) Particulate matter.

You may use PM10 as an indicator for particulate mat-
ter in this intial step. [Note that we do not recommend
use of total suspended particulates (TSP) as in indicator
for particulate matter.] As emissions of PM10 include
the components of PM2.5 as a subset, there is no need
to have separate 250 ton thresholds for PM10 and PM

2.5 ; 250 tons of PM10 represents at most 250 tons of
PM2.5, and at most 250 tons of any individual particu-
late species such as elemental carbon, crustal material,
etc.

However, if you determine that a source of particulate
matter is BART–eligible, it will be important to distin-
guish between the fine and coarse particle components
of direct particulate emissions in the remainder of the
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BART analysis, including for the purpose of modeling
the source's impact on visibility. This is because al-
though both fine and coarse particulate matter contrib-
ute to visibility impairment, the long-range transport of
fine particles is of particular concern in the formation of
regional haze. Thus, for example, air quality modeling
results used in the BART determination will provide a
more accurate prediction of a source's impact on visibil-
ity if the inputs into the model account for the relative
particle size of any directly emitted particulate matter
(i.e. PM10 vs. PM2.5).

You should exercise judgment in deciding whether the
following pollutants impair visibility in an area:

(4) Volatile organic compounds (VOC), and

(5) Ammonia and ammonia compounds.

You should use your best judgment in deciding whether
VOC or ammonia emissions from a source are likely to
have an impact on visibility in an area. Certain types of
VOC emissions, for example, are more likely to form
secondary organic aerosols than others. [FN1] Simil-
arly, controlling ammonia emissions in some areas may
not have a significant impact on visibility. You need not
provide a formal showing of an individual decision that
a source of VOC or ammonia emissions is not subject to
BART review. Because air quality modeling may not be
feasible for individual sources of VOC or ammonia, you
should also exercise your judgement in assessing the de-
gree of visibility impacts due to emissions of VOC and
emissions of ammonia or ammonia compounds. You
should fully document the basis for judging that a VOC
or ammonia source merits BART review, including your
assessment of the source's contribution to visibility
impairment.

[FN1] Fine particles: Overview of Atmospheric
Chemistry, Sources of Emissions, and Ambient
Monitoring Data, Memorandum to Docket
OAR 2002–006, April 1, 2005.

What does the term “potential” emissions mean?

The regional haze rule defines potential to emit as fol-
lows:

“Potential to emit” means the maximum capacity of a
stationary source to emit a pollutant under its physical
and operational design. Any physical or operational lim-
itation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant
including air pollution control equipment and restric-
tions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of
material combusted, stored, or processed, shall be
treated as part of its design if the limitation or the effect
it would have on emissions is federally enforceable.
Secondary emissions do not count in determining the
potential to emit of a stationary source.

The definition of “potential to emit” means that a source
which actually emits less than 250 tons per year of a
visibility-impairing pollutant is BART–eligible if its
emissions would exceed 250 tons per year when operat-
ing at its maximum capacity given its physical and op-
erational design (and considering all federally enforce-
able and State enforceable permit limits.)

Example: A source, while operating at one-fourth of
its capacity, emits 75 tons per year of SO2 . If it were
operating at 100 percent of its maximum capacity, the
source would emit 300 tons per year. Because under the
above definition such a source would have “potential”
emissions that exceed 250 tons per year, the source (if
in a listed category and built during the 1962–1977 time
window) would be BART–eligible.

How do I identify whether a plant has more than one
“stationary source?”

1. The regional haze rule, in 40 CFR 51.301, defines a
stationary source as a “building, structure, facility or in-
stallation which emits or may emit any air pollutant.”
[FN2] The rule further defines “building, structure or
facility” as:

[FN2] Note: Most of these terms and defini-
tions are the same for regional haze and the
1980 visibility regulations. For the regional
haze rule we use the term “BART–eligible
source” rather than “existing stationary facil-
ity” to clarify that only a limited subset of ex-
isting stationary sources are subject to BART.
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all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to
the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more
contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the
control of the same person (or persons under common
control). Pollutant-emitting activities must be con-
sidered as part of the same industrial grouping if they
belong to the same Major Group (i.e., which have the
same two-digit code) as described in the Standard In-
dustrial Classification Manual, 1972 as amended by the
1977 Supplement (U.S. Government Printing Office
stock numbers 4101–0066 and 003–005–00176–0, re-
spectively).

2. In applying this definition, it is necessary to determ-
ine which facilities are located on “contiguous or adja-
cent properties.” Within this contiguous and adjacent
area, it is also necessary to group those emission units
that are under “common control.” We note that these
plant boundary issues and “common control” issues are
very similar to those already addressed in implementa-
tion of the title V operating permits program and in
NSR.

3. For emission units within the “contiguous or adja-
cent” boundary and under common control, you must
group emission units that are within the same industrial
grouping (that is, associated with the same 2–digit SIC
code) in order to define the stationary source. [FN3] For
most plants on the BART source category list, there will
only be one 2–digit SIC that applies to the entire plant.
For example, all emission units associated with kraft
pulp mills are within SIC code 26, and chemical process
plants will generally include emission units that are all
within SIC code 28. The “2–digit SIC test” applies in
the same way as the test is applied in the major source
NSR programs. [FN4]

[FN3] We recognize that we are in a transition
period from the use of the SIC system to a new
system called the North American Industry
Classification System (NAICS). For purposes
of identifying BART–eligible sources, you may
use either 2–digit SICS or the equivalent in the
NAICS system.

[FN4] Note: The concept of support facility

used for the NSR program applies here as well.
Support facilities, that is facilities that convey,
store or otherwise assist in the production of
the principal product, must be grouped with
primary facilities even when the facilities fall
wihin separate SIC codes. For purposes of
BART reviews, however, such support facilit-
ies (a) must be within one of the 26 listed
source categories and (b) must have been in ex-
istence as of August 7, 1977, and (c) must not
have been in operation as of August 7, 1962.

4. For purposes of the regional haze rule, you must
group emissions from all emission units put in place
within the 1962–1977 time period that are within the
2–digit SIC code, even if those emission units are in dif-
ferent categories on the BART category list.

Examples: A chemical plant which started operations
within the 1962 to 1977 time period manufactures hy-
drochloric acid (within the category title “Hydrochloric,
sulfuric, and nitric acid plants”) and various organic
chemicals (within the category title “chemical process
plants”). All of the emission units are within SIC code
28 and, therefore, all the emission units are considered
in determining BART eligibility of the plant. You sum
the emissions over all of these emission units to see
whether there are more than 250 tons per year of poten-
tial emissions.

A steel mill which started operations within the 1962 to
1977 time period includes a sintering plant, a coke oven
battery, and various other emission units. All of the
emission units are within SIC code 33. You sum the
emissions over all of these emission units to see wheth-
er there are more than 250 tons per year of potential
emissions.

4. Final Step: Identify the Emissions Units and Pollut-
ants That Constitute the BART–Eligible Source

If the emissions from the list of emissions units at a sta-
tionary source exceed a potential to emit of 250 tons per
year for any visibility-impairing pollutant, then that col-
lection of emissions units is a BART–eligible source.
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Example: A stationary source comprises the follow-
ing two emissions units, with the following potential
emissions:

Emissions unit A

200 tons/yr SO2

150 tons/yr NOX

25 tons/yr PM

Emissions unit B

100 tons/yr SO2

75 tons/yr NOX

10 tons/yr PM

For this example, potential emissions of SO2 are 300
tons/yr, which exceeds the 250 tons/yr threshold. Ac-
cordingly, the entire “stationary source”, that is, emis-
sions units A and B, may be subject to a BART review
for SO2, NOX, and PM, even though the potential emis-
sions of PM and NOX at each emissions unit are less
than 250 tons/yr each.

Example: The total potential emissions, obtained by
adding the potential emissions of all emission units in a
listed category at a plant site, are as follows:

200 tons/yr SO2

150 tons/yr NOX

25 tons/yr PM

Even though total emissions exceed 250 tons/yr, no in-
dividual regulated pollutant exceeds 250 tons/yr and
this source is not BART–eligible.

Can States establish de minimis levels of emissions for
pollutants at BART–eligible sources?

In order to simplify BART determinations, States may
choose to identify de minimis levels of pollutants at
BART–eligible sources (but are not required to do so).
De minimis values should be identified with the purpose

of excluding only those emissions so minimal that they
are unlikely to contribute to regional haze. Any de min-
imis values that you adopt must not be higher than the
PSD applicability levels: 40 tons/yr for SO2 and NOX
and 15 tons/yr for PM10 . These de minimis levels may
only be applied on a plant-wide basis.

III. How to Identify Sources “Subject to BART”

Once you have compiled your list of BART–eligible
sources, you need to determine whether (1) to make
BART determinations for all of them or (2) to consider
exempting some of them from BART because they may
not reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to
any visibility impairment in a Class I area. If you decide
to make BART determinations for all the
BART–eligible sources on your list, you should work
with your regional planning organization (RPO) to show
that, collectively, they cause or contribute to visibility
impairment in at least one Class I area. You should then
make individual BART determinations by applying the
five statutory factors discussed in Section IV below.

On the other hand, you also may choose to perform an
initial examination to determine whether a particular
BART–eligible source or group of sources causes or
contributes to visibility impairment in nearby Class I
areas. If your analysis, or information submitted by the
source, shows that an individual source or group of
sources (or certain pollutants from those sources) is not
reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any vis-
ibility impairment in a Class I area, then you do not
need to make BART determinations for that source or
group of sources (or for certain pollutants from those
sources). In such a case, the source is not “subject to
BART” and you do not need to apply the five statutory
factors to make a BART determination. This section of
the Guideline discusses several approaches that you can
use to exempt sources from the BART determination
process.

A. What Steps Do I Follow To Determine Whether a
Source or Group of Sources Cause or Contribute to Vis-
ibility Impairment for Purposes of BART?

1. How Do I Establish a Threshold?
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One of the first steps in determining whether sources
cause or contribute to visibility impairment for purposes
of BART is to establish a threshold (measured in de-
civiews) against which to measure the visibility impact
of one or more sources. A single source that is respons-
ible for a 1.0 deciview change or more should be con-
sidered to “cause” visibility impairment; a source that
causes less than a 1.0 deciview change may still con-
tribute to visibility impairment and thus be subject to
BART.

Because of varying circumstances affecting different
Class I areas, the appropriate threshold for determining
whether a source “contributes to any visibility impair-
ment” for the purposes of BART may reasonably differ
across States. As a general matter, any threshold that
you use for determining whether a source “contributes”
to visibility impairment should not be higher than 0.5
deciviews.

In setting a threshold for “contribution,” you should
consider the number of emissions sources affecting the
Class I areas at issue and the magnitude of the individu-
al sources' impacts. [FN5] In general, a larger number
of sources causing impacts in a Class I area may war-
rant a lower contribution threshold. States remain free
to use a threshold lower than 0.5 deciviews if they con-
clude that the location of a large number of
BART–eligible sources within the State and in proxim-
ity to a Class I area justify this approach. [FN6]

[FN5] We expect that regional planning organ-
izations will have modeling information that
identifies sources affecting visibility in indi-
vidual class I areas.

[FN6] Note that the contribution threshold
should be used to determine whether an indi-
vidual source is reasonably anticipated to con-
tribute to visibility impairment. You should not
aggregate the visibility effects of multiple
sources and compare their collective effects
against your contribution threshold because
this would inappropriately create a “contribute
to contribution” test.

2. What Pollutants Do I Need to Consider?

You must look at SO2, NOX, and direct particulate mat-
ter (PM) emissions in determining whether sources
cause or contribute to visibility impairment, including
both PM10 and PM2.5 . Consistent with the approach
for identifying your BART–eligible sources, you do not
need to consider less than de minimis emissions of these
pollutants from a source.

As explained in section II, you must use your best
judgement to determine whether VOC or ammonia
emissions are likely to have an impact on visibility in an
area. In addition, although as explained in Section II,
you may use PM10 an indicator for particulate matter in
determining whether a source is BART–eligible, in de-
termining whether a source contributes to visibility
impairment, you should distinguish between the fine
and coarse particle components of direct particulate
emissions. Although both fine and coarse particulate
matter contribute to visibility impairment, the long-
range transport of fine particles is of particular concern
in the formation of regional haze. Air quality modeling
results used in the BART determination will provide a
more accurate prediction of a source's impact on visibil-
ity if the inputs into the model account for the relative
particle size of any directly emitted particulate matter
(i.e. PM10 vs. PM2.5 ).

3. What Kind of Modeling Should I Use To Determine
Which Sources and Pollutants Need Not Be Subject to
BART?

This section presents several options for determining
that certain sources need not be subject to BART. These
options rely on different modeling and/or emissions
analysis approaches. They are provided for your guid-
ance. You may also use other reasonable approaches for
analyzing the visibility impacts of an individual source
or group of sources.

Option 1: Individual Source Attribution Approach
(Dispersion Modeling)

You can use dispersion modeling to determine that an
individual source cannot reasonably be anticipated to
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cause or contribute to visibility impairment in a Class I
area and thus is not subject to BART. Under this option,
you can analyze an individual source's impact on visib-
ility as a result of its emissions of SO2, NOX and direct
PM emissions. Dispersion modeling cannot currently be
used to estimate the predicted impacts on visibility from
an individual source's emissions of VOC or ammonia.
You may use a more qualitative assessment to determ-
ine on a case-by-case basis which sources of VOC or
ammonia emissions may be likely to impair visibility
and should therefore be subject to BART review, as ex-
plained in section II.A.3. above.

You can use CALPUFF [FN7] or other appropriate
model to predict the visibility impacts from a single
source at a Class I area. CALPUFF is the best regulat-
ory modeling application currently available for predict-
ing a single source's contribution to visibility impair-
ment and is currently the only EPA–approved model for
use in estimating single source pollutant concentrations
resulting from the long range transport of primary pol-
lutants. [FN8] It can also be used for some other pur-
poses, such as the visibility assessments addressed in
today's rule, to account for the chemical transformation
of SO2 and NOX .

[FN7] The model code and its documentation
are available at no cost for download from ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#calpuff.

[FN8] The Guideline on Air Quality Models,
40 CFR part 51, appendix W, addresses the
regulatory application of air quality models for
assessing criteria pollutants under the CAA,
and describes further the procedures for using
the CALPUFF model, as well as for obtaining
approval for the use of other, nonguideline
models.

There are several steps for making an individual source
attribution using a dispersion model:

1. Develop a modeling protocol. Some critical items to
include in the protocol are the meteorological and ter-
rain data that will be used, as well as the source-specific
information (stack height, temperature, exit velocity, el-

evation, and emission rates of applicable pollutants) and
receptor data from appropriate Class I areas. We recom-
mend following EPA's Interagency Workgroup on Air
Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report
and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range
Transport Impacts [FN9] for parameter settings and
meteorological data inputs. You may use other settings
from those in IWAQM, but you should identify these
settings and explain your selection of these settings.

[FN9] Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality
Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report
and Recommendations for Modeling Long
Range Transport Impacts, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, EPA–454/R–98–019,
December 1998.

One important element of the protocol is in establishing
the receptors that will be used in the model. The recept-
ors that you use should be located in the nearest Class I
area with sufficient density to identify the likely visibil-
ity effects of the source. For other Class I areas in relat-
ively close proximity to a BART–eligible source, you
may model a few strategic receptors to determine
whether effects at those areas may be greater than at the
nearest Class I area. For example, you might chose to
locate receptors at these areas at the closest point to the
source, at the highest and lowest elevation in the Class I
area, at the IMPROVE monitor, and at the approximate
expected plume release height. If the highest modeled
effects are observed at the nearest Class I area, you may
choose not to analyze the other Class I areas any further
as additional analyses might be unwarranted.

You should bear in mind that some receptors within the
relevant Class I area may be less than 50 km from the
source while other receptors within that same Class I
area may be greater than 50 km from the same source.
As indicated by the Guideline on Air Quality Models,
40 CFR part 51, appendix W, this situation may call for
the use of two different modeling approaches for the
same Class I area and source, depending upon the
State's chosen method for modeling sources less than 50
km. In situations where you are assessing visibility im-
pacts for source-receptor distances less than 50 km, you
should use expert modeling judgment in determining
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visibility impacts, giving consideration to both
CALPUFF and other appropriate methods.

In developing your modeling protocol, you may want to
consult with EPA and your regional planning organiza-
tion (RPO). Up-front consultation will ensure that key
technical issues are addressed before you conduct your
modeling.

2. With the accepted protocol and compare the pre-
dicted visibility impacts with your threshold for
“contribution.” You should calculate daily visibility val-
ues for each receptor as the change in deciviews com-
pared against natural visibility conditions. You can use
EPA's “Guidance for Estimating Natural Visibility Con-
ditions Under the Regional Haze Rule,”
EPA–454/B–03–005 (September 2003) in making this
calculation. To determine whether a source may reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility
impairment at Class I area, you then compare the im-
pacts predicted by the model against the threshold that
you have selected.

The emissions estimates used in the models are intended
to reflect steady-state operating conditions during peri-
ods of high capacity utilization. We do not generally re-
commend that emissions reflecting periods of start-up,
shutdown, and malfunction be used, as such emission
rates could produce higher than normal effects than
would be typical of most facilities. We recommend that
States use the 24 hour average actual emission rate from
the highest emitting day of the meteorological period
modeled, unless this rate reflects periods start-up, shut-
down, or malfunction. In addition, the monthly average
relative humidity is used, rather than the daily average
humidity--an approach that effectively lowers the peak
values in daily model averages.

For these reasons, if you use the modeling approach we
recommend, you should compare your “contribution”
threshold against the 98th percentile of values. If the
98th percentile value from your modeling is less than
your contribution threshold, then you may conclude that
the source does not contribute to visibility impairment
and is not subject to BART.

Option 2: Use of Model Plants To Exempt Individual
Sources With Common Characteristics

Under this option, analyses of model plants could be
used to exempt certain BART–eligible sources that
share specific characteristics. It may be most useful to
use this type of analysis to identify the types of small
sources that do not cause or contribute to visibility
impairment for purposes of BART, and thus should not
be subject to a BART review. Different Class I areas
may have different characteristics, however, so you
should use care to ensure that the criteria you develop
are appropriate for the applicable cases.

In carrying out this approach, you could use modeling
analyses of representative plants to reflect groupings of
specific sources with important common characteristics.
Based on these analyses, you may find that certain types
of sources are clearly anticipated to cause or contribute
to visibility impairment. You could then choose to cat-
egorically require those types of sources to undergo a
BART determination. Conversely, you may find based
on representative plant analyses that certain types of
sources are not reasonably anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to visibility impairment. To do this, you may
conduct your own modeling to establish emission levels
and distances from Class I areas on which you can rely
to exempt sources with those characteristics. For ex-
ample, based on your modeling you might choose to ex-
empt all NOX -only sources that emit less than a certain
amount per year and are located a certain distance from
a Class I area. You could then choose to categorically
exempt such sources from the BART determination pro-
cess.

Our analyses of visibility impacts from model plants
provide a useful example of the type of analyses that
can be used to exempt categories of sources from
BART. [FN10] In our analyses, we developed model
plants (EGUs and non–EGUs), with representative
plume and stack characteristics, for use in considering
the visibility impact from emission sources of different
sizes and compositions at distances of 50, 100 and 200
kilometers from two hypothetical Class I areas (one in
the East and one in the West). As the plume and stack
characteristics of these model plants were developed
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considering the broad range of sources within the EGU
and non–EGU categories, they do not necessarily rep-
resent any specific plant. However, the results of these
analyses are instructive in the development of an ex-
emption process for any Class I area.

[FN10] CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the
June 2005 Changes to the Regional Haze Rule,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June
15, 2005, Docket No. OAR–2002–0076.

In preparing our analyses, we have made a number of
assumptions and exercised certain modeling choices;
some of these have a tendency to lend conservatism to
the results, overstating the likely effects, while others
may understate the likely effects. On balance, when all
of these factors are considered, we believe that our ex-
amples reflect realistic treatments of the situations be-
ing modeled. Based on our analyses, we believe that a
State that has established 0.5 deciviews as a contribu-
tion threshold could reasonably exempt from the BART
review process sources that emit less than 500 tons per
year of NOX or SO2 (or combined NOX and SO2 ), as
long as these sources are located more than 50 kilomet-
ers from any Class I area; and sources that emit less
than 1000 tons per year of NOX or SO2 (or combined
NOX and SO2 ) that are located more than 100 kilomet-
ers from any Class I area. You do, however, have the
option of showing other thresholds might also be appro-
priate given your specific circumstances.

Option 3: Cumulative Modeling To Show That No
Sources in a State Are Subject to BART

You may also submit to EPA a demonstration based on
an analysis of overall visibility impacts that emissions
from BART–eligible sources in your State, considered
together, are not reasonably anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to any visibility impairment in a Class I area,
and thus no source should be subject to BART. You
may do this on a pollutant by pollutant basis or for all
visibility-impairing pollutants to determine if emissions
from these sources contribute to visibility impairment.

For example, emissions of SO2 from your
BART–eligible sources may clearly cause or contribute

to visibility impairment while direct emissions of PM

2.5 from these sources may not contribute to impair-
ment. If you can make such a demonstration, then you
may reasonably conclude that none of your
BART–eligible sources are subject to BART for a par-
ticular pollutant or pollutants. As noted above, your
demonstration should take into account the interactions
among pollutants and their resulting impacts on visibil-
ity before making any pollutant-specific determinations.

Analyses may be conducted using several alternative
modeling approaches. First, you may use the CALPUFF
or other appropriate model as described in Option 1 to
evaluate the impacts of individual sources on downwind
Class I areas, aggregating those impacts to determine
the collective contribution of all BART–eligible sources
to visibility impairment. You may also use a photo-
chemical grid model. As a general matter, the larger the
number of sources being modeled, the more appropriate
it may be to use a photochemical grid model. However,
because such models are significantly less sensitive than
dispersion models to the contributions of one or a few
sources, as well as to the interactions among sources
that are widely distributed geographically, if you wish
to use a grid model, you should consult with the appro-
priate EPA Regional Office to develop an appropriate
modeling protocol.

IV. The BART Determination: Analysis of BART Op-
tions

This section describes the process for the analysis of
control options for sources subject to BART.

A. What factors must I address in the BART review?

The visibility regulations define BART as follows:

Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) means an
emission limitation based on the degree of reduction
achievable through the application of the best system of
continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which
is emitted by . . . [a BART–eligible source]. The emis-
sion limitation must be established, on a case-by-case
basis, taking into consideration the technology avail-
able, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air
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quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pol-
lution control equipment in use or in existence at the
source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the
degree of improvement in visibility which may reason-
ably be anticipated to result from the use of such tech-
nology.

The BART analysis identifies the best system of con-
tinuous emission reduction taking into account:

(1) The available retrofit control options,

(2) Any pollution control equipment in use at the source
(which affects the availability of options and their im-
pacts),

(3) The costs of compliance with control options,

(4) The remaining useful life of the facility,

(5) The energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts of control options

(6) The visibility impacts analysis.

B. What is the scope of the BART review?

Once you determine that a source is subject to BART
for a particular pollutant, then for each affected emis-
sion unit, you must establish BART for that pollutant.
The BART determination must address air pollution
control measures for each emissions unit or pollutant
emitting activity subject to review.

Example: Plantwide emissions from emission units
within the listed categories that began operation within
the “time window” for BART [FN11] are 300 tons/yr of
NOX, 200 tons/yr of SO2, and 150 tons/yr of primary
particulate. Emissions unit A emits 200 tons/yr of NOX,
100 tons/yr of SO2, and 100 tons/yr of primary particu-
late. Other emission units, units B through H, which
began operating in 1966, contribute lesser amounts of
each pollutant. For this example, a BART review is re-
quired for NOX, SO2, and primary particulate, and con-
trol options must be analyzed for units B through H as
well as unit A.

[FN11] That is, emission units that were in ex-

istence on August 7, 1977 and which began ac-
tual operation on or after August 7, 1962.

C. How does a BART review relate to Maximum
Achievable Control Technology (MACT) Standards un-
der CAA section 112, or to other emission limitations
required under the CAA?

For VOC and PM sources subject to MACT standards,
States may streamline the analysis by including a dis-
cussion of the MACT controls and whether any major
new technologies have been developed subsequent to
the MACT standards. We believe that there are many
VOC and PM sources that are well controlled because
they are regulated by the MACT standards, which EPA
developed under CAA section 112. For a few MACT
standards, this may also be true for SO2 . Any source
subject to MACT standards must meet a level that is as
stringent as the best-controlled 12 percent of sources in
the industry. Examples of these hazardous air pollutant
sources which effectively control VOC and PM emis-
sions include (among others) secondary lead facilities,
organic chemical plants subject to the hazardous organ-
ic NESHAP (HON), pharmaceutical production facilit-
ies, and equipment leaks and wastewater operations at
petroleum refineries. We believe that, in many cases, it
will be unlikely that States will identify emission con-
trols more stringent than the MACT standards without
identifying control options that would cost many thou-
sands of dollars per ton. Unless there are new technolo-
gies subsequent to the MACT standards which would
lead to cost-effective increases in the level of control,
you may rely on the MACT standards for purposes of
BART.

We believe that the same rationale also holds true for
emissions standards developed for municipal waste in-
cinerators under CAA section 111(d), and for many
NSR/PSD determinations and NSR/PSD settlement
agreements. However, we do not believe that techno-
logy determinations from the 1970s or early 1980s, in-
cluding new source performance standards (NSPS),
should be considered to represent best control for exist-
ing sources, as best control levels for recent plant retro-
fits are more stringent than these older levels.
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Where you are relying on these standards to represent a
BART level of control, you should provide the public
with a discussion of whether any new technologies have
subsequently become available.

D. What Are the Five Basic Steps of a Case-by-Case
BART Analysis?

The five steps are:

STEP 1--Identify All [FN12] Available Retrofit Control
Technologies,

[FN12] In identifying “all” options, you must
identify the most stringent option and a reason-
able set of options for analysis that reflects a
comprehensive list of available technologies. It
is not necessary to list all permutations of
available control levels that exist for a given
technology--the list is complete if it includes
the maximum level of control each technology
is capable of achieving.

STEP 2--Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options,

STEP 3--Evaluate Control Effectiveness of Remaining
Control Technologies,

STEP 4--Evaluate Impacts and Document the Results,
and

STEP 5--Evaluate Visibility Impacts.

1. STEP 1: How do I identify all available retrofit emis-
sion control techniques?

1. Available retrofit control options are those air pollu-
tion control technologies with a practical potential for
application to the emissions unit and the regulated pol-
lutant under evaluation. Air pollution control technolo-
gies can include a wide variety of available methods,
systems, and techniques for control of the affected pol-
lutant. Technologies required as BACT or LAER are
available for BART purposes and must be included as
control alternatives. The control alternatives can include
not only existing controls for the source category in
question but also take into account technology transfer

of controls that have been applied to similar source cat-
egories and gas streams. Technologies which have not
yet been applied to (or permitted for) full scale opera-
tions need not be considered as available; we do not ex-
pect the source owner to purchase or construct a process
or control device that has not already been demonstrated
in practice.

2. Where a NSPS exists for a source category (which is
the case for most of the categories affected by BART),
you should include a level of control equivalent to the
NSPS as one of the control options. [FN13] The NSPS
standards are codified in 40 CFR part 60. We note that
there are situations where NSPS standards do not re-
quire the most stringent level of available control for all
sources within a category. For example, post-
combustion NOX controls (the most stringent controls
for stationary gas turbines) are not required under sub-
part GG of the NSPS for Stationary Gas Turbines.
However, such controls must still be considered avail-
able technologies for the BART selection process.

[FN13] In EPA's 1980 BART guidelines for
reasonably attributable visibility impairment,
we concluded that NSPS standards generally, at
that time, represented the best level sources
could install as BART. In the 20 year period
since this guidance was developed, there have
been advances in SO2 control technologies as
well as technologies for the control of other
pollutants, confirmed by a number of recent
retrofits at Western power plants. Accordingly,
EPA no longer concludes that the NSPS level
of controls automatically represents “the best
these sources can install.” Analysis of the
BART factors could result in the selection of a
NSPS level of control, but you should reach
this conclusion only after considering the full
range of control options.

3. Potentially applicable retrofit control alternatives can
be categorized in three ways.

• Pollution prevention: use of inherently lower-emitting
processes/practices, including the use of control tech-
niques (e.g., low–NOX burners) and work practices that
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prevent emissions and result in lower
“production-specific” emissions (note that it is not our
intent to direct States to switch fuel forms, e.g., from
coal to gas),

• Use of (and where already in place, improvement in
the performance of) add-on controls, such as scrubbers,
fabric filters, thermal oxidizers and other devices that
control and reduce emissions after they are produced,
and

• Combinations of inherently lower-emitting processes
and add-on controls.

4. In the course of the BART review, one or more of the
available control options may be eliminated from con-
sideration because they are demonstrated to be technic-
ally infeasible or to have unacceptable energy, cost, or
non-air quality environmental impacts on a case-by-case
(or site-specific) basis. However, at the outset, you
should initially identify all control options with poten-
tial application to the emissions unit under review.

5. We do not consider BART as a requirement to re-
design the source when considering available control al-
ternatives. For example, where the source subject to
BART is a coal-fired electric generator, we do not re-
quire the BART analysis to consider building a natural
gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be
inherently less polluting on a per unit basis.

6. For emission units subject to a BART review, there
will often be control measures or devices already in
place. For such emission units, it is important to include
control options that involve improvements to existing
controls and not to limit the control options only to
those measures that involve a complete replacement of
control devices.

Example: For a power plant with an existing wet
scrubber, the current control efficiency is 66 percent.
Part of the reason for the relatively low control effi-
ciency is that 22 percent of the gas stream bypasses the
scrubber. A BART review identifies options for improv-
ing the performance of the wet scrubber by redesigning
the internal components of the scrubber and by elimin-

ating or reducing the percentage of the gas stream that
bypasses the scrubber. Four control options are identi-
fied: (1) 78 percent control based upon improved scrub-
ber performance while maintaining the 22 percent by-
pass, (2) 83 percent control based upon improved scrub-
ber performance while reducing the bypass to 15 per-
cent, (3) 93 percent control based upon improving the
scrubber performance while eliminating the bypass en-
tirely, (this option results in a “wet stack” operation in
which the gas leaving the stack is saturated with water)
and (4) 93 percent as in option 3, with the addition of an
indirect reheat system to reheat the stack gas above the
saturation temperature. You must consider each of these
four options in a BART analysis for this source.

7. You are expected to identify potentially applicable
retrofit control technologies that represent the full range
of demonstrated alternatives. Examples of general in-
formation sources to consider include:

• The EPA's Clean Air Technology Center, which in-
cludes the RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse (RBLC);

• State and Local Best Available Control Technology
Guidelines--many agencies have online information--for
example South Coast Air Quality Management District,
Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and Texas
Natural Resources Conservation Commission;

• Control technology vendors;

• Federal/State/Local NSR permits and associated in-
spection/performance test reports;

• Environmental consultants;

• Technical journals, reports and newsletters, air pollu-
tion control seminars; and

• The EPA's NSR bulletin board-
-http://www.epa.gov/ttn/nsr;

• Department of Energy's Clean Coal Program-
-technical reports;

• The NOX Control Technology “Cost Tool”--Clean Air
Markets Division Web page-
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-ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/arp/nox/controltech.html;

• Performance of selective catalytic reduction on coal-
fired steam generating units--final report. OAR/ARD,
June 1997 (also available at ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/arp/nox/controltech.html);

• Cost estimates for selected applications of NOX con-
trol technologies on stationary combustion boilers.
OAR/ARD June 1997. (Docket for NOX SIP Call,
A–96–56, item II–A–03);

• Investigation of performance and cost of NOX con-
trols as applied to group 2 boilers. OAR/ARD, August
1996. (Docket for Phase II NOX rule, A–95–28, item
IV–A–4);

• Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of Technolo-
gies. EPA–600/R–00–093, USEPA/ORD/NRMRL, Oc-
tober 2000; and

• The OAQPS Control Cost Manual.

You are expected to compile appropriate information
from these information sources.

8. There may be situations where a specific set of units
within a fenceline constitutes the logical set to which
controls would apply and that set of units may or may
not all be BART–eligible. (For example, some units in
that set may not have been constructed between 1962
and 1977.)

9. If you find that a BART source has controls already
in place which are the most stringent controls available
(note that this means that all possible improvements to
any control devices have been made), then it is not ne-
cessary to comprehensively complete each following
step of the BART analysis in this section. As long these
most stringent controls available are made federally en-
forceable for the purpose of implementing BART for
that source, you may skip the remaining analyses in this
section, including the visibility analysis in step 5. Like-
wise, if a source commits to a BART determination that
consists of the most stringent controls available, then
there is no need to complete the remaining analyses in

this section.

2. STEP 2: How do I determine whether the options
identified in Step 1 are technically feasible?

In Step 2, you evaluate the technical feasibility of the
control options you identified in Step 1. You should
document a demonstration of technical infeasibility and
should explain, based on physical, chemical, or engin-
eering principles, why technical difficulties would pre-
clude the successful use of the control option on the
emissions unit under review. You may then eliminate
such technically infeasible control options from further
consideration in the BART analysis.

In general, what do we mean by technical feasibility?

Control technologies are technically feasible if either
(1) they have been installed and operated successfully
for the type of source under review under similar condi-
tions, or (2) the technology could be applied to the
source under review. Two key concepts are important in
determining whether a technology could be applied:
“availability” and “applicability.” As explained in more
detail below, a technology is considered “available” if
the source owner may obtain it through commercial
channels, or it is otherwise available within the common
sense meaning of the term. An available technology is
“applicable” if it can reasonably be installed and oper-
ated on the source type under consideration. A techno-
logy that is available and applicable is technically feas-
ible.

What do we mean by “available” technology?

1. The typical stages for bringing a control technology
concept to reality as a commercial product are:

• Concept stage;

• Research and patenting;

• Bench scale or laboratory testing;

• Pilot scale testing;

• Licensing and commercial demonstration; and
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• Commercial sales.

2. A control technique is considered available, within
the context presented above, if it has reached the stage
of licensing and commercial availability. Similarly, we
do not expect a source owner to conduct extended trials
to learn how to apply a technology on a totally new and
dissimilar source type. Consequently, you would not
consider technologies in the pilot scale testing stages of
development as “available” for purposes of BART re-
view.

3. Commercial availability by itself, however, is not ne-
cessarily a sufficient basis for concluding a technology
to be applicable and therefore technically feasible.
Technical feasibility, as determined in Step 2, also
means a control option may reasonably be deployed on
or “applicable” to the source type under consideration.

Because a new technology may become available at
various points in time during the BART analysis pro-
cess, we believe that guidelines are needed on when a
technology must be considered. For example, a techno-
logy may become available during the public comment
period on the State's rule development process. Like-
wise, it is possible that new technologies may become
available after the close of the State's public comment
period and before submittal of the SIP to EPA, or dur-
ing EPA's review process on the SIP submittal. In order
to provide certainty in the process, all technologies
should be considered if available before the close of the
State's public comment period. You need not consider
technologies that become available after this date. As
part of your analysis, you should consider any technolo-
gies brought to your attention in public comments. If
you disagree with public comments asserting that the
technology is available, you should provide an explana-
tion for the public record as to the basis for your con-
clusion.

What do we mean by “applicable” technology?

You need to exercise technical judgment in determining
whether a control alternative is applicable to the source
type under consideration. In general, a commercially
available control option will be presumed applicable if

it has been used on the same or a similar source type.
Absent a showing of this type, you evaluate technical
feasibility by examining the physical and chemical
characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas stream, and
comparing them to the gas stream characteristics of the
source types to which the technology had been applied
previously. Deployment of the control technology on a
new or existing source with similar gas stream charac-
teristics is generally a sufficient basis for concluding the
technology is technically feasible barring a demonstra-
tion to the contrary as described below.

What type of demonstration is required if I conclude
that an option is not technically feasible?

1. Where you conclude that a control option identified
in Step 1 is technically infeasible, you should demon-
strate that the option is either commercially unavailable,
or that specific circumstances preclude its application to
a particular emission unit. Generally, such a demonstra-
tion involves an evaluation of the characteristics of the
pollutant-bearing gas stream and the capabilities of the
technology. Alternatively, a demonstration of technical
infeasibility may involve a showing that there are un-
resolvable technical difficulties with applying the con-
trol to the source (e.g., size of the unit, location of the
proposed site, operating problems related to specific cir-
cumstances of the source, space constraints, reliability,
and adverse side effects on the rest of the facility).
Where the resolution of technical difficulties is merely a
matter of increased cost, you should consider the tech-
nology to be technically feasible. The cost of a control
alternative is considered later in the process.

2. The determination of technical feasibility is some-
times influenced by recent air quality permits. In some
cases, an air quality permit may require a certain level
of control, but the level of control in a permit is not ex-
pected to be achieved in practice (e.g., a source has re-
ceived a permit but the project was canceled, or every
operating source at that permitted level has been physic-
ally unable to achieve compliance with the limit).
Where this is the case, you should provide supporting
documentation showing why such limits are not technic-
ally feasible, and, therefore, why the level of control
(but not necessarily the technology) may be eliminated
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from further consideration. However, if there is a permit
requiring the application of a certain technology or
emission limit to be achieved for such technology, this
usually is sufficient justification for you to assume the
technical feasibility of that technology or emission lim-
it.

3. Physical modifications needed to resolve technical
obstacles do not, in and of themselves, provide a justi-
fication for eliminating the control technique on the
basis of technical infeasibility. However, you may con-
sider the cost of such modifications in estimating costs.
This, in turn, may form the basis for eliminating a con-
trol technology (see later discussion).

4. Vendor guarantees may provide an indication of com-
mercial availability and the technical feasibility of a
control technique and could contribute to a determina-
tion of technical feasibility or technical infeasibility, de-
pending on circumstances. However, we do not consider
a vendor guarantee alone to be sufficient justification
that a control option will work. Conversely, lack of a
vendor guarantee by itself does not present sufficient
justification that a control option or an emissions limit
is technically infeasible. Generally, you should make
decisions about technical feasibility based on chemical,
and engineering analyses (as discussed above), in con-
junction with information about vendor guarantees.

5. A possible outcome of the BART procedures dis-
cussed in these guidelines is the evaluation of multiple
control technology alternatives which result in essen-
tially equivalent emissions. It is not our intent to en-
courage evaluation of unnecessarily large numbers of
control alternatives for every emissions unit. Con-
sequently, you should use judgment in deciding on
those alternatives for which you will conduct the de-
tailed impacts analysis (Step 4 below). For example, if
two or more control techniques result in control levels
that are essentially identical, considering the uncertain-
ties of emissions factors and other parameters pertinent
to estimating performance, you may evaluate only the
less costly of these options. You should narrow the
scope of the BART analysis in this way only if there is
a negligible difference in emissions and energy and
non-air quality environmental impacts between control

alternatives.

3. STEP 3: How do I evaluate technically feasible al-
ternatives?

Step 3 involves evaluating the control effectiveness of
all the technically feasible control alternatives identified
in Step 2 for the pollutant and emissions unit under re-
view.

Two key issues in this process include:

(1) Making sure that you express the degree of control
using a metric that ensures an “apples to apples” com-
parison of emissions performance levels among options,
and

(2) Giving appropriate treatment and consideration of
control techniques that can operate over a wide range of
emission performance levels.

What are the appropriate metrics for comparison?

This issue is especially important when you compare in-
herently lower-polluting processes to one another or to
add-on controls. In such cases, it is generally most ef-
fective to express emissions performance as an average
steady state emissions level per unit of product pro-
duced or processed.

Examples of common metrics:

• Pounds of SO2 emissions per million Btu heat input,
and

• Pounds of NOX emissions per ton of cement pro-
duced.

How do I evaluate control techniques with a wide range
of emission performance levels?

1. Many control techniques, including both add-on con-
trols and inherently lower polluting processes, can per-
form at a wide range of levels. Scrubbers and high and
low efficiency electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) are two
of the many examples of such control techniques that
can perform at a wide range of levels. It is not our intent
to require analysis of each possible level of efficiency
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for a control technique as such an analysis would result
in a large number of options. It is important, however,
that in analyzing the technology you take into account
the most stringent emission control level that the tech-
nology is capable of achieving. You should consider re-
cent regulatory decisions and performance data (e.g.,
manufacturer's data, engineering estimates and the ex-
perience of other sources) when identifying an emis-
sions performance level or levels to evaluate.

2. In assessing the capability of the control alternative,
latitude exists to consider special circumstances pertin-
ent to the specific source under review, or regarding the
prior application of the control alternative. However,
you should explain the basis for choosing the alternate
level (or range) of control in the BART analysis.
Without a showing of differences between the source
and other sources that have achieved more stringent
emissions limits, you should conclude that the level be-
ing achieved by those other sources is representative of
the achievable level for the source being analyzed.

3. You may encounter cases where you may wish to
evaluate other levels of control in addition to the most
stringent level for a given device. While you must con-
sider the most stringent level as one of the control op-
tions, you may consider less stringent levels of control
as additional options. This would be useful, particularly
in cases where the selection of additional options would
have widely varying costs and other impacts.

4. Finally, we note that for retrofitting existing sources
in addressing BART, you should consider ways to im-
prove the performance of existing control devices, par-
ticularly when a control device is not achieving the
level of control that other similar sources are achieving
in practice with the same device. For example, you
should consider requiring those sources with electrostat-
ic precipitators (ESPs) performing below currently
achievable levels to improve their performance.

4. STEP 4: For a BART review, what impacts am I ex-
pected to calculate and report? What methods does EPA
recommend for the impacts analysis?

After you identify the available and technically feasible

control technology options, you are expected to conduct
the following analyses when you make a BART determ-
ination:

Impact analysis part 1: Costs of compliance,

Impact analysis part 2: Energy impacts, and

Impact analysis part 3: Non-air quality environmental
impacts.

Impact analysis part 4: Remaining useful life.

In this section, we describe how to conduct each of
these three analyses. You are responsible for presenting
an evaluation of each impact along with appropriate
supporting information. You should discuss and, where
possible, quantify both beneficial and adverse impacts.
In general, the analysis should focus on the direct im-
pact of the control alternative.

a. Impact analysis part 1: how do I estimate the costs of
control?

1. To conduct a cost analysis, you:

(1) Identify the emissions units being controlled,

(2) Identify design parameters for emission controls,
and

(3) Develop cost estimates based upon those design
parameters.

2. It is important to identify clearly the emission units
being controlled, that is, to specify a well-defined area
or process segment within the plant. In some cases,
multiple emission units can be controlled jointly.
However, in other cases, it may be appropriate in the
cost analysis to consider whether multiple units will be
required to install separate and/or different control
devices. The analysis should provide a clear summary
list of equipment and the associated control costs. Inad-
equate documentation of the equipment whose emis-
sions are being controlled is a potential cause for confu-
sion in comparison of costs of the same controls applied
to similar sources.
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3. You then specify the control system design paramet-
ers. Potential sources of these design parameters include
equipment vendors, background information documents
used to support NSPS development, control technique
guidelines documents, cost manuals developed by EPA,
control data in trade publications, and engineering and
performance test data. The following are a few ex-

amples of design parameters for two example control
measures:

Control device Examples of design

parameters

Wet Scrubbers Type of sorbent used (lime, limestone, etc.).

Gas pressure drop.

Liquid/gas ratio.

Selective Catalytic Reduction Ammonia to NOX molar ratio.

Pressure drop.

Catalyst life.

4. The value selected for the design parameter should
ensure that the control option will achieve the level of
emission control being evaluated. You should include in
your analysis documentation of your assumptions re-
garding design parameters. Examples of supporting ref-
erences would include the EPA OAQPS Control Cost
Manual (see below) and background information docu-
ments used for NSPS and hazardous pollutant emission
standards. If the design parameters you specified differ
from typical designs, you should document the differ-
ence by supplying performance test data for the control
technology in question applied to the same source or a
similar source.

5. Once the control technology alternatives and achiev-
able emissions performance levels have been identified,
you then develop estimates of capital and annual costs.
The basis for equipment cost estimates also should be
documented, either with data supplied by an equipment
vendor (i.e., budget estimates or bids) or by a refer-
enced source (such as the OAQPS Control Cost Manual,
Fifth Edition, February 1996, EPA 453/B–96–001).
[FN14] In order to maintain and improve consistency,
cost estimates should be based on the OAQPS Control
Cost Manual, where possible. [FN15] The Control Cost
Manual addresses most control technologies in suffi-
cient detail for a BART analysis. The cost analysis
should also take into account any site-specific design or

other conditions identified above that affect the cost of
a particular BART technology option.

[FN14] The OAQPS Control Cost Manual is
updated periodically. While this citation refers
to the latest version at the time this guidance
was written, you should use the version that is
current as of when you conduct your impact
analysis. This document is available at the fol-
lowing Web site: ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/ttn/catc/dir1/cs1ch2.pdf.

[FN15] You should include documentation for
any additional information you used for the
cost calculations, including any information
supplied by vendors that affects your assump-
tions regarding purchased equipment costs,
equipment life, replacement of major compon-
ents, and any other element of the calculation
that differs from the Control Cost Manual.

b. What do we mean by cost effectiveness?

Cost effectiveness, in general, is a criterion used to as-
sess the potential for achieving an objective in the most
economical way. For purposes of air pollutant analysis,
“effectiveness” is measured in terms of tons of pollutant
emissions removed, and “cost” is measured in terms of
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annualized control costs. We recommend two types of
cost-effectiveness calculations--average cost effective-
ness, and incremental cost effectiveness.

c. How do I calculate average cost effectiveness?

Average cost effectiveness means the total annualized
costs of control divided by annual emissions reductions
(the difference between baseline annual emissions and
the estimate of emissions after controls), using the fol-
lowing formula:

Average cost effectiveness (dollars per ton removed) =
Control option annualized cost [FN16]

[FN16] Whenever you calculate or report annu-
al costs, you should indicate the year for which
the costs are estimated. For example, if you use
the year 2000 as the basis for cost comparisons,
you would report that an annualized cost of $20
million would be: $20 million (year 2000 dol-
lars).

Baseline annual emissions--Annual emissions with Con-
trol option

Because you calculate costs in (annualized) dollars per
year ($/yr) and because you calculate emissions rates in
tons per year (tons/yr), the result is an average cost-
effectiveness number in (annualized) dollars per ton
($/ton) of pollutant removed.

d. How do I calculate baseline emissions?

1. The baseline emissions rate should represent a realist-
ic depiction of anticipated annual emissions for the
source. In general, for the existing sources subject to
BART, you will estimate the anticipated annual emis-
sions based upon actual emissions from a baseline peri-
od.

2. When you project that future operating parameters
(e.g., limited hours of operation or capacity utilization,
type of fuel, raw materials or product mix or type) will
differ from past practice, and if this projection has a de-
ciding effect in the BART determination, then you must
make these parameters or assumptions into enforceable

limitations. In the absence of enforceable limitations,
you calculate baseline emissions based upon continu-
ation of past practice.

3. For example, the baseline emissions calculation for
an emergency standby generator may consider the fact
that the source owner would not operate more than past
practice of 2 weeks a year. On the other hand, baseline
emissions associated with a base-loaded turbine should
be based on its past practice which would indicate a
large number of hours of operation. This produces a sig-
nificantly higher level of baseline emissions than in the
case of the emergency/standby unit and results in more
cost-effective controls. As a consequence of the dissim-
ilar baseline emissions, BART for the two cases could
be very different.

e. How do I calculate incremental cost effectiveness?

1. In addition to the average cost effectiveness of a con-
trol option, you should also calculate incremental cost
effectiveness. You should consider the incremental cost
effectiveness in combination with the average cost ef-
fectiveness when considering whether to eliminate a
control option. The incremental cost effectiveness cal-
culation compares the costs and performance level of a
control option to those of the next most stringent option,
as shown in the following formula (with respect to cost
per emissions reduction):

Incremental Cost Effectiveness (dollars per incremental
ton removed) = (Total annualized costs of control op-
tion) - (Total annualized costs of next control option) /
(Control option annual emissions) - (Next control op-
tion annual emissions)

Example 1: Assume that Option F on Figure 2 has
total annualized costs of $1 million to reduce 2000 tons
of a pollutant, and that Option D on Figure 2 has total
annualized costs of $500,000 to reduce 1000 tons of the
same pollutant. The incremental cost effectiveness of
Option F relative to Option D is ($1 million - $500,000)
divided by (2000 tons - 1000 tons), or $500,000 divided
by 1000 tons, which is $500/ton.

Example 2: Assume that two control options exist:
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Option 1 and Option 2. Option 1 achieves a 1,000 ton/yr
reduction at an annualized cost of $1,900,000. This rep-
resents an average cost of ($1,900,000/1,000 tons) =
$1,900/ton. Option 2 achieves a 980 tons/yr reduction at
an annualized cost of $1,500,000. This represents an av-
erage cost of ($1,500,000/980 tons) = $1,531/ton. The
incremental cost effectiveness of Option 1 relative to
Option 2 is ($1,900,000 - $1,500,000) divided by (1,000
tons - 980 tons). The adoption of Option 1 instead of
Option 2 results in an incremental emission reduction of
20 tons per year at an additional cost of $400,000 per
year. The incremental cost of Option 1, then, is $20,000
per ton - 11 times the average cost of $1,900 per ton.
While $1,900 per ton may still be deemed reasonable, it
is useful to consider both the average and incremental
cost in making an overall cost-effectiveness finding. Of
course, there may be other differences between these
options, such as, energy or water use, or non-air envir-
onmental effects, which also should be considered in se-

lecting a BART technology.

2. You should exercise care in deriving incremental
costs of candidate control options. Incremental cost-
effectiveness comparisons should focus on annualized
cost and emission reduction differences between
“dominant” alternatives. To identify dominant alternat-
ives, you generate a graphical plot of total annualized
costs for total emissions reductions for all control al-
ternatives identified in the BART analysis, and by
identifying a “least-cost envelope” as shown in Figure
2. (A “least-cost envelope” represents the set of options
that should be dominant in the choice of a specific op-
tion.)

Example: Eight technically feasible control options
for analysis are listed. These are represented as A
through H in Figure 2. The dominant set of control op-
tions, B, D, F, G, and H, represent the least-cost envel-
ope, as we depict by the cost curve connecting them.
Points A, C and E are inferior options, and you should

not use them in calculating incremental cost effective-
ness. Points A, C and E represent inferior controls be-
cause B will buy more emissions reductions for less
money than A; and similarly, D and F will buy more re-
ductions for less money than C and E, respectively.

3. In calculating incremental costs, you:
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(1) Array the control options in ascending order of an-
nualized total costs,

(2) Develop a graph of the most reasonable smooth
curve of the control options, as shown in Figure 2. This
is to show the “least-cost envelope” discussed above;
and

(3) Calculate the incremental cost effectiveness for each
dominant option, which is the difference in total annual
costs between that option and the next most stringent
option, divided by the difference in emissions, after
controls have been applied, between those two control
options. For example, using Figure 2, you would calcu-
late incremental cost effectiveness for the difference
between options B and D, options D and F, options F
and G, and options G and H.

4. A comparison of incremental costs can also be useful
in evaluating the viability of a specific control option
over a range of efficiencies. For example, depending on
the capital and operational cost of a control device, total
and incremental cost may vary significantly (either in-
creasing or decreasing) over the operational range of a
control device. Also, the greater the number of possible
control options that exist, the more weight should be
given to the incremental costs vs. average costs. It
should be noted that average and incremental cost ef-
fectiveness are identical when only one candidate con-
trol option is known to exist.

5. You should exercise caution not to misuse these tech-
niques. For example, you may be faced with a choice
between two available control devices at a source, con-
trol A and control B, where control B achieves slightly
greater emission reductions. The average cost (total an-
nual cost/total annual emission reductions) for each may
be deemed to be reasonable. However, the incremental
cost (total annual costA - B /total annual emission re-
ductionsA - B ) of the additional emission reductions to
be achieved by control B may be very great. In such an
instance, it may be inappropriate to choose control B,
based on its high incremental costs, even though its av-
erage cost may be considered reasonable.

6. In addition, when you evaluate the average or incre-

mental cost effectiveness of a control alternative, you
should make reasonable and supportable assumptions
regarding control efficiencies. An unrealistically low as-
sessment of the emission reduction potential of a certain
technology could result in inflated cost-effectiveness
figures.

f. What other information should I provide in the cost
impacts analysis?

You should provide documentation of any unusual cir-
cumstances that exist for the source that would lead to
cost-effectiveness estimates that would exceed that for
recent retrofits. This is especially important in cases
where recent retrofits have cost-effectiveness values
that are within what has been considered a reasonable
range, but your analysis concludes that costs for the
source being analyzed are not considered reasonable. (A
reasonable range would be a range that is consistent
with the range of cost effectiveness values used in other
similar permit decisions over a period of time.)

Example: In an arid region, large amounts of water
are needed for a scrubbing system. Acquiring water
from a distant location could greatly increase the cost
per ton of emissions reduced of wet scrubbing as a con-
trol option.

g. What other things are important to consider in the
cost impacts analysis?

In the cost analysis, you should take care not to focus
on incomplete results or partial calculations. For ex-
ample, large capital costs for a control option alone
would not preclude selection of a control measure if
large emissions reductions are projected. In such a case,
low or reasonable cost effectiveness numbers may val-
idate the option as an appropriate BART alternative ir-
respective of the large capital costs. Similarly, projects
with relatively low capital costs may not be cost effect-
ive if there are few emissions reduced.

h. Impact analysis part 2: How should I analyze and re-
port energy impacts?

1. You should examine the energy requirements of the
control technology and determine whether the use of
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that technology results in energy penalties or benefits. A
source owner may, for example, benefit from the com-
bustion of a concentrated gas stream rich in volatile or-
ganic compounds; on the other hand, more often extra
fuel or electricity is required to power a control device
or incinerate a dilute gas stream. If such benefits or pen-
alties exist, they should be quantified to the extent prac-
ticable. Because energy penalties or benefits can usually
be quantified in terms of additional cost or income to
the source, the energy impacts analysis can, in most
cases, simply be factored into the cost impacts analysis.
The fact of energy use in and of itself does not disquali-
fy a technology.

2. Your energy impact analysis should consider only
direct energy consumption and not indirect energy im-
pacts. For example, you could estimate the direct energy
impacts of the control alternative in units of energy con-
sumption at the source (e.g., BTU, kWh, barrels of oil,
tons of coal). The energy requirements of the control
options should be shown in terms of total (and in certain
cases, also incremental) energy costs per ton of pollut-
ant removed. You can then convert these units into dol-
lar costs and, where appropriate, factor these costs into
the control cost analysis.

3. You generally do not consider indirect energy im-
pacts (such as energy to produce raw materials for con-
struction of control equipment). However, if you de-
termine, either independently or based on a showing by
the source owner, that the indirect energy impact is un-
usual or significant and that the impact can be well
quantified, you may consider the indirect impact.

4. The energy impact analysis may also address con-
cerns over the use of locally scarce fuels. The designa-
tion of a scarce fuel may vary from region to region.
However, in general, a scarce fuel is one which is in
short supply locally and can be better used for alternat-
ive purposes, or one which may not be reasonably avail-
able to the source either at the present time or in the
near future.

5. Finally, the energy impacts analysis may consider
whether there are relative differences between alternat-
ives regarding the use of locally or regionally available

coal, and whether a given alternative would result in
significant economic disruption or unemployment. For
example, where two options are equally cost effective
and achieve equivalent or similar emissions reductions,
one option may be preferred if the other alternative res-
ults in significant disruption or unemployment.

i. Impact analysis part 3: How do I analyze “non-air
quality environmental impacts?”

1. In the non-air quality related environmental impacts
portion of the BART analysis, you address environ-
mental impacts other than air quality due to emissions
of the pollutant in question. Such environmental im-
pacts include solid or hazardous waste generation and
discharges of polluted water from a control device.

2. You should identify any significant or unusual envir-
onmental impacts associated with a control alternative
that have the potential to affect the selection or elimina-
tion of a control alternative. Some control technologies
may have potentially significant secondary environ-
mental impacts. Scrubber effluent, for example, may af-
fect water quality and land use. Alternatively, water
availability may affect the feasibility and costs of wet
scrubbers. Other examples of secondary environmental
impacts could include hazardous waste discharges, such
as spent catalysts or contaminated carbon. Generally,
these types of environmental concerns become import-
ant when sensitive site-specific receptors exist or when
the incremental emissions reductions potential of the
more stringent control is only marginally greater than
the next most-effective option. However, the fact that a
control device creates liquid and solid waste that must
be disposed of does not necessarily argue against selec-
tion of that technology as BART, particularly if the con-
trol device has been applied to similar facilities else-
where and the solid or liquid waste is similar to those
other applications. On the other hand, where you or the
source owner can show that unusual circumstances at
the proposed facility create greater problems than ex-
perienced elsewhere, this may provide a basis for the
elimination of that control alternative as BART.

3. The procedure for conducting an analysis of non-air
quality environmental impacts should be made based on
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a consideration of site-specific circumstances. If you
propose to adopt the most stringent alternative, then it is
not necessary to perform this analysis of environmental
impacts for the entire list of technologies you ranked in
Step 3. In general, the analysis need only address those
control alternatives with any significant or unusual en-
vironmental impacts that have the potential to affect the
selection of a control alternative, or elimination of a
more stringent control alternative. Thus, any important
relative environmental impacts (both positive and negat-
ive) of alternatives can be compared with each other.

4. In general, the analysis of impacts starts with the
identification and quantification of the solid, liquid, and
gaseous discharges from the control device or devices
under review. Initially, you should perform a qualitative
or semi-quantitative screening to narrow the analysis to
discharges with potential for causing adverse environ-
mental effects. Next, you should assess the mass and
composition of any such discharges and quantify them
to the extent possible, based on readily available in-
formation. You should also assemble pertinent informa-
tion about the public or environmental consequences of
releasing these materials.

j. Impact analysis part 4: What are examples of non-air
quality environmental impacts?

The following are examples of how to conduct non-air
quality environmental impacts:

(1) Water Impact

You should identify the relative quantities of water used
and water pollutants produced and discharged as a result
of the use of each alternative emission control system.
Where possible, you should assess the effect on ground
water and such local surface water quality parameters as
ph, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, salinity, toxic chemical
levels, temperature, and any other important considera-
tions. The analysis could consider whether applicable
water quality standards will be met and the availability
and effectiveness of various techniques to reduce poten-
tial adverse effects.

(2) Solid Waste Disposal Impact

You could also compare the quality and quantity of sol-
id waste (e.g., sludges, solids) that must be stored and
disposed of or recycled as a result of the application of
each alternative emission control system. You should
consider the composition and various other characterist-
ics of the solid waste (such as permeability, water reten-
tion, rewatering of dried material, compression strength,
leachability of dissolved ions, bulk density, ability to
support vegetation growth and hazardous characterist-
ics) which are significant with regard to potential sur-
face water pollution or transport into and contamination
of subsurface waters or aquifers.

(3) Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Re-
sources

You may consider the extent to which the alternative
emission control systems may involve a trade-off
between short-term environmental gains at the expense
of long-term environmental losses and the extent to
which the alternative systems may result in irreversible
or irretrievable commitment of resources (for example,
use of scarce water resources).

(4) Other Adverse Environmental Impacts

You may consider significant differences in noise
levels, radiant heat, or dissipated static electrical energy
of pollution control alternatives. Other examples of
non-air quality environmental impacts would include
hazardous waste discharges such as spent catalysts or
contaminated carbon.

k. How do I take into account a project's “remaining
useful life” in calculating control costs?

1. You may decide to treat the requirement to consider
the source's “remaining useful life” of the source for
BART determinations as one element of the overall cost
analysis. The “remaining useful life” of a source, if it
represents a relatively short time period, may affect the
annualized costs of retrofit controls. For example, the
methods for calculating annualized costs in EPA's
OAQPS Control Cost Manual require the use of a spe-
cified time period for amortization that varies based
upon the type of control. If the remaining useful life
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will clearly exceed this time period, the remaining use-
ful life has essentially no effect on control costs and on
the BART determination process. Where the remaining
useful life is less than the time period for amortizing
costs, you should use this shorter time period in your
cost calculations.

2. For purposes of these guidelines, the remaining use-
ful life is the difference between:

(1) The date that controls will be put in place (capital
and other construction costs incurred before controls are
put in place can be rolled into the first year, as sugges-
ted in EPA's OAQPS Control Cost Manual); you are
conducting the BART analysis; and

(2) The date the facility permanently stops operations.
Where this affects the BART determination, this date
should be assured by a federally- or State-enforceable
restriction preventing further operation.

3. We recognize that there may be situations where a
source operator intends to shut down a source by a giv-
en date, but wishes to retain the flexibility to continue
operating beyond that date in the event, for example,
that market conditions change. Where this is the case,
your BART analysis may account for this, but it must
maintain consistency with the statutory requirement to
install BART within 5 years. Where the source chooses
not to accept a federally enforceable condition requiring
the source to shut down by a given date, it is necessary
to determine whether a reduced time period for the re-
maining useful life changes the level of controls that
would have been required as BART.

If the reduced time period does change the level of
BART controls, you may identify, and include as part of
the BART emission limitation, the more stringent level
of control that would be required as BART if there were
no assumption that reduced the remaining useful life.
You may incorporate into the BART emission limit this
more stringent level, which would serve as a contin-
gency should the source continue operating more than 5
years after the date EPA approves the relevant SIP. The
source would not be allowed to operate after the 5–year
mark without such controls. If a source does operate

after the 5–year mark without BART in place, the
source is considered to be in violation of the BART
emissions limit for each day of operation.

5. Step 5: How should I determine visibility impacts in
the BART determination?

The following is an approach you may use to determine
visibility impacts (the degree of visibility improvement
for each source subject to BART) for the BART determ-
ination. Once you have determined that your source or
sources are subject to BART, you must conduct a visib-
ility improvement determination for the source(s) as
part of the BART determination. When making this de-
termination, we believe you have flexibility in setting
absolute thresholds, target levels of improvement, or de
minimis levels since the deciview improvement must be
weighed among the five factors, and you are free to de-
termine the weight and significance to be assigned to
each factor. For example, a 0.3 deciview improvement
may merit a stronger weighting in one case versus an-
other, so one “bright line” may not be appropriate.
[Note that if sources have elected to apply the most
stringent controls available, consistent with the discus-
sion in section E. step 1. below, you need not conduct,
or require the source to conduct, an air quality modeling
analysis for the purpose of determining its visibility im-
pacts.]

Use CALPUFF, [FN17] or other appropriate dispersion
model to determine the visibility improvement expected
at a Class I area from the potential BART control tech-
nology applied to the source. Modeling should be con-
ducted for SO2, NOX, and direct PM emissions (PM2.5
and/or PM10 ). If the source is making the visibility de-
termination, you should review and approve or disap-
prove of the source's analysis before making the expec-
ted improvement determination. There are several steps
for determining the visibility impacts from an individual
source using a dispersion model:

[FN17] The model code and its documentation
are available at no cost for download from ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#calpuff.

• Develop a modeling protocol.
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Some critical items to include in a modeling protocol
are meteorological and terrain data, as well as source-
specific information (stack height, temperature, exit ve-
locity, elevation, and allowable and actual emission
rates of applicable pollutants), and receptor data from
appropriate Class I areas. We recommend following
EPA's Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling
(IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommenda-
tions for Modeling Long Range Transport Impacts
[FN18] for parameter settings and meteorological data
inputs; the use of other settings from those in IWAQM
should be identified and explained in the protocol.

[FN18] Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality
Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report
and Recommendations for Modeling Long
Range Transport Impacts, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, EPA–454/R–98–019,
December 1998.

One important element of the protocol is in establishing
the receptors that will be used in the model. The recept-
ors that you use should be located in the nearest Class I
area with sufficient density to identify the likely visibil-
ity effects of the source. For other Class I areas in relat-
ively close proximity to a BART–eligible source, you
may model a few strategic receptors to determine
whether effects at those areas may be greater than at the
nearest Class I area. For example, you might chose to
locate receptors at these areas at the closest point to the
source, at the highest and lowest elevation in the Class I
area, at the IMPROVE monitor, and at the approximate
expected plume release height. If the highest modeled
effects are observed at the nearest Class I area, you may
choose not to analyze the other Class I areas any further
as additional analyses might be unwarranted.

You should bear in mind that some receptors within the
relevant Class I area may be less than 50 km from the
source while other receptors within that same Class I
area may be greater than 50 km from the same source.
As indicated by the Guideline on Air Quality Models,
this situation may call for the use of two different mod-
eling approaches for the same Class I area and source,
depending upon the State's chosen method for modeling
sources less than 50 km. In situations where you are as-

sessing visibility impacts for source-receptor distances
less than 50 km, you should use expert modeling judg-
ment in determining visibility impacts, giving consider-
ation to both CALPUFF and other EPA–approved meth-
ods.

In developing your modeling protocol, you may want to
consult with EPA and your regional planning organiza-
tion (RPO). Up-front consultation will ensure that key
technical issues are addressed before you conduct your
modeling.

• For each source, run the model, at pre-control and
post-control emission rates according to the accepted
methodology in the protocol.

Use the 24–hour average actual emission rate from the
highest emitting day of the meteorological period
modeled (for the pre-control scenario). Calculate the
model results for each receptor as the change in de-
civiews compared against natural visibility conditions.
Post-control emission rates are calculated as a percent-
age of pre-control emission rates. For example, if the
24–hr pre-control emission rate is 100 lb/hr of SO2,
then the post control rate is 5 lb/hr if the control effi-
ciency being evaluated is 95 percent.

• Make the net visibility improvement determination.

Assess the visibility improvement based on the modeled
change in visibility impacts for the pre-control and post-
control emission scenarios. You have flexibility to as-
sess visibility improvements due to BART controls by
one or more methods. You may consider the frequency,
magnitude, and duration components of impairment.
Suggestions for making the determination are:

• Use of a comparison threshold, as is done for determ-
ining if BART–eligible sources should be subject to a
BART determination. Comparison thresholds can be
used in a number of ways in evaluating visibility im-
provement (e.g. the number of days or hours that the
threshold was exceeded, a single threshold for determin-
ing whether a change in impacts is significant, or a
threshold representing an x percent change in improve-
ment).
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• Compare the 98th percent days for the pre- and post-
control runs.

Note that each of the modeling options may be sup-
plemented with source apportionment data or source ap-
portionment modeling.

E. How do I select the “best” alternative, using the res-
ults of Steps 1 through 5?

1. Summary of the Impacts Analysis

From the alternatives you evaluated in Step 3, we re-
commend you develop a chart (or charts) displaying for
each of the alternatives:

(1) Expected emission rate (tons per year, pounds per
hour);

(2) Emissions performance level (e.g., percent pollutant
removed, emissions per unit product, lb/MMBtu, ppm);

(3) Expected emissions reductions (tons per year);

(4) Costs of compliance--total annualized costs ($), cost
effectiveness ($/ton), and incremental cost effectiveness
($/ton), and/or any other cost-effectiveness measures
(such as $/deciview);

(5) Energy impacts;

(6) Non-air quality environmental impacts; and

(7) Modeled visibility impacts.

2. Selecting a “best” alternative

1. You have discretion to determine the order in which
you should evaluate control options for BART.
Whatever the order in which you choose to evaluate op-
tions, you should always (1) display the options evalu-
ated; (2) identify the average and incremental costs of
each option; (3) consider the energy and non-air quality
environmental impacts of each option; (4) consider the
remaining useful life; and (5) consider the modeled vis-
ibility impacts. You should provide a justification for
adopting the technology that you select as the “best”
level of control, including an explanation of the CAA

factors that led you to choose that option over other
control levels.

2. In the case where you are conducting a BART de-
termination for two regulated pollutants on the same
source, if the result is two different BART technologies
that do not work well together, you could then substi-
tute a different technology or combination of technolo-
gies.

3. In selecting a “best” alternative, should I consider the
affordability of controls?

1. Even if the control technology is cost effective, there
may be cases where the installation of controls would
affect the viability of continued plant operations.

2. There may be unusual circumstances that justify tak-
ing into consideration the conditions of the plant and the
economic effects of requiring the use of a given control
technology. These effects would include effects on
product prices, the market share, and profitability of the
source. Where there are such unusual circumstances that
are judged to affect plant operations, you may take into
consideration the conditions of the plant and the eco-
nomic effects of requiring the use of a control techno-
logy. Where these effects are judged to have a severe
impact on plant operations you may consider them in
the selection process, but you may wish to provide an
economic analysis that demonstrates, in sufficient detail
for public review, the specific economic effects, para-
meters, and reasoning. (We recognize that this review
process must preserve the confidentiality of sensitive
business information). Any analysis may also consider
whether other competing plants in the same industry
have been required to install BART controls if this in-
formation is available.

4. Sulfur dioxide limits for utility boilers

You must require 750 MW power plants to meet specif-
ic control levels for SO2 of either 95 percent control or
0.15 lbs/MMBtu, for each EGU greater than 200 MW
that is currently uncontrolled unless you determine that
an alternative control level is justified based on a care-
ful consideration of the statutory factors. Thus, for ex-
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ample, if the source demonstrates circumstances affect-
ing its ability to cost-effectively reduce its emissions,
you should take that into account in determining wheth-
er the presumptive levels of control are appropriate for
that facility. For a currently uncontrolled EGU greater
than 200 MW in size, but located at a power plant smal-
ler than 750 MW in size, such controls are generally
cost-effective and could be used in your BART determ-
ination considering the five factors specified in CAA
section 169A(g)(2). While these levels may represent
current control capabilities, we expect that scrubber
technology will continue to improve and control costs
continue to decline. You should be sure to consider the
level of control that is currently best achievable at the
time that you are conducting your BART analysis.

For coal-fired EGUs with existing post-combustion SO2
controls achieving less than 50 percent removal effi-
ciencies, we recommend that you evaluate constructing
a new FGD system to meet the same emission limits as
above (95 percent removal or 0.15 lb/mmBtu), in addi-
tion to the evaluation of scrubber upgrades discussed
below. For oil-fired units, regardless of size, you should
evaluate limiting the sulfur content of the fuel oil
burned to 1 percent or less by weight.

For those BART–eligible EGUs with pre-existing post-
combustion SO2 controls achieving removal efficien-
cies of at least 50 percent, your BART determination
should consider cost effective scrubber upgrades de-
signed to improve the system's overall SO2 removal ef-
ficiency. There are numerous scrubber enhancements
available to upgrade the average removal efficiencies of
all types of existing scrubber systems. We recommend
that as you evaluate the definition of “upgrade,” you
evaluate options that not only improve the design re-
moval efficiency of the scrubber vessel itself, but also
consider upgrades that can improve the overall SO2 re-
moval efficiency of the scrubber system. Increasing a
scrubber system's reliability, and conversely decreasing
its downtime, by way of optimizing operation proced-
ures, improving maintenance practices, adjusting scrub-
ber chemistry, and increasing auxiliary equipment re-
dundancy, are all ways to improve average SO2 remov-
al efficiencies.

We recommend that as you evaluate the performance of
existing wet scrubber systems, you consider some of the
following upgrades, in no particular order, as potential
scrubber upgrades that have been proven in the industry
as cost effective means to increase overall SO2 removal
of wet systems:

(a) Elimination of Bypass Reheat;

(b) Installation of Liquid Distribution Rings;

(c) Installation of Perforated Trays;

(d) Use of Organic Acid Additives;

(e) Improve or Upgrade Scrubber Auxiliary System
Equipment;

(f) Redesign Spray Header or Nozzle Configuration.

We recommend that as you evaluate upgrade options for
dry scrubber systems, you should consider the following
cost effective upgrades, in no particular order:

(a) Use of Performance Additives;

(b) Use of more Reactive Sorbent;

(c) Increase the Pulverization Level of Sorbent;

(d) Engineering redesign of atomizer or slurry injection
system.

You should evaluate scrubber upgrade options based on
the 5 step BART analysis process.

5. Nitrogen oxide limits for utility boilers

You should establish specific numerical limits for NOX
control for each BART determination. For power plants
with a generating capacity in excess of 750 MW cur-
rently using selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or se-
lective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for part of the
year, you should presume that use of those same con-
trols year-round is BART. For other sources currently
using SCR or SNCR to reduce NOX emissions during
part of the year, you should carefully consider requiring
the use of these controls year-round as the additional
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costs of operating the equipment throughout the year
would be relatively modest.

For coal-fired EGUs greater than 200 MW located at
greater than 750 MW power plants and operating
without post-combustion controls (i.e. SCR or SNCR),
we have provided presumptive NOX limits, differenti-
ated by boiler design and type of coal burned. You may
determine that an alternative control level is appropriate
based on a careful consideration of the statutory factors.
For coal-fired EGUs greater than 200 MW located at
power plants 750 MW or less in size and operating
without post-combustion controls, you should likewise
presume that these same levels are cost-effective. You

should require such utility boilers to meet the following
NOX emission limits, unless you determine that an al-
ternative control level is justified based on considera-
tion of the statutory factors. The following NOX emis-
sion rates were determined based on a number of as-
sumptions, including that the EGU boiler has enough
volume to allow for installation and effective operation
of separated overfire air ports. For boilers where these
assumptions are incorrect, these emission limits may not
be cost-effective.

Table 1.--Presumptive NOX Emission Limits for BART-Eligible Coal-Fired Units. [FN19]

Unit type Coal type NOX presumptive limit

(lb/mmbtu) [FN20]

Dry-bottom wall-fired Bituminous 0.39

Sub-bituminous 0.23

Lignite 0.29

Tangential-fired Bituminous 0.28

Sub-bituminous 0.15

Lignite 0.17

Cell Burners Bituminous 0.40

Sub-bituminous 0.45

Dry-turbo-fired Bituminous 0.32

Sub-bituminous 0.23

Wet-bottom tangential-fired Bituminous 0.62

[FN19] No Cell burners, dry-turbo-fired units, nor wet-bottom tangential-fired units burning lignite were identi-
fied as BART–eligible, thus no presumptive limit was determined. Similarly, no wet-bottom tangential-fired
units burning sub-bituminous were identified as BART–eligible.

[FN20] These limits reflect the design and technological assumptions discussed in the technical support docu-
ment for NOx limits for these guidelines. See Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric
Generating Units and Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating Units Excel
Spreadsheet, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002–0076, April 15, 2005.

Most EGUs can meet these presumptive NOX limits
through the use of current combustion control techno-
logy, i.e. the careful control of combustion air and
low–NOX burners. For units that cannot meet these lim-

its using such technologies, you should consider wheth-
er advanced combustion control technologies such as
rotating opposed fire air should be used to meet these
limits.
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Because of the relatively high NOX emission rates of
cyclone units, SCR is more cost-effective than the use
of current combustion control technology for these
units. The use of SCRs at cyclone units burning bitu-
minous coal, sub-bituminous coal, and lignite should
enable the units to cost-effectively meet NOX rates of
0.10 lbs/mmbtu. As a result, we are establishing a pre-
sumptive NOX limit of 0.10 lbs/mmbtu based on the
use of SCR for coal-fired cyclone units greater than 200
MW located at 750 MW power plants. As with the other
presumptive limits established in this guideline, you
may determine that an alternative level of control is ap-
propriate based on your consideration of the relevant
statutory factors. For other cyclone units, you should re-
view the use of SCR and consider whether these post-
combustion controls should be required as BART.

For oil-fired and gas-fired EGUs larger than 200MW,
we believe that installation of current combustion con-
trol technology to control NOX is generally highly cost-
effective and should be considered in your determina-
tion of BART for these sources. Many such units can
make significant reductions in NOX emissions which
are highly cost-effective through the application of cur-
rent combustion control technology. [FN21]

[FN21] See Technical Support Document for
BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units and Technical Support Document for
BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units Excel Spreadsheet, Memorandum to
Docket OAR 2002–0076, April 15, 2005.

V. Enforceable Limits/Compliance Date

To complete the BART process, you must establish en-
forceable emission limits that reflect the BART require-
ments and require compliance within a given period of
time. In particular, you must establish an enforceable
emission limit for each subject emission unit at the
source and for each pollutant subject to review that is
emitted from the source. In addition, you must require
compliance with the BART emission limitations no
later than 5 years after EPA approves your regional
haze SIP. If technological or economic limitations in the
application of a measurement methodology to a particu-

lar emission unit make a conventional emissions limit
infeasible, you may instead prescribe a design, equip-
ment, work practice, operation standard, or combination
of these types of standards. You should consider allow-
ing sources to “average” emissions across any set of
BART–eligible emission units within a fenceline, so
long as the emission reductions from each pollutant be-
ing controlled for BART would be equal to those reduc-
tions that would be obtained by simply controlling each
of the BART–eligible units that constitute
BART–eligible source.

You should ensure that any BART requirements are
written in a way that clearly specifies the individual
emission unit(s) subject to BART regulation. Because
the BART requirements themselves are “applicable” re-
quirements of the CAA, they must be included as title V
permit conditions according to the procedures estab-
lished in 40 CFR part 70 or 40 CFR part 71.

Section 302(k) of the CAA requires emissions limits
such as BART to be met on a continuous basis. Al-
though this provision does not necessarily require the
use of continuous emissions monitoring (CEMs), it is
important that sources employ techniques that ensure
compliance on a continuous basis. Monitoring require-
ments generally applicable to sources, including those
that are subject to BART, are governed by other regula-
tions. See, e.g., 40 CFR part 64 (compliance assurance
monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3) (periodic monitoring);
40 CFR 70.6(c)(1) (sufficiency monitoring). Note also
that while we do not believe that CEMs would necessar-
ily be required for all BART sources, the vast majority
of electric generating units potentially subject to BART
already employ CEM technology for other programs,
such as the acid rain program. In addition, emissions
limits must be enforceable as a practical matter (contain
appropriate averaging times, compliance verification
procedures and recordkeeping requirements). In light of
the above, the permit must:

• Be sufficient to show compliance or noncompliance
(i.e., through monitoring times of operation, fuel input,
or other indices of operating conditions and practices);
and
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• Specify a reasonable averaging time consistent with
established reference methods, contain reference meth-
ods for determining compliance, and provide for ad-
equate reporting and recordkeeping so that air quality
agency personnel can determine the compliance status
of the source; and

• For EGUS, specify an averaging time of a 30–day
rolling average, and contain a definition of “boiler oper-
ating day” that is consistent with the definition in the
proposed revisions to the NSPS for utility boilers in 40
CFR Part 60, subpart Da. [FN22] You should consider a
boiler operating day to be any 24–hour period between
12:00 midnight and the following midnight during
which any fuel is combusted at any time at the steam
generating unit. This would allow 30–day rolling aver-
age emission rates to be calculated consistently across
sources.

[FN22] 70 FR 9705, February 28, 2005.

SOURCE: 36 FR 22398, Nov. 25, 1971; 52 FR 24712,
July 1, 1987; 55 FR 14249, April 17, 1990; 56 FR
42219, Aug. 26, 1991; 57 FR 32334, July 21, 1992; 57
FR 52987, Nov. 5, 1992; 58 FR 38821, July 20, 1993;
60 FR 40100, Aug. 7, 1995; 62 FR 8328, Feb. 24, 1997;
62 FR 43801, Aug. 15, 1997; 62 FR 44903, Aug. 25,
1997; 63 FR 24433, May 4, 1998; 64 FR 35763, July 1,
1999; 65 FR 45532, July 24, 2000; 72 FR 28613, May
22, 2007, unless otherwise noted.

AUTHORITY: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7401–7671q.

40 C. F. R. Pt. 51, App. Y, 40 CFR Pt. 51, App. Y

Current through Aug. 28, 2014; 79 FR 51451.
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RULES and REGULATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 51

[FRL-6353-4]

RIN 2060-AF32

[Docket No A-95-38]

Regional Haze Regulations

Thursday, July 1, 1999

*35714 AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: Section 169A of the Clean Air Act (CAA) sets forth a national goal for visibility which is the “prevention
of any future, and the remedying of any existing, impairment of visibility in Class I areas which impairment results from
manmade air pollution.” There are 156 Class I areas across the country, including many well-known national parks and
wilderness areas, such as the Grand Canyon, Great Smokies, Shenandoah, Yellowstone, Yosemite, the Everglades, and
the Boundary Waters. Regional haze is visibility impairment caused by the cumulative air pollutant emissions from nu-
merous sources over a wide geographic area. The EPA promulgated regulations in 1980 to address visibility impairment
that is “reasonably attributable” to one or a small group of sources, but EPA deferred action on regional haze regulations
until monitoring, modeling, and scientific knowledge about the relationship between pollutants and visibility effects im-
proved. In 1993, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) concluded that “current scientific knowledge is adequate and
control technologies are available for taking regulatory action to improve and protect visibility.”

On July 31, 1997 (62 FR 41138), EPA published proposed amendments to the 1980 regulations to set forth a program to
address regional haze visibility impairment. The EPA also published a notice of availability of additional information on
the proposed regional haze regulation on September 3, 1998. This notice took comment specifically on new implementa-
tion plan timelines set forth in the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century, Public Law 105-178, and on a propos-
al from the Western Governors' Association (WGA) for addressing the recommendations of the Grand Canyon Visibility
Transport Commission (GCVTC) in the final rule. The EPA received more than 1300 comments overall on the proposal
and notice of availability.

Today's final rule calls for States to establish goals and emission reduction strategies for improving visibility in all 156
mandatory Class I national parks and wilderness areas. Specific provisions are included in the rule allowing nine western
States to implement the recommendations of the GCVTC within the framework of the national regional haze program. In
addition, EPA encourages States to work together in regional partnerships to develop and implement multistate strategies
to reduce emissions of visibility-impairing fine particle pollution.
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DATES: The regulatory amendments announced herein take effect on August 30, 1999.

ADDRESSES: Docket. The public docket for this action is available for public inspection and copying between 8:00 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday excluding legal holidays, at the Air and Radiation Docket and Information Center
(6102), Attention: Docket A-95-38, Room M-1500, 401 M Street, SW, Washington, DC 20460, phone 202-260-7548, fax
202-260-4400, email: A-and-R-Docket@epamail.epa.gov. A reasonable fee for copying may be charged. The regional
haze regulations are subject to the rulemaking procedures under section 307(d) of the CAA. The documents relied on to
develop the regional haze regulations have been placed in the docket.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For general questions regarding this notice, contact Richard Damberg,
U.S. EPA, MD-15, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711, telephone (919) 541-5592, email: damberg.rich@epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Electronic Availability

The official record for this rulemaking, as well as the public version, has been established under docket number A-95-38
(including comments and data submitted electronically as described below). A public version of this record, including
printed, paper versions of electronic comments, which does not include any information claimed as Confidential Busi-
ness Information, is available for inspection from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding legal holi-
days. The official rulemaking record is located at the address in ADDRESSES at the beginning of this document. World
Wide Web sites have been developed for overview information on visibility issues and related programs. These web sites
can be accessed from Uniform Resource Locator (URL): }http://www.epa.gov/airlinks/.

Table of Contents

I. Overview of Today's Final Rule

II. Background Information on the Regional Haze Program

A. Regional Haze

B. How Today's Final Rule Responds to the CAA

C. The 1980 Visibility Regulation—Commitment to a Regional Haze Program

D. Sources of Scientific Information and Policy Recommendations on Regional Haze

E. Relationship to Secondary NAAQS for PM

F. Regional Planning and Integration with Programs to Implement the NAAQS for Ozone and Particulate Matter

III. Discussion of National Program Requirements and Response to Comments

A. Scope of Rule—Extending Coverage to All States

B. Timetable for Submitting the First Regional Haze SIP

C. Tracking Deciviews and Emissions Reductions
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D. Regional Haze Implementation Plan Principles

E. Determination of “Baseline,” “Natural” and “Current” Visibility

F. Reasonable Progress Goals

G. Long-Term Strategy

H. Best Available Retrofit Technology(BART)

I. Monitoring Strategy and Other Implementation Plan Requirements

J. Periodic SIP Revisions and 5-Year Progress Reports

K. Coordination with Federal Land Managers

IV. Treatment of the GCVTC Recommendations

A. Background

B. General Requirements of Section 51.309

C. Elements of the GCVTC-Based State and Tribal Implementation Plans

D. Requirements for States Electing Not To Follow All Provisions of the Section 51.309(e)

E. Annex to the GCVTC Report

F. Additional Class I Areas

V. Implementation of the Regional Haze Program in Indian Country

A. Background on Tribal Air Quality Programs

B. Issues Related to the Regional Haze Program in Indian Country

VI. Miscellaneous Technical Amendments to the Existing Rule

VII. Administrative Requirements

A. Regulatory Planning and Review by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) (Executive Order 12866)

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act

C. Paperwork Reduction Act—Impact on Reporting Requirements

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

E. Environmental Justice—Executive Order 12898

F. Congressional Review Act
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G. Protection of Children From Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks—Executive Order 13045

H. Enhancing the Intergovernmental Partnership— Executive Order 12875*35715

I. Executive Order 13084: Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments

J. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

I. Overview of Today's Final Rule

This preamble provides the details and rationale for the final regional haze rule. Unit II includes background information
on regional haze and on the legal and scientific basis for today's action. Unit III describes the provisions of the national
requirements for regional haze and includes a discussion of the comments received on the July 1997 proposal. Unit IV
discusses specific regional provisions for 16 western Class I areas that were the subject of a 1996 report by the GCVTC.
Unit V is a discussion of issues related to implementation of the rule by Indian tribes. Unit VI summarizes several tech-
nical amendments to existing visibility regulations in order to coordinate those requirements with the requirements of
today's final rule. Unit VII discusses how today's final rulemaking is in compliance with the requirements of various ex-
ecutive orders and statutes.

II. Background Information on the Regional Haze Program

A. Regional Haze

Regional haze is visibility impairment that is produced by a multitude of sources and activities which emit fine particles
and their precursors and which are located across a broad geographic area.[FN1] Twenty years ago, when initially adopt-
ing the visibility protection provisions of the CAA, Congress specifically recognized that the “visibility problem is
caused primarily by emission into the atmosphere of SO2, oxides of nitrogen, and particulate matter, especially fine par-
ticulate matter, from inadequate[ly] controlled sources.”[FN2] The fine particulate matter (PM) (e.g., sulfates, nitrates,
organic carbon, elemental carbon, and soil dust) that impairs visibility by scattering and absorbing light can cause serious
health effects and mortality in humans, and contribute to environmental effects such as acid deposition and eutrophica-
tion. Data from the existing visibility monitoring network show that visibility impairment caused by air pollution occurs
virtually all the time at most national park and wilderness area monitoring stations.[FN3] Average visual range in many
Class I areas[FN4] in the Western United States is 100-150 kilometers (13.6-9.6 deciviews),[FN5] or about one-half to
two-thirds of the visual range that would exist without manmade air pollution. In most of the east, the average visual
range is less than 30 kilometers (25 deciviews or more), or about one-fifth of the visual range that would exist under es-
timated natural conditions. The role of regional transport of fine particles in contributing to elevated PM levels and re-
gional haze impairment has been well documented by many researchers[FN6] and recognized as a significant issue by
policymakers from Federal, State and local agencies, industry and environmental organizations.

FN1 U.S. EPA. Air Quality Criteria for Particulate Matter. Office of Research and Devel-
opment, National Center for Environmental Assessment. EPA/600/P-95/001bF. Research
Triangle Park, NC. 1996.

2 H.R. Rep. No. 95-294 at 204 (1977).

FN3 National Park Service. Air Quality in the National Parks: A Summary of Findings
from the National Park Service Air Quality Research and Monitoring Program. Natural
Resources Report 88-1. Denver, CO, July 1988.
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FN4 Areas designated as mandatory Class I Federal areas are those national parks exceed-
ing 6000 acres, wilderness areas and national memorial parks exceeding 5000 areas, and
all international parks which were in existence on August 7, 1977. Visibility has been
identified as an important value in 156 of these areas. See 40 CFR part 81, subpart D. The
extent of a Class I area includes subsequent changes in boundaries, such as park expan-
sions. (CAA section 162(a)). States and tribes may designate additional areas as Class I,
but the requirements of the visibility program under section 169A of the CAA apply only
to “mandatory Class I Federal areas,” and they do not directly address any additional areas.

FN5 “Deciview” is a visibility metric discussed further in unit III.C. of today's notice, and
defined in section 51.301(bb) of the rule. Higher deciview values indicate greater levels of
visibility impairment.

FN6 See National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program. Acid Deposition: State of Sci-
ence and Technology. Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Conditions—Causes
and Effects, Table 24-6. Washington, DC 1991. See also U.S. EPA. Air Quality Criteria
for Particulate Matter. Office of Research and Development, National Center for Environ-
mental Assessment. EPA/600/P-95/001bF. Research Triangle Park, NC. 1996.

B. How Today's Final Rule Responds to the CAA

The visibility protection program under sections 169A, 169B, and 110(a)(2)(J) of the CAA is designed to protect Class I
areas[FN7] from impairment due to manmade air pollution. Congress adopted the visibility provisions in the CAA to pro-
tect visibility in these “areas of great scenic importance.”[FN8] The current regulatory program addresses visibility
impairment in these areas that is “reasonably attributable”[FN9] to a specific source or small group of sources. In adopt-
ing section 169A, the core visibility provisions adopted in the 1977 CAA Amendments, Congress also expressed its con-
cern with visibility problems caused by pollutants that “emanate from a variety of sources.”It noted the problem of
“hazes” from “regionally distributed sources,”[FN10] and concluded that additional provisions were needed to remedy
“the growing visibility problem.” The purpose of today's final rule is to revise the existing visibility regulations[FN11] in
order to integrate provisions addressing regional haze impairment. Today's final rule establishes a comprehensive visibil-
ity protection program for Class I areas. Figure 1 is a map indicating the locations of the Class I areas.

FN7 For the purposes of this preamble, the term “Class I area” will be used to describe the
156 mandatory Class I Federal areas identified in section 51.301(o) and in part 81, subpart
D of this title.

8 H.R. Rep. No. 294, 95th Cong. 1st Sess. at 205 (1977).

FN9 “Reasonably attributable” visibility impairment, as defined in section 51.301(s),
means “attributable by visual observation or any other technique the State deems appropri-
ate.”It includes impacts to Class I areas caused by plumes or layered hazes from a single
source or small group of sources.

10 H.R. Rep. No. 95-294 at 204 (1977).

FN11 45 FR 80084 (December 2, 1980) and section 51.300-307.
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BILLING CODE 6560-50-U

Tabular or graphic material set at this point is not displayable.
BILLING CODE 6560-50-C

*35717 C. The 1980 Visibility Regulation—Commitment to a Regional Haze Program

Section 169A of the CAA, established in the 1977 Amendments, sets forth a national visibility goal that calls for “the
prevention of any future, and the remedying of any existing, impairment of visibility in Class I areas which impairment
results from manmade air pollution.”The EPA's initial visibility regulations, developed in 1980, address visibility impair-
ment that is “reasonably attributable” to a single source or small group of sources. Under the 1980 rules, the 35 States
and 1 territory containing Class I areas[FN12] are required to:

FN12 The States and one territory having at least one Class I area are listed in section
51.300(b)(2). These States and one territory are as follows: Alabama, Alaska, Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Virgin Islands, Washington, West
Virginia, and Wyoming. For a specific list of Class I areas located in each state or territ-
ory, see 40 CFR 81.401-437.

(1) Revise their SIPs to assure reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal;

(2) Determine which existing stationary facilities should install the best available retrofit technology (BART) for con-
trolling pollutants which impair visibility;

(3) Develop, adopt, implement, and evaluate long-term strategies for making reasonable progress toward remedying any
existing and preventing any future impairment in the Class I areas;

(4) Adopt certain measures to assess potential visibility impacts due to new or modified major stationary sources, includ-
ing measures to notify Federal land managers (FLMs) of proposed new source permit applications, and to consider visib-
ility analyses conducted by FLMs in their new source permitting decisions; and

(5) Conduct visibility monitoring in Class I areas.

The 1980 rules addressing “reasonably attributable” visibility impairment were designed to be the first phase in EPA's
overall program to protect visibility. The EPA explicitly deferred national rules addressing regional haze impairment un-
til some future date:

* * * when improvement in monitoring techniques provides more data on source-specific levels of visibility impairment,
regional scale models become refined, and our scientific knowledge about the relationships between emitted air pollut-
ants and visibility impairment improves.[FN13]

FN13 45 FR 80086.

The EPA believes that the technical tools and our scientific understanding of visibility impairment are now sufficiently
refined to move forward with a national program addressing regional haze in Class I areas. The EPA's position is suppor-
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ted by the NAS 1993 report, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas. One of the principal conclu-
sions of this report is that “current scientific knowledge is adequate and control technologies are available for taking reg-
ulatory action to improve and protect visibility.”[FN14] Section II.D. describes a number of other studies and informa-
tion now available which provide the technical basis to move forward with a regional haze program.

FN14 National Research Council Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilderness
Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National Academy
Press, 1993, p. 11.

In addition, EPA finds the visibility protection provisions of the CAA to be quite broad. Although EPA is addressing vis-
ibility protection in phases, the national visibility goal in section 169A calls for addressing visibility impairment gener-
ally, including regional haze.[FN15]

FN15 State of Maine v. Thomas, 874 F.2d 883, 885 (1st Cir. 1989) (“EPA's mandate to
control the vexing problem of regional haze emanates directly from the CAA, which
‘declares as a national goal the prevention of any future, and the remedying of any exist-
ing, impairment of visibility in Class I areas which impairment results from manmade air
pollution.”’) (citation omitted).

Further, Congress added section 169B as part of the 1990 Amendments to the CAA to focus attention on regional haze
issues; it calls for EPA to issue regional haze rules within 18 months of receipt of the final report from the GCVTC. In
addition, section 169B includes provisions for EPA to conduct visibility research with the National Park Service and oth-
er Federal agencies, to develop an interim findings report on the visibility research,[FN16] to develop a Report to Con-
gress on expected visibility improvements due to implementation of other air pollution programs,[FN17] and to provide
periodic reports to Congress on trends in visibility improvements. Section 169B also provides the authority to the Ad-
ministrator to establish visibility transport commissions in response to a petition from two or more States, or on her and/
or his own motion. To date, EPA has not received any petitions from groups of States requesting formation of a visibility
transport commission.

FN16 U.S. EPA, Interim Findings on the Status of Visibility Research, Office of Research
and Development, EPA/600/R-95/021, February 1995. See also 60 FR 8659 notice an-
nouncing the report availability and how to obtain copies (Feb. 15, 1995.

FN17 U.S. EPA, Effects of the 1990 CAA Amendments on Visibility in Class I Areas: An
EPA Report to Congress, October 1993 (EPA-452/R-93-014).

Section 169B(f) called for EPA to establish a visibility transport commission for the region affecting visibility of the
Grand Canyon National Park. The purpose of this commission was to assess scientific and technical information pertain-
ing to adverse impacts on visibility at the Park from existing emissions and projected growth in emissions. The statute
specifically called for a report to EPA recommending measures to remedy such impacts and to address long-term
strategies for addressing regional haze.[FN18] In 1991, EPA established the GCVTC,[FN19] and the GCVTC issued its
final report in June 1996.[FN20] The recommendations of the GCVTC and their incorporation as potential SIP require-
ments into the final rule, are discussed in greater detail in unit IV of the preamble.

FN18 CAA section 169B(d)(2)(C).

FN19 56 FR 57522, November 12, 1991.
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FN20 Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission, Recommendations for Improving
Western Vistas, Report to the U.S. EPA, June 10, 1996 (hereafter referred to as “GCVTC
Report”).

Finally, section 169B(e) calls for the Administrator to consider past research and the recommendations of visibility trans-
port commissions in carrying out the “regulatory responsibilities under section 169A, including criteria for measuring
‘reasonable progress' toward the national goal.”[FN21] The EPA is required by the CAA to meet these regulatory re-
sponsibilities within 18 months of receiving the GCVTC report. Today's final rule fulfills EPA's responsibility under sec-
tion 169A, pending since 1980, to put in place a national regulatory program that addresses both reasonably attributable
and regional haze visibility impairment. Today's action is also EPA's response to the GCVTC report as anticipated by
section 169B.

FN21 CAA section 169B(e)(1).

D. Sources of Scientific Information and Policy Recommendations on Regional Haze

In developing today's revisions to the visibility regulations, EPA has taken into account a significant body of scientific
information and policy recommendations on visibility issues that have been developed over more than 20 years. This unit
highlights key sources of information upon which the final regional haze rule is based.

For many years, visibility impairment has been considered the “best understood and most easily measured *35718 effect
of air pollution.”[FN22] Visibility degradation has also been recognized as an indicator of multiple human-health effects
and environmental effects resulting from air pollution all over the world.[FN23] Visibility conditions have been mon-
itored and evaluated for many years, using airport visibility data collected from the 1940's to the present.[FN24]

FN22 Council on Environmental Quality, Visibility Protection for Class I Areas: The
Technical Basis, Washington, DC, 1978.

FN23 National Research Council, NAS Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilder-
ness Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National
Academy Press, 1993, p. 23.

FN24 National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP), Acid Deposition: State
of Science and Technology. Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Condi-
tions—Causes and Effects, Washington, DC, 1991.

In October 1979, EPA published a Report to Congress describing the state of the science on visibility.[FN25] The report,
required under section 169A(a)(3), described available methods for visibility monitoring, modeling, and assessment of
strategies to make progress toward the national goal. This report was developed in advance of the 1980 visibility regula-
tions. As noted above, EPA deferred action on regional haze until monitoring techniques, modeling capabilities, and the
understanding of the pollutants affecting visibility were improved. In 1986, the IMPROVE (Interagency Monitoring of
Protected Visual Environments) visibility monitoring program was initiated in 30 Class I areas. The IMPROVE program
has been coordinated through a cooperative, multiagency approach with participation by EPA, the FLMs, and States.
Through the IMPROVE program, significant progress has been made in understanding the effect of various pollutants on
current visibility conditions and trends, in developing well-accepted monitoring protocols, and in developing a sound ap-
proach for calculating light extinction values from aerosol and humidity data. The IMPROVE program has issued two
major reviews of the monitoring data collected to date,[FN26] and numerous technical papers have been developed using
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data collected by the network.

FN25 U.S. EPA, Protecting Visibility: An EPA Report to Congress; Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards, EPA-450/5-79-008, October 1979.

FN26 Sisler, J. et al., Spatial and Seasonal Patters and Long-Term Variability of the
Chemical Composition of the Haze in the U.S.: An Analysis of Data from the IMPROVE
Network, Fort Collins, CO, Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere, Color-
ado State University, 1996. See also Sisler, J., et al., Spatial and Temporal Patters and the
Chemical Composition of the Haze in the United States: An Analysis of Data From the
IMPROVE Network, 1988-1991, Fort Callins, CO, 1993.

In addition, in 1996 EPA began to include a chapter on visibility trends, based on data collected throughout the IM-
PROVE network, in the National Air Quality and Emissions Trends Report in 1996.[FN27] Data from 1988 to the
present are analyzed for the best 20 percent, middle 20 percent, and worst 20 percent days of the annual distribution, and
aggregated for eastern and western sites. Annual summary data are also presented for each individual site in an appendix.

FN27 U.S. EPA, National Air Quality and Emissions Trends Report, 1996, Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards, EPA 454/R-97-013, January 1998. See also U.S. EPA,
National Air Quality and Emissions Trends Report, 1997, Office of Air Quality Planning
and Standards, EPA 454/R-98-016, January 1999.

Visibility research continued throughout the 1980's and is documented in many published articles and the proceedings of
three major visibility conferences.[FN28] In addition, the NAPAP completed a comprehensive review of the state of the
science of visibility in 1991.[FN29] This peer-reviewed report reached a number of important conclusions, including: (1)
Light scattering is dominated by fine particles; (2) sulfates are the dominant source of light extinction in the east, and one
of several major sources of extinction in the west; (3) rural visibility varies significantly between the east and west; (4)
average natural visibility conditions are 150 kilometers visual range (9.6 deciviews) in the east and 230 kilometers visual
range (5.3 deciviews) in the west; and (5) haze trends in the eastern United States have been dominated by sulfur emis-
sion trends since the late 1940's.

FN28 Atmospheric Environment, Proceedings of EPA Symposium on Plumes and Visibil-
ity—Measurements and Model Components, November 1980, Atmos. Environ.,
15:1785-2646. See also Bhardwaja, P.J., ed., Visibility Protection: Research and Policy
Aspects. Transactions of APCA Specialty Conference, September 1986, Grand Tetons Na-
tional Park, WY. Air Pollution Control Assoc., Pittsburgh, PA, 1987. See also Mathai,
C.V., ed., Visibility and Fine Particles. Transactions of AWMA specialty conference, Oc-
tober 1989, Estes Park, CO. Air and Waste Management Assoc., Pittsburgh, PA, 1990.

FN29 National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP), Acid Deposition: State
of Science and Technology, Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Condi-
tions—Causes and Effects, Washington, DC, 1991.

The NAS formed a Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilderness Areas in 1990 to address a number of regional
haze-related issues, including methods for determining anthropogenic source contributions to haze and methods for con-
sidering alternative source control measures. The 1993 report by this Committee contributed significantly to the state of
the science regarding regional haze visibility impairment.[FN30] The Committee issued several important conclusions in
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the report, including: (1) Current scientific knowledge is adequate and control technologies are available for taking regu-
latory action to address regional haze; (2) progress toward the national goal will require regional programs that operate
over large geographic areas and limit emissions of pollutants that can cause regional haze; (3) a program to address re-
gional haze visibility impairment that focuses solely on determining the contributions of individual emission sources to
such visibility impairment is likely to fail, and instead, strategies should be adopted to consider simultaneously the effect
of many sources on a regional basis; (4) visibility impairment can be attributed to emission sources on a regional scale
through the use of several kinds of models; (5) visibility and control policies might need to be different in the west than
the east; (6) efforts to improve visibility within Class I areas will benefit visibility outside these areas and could help al-
leviate other types of air quality problems as well; (7) achieving the national visibility goal will require a substantial,
long-term program; and (8) continued progress toward this goal will require a greater commitment toward atmospheric
research, monitoring, and emissions control research and development.

FN30 National Research Council, NAS Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilder-
ness Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National
Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1993.

Also in 1993, EPA developed its Report to Congress on the projected effects on visibility in Class I areas due to imple-
mentation of the 1990 CAA Amendments.[FN31] The report concluded that conditions on the worst visibility days are
expected to improve by approximately 3 deciviews by 2010 across the most impaired portions of the Eastern United
States. Most of this improvement is expected in the 1995-2005 timeframe due to sulfur dioxide reductions under the acid
rain program. In the Southwestern United States, the visibility change was predicted to be less than 1 deciview in most
Class I areas except San Gorgonio Wilderness (which is located downwind of Los Angeles), for which a 1-2 deciview
improvement is expected.

FN31 U.S. EPA, Effects of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments on Visibility in Class I
Areas: An EPA Report to Congress, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, EPA-
452/R-93-014, October 1993.*35719

As required by section 169B(a)(2) of the CAA, EPA issued a report in 1995 on interim findings on the status of visibility
research completed since 1990.[FN32] This report reviewed four major visibility related reports published since
1990,[FN33] provided citations of published research papers, and summarized research under way by the GCVTC, four
Federal agencies, and the Electric Power Research Institute. As noted above, the GCVTC issued a report in June 1996
containing recommendations for protecting visibility at 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. Based on EPA's discre-
tionary authority under section 169B(c), it expanded the scope of the GCVTC:

FN32 U.S. EPA, Interim Findings on the Status of Visibility Research, Office of Research
and Development, EPA/600/R-95/021, February 1995.

FN33 These repdorts have already been mentioned in this section: the 1993 NAS report,
the 1993 IMPROVE report (Sisler et al.), the 1993 EPA Report to Congress, and the 1991
NAPAP Report to Congress.

* * * to include additional Class I areas in the vicinity of the Grand Canyon National Park—-what is sometimes referred
to as the “Golden Circle” of parks and wilderness areas. This includes most of the national parks and national wilderness
areas of the Colorado Plateau.[FN34]

FN34 56 FR 57523
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The GCVTC was charged with assessing information about visibility impacts in the region and making policy recom-
mendations to EPA to address such impacts. The CAA called for the GCVTC to assess studies conducted under section
169B as well as other available information “pertaining to adverse impacts on visibility from potential or projected
growth in emissions for sources located in the * * * Region,” and to issue a report to EPA recommending what measures,
if any, should be taken to protect visibility.[FN35] The CAA specifically provided for the GCVTC's report to address the
following measures: (1) The establishment of clean air corridors, in which additional restrictions on increases in emis-
sions may be appropriate to protect visibility in affected Class I areas; (2) the imposition of additional new source review
requirements in clean air corridors;[FN36] and (3) the promulgation of regulations addressing regional haze.

FN35 CAA Section 169B(d).

FN36 A clean air corridor is defined as a region that generally brings clear air to a receptor
region, such as the Class I areas of the Golden Circle.

In unit IV of the proposal, EPA discusses the major recommendations of the GCVTC. The GCVTC's recommendations
have components that contemplate implementation through a combination of actions by EPA, other Federal agencies,
States and tribes in the region, and voluntary measures on the part of public and private entities throughout the region.
The GCVTC's recommendations also distinguish between recommended actions and policy or strategy options for con-
sideration. Unit IV addresses how EPA took these recommendations, as well as the body of technical information de-
veloped by the GCVTC, into account in developing the final rule.

Response to comments. Some commenters on the regional haze proposal suggested that EPA had not provided an ad-
equate scientific or legal justification for developing a regional haze program. The commenters asserted that the science
of regional haze is not understood well enough to develop regulations at this time. In addition, some commenters claimed
that EPA has not provided adequate technical guidance for implementation of the rule, and that providing such guidance
is a legal prerequisite to promulgating a regional haze rule. The EPA does not agree with these claims.

First, EPA believes it has relied upon a substantial amount of scientific evidence to support development of the regional
haze program. Many of the important studies, reports, and other scientific and technical information on which the region-
al haze rule is based are referenced earlier in this section. In particular, the NAS Committee on Haze in National Parks
and Wilderness Areas concluded that “Current scientific knowledge is adequate and control technologies are available
for taking regulatory action to improve and protect visibility.”[FN37] Thus, EPA believes that its decision to move for-
ward with promulgation of the regional haze program is reasonable, particularly in light of the fact that the Agency's ob-
ligation to address regional haze originated more than 20 years ago with passage of the 1977 CAA Amendments.

FN37 National Research Council, NAS Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilder-
ness Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National
Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1993, p. 11.

Second, as discussed in the response to comments, today's final rule provides the States with the necessary guidelines to
implement a regional haze program. The EPA believes that the supposition that all technical guidance associated with a
program be developed before a rule can be promulgated is unfounded. The EPA recognizes the importance of timely im-
plementation guidance and is committed to providing such guidance, as appropriate, for the regional haze program.

The EPA does not interpret sections 169A and 169B as requiring all technical guidance to be issued by the Agency be-
fore the rule is finalized. The EPA is committed to working closely with the States and other interested parties in devel-
oping effective guidance documents within a reasonable period of time after promulgation of the final regional haze rule.
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E. Relationship to Secondary NAAQS for PM

Today's final rule is an important element in EPA's overall approach to protecting visibility under the CAA. In July 1997,
EPA established national secondary ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for particles with an aerodynamic diameter
less than or equal to a nominal 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5) as part of its final decision on revision of the existing NAAQS
for particulate matter under section 109(d) of the CAA.[FN38] The secondary standards were based on EPA's determina-
tion that the levels selected were “requisite to protect the public welfare” against visibility impairment on a nationally
uniform basis as provided in section 109(b). Consistent with the purposes of section 169A, however, EPA recognized
that such nationally uniform standards would not eliminate all visibility impairment in all parts of the country.[FN39]
The visibility impacts remaining in Class I areas are addressed by today's final rule.

FN38 62 FR 38652 (July 18, 1997).

FN39 See section 160(1); H.R. Rep. No. 95-294 at 205 (1977).

Today's final rule has additional benefits, as EPA expects the regional strategies implemented as part of the regional haze
program to improve visibility outside of Class I areas as well. Thus, the regional haze program should contribute to the
improvement of local visibility impacts outside of Class I areas that may persist after attainment of the secondary stand-
ards.

F. Regional Planning and Integration With Programs to Implement the NAAQS for Ozone and Particulate Matter

The regional haze program is being promulgated in a manner that facilitates integration of emission management
strategies for regional haze with the implementation of programs for new NAAQS for ozone and PM. This is being done
because of the existing scientific evidence that these air quality problems have common precursor pollutants, emission
sources, atmospheric processes, spatial scales for transport, and geographic areas of concern. *35720 Because of the key
role of regional pollutant transport in contributing to haze at Class I areas, most of which are in remote locations, the re-
gional haze program recognizes the value of multistate coordination for regional haze program planning and implementa-
tion. Consistent with the recommendations of the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee, Subcommittee on Ozone, Particu-
late Matter, and Regional Haze Implementation Programs,[FN40] EPA strongly encourages States to undertake
multistate regional planning efforts addressing regional haze in a way that coordinates technical analyses and strategy de-
velopment with the NAAQS to the maximum extent possible. Examples of ongoing coordination among States to address
visibility issues include the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP) and the Southern Appalachian Mountain Initiat-
ive.

FN40 Subcommittee for Ozone, Particulate Matter, and Regional Haze Implementation
Programs, Final Report on Subcommittee Discussions, May 1998.

The EPA believes that States (and tribes, at their discretion), in partnership with other interested stakeholders, should
consider conducting future regional air quality planning efforts to address the implementation of the ozone and PM
NAAQS and regional haze program. We encourage States to continue to work together to establish common protocols
and approaches for emissions inventory development, emissions tracking, application of regional models, and develop-
ment of effective emission reduction strategies.

The EPA plans to participate early and actively in regional planning efforts. The EPA recognizes that we must provide
early input on issues and to make our views known as issues arise. The EPA has a responsibility to independently review
the adequacy of implementation plans in the public rulemaking process and to consider all public comments received on
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a plan in determining if it meets applicable requirements. However, it is equally important that EPA be open in letting
participants know of our views and concerns throughout the process.

The EPA will soon issue final guidance on such regional planning efforts for the purposes of implementing the ozone,
particulate matter, and regional haze implementation programs.[FN41] Also, as a part of EPA's 1999 fiscal year budget,
Congress provided $4 million dollars to support regional planning activities. EPA is currently involved with the States in
a process to define the appropriate size and composition of regional planning bodies. The final planning guidance will
provide a discussion of several important issues related to regional planning efforts. These issues include:

FN41 See the November 17, 1998 draft of Implementation Guidance for the Ozone and
Particulate Matter NAAQS and Regional Haze Program. EPA's internet site for an elec-
tronic version of this guidance: http:// www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/tlpgm.html.

- Taking credit for emissions reductions in other States;

- Important principles for future regional planning efforts;

- The technical assessment process; and

- The strategy development process.

Some important principles discussed in the guidance for conducting regional planning efforts include the following
points.

- Regional planning efforts should be a product of State (and, at the discretion of any tribe, tribal) leadership and, thus,
should be led by States (and tribes), not EPA. Representatives should have the authority to speak for their organizations.

- States (and tribes at their discretion) should be prepared to make strong, early commitments to implementing the out-
come of the regional process to ensure that SIP submittal dates are met.

- Participants in regional planning efforts should set up a work plan to carry out their work. The work plan should contain
clearly stated products of the process, dates for completion of those products and mechanisms for funding the needed
analyses.

- The technical assessment process should include steps for problem definition, development of emissions inventories,
and development of tools to evaluate strategy alternatives.

- In the strategy development process, participants should strive to develop a consensus about (1) the set of regional
emissions reductions strategies needed to attain the NAAQS or make “reasonable progress” toward the national visibility
goal in Class I areas, and (2) the degree to which each State and relevant source category should be required to reduce
emissions to implement the recommended strategies.

III. Discussion of National Program Requirements and Response to Comments

- Scope of Rule—Extending Coverage to All States

Proposed rule. In the regional haze proposal, EPA proposed to amend section 51.300(b)(3) to extend coverage to all
States (excluding certain territories) for the purpose of addressing regional haze visibility impairment. This approach
differed from the 1980 visibility regulations for “reasonably attributable” impairment, which required the 35 States and
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the Virgin Islands containing Class I areas to submit SIP revisions and to revise them periodically to assure reasonable
progress toward the national visibility goal. Thus, under the proposal, the following additional States and the District of
Columbia would be required to submit visibility SIPs: Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Mis-
sissippi, New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Maryland. The territories of Puerto
Rico, Guam, American Samoa, and the Northern Mariana Islands were not included because their distance from any
Class I area significantly exceed the distance that their emissions could be expected to be transported in order to contrib-
ute to visibility impairment in any Class I area. However, Hawaii, Alaska, and the Virgin Islands would be subject to the
regional haze provisions because of the potential for emissions from sources within their borders to contribute to regional
haze impairment in Class I areas also located within their own jurisdiction.

In the proposal, EPA also recommended that all States initially participate in regional planning efforts to more precisely
characterize which States are contributing to visibility impairment in other States, as well as the magnitude of such con-
tributions. States could then develop strategies for making reasonable progress in Class I areas throughout the region.
The EPA noted that as a result of this process, all States may not have to adopt control strategies. At the same time, EPA
cited the 1993 NAS report, which observed that the requirement for a State to revise its implementation plan if it “may
reasonably be anticipated” to contribute to visibility impairment indicates that Congress intended that “the philosophy of
precautionary action should apply to visibility protection as it applies to other areas [such as the NAAQS].” Thus, EPA
proposed that, at a minimum, all States should be required to develop visibility SIPs in order to “prevent any future
impairment” as called for by the national goal in section 169A(a)(1).

Contracts received. The EPA received a number of comments on the proposed applicability provisions. Many com-
menters approved of EPA's approach to require SIPs from all States. Those who did not agree with the scope of the pro-
gram provided a number of reasons for their opposition. Some commenters recognized the need for a regional haze pro-
gram, but stated that EPA must first conduct or review *35721 additional scientific analyses in order to provide justifica-
tion for requiring additional States to submit visibility SIPs. Other commenters felt that in the proposed applicability pro-
visions, EPA exceeded its statutory authority by extending the regional haze program to States that have not been demon-
strated to “cause or contribute” to visibility impairment. Some commenters suggested that EPA rely on States with Class
I areas to engage nearby States, as appropriate, in regional planning efforts. Some commenters in States containing Class
I areas suggested that, for their particular Class I areas, there was no demonstrated visibility problem. They asserted that
because visibility levels should already be deemed acceptable, there was no need for a regional haze program in their
States. Other commenters felt that EPA should include specific criteria (e.g., distance, emissions, and visibility impact
cutoffs) for excluding States or geographic areas from consideration as contributing to regional haze visibility impair-
ment.

Final rule. Consistent with the proposal, EPA has concluded in today's final rule that all States contain sources whose
emissions are reasonably anticipated to contribute to regional haze in a Class I area and, therefore, must submit regional
haze SIPs. The rationale for this finding is discussed in more detail below.

In making this finding, EPA considered three factors: (1) The specific statutory language in the CAA; (2) the weight of
evidence demonstrating long-range transport of fine particulate pollution that affects visibility in Class I areas; and (3)
current monitored conditions in Class I areas across the country. The EPA's consideration of each of these factors is dis-
cussed below.

Two key provisions in section 169A support EPA's finding that all States must develop SIPs for regional haze. Section
169A(b)(2) requires EPA to promulgate regulations to require SIPs from those States where the emissions “may reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility” in a mandatory Class I Federal area. The EPA
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believes that this provision does not require the Agency to provide absolute certainty regarding the effect of emissions
from the State on visibility in a particular Class I area.

The Ninth Circuit has interpreted the language, “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment
of visibility,” in a case involving identical language in section 169A(b)(2)(A) relating to BART.[FN42] The EPA be-
lieves that the court's interpretation of this phrase may be appropriately used in regard to program applicability as well.
In its decision, the court found that the language “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute” establishes an
“extremely low triggering threshold” for requiring a source to control emissions, adding that “the NAS correctly noted
that Congress has not required ironclad scientific certainty establishing the precise relationship between a source's emis-
sion and resulting visibility impairment. * * *”[FN43] In considering whether additional States should be subject to the
visibility program, EPA believes the court's reasoning supports adoption of the predicate requirement that States develop
the necessary provisions in their implementation plans to determine whether and to what extent control of emissions from
sources is needed. That is, given that the court believed this “low triggering threshold” was sufficient to require a source
to control its emissions under BART, EPA believes it is reasonable that a similarly low or even lower threshold applies
to whether States should be required to engage in air quality planning and analysis as a prerequisite to determining the
need for control of emissions from sources within their State. The EPA believes this is particularly appropriate since the
requirement for SIPs does not mandate the actual control of emissions from any source without further technical analysis
by the State. Accordingly, EPA believes the concept of an “extremely low triggering threshold” can also apply in determ-
ining which States should submit SIPs for regional haze.

FN42 Central Arizona Water Conservation District v. EPA, 990 F.2d 1531 (1993).

FN43 990 F.2d at 1541.

Section 169A(a)(1) sets forth a national goal of “the prevention of any future, and the remedying of any existing, impair-
ment of visibility in Class I areas which impairment results from manmade air pollution.”Thus, in addition to requiring a
program to reduce existing impairment, the CAA requires SIPs to be established in order to prevent future impairment.
This preventative component of the national goal requires that States have the framework in place to address future
growth in emissions from new sources or other activities that could impair visibility. For this reason, the EPA does not
believe that it is appropriate to establish criteria for excluding States or geographic areas from consideration as potential
contributors to regional haze visibility impairment.

As noted in the proposal, EPA is not specifying in this final rule what specific control measures a State must implement
in its initial SIP for regional haze. That determination can only be made by a State once it has conducted the necessary
technical analyses of emissions, air quality, and the other factors that go into determining reasonable progress. As dis-
cussed in section II(F), because of the regional, multistate nature of visibility impairment in Class I areas,[FN44] EPA re-
commends that these analyses and the determination of the extent of emissions reductions needed from individual States
be developed and refined through multistate planning efforts using the best available technical tools, such as regional-
scale modeling. The EPA also recommends the coordination of resulting strategies for regional haze with strategies
needed to attain the PM2.5 NAAQS. The EPA anticipates that as a result of the more refined analyses required by this
rule, some States may conclude that control strategies specifically for protection of visibility are not needed at this time
because the analyses may show that existing measures are sufficient to meet reasonable progress goals. The EPA is re-
quiring States to document their analyses, including any consultations with other States in support of their conclusions
that further controls are not needed at this time. The EPA believes that there is more than sufficient evidence to support
our conclusion that emissions from each of the 48 contiguous States may be reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute
to visibility impairment in a Class I area.
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FN44 Refer to unit II of this final rule for additional background on the long-range trans-
port of pollution contributing to regional haze.

As stated in EPA's proposal, a large body of evidence demonstrates that long-range transport of fine PM contributes to
regional haze and other related effects such as acid rain. In the preamble to the proposal and in the relevant docket, EPA
cited numerous studies that contribute to this body of evidence.[FN45] Indeed, EPA recognized the role of long-range
transport in relation to visibility impairment 20 years ago in its 1979 Report to Congress on visibility.[FN46]

FN45 See Unit II, Background Information. See also July 29, 1997 memorandum to re-
gional haze docket A-95-38,“Supporting Information for Proposed Applicability of Re-
gional Haze Regulations,” by Richard Damberg, EPA, Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards.

FN46 U.S. EPA, Protecting Visibility: An EPA Report to Congress, Office of Air Quality
Planning and Standards, EPA-450/5-79-008, October 1979.

Among the more important studies on which EPA relied are the 1991 report from the NAPAP, the 1993 NAS report Pro-
tecting Visibility in National Parks *35722 and Wilderness Areas, EPA studies using the regional acid deposition model
(RADM), the 1996 GCVTC report Recommendations for Improving Western Vistas, and two contractor reports prepared
for EPA.[FN47] All of these reports are available in the docket. They were referenced and discussed in EPA's proposal
and in an additional memorandum to the docket. The NAPAP report included a comprehensive technical review of his-
torical visibility trends.[FN48] The NAS report found that the range of fine particle transport is on the order of hundreds
or thousands of kilometers.[FN49] Analyses using the RADM have estimated that sulfate and nitrate deposition receptors
are influenced by sources located up to 600-800 kilometers away.[FN50] In its deliberations and in its final report, the
GCVTC acknowledged the role of long-range transport from sources and activities located across a very large geographic
area, and its effect on the Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau.[FN51]

FN47 See Latimer and Associates, Particulate Matter Source—Receptor Relationships
Between All Point and Area Sources in the United States and PSD Class I Area Receptors,
Report prepared for EPA, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, September 1996.
See also ENVIRON International Corporation, Development of Revised Federal Class I
Area Groups in Support of Regional Haze Regulations, Report prepared for EPA, Office of
Air Quality Planning and Standards, September 1996.

FN48 National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program. Acid Deposition: State of the Sci-
ence and Technology. Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Conditions—Causes
and Effects, Washington, DC, 1991.

FN49 National Research Council, NAS Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilder-
ness Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National
Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1993.

FN50 Dennis, Robin L. “Using the Regional Acid Deposition Model to Determine the Ni-
trogen Deposition Airshed of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed,” in Atmospheric Deposition
to the Great Lakes and Coastal Waters, edited by Joel Baker, 1996.

FN51 GCVTC, Recommendations for Improving Western Vistas, Report to the U.S. EPA,
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June 1996.

Finally, two contractor modeling reports prepared for EPA provided information that preliminarily demonstrated that
each State not having a Class I area had emissions contributing to impairment in at least one downwind Class I area.
Some State commenters asserted that the contractor reports referenced in the proposal show relatively low contributions
from all or part of their States toward visibility impairment in a nearby Class I area. As a result, these commenters sug-
gested that EPA had sufficient information to reach a conclusion that all or part of their States could be excluded from
the regional haze program. The EPA disagrees with these comments for two reasons.

First, the EPA did not base its proposed applicability provisions only on the referenced contractor reports. The EPA
based its decision on the assessments provided by these reports as well as a number of other studies and sources of in-
formation. Second, as explained above, EPA believes that all States must have a visibility SIP to prevent, at a minimum,
future impairment of visibility. While EPA agrees that portions of some States may not need to implement additional
measures, at this time, to improve visibility impairment in any Class I area, the EPA believes that more refined future as-
sessments will be needed to support such a finding. Additionally, the EPA believes that a State wishing to demonstrate
that it does not contribute to visibility impairment in any Class I area will need to provide information showing that it has
consulted with other potentially affected States to assist EPA in assuring that the State's demonstration is not contra-
dicted by evidence presented by other States.

Current monitoring information for Class I areas shows that all of the monitored sites in the central and eastern parts of
the country have visibility impairment levels exceeding estimated natural conditions for the 20 percent most impaired
days, some by more than 20 deciviews. Although the degree of impairment varies, the data demonstrate that no existing
site has reached the goal in section 169A(a)(1) of the CAA for “remedying * * * any existing impairment of visibil-
ity.”[FN52]

FN52 Sisler, J. et al., Spatial and Seasonal Patterns and Long-Term Variability of the
Chemical Composition of the Haze in the United States: An Analysis of Data from the IM-
PROVE Network, Fort Collins, CO, Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere,
Colorado State University, 1996. See also Sisler, J., et al., Spatial and Temporal Patterns
and the Chemical Composition of the Haze in the United States: An Analysis of Data from
the IMPROVE Network, 1988-1991, Fort Collins, CO, 1993.

In light of this finding, EPA disagrees with the commenter who asserted that because visibility levels in its State are
already “acceptable,” there is no need for the State to implement a regional haze program. The section 169A national
goal of the visibility program, a condition of no human-caused impairment, does not provide for judgments of acceptable
visibility levels which are poorer than natural conditions in Class I areas. Through adoption of section 169A(a)(1), Con-
gress established natural visibility conditions as the overall goal.

The data also show that in the monitored locations in the central and eastern United States, sulfate is the key contributor
to visibility impairment, responsible for between 45-90 percent of light extinction due to aerosols on the 20 percent most
impaired days. This fact is significant because the broad, regional scale of long-range transport of sulfate has already
been acknowledged in many studies done for the acid rain program. Based on these data, it appears that although the acid
rain program is expected to improve visibility by approximately 3 deciviews in the most impaired Class I areas in the
Eastern United States by 2005,[FN53] further regional reductions in SO2 emissions may be needed after the acid rain
program is complete to assure continued visibility improvement toward the national goal. Thus, EPA finds it is reason-
able to require SIPs from the States without Class I areas which are located in the central and eastern parts of the United
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States since many, if not all, are expected to have sources contributing to regional loadings of SO2 emissions, even after
implementation of the acid rain program is completed.

FN53 U.S. EPA, Effects of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments on Visibility in Class I
Areas: An EPA Report to Congress, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, EPA-
452/R-93-014, October 1993.

For all of the reasons stated above, EPA has concluded in today's final rule that EPA's statutory authority and scientific
evidence are sufficient to require all States to develop regional haze SIPs to ensure the prevention of any future impair-
ment of visibility, and to conduct further analyses to determine whether additional emission reduction measures are
needed to ensure reasonable progress in remedying existing impairment in downwind Class I areas.

B. Timetable for Submitting the First Regional Haze State Implementation Plan (SIP)

This final rule establishes a schedule setting forth deadlines by which the States must submit their first regional haze
SIPs and subsequent revisions to that first SIP. In this unit, we discuss the deadlines for the first regional haze SIP, the
concerns raised in comments regarding these deadlines, and recent legislation affecting the deadlines. The requirements
for periodic revisions to this first regional haze SIP are discussed below in unit III.J.

Proposed rule. The proposed rule, consistent with section 169B(e)(2) of the CAA, would have required States to submit
revisions to their SIP to address regional haze within 12 months of the effective date of the rule. We had intended that
these 12-month SIP *35723 submittals serve as program planning SIPs in which the States would review existing regu-
latory authorities and provide the framework for a number of future actions.

Comments received. Commenters expressed the view that 12 months was an insufficient time period to meet the pro-
posed requirements for the program planning SIP. Moreover, commenters were concerned that the 12-month SIP require-
ment was not well coordinated with similar program planning for the new PM2.5 standard.

Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21). After the close of the comment period for the July 1997 pro-
posal, Congress passed the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), Public Law 105-178. The TEA-21
superseded the statutory requirement for a 12-month SIP deadline and established a specific schedule for regional haze
SIP submissions. In a September 3, 1998 notice of availability, EPA provided the public with an opportunity to comment
on how the regional haze rule should address the TEA-21 requirements.[FN54]

FN54 63 FR 46952.

The TEA-21 provisions establish a timetable for the regional haze SIPs by first creating certain deadlines for PM2.5
monitoring and area designations, and then by linking those deadlines to further deadlines for the regional haze program.
The TEA-21 amendments, in section 4102(a), require EPA to fund a PM2.5 monitoring network. In section 4102(b), EPA
and States are required to put this network in place by no later than December 31, 1999.

Section 4102(c)(1) of TEA-21 establishes deadlines for States to use the data collected by the network for purposes of
formally designating areas as attaining the PM2.5 standard or as nonattainment or unclassifiable. Section 4102(c)(1)
states:

(1) The Governors shall be required to submit designations referred to in section 107(d)(1) of the CAA for each area fol-
lowing promulgation of the July 1997 PM2.5 national ambient air quality standard within 1 year after receipt of 3 years
of air quality monitoring data performed in accordance with any applicable Federal reference method for the relevant
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areas.

Section 4102(c)(2) of TEA-21 contains the following language which links the timing requirements for the visibility pro-
gram to the PM2.5 designation process:

(2) For any area designated as nonattainment for the July 1997 PM2.5 national ambient air quality standard in accordance
with the schedule set forth in this section, notwithstanding the time limit prescribed in paragraph (2) of section 169B(e)
of the CAA, the Administrator shall require State implementation plan revisions referred to in such paragraph (2) to be
submitted at the same time as State implementation plan revisions referred to in section 172 of the CAA implementing
the revised national ambient air quality standard for fine particulate matter are required to be submitted. For any area
designated as attainment or unclassifiable for such standard, the Administrator shall require the State implementation
plan revisions referred to in such paragraph (2) to be submitted 1 year after the area has been so designated. The preced-
ing provisions of this paragraph shall not preclude the implementation of the agreements and recommendations set forth
in the GCVTC Report dated June 1996.

To accompany the statutory changes contained in the TEA-21 law, Congress released a Conference Report. With respect
to the visibility provisions of TEA-21, the Conference Report states:

The Conferees recognize that the Regional Haze regulation has not been finalized and the Administrator of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) is still considering the views of various stakeholders. The Conferees agree with EPA's
public statements that the schedule for the State Implementation Plan due pursuant to section 169B(e)(2) of the * * *
[Clean Air] * * * CAA should be harmonized with the Schedule for State Implementation Plan submissions required for
PM2.5 ambient air quality standard promulgated in July, 1997.[FN55]

55 H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 550, 105th Cong., 2d. Sess. 519 (1998), reprinted in 1998
U.S.C.C.A.N., No. 6 at 196.

This new statutory language has two effects. First, it supersedes the section 169B requirement for EPA to require States
to submit SIPs within 12 months of the promulgation of today's final rule. Second, it spells out a timetable for SIP revi-
sions that is linked to the dates of attainment/nonattainment designations for PM2.5. It is important to note that the
timetable is based on the designation of areas within a State. Thus, under the legislation, one State could have multiple
SIP submission deadlines depending on the dates of designation of each area within the State. This issue, and how EPA
intends to address it, is further discussed later in this unit.

According to a Presidential memorandum dated July 16, 1997, the EPA and States must collect 3 years of monitoring
data in order to have a sufficient basis for designations. This point is reiterated in TEA-21.[FN56] Routine collection of
monitoring data begins in 1999. Hence, we expect the requirements of TEA-21, section 4102(c)(1), to result in the fol-
lowing:

FN56 See TEA-21, Section 4102(c)(1).

Submissions of designation requests by States. States must submit designations within 1 year of the date that 3 years of
PM2.5 data are available. Because widespread monitoring for PM2.5 is being implemented between January 1999 and
December 31, 1999, we expect 3 years of data to be collected by December 31, 2001 for most areas and no later than
December 31, 2002 for the remaining areas. Taking into account additional time (not more than 6 months) for quality as-
surance and certification of the data, we expect 3 years of data to be available for States to use for designations between
July 2002 and July 2003. In the TEA-21 amendments, States have up to 1 year to submit designations. Thus, we expect
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that the required date for submittal of designations generally will occur between July 2003 and July 2004.[FN57]

FN57 We expect that some States will want to move expeditiously with some designations,
leading to submissions and final action on some areas as early as late 2002 or early 2003.
Where this is the case, this would lead to earlier regional haze SIP submittal deadlines as
well.

EPA action on State designations. The EPA is required to act upon the designations no later than 1 year after the date
States are required to submit the designations, but not later than December 31, 2005 in any case. If States submit their
designations between July 2003 and July 2004, EPA would be required to designate areas between July 2004 and July
2005.

For areas designated as attainment or unclassifiable, the TEA-21 amendments require that States must submit SIPs for re-
gional haze within 1 year after EPA publishes the designations. As a result, for these areas, regional haze SIPs are likely
to be due generally between July 2005 and July 2006.

For areas designated as nonattainment for fine particulate matter, the TEA-21 amendments require States to submit SIP
revisions addressing regional haze “at the same time as States submit SIPs as required by section 172 of the CAA imple-
menting the July 1997 revision to the national ambient air quality standard for fine particulate matter.”Section 172(b) of
the CAA requires SIPs no later than 3 years after EPA publishes the nonattainment designation. If EPA designates areas
nonattainment between July 2004 and July 2005, the regional haze SIPs for areas designated as nonattainment and the
PM2.5 nonattainment SIPs would both be due no later than the July 2007 to July 2008 timeframe.

The date for startup of PM2.5 monitoring may vary in different parts of a given State. Accordingly, the EPA expects that
States may not be able to submit designation requests at the same time for the entire State. Rather, EPA *35724 expects
that it is possible that individual “areas” within a given State may be designated at different times. Even if areas were all
designated at the same time, in many States some areas will likely be designated attainment, with others designated non-
attainment. In either case, the TEA-21 deadlines would require separate regional haze SIPs for each of these areas to be
submitted at different times.

While the language in TEA-21 establishing the timetable for submission of regional haze SIPs is generally clear, the
transportation legislation does not address the situation where States are participating in a regional planning effort that
incorporates numerous areas. On its face, TEA-21 requires the submission of separate regional haze SIPs on an area-
by-area basis with varying deadlines that could range over a period of several years. As noted above, however, regional
haze is the result of emissions from a number of sources located over a broad geographic area. Because of the long-range
transport of pollutants causing regional haze, EPA believes that well-coordinated regional planning efforts are needed to
make progress toward natural visibility conditions. As EPA noted in the September 3, 1998 notice of availability, we do
not believe that Congress intended to inhibit regional planning efforts by requiring area-by-area submittals. In light of
this, EPA requested comment on incorporating an optional approach into the final rule to facilitate regional planning.

Notice of availability of additional information. The optional approach EPA described in the September 3, 1998 notice of
availability would allow States which commit to participating in regional planning efforts to postpone addressing certain
of the requirements of the regional haze program. Under this approach, States would have the option to first submit SIPs
which contain commitments to specific integrated regional planning efforts but which do not set forth control strategies.
States committing to regional planning would subsequently submit SIP revisions containing control strategies for attain-
ment, unclassifiable, and nonattainment areas at the same time. This would allow multiple areas within a single planning
region to have coordinated deadlines for regional haze control strategies. In the supplemental notice, we noted that this
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approach could have the effect of delaying control strategy plan submittal dates for some areas, but we believe that such
an option will support more effective coordination between the PM2.5 and regional haze programs, will support coordin-
ated regional planning for both programs, and will be consistent with the statement of congressional intent.

Comments received. Some commenters argued that TEA-21 does not authorize EPA to defer implementation of the re-
gional haze program in this way. The basis for this argument is the claim that the 1-year deadline in section 169B(e)(2)
applies only to regulations promulgated pursuant to the report of a visibility transport commission. These commenters
claim that EPA is obligated under section 169A to provide for more expedited implementation of measures to assure
reasonable progress.

The final rule. The regulations made final today are issued under the authority of CAA sections 169A and 169B. As dis-
cussed in unit II.C above, EPA in 1980 explicitly deferred issuing regulations to address regional haze until our scientific
and technical knowledge was better developed. In 1990, Congress amended the CAA by adding section 169B. This sec-
tion authorizes the establishment of visibility transport commissions which, among other things, must issue a report ad-
dressing “the promulgation of regulations under [section 169A] to address long range strategies for addressing regional
haze.”Section 169B further establishes explicit timeframes in which EPA must, taking into account any reports of visibil-
ity transport commissions, issue regulations under section 169A, and in which States must respond by submitting revised
SIPs. Congress modified the timeframe for SIP submission in TEA-21 to ensure the ability of EPA to harmonize the im-
plementation of today's final rule with the requirements for the new PM2.5 NAAQS.[FN58] Today's final rule carries out
EPA's obligation under sections 169A and 169B to issue regulations addressing regional haze according to the timeframe
as set forth in section 169B as modified by TEA-21.

FN58 See H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 550, 105th Cong., 2d. Sess. 517.

The final rule includes the deadlines for SIP submittals set forth in TEA-21 and incorporates an optional set of require-
ments for States which commit to participate in regional planning. Commenters generally agreed with EPA's view in the
notice of availability that it is important to ensure that the PM2.5 program and regional haze program are fully integrated.
The EPA believes that the approach taken in the final rule supports effective coordination between these programs, while
also facilitating regional planning.

In the final rule, the timetable for SIP submittals is set forth in section 51.308(b) and (c).Section 51.308(b) directly codi-
fies the TEA-21 timetable.Section 51.308(c) provides States that have committed to participate with other States in a re-
gional planning process the option of choosing to defer submittal of a SIP which addresses the substantive requirements
of the regional haze program. States are not required to exercise the option provided by section 51.308(c), but those
which do must meet the deadlines set forth in that section for submitting a SIP which addresses the distinct requirements
in section 51.308(c) and a SIP revision which addresses the substantive requirements of the regional haze pro-
gram.[FN59]

FN59 The option for regional planning provided by section 51.308(c) is not available for
Alaska, Hawaii, and the Virgin Islands. Class I areas within their boundaries are not af-
fected by emissions from any other State. As a result, regional planning will not be needed
to develop regional haze SIPs for these areas.

As a first step, States electing to participate in regional planning must submit a SIP demonstrating the State's ongoing
participation in a regional planning process. This SIP must address all areas in the State and is due on the earliest date by
which an implementation plan affecting any area within the State would be due under the TEA-21 deadlines. Unless an
entire State is designated as nonattainment, this SIP will be due 1 year after EPA designates any area within the State as
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attainment or unclassifiable. This SIP submission must contain a number of specific elements to demonstrate the State's
commitment to the regional planning process and to ensure that by the date of the SIP submittal, the States in the regional
planning body have taken the necessary steps to initiate the regional planning process.

The following briefly summarizes the required elements of the first SIP submittal called for under the optional approach
for regional planning:

Need for regional planning. In the SIP, the State must demonstrate the need for regional planning. The State must make
this demonstration by showing that emissions from sources within the State contribute to visibility impairment in Class I
areas in another State, or by showing that other States contribute to visibility impairment in the Class I areas in the State.
The EPA does not intend for this to be an overly complex analysis.

Description of regional planning organization. The State must also submit a detailed description of the regional planning
process. In its SIP, the State must show that the participating *35725 States have a credible regional planning process in
place which all parties are committed to follow. We have outlined general principles for regional planning organizations
in a document entitled Implementation Guidance for the Revised Ozone and Particulate Matter (PM) National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and the Regional Haze Program, which discusses features of effective regional planning
organizations, including a discussion of organization and representation issues, issues related to developing workplans
and schedules, and issues related to ensuring that technical efforts are consistent. This document is available on the inter-
net at http://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1pgm.html.

Enforceable commitment to submit coordinated control strategy by 2008. The regional planning SIP must include provi-
sions requiring the State to submit a SIP revision meeting all of the requirements of the regional haze rule. This SIP revi-
sion is due by the latest date an area within the planning region would be required to submit an implementation plan un-
der TEA-21, but in no event any later than December 31, 2008. The SIP must require that the SIP revision is developed
in coordination with the other States in the regional planning body and that it fully addresses the recommendations of
that body.

List of BART-eligible sources. The State must identify those sources from one of 26 source categories and placed into
operation between 1962 and 1977 that are potentially subject to BART. This information will enable the State and re-
gional planning organization to begin evaluating options for meeting the BART requirement or for implementing an
emissions trading program or alternative measure that achieves greater reasonable progress.

Summary of timetable for submission of the first regional haze SIPs. The following table is a summary of the deadlines
for submitting the first regional haze SIPs.

For this case . . . . . . States must submit the first regional
haze SIPs no later than:

. . . and the SIP must meet . . .

Areas designated as attainment or un-
classifiable for PM2.5

1 year after EPA publishes the designa-
tion (generally 2004-2006)

ALL requirements of section
51.308(d) and (e).

Areas designated as nonattainment for
PM2.5

At the same time as PM2.5 SIPs are due
under section 172 of the CAA. (That is,
3 years after EPA publishes the designa-
tion, generally 2006-2008)

ALL requirements of section
51.308(d) and (e).

States participating in multistate region-
al planning efforts for combined attain-

Two phases: The regional planning requirements
listed in section 51.308(c).
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ment and nonattainment areas

Commitment to regional planning due 1
year after the EPA publishes the first
designation for any area within the
State, and

Complete implementation plan due at
the same time as PM2.5 SIPs are due
under section 172 of the CAA. (That is,
3 years after EPA publishes the designa-
tion)

The “core requirements” listed in sec-
tion 51.308(d) and BART require-

ments in section 51.308(e).

States following the recommendations
of the GCVTC, as contained in section
51.309 of the final rule

December 31, 2003 SIPs must meet the specific provi-
sions for Grand Canyon Transport

Region States listed in section 51.309.

C. Tracking Deciviews and Emissions Reductions

Visibility impairment is caused by particles and gases in the atmosphere. Some particles and gases scatter light, while
others absorb light. The net effect is called “light extinction.” The result of these processes is a reduction of the amount
of light from a scene that is returned to the observer, creating a hazy condition.

Proposed rule. In the proposal, EPA established a regulatory framework by which a State would establish a “reasonable
progress target” for each Class I area within its borders for the purpose of improving visibility on the worst visibility
days over the next 10 or 15 years. The States would implement emission management strategies to improve visibility in
these Class I areas. The proposal also called for the States to monitor progress in improving visibility over time. The
EPA proposed that visibility targets and tracking of visibility changes over time be expressed in terms of the “deciview”
haze metric. The proposal also called for the tracking of pollutant emissions to supplement the tracking of monitored vis-
ibility changes for use in periodically reviewing State progress in achieving visibility targets. The proposal included the
definition of the deciview metric for tracking visibility. The proposal also called for a review of emissions reductions
achieved as part of the long-term strategy.

Deciview. The proposal explained that the deciview is an atmospheric haze index that expresses changes in visibility.
This visibility metric expresses uniform changes in haziness in terms of common increments across the entire range of
visibility conditions, from pristine to extremely hazy conditions.[FN60] Because each unit change in deciview represents
a common change in perception, the deciview scale is like the decibel scale for sound. The proposal also stated that “A
one deciview change in haziness is a small but noticeable change in haziness under most circumstances when viewing
scenes in Class I areas.”[FN61]

FN60 Pitchford, M. and Malm, W., “Development and Applications of a Standard Visual
Index,”Atmospheric Environment, v. 28, no. 5, March 1994.

FN61 62 FR 41145.

The proposal discussed that an advantage to using the deciview over other scales is that it can be used to express changes
in visibility impairment in a way that corresponds to human perception in a linear, or one for one, manner. For example,
this metric is designed such that a change of 3 deciviews in a highly impaired environment would be perceived as
roughly the same degree of change as a 3 deciview change in a relatively clear environment. As noted in the preamble to
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the proposed regulation, the deciview is mathematically related to other common metrics used to describe visibility: the
light extinction coefficient and visual range. However, the deciview metric can be used to compare changes in perception
in a way that the other two metrics cannot. This feature makes the deciview a more useful metric for regulatory purposes.
For example, a 5-*35726 mile change in visual range can in some cases be very significant, such as from 5 to 10 miles in
an impaired environment (equal to a change of 6.9 deciviews), whereas a 5-mile change may not be perceptible in a less
impaired environment, such as from 95 to 100 miles (equal to a change of 0.5 deciviews). The following sections discuss
the comments received on specific issues and how such issues are addressed in the final rule.

Tracking emissions versus visibility. Many commenters supported the use of the deciview metric to track changes in vis-
ibility improvement as a key aspect of the program. These commenters agreed with EPA's proposal that under a visibil-
ity-oriented program, progress in fact should be tracked in terms of a visibility-based metric. Others felt the program
could be successfully implemented by tracking emissions only because this approach would not be greatly affected by
meteorological variations as would an approach based on ambient monitoring.

The final rule provides for the tracking of both visibility improvement and emissions reductions.[FN62] The final rule
presents visibility improvement and tracking of emissions as linked elements of the program. The EPA has retained the
use of the deciview metric for tracking changes in visibility. The EPA believes the tracking of actual visibility improve-
ments is necessary to be responsive to the goals of the CAA. Section 169A(a) of the CAA sets forth the national goal of
the “prevention of any future, and the remedying of any existing, impairment of visibility in Class I areas which impair-
ment results from manmade air pollution.”The CAA also requires EPA to establish regulations to be implemented by the
States to ensure that ‘reasonable progress' is made toward the national goal. In addition, section 169B(e) of the CAA
calls for EPA to carry out its “regulatory responsibilities under section 169A, including criteria for measuring
‘reasonable progress' toward the national goal.”[FN63]

FN62 Tracking of visibility is addressed in section 51.308(d) and 51.308(g). Tracking of
emissions reductions is addressed in section 51.308(g).

FN63 Section 169B(e)(1).

The EPA believes that tracking of emissions reductions is also an important component of the regional haze program.
The mechanism for achieving improvements in visibility will be the implementation of enforceable emissions reduction
measures that have been adopted as part of the SIP. Tracking emissions will provide a good indicator of whether adopted
measures are reducing emissions and is thus a useful indicator of progress in reducing visibility impairment. The tracking
of emissions without concurrently tracking changes in visibility, however, would be problematic because of the variable
effect on visibility of each of the principal constituents of PM, the more significant light scattering efficiency of fine PM
versus coarse PM, and the generally greater effect of nearby versus distant sources on visibility impairment.

Since the national goal is expressed in terms of air quality (i.e., visibility) rather than emissions, we believe that it is very
important to require the quantitative tracking of visibility impairment as an integral element in measuring reasonable pro-
gress. Because ambient monitoring data are subject to meteorological fluctuations, EPA designs standards and require-
ments for analysis of monitoring data to limit the effects of unusual meteorological events. For regional haze, we have
provided in this final rule for the tracking of visibility trends based on 5-year averages of annual deciview values for the
most impaired and least impaired days. We believe that this approach responds to commenters' concerns about significant
unusual fluctuations in annual average values for the best and worst days due to unusual meteorological conditions in any
particular year. However, it is also important to note that EPA has long held that normal meteorological variations should
be explicitly accounted for in air quality analyses and control strategy design. Air quality improvement plans should be
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able to assure protection of public health and welfare under the normal and foreseeable range of meteorological condi-
tions.

Tracking visibility in deciviews. Some commenters disagreed with the use of the deciview to measure changes in visibil-
ity, claiming that the deciview metric has not been adequately reviewed for use in a regulatory program. The EPA dis-
agrees with this assertion. The EPA believes the deciview metric has been adequately reviewed for use in the regional
haze program. The deciview concept was introduced in 1994 in an article appearing in the peer-reviewed journal Atmo-
spheric Environment.[FN64] It was presented in the 1996 Criteria Document for the PM NAAQS as a valid metric for
characterizing visibility impairment.[FN65] The EPA also recognized the deciview as an appropriate metric for regulat-
ory purposes in chapter 8 of the 1996 Staff Paper for the PM NAAQS review.[FN66] Both of these documents were re-
viewed and accepted by the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee. Visibility conditions at Class I areas have been
characterized in terms of deciview in summary reports on the IMPROVE visibility monitoring network.[FN67]

FN64 Pitchford, M. and Malm, W., “Development and Applications of a Standard Visual
Index,”Atmospheric Environment, V. 28, no. 5, March 1994.

FN65 U.S. EPA, Air Quality Criteria for Particulate Matter, Research Triangle Park, NC,
National Center for Environmental Assessment. Office of Research and Development, July
1996.

FN66 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Review of the National Ambient Air Qual-
ity Standards for Particulate Matter: Policy Assessment of Scientific and Technical In-
formation. OAQPS Staff Paper. Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards. July 1996.

FN67 Sisler, J., et al., Spatial and Seasonal Patterns and Long-Term Variability of the
Composition of the Haze in the United States: An Analysis of Data from the IMPROVE
Network. Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere, Colorado State Uni-
versity, 1996. See also Sisler, J., et al., Spatial and Temporal Patterns and the Chemical
Composition of the Haze in the United States: An Analysis of Data From the IMPROVE
Network, 1988-1991, Fort Collins, CO, 1993.

The EPA also supports use of the deciview metric because it satisfies one of the recommendations of the NAS Commit-
tee on Haze in National Parks and Wilderness Areas. In its 1993 report on visibility, the NAS recommended the develop-
ment of an index that takes into account both measurement of physical changes (i.e., changes in air quality) with ele-
ments of human perception.[FN68] Further, a report on the regional haze proposal by the Congressional Research Ser-
vice found that the deciview index “conforms closely”[FN69] to the NAS recommendation cited above.

FN68 National Research Council, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness
Areas, 1993, p. 354.

FN69 Congressional Research Service, Regional Haze: EPA's Proposal to Improve Visibil-
ity in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, November 17, 1997, p. 17.

Some commenters stated that the final rule should not suggest that a one deciview change is the threshold of perception
in all cases for all scenes. The EPA agrees with the comment that a one deciview change should not be considered the
threshold of perception in all cases for all scenes. The EPA believes that visibility changes of less than one deciview are
likely to be perceptible in some cases, especially where the scene being viewed is highly sensitive to small amounts of
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pollution. The EPA also acknowledges the technical point made by some commenters that for other types of scenes with
other site-specific *35727 conditions,[FN70] a change of more than 1 deciview might be required in order for the change
to be perceptible. However, EPA wishes to emphasize that the overall goal of the regional haze program is not to track
changes in visibility for only certain vistas at a specific Class I area. Rather, the program is designed to track changes in
regional visibility for the range of possible views of sky and terrain found in any Class I area, and to assure progress to-
ward the national goal. For this purpose, EPA supports the use of the deciview metric as calculated from ambient monit-
oring data for tracking changes in regional visibility. The monitoring network is not designed to track changes in visibil-
ity for specific views in each Class I area. Rather, the network is designed to characterize visibility conditions that, for
each site, are representative of a fairly broad geographic region. The EPA believes this approach is consistent with the
nature of regional haze, which is defined as a uniform haze caused by numerous sources covering a broad area. Thus, al-
though a 1 deciview change may not be the threshold of perception in all situations, the fundamental advantage of using
the deciview remains: the deciview metric expresses uniform changes in haziness in terms of common increments across
the entire range of visibility conditions, from pristine to extremely hazy conditions. The metric provides a useful means
of expressing changes in visibility caused by changes in air quality while also providing a scale that relates visibility to
perception. The final rule maintains the deciview as the principle visibility metric used in establishing reasonable pro-
gress goals, in defining baseline, current, and natural conditions, and in tracking changes in visibility conditions over
time. States may choose to express visibility changes in terms of other metrics, such as visual range or light extinction, as
well as in terms of deciview. The definition in the final rule was modified slightly to provide additional clarity.

FN70 For example, where the sight path to a scenic feature is less than the maximum visu-
al range.

Light extinction calculated from aerosol data. Some other commenters did not support EPA's proposed approach to cal-
culating light extinction based on monitored fine particle data (referred to as “reconstructed light extinction” in the pro-
posal). These commenters preferred other methods, such as direct measurement of light scattering or light extinction with
an optical device. While such methods are desired in comprehensively monitoring visibility impairment, the EPA sup-
ports the use of a common approach for calculating visibility changes based on monitored fine particle data as the
primary monitoring method for tracking visual air quality.

Such an approach has been established and implemented for many years by the IMPROVE Steering Committee. The IM-
PROVE approach uses a set of standard assumptions,[FN71] which have been tested and found to be reasonable, in cal-
culating light extinction and deciviews from changes in air quality. Two important aspects of the approach are: (1) Stand-
ard rates of light extinction per unit mass of visibility-impairing pollutants (e.g., sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon, element-
al carbon, and crustal material); and (2) standard effects of humidity on sulfate and nitrate.

FN71 See Sisler, et al., Spatial and Seasonal Patterns and Long-Term Variability of the
Composition of the Haze in the United States: An Analysis of Data from the IMPROVE
Network. Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere, Colorado State Uni-
versity, 1996.

Through extensive analysis of empirical data, a value (or “dry extinction coefficient”) has been developed for each aero-
sol component which represents the amount of light extinction (expressed in inverse megameters) caused by each micro-
gram/m3 of that component. Light extinction is calculated by multiplying the aerosol mass for each component by its ex-
tinction coefficient and summing the products. Because sulfates and nitrates become more efficient at scattering light as
humidity increases, the values for these two components are also multiplied by a relative humidity adjustment factor. It
has been shown that annual and seasonal light extinction values developed according to this method correlate well with
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averages of optical measurements of light extinction for the same locations.[FN72] The EPA plans to issue future guid-
ance describing the details of calculating visibility changes in this manner and tracking visibility over time.

FN72 Id.

Although light extinction can be measured directly by certain optical devices (i.e., transmissometers and nephelometers),
EPA supports an approach based on the mass of PM components derived from ambient monitoring for calculating light
extinction for two main reasons. First, this approach provides for the tracking of actual changes in the components of air
pollution, and the information obtained from analysis of the chemical composition of PM is critical to the air quality
modeling and strategy development processes. By understanding the chemical composition of particulate matter, we can
better define the manmade and natural components contributing to overall light extinction. Second, direct measurements
of visibility from some optical instruments (e.g., transmissometer) are more frequently disrupted by precipitation events
(i.e., rain or snow) than are aerosol measurements.

For all of the reasons discussed above, the final rule provides for the tracking of visibility and emissions reductions. The
deciview will be the principal visibility metric for use in implementing the regional haze program. The deciview will be
used for expressing reasonable progress goals, defining baseline, current, and natural conditions, and tracking changes in
visibility conditions over time. The definition of deciview in the final rule in section 51.301(bb) was modified slightly to
provide additional clarity and state that deciview values are to be derived from calculated light extinction based on aero-
sol measurements in accordance with EPA guidance.

D. Regional Haze Implementation Plan Principles

Section 169A of the CAA calls for States to develop implementation plans ensuring reasonable progress toward the na-
tional goal, including emission limits, schedules of compliance and other measures as necessary. At a minimum, the
CAA calls for SIPs to include a long-term strategy and provisions for BART for certain major stationary sources. We
would like to emphasize several overarching themes for the specific implementation plan requirements in the final rule:

- Regional haze regulations and State implementation plans must address all of the statutory requirements outlined in
169A and 169B of the CAA. Regional haze requirements must address a number of specific statutory requirements, in-
cluding “criteria for reasonable progress,” long-term strategies addressing all types of sources and activities, and best
available retrofit technology for certain stationary sources. The implementation plan requirements in the final rule are de-
signed to ensure that all of these statutory requirements will be met.

- Tracking “reasonable progress” should involve the tracking of both emissions and visibility improvement. Regional
haze implementation plans must include provisions for tracking the implementation of enforceable emission management
strategies designed to make reasonable progress toward the national *35728 visibility goal. Emission control measures
will be the component that will be enforceable to ensure reasonable progress. Measuring reasonable progress should in-
volve tracking the actual emissions achieved through implementation of such strategies, and the tracking of visibility for
the most impaired and least impaired days using established monitoring and data analysis techniques.

- Strategies for improving visibility should address all types of sources. Section 169A provides for State long-term
strategies to address all types of sources and activities emitting pollutants that contribute to visibility impairment in Class
I areas, including stationary, mobile, and area sources. Implementation plans also must give specific attention to certain
stationary sources built between 1962 and 1977 and provide for meeting the BART provisions for these sources.

- Successful implementation of the regional haze program will involve long-term regional coordination among States.
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Pollution affecting the air quality in Class I areas can be transported long distances, even hundreds of kilometers. There-
fore, States will need to develop strategies in coordination with one another, taking into account the effect of emissions
from one jurisdiction to air quality in another. In addition, as noted by the NAS study, “achieving the national visibility
goal will require a substantial, long-term program.”[FN73] Accordingly, the regional haze program requires the periodic
review by each State of whether “reasonable progress” is being achieved and revisions of implementation plans as
needed to continue progress toward the national visibility goal.

FN73 National Research Council, Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wilderness
Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National Academy
Press, 1993.

E. Determination of “Baseline,” “Natural” and “Current” Visibility

Background. The fundamental goal of the visibility program, as provided by Congress, is the prevention of future visibil-
ity impairment and the remedying of existing impairment in Class I areas. Thus, the regional haze program must track
progress toward the national goal.

In order to facilitate this tracking process, the proposed rule required each State having one or more Class I areas to es-
tablish, and update as necessary, three important visibility parameters for the best and worst visibility days at each Class
I area within the State. Each parameter is discussed in detail below.

- Baseline conditions—Baseline conditions represent visibility for the best and worst days at the time the regional haze
program is established. Baseline conditions are calculated using multiyear averaging.

- Natural conditions—As specified in the CAA, estimated natural conditions, or the visibility conditions that would be
experienced in the absence of human-caused impairment, constitute the ultimate goal of the program. Under the regional
haze program, natural conditions need to be estimated for the 20 percent best and worst days.

- Current conditions—Current conditions for the best and worst days are calculated from a multiyear average, based on
the most recent years of monitored data. This value would be revised at the time of each periodic SIP revision, and would
be used to illustrate: (1) The amount of progress made since the last SIP revision, and (2) the amount of progress made
from the baseline period of the program.

Baseline Conditions

Proposed rule. The preamble to the proposal discussed an approach for determining baseline visibility conditions for the
haziest 20 percent and clearest 20 percent of days that would allow using a minimum of 3 years of monitored data, and
up to a maximum of 9 years of data.

Comments received. The EPA received some comments suggesting that it would be more equitable to use a standardized
time period to establish baseline values for all Class I areas across the country. Other commenters supported the use of
baseline values based on a varying number of years from site to site. Some commenters also supported the establishment
of baseline conditions based on a period of time longer than 3 years because a 3-year period could be significantly influ-
enced by unique meteorological circumstances.

Final rule. After considering public comments on the baseline issue, EPA has determined that the most appropriate
“baseline period” would be a fixed, 5-year period extending from calendar year 2000 through calendar year 2004. The
EPA concluded that a standard baseline period provides for greater national consistency in establishing this important
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value, and therefore, is preferable to a provision allowing the baseline period to be a variable number of years. Using a
common number of years and data points to calculate the baseline value for each site is consistent with fundamental stat-
istical principles and will provide for easy comparison of data from multiple sites as the program is implemented.

The EPA also concluded that it would be preferable to have a baseline value based on more than 3 years in order to es-
tablish a more robust baseline value. The EPA agrees with commenters that a 5-year period, rather than a 3-year period,
provides for a more stable treatment of the inherent variability in emissions and meteorology. This approach decreases
the probability that the baseline period will be unduly affected by unusual or nonrepresentative events.

In deciding upon the specific baseline period of 2000-2004, the Agency took into account the fact that EPA has obtained
funding to provide several hundred monitors to the States for the purposes of characterizing PM2.5 concentrations in urb-
an and rural areas nationally. In accordance with the part 58 monitoring provision enabling IMPROVE protocol aerosol
monitors to be used to characterize PM2.5 conditions at background and transport sites, the IMPROVE network will be
expanding from 30 to more than 100 sites by the end of 1999 in order to characterize both background PM2.5 levels and
visibility impairment levels in Class I areas. Thus, EPA concluded that the baseline period should begin in 2000, after
monitoring coverage for Class I areas is expanded significantly.

The approach to calculating baseline values will also provide for more stable values because the frequency of monitoring
samples in the IMPROVE network will increase in 1999 to one sample every 3 days. In this way, the frequency of
sampling for IMPROVE will be consistent with the PM2.5 monitoring approach. Thus, annual values should become
more robust since 17 percent more samples will be collected each year. Baseline conditions must be determined in terms
of deciviews for the years 2000-2004 for the “most impaired days” and the “least impaired days.” The final rule defines
these values as the average of the 20 percent of monitored days with the highest or lowest light extinction values, ex-
pressed in deciviews. The EPA will issue guidance for calculating baseline visibility conditions based on ambient monit-
oring data. The baseline value is determined by calculating the average deciview value for the 20 percent most (or least)
impaired days for each of the 5 years (2000 through 2004), and by averaging those five values.

The final rule also calls for baseline conditions to be established by the State for any Class I area without on-site monit-
oring by using “representative” monitoring data for the site. In the SIP, the State will need to provide an adequate
demonstration supporting the *35729 use of any “representative” data. The EPA will issue guidance to help the States
address this issue. The IMPROVE Steering Committee (comprised of representatives from EPA, States, and FLMs) is
working to develop acceptable criteria to configure the expanded visibility monitoring network in such a way that virtu-
ally all Class I areas will either have an aerosol monitor or will be characterized by a “representative” site. The IM-
PROVE Steering Committee, including State representatives, will complete the process for identifying representative
sites before monitoring for the expanded network begins in the year 2000. For this reason, it is expected that most States
needing to rely on representative data from another site will be able to meet the requirement of section 51.308(d)(4) by
referencing the Visibility Monitoring Guidance Document, which will be released shortly after promulgation of this rule,
and other technical support materials developed by the IMPROVE Steering Committee to support the determination of
representative sites.

Finally, States that submit SIPs for regional haze by 2003 under section 51.309 (further discussion in unit IV) must de-
termine baseline conditions based on the most recent 5-year period for which monitoring data are available for the Class
I area. For an area without monitoring data, the State may use data from another representative Class I area.

Natural Visibility Conditions

Proposal. The proposed rule called for each State having a Class I area, in consultation with the appropriate FLMs, to: (1)
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Develop a procedure to estimate natural conditions for the 20 percent most impaired and least impaired days at each
Class I area within the State; and (2) provide this estimate with the State's first SIP revision for regional haze (in the
2003-2005 timeframe as stated in the proposal). The estimates for natural conditions would be expressed in deciviews.
The preamble cited as a default annual average, estimates of natural visibility that were included in the 1991 NAPAP
chapter on visibility. When converted to deciview values, these annual average estimates are 9.6 deciviews in the Eastern
United States and 5.3 deciviews in the Western United States.

Comments received. A number of commenters noted that there are several factors which can make the determination of
natural conditions difficult. For example, organic aerosols resulting from biogenic sources, windblown dust, and natural
causes of fire all contribute to natural visibility conditions. Several commenters emphasized the difficulty in determining
the estimated contribution of naturally-caused fire to natural conditions. Some commenters suggested that EPA provide
guidance on how to estimate natural conditions.

Final rule. The EPA understands that estimating natural visibility conditions can involve many technically complex is-
sues. The EPA is committed to working with the States, tribes, and FLMs on this issue to develop technical guidance on
estimating natural visibility conditions. The EPA expects that these estimates may be refined over time. In addition, after
the regional haze rule is promulgated, and in advance of SIP due dates, EPA plans to revise the Interim Air Quality
Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fires[FN74] to address a number of issues, including the contribution of fire to natur-
al visibility conditions.

FN74 Interim Air Quality Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Fires, U.S. EPA, Office of
Air Quality Planning and Standards, May 1998.

Consistent with the proposal, the final rule retains the requirement that each State provide an adequate estimate of natural
visibility conditions for best and worst visibility days in each Class I area within the State. These estimates will be due at
the time the State submits its initial control strategy SIP for regional haze. However, because the requirement for a SIP
revision within 12 months of promulgation has been overridden by the provisions of TEA-21, there no longer is a re-
quirement for States to separately submit to EPA recommended procedures for estimating natural conditions in advance
of their control strategy SIPs.[FN75]

FN75 See unit III.B. for a detailed discussion of the TEA-21 provisions and their affect on
the timing for implementation of the regional haze program.

The EPA recommends that the States work closely with the FLMs, tribes, and EPA in developing and documenting in
their SIPs appropriate methods for estimating natural conditions. Estimates of natural visibility conditions are needed to
aid all interested parties, including the general public, in understanding how “close” or “far” a particular Class I area is in
relation to the ultimate goal of the program. Understanding the estimated relative contributions of natural PM constitu-
ents (such as organic carbon and crustal material) also can help the States and tribes in understanding the extent of the
contribution from manmade components, and thus can help in designing appropriate emission management strategies in
the future. With each subsequent SIP revision, the estimates of natural conditions for each Class I area may be reviewed
and revised as appropriate as the technical basis for estimates of natural conditions improve.

The EPA believes that, as a starting point, it will be appropriate to derive regional estimates of natural visibility condi-
tions by using estimates of natural levels of visibility-impairing pollutants[FN76] in conjunction with the IMPROVE
methodology for calculating light extinction from measurements of the five main components of fine particle mass
(sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon, elemental carbon, and crustal material). By using this approach with appropriate as-
sumptions for annual average relative humidity, EPA estimates natural conditions for the worst visibility days to be ap-
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proximately 11-12 deciviews in the east and 8 deciviews in the west. The EPA supports use of these estimating tech-
niques as a valid starting point because they rely on peer-reviewed estimates of the natural composition of fine particle
mass,[FN77] and analysis of data from the IMPROVE program's well-established approach, refined over the past 10
years or more, for calculating light extinction from monitored PM constituents.

FN76 See National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program. Acid Deposition: State of Sci-
ence and Technology. Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Conditions—Causes
and Effects, Table 24-6. Washington, DC. 1991.

FN77 The NAPAP estimates were cited in both the Criteria Document and EPA Staff for
the PM NAAQS.

Because these values are expressed in regional terms only, further refinement of these estimates will need to take place in
the future on a site-specific basis. However, because current conditions at most Class I areas with existing IMPROVE
monitoring exceed the above estimates by at least several deciviews (with some of the more impaired Class I areas hav-
ing values that exceed estimated natural conditions by 20 deciviews or more), EPA does not believe that such refined
values are necessary for the initial 10-year program implementation period. As the difference between current and natural
conditions for a particular Class I area becomes smaller, it will be important to develop more precise techniques for es-
timating natural conditions.

Current Conditions

Proposal. The proposed rule required the State to revise its long-term strategy every 3 years and to compare current con-
ditions to the visibility conditions existing at the time of its previous long-term strategy revision. Current conditions
would be established for the most impaired and least impaired days, and would be expressed in deciviews.*35730

Comments received. Many commenters supported EPA's approach to periodic tracking of changes in visibility to determ-
ine reasonable progress. Some commenters felt that averaging 5 years of data, rather than 3, would be preferable.

Final rule.Section 51.308(f)(1) of the final rule retains the requirement for each State, at the time of any SIP revision, to
determine the current visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days for each Class I area within the
State. Current conditions are to be based on the 5 most recent years of monitoring data available at the time a SIP revi-
sion or progress report is submitted. The approach for calculating current conditions is similar to the approach for calcu-
lating baseline conditions discussed above: the value is determined by calculating the average for the 20 percent most im-
paired days for each of the 5 most recent years for which quality-assured data are available, and then by calculating the
average of those five values.[FN78]

FN78 See the section on Baseline Conditions for a discussion of the rationale for selecting
a 5-year period.

Sections 51.308(f)(1) and 51.308(g)(3) of the final rule also require the State to calculate the difference between current
conditions and several other parameters so that this information can be taken into account when the State is revising its
SIP and considering new reasonable progress goals. A discussion of these calculations is provided in unit III.J of this pre-
amble addressing periodic SIP revisions and progress reports.

Summary

The following summary table further illustrates the uses of “baseline,” “natural,” and current conditions in the regional
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haze program.

Term What does it mean? How is it used in the regional haze
program?

“Baseline conditions” Visibility (in deciviews) for the 20 per-
cent most-impaired days, and for the 20
percent least-impaired days, for the
years 2000 through 2004

“Baseline” conditions are used in two
ways:

(1) For the first regional haze SIPs,
due in about 2006-2008, baseline con-
ditions are the reference point against
which visibility improvement is
tracked.

(2) For subsequent SIP updates (in the
year 2018 and every 10 years there-
after), baseline conditions are used to
calculate progress from the beginning
of the regional haze program.

“Natural conditions” The level of visibility (in deciviews) for
the 20 percent most-impaired days, and
for the 20 percent least-impaired days,
that would exist if there were no man-
made impairment.

“Natural conditions” represents the
absence of visibility impairment due
to human-caused emissions, the ulti-
mate goal of the regional haze pro-
gram.

“Current conditions” “Visibility (in deciviews) for the 20 per-
cent most-impaired days, and for the 20
percent least-impaired days, for the
most recent 5-year period

For the initial planning SIPs,
“current” and “baseline” conditions
are the same.

For subsequent 5-year progress re-
ports, “current conditions” describe
the amount of progress that has been
made at the mid-course review point
halfway through an implementation
cycle.

For subsequent comprehensive re-
gional haze SIPs (beginning in 2018
and every 10 years thereafter),
“current conditions” will be used to
show how much progress has been
made relative to the “baseline,” and
will serve as the reference point for
tracking progress for the next imple-
mentation period.
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F. Reasonable Progress Goals

The previous section discussed three important visibility parameters for tracking “reasonable progress” toward the na-
tional visibility goal. In this section, EPA describes the requirements of section 51.308(d)(1) of the final rule for States to
establish “reasonable progress goals” for each Class I area within the State. In addition, this section also discusses im-
portant analyses and other factors for States to take into consideration in setting these goals.

Proposed rule. In the proposed rule, EPA presented a framework for a long-term program under which continued pro-
gress would be achieved in Class I areas toward the national visibility goal. The EPA proposed presumptive “reasonable
progress targets,” expressed in terms of deciviews, for the purposes of improving visibility on the 20 percent worst days
and allowing no degradation of visibility on the 20 percent best days. Two options were presented for the presumptive
target for the most impaired days: (1) A rate of improvement equivalent to 1.0 deciview over a 10-year period, and (2) a
rate of improvement equivalent to 1.0 deciview over a 15-year period. For the least impaired days, EPA proposed a target
of no degradation, defined as less than a 0.1 deciview increase.

The EPA noted that the 10- and 15-year time periods for tracking improvement were consistent with section
169A(b)(2)(B), which calls for States to develop long-term strategies covering 10 to 15 years. The EPA also emphasized
the importance of achieving a perceptible change in visibility over the time period of a long-term strategy. In addition,
EPA stated that gradual improvements in visibility as defined by reasonable progress targets were consistent with the
GCVTC definition of reasonable progress, which is “achieving continuous emissions necessary to reduce existing
impairment and attain steady improvement of visibility in mandatory Class I areas.*35731 * * *”[FN79] As noted in unit
III.C., EPA also proposed to track progress in relation to the targets through the use of monitored air quality data and cal-
culation of light extinction values from this aerosol data.

FN79 GCVTC Report, June 1996, p. x.

The proposal also provided a process by which a State could establish alternate reasonable progress targets, expressed in
deciviews, provided the State justified the alternate target based on a review of the relevant statutory factors.[FN80]
These factors are:

FN80 See CA A section 169A(g)(1) and 169A(g)(2). See also 62 FR 41145-41148.

- The costs of compliance;

- The time necessary for compliance;

- The energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance; and

- The remaining useful life of any existing source subject to such requirements.

Comments received. A number of commenters advocated a faster rate of improvement than the proposed presumptive
rate of 1 deciview every 10 or 15 years since, as proposed, they claimed it could take more than 200 years to reach the
national visibility goal in some eastern locations. They felt that this rate of progress should not be considered
“reasonable.” Many of these commenters supported a rate of improvement for the worst days equal to 10-20 percent of
the current deciview value (i.e., 3-6 deciviews per 10 years in an average eastern location with a worst day value of 30
deciviews, and 1.5-3.0 deciviews for an average southwestern location with a worst day value of 15 deciviews). A num-
ber of other commenters interpreted the proposed rule as requiring an inflexible visibility “standard” of 1 deciview im-
provement every 10 or 15 years. They maintained that such a standard would be infeasible to achieve in some areas of
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the country, and that EPA had failed to justify such a presumption through an analysis of the statutory factors in section
169A(g). These commenters wanted the States to have greater flexibility in setting visibility goals. Some commenters
stated that 1 deciview is not the threshold of perception in all situations, and that for this reason the one deciview pre-
sumptive target in the proposal should be dropped. Other commenters asserted that the no degradation target for the best
visibility days would prevent new source growth in some areas. Some commenters also opposed the presumptive target
because of the concern that a State could be subject to a citizen lawsuit for not meeting a reasonable progress target.

Final rule. In considering how to address the reasonable progress target issue in the final rule, EPA was mindful of the
balance that must be maintained between the need for strategies that will achieve meaningful improvements in air quality
and the need to provide appropriate flexibility for States in designing strategies that are responsive to both air quality and
economic concerns. After considering the comments on the “presumptive target” issue, EPA has revised the rule to elim-
inate “presumptive targets.” There is no presumptive target that States are required to meet to achieve reasonable pro-
gress. States have flexibility in determining their reasonable progress goals based on consideration of the statutory
factors. However, as discussed below, the final rule requires States to conduct certain analyses to ensure that they con-
sider the possibility of setting an ambitious reasonable progress goal, one that is aimed at reaching natural background
conditions in 60 years.

The final rule calls for States to establish “reasonable progress goals,”[FN81] expressed in deciviews, for each Class I
area for the purpose of improving visibility on the haziest days and not allowing degradation on the clearest days over the
period of each implementation plan or revision. The EPA believes that requiring States to establish such goals is consist-
ent with section 169A of the CAA, which gives EPA broad authority to establish regulations to “ensure reasonable pro-
gress,” and with section 169B of the CAA, which calls for EPA to establish “criteria for measuring reasonable progress”
toward the national goal.

FN81 See section 51.308(d)(1).

This approach is designed to address the concerns of those commenters interested in greater State flexibility in setting
visibility goals, as well as the concerns of those commenters who believed that the presumptive 1 deciview target ap-
proach could actually provide a disincentive for some States to pursue more ambitious rates of progress, particularly for
the most impaired Class I areas in the East. The EPA has taken this approach in the final rule because the CAA national
visibility goal and “reasonable progress” provisions do not mandate specific rates of progress, but instead call for
“reasonable progress” toward the ultimate goal of returning to natural background conditions. Today's final rule requires
the States to determine the rate of progress for remedying existing impairment that is reasonable, taking into considera-
tion the statutory factors, and informed by input from all stakeholders.

Required analysis of rate of progress which would attain natural conditions in sixty years. The EPA received numerous
comments expressing the concern that a rate of progress that would result in reaching the national goal in 200 years
should not be considered “reasonable.” These comments are based on the fact that the most impaired Eastern United
States Class I areas have current conditions for the worst days (around 26-31 deciviews) that exceed estimated natural
conditions (approximately 10-12 deciviews) by 16-20 deciviews or more. At the proposed presumptive rate of progress
of 1 deciview per 10 years, it would take 200 years or more to reach the national visibility goal in many Eastern Class I
areas. In addition, several commenters felt that rates of progress should vary between the east and the west because many
parts of the western United States have much lower levels of visibility impairment than the east. For example, they asser-
ted that a 1 deciview improvement over 10 years may not be very ambitious in an eastern location, whereas it could be
very ambitious in some of the least impaired Class I areas in the west.
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In order to address the diverse concerns of commenters on the proposal, EPA is establishing an analytical requirement
that takes into account the varying levels of visibility impairment in Class I areas around the country while ensuring an
equitable approach nationwide. To determine an equitable analytical approach, we considered the CAA amendments of
1990, which require actions to attain air quality health standards over a 20-year period for the 1-hour ozone standard, de-
pending on the severity of the area's problem, and over a 10-year period for new standards, such as the new 8-hour ozone
standard and the PM2.5 standards. The CAA also requires reductions over the same time period to address acid rain. In
the eastern United States, EPA's analyses show that the reductions from these and other CAA programs will result in a
rate of improvement estimated at approximately 3 deciviews over the period from the mid-1990's to about 2005.[FN82]
The EPA calculated that if this rate of improvement could be sustained, these areas would reach the national goal in 60
years.[FN83] The EPA *35732 concluded that it would be reasonable to establish an analytical requirement based on this
rate of progress given that this rate of improvement is expected to be achieved due to emissions under CAA programs.

FN82 U.S. EPA, Effects of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments on Visibility in Class I
Areas: An EPA Report to Congress. Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, EPA-
452/R-93-014, 1993.

FN83 Calculated by dividing 3 deciviews (per 10 years) into an average of 18 deciviews
away from [natural conditions, and multiplying 6 increments by 10 years, assuming 10
years to achieve each increment.

The EPA also believes that the analytical requirement of the rate of improvement needed to reach natural conditions in
60 years is reasonable because in the near-term, cost-effective controls will continue to be available to reduce emissions
that contribute to visibility impairment in Class I areas across the country. Recent analyses for other air quality programs
show that significant emissions can be achieved through cost-effective control measures.

In addition, in the longer term, it can be expected that continued progress in visibility will be possible as industrial facil-
ities built in the latter half of the 20th century reach the end of their “useful lives” and are retired and/or replaced by
cleaner, more fuel-efficient facilities. Significant improvements in pollution prevention techniques, emissions control
technologies, and renewable energy have been made over the past 30 years, and continue to be made. History strongly
suggests that further innovations in control technologies are likely to continue in future decades, leading to the ability of
new plants to meet lower emissions rates.

In light of this analysis of progress that could potentially be achieved, EPA has established in section 51.308(d)(1)(i)(B)
an analytical requirement for setting reasonable progress goals that should provide for greater equity between goals set
for the more impaired Eastern United States and the less impaired Western United States. This analytical requirement has
the following four steps.

First, the State (or regional planning group) must compare the baseline visibility conditions in the years 2000-2004 (in
deciviews) for the most impaired days with the natural background conditions, for each relevant Class I area. From this
comparison, the State must determine the amount of progress needed to reach natural background conditions in 60 years,
that is, by the year 2064. For example, if the baseline visibility is 30 deciviews, and the natural background is 12 de-
civiews, then this step would show the need for an 18 deciview improvement between 2004 and 2064.

Second, the State must identify the uniform rate of progress over the 60 year period that would be needed to attain natur-
al background conditions by the year 2064. For the example case noted above, where 18 deciviews is the amount for the
60-year period, this would result in a uniform rate of progress for each year of (18/60), or 0.3 deciviews for a year.
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Third, the State must identify the amount of progress that would result if this uniform rate of progress were achieved dur-
ing the period of the first regional haze implementation plan. For example, if the first implementation plan covers a
10-year period, then for the above example, the State would identify a 3 deciview amount of progress over that time peri-
od.

Fourth, the State must identify and analyze the emissions measures that would be needed to achieve this amount of pro-
gress during the period covered by the first long-term strategy, and to determine whether those measures are reasonable
based on the statutory factors. These factors are the costs of compliance with the measures, the time necessary for com-
pliance with the measures, the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of the compliance with the measures,
and the remaining useful life of any existing source subject to the measures.

In doing this analysis, the State must consult with other States which are anticipated to contribute to visibility impair-
ment in the Class I area under consideration. Because haze is a regional problem, States are encouraged to work together
to develop acceptable approaches for addressing visibility problems to which they jointly contribute. If a contributing
State cannot agree with the State establishing the reasonable progress goal, the State setting the goal must describe the
actions taken to resolve the disagreement.

If the State determines that the amount of progress identified through the analysis is reasonable based upon the statutory
factors, the State should identify this amount of progress as its reasonable progress goal for the first long-term strategy,
unless it determines that additional progress beyond this amount is also reasonable. If the State determines that additional
progress is reasonable based on the statutory factors, the State should adopt that amount of progress as its goal for the
first long-term strategy.

If the State determines, based on the statutory factors, that the identified uniform rate of progress needed to reach natural
conditions is not reasonable, the State must provide in its plan submission the analysis and rationale supporting this de-
termination. The State then must provide a demonstration as part of its SIP submission showing why a less ambitious
goal is reasonable, based on the statutory factors. The EPA intends to issue guidance interpreting the statutory factors
and providing examples of ways in which they may be applied.

The State must also provide to the public, in accordance with section 51.308(d)(1)(ii), an assessment of the number of
years it would take to reach natural conditions if the State continued to make progress at the alternative rate of progress it
selected. For example, if average worst day visibility at the class I area is 18 deciviews from estimated natural condi-
tions, the uniform rate of progress needed to reach natural conditions is 3 deciviews per 10 years. If the State determined
that 3 deciviews is not reasonable but 2 deciviews is, then the State would have to include a statement in its SIP that it
would take 90 years to reach natural conditions if this rate is maintained.

It should be noted that in developing the first regional haze implementation plan (and subsequent revisions), there is a
time period of several years between the time period for which data are available and the date of plan submission. The
first regional haze implementation plans for most of the United States will use the years 2000 through 2004 as the
baseline for monitoring and emission inventories, while the first implementation plan for much of the country will not be
due until a deadline that occurs between 2006 to 2008. In identifying the amount of progress needed by the end of the im-
plementation period (the third step described above), States must account for this time period. Assume, for example, for
the case discussed above (i.e., a 30 deciview baseline, and a uniform rate of progress of 0.3 deciviews per year to reach
natural conditions in 60 years) that the first regional haze SIPs covers the years 2009 through the year 2018. For this
case, there would thus be a 4-year period (2005 through 2008) that would occur between the baseline and the date of SIP
submission. The uniform rate of progress of 0.3 deciviews per year over this time period would result in 1.2 deciviews of
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improvement before the plan submission. Hence, for this example, in identifying the amount of progress needed between
the baseline and the end of the implementation period (i.e., the year 2018), the State must evaluate strategies that provide
for a total of 4.2 deciviews: 1.2 deciviews between the last year of the baseline period and plan submission, and 3 de-
civiews for the implementation *35733 period. The effect of this provision is that States must be mindful of the expected
activities that take place before plan submission. Generally, we expect for the first plan submission period that progress
in visibility improvement will continue to occur during the 2004 to 2008 period due to implementation of other CAA
programs.

Rationale for the required 60-year analysis. The EPA has adopted this analytical requirement for two reasons. First, a
common analytical framework that recognizes regional differences meets the concerns of several commenters by provid-
ing greater equity between the Eastern United States and Western United States.

Second, EPA believes this analysis will provide important additional information for the public to consider as States es-
tablish progress goals. The EPA believes this analysis will provide for a more informed and equitable decision making
process by giving the public information about the level of emissions needed, related costs, and other factors associated
with improvements in visibility. The EPA recommends that as part of this process, the States use computer-based scene
optics modeling tools to present to the general public the anticipated change in Class I area visibility that would result
from one reasonable progress goal versus another.

Consideration of other CAA measures. In determining the emissions and visibility improvement achieved during each
implementation period, States should include all air quality improvements that will be achieved by other programs and
activities under the CAA and any State air pollution control requirements. Therefore, any reasonable progress goal for a
Class I area should reflect at least the rate of visibility improvement expected from the implementation of other
“applicable requirements” under the CAA during the period covered by the long-term strategy. Consequently, States
must take into account, at a minimum, the effect of measures to meet the NAAQS, the national mobile source program,
and other applicable requirements under the CAA on Class I area visibility.

While, as noted above, based on our current understanding, EPA expects in the eastern United States that the reductions
from measures implementing the CAA requirements will provide the visibility improvement and emissions needed for
reasonable progress during the first regional haze implementation plan, EPA also recognizes that States will not be sub-
mitting their regional haze plans for several years. In developing its submittal, each State will need to conduct analyses to
support its reasonable progress goals according to information available at the time the plan is submitted about benefits
from the existing CAA programs. Each State should set its goal(s) taking into consideration input from its stakeholders
and based on the statutory factors described above. In addition, the State must also conduct a BART determination for
each source subject to BART as required in section 51.308(e) of the rule and described in section III.H. of the preamble.
In considering whether reasonable progress will continue to be maintained, States will need to consider during each new
SIP revision cycle whether additional control measures for improving visibility may be needed to make reasonable pro-
gress based on the statutory factors.

Some commenters expressed concern that the State would be subject to sanctions or enforcement actions in the event that
a State fails to meet a reasonable progress target. As noted above, the reasonable progress goal is a goal and not a man-
datory standard which must be achieved by a particular date as is the case with the NAAQS. Once a State has adopted a
reasonable progress goal and determined what progress will be made toward that goal over a 10-year period, the goal it-
self is not enforceable. All that is “enforceable” is the set of control measures which the State has adopted to meet that
goal. If the State's strategies have been implemented but the State has not met its reasonable progress goal, the State
could either: (1) revise its strategies in the SIP for the next long-term strategy period to meet its goal, or (2) revise the
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reasonable progress goals for the next implementation period. In either case, the State would be required to base its de-
cisions on appropriate analyses of the statutory factors included in section 51.308(d)(1)(i)(A) and (B) of the final rule.

If a State fails to submit an approvable SIP, or if it fails to implement and enforce strategies adopted into its SIP, the
State could be subject to sanctions under the CAA. If the State continues to fail in meeting its obligations, EPA could be
required to develop and implement a Federal implementation plan (FIP).

Allowing no degradation for the best days. Some commenters supported the goal of no degradation at a minimum, but
they asserted that in many Class I areas, particularly in the east, the “best days” are in fact still quite impaired. In their
view, a rule requiring only preservation of existing clean days would not meet the national goal.[FN84] Other com-
menters stated that a “no degradation” target for the clearest days could result in limitations to economic growth.

FN84 Data from the IMPROVE network show that for several sites in the Eastern United
States, the deciview values for the best days are greater than 14 deciviews, which is higher
than even the NAPAP estimate of annual average conditions in the Eastern United States
(9.6 deciviews).

The final rule maintains the approach used in the proposed rule, which established a goal of no degradation for the best
visibility days. The EPA believes this approach is consistent with the national goal in that it is designed to prevent future
impairment, a fundamental concept of section 169A of the CAA. The EPA recognizes that the best days are still impaired
in many Class I area locations, particularly in the east. The EPA encourages States to evaluate monitoring data to determ-
ine whether the same types of sources are affecting both the clear days and the hazy days. If the relative contribution of
different particle types to light extinction is similar for both clear and hazy days, as it is for many sites currently mon-
itored, then by developing strategies to improve conditions on the worst visibility days, the States will likely improve the
entire distribution of hazy and clear days. Thus, under the final rule, the clean days for most Class I areas are expected to
improve over time. Indeed, recent analyses of visibility trends have shown that at many Class I areas, deciview values for
the 20 percent least impaired days are declining.

If at a Class I area the average conditions for clear days degrades over time, the State must provide in the next plan revi-
sion an explanation of why this happened, a set of measures designed to reverse this trend, and a plan for implementation
during the next 10-year period. The State should review the effectiveness of these measures in subsequent 5-year pro-
gress reviews.

Integral vistas. The scenic vistas enjoyed by visitors to many parks often extend to important natural features outside
these parks. The 1980 rules included a provision whereby the States could identify specific vistas for protection. For this
reason, EPA solicited comment on whether the integral vistas concept should be extended to the regional haze program.

Some commenters supported reopening the vista identification program because such vistas are a significant resource of
a Class I area. Several others opposed extending the program for a variety of reasons.*35734

The final regional haze rule does not extend the integral vista concept to the regional haze program. As noted earlier in
the background section of this preamble, regional haze is caused by a multitude of sources across a broad geographic
area, and it can create a uniform haze in all directions. The regional haze program is designed to bring about improve-
ments in regional visibility for the range of possible views of sky and terrain found in any Class I area. Accordingly, the
program does not protect only specific views from a Class I area. To address haze, regional strategies will be needed, and
emissions resulting from these strategies are expected to improve visibility across a broad region, not just within a Class
I area. Thus, although the regional haze program does not include a specific provision regarding integral vistas, the long-
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term strategies developed to meet reasonable progress goals would also serve to improve scenic vistas viewed from and
within Class I areas.

Use of 20 percent most-impaired days and 20 percent least-impaired days. The final rule maintains the approach dis-
cussed in the proposal of improving the most-impaired visibility days (i.e., the average of the 20 percent most impaired
days over an entire year), and allowing no degradation in the “cleanest” or least impaired days (i.e., the average of the 20
percent least impaired days over an entire year). In deciding upon an appropriate characterization of the “most” and
“least” impaired days, EPA considered the typical frequency of aerosol monitoring in the IMPROVE network[FN85]
(once every 3 days), and the number of samples that would be available for analysis annually (122 possible samples per
year). The EPA believes that calculating annual “best” and “worst” conditions on the basis of an average of the 20 per-
cent best and worst visibility days represents a reasonable approach to characterizing the typical best and worst condi-
tions without having these values unduly influenced by a single anomalous data point.

FN85 The IMPROVE network is described in unit III.I. of the preamble.

The EPA's basis for maintaining the proposed approach is supported by the CAA and its legislative history, and by the
approach used by the GCVTC in its technical assessment work and in its definition of reasonable progress. The EPA be-
lieves that a rule that requires strategies for improving the worst days and allowing no degradation on the clean days is
consistent with the national visibility goal in section 169A of the CAA, which calls for preventing any future impairment
(protecting clearest days) and remedying any existing impairment (improving the already impaired days). This approach
is also supported by the legislative history of the 1990 CAA and the reasonable progress definition. The legislative his-
tory provides that, “At a minimum, progress and improvement must require that visibility be perceptibly improved com-
pared to periods of impairment, and that it not be degraded or impaired during conditions that historically contribute to
relatively unimpaired visibility.”[FN86] The GCVTC interpreted “reasonable progress” to be “achieving continuous
emissions reductions necessary to reduce existing impairment and attain a steady improvement in visibility in mandatory
Class I areas, and managing emissions growth so as to prevent perceptible degradation of clear air days.”[FN87] In
today's final rule, EPA is similarly providing for “attaining a steady improvement in visibility” and “preventing degrada-
tion of clean air days” through the requirement to improve the haziest days and prevent degradation of the clearest days.

FN86 136 Cong. Rec. S2878 (daily ed. March 21, 1990) (statement of Sen. Adams).

FN87 GCVTC Report, p. x.

Tracking progress based on 5-year averages. To determine whether reasonable progress in improving visibility is being
achieved, States will need to collect and analyze air quality data each year and review progress at 5-year intervals. Be-
cause the regional haze program represents a long-term effort to improve visibility in Class I areas, EPA believes that
monitoring and assessments of progress should not be unduly influenced by short-term events or unusual meteorological
conditions, but should reflect trends in air quality which are robust and insensitive to minor fluctuations. For this reason,
the final rule calls for measuring progress by tracking changes in 5-year average deciview values for the haziest and
clearest days, and comparing these current conditions against baseline conditions as well as impairment levels at the time
of the last SIP revision. (See unit III.E above for further discussion about establishing baseline and current conditions
based on 5-year averages.)

G. Long-Term Strategy

Proposed rule. Under Section 169A(b)(2) of the CAA, EPA's visibility regulations must require States to include in their
SIPs “such emission limitations schedules of compliance and other measures as may be necessary to make reasonable
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progress toward meeting the national goal specified in * * * [section 169A(a)] * * *” In section 169A(b)(2)(B), the CAA
requires that these SIPs must include a “long-term (ten to fifteen years) strategy for making reasonable progress toward
meeting the national goal.”The EPA interprets the term “long-term strategy” as the control measures that are needed to
ensure reasonable progress, together with a demonstration that those measures will provide for reasonable progress dur-
ing the 10 to 15 year period. The proposed rule required the State to develop a long-term strategy for regional haze with
the initial regional haze SIP, and to provide for regular updates. (Issues regarding updates of the long-term strategy are
discussed below in unit III.J).

The proposal also required States to consider a specific list of factors when they developed their long-term strategies for
regional haze. Under the proposal, in developing long-term strategies for regional haze, States would be required to con-
sider the six items listed in section 51.306(e) of the 1980 rule, and the five items listed in section 51.306(g) of the 1980
rule. We proposed to add a seventh item to section 51.306(e), “the anticipated effect on visibility due to projected
changes in point, area and mobile source emissions over the next 10 years.”

Comments received. Public commenters on the long-term strategy requirement expressed concerns that the proposed rule
had over-emphasized stationary source contributions, and had under-emphasized contributions from minor sources, area
sources, mobile sources and prescribed fires. Other commenters expressed concerns that control strategies would be inef-
fective in cases where contributions from international sources were causing visibility impairment. Commenters also em-
phasized that States be able to take credit in their long-term strategies for the effects of existing CAA programs. We did
not receive any comments on the specific list of factors to consider in developing long-term strategies.

Final rule. As discussed further below in unit III.J of today's notice, the final rule requires control strategies to cover an
initial implementation period extending to the year 2018, with a reassessment and revision of those strategies, as appro-
priate, every 10 years. The final rule, in section 51.308(d)(3), includes a requirement for regional haze SIPs to include a
long-term strategy. The long-term strategy must include specific enforceable measures that are sufficient to meet the
“reasonable progress goals” for all Class *35735 I areas affected by emissions from the State.

Multistate contributions—requirements for consultation and apportionment. As noted in section 51.308(d)(3)(i), when a
State's emissions are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to impairment in a Class I area located in another State
or States, the rule requires that the State consult with the other State or States in order to develop coordinated emission
management strategies. Regarding the Class I areas within the State, section 51.308(d)(3)(i) also requires States to con-
sult with any other State having emissions that are reasonably anticipated to contribute to impairment in any Class I area
within the State.

For Class I areas where the State and other States cause or contribute to impairment in a mandatory Class I area, section
51.308(d)(3)(ii) requires that the State must demonstrate that it has included in its implementation plan all measures ne-
cessary to obtain its share of the emissions needed to meet the progress goal for the area.Section 51.308(d)(3)(iii) re-
quires that States must document the technical basis, including modeling, monitoring and emissions information, that it
uses to determine its apportionment of emission reduction obligations for the Class I areas the State affects. It is import-
ant that EPA and stakeholders understand the modeling, monitoring and emission information that the State used to sup-
port its conclusion that the long-term strategy provides for reasonable progress.

The EPA expects that much of the consultation, apportionment demonstrations, and technical documentation will be fa-
cilitated and developed by regional planning organizations. We expect, and encourage, these efforts to develop a com-
mon technical basis and apportionment for long-term strategies that could be approved by individual State participants,
and translated into regional haze SIPs for submission to EPA. While States are not bound by the results of a regional
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planning effort, nor can the content of their SIPs be dictated by a regional planning body, we expect that a coordinated
regional effort will likely produce results the States will find beneficial in developing their regional haze implementation
plans. Any State choosing not to follow the recommendations of a regional body would need to provide a specific tech-
nical basis that its strategy nonetheless provides for reasonable progress based on the statutory factors. At the same time,
EPA cannot require States to participate in regional planning efforts if the State prefers to develop a long-term strategy
on its own. We note that any State that acts alone in this regard must conduct the necessary technical support to justify
their apportionment, which generally will require regional inventories and a regional modeling analysis. Additionally,
any such State must consult with other States before submitting its long-term strategy to EPA.

Consideration of all anthropogenic sources. In the final rule, we have clarified in section 51.308(d)(3)(iv) that the State
should consider all types of anthropogenic sources including stationary, minor, mobile, and area sources in developing its
long-term strategy. The State should review all such sources in identifying the emission reduction measures to be in-
cluded in the strategy. In addition, we provide the following points of clarification:

Minor sources. Because of the focus of the BART provision on major stationary sources, EPA believes that commenters
may have the impression that EPA has concluded that minor sources with emissions, below the BART cutoff of 250 tons
per year, are not significant contributors to regional haze. This is not the case. The EPA believes that States should take
the cumulative emissions from minor sources into account in developing their regional haze long-term strategies. For ex-
ample, if growth in minor source emissions for a particular category had a substantial impact on emission trends and a
corresponding effect on regional haze in a given geographic area, States should consider emission control strategies for
such source categories as part of their long-term strategies.

Mobile sources. In cases where pollutants emitted by mobile sources contribute to regional haze, States must include in
their SIPs mobile source emissions inventories representing current conditions, as well as comparisons of those emis-
sions with future emissions projected for the end of the covered by the long-term strategy. It will be particularly import-
ant for States to address the effects of population growth and accompanying increases in vehicle miles traveled on their
ability to provide for reasonable progress. The EPA agrees with commenters that national mobile source emission stand-
ards also will be an important factor in projecting mobile source emissions. The EPA intends to support States in their ef-
forts to estimate mobile source emissions (including the effects of Federal rules) of pollutants that lead to regional haze.

Area sources. States also need to develop emission inventories and conduct analyses to understand the importance of area
sources. For example, the GCVTC report cited emissions from road dust as a possible contributor to impairment. De-
pending on the nature of the visibility problem, road dust and other area sources may at times make a significant contri-
bution to visibility impairment. States should include area sources in emission inventories and control strategy analyses
as warranted.

Fire. Commenters expressed a number of concerns with respect to the appropriate consideration of emissions from fire in
the development of long-term strategies.

The EPA notes that fire emissions have both a natural and a manmade component. In addressing fire emissions in long-
term strategies, EPA believes that States must take into account the degree to which fire emissions cause or contribute to
“manmade” visibility impairment and its contribution to natural background conditions. Reducing “manmade” visibility
impairment is the focus of sections 169A and 169B of the CAA. The EPA recognizes the natural role of fire in forest
ecosystems, and the fact that forest fuels have built up over many years due to past management practices designed to
protect public health and safety through fire suppression. Research has shown that these practices have led to an in-
creased risk of catastrophic wildfire as well as reduced forest health. In response to this situation, the Federal land man-
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agement agencies, as well as some States and private landowners, have recommended the increased use of prescribed fire
in order to return certain forest ecosystems to a more natural fire cycle and to reduce the risk of adverse health and envir-
onmental impacts due to catastrophic wildfire.

The EPA also recognizes that fire of all kinds (wildfire, prescribed fire, etc.) contributes to regional haze, and that there
is a complex relationship between what is considered a natural source of fire versus a human-caused source of fire. For
example, the increased use of prescribed fire in some ecosystems may lead to PM emissions levels lower than those that
would be expected from catastrophic wildfire. Given that the purpose of prescribed fire in many instances is to restore
natural fire cycles to forest ecosystems, it would be appropriate to consider some portion of prescribed fire as “natural.”
Consequently, in determining natural background for a Class I area, EPA believes States should be permitted to consider
some amount of fire in the calculation to reflect the fact that some *35736 prescribed fire effects serve merely to offset
what would be expected to occur naturally. The EPA will work with the FLMs, States and other stakeholders to develop
guidance on ways in which fire can be considered in the determination of natural background, and in the determination
baseline and current conditions.

Commenters asserted that in the proposed rule, EPA ignored the contribution of fires and thus overlooked the most im-
portant haze-contributing emission source in many Class I areas. The EPA agrees that fire is an important emission
source to include in the analysis, but current data do not show that fire is the predominant source of visibility impairment
in any Class I area. Annual data from the IMPROVE network show that elemental carbon (which we generally use as the
main indicator of emissions from fire and other combustion sources such as diesel emissions), accounts for only about
3-7 percent of PM2.5 mass on the worst visibility days in eastern sites. In western sites, elemental carbon accounts for
about 4-7 percent of total PM2.5 mass on the worst days. The contribution from fires can be substantial over short-term
periods, but fires occur relatively infrequently and thus have a lower contribution to long-term averages. Fire events
making substantial contributions to haze in a given Class I area have occurred relatively infrequently, and as a practical
matter will contribute less than sources for which emissions are more continuous. As noted previously, the final rule re-
quires States to develop long-term strategies for regional haze that address 5-year averages of the 20 percent worst days.
These 5-year averages will also be used in evaluating monitoring results. The frequency with which fires occur will ef-
fect the importance of their emissions on predicted future 5-year averages for visibility conditions on the 20 percent
worst days.

Commenters expressed concerns with the expected increase in emissions from prescribed burning on Federal lands. Spe-
cifically, the commenters asserted that States would not be able to address emission increases from these prescribed
burns, and that stationary sources would be required to compensate for the increased amount.

The EPA believes these commenters are mistaken in their view of State's authority to address emissions from prescribed
Federal burns. Pursuant to section 118 of the CAA, when States impose requirements on sources, Federal agencies must
comply with those requirements in the same manner, and to the same extent, as any nongovernmental entity. States there-
fore have the authority to address emissions from prescribed Federal burns in the same manner, and to the same extent,
they regulate prescribed fires generally. Additionally, to the degree that States determine in the development of long-
range strategies that the manmade component of fire is a significant contributor to regional haze, States have a substan-
tial degree of flexibility under the CAA and in the final rule. The final rule provides States flexibility in determining the
amount of progress that is “reasonable” in light of the statutory factors, and also provides flexibility to determine the best
mix of strategies to meet the reasonable progress goal they select. Nothing in the final rule requires States to develop
long-term strategies that reduce emissions from other sources by amounts equivalent to any increases from the manmade
fraction of prescribed fires. We do expect that States consider and analyze the full range of available control measures
and that they consider the causes of visibility impairment when evaluating the potential measures to include in their long-
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term strategies.

The EPA encourages the development of smoke management programs between air regulators and land managers as a
means to manage the impacts of wildland and prescribed burning. The sources of information described above, as well as
other developmental efforts currently underway, provide effective, flexible approaches to smoke management. Where
smoke impacts from fire are identified as an important contributor to regional haze, smoke management programs should
be a key component of regional and State regional haze planning efforts and long-term strategies.

There are a number of sources of information on mitigation approaches for fire emissions, including: (1) The EPA Inter-
im Air Quality Policy on Wildland and Prescribed Burning, (2) fire-related strategies developed by the GCVTC and (3)
the best available control methods (BACM) document for prescribed burning. In the Interim Air Quality Policy on Wild-
land and Prescribed Burning, EPA, in collaboration with a national stakeholder group comprised of Federal, State, and
private land managers, State air regulators, environmental groups, tribes, and others, developed a framework for man-
aging the impacts of smoke from increased prescribed fire programs across the country. This policy describes the ele-
ments and process of smoke management planning that air regulators and land managers can use to reach agreement on
development of smoke programs. The GCVTC included a number of long-term strategies for fire in its report and recom-
mendations, including emissions tracking and emission goals for fire, smoke management programs, and full considera-
tion for alternatives to fire. The GCVTC's strategy is illustrative of the available mitigation approaches for emissions
from fire that other States may consider. The GCVTC's approach is contained in section 51.309(d)(6) of the final rule
and discussed further in unit IV.C of this notice. The BACM document, Prescribed Burning Background Document and
Technical Information Document, EPA-450/2-92-003, is organized to discuss various aspects of State smoke manage-
ment programs. The document includes information on how States administer and enforce programs for burn/no-burn
days, and information on various topics including emission inventories, cost estimation, and public information pro-
grams.

Transboundary emissions from sources outside the United States. Some Class I areas located near international borders
are particularly prone to influence by emissions beyond the United States border. Commenters expressed concerns that
EPA should take into account that States are not able to control international sources in reviewing a State's proposal for a
reasonable progress target. Additionally, commenters urged EPA to work with Mexico and Canada to reduce emissions
from sources that States determine to be significant contributors to regional haze in their Class I areas.

The EPA agrees that the projected emissions from international sources will in some cases affect the ability of States to
meet reasonable progress goals. The EPA does not expect States to restrict emissions from domestic sources to offset the
impacts of international transport of pollution. We believe that States should evaluate the impacts of current and projec-
ted emissions from international sources in their regional haze programs, particularly in cases where it has already been
well documented that such sources are important. At the same time, EPA will work with the governments of Canada and
Mexico to seek cooperative solutions on transboundary pollution problems.

Factors to consider for long-term strategies. In section 51.308(d)(3)(v) (A) through (G) in the final rule, we have incor-
porated a list of seven factors that States must consider in developing long-term strategies. The final rule *35737 in-
cludes six factors in the July 1997 proposal that are derived from section 51.306(e) of the existing rule, and the additional
item, “the anticipated net effect on visibility due to projected changes in point, area, and mobile source emissions over
the period addressed by the long-term strategy” that was specifically added by the July 1997 proposal. We have decided
not to include the five proposed items that are derived from section 51.306(g), because four of these items are included
on the list of “reasonable progress” factors in section 51.308(d)(1)(i)(A) of the final rule, and because we believe that the
fifth factor “effect of new sources” is part of “projected changes in point source emissions.”
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In their regional haze SIP submissions, States must describe how each of these seven factors is taken into account in de-
veloping long-term strategies. We believe it is useful to clarify several of these factors, and EPA's expectations on how
SIPs can address them.

Item (A): Emissions due to ongoing air pollution control programs, including measures to address reasonably attributable
visibility impairment.

It is expected that for some areas of the country, such as parts of the eastern United States, emissions achieved for the
acid rain program and for meeting the PM2.5 NAAQS, will lead to substantial improvements in visibility as well. Item
(A) makes clear that States must take these other emissions into account in developing their long-term strategies for re-
gional haze. We expect that some States may be able to demonstrate reasonable progress based on these emissions alone,
particularly for the first 10-year period.

Item (B): Measures to mitigate the impacts of construction activities.

Item (B) requires that in developing long-term strategies, States must consider the impacts of construction activities.
States, for example, should include these activities in emission inventories used for long-term strategy development.

Item (C): Additional measures and limitations and schedules for compliance to achieve the reasonable progress goal.

Where emissions from ongoing requirements, addressed by item (A), are not sufficient to achieve the reasonable progress
goal, States must identify additional measures that will ensure that the goal will be met. Schedules for compliance for
these additional measures must be included in the SIP, and measures considered for inclusion must be identified in the
SIP submission.

Item (D): Source retirement and replacement schedules.

Item (D) requires the consideration of source retirement and replacement schedules in developing the long-term
strategies, particularly, where these schedules would have a significant impact on regional emission loadings and on a
State's ability to achieve reasonable progress.

Item (E): Smoke management techniques for agricultural and forestry management purposes including plans as they cur-
rently exist within the State for these purposes.

Item (E) highlights the widely recognized importance of prescribed burning programs on regional haze. Issues related to
fire and forestry management practices are discussed above.

Item (F): Enforceability of emissions limitations and control measures.

States must ensure that control measures are written in a way that EPA and citizens may enforce as a practical matter.
Guidance on practical enforceability issues is readily available in EPA policy guidance memoranda, for example Guid-
ance on Limiting Potential to Emit in New Source Permitting, June 13, 1989.

Item (G): The anticipated net effect on visibility due to projected changes in point, area, and mobile source emissions
over the next 10 years.

Item (G) requires that States must address the anticipated net effect on visibility due to projected changes in point, area,
and mobile source emissions over the next 10 years when developing emissions strategies that will meet the reasonable
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progress requirements. In some areas, these changes in emissions would be expected primarily from population growth,
while in others, emissions changes may result from potential new industrial, energy, natural resource development, or
land management activities. These changes in emissions would also include the changes due to measures developed spe-
cifically for the regional haze program.

Relationship to long-term strategies under the existing rule. The final rule provides for coordination of the long-term
strategies to address regional haze impairment with any existing long-term strategies under the 1980 visibility rule. Some
long-term strategies are already in place to address reasonably attributable visibility impairment under the existing 1980
regulation. Coordination of the two programs is addressed in section 51.306(c) of the final rule. This section clarifies two
points. First, that the provisions of existing long-term strategies will continue to apply until regional haze strategies are
in place. Second, once the first regional haze strategy is in place, the final rule, in section 51.306(c) requires the State to
develop a coordinated long-term strategy which address both reasonably attributable impairment and regional haze.

H. Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART)

Background. One of the principal elements of the visibility protection provisions of the CAA is the provision in section
169A addressing the installation of BART for certain existing sources. The conference committee report accompanying
the 1977 CAA amendments indicates that a major concern motivating the adoption of the visibility provisions was “the
need to remedy existing pollution in the Federal mandatory class I areas from existing sources.”[FN88] The BART provi-
sion in section 169A(b)(2)(A) demonstrates Congress' intention to focus attention directly on the problem of pollution
from a specific set of existing sources. This provision provides that EPA's regulations to protect visibility must require
States to revise their SIPs to contain such measures as may be necessary to make reasonable progress toward the national
visibility goal, including a requirement that certain existing stationary sources procure, install, and operate the “best
available retrofit technology.”

88 H.R. Rep. No. 564, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. at 155 (1977) (emphasis added).

The CAA defines the sources potentially subject to BART as major stationary sources, including reconstructed sources,
from one of 26 identified source categories which have the potential to emit 250 tons per year or more of any air pollut-
ant, and which were placed into operation between August 1962 and August 1977.[FN89] This set of sources potentially
subject to BART was defined in the 1977 CAA and will not be modified by rule. The 26 source categories are:

FN89 See CAA sections 169A (b)(2)(A) & (g)(7).

(1) Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input,

(2) Coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers),

(3) Kraft pulp mills,

(4) Portland cement plants,

(5) Primary zinc smelters,

(6) Iron and steel mill plants,

(7) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
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(8) Primary copper smelters,

(9) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day,*35738

(10) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,

(11) Petroleum refineries,

(12) Lime plants,

(13) Phosphate rock processing plants,

(14) Coke oven batteries,

(15) Sulfur recovery plants,

(16) Carbon black plants (furnace process),

(17) Primary lead smelters,

(18) Fuel conversion plants,

(19) Sintering plants,

(20) Secondary metal production facilities,

(21) Chemical process plants,

(22) Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input,

(23) Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,

(24) Taconite ore processing facilities,

(25) Glass fiber processing plants, and

(26) Charcoal production facilities.

In section 51.301(e) of the 1980 visibility regulations, a source meeting the above criteria was defined as an “existing
stationary facility.” In today's regional haze rule, EPA has added the definition of a “BART-eligible source” in section
51.301(hh) that is identical to the definition of “existing stationary facility.” This new definition is used throughout the
regional haze rule and preamble in order to avoid the potential misinterpretation of the “existing stationary facility”
definition as representing a collection of sources broader than the subset of sources potentially subject to BART.

The regulations issued in 1980 define BART as “an emission limitation based on the degree of reduction achievable
through the application of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted” by a
BART eligible facility.[FN90] The BART emission limitation must be established, on a case-by-case basis, taking into
consideration the following factors:

FN90 Section 51.301(c).
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- The technology available,

- The costs of compliance,

- The energy and nonair environmental impacts of compliance,

- Any pollution control equipment in use at the source,

- The remaining useful life of the source, and

- The degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated from the use of such technology.[FN91]

FN91 Id.

The EPA published guidelines in 1980 which outline the general procedures for States to follow in analyzing sources and
establishing BART emission limits.[FN92] These guidelines apply to situations in which visibility impairment in the
Class I area is determined to be “reasonably attributable” to a single source or a small group of sources.

FN92 See EPA, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Guidelines for Determining
Best Available Retrofit Technology for Coal-Fired Power Plants and Other Existing Sta-
tionary Facilities, EPA-450/3-80-009b, November 1980.

Proposed rule. The proposed regional haze rule discussed a process for addressing BART in the context of regional haze
and requested comment on how the requirement should be implemented. The first step in this process was a requirement
that the State identify all sources potentially subject to BART early in the planning process. The second step required the
State to submit a plan and schedule for evaluating BART and the corresponding potential emissions for those existing
sources which may reasonably be anticipated to contribute to regional haze visibility impairment. The notice proposed to
provide 3 years for completing this evaluation so that the results could be taken into consideration by States as they de-
velop coordinated strategies for attaining the PM2.5 and ozone NAAQS.

In setting out the proposed approach to the BART requirement, EPA proposed that the test for determining whether a
BART-eligible source “may reasonably be anticipated to contribute” to regional haze should be evaluated in the context
of the overall emissions reduction strategy. The EPA also noted that it believed that a similar approach should be taken in
addressing “the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated” from the imposition of BART
controls. The EPA proposed a cumulative approach because of the nature of the regional haze problem (i.e., the cumulat-
ive product of emissions from many sources over a broad area) and because of the time and expense necessary to try to
determine, one source at a time, the percentage contribution of each BART-eligible source to regional haze. In addition,
EPA noted the substantial technical difficulties associated with estimating the degree of visibility improvement resulting
from a single source. The EPA broadly requested comments on effective approaches for States and sources to meet the
BART requirement under the regional haze program in the most appropriate manner, and in particular how BART, once
determined, should be implemented.

Comments received. Commenters identified a number of issues concerning how EPA should address the BART require-
ment under the regional haze program. Some commenters asserted that the BART requirement simply should not apply
under the regional haze program. These commenters argued that the procurement, installation, and operation of BART is
not explicitly required under section 169B, and that section 169B is the primary statutory authority for the regional haze
program. Other opponents of the BART requirement contended that the proposal placed too much emphasis on stationary
sources, and on BART sources in particular, as opposed to other sources of visibility-impairing pollutant emissions, such
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as mobile and area sources. The commenters contended that BART should not be the principal control strategy employed
under the regional haze program.

Another group of commenters supported EPA's proposed approach for addressing the BART requirement. Some pointed
out that while existing stationary sources are not the only contributors to regional haze, controlling these sources is an es-
sential element of a national regional haze program. These commenters also supported the approach of evaluating BART-
eligible sources collectively to determine their overall contribution to visibility impairment within a given airshed. Sever-
al commenters recommended that BART be equivalent to, or more stringent than, new source performance standards
(NSPS) for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides. Some commenters suggested allowing an emissions cap-and-trade pro-
gram to meet the BART requirement. One commenter described a process whereby States would conduct an assessment
of the availability of retrofit controls for all BART-eligible sources in a region, calculate the cumulative emissions pos-
sible from application of BART to eligible sources, establish a cap for each visibility-reducing pollutant, and implement
a 10-year program to achieve emissions equivalent to the emissions cap.

Response to comments. The EPA disagrees with the commenters who argued that the BART requirements should not ap-
ply to the regional haze program. The statutory authority for developing a regional haze program emanates from section
169A of the CAA, and any SIPs that are to be developed under a regional haze program must include provisions that
meet the requirements of this section, including the requirement that certain sources procure, install, and operate BART.
*35739

Since 1977, section 169A of the CAA has authorized EPA to address regional haze. Section 169A(a)(1) of the CAA es-
tablishes as the national visibility protection goal “the prevention of any future, and the remedying of any existing,
impairment of visibility in Class I areas which impairment results from manmade air pollution.”Visibility impairment is
defined broadly in the CAA and includes that caused by regional haze.[FN93] This language does not distinguish
between reasonably attributable impairment and regional haze, but provides for visibility protection generally. This read-
ing of the statute is consistent with the legislative history; in adopting section 169A, Congress evinced its intent to ad-
dress impairment caused by “hazes” and the potential corresponding need to control a “variety of sources” and
“regionally distributed sources.”[FN94] While EPA deferred addressing regional haze in 1980 when it promulgated the
first phase of visibility regulations, it did so because of technical obstacles, not because of a limitation on its legal au-
thority.[FN95] Indeed, in the 1980 rule, EPA expressed its intent to address regional haze in a future rulemaking under
section 169A. Thus, EPA's decision to address visibility impairment in separate phases does not change the fact that the
BART requirement is an integral part of the statutory scheme in section 169A.

FN93 See CAA section 169A(g)(6); see also Maine v. Thomas, 874 F.2d.883, 885 (1st Cir.
1989) (“EPA's mandate to control the vexing problem of regional haze emanates directly”
from CAA section 169A).

94 H.R. Rep. No. 294, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 204 (1977).

FN95 45 FR 80084 (Dec. 2, 1980).

The provisions in section 169B of the CAA, adopted in 1990, do not override EPA's statutory authority to require State
plans to remedy regional haze. These provisions grew out of Congress' frustration that EPA had not more expeditiously
addressed regional haze under its section 169A delegated rulemaking authority. Thus, section 169B(e) explicitly requires
EPA to carry out its “regulatory responsibilities under section [169A]” within a set time period. The legislative history
confirms that Congress did not intend section 169B to impinge upon EPA's long-standing authority to address regional
haze visibility impairment,[FN96] including the authority to require BART.
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FN96 See 136 Cong. Rec. S2878 (daily ed. March 21, 1990) (statement of Sen. Adams)
(“[t]he authority to establish visibility transport regions and commissions is a supplement
to the administrators [sic] obligation under current law. * * * The Administrator may not
delay requirements under section 169A because of the appointment of a commission for a
region under section 169B”) (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1990) (statement of Rep. Wyden)
(“[n]either the original House language nor the Senate language adopted in conference re-
pealed or lessened EPA's obligations under the 1977 law”).

The EPA believes that commenters asserting that EPA overemphasized the control of stationary sources and, in particu-
lar, the role of BART in the regional haze program misinterpreted the proposal. The EPA did not intend to emphasize
controls on BART-eligible sources over, or to the exclusion of, other sources. While the BART requirement is limited to
a specified population of major stationary sources, States will need to consider measures addressing a wide range of
sources and activities, including mobile sources, area sources, activities involving fire, and other major and non-major
stationary point sources in their long-term strategies. The unit on long-term strategies includes further discussion of this
point.

Final Rule. The final rule requires each implementation plan to be revised to contain two basic elements related to
BART. The first is the requirement that the States submit a list of the “BART-eligible sources” in the State. Second, the
State must determine and include in the plan the “best available retrofit technology,” taking into account certain factors
identified in section 169A(g)(2) of the CAA, for each BART-eligible source in the State reasonably anticipated to cause
or contribute to any impairment of visibility.

In recognition of the control and cost efficiencies that can be achieved through trading programs and other alternative
measures, EPA is providing States with the opportunity to adopt alternative measures in lieu of BART where such meas-
ures would achieve even greater reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal. The overarching requirement of
the visibility protection provisions of section 169A is to make reasonable progress toward the national goal of eliminat-
ing visibility impairment. If greater reasonable progress can be made through an approach that does not require source
specific application of BART, EPA believes that approach would comport with this statutory goal. The EPA reached this
conclusion in determining the appropriate measures to address visibility impairment in the Grand Canyon National Park
resulting from the Navajo Generating Station.[FN97] In that case, EPA ultimately chose not to adopt the emission control
limits indicated by its BART analysis.[FN98] Instead, as explained by the Ninth Circuit in upholding EPA's final de-
cision, EPA acted within its discretion in adopting an alternative emission control standard “that would produce greater
visibility improvement at a lower cost. Congress's use of the term ‘including’ in [section 169A(b)(2)] prior to its listing
BART as a method of attaining ‘reasonable progress' supports EPA's position that it has the discretion to allow States to
adopt implementation plan provisions other than those provided by source-specific BART analyses in situations where
the agency reasonably concludes that more ‘reasonable progress' will thereby be attained.”[FN99] Under today's final
rule, States may elect to adopt an emissions trading program or other alternative measures in lieu of BART so long as
greater reasonable progress is made.

FN97 See Central Arizona Water Conservation District v. EPA, 990 F.2d 1531, 1543
(1993).

FN98 See 56 FR at 50178.

FN99 Central Arizona Water Conservation District v. EPA, 990 F.2d 1531, 1543 (1993).

List of BART-eligible sources. To ensure adequate time for developing long-term strategies to ensure reasonable pro-
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gress, we recommend that States begin identifying and evaluating the list of potential BART sources as soon as possible
after promulgation of the final rule. Identifying the BART-eligible sources will require States to collect information as to
the dates that emission units at stationary sources were placed into operation, the pollutants emitted, and the potential to
emit of these units. We suggest that, at the same time that they begin refining their emissions inventories for PM2.5 and
its precursors, States request that stationary sources provide them with these dates. While such information is generally
available for electric utilities through data bases maintained by the Energy Information Administration, this information
is not normally maintained in national data bases for the other 25 source categories subject to BART. However, EPA be-
lieves that much of this information is likely to be available in States permitting data bases or other inventories. To assist
the States in this task, we will continue efforts to identify other helpful sources of information.

Determination of sources subject to BART. After the State has identified the BART-eligible sources, the next step is de-
termining whether these sources emit any air pollutant “which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute” to
any visibility impairment in a Federal Class I area. As noted in the proposal, EPA believes that this determination should
not require extremely costly or lengthy studies of the contribution of specific sources to regional haze. Unlike the 1980
regulatory program, which addresses the *35740 visibility impairment that is reasonably attributable to a specific source
or small group of sources, today's final rule addresses the problem of visibility impairment resulting from emissions from
a multitude of sources located across a wide geographic area. As the regional haze rule is not limited to addressing visib-
ility impairment that can be attributed to a specific source or small group of sources, EPA believes it would be inappro-
priate to focus on the contribution of one source or a small group of sources. First, the States will not face the same need
to define the precise contribution from one particular source to the visibility problem. Second, establishing the contribu-
tion from one particular source to the problem of regional haze would require lengthy and expensive studies and pose
substantial technical difficulties. The EPA has thus concluded that a detailed source-receptor analysis would not be ap-
propriate in determining whether a source “may reasonably be anticipated to contribute” to regional haze in a Class I
area.

In implementing today's final rule, a State should find that a BART-eligible source is “reasonably anticipated to cause or
contribute” to regional haze if it can be shown that the source emits pollutants within a geographic area from which pol-
lutants can be emitted and transported downwind to a Class I area. The EPA believes that this test is an appropriate one
for determining whether a source can reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to the problem of regional haze. As
the Ninth Circuit stated in considering this language:

Congress mandated an extremely low triggering threshold, requiring the installment of stringent emission controls when
an individual source “emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impair-
ment of visibility” in a Class I Federal area.42 U.S.C. sec. 7491(b)(2)(A). The NAS correctly noted that Congress has not
required ironclad scientific certainty in establishing the precise relationship between a source's emission and resulting
visibility impairment.* * *[FN100]

FN100 Central Arizona Water Conservaiton District v. EPA, 990 F.2d 1531, 1541 (9th Cir.
1993).

The approach taken here is consistent with that taken in the programs for acid rain and ozone, programs which also ad-
dress regional air quality problems caused by transported pollutants. These programs do not require a specific demonstra-
tion of each source's contribution to the overall problem, but instead focus efforts on developing cost-effective solutions
to reducing emissions over a broad area that is regional or national in scope. For example, in the recent NOX SIP call ad-
dressing the regional transport of NOX emissions (an ozone precursor) in the Eastern United States, EPA adopted a
“collective contribution” approach to determining whether sources “contribute” to ozone nonattainment in downwind
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areas. In this rulemaking, EPA concluded that because ozone nonattainment results from the collective contribution of
many entities over a broad geographic area, even relatively small (in an absolute sense) contributions from upwind entit-
ies should be considered to be “significant.”[FN101]

FN101 63 FR 57356, 57376 (Oct. 27, 1998).

The EPA has concluded that a similar approach in the regional haze program is appropriate. Where emissions from a re-
gion are considered to contribute to regional haze in a Class I area, any emissions from BART-eligible sources in that re-
gion should also be considered to cause or contribute to the regional haze problem. The EPA will issue and update guid-
ance, including EPA modeling guidelines,[FN102] to assist the States in analyzing whether sources contribute to regional
haze.

FN102 See 40 CFR part 51, appendix W for information on EPA's modeling guideline for
conducting regional-scale modeling for particulate matter and visibility.

Establishing source-specific BART emission limits. The second element of the BART requirement is for the States to es-
tablish emission limitations for those BART-eligible sources which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute
to regional haze. To meet this requirement, the State must develop source-specific emission limits which reflect the ap-
plication of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted by a source subject to
BART.[FN103] As stated above, the State can also choose to develop an emissions trading program, or other alternative
measure, that achieve greater reasonable progress rather than require source specific BART emission limits on each
source subject to BART.

FN103 See section 51.301(c).

In developing source specific emission limits for BART, the State must take into consideration the technology available
and a number of specific factors set forth in the statute. These factors are the costs of compliance, the energy and nonair
environmental impacts of compliance, any existing pollution control technology in use at the source, the remaining use-
ful life of the source, and the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated from the use of
such technology. Taking these factors into account, the State may conclude that BART is the best level of emissions re-
duction that can be achieved by available retrofit technology or some other level of control. In some cases, the State may
determine that a source has already installed sufficiently stringent emission controls for compliance with other programs
(e.g., the acid rain program), such that no additional controls would be needed for compliance with the BART require-
ment. In establishing BART for a particular facility, the State must make available during public review of the SIP at the
State level the materials supporting its BART determination. The State must also include this documentation in the tech-
nical support materials accompanying the SIP.

FN104 See CAA section 169A(g)(2).

In establishing source specific BART emission limits, the State should identify the maximum level of emission reduction
that has been achieved in other recent retrofits at existing sources in the source category. As noted above, the visibility
regulations define BART as “an emission limitation based on the degree of reduction achievable through the application
of the best system of continuous emission reduction.”Recent retrofits at existing sources provide a good indication of the
current “best system” for controlling emissions. Thus, for example, recent retrofits for large utility sources (e.g., sources
under the acid rain program and the Navajo Generating Station) have commonly achieved a 90 percent or better rate of
SO2 emissions (at an average cost of $265 per ton of SO2 removed).[FN105] For source categories with recently promul-
gated NSPS, that standard may also provide a good indication of the current “best system” for controlling emissions. In
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addition, current information concerning control technology performance for many source categories is available from
EPA's Clean Air Technology Center, http://www.epa.gov/ttn/catc. EPA plans to issue revised BART guidance to provide
updated guidance to the States on how to calculate BART for purposes of regional haze within a year of promulgation of
this rule. The EPA will be developing this guidance through a national stakeholder process.

FN105 Ellerman A. Danny et al., Emissions Trading Under the U.S. Acid Rain Program:
Evaluation of Compliance Costs and Allowance Market Performance, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, Center for Energy and Environmental Policy Research, 1997.

Once the State has identified the retrofit technology that provides the maximum degree of continuous *35741 emission
reduction, it should take into consideration the costs of compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts
of compliance, any existing pollution control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source.
Taking these factors into account allows the State to arrive at an estimate of the “best system” of retrofit control techno-
logy for a particular source and a corresponding estimate of the likely emissions which would be achieved by the imposi-
tion of BART. These factors should be taken into account for each source subject to BART in order to compare tradeoffs
between the control efficiencies and costs associated with various control alternatives.

The remaining factor which the States must take into account in determining BART is “the degree of improvement in
visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology.”In applying this factor in the
context of the regional haze program, a State should use the degree of improvement in visibility that would be expected
at each Class I area as a result of imposing BART, as determined through the application of the factors discussed above,
on all sources subject to BART. For the same reasons that the determination of whether a BART-eligible source may be
reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to a visibility problem should be made on a cumulative basis, EPA believes
that a regional analysis is appropriate for determining the degree of visibility improvement that can be achieved through
application of BART. Moreover, the statute requires the States to consider “the degree of improvement in visibility
which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology.”[FN106] EPA interprets the language
“from the use of such technology” to refer to the application of BART level controls to all sources subject to BART. As a
result, EPA believes that it is reasonable to interpret this provision as requiring the State to consider, as part of its source-
specific analysis, the cumulative impact of applying retrofit controls to all sources subject to BART to estimate the de-
gree of visibility improvement which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of BART.

FNCAA section 169A(g)(2) (emphasis added).

The EPA also believes that such a regional analysis provides important information to the State and to the public about
the magnitude of potential emissions from sources subject to BART. This information could be used to help inform the
public debate in developing reasonable progress goals, in setting a regional emissions target for a trading program, and in
developing the overall long-term strategies for making reasonable progress.

To calculate the degree of improvement in visibility that would be expected at each Class I area as a result of imposing
BART on all sources subject to BART, the State should estimate the possible emissions reductions resulting from the ap-
plication of BART at all subject sources located within the region that contributes to visibility impairment in the Class I
area. The State should work on its own or in conjunction with other States, such as in a regional planning body, to de-
termine the geographic scope of the region that contributes to each Class I area. The States should consult with one an-
other to determine the emission reductions achievable from sources subject to BART in other States.

The estimate of possible emission reductions from sources subject to BART should be based on the application of the
technology, cost, time for compliance, energy and nonair environmental impacts, and remaining useful life factors dis-
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cussed above. Using this estimate, the State will then need to calculate the resulting degree of visibility improvement that
would be achieved at Class I areas. The EPA expects that this exercise will be in the form of a regional modeling analys-
is. The State should use this estimated degree of visibility improvement in determining the appropriate BART emission
limitations for specific sources.

Unless a State commits to regional planning, a State must include its source-specific BART determinations in its initial
SIP revision for the area in which the source is located.[FN107] Where the State commits to regional planning, a State
may defer submitting its source-specific BART determinations consistent with the timing requirements described in unit
III.B. However, the State must submit its list of BART-eligible sources at the same time it submits its committal SIP.

FN107 For areas designated attainment or unclassifiable for PM2.5, this SIP will be due 12
months after the areas are designated. For areas designated as nonattainment, this SIP will
be due no later than 3 years after the area is designated nonattainment.

The SIP revision must include the emission limitations determined to be BART for sources subject to BART and a com-
pliance schedule for each source. Each source subject to the BART requirement will have to meet the BART emission
limitation within 5 years of SIP approval, as required under the CAA. As noted above, within a year, EPA will be issuing
revised BART guidance to provide States with assistance in determining BART for regional haze.

Alternative Measures in Lieu of BART. In today's final rule, States may elect to adopt alternative measures, such as a re-
gional emissions trading program, in lieu of BART so long as the alternative measures achieve more reasonable progress
than would application of source-specific BART. The EPA believes that a regional emissions trading program would be
the most efficient means of achieving BART-level emission reductions and the emission reductions needed to meet the
States' reasonable progress goals as implemented through the States' long-term strategies.

The EPA believes that this approach is consistent with the Ninth Circuit's decision in Central Arizona Water Conserva-
tion District v. EPA.[FN108] In this case, the court upheld EPA's exercise of discretion to adopt an alternative emission
standard that achieved greater reasonable progress than would have been achieved through the imposition of BART. Al-
lowing States to adopt alternative measures such as an emissions trading program rather than to require BART will
provide the States with the flexibility to achieve greater reasonable progress towards the national goal at a lower cost,
while still addressing the Congressional concern that existing sources contributing to visibility impairment be required to
control emissions appropriately. The EPA believes that this best fulfills the overarching statutory requirement in section
169A(b) that States make reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal, but also ensures that, at a minimum, the
degree of visibility impairment attributable to BART sources is addressed by the States during the first long-term
strategy. Moreover, while an appropriately designed alternative might result in differing levels of control at particular
sources than a source-by-source BART requirement, the environment will benefit through the achievement of greater
reasonable progress.

FN108 990 F.2d 1531, 1543 (1993).

As noted above, to take advantage of the flexibility offered by this provision, the State must demonstrate that the altern-
ative measures adopted in lieu of meeting the BART requirements achieve greater reasonable progress than would result
from the installation of source-specific BART. One way of making this showing is for a State to show in its SIP demon-
stration that the alternative *35742 measures will achieve greater emission reductions and visibility improvement than
would result from meeting the BART requirements.

In making this showing, States may rely on the assessments and analyses developed by regional planning groups that are
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formed to address regional haze. To compare the emissions reductions and visibility improvement that would result from
application of source specific BART to that resulting from implementation of alternative measures, such as a regional
emissions trading program, the State must estimate the emissions reductions that would result from the use of BART-
level controls. To do this, the State could undertake a source-specific review of the sources in the State subject to BART,
or it could use a modified approach that simplifies the analysis.

To simplify the process of arriving at an estimate of emissions, EPA believes that one approach that would be acceptable
in place of a source by source BART analysis would be to consider some of the BART factors on a category-wide basis.
For example, the average cost per ton of complying with alternate control technologies and associated energy and nonair
environmental impacts could be considered on a category-wide basis. It may be more appropriate to consider other
factors on a source-by-source basis. For example, the State could identify the current control technology in operation at
each source and calculate the emissions that would be achieved at each source with a given retrofit control technology or
determine and consider the remaining useful life of individual sources.

Alternatively, EPA believes it may be appropriate for the State to combine a category-wide BART assessment with a
source-specific assessment for certain sources. For example, if a State can verify that a source will be retired within a
short period of time, it could take this into account in determining BART-level emissions reductions for that facility
while assessing the remaining sources subject to BART on a category-wide basis.

The States accordingly have flexibility in developing a method to determine the emission reductions that could be
achieved through the application of BART. Whatever methodology is chosen by the State to evaluate possible emissions
reductions from BART, the estimate must reflect at least the minimum level of emissions reductions that can be expec-
ted. This estimate becomes the point of comparison for determining whether an alternative measure, such as an emission
trading program, achieves greater reasonable progress toward visibility improvement. Once the State has arrived at an es-
timate of the emissions that would result from application of source-specific BART, it should then compare the degree of
visibility improvement expected to be achieved in Class I areas through the application of BART to the degree of visibil-
ity improvement projected to be achieved by the alternative measures proposed by the State.[FN109] It is not necessary
to go through an additional analysis of the BART factors in considering the effects of alternative measures.

FN109 The State should be able to compare the degree of visibility improvement through
modeling. For example, for an emissions trading program, the State may undertake a re-
gional modeling analysis that simulates least-cost market trades to predict the geographic
distribution of the emission reductions that could be achieved through a market trading
program and the resultant improvement in visibility at different Class I areas.

The EPA believes that the most likely alternative measures adopted by the States will be an emissions trading program.
There are several advantages associated with a regional trading approach in lieu of meeting a source-specific BART re-
quirement. First, it provides flexibility to participating sources in deciding whether to purchase credits or to implement
on-site emission reduction strategies, while being designed to achieve an equivalent level of emissions. Many com-
menters felt the proposal did not provide this type of flexibility. Second, trading allows sources to assess the costs of
control technology, alternative fuels, and process changes across a broad array of sources and source categories. Thus, a
trading program typically will result in lower cost per ton of pollutant reduced than a program which mandates plant-
specific technological control. For example, EPA's experiences in the acid rain program have shown that sulfur dioxide
reductions achieved through market-based programs within the electric utility sector continue to be quite cost effective,
in the $170—320 per ton range.[FN110] A program which allows broader trading among sources in other industrial cat-
egories as well would likely lead to even greater cost effectiveness for individual sources.
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FN110 U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Administration, “The Effects of
Title IV of the Clean AIr Act Amendments of 1990 on Electric Utilities: An Update,”
DOE/EIA-0582(97), March 1997.

In designing emissions trading programs that will achieve the requisite improvement in visibility, States must ensure that
such programs meet several criteria. First, as noted above, the legislative history demonstrates Congress' recognition of
the need to control emissions from a specific set of existing sources. Because of the Congressional focus on control of
these sources, any emissions trading program must include, at a minimum, the sources within the trading region subject
to BART. The one exception to this is where a source has already installed BART-level pollution control technology and
the emission limit is a federally-enforceable requirement. In that case, States may elect to allow a source the option of
not participating in the trading program.

Second, a trading program adopted in lieu of BART must be fully implemented within the period of the first long-term
strategy. To ensure this, States must provide schedules for implementing emissions trading programs with their SIP sub-
mittal. While EPA is allowing States to fully implement a trading program within the period addressed by the State's first
long-term strategy, under section 169A, BART emission limits are to be implemented within 5 years. To provide States
with the additional flexibility they may need to implement a trading program, EPA has concluded that it is appropriate
for States to have the full period of the long-term strategy to achieve the full measure of necessary emissions. The basis
for allowing this longer implementation period is the provision that the trading program achieve greater reasonable pro-
gress than would be achieved by source-specific application of BART within 5 years of plan submittal. The EPA will
consider the estimated period of time to implement the program in determining whether the alternative measures
“achieve more reasonable progress.” In any event, a trading program adopted in lieu of BART must be implemented dur-
ing the period of the first long-term strategy.

Third, the reductions in emissions required of BART sources must be surplus to other Federal requirements as of the
baseline date of the SIP, that is, the date of the emissions inventories on which the SIP relies. In addition, sources must
be required to monitor their emissions in a way that allows States and EPA to assure that the reductions are being
achieved. The basic concept of an emission trading program is to allow for alternative, cost-effective ways of achieving
equal or greater overall emissions. To ensure that the trading program does achieve a greater overall emission reduction,
it is important that the emission credits are created by genuine reductions in emissions. We will be issuing further guid-
ance to assist States in designing *35743 their trading programs to ensure that programs provide such accountability.

Fourth, the regional trading program may include sources not subject to BART. Inclusion of such sources provides for a
more economically efficient and robust trading program. The EPA believes the program can include diverse sources, in-
cluding mobile and area sources, so long as the reductions from these sources can be accurately calculated and tracked.

Fifth, EPA encourages States wishing to develop such programs to consider the emission reduction requirements of other
air quality programs. To implement reductions in a fully integrated fashion, the State should consider the extent to which
some sources should be limited in their ability to trade. Examples of such factors include the significant contribution to a
local nonattainment situation and the extent to which trading may assist or undermine the achievement of greater pro-
gress toward attainment of the NAAQS or the national visibility goal.

A related issue is the connection between determinations of BART under the reasonably attributable regulations and a
trading program adopted in lieu of BART. The EPA has adopted a provision in the final rule that allows States to include
a geographic enhancement in such a trading program to accommodate reasonably attributable BART. The purpose for in-
cluding this provision is to address concerns regarding “hot spots”—the concern that some part of visibility impairment
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in a specific Class I area is attributable or uniquely attributable to a single source or small group of sources because of
the nature and location of the pollution from the source(s). Should action be taken by a State (or EPA) to address reason-
ably attributable impairment, these provisions would allow the State to incorporate methods, procedures, or processes in
a market-based strategy to accommodate such action.

Sixth, interpollutant trading should not be allowed until the technical difficulties associated with ensuring equivalence in
the overall environmental effect are resolved. Some other emissions trading programs (e.g., trading under the acid rain
program) prohibit emission trades between pollutants. An emissions trading program for regional haze might also need to
restrict trades to common pollutants. Each of the five pollutants which cause or contribute to visibility impairment has a
different impact on light extinction for a given particle mass, making it therefore extremely difficult to judge the equival-
ence of interpollutant trades in a manner that would be technically credible, yet convenient to implement in the time-
frame needed for transactions to be efficient. This analysis is further complicated by the fact that the visibility impact
that each pollutant can have varies with humidity, so that control of different pollutants can have markedly different ef-
fects on visibility in different geographic areas and at different times of the year. Despite the technical difficulties associ-
ated with interpollutant trading today, EPA would be willing to consider such trading programs in the future that demon-
strate an acceptable technical approach.

Application for Exemption from BART. Even where a source may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to vis-
ibility impairment, section 169A(c) allows for the exemption of any source from the BART requirements if it can be
demonstrated that the source, by itself or in combination with other sources, is not reasonably anticipated to cause or
contribute to significant visibility impairment. In addition, as specified in section 169A(c)(2) of the CAA, any fossil-fuel
fired power plant with a total generating capacity of 750 megawatts or more may receive an exemption only if the owner
demonstrates that the power plant is located at such distance from all Class I areas that it does not, or will not, in combin-
ation with other sources, emit any pollutant which may be reasonably anticipated to contribute to significant visibility
impairment.

As with the question of whether a source can be reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impair-
ment, EPA believes that the question of whether a source causes or contributes to significant visibility impairment re-
quires an analysis of the cumulative effects of emission sources on a region. Regional modeling will be one appropriate
method to determine whether a source could qualify for the exemption from the BART requirements. If a significant cu-
mulative impact is demonstrated from the sources across the relevant regional modeling domain, then any BART-eligible
source in the region would most likely be found to be reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to significant visibil-
ity impairment.

The proposed regional haze rule was structured such that the BART exemption provisions in section 51.303 of the exist-
ing visibility regulations would also apply to sources subject to BART under the regional haze regulation. In the final
rule, EPA has taken the same approach. Consistent with section 51.303, a source may apply to EPA for an exemption
from the BART requirement. The EPA will grant or deny an application after providing notice and opportunity for a pub-
lic hearing. Any exemption granted by EPA must have the concurrence from all affected Federal land managers.

Timing for Submittal of BART Elements. Because TEA-21 changed the schedule for submittal of visibility SIPs, EPA is
not requiring States to submit a list of BART-eligible sources to EPA within 12 months, as proposed. Under the final
rule, the emission limits or other measures to address BART under the regional haze program must be included in the
State's initial SIP submittal(s), as discussed further in unit III.B of this notice, except where the State commits to regional
planning. In the case where a State opts to work with other States to develop a coordinated approach to regional haze by
participating in a regional planning process, SIP revisions containing the BART emission limits or alternative measures
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in lieu of BART will be due generally at the time PM2.5 nonattainment SIPs are submitted, but in no case later than
December 31, 2008. As discussed in unit III.B, States that submit a commitment to participate in regional planning are
required to submit the list of BART-eligible sources as part of that submittal.

I. Monitoring Strategy and Other Implementation Plan Requirements

Monitoring Strategy

Proposed rule. In the proposed rule, we included a requirement for States to develop a monitoring strategy. We believe
that actual monitoring data are a critical component of any air quality management approach to visibility impairment.
Data on individual components of PM (nitrates, sulfates, elemental carbon, organic carbon, crustal material) are crucial
to understanding the causes of visibility impairment at a given location, and accordingly are necessary for long-term
strategy development. Reviewing these data with time, and additional data provided by monitoring sites, are necessary to
understand whether the long-term strategies are effective.

Under the proposed rule, an initial monitoring strategy was due 12 months after promulgation, with periodic updates
every 3 years thereafter. Requirements for visibility monitoring are authorized under section 110(a)(2)(B), requiring SIPs
to provide for the monitoring of ambient air quality, and under section 169A(b)(2), which authorizes EPA to establish
regulations requiring SIPs to address “other measures as may be necessary.”*35744

Four separate provisions were included in the monitoring strategy requirement: (1) a requirement for States to provide
for additional that is monitoring “representative of all Class I areas,” (2) a requirement for States with Class I areas to as-
sess the relative contributions of sources within and outside the State to any Class I area within the State, (3) require-
ments for States without Class I areas to include a procedure by which monitoring data will be used to determine the con-
tribution of emissions from within the State to Class I areas outside the State, and (4) a requirement to report all visibility
monitoring data to EPA at least annually, in accordance with EPA guidance.

Comments received. Commenters on this requirement raised a number of concerns. One concern raised by State and local
agencies was that the costs of monitoring could be substantial and urged EPA to provide funding. Other commenters
urged EPA to exercise flexibility in determining the degree to which monitors in one Class I area could be considered
representative of other nearby areas. Other commenters raised concerns about the feasibility of monitoring in remote
areas and for areas with difficulty in gaining access to monitors during the winter. Commenters also expressed concerns
over the timetable for the monitoring plan and the requirement for updating the strategy.

Final rule. Section 51.308(d)(4) of the final rule includes the requirement for a monitoring strategy. Under the final rule,
this monitoring strategy is due with the first regional haze SIP, and it must be reviewed every 5 years.

Additional sites. Since the 1980's, EPA has cooperatively managed and funded the IMPROVE network with FLMs and
States. Today, the IMPROVE network of 30 Class I sites (and an additional network of about 40 sites that use the IM-
PROVE methods) collects data on fine particle concentrations and on individual particle species. These individual spe-
cies (sulfates, nitrates, elemental carbon, organic carbon, crustal material) are important for understanding causes and
trends of visibility impairment at a given location. The network also employs optical monitoring methods for the direct
measurement of light extinction, and scene monitoring methods using 35 millimeter photography.

The EPA is funding the deployment of several hundred PM2.5 monitors by the end of calendar year 1999. In order to
meet the requirements for some monitors to characterize background conditions and transport patterns, as well as to more
broadly characterize visibility impairment in Class I areas for implementation of the regional haze program, EPA is fund-
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ing the deployment of an additional 78 IMPROVE sites for Class I areas by the end of 1999. As a result of this anticip-
ated network expansion, we expect that few, if any, State-funded monitors will be needed in implementing today's final
rule. The IMPROVE Steering Committee is coordinating closely with the States on the selection of sites for the expanded
network to help ensure that the new sites will meet States' needs for SIP development. The EPA expects that as a result
of the IMPROVE Steering Committee process, the expanded network should provide for data that can be considered rep-
resentative of most if not all Class I areas.

The monitoring strategy must, however, provide for additional monitoring sites if the IMPROVE network is not suffi-
cient to determine whether reasonable progress goals will be met. This provision requires States with Class I areas to
work with EPA and the FLMs to ensure that monitoring networks provide monitoring data that are representative of vis-
ibility conditions in each affected Class I area within the State. We want to clarify that this provision does not require a
monitor in each Class I area, only that a monitor be representative of a Class I area. Accordingly, a monitor in or adjacent
to one Class I area can be representative of one or more other Class I areas, based on certain criteria. Additionally, EPA
agrees with commenters that a few Class I areas may have severe accessibility problems for which monitoring may not
be feasible.

Use of Monitoring Data to Understand Contributions to Class I Areas. States with Class I areas are required to include in
the regional haze SIP a monitoring strategy that is tailored to a given representative site. The strategy must identify the
ways that the visibility monitoring and chemical composition analysis will be used to understand the emission sources
that contribute to visibility impairment at a given monitoring site. Additionally, the monitoring strategy should identify
the procedures for reviewing monitoring data and coordinating with other technical experts. We believe that continued
coordination of visibility monitoring and chemical composition analysis among States, FLMs, and EPA will be important
for future regional planning activities. Analysis of trends in emissions of those constituents can assist States in the devel-
opment of long-term strategies for making reasonable progress.

The rule also requires monitoring strategies for States without Class I areas. We believe it is equally important for those
States to understand and describe the implications of monitoring data. First, it is important for those States to review
monitoring information, including data on the chemical composition of individual species concentrations, to help under-
stand the relative contribution of emissions from their State to Class I areas in other States. Second, it is important for
these States to understand and describe how they will use the monitoring data to review progress and trends.

Periodic Updates to Strategy. The rule requires an initial monitoring strategy and periodic updates. The initial monitoring
strategy is due with a State's first SIP submission. Additionally, the rule requires that the monitoring strategy be reviewed
every 5 years. We believe that when progress is reviewed and control strategies are updated, it will be important to re-
view the monitoring strategy. For the periodic updates, States should review the existing monitoring strategy with the
FLMs and other participating agencies to assess the need for additional monitoring sites or modifications to existing
sites, as well as the need for updated guidance on monitoring protocols.

Monitoring Guidance. The EPA plans to issue a visibility monitoring guidance document soon after promulgating this
rule that will be designed to assist the States in developing monitoring strategies. The document will include technical
criteria and procedures for conducting aerosol, optical, and scene monitoring of visibility conditions in Class I areas. The
protocols of the IMPROVE network will be included in this guidance.

Reporting of Monitoring Data

Proposed Rule. The proposed rule required States to report all visibility monitoring at least annually for each Class I area
having such monitoring. We proposed that States report data in accordance with EPA guidance and through electronic
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data transfer techniques to the extent possible. There were no adverse comments on this reporting requirement.

Final Rule. We have retained a general requirement in section 51.308(d)(4) that States submit as part of the SIP a monit-
oring strategy that addresses the reporting of visibility monitoring data to EPA. As noted above, EPA expects that few, if
any, additional State-funded sites will be necessary to *35745 fully implement the regional haze rule. Where States do
choose to fund additional sites, however, EPA believes it is important for the States to make data from these sites avail-
able to EPA and other agencies.

For monitoring sites in the IMPROVE network, the IMPROVE Steering Committee oversees network contractors who
quality assure and consolidate data from chemical composition analysis of filter samples. Such data are made available to
all interested parties through various electronic formats and online websites. Assuming this practice continues with the
IMPROVE Steering Committee, States will experience little or no burden in meeting this requirement for reporting to
EPA.

Annual consolidation of these data will serve several purposes. First, a central data base will allow the States and other
interested parties to track progress over time in relation to reasonable progress goals. It will also assist the States in un-
derstanding current visibility conditions as well as past trends. Consolidation of the data will assist EPA, the State, other
agencies, and the public in reviewing the effectiveness of the State's long-term strategy for regional haze. Additionally,
consolidation of the data will enable EPA to better characterize national and regional visibility trends in its annual air
quality trends report. Finally, a centralized data base will provide for the integration of monitoring data from the new PM

2.5 monitoring network and the visibility monitoring network, both of which will include PM2.5 and PM10 mass, as well
as compositional analysis by aerosol species. Class I area particle mass and chemical composition data can fill important
data gaps in defining regional concentrations for air quality modeling analyses.

Requirements Under Section 110(a)(2) of the CAA. Visibility SIP submittals must document certain program infrastruc-
ture capabilities consistent with the requirements of section 169B(e)(2) and section 110(a)(2) of the CAA. Section
169(B)(e)(2) requires States to revise their section 110 SIPs to “contain such emission limits, schedules of compliance,
and other measures as may be necessary” to carry out regulations promulgated pursuant to this section. The EPA believes
that this language authorizes EPA to ensure that States review their existing program infrastructures to ensure that the
types of elements required by section 110(a)(2) for programs addressing the NAAQS are also sufficient for adoption and
implementation of SIP measures for regional haze. The final rule does not include specific provisions addressing all ele-
ments of section 110(a)(2). However, section 51.308(d)(4)(iv) of the final rule requires the State to maintain and update
periodically a statewide inventory of emissions of pollutants that contribute to visibility impairment.

Where a State is also revising its SIP to incorporate changes to address the PM2.5 NAAQS, many of these revisions may
be sufficient to address both PM2.5 and regional haze. The EPA encourages States to consider the needs of both pro-
grams when updating the provisions required by section 110 of the CAA to minimize any administrative burdens.

J. Periodic SIP Revisions and 5-year Progress Reports

Proposed Rule. The proposed rule required States to periodically review and revise their SIPs every 3 years. The pre-
amble to the proposal stated that “[t]he EPA believes that a requirement for regular SIP revisions will result in a more ef-
fective program over time and provide a focus for demonstrating ongoing progress and making mid-course corrections in
emission strategies.”[FN111] Each SIP revision would include a comprehensive review of the long-term strategy, and a
review of emissions reductions estimates relied on in the previous plan if the State does not achieve any reasonable pro-
gress target.
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FN111 62 FR 41151.

The proposal also requested comment on whether SIP revisions should instead be required every 5 years. Regarding this
option, EPA also took comment on whether it should revise the existing requirement in the “reasonably attributable” reg-
ulations for long-term strategy reviews from every 3 years to every 5 years, such that SIP revision schedules for both re-
gional haze and reasonably attributable impairment would be coordinated.

Public Comments. Some commenters stated that the CAA does not allow EPA to require periodic SIP revisions. Several
commenters felt that a requirement to submit comprehensive SIP revisions every 3 years would be overly burdensome,
and would not provide enough time to properly evaluate changes in air quality and emissions resulting from implementa-
tion of strategies to meet reasonable progress targets. For this reason, a number of commenters supported a 5-year period
between SIP revisions. Several participants in the GCVTC supported a 5-year review of progress that meets the proced-
ural requirements of a SIP revision, but that also allows for the State to make a negative declaration if current strategies
are deemed adequate for making reasonable progress at that time.

Other commenters supported SIP revisions every 3 years, citing EPA's preamble language, which noted that implement-
ing mid-course corrections after the 5-year mark may in fact be too late to correct situations where impairment is steadily
increasing. Some of these commenters also supported the 3-year cycle for regional haze SIPs since it would be consistent
with the requirement for 3-year reviews of long-term strategies in the existing 1980 visibility rules.

Authority for Periodic Updates. The EPA does not agree with commenters that it lacks the authority to require periodic
SIP revisions. Section 110(a)(2)(F) of the CAA provides that SIPs are to require “periodic reports on the nature and
amounts of emissions and emissions-related data” and “correlation of such reports * * * with any emission limitations or
standards established pursuant to this chapter.”Moreover, section 110(a)(2)(H) requires SIPs to provide for revision when
found to be substantially inadequate to “comply with any additional requirements established under * * * [the CAA].”
Both of these provisions provide EPA with the authority to require periodic SIP revisions.

The CAA calls for regulations to protect visual air quality in the Class I areas in a way that assures prevention of future
impairment in addition to remedying existing impairment. A one-time review of impairment and development of
strategies to address that impairment cannot provide such continuing assurance and, at best, can only focus on remedying
currently known manmade visibility impairment within the limits of resources and technology. A program that did not
anticipate and provide for the need for future periodic review and revisions, would not be responsive to the national goal
of preventing any future manmade visibility impairment.

The requirement for periodic review of SIP measures also directly responds to the CAA goal for States to develop
strategies to ensure reasonable progress toward the national goal of no human-caused impairment. Given that the stat-
utory factors which States must consider in determining a reasonable progress goal include costs of control and availabil-
ity of controls, among others, and given that technology changes can affect costs and availability of controls over time,
EPA believes that the requirement for a periodic SIP revision is appropriate. The periodic revisions will assure that the
statutory requirement for reasonable progress will *35746 continue to be met. The EPA believes that the need for period-
ic updates is also clear from the NAS conclusion that “achieving the national visibility goal will require a substantial
long-term (emphasis added) program.”[FN112]

FN112 National Research Council, NAS Committee on Haze in National Parks and Wil-
derness Areas, Protecting Visibility in National Parks and Wilderness Areas, National
Academy Press, 1993, page 10.
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Three-year versus 5-year period. In considering the public comments, EPA also took into account the body of evidence
indicating a need for multistate regional planning efforts under the regional haze program. Past experience with regional
air quality planning efforts, such as the GCVTC or the Ozone Tranport Assessment Group (OTAG), has shown that re-
gional air quality planning efforts often take 2 or more years to complete, with additional time needed for State adoption
of measures and for review and approval by EPA.

After consideration of the comments described above, and the timeframes needed for regional planning, EPA concluded
that a 5-year progress review and SIP revision cycle is more appropriate than a 3-year cycle. The EPA determined that
the States will be better able to assess the effectiveness of emission management strategies by considering 5 years of data
rather than 3 years since a 5-year period provides for more stable trend lines for emissions and air quality changes than a
3-year period. The EPA also concluded that a 5-year period should result in significantly less administrative burden on
the States than a 3-year period.

Final rule requirements for comprehensive plan revisions and progress reports. The EPA has included in the final rule,
two main requirements for comprehensive periodic plan revisions (section 51.308(f)) and progress reviews (section
51.308(g)).Section 51.308(f) requires the States to submit a comprehensive SIP revision in 2018 and every 10 years
thereafter. It must meet all of the core requirements of section 51.308(d). The BART provisions of section 51.308(e), as
noted above, apply only to the first implementation period.Section 51.308(g) requires progress reports for each Class I
area in the State in the form of SIP revisions every 5 years.

Requirements for comprehensive periodic plan revisions. Comprehensive SIP revisions under section 51.308(f) must in-
clude all of the implementation plan elements found in section 51.308(d) of the final rule. These elements include, but
are not limited to, the following: (1) reasonable progress goals for the next 10-year implementation period, (2) determin-
ation of current conditions and review of estimates for natural conditions, (3) a revised long-term strategy, as necessary
to achieve the reasonable progress goal for the next 10-year implementation period, and (4) revised emission inventories,
technical analyses and monitoring strategies. The EPA wishes to clarify the following points with respect to the basic
core provisions of section 51.308(d) for the purpose of periodic comprehensive plan updates.

Reasonable progress goals. For purposes of the periodic plan revisions, the State must select a reasonable progress goal
based upon the statutory factors discussed above in unit III.F. In determining the goal for the next implementation cycle,
the State must include an analysis of the rate of improvement needed to reach natural conditions by the year 2064 as an
analytical framework for the plan revision. To conduct this required analysis, the State must follow the same four steps
discussed in unit II.F for the initial plan revision, that is (1) identification of the difference between baseline conditions
and natural conditions (noting any updates to the estimate of natural conditions based upon technical refinements), (2)
identification of the uniform rate of progress over the 60-year period that would be needed to attain natural conditions by
the year 2064, (3) identification of the amount of progress that would result if this uniform rate of progress were
achieved during the period of the regional haze implementation plan,[FN113] and (4) identification of reasonable pro-
gress goals in light of the statutory factors, taking the 60-year analysis into account. The State must also calculate the
number of years it would take to attain natural conditions if visibility improvement continues at the rate of progress se-
lected by the State as required in section 51.308(d)(1)(ii).

FN113 Referring to the example in unit III.F, if the second implementation plan covers a
10-year period from 2019 through 2028, then the State would identify a 3 deciview rate of
improvement, and the amount of visibility improvement that must be analyzed for the year
2028 would be the 3 deciview improvement for the years 2019 through 2028, plus the 4.2
deciviews of improvement for the years 2004 through 2018.
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Reporting of Baseline and natural visibility conditions. In the SIP submission for the comprehensive periodic plan up-
dates, the State must identify (1) the visibility change from baseline conditions, (2) the visibility change since the last
SIP revision 10 years ago, and (3) the difference between current and natural conditions.

Visibility Change from Baseline Conditions. Section 51.308(f) calls for States to consider, at the time of any future SIP
revision after the initial implementation plan, the amount of visibility improvement achieved from baseline visibility con-
ditions (established over the period 2000-2004) in developing future reasonable progress goals and associated strategies.
The final rule requires the State to do this by comparing “current conditions” for the 5 years of most recent visibility data
with baseline conditions. (See discussion in unit III.E on definition of “current.”) Any lack of progress in improvement
of visibility from baseline conditions will need to be explained in the SIP revision and considered by the State in the es-
tablishment and/or revision of new reasonable progress goals and/or emission management strategies. Similarly, greater
than expected improvements should be considered by the State in setting new visibility goals and emission management
strategies.

If little or no perceptible visibility improvement has occurred in comparison to baseline conditions, or if conditions have
actually degraded, then the State will need to explain the reason for this degradation in the SIP, and should seriously con-
sider establishing more ambitious goals and additional enforceable measures to achieve these goals. The EPA will take
into account the amount of progress achieved to date from the baseline period in determining whether any future strategy
would ensure “reasonable progress.” If significant visibility improvement has occurred from baseline conditions, then
EPA can also take this into account in reviewing future reasonable progress goals and strategies.

Visibility Change Since Last SIP Revision. Section 51.308(f) also calls for States, in developing reasonable progress
goals for the next 10 years, to take into account how visibility conditions have actually changed since establishment of
the previous reasonable progress goal. (This provision would apply beginning in the second SIP revision cycle under the
regional haze program.) If conditions degraded or failed to meet reasonable progress goals, the State would be required
to analyze the cause of the shortfall, and address it as appropriate in future strategies. If the State has failed to achieve its
reasonable progress goal for the prior implementation period, the State would be required to include in its revision a
comparison of the visibility improvement the State *35747 expected to achieve to the visibility improvement the State
actually achieved.

Difference between current and natural conditions.Section 51.308(f) of the final rule requires the State, at the time of any
comprehensive SIP revision, to calculate the difference between current conditions and natural conditions for the most
impaired and least impaired days. “Current conditions” means the conditions for the most recent 5-year period preceding
the required date of the implementation plan submittal. This calculation is needed to determine the total amount of im-
provement that States will ultimately need to address in their long-term strategies.

Long-term strategies. As for the first implementation plan, subsequent comprehensive updates must identify the enforce-
able emissions reductions that will provide for meeting the reasonable progress goal for Class I areas within the State and
for Class I areas outside the State which may be affected by emissions from the State. Unit III.G provides additional de-
tail on the requirements of the long-term strategies.

Update of monitoring strategies and other requirements. The comprehensive updates are also required to meet the re-
quirements of section 51.308(d)(4) for updated monitoring strategies, updated emission inventories, and other required
technical analyses.

Requirements for 5-year progress reports.Section 51.308(g) describes the required elements for progress reports due
every 5 years. For States that participate in regional planning and submit initial SIPs in 2008, the first progress report
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will be due in 2013. If a State submits its initial SIP in the 2004-2008 timeframe, its first progress report would be due
before 2013. These progress reports must follow the same procedural requirements required for implementation plan re-
visions, and the State must provide the opportunity for public review and comment. However, the rule also allows the
State to submit this progress report in the form of a negative declaration if the State finds that emission management
measures in the SIP are being implemented on schedule, and visibility improvement appears to be consistent with exist-
ing reasonable progress goals. The EPA intends for progress reports to involve significantly less effort than a compre-
hensive SIP revision.

Each 5-year progress report must contain the following elements as specified in section 51.308(g):

- The status of implementation, and summary of the emissions reductions achieved, for all emission management meas-
ures implemented within the State in order to achieve reasonable progress goals for Class I areas within and outside the
State.

- For each Class I area located in the State, the report must include calculations of the following parameters:

—Current visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days.

—The difference between current conditions and baseline conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days.

—The change in visibility for the most impaired and least impaired days over the past 5 years.

- An emissions tracking report that analyzes the change over the past 5 years in emissions of pollutants contributing to
visibility impairment, disaggregated by source category and emissions activity, for significant categories of sources or
activities.

- An assessment of whether current implementation plan strategies are sufficient for the State or affected States to meet
their reasonable progress goals.

Based on the required calculations and assessments in the progress report, the State must take one of four actions as spe-
cified in section 51.308(h). If the State finds that an additional substantive SIP revision is not required, then it may sub-
mit a “negative declaration” to EPA after opportunity for public review and comment. The EPA anticipates that if the
State is implementing a reasonable set of strategies according to the schedule as developed in the previous comprehens-
ive SIP revision, and that visibility trends show that reasonable progress goals should be achieved over the 10-year long-
term strategy period, then the State should be able to certify, through a negative declaration, that no additional control
measures are needed at the time of this mid-course review.

If the State finds that over the past 5 years there has been a substantial increase in emissions by intrastate sources, or
there has been a deficiency in plan implementation, the final rule requires the State to revise the SIP within 1 year, rather
than waiting for the next 10-year comprehensive review. Such a mid-course correction would be designed to achieve the
existing reasonable progress goal for the relevant Class I area. The EPA believes that it is appropriate for the State to
take prompt action to address intrastate problems since they would not need to participate in further regional planning.

If the State finds that there is a substantial increase in emissions or a deficiency in plan implementation resulting primar-
ily from interstate emissions, section 51.308(h)(2) calls for the State to re-initiate the regional planning process with oth-
er States so that the deficiency can be addressed in the next comprehensive SIP revision due in 5 years. If the State finds
that international emissions sources are responsible for a substantial increase in emissions affecting visibility conditions
in any Class I area or causing a deficiency in plan implementation, the State must submit a technical demonstration to
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EPA in support of its finding. If EPA agrees with the State's finding, EPA will take appropriate action to address the in-
ternational emissions through available mechanisms. Appropriate mechanisms for addressing visibility-impairing emis-
sions from international sources are further discussed in unit III.G on the long-term strategy.

If EPA finds that the State has not been implementing certain measures adopted into its SIP, or that the State has submit-
ted a SIP that is not approvable, or that the State has failed to submit any required progress report or SIP revision at all,
the State could be subject to sanctions in accordance with sections 179(b) and 110(m) of the CAA. If the State does not
resolve the situation expeditiously, EPA may be obligated to take further appropriate action to resolve the situation, in-
cluding promulgation of a FIP within 2 years in accordance with section 110(c) of the CAA. The EPA believes that in
this regionally-oriented program, it will be important for States to implement measures designed to improve visibility for
Class I areas outside of their State, as well as to improve visibility within the State. The EPA will exercise its FIP author-
ity as appropriate and necessary to ensure that States fulfill their obligations such that Class I areas make reasonable pro-
gress toward the national visibility goal.

K. Coordination With Federal Land Managers

Section 51.308(i) of the final rule requires that States consult with FLMs before adopting and submitting their regional
haze SIPs. This requirement is consistent with the proposed regional haze rule and the 1980 regulation for “reasonably
attributable” visibility impairment. A number of commenters expressed a concern that this provision was not equitable,
in that States are required to consult with FLMs, but the rule does not require FLMs to consult with States before they
take action, even when actions such as prescribed burning could have a significant impact *35748 on a State's visibility
program. These commenters recommended that the proposed rule be amended to mandate a two-way communication.

The EPA agrees that it is important and necessary for FLMs to consult with States on visibility-related issues. Land-use
activities on Federal lands can have impacts on nearby areas of a State, and there have been significant air quality issues
related to these activities. In recent years, FLMs have undertaken activities to improve communications with States.
There are a number of examples of these efforts. The IMPROVE steering committee, the group that oversees FLM ef-
forts to monitor visibility in Class I areas, includes representation from State agencies. Recently, State representation on
this committee was expanded by adding two more State members. Another example are the memoranda of understanding
that FLMs have entered into with States to coordinate prescribed burning activities. The EPA believes that the FLM
agencies generally recognize the importance of involving States in the development and implementation of land use
policies and other actions that affect States' abilities to make air quality improvements.

The EPA believes that it is unnecessary to impose an administrative requirement on another agency of the sort requested
by commenters in a Federal rule, because Federal agencies are already subject to compliance with SIP requirements in
the same manner, and to the same extent as any nongovernmental entity through section 118, as discussed below. The
EPA will, however, be working with FLMs and States to assist in their communications over air quality issues.

Commenters also expressed concerns that emissions from Federal agencies are beyond their jurisdiction. These com-
menters felt that if States were not able to regulate such emissions, then other sources within the State would be treated
inequitably under the final rule. The EPA does not agree that Federal sources are beyond a State's jurisdiction. As re-
quired by section 118 of the CAA, if a State air quality regulation affects a given type of source within its jurisdiction,
Federal facilities having that type of source must comply with the State regulations in the same manner, and to the same
extent as any nongovernmental entity. Thus, FLMs having emission sources of the type that are covered by State air
quality regulations are subject to the same extent as private sector entities.

IV. Treatment of the GCVTC Recommendations
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A. Background

The EPA established the GCVTC on November 13, 1991.[FN114] The purpose of the GCVTC was to assess information
about the adverse impacts on visibility in and around 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau region and to provide
policy recommendations to EPA to address such impacts. Section 169B of the CAA called for the GCVTC to evaluate
visibility research as well as other available information “pertaining to adverse impacts on visibility from potential or
projected growth in emissions from sources located in the region.”

FN114 See 56 FR 57522, Nov. 12, 1991.

The GCVTC was required to issue a report to EPA recommending what measures, if any, should be taken to protect vis-
ibility.[FN115] The CAA required that, at a minimum, this report was to consider: (1) The establishment of clean air cor-
ridors,[FN116] (2) the need to impose additional new source review requirements in any clean air corridors, and (3) addi-
tional restrictions on increases in emissions which may be appropriate to protect visibility in affected Class I areas. The
GCVTC was also required to address the promulgation of regulations addressing long-range strategies to address region-
al haze in the region. In June 1996, the GCVTC issued its recommendations to EPA.

FN115 CAA Section 169B(d).

FN116 A Clean air corridor is defined as a region that generally brings clear air to a re-
ceptor region, such as the Class I areas of the Golden Circle.

The GCVTC recommendations covered a wide range of control strategy approaches, planning and tracking activities, and
technical findings. The primary recommendations of the GCVTC covered nine categories of activities:[FN117]

FN117 See GCVTC Report, pp. i-iii.

- Air pollution prevention and reduction of per capita pollution as a high priority, including non-binding targets on pro-
duction of electricity from renewable energy sources;

- Tracking the effect of new sources of emissions on clean air corridors;

- Closely monitoring stationary source emissions, establishment of regional targets for sulfur dioxide emissions for the
year 2000 and the year 2040 with interim targets to be established in the future, exploration of a similar tracking system
for other pollutants, and the development of market-based regulatory programs if emissions targets are not met;

- Emissions reductions in and near Class I areas;

- Capping of mobile source emissions for areas contributing to visibility impairment, and State support for national meas-
ures aimed at further reducing tailpipe emissions;

- Further assessment of the contribution of road dust to visibility impairment;

- Future binational collaboration to resolve technical and policy concerns about contributions to visibility impairment on
the Colorado Plateau resulting from emissions from pollution sources in Mexico;

- Implementation of smoke management programs to minimize effects of all fire activities on visibility; and

- The need for a future regional coordinating entity to follow through on implementing the recommendations.
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Proposed rule. In the July 31, 1997 proposal of the regional haze rule, EPA included an extensive review of the recom-
mendations of the GCVTC.[FN118] The preamble discussed how several concepts from the GCVTC's recommendations
were incorporated into the proposed framework for the national regional haze program. For example, EPA proposed an
approach for tracking reasonable progress, based on improving conditions on the worst visibility days and not allowing
conditions on the best days to degrade, that was consistent with both the GCVTC's definition of “reasonable progress”
and with the CAA national visibility goal of remedying any existing impairment and preventing any future impairment.
The proposal also called for tracking of continuous emissions to inform State control strategy decisions on a periodic
basis.[FN119]

FN118 62 FR 41141.

FN119 62 FR 41146.

However, in its proposal, EPA chose not to incorporate the GCVTC's specific emission management strategies as direct
requirements for SIPs. The EPA followed this approach because the proposed rule was designed to establish a national
framework for development of SIPs to remedy regional haze visibility impairment in all Class I areas nationwide. In ad-
dition, it was not clear how the various elements of the GCVTC's report were to be translated into SIP requirements. The
EPA noted in the proposal that the “Commission's recommendations have components that contemplate implementation
through a combination of actions by EPA, other Federal agencies, States and Tribes in the region, and voluntary meas-
ures on the part of the public and private *35749 entities throughout the region.”[FN120] The EPA indicated that such a
mixture of activities made it difficult for EPA to directly require States to implement all of these measures in their SIPs.
Instead, the EPA specifically sought public comment on the manner in which the national regional haze program frame-
work, as proposed, would allow for implementation of the GCVTC's recommendations.[FN121] The EPA also solicited
comment on whether to adopt the GCVTC's stationary source strategies with or without modification.[FN122]

FN120 62 FR 41142.

FN121 62 FR 41143.

FN122 62 FR 41143.

The EPA also reiterated its position in testimony before the United States Congress, stating that “we specifically de-
signed the regional haze rule to allow for implementation of the GCVTC's recommendations to address the environment-
al goal of improving visibility.”[FN123]

FN123 Written Testimony of John S. Seitz, Director, Office of AIr Quality Planning and
Standards, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, before the Subcommittee on Forest and
Public Land Management of the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, United
States Senate, October 28, 1997.

In public meetings and written comments following the proposal, interested parties expressed concern that the proposed
rule did not specifically endorse or incorporate the GCVTC's recommendations. Some commentors asserted that the rule
“ignored” the recommendations. The EPA also received numerous comments that supported adoption of the GCVTC re-
commendations as part of the national regional haze rule. In particular, several commentors who believed that EPA's pro-
posed rule did not adequately support the GCVTC's recommendations asserted that EPA's participation in the GCVTC
implied that strategies developed to address visibility in Class I areas of the Colorado Plateau would be taken into ac-
count within the structure of the rule. Commentors also noted that EPA's proposal of a visibility target and requirements
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to address BART left a high degree of uncertainty as to whether the GCVTC recommendations could form the basis for
SIPs.

On June 29, 1998, after the close of the public comment period on the proposed regulations, the WGA sent to EPA addi-
tional comments on the proposed regional haze rules. These comments contained specific new language for addressing
the recommendations of the GCVTC. The comments offered provisions to be included in the national regional haze rule
to allow certain western States to submit SIPs to assure reasonable progress in addressing regional haze impacts on the
Colorado Plateau based upon the technical work and policy recommendations of the GCVTC.[FN124] The transmittal
letter signed by Michael O. Leavitt, Governor of the State of Utah, reemphasized the commitment of Western governors
to the GCVTC recommendations, and requested that EPA take public comment on their suggested preamble and rule lan-
guage as part of the EPA process in reaching decisions on a final regional haze rule. In response to this submittal, on
September 3, 1998, EPA published a notice of availability in the Federal Register.[FN125] The notice solicited public
comment on the contents of the WGA letter and EPA's translation of the letter's requirements for SIPs into draft regulat-
ory language. The comment period for the notice of availability closed on October 5, 1998 and EPA received approxim-
ately 125 comments. In summary, most of the commentors supported the adoption of provisions to directly address the
GCVTC recommendations in the national rule, although many requested changes to the draft regulatory language. Some
commentors expressed concern over how these provisions would relate to the national rule, in particular to the national
provisions for BART. Other commentors addressed the way in which the WGA letter and EPA's draft regulatory lan-
guage translated the GCVTC's recommendations. In addition, some commentors expressed concern over the timing of the
SIP submittals both over the linkage to timing of SIP submittals for ozone and PM2.5 SIPs and the requirements of TEA-
21. Commentors also requested EPA to commit to consider the national transportation measures noted by the GCVTC as
part of EPA's responsibility toward helping the States make reasonable progress.

FN124 Docket A-95-38, Item # VIII-G-76.

FN125 63 FR 46952.

In the final rule, EPA is establishing specific SIP requirements which may be used by the States and tribes that particip-
ated in the GCVTC to satisfy the national regional haze rule. These SIP requirements will form a basis for these States to
meet the CAA requirements for reasonable progress in the 16 Class I areas addressed by the GCVTC Report. These SIP
requirements acknowledge and give effect to the substantial body of work already completed by the States and tribes par-
ticipating in the GCVTC. The Agency, therefore, and for reasons explained in more detail below, provides these SIP re-
quirements as an optional way for these States and tribes to implement the national rule based on the merits of the work
of the GCVTC completed before establishment of the national framework. The EPA finds that the GCVTC actions to
date address, or provide a mechanism to address, the statutory factors for assessing reasonable progress required by the
CAA. The EPA is satisfied that the GCVTC's strategies as set forth in section 51.309, when supplemented by the annex
process discussed below, will provide for “reasonable progress” toward the national visibility goal for the 16 parks and
wilderness areas addressed by the GCVTC. Consequently, if a State submits a plan that addresses the requirements of
section 51.309, including the requirements related to the annex, as described below, that plan will be considered to com-
ply with the national rule's requirement for reasonable progress for the period from plan approval to 2018.

Today's final rulemaking, including section 51.309, is directly responsive to the western States' and tribes' comments
calling for recognition of the policy development efforts of the GCVTC. At the same time, the rule allows for future co-
operative efforts among the GCVTC States, so that the national requirements for ensuring reasonable progress are fully
addressed. This action exemplifies how the regional haze protection provisions can be flexible and allow for a broad
range of emissions control strategies tailored to a specific region. This action fully recognizes the GCVTC and its follow-
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up body, the WRAP, as a valid regional planning process to address, at a minimum, the 16 Class I areas that were the fo-
cus of the GCVTC.Section 51.309 provides for continued work of the GCVTC, which may be accomplished through the
WRAP, to establish a complete framework which can be adopted in the SIPs for addressing all sources of visibility
impairment in the 16 Class I areas. The section also sets forth provisions for addressing additional Class I areas that were
not directly addressed in the GCVTC report.

Section 51.309 does not preclude States from developing and adopting their own control strategies. Rather, it provides an
expedited process whereby a State choosing to follow the GCVTC's recommendations in its SIP can rely fully on the
technical analyses, policy recommendations, and agreements reached by the GCVTC members, thereby significantly re-
ducing the effort required to establish federally approvable SIPs. A State remains free to develop and submit a SIP to
EPA which does not rely on the GCVTC's work or *35750 section 51.309. Such a State will be fully subject to the re-
quirements and schedules set forth in section 51.308, in the same manner and to the same extent as the States and tribes
throughout the United States that did not participate in the GCVTC process.

B. General Requirements of Section 51.309

Section 51.309 requires specific emissions control strategies for a broad region of the Western United States and includes
measures which address different types of emissions sources, including stationary, area and mobile sources. Some of
these strategies are already in place while others, such as mobile source provisions and the structure of a market trading
system to assure compliance with stationary source emissions goals, will require development of additional regulatory
measures. A review of each element of section 51.309 is found in unit IV.C below.

The GCVTC recommended emission reduction targets from stationary sources of SO2 for the years 2000 and 2040. The
GCVTC did not recommend quantitative interim targets between the years 2000 and 2040. Therefore, in addition to pro-
visions for specific emissions strategies, section 51.309 allows for an annex to the GCVTC report which will be con-
sidered in establishing specific targets for SO2 emissions from stationary sources in the region between 2003 and 2018.
This annex process and EPA's approval of acceptable interim emissions targets for SO2 will be key in completing a
series of strategies that can be deemed by EPA as meeting reasonable progress for the Class I areas on the Colorado Plat-
eau.

The provisions for adoption of strategies consistent with the GCVTC recommendations do not preclude the States and
tribes from developing additional control strategies for achieving reasonable progress in other Class I areas. Nor do they
preclude States and tribes which did not participate in the GCVTC, but which may benefit from its strategies due to the
geographic proximity of their Class I areas to the State where strategies will be implemented and regional transport
throughout the west, from building on these strategies to address reasonable progress for their Class I areas. However, for
all Class I areas not on the Colorado Plateau, the States and tribes would need to demonstrate, through the required ana-
lyses, that implementation of these strategies would contribute to meeting the requirements of section 51.308. By focus-
ing first on implementation strategies for the 16 Class I areas based on the recommendations of the GCVTC, all western
States may reduce the technical and administrative costs of addressing the remaining Class I areas by building on the out-
come of existing programs rather than requiring the development of two programs in parallel.

In the national rule, EPA is requiring States to analyze the rate of progress in visibility improvement that would be
needed to reach natural conditions within 60 years. The analyses must assess what strategies are available to meet that
rate for the period of the long-term strategy. The GCVTC reviewed the period from 1990 to 2040 to assess what
strategies were reasonable to achieve visibility improvement in the 16 Class I areas. The GCVTC's Alternatives Assess-
ment Committee developed a modeling system linking emissions control strategies, the costs of such strategies and the
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degree of visibility improvement that would result from those strategies. While not specifically attempting to reach natur-
al conditions within 60 years, a key emissions control scenario assessed in the GCVTC process was a “maximum man-
agement alternative.” The GCVTC looked at many source types and their impacts on visibility. This specific assessment
applied all known and anticipated control strategies over the time period as an indicator of the maximum amount of im-
provement in visibility possible in the region. The results of this analysis did not show sufficient emissions to reach nat-
ural conditions in any mandatory Class I area by 2040. The analysis of this scenario did, however, demonstrate that the
“maximum management alternative” is not likely to be achievable based on technological, economic and policy choices
made by the Alternates Assessment Committee due to costs, degree of visibility improvement and other factors. Con-
sequently, EPA finds this analysis, plus the management alternatives chosen (i.e., market-based emissions reductions,
specific source-sector reductions, etc.) to be an acceptable basis for approvable SIP strategies for the 16 Class I areas for
the first long-term strategy period since, in effect, reaching natural conditions by 2040 was shown not to be reasonable in
this transport region at this time. In making this finding, EPA concludes that the GCVTC analyses and process provide
for an assessment comparable to that called for by section 51.308.

In promulgating section 51.309, EPA is establishing specific SIP requirements for the time period 2003 through 2018
based on demonstrations by the GCVTC. The EPA finds the GCVTC demonstrations satisfy requirements for review of
the statutory factors as provided for under subsection 51.308(d).

While the GCVTC's assessment included projections to the 2040, EPA feels that the strategies incorporated in section
51.309 must be re-evaluated in 2018 to assure that they will continue to achieve reasonable progress after a thorough re-
view of the CAA factors. As discussed elsewhere in today's notice, this periodic review and revision of regional haze
SIPs is needed because of technological changes and economic factors which are likely to significantly alter both the rate
of emissions growth within a region, and the degree to which new technologies can more effectively reduce emissions,
both of which can affect the rate of visibility improvement. In addition, the requirement for periodic revisions is consist-
ent with the statutory provisions governing long-term strategies.

The EPA agrees with commentors who noted certain benefits to following the pathway provided through section 51.309
for addressing regional haze impairment. First, there is the benefit that the mixture of required strategies for the 16 Class
1 areas has already been through public comment as part of the GCVTC deliberations and subject to review by many
stakeholders. This previous public debate should help ensure broader public support for the State's plans as they are ad-
opted and implemented. As pointed out by commentors, one of the benefits of the GCVTC recommended strategies is
that they are aimed at developing cost-effective control strategies and ensuring compliance flexibility for affected
sources. For example, the strategy to address emissions from stationary sources uses a milestone and backstop emissions
trading program mechanism. This rewards voluntary emissions reductions since a regional emissions trading program
would only become effective if regional milestones are exceeded. Given that the provisions for the milestone and back-
stop emissions trading system may be approvable in lieu of BART, depending on the milestones developed in the annex,
full compliance with BART emissions limitations would not be required within 5 years of plan submittal, as would be re-
quired of States which submit plans under section 51.308 requiring source-specific BART. In addition, the economies of
scale offered by the work of the WRAP in conducting coordinated assessment activities, such as economic and air quality
modeling, could be substantial in aiding States in meeting their planning obligations.*35751

Finally, EPA's provisional view that SIPs which meet section 51.309 would satisfy the requirement for reasonable pro-
gress minimizes the analyses required of States which adhere to the requirements of section 51.309, compared to States
making an independent submittal under section 51.308.

C. Elements of the GCVTC-Based State and Tribal Implementation Plans
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1. Time Period

Section 51.309(d)(1) establishes the time period of the plan to cover the 16 parks and wilderness areas for the period
2003 through 2018. The GCVTC's recommended emissions reduction strategies, including the emission reduction ap-
proach for stationary sources of SO2, establish the long-term strategy requirements for plan submittals to EPA until the
year 2018. This time period is consistent with the submittals required under section 51.308 which will be due between
2004 and 2008 depending on the classification of State areas with respect to attainment of the recently promulgated
NAAQS for PM2.5. The time period covered by the plan revision due under section 51.309, 2003-2018, is somewhat dif-
ferent from the timeframe for long-term strategies required by section 51.308 for the Class I areas not on the Colorado
Plateau. The differences that exist acknowledge the substantial early work of the GCVTC, on the 16 Class I areas, while
at the same time making the strategy review cycle consistent with the timetable established in section 51.308.

The EPA received comment that it should allow the GCVTC recommendations to be the basis of all future strategies to
address regional haze for the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau permanently. The EPA disagrees. No given set of
emissions strategies can be determined reliably to achieve reasonable progress into the distant future. While the GCVTC
strategies adopted by the States under the provisions of section 51.309 may well continue to be adequate to meet the fu-
ture long-term strategy requirement, a full review of emissions strategies for all Class I areas of the region is appropriate
to assure that “reasonable progress” is being achieved and will continue to be achieved during the periods of subsequent
long-term strategies. As noted above, the relevant facts concerning costs of controls, availability of control strategies,
and other statutory factors will change over time. Advancements in technology and changes in economic factors will
likely provide opportunities for implementation of new cost-effective control measures to assure reasonable progress.
The structure of EPA's rule is designed to require States, through the SIP process, to review the statutory factors on a
periodic basis and determine appropriate changes to their strategies based on that review.

2. Projection of Visibility Improvement

Section 51.309(d)(2) requires the plan to contain a projection of the visibility conditions expected through the year 2018
and to take into account the measures required in the GCVTC report and the provisions of section 51.309. This projection
must, at a minimum, be expressed in units of deciview.

The Agency received comment that the GCVTC States should not be required to estimate visibility conditions using the
deciview metric, but should be permitted simply to track emissions over time. While EPA encourages States to track
emissions in order to evaluate the emission reduction effectiveness of adopted control measures, it is equally important
that changes be translated into visibility improvements in order to be responsive to the national goal. As noted earlier in
unit III.C of this notice on the deciview metric, EPA's selection of the deciview scale is an appropriate way to do this.
The Agency also included this provision to ensure that the public understands the relationship of the SIP to visibility con-
ditions at the Class I areas and to the national goal of no manmade impairment in visibility in these areas. The Agency
thus feels that it is appropriate to inform the public on the relationship between chosen emissions control measures and
their effect on visibility by requiring States to report on actual and expected changes in visibility to be achieved through
implementation of section 31.309. Those changes can be based on monitored data as well as estimated for future condi-
tions based on implementation of emissions strategies. Moreover, the requirement for use of the deciview metric does not
prevent the States from using other indicators, in addition to the deciview, for describing regional haze conditions, such
as standard visual range or atmospheric light extinction.

3. Treatment of Clean Air Corridors

Section 51.309(d)(3) requires the States to identify a geographic region or regions which will be subject to a compre-
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hensive emissions tracking strategy. The purpose of such comprehensive emissions tracking is to ensure that the fre-
quency of clear days, or days with good visibility, increases or does not decrease at any of the 16 Class I areas addressed
by the GCVTC. This section of the rule is designed to make the review of emissions, and their resulting impact on the
clear days at the Class I areas, part of the public record through the SIP approval process. It does not mandate any emis-
sions control strategies specifically aimed at improving clear days, but provides for the State to periodically review the
need for such strategies. If anthropogenic emissions create visibility impairment above natural conditions, and if overall
annual human-caused emissions reductions take place in a region, it is likely that visibility will improve for both the
most impaired days and the least impaired days.

The geographic area (or areas) to be covered by the emissions tracking strategy is to be determined initially based on the
GCVTC Meteorology Subcommittee's report entitled Clean Air Corridors: A Framework for Identifying Regions that In-
fluence Clean Air on the Colorado Plateau. The geographic area (or areas) can be further refined based on new technical
findings over time. The requirement to track emissions will enable States to quickly determine if changes in patterns of
emissions will reduce the number of clean air days (defined as the average of the 20 percent clearest days) in any of the
16 Class I areas. The State must analyze the effects of the emissions changes and implement additional measures to pro-
tect the clean days if necessary. The States may include the tracking of emissions for the clean air corridors with tracking
of emissions for other purposes such as compliance with stationary source emissions targets, if appropriate. The EPA
notes that clean air corridors will be protected by other implementation plan requirements, such as other SIP measures
that may apply to existing stationary sources. States may wish to rely on technical cooperation now beginning under the
WRAP as an efficient means to consolidate efforts on emission inventories and projections needed to monitor clean air
corridor emissions and their effects on clear air days.

4. Implementation of Stationary Source Reductions

To achieve the reductions in emissions for stationary sources projected in the GCVTC's strategies, subsection
51.309(f)(1)(i) requires the establishment of SO2 emission reduction milestones as part of the development of an annex
to the GCVTC report.Section 51.309(d)(4) requires monitoring and reporting of stationary *35752 source emissions of
SO2 in order to assess compliance with these milestones during the period 2003 to 2018. The SIP must contain criteria
and procedures for implementing a market trading program or other program documented in the SIP, consistent with sec-
tion 51.309(f)(1)(i), if triggered by emissions exceeding the emissions reduction milestones. In particular, the SIPs must
provide for implementation of the market-based program or other emissions control strategy as called for by an assess-
ment of SO2 emissions for the years 2003, 2008, 2013, and 2018. States must fully activate the market system or other
program within 1 year after an assessment showing the excessive emissions. In addition, the implementation plan must
provide for all affected sources to comply with the market system or other programs allocating emissions within 5 years
after the date the program is triggered. The rule also requires States to report on actual emissions reductions and compare
them to the established milestones. If a market trading program or other program is triggered, the rule requires States to
report whether all sources covered by the market trading or other programs are in compliance with applicable require-
ments.

In addition to requirements for control of emissions of SO2, the rule requires the State to explore emission management
options for stationary source emissions of PM and NOX. The States are required to report by 2003 on their consideration
of the need for emissions targets for these pollutants to prevent growth in emissions of these pollutants in the region as a
whole. The EPA believes that the States should base their decisions on the need for, and levels of, emissions targets for
these pollutants on the degree to which such pollutants contribute to regional haze impairment in the Class I areas ad-
dressed by their SIPs. The States must report to EPA by 2003 on their decisions whether to develop targets and additional
control strategies for PM and NOX emissions from stationary sources. If the States determine that such targets and con-
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trols are needed, they must submit a plan revision to EPA not later than December 31, 2008 containing any necessary
long-term strategies and BART or other requirements for stationary sources of PM and NOX.

In adopting the requirements for stationary source emission reduction milestones in this manner, EPA is indicating that
the State's adoption of approvable SO2 milestones and a backstop market trading program as set forth in section
51.309(f) in addition to the other requirements in section 51.309 would provide for reasonable progress for the 16 Class I
areas for the implementation period from 2003 to 2018. The emissions reductions provided for by the milestones and
trading program must address the BART provisions in section 51.308(e). For the reasons discussed in the portion of this
preamble concerning BART requirements, EPA believes that the GCVTC's adoption of a market based alternative to
source-by-source BART will permit the GCVTC States to meet the provisions of the national rule which allow the use of
alternative measures in lieu of BART. Implementation of the framework established by subsections 51.309 (d)(4) and (f)
will thus satisfy the provisions for an alternative measure in lieu of BART for regional haze impairment set forth in sec-
tion 51.308(e)(2), provided the interim milestones called for in the annex assure greater reasonable progress than would
be achieved by application of BART. The EPA will supplement its actions on the stationary source strategy with future
rulemaking on the States' submission of interim milestones for SO2 emissions as part of the annex. In reviewing the in-
terim milestones, EPA will be informed by the annex to the GCVTC report provided for in section 51.309(f) to be dis-
cussed later.

5. Mobile Sources

Section 51.309(d)(5) requires implementation plans to address the contribution to regional haze by emissions from mo-
bile sources. This mobile source provision is based on the finding in the GCVTC Report that reducing total mobile
source emissions is an essential part of any long-term strategy for management of visibility on the Colorado Plat-
eau.[FN126] The GCVTC found that some urban areas will already be developing mobile source emissions budgets and
programs to meet other CAA requirements. To the extent that mobile source emissions in these or other areas are found
to contribute significantly to visibility impairment in the Class I areas of the Colorado Plateau, the GCVTC recommen-
ded that an emissions budget be established for any area with a significant contribution to the regional mobile source
emissions total. The GCVTC called for the budgets to be established beginning in the approximate year in which emis-
sions from mobile sources are projected to be at their lowest point during the planning period of 2003 to 2018, which is
expected to be in 2005. The emissions budget should serve both as a planning objective and a performance indicator for
that area.

FN126 GCVTC Report, pp. 38-46.

Accordingly, today's final rule requires all plans to provide for an inventory of current and projected emissions (VOC,
NOX, SO2, elemental carbon, organic carbon, and direct fine particles) from mobile sources for the 2003 to 2018 period.
Because, as noted in the GCVTC Report, the inventory for the year 2005 is expected to represent the expected lowest
total emissions from mobile sources in the planning period, that inventory must be included in the SIP. Once State in-
ventories have been compiled and evaluated, the States with urban areas found to contribute significantly to visibility
impairment in the 16 Class I areas must establish and document their mobile source emissions budgets for any such area.
In addition, the States must establish SIP components which limit VOC, SO2, NOX, elemental and organic carbon and
direct fine particulate mobile source emissions to their projected lowest levels for the period 2003 to 2018. The State
plans must also provide for the implementation of measures to achieve the mobile emissions budget, and for demonstra-
tions of compliance with any such budget. The demonstrations must include a tracking system to evaluate and demon-
strate the State is meeting its share of the regional mobile source emissions budget.
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The GCVTC report also noted that the Federal government has a role in addressing mobile source emissions. The
GCVTC report identified several national mobile source-related emissions reduction strategies under consideration by
EPA that are important to visibility conditions in the Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. The GCVTC agreed to pro-
mote these initiatives on a national level. With regard to ongoing development of policies and regulations on emissions
from mobile sources, the June 29 letter from the WGA requests that EPA “make a binding commitment in its final re-
gional haze rule to fully consider the GCVTC's recommendations' on several national mobile source emissions control
strategies. Comment on the regional haze rule specifically requested that EPA commit to consider development of a list
of very specific national mobile source emissions control strategies.

The EPA agrees with the GCVTC's conclusion that emissions from mobile sources can be significant contributors to re-
gional haze visibility impairment. The EPA is currently working on a number of the strategies the GCVTC requested us
to “fully consider” and the *35753 summary below indicates the status of activities under way.

No. Measure Status of EPA efforts to fully consider
the measure

1 Adoption of the 49-State LEV standard
in 2001 and Tier II vehicle emission
standards in year 2004 (if determined to
be more effective)

Combined Tier II/gasoline sulfur
NPRM is being drafted, with publica-
tion expected in early to mid-1999.

2 Support of EPA's current proposal for
new on-road, heavy-duty vehicles emis-
sion standards that reduce NOx emis-
sions by at least 50 percent over the
1998 requirements in the CAA, while
maintaining current stringent PM emis-
sion limits

Finalized 2004 standards for on-road
heavy-duty in 10/97 [62 FR 54693];
reductions in NOx emissions and sec-
ondary PM.

3 Pursue additional PM reductions from
on-road vehicles

Potential actions being evaluated.

4 Pursue additional engine emission
standards for new off-road vehicles
(heavy-duty, construction-type) that
provide reasonably achievable reduc-
tions

Finalized standards in 8/98 [63 FR
56967]. Also planning a technology
review by December 2001 to evaluate
feasibility standards and additional re-
ductions.

5 Explore broader application of and addi-
tional reductions in the sulfur content of
both gasoline and diesel fuel

Gasoline sulfur control-rulemaking
underway.

Considering regulation of diesel fuel
sulfur.

6 Promotion of cleaner-burning fuels In first year of implementing clean-
fuel fleets program. The Office of
Mobile Sources presented a series of
fleet manager workshops during May,
June and July of '98. Clean Fuel Fleet
Program Implementation Guidance
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was issued in August '98.

We have a team within OMS working
on promoting clean fuels efforts.

7 Pursue fuel standards and control
strategies for diesel locomotives, marine
vessels/pleasure craft, airplanes, and
Federal vehicles as described in the
GCVTC's Report

Study of these issues is ongoing, but
no specific actions have been sched-
uled.

8 Support requirements for effective re-
fueling vapor recovery systems that cap-
ture evaporative emissions

On-board re-fueling standards for cars
and trucks finalized October 1996.

We may consider refueling systems
for on-road, heavy-duty gasoline in
future.

The EPA will continue to work with States and regional planning entities to help them assess how national mobile source
emissions strategies will affect other strategies needed to ensure reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal
during the implementation of the regulations promulgated today. The EPA will also grant States full credit for imple-
mentation of future national mobile source programs in emissions strategies needed to attain reasonable progress goals.

6. Emissions Related to Fire

Section 51.309(d)(6) requires documentation that all prescribed fire programs within the State consider and address the
effects of smoke on visibility when planning and issuing permits for prescribed fires. The GCVTC Report stated that
“fire has played a major role in the development of and maintenance of most ecosystems in the West.”[FN127] In addi-
tion, the report notes “emissions from fire (wildfire and prescribed fire) are an important episodic contributor to visibil-
ity-impairing aerosols, including organic carbon, and particulate matter (PM2.5)”. Agricultural burning emissions and
their effects have been identified as a concern by the GCVTC but have not been quantified due to lack of data. The
GCVTC concluded that all types of fire (prescribed fire, wildfire, and agricultural burning) must be addressed equitably
as part of a visibility protection strategy.[FN128]

FN127 GCVTC Report, p. 47.

FN128 See Id.

The EPA agrees with the GCVTC's conclusions and is including in this section of the rule a requirement for the States to
address all types of fire in fulfilling the requirements of this section and in submitting SIPs for approval by EPA.Section
51.309(d)(6) requires each State to establish an emissions inventory and tracking system (spatial and temporal) for VOC,
NOX, elemental carbon and organic carbon, and direct fine particulate emissions from prescribed fire, wildfire, and agri-
cultural burning. The EPA believes that such information could be developed on a regional basis and could be accom-
plished through mechanisms such as recording acres experiencing fire and calculating emissions based on vegetation
type and soil moisture. Most importantly, the rule requires the establishment of enhanced smoke management programs
for fire that consider visibility effects, in addition to health and nuisance objectives, and calls for programs to be based
on the criteria of efficiency, economics, law, emissions reduction opportunities, land management objectives, and reduc-
tion of visibility impacts. The comprehensive approach envisioned by the rule will allow States to plan a smoke manage-
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ment program that minimizes visibility impacts but also fully recognizes the ecological role of fire.

The smoke management plans must address all sources of fire used for land management purposes. The provisions of this
section also provide for establishment of annual emissions goals for fire (excluding wildfire) that will minimize increases
in emissions to the maximum extent feasible. These goals are to be established cooperatively by States, tribes, State and
Federal land management agencies, and their private sector counterparts, considering factors similar to those identified
for enhanced smoke management plans.

7. Dust From Roads

Section 51.309(d)(7) requires States to assess the impact of dust emissions on regional haze visibility in the 16 Class I
areas. If such dust emissions are determined to be a significant contributor to visibility impairment, the State must imple-
ment emissions management strategies to address their impact. In the technical work of the GCVTC, road dust was not
shown to be a major contributor to regional haze impairment based on current monitoring data. However, work on future
emissions projections of road dust emissions was directly tied to growth in vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The large in-
crease projected for the west in VMT over the planning period of the GCVTC report resulted in initial *35754 predic-
tions of a very large contribution of road dust to regional haze.[FN129] This technical result was addressed in the
GCVTC report and the GCVTC discounted the predictions of the future impacts from road dust. However, the GCVTC
recommended that its policy conclusion that distant road dust is not likely to play an important role in regional haze
should be confirmed through further tracking of road dust emissions. The GCVTC also emphasized that road dust control
should be considered in locations “in and near” Class I areas.[FN130] The EPA agrees with this approach and has in-
cluded the assessment of road dust as a requirement of the SIP. In addition, today's action requires appropriate SIP meas-
ures over time based on the contribution of road dust to regional haze.

FN129 GCVTC Report, p. 46.

FN130 See id.

8. Pollution Prevention

This section addresses the GCVTC's recommendations on pollution prevention and renewable energy. The GCVTC goal
recommended that renewable energy comprise 10 percent of the regional power needs by 2005 and 20 percent by 2015.
The Administration has recently offered legislation proposing a national mandate of 7.5 percent by 2010. The Commis-
sion's goal represents the outcome of its consensus process and is a more aggressive goal than what the Administration
has proposed as a national mandate. As with other GCVTC recommendations, the EPA has included this provision in this
rule in recognition of the overall body of the GCVTC's work and believes it is consistent with the provisions of the na-
tional rule.Section 51.309(d)(8) requires the State to summarize all pollution prevention plans currently in place, invent-
ory the current and expected energy generation capacity through 2002, the total energy generation capacity and produc-
tion for the State, the State's percentage of total energy generation and capacity that comes from renewable energy
sources, and the State's anticipated contribution toward the GCVTC's goal that renewable energy comprise 10 percent of
the regional power needs by 2005, and 20 percent by 2015.

The GCVTC found that to prevent further degradation of vistas in the west, it would be necessary to combine cost-
effective pollution control strategies with a greater emphasis on pollution prevention, including low or zero emission
technologies and energy conservation. It further found that there was a high potential for renewable energy production,
especially electrical energy, and that the relative cost of renewable energy production is declining over time. The
GCVTC cited forecasts of renewable energy production by the Western Systems Coordinating Council and by the Land
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and Water Fund of the Rockies in support of its adoption of the goal that 10 percent of regional power needs be served by
renewable energy sources by the year 2005 and 20 percent by the year 2015.[FN131]

FN131 GCVTC Report, p. 28.

In establishing assessment and reporting requirements for the States, EPA is supporting the GCVTC Report's promotion
of renewable power production. Such production will likely be based on emerging renewable energy technologies such as
wind, solar, biomass, and geothermal. The EPA also supports tracking annual goals for increases in renewable power
generation in the transport region.[FN132] The GCVTC identified strategies which the States could rely on to help
achieve this regional renewable energy goal, including, but not limited to, focusing research funding for renewables, fin-
ancial incentives, and requiring new power generation projects to include a portion of the generation from renewable en-
ergy sources. The EPA notes that the WRAP is committed to following through on the GCVTC's recommendations and
can assist the States in developing strategies they can rely on to achieve regional renewable energy goals contained in the
GCVTC Report.

FN132 GCVTC Report, p. 7.

In response to the GCVTC's recommendations on pollution prevention, section 51.309(d)(8) calls for each SIP to provide
for incentives to reward efforts that go beyond compliance and/or achieve early compliance with air pollution related re-
quirements. The plan also must identify specific areas where renewable energy has the potential to supply power where it
is not now provided by current service systems and where renewable energy systems are most cost effective. The plan
must contain projections of the short-term and long-term emissions reductions, visibility improvements, costs savings,
and secondary benefits associated with renewable energy goals, energy efficiency and pollution prevention activities.
The plan must also contain a description of the programs being relied on to achieve the State's contribution toward the
GCVTC's renewable energy goals.

The State must provide a demonstration of its progress toward achieving the renewable energy goals in 2003, 2008, 2013
and 2018. The demonstration must include documentation describing the potential for renewable energy resources, the
percentage of renewable energy associated with new power generation projects implemented or planned, and the renew-
able energy generation capacity and production in use or planned within the State. Where a State cannot feasibly meet its
planned contribution to the regional renewable energy goals, the State must identify the measures implemented to
achieve its contribution and explain why meeting the State's contribution was not feasible.

Commentors on EPA's September 3, 1998 notice of availability stated that incorporation of language from the WGA let-
ter on renewable energy restricts State and local energy planning since a SIP is federally enforceable under the CAA.
Commentors also expressed the opinion that the requirements for SIPs to address renewable energy goals may overstep
EPA's legal authorities which are limited to emissions limitation and pollution performance standards.

The EPA disagrees that the provisions of section 51.309(d)(8) impermissibly restrict State and local energy planning or
that these provisions exceed EPA's authority under the CAA. As stated previously, the requirements of section 51.309 are
provided to GCVTC States as an alternative to the general provisions of section 51.308 as a means of giving effect to the
policy and technical work of the GCVTC. The goals themselves are not enforceable and States are not required to meet
the renewable energy goals. However, as the WGA letter and the GCVTC provide, these provisions are not severable.
States which wish to take advantage of the GCVTC's efforts and EPA's acceptance thereof are obligated to meet all of the
requirements of section 51.309.

Rather, EPA is setting enforceable requirements for the States to assess progress toward goals established by the GCVTC
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with respect to renewable energy production as a means for reducing dependence on more polluting forms of energy pro-
duction. States participating in the GCVTC strategy are responsible for explaining why they cannot meet the GCVTC
goals. The required reporting by the States will inform the public of air quality improvements that would result from that
goal had it been realized. It is the relationship between renewable energy production and associated environmental ef-
fects (direct and *35755 indirect) that is the thrust of the assessment and reporting effort under the SIP.

9. Implementation of Additional Requirements

In section 51.309(d)(9), EPA requires SIPs to provide for implementation of other GCVTC Report policy and strategy
options that can be practicably included as enforceable emissions limits, schedules of compliance or other enforceable
measures to make reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal for the 16 Class I areas.

The GCVTC's recommendations included items that are not appropriate to directly translate to SIP requirements for
every State. The EPA supports State choice of appropriate actions on other options and measures identified by the
GCVTC and has, therefore, established a general provision for SIPs calling for them to consider and adopt additional
measures as necessary and appropriate. The rule further requires States to report to EPA in 2003, 2008, 2013, and 2018
on what measures have been adopted and the status of implementation of those measures.

10. International Transport of Pollution

One of the additional areas of concern noted in the GCVTC report, for instance, relates to effects of emissions from
sources outside of the territory of the United States. As stated elsewhere in this notice, the EPA will not hold States re-
sponsible for developing strategies to “compensate” for the effects of emissions from foreign sources. However, the
States should not consider the presence of emissions from foreign sources as a reason not to strive to ensure reasonable
progress in reducing any visibility impairment caused by sources located within their jurisdiction. The States retain a
duty to work with EPA in helping the Federal government use appropriate means to address international pollution trans-
port concerns. Indeed, such efforts are under way. The EPA and other Federal officials are working with representatives
of the Mexican government to complete a study which will assess the contribution of fossil-fuel fired electric generation
stations in northern Mexico to haze in Big Bend National Park. These efforts and funding of work to establish emissions
inventories in Mexico will help address concerns raised by the GCVTC. In addition to activities directly related to visib-
ility effects, there are other efforts underway related to the United States-Mexico border health issues. Given that emis-
sions contributing to health effects and those contributing to visibility impairment are generally the same, the border
studies and emissions inventories will help support assessment of regional visibility conditions. In addition to work with
Mexico, EPA routinely meets with representatives of the Canadian government on issues related to transport of air pol-
lutants, particularly focusing on emissions affecting acidic deposition. The EPA intends to continue to work through ap-
propriate channels in building technical information and addressing policy concerns related to international pollution
transport.

11. Periodic Implementation Plan Revisions

Section 51.309(d)(10) requires the States to periodically assess their progress in implementing measures for protection of
visibility. This includes a review of how the measures implemented under section 51.309 are consistent with the national
rule's provisions for long-term strategies and BART. The assessments must be completed by 2008, 2013, and 2018 and
must be submitted to EPA as SIP revisions that comply with the procedural requirements of sections 51.102 and 51.103.
As with any other review and revision of SIP requirements, States will be expected to use the most current available
technical methods and procedures in conducting their assessments.
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The provisions of section 51.309(d)(10) further require that where a State concludes that planning adjustments are neces-
sary as a result of emissions occurring within the State, it revise its implementation strategies to include rule revisions
that are effective within 1 year after the State makes such a conclusion in order to assure reasonable progress at any of
the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. States may also conclude, based on their assessments, that no changes to the
plan are needed, and the plan revision requirement can be met by submitting a “negative declaration” as an implementa-
tion plan revision to EPA. This revision must provide the State's basis for finding that no changes are needed. This sub-
mission will provide the public with necessary information and an opportunity to comment on the State's findings.

The EPA views the requirement of section 51.309(d)(10) as a periodic check on progress rather than a thorough revision
of regional strategies. The State interim assessments should focus on significant failures or shortfalls in implementing ad-
opted strategies and on emissions from in-State or out-of-State sources which may be causing degradation in regional
haze visibility but were not anticipated in the development of the original plan and will, therefore, not be addressed by
currently-adopted programs. If a State makes such findings with respect to in-State sources, EPA expects the State to re-
vise its SIP, reducing emissions to be consistent with the regional planning effort reflected in the reasonable progress
SIPs due in 2003. If transport of emissions from out of State is suspected of impairing reasonable progress, the State
should identify this to EPA and should initiate cooperative efforts with upwind States so the emissions can be more fully
evaluated and, as needed, addressed in the next mandatory full SIP revision. This requirement is virtually identical to the
provisions for periodic review under sections 51.308(g) and (h).

12. State Planning and Interstate Coordination

Section 51.309(d)(11) provides flexibility to a State to address its contribution to visibility impairment through the re-
gional emissions control strategies discussed above. The SIP strategies to protect the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado
Plateau can thus be developed through interstate coordination in a regional planning process. Such regional planning can
help a State develop documentation of the technical and policy basis for the individual State apportionment of emissions
and visibility impairment, the contribution to emissions addressed by the State's plan, coordination in the analysis of in-
terstate transport and control of pollution with other States, and compliance with other criteria for approval of SIPs under
CAA sections 110 and 169A and B. Therefore, under today's final rule and EPA policy, States may rely on regional entit-
ies' efforts to develop and document technical and policy support for the SIPs required by this rule. For the purposes of
implementing the requirements of section 51.309, EPA recognizes the WRAP as a regional planning group for purposes
of interstate consultation under section 51.308(c).

As indicated in the introduction to the section of today's notice addressing the WGA and GCVTC recommendations,
States retain the right to develop their own programs with or without reliance on the work products of a regional entity.
In the case where a State chooses to develop a SIP without reliance on a regional planning process, however, the State
will need to show how it accounted for the effect of its emissions on Class I areas which may be *35756 located beyond
the State's borders, as well as the effect of upwind emissions from other States on the Class I areas within its borders.

The regional haze SIP for a State choosing not to implement the requirements of section 51.309, including the SIP sub-
mittal deadlines, would be governed by the national rules provided in section 51.308. Any State choosing not to adopt a
SIP in accordance with the GCVTC strategy and optional approach in section 51.309, but wishing to use the WRAP
mechanism for regional cooperation in developing its SIP requirements, would need to comply with all of the require-
ments outlined in the national rule in section 51.308.

13. Tribal Implementation Plans

The WGA called for EPA's final rule to permit tribes within the GCVTC Transport Region to implement visibility pro-
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grams, or reasonably severable elements, in the same manner as States, regardless of whether such tribes have particip-
ated as members of a visibility transport GCVTC. The EPA has not included the WGA's recommended rule provision in
today's action because the necessary authority for tribal organizations has already been provided in a previous EPA rule-
making.[FN133] The EPA does, however, agree with the position expressed in the WGA recommendation. The EPA
wishes to clarify that tribes may directly implement the requirements of this section of the regional haze rule in the same
manner as States. The Tribal Authority Rule provides for this, as discussed further in unit V of today's notice. The inde-
pendence of tribes means that a tribal visibility program is not dependent on strategies selected by the State or States in
which the tribe is located. If tribes within the Transport Region decline to implement visibility programs and EPA finds
that emissions management strategies are needed to assure reasonable progress, EPA will work with the appropriate
tribes directly to provide for Federal implementation of appropriate emissions reduction strategies. This is based on the
government to government principles of Federal-Tribal relations.

FN133 See 63 FR 7254 (Feb. 12, 1998).

D. Requirements for States Electing Not To Follow All Provisions of the Section 51.309(e)

The EPA notes that the provisions for allowing the Transport Region States to adopt SIPs based on the GCVTC recom-
mendations requires that States endorse the range of strategies recognized by the GCVTC. A State electing not to imple-
ment the GCVTC recommendations as set forth in section 51.309(d) must address all of its Class I areas and any Class I
area to which its sources' emissions may contribute to impairment under the provisions of section 51.308. In addition,
any Transport Region State must advise other States electing to comply with section 51.309 of the nature and effect of
their program on visibility impairing emissions so that other States can use this information in developing programs un-
der section 51.309. This provision assures that all components needed to address reasonable progress are part of SIPs
either under the provisions of section 51.309 or section 51.308.

E. Annex to the GCVTC Report

1. Interim Milestones

Section 51.309(f) calls for an annex to the GCVTC Report for the purpose of completing the program requirements to
meet reasonable progress under the CAA, including submission of a complete long-term strategy and addressing the
BART requirement for the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. The purpose of the annex is to develop interim emis-
sions milestones for stationary source SO2 interim targets between the year 2000 target and the target for the year 2040.
Under section 51.309(f)(1)(i), the States must consider four specific factors in setting the interim emission milestones.
The first factor affecting the selection of interim milestones is the GCVTC's definition of reasonable progress. The
GCVTC notes in its report that the term “reasonable progress” refers to “progress in reducing human-caused haze in
Class I areas under the national visibility goal.”[FN134] It goes on to note that “the CAA indicates that ‘reasonable’
should consider the cost of reducing air pollution emissions, the time necessary for compliance, the energy and non-air
quality environmental impacts of reducing emissions, and the remaining useful life of any existing air pollution source
considered for these reductions.”The discussion also includes the GCVTC's Public Advisory Committee definition that
“progress towards the national visibility goal is achieving continuous emissions reductions necessary to reduce existing
impairment and attain steady improvement in visibility in mandatory Class I areas, and managing emissions growth so as
to prevent perceptible degradation of clean air days.”Together, these provisions call for the achievement of continuous
emissions reductions and tracking the reductions to ensure visibility improvement in hazy days and visibility mainten-
ance on clear days. To be consistent with and responsive to the guiding principles, recommendations and strategies adop-
ted by the GCVTC, EPA expects any interim targets to demonstrate a significant continuous downward trend in emis-
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sions and not postpone significant progress to periods covered by future long-term strategies.

FN134 GCVTC Report, p. x-xi.

The second factor is the quantifiable target for 2040 to which interim targets must contribute. This target is a 50 to 70
percent reduction by 2040 in emissions from stationary source SO2 emissions, based on the projection of the GCVTC's
baseline forecast scenario from actual 1990 emission levels. Interim targets should reflect assessment of reasonable
measures which reduce regional loadings of SO2. Such assessments may include examination of interim targets based on
costs per ton of reducing SO2 in line with recently adopted control measures.

The third factor is the applicable requirements of the CAA for making reasonable progress and implementing BART. As
noted previously in this preamble, the CAA requires a long-term strategy to ensure reasonable progress and the applica-
tion of BART to certain large sources that are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to regional haze. The rule re-
quires the annex to address the BART provisions of the national rule. As noted in the earlier discussion of BART, EPA
will accept alternative measures, such as regional emissions trading programs, which achieve greater reasonable progress
in lieu of meeting the source-specific BART requirement. As noted elsewhere in the preamble, EPA plans to issue re-
vised BART guidance within a year. During the next year and a half, EPA also plans to issue new or revised guidance re-
lated to the design of emission trading programs, including guidance on the structure of economic incentive programs.
Given this schedule, EPA intends to work closely with the WRAP as it develops the annex, its approach to meeting the
rule's BART requirements and its backstop market-trading program. The EPA believes that its participation in the WRAP
will help to ensure that the way in which the annex addresses BART and the market trading program will be compatible
with EPA's revised BART guidance and any new or revised guidance EPA issues related to emissions trading programs.

In the event EPA finds that the annex does not meet the rule's BART provisions because it is inconsistent *35757 with
EPA's revised BART guidance, the Transport Region States may submit a revised annex to address any deficiencies. The
revision should be submitted as expeditiously as practicable but no later than 12 months from EPA's determination that
the annex is deficient with respect to BART due to its inconsistency with the BART guidance. Similarly, if EPA finds the
annex does not meet the provisions of any EPA guidance applicable to market-trading programs that is issued after pro-
mulgation of this rule, the Transport Region States may submit a revision to the annex to remedy any such deficiencies.
These revisions should also be submitted no later than 12 months from EPA's determination that the annex cannot be in-
corporated in the SIP because of inconsistencies with the guidance. The EPA expects that the States and WRAP stake-
holders will make every effort to address both the revised BART guidance and any new or revised emission trading pro-
gram guidance within the timeframe established by section 51.309 for submittal of the annex. By providing for EPA par-
ticipation in the WRAP, encouraging State and stakeholder efforts to respond expeditiously to new or revised guidance,
and calling for any needed revisions to the annex to be submitted within a year from an EPA determination of deficiency,
this approach will ensure compliance with the SIP submittal deadlines in section 51.309(c).

The fourth factor to be addressed in the setting of interim milestones is the timing of implementation plan assessments of
progress and the identification of mechanisms to address cases where emissions exceed milestone levels for the reporting
years 2003, 2008, 2013 and 2018. This schedule is designed to achieve eventual coordination of target years with assess-
ments for regions affecting other Class I areas. Because these efforts call for continuing consultation and sharing of in-
formation between regions as well as between States, timetables for further work by the GCVTC States are designed to
bring the GCVTC States' long-term strategy updates in line with the schedule for the next long-term strategy update re-
quired of all other States.

2. Documentation of Market Trading or Other Alternative Measures To Assure Reasonable Progress.
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In addition to the interim targets, section 51.309(f)(1)(iii) requires the annex to contain final documentation of the market
trading program or other programs to be implemented by the GCVTC States if current implementation plans and volun-
tary measures are not sufficient to meet the established interim milestones. This documentation must include model rules,
memoranda of understanding, and other materials necessary to describe in detail and establish in enforceable fashion how
emission reduction progress will be monitored, what conditions will require the market trading program to be activated,
how allocations will be performed, and how the program will operate.

3. Additional Class I Areas

An additional provision, section 51.309(g) allows States to elect to demonstrate reasonable progress for other Class I
areas within the Transport Region States beyond the original 16 areas addressed by the GCVTC's assessment, relying on
the strategies recommended by the GCVTC. See the discussion in unit IV.F. of this preamble.

4. Geographic Enhancements

The EPA has also adopted provisions in subsections 51.309(b)(7) and 51.309(f)(4) that would allow the Transport Re-
gion States to establish a process as part of a broad regional strategy, such as backstop market-trading program, to ac-
commodate the situation where a State takes action to address reasonably attributable BART under the provisions of sec-
tion 51.306(c)(2). As noted elsewhere, the annex, if approved, will allow the Transport Region States to submit a SIP
which adopts an alternative measure in lieu of BART. The purpose for including the provisions regarding geographic en-
hancement is to address the intersection between the existing reasonably attributable BART provision and regional haze
BART, which may be met through an emissions trading program such as the milestone/backstop market-trading program
which is to be included in the annex. Existing rules address “hot spots'—those situations in which part of the visibility
impairment in a specific national park or wilderness area is reasonably attributable to a single source or small group of
sources in the airshed because of the nature and location of the pollution relative to the Class I area. Should action be
taken by the State to address such reasonably attributable impairment through BART, the geographic enhancement provi-
sions would allow the backstop market-based trading program to accommodate such action. These provisions parallel a
similar allowance in subsections 51.301(ii) and 51.308(e)(2)(C)(v).

The EPA is repeating these provisions, with minor language changes, to be clear that they apply to both the milestones or
backstop market-trading program provided for in the annex. Subsection 51.309(b)(7) defines the term geographic en-
hancement for the provisions governing the annex and section 51.309(f)(4) allows the annex to contain a geographic en-
hancement. Similar to the national program, these provisions will allow the market trading system included in the annex
to accommodate situations where a State wishes to require BART control measures on sources or a small group of
sources due to reasonably attributable impairment and that source has been included in the backstop market trading pro-
gram under the annex. In this situation, the milestone or backstop market-trading program may include a level of reason-
ably attributable impairment which may require additional emissions reductions over and above those achieved under the
quantitative emissions reductions milestones established for regional haze.

5. The EPA Responsibilities in Relation to the Annex

Section 51.309(f)(3) spells out EPA's responsibilities with respect to the annex and calls for EPA to publish the annex
upon receipt. The EPA must then conduct a review and decide, after notice and opportunity for public comment, whether
the annex meets the requirement of section 51.309(f)(1) and whether it assures reasonable progress. If EPA finds the in-
terim targets and accompanying documentation meet the requirements of reasonable progress, then it will incorporate the
interim targets into the stationary source SIP requirements in section 51.309(d)(4) within 1 year of receipt, after public
notice and comment. If EPA decides that the annex does not meet SIP requirements for reasonable progress or if EPA
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does not receive an annex, it will notify the GCVTC States, who will then be subject to the general provisions of section
51.308 in the same manner as other States.

One commentor on the annex approach described in EPA's September 3 notice of availability noted that the WGA letter
set forth a tight timetable for development of the market system and that it appears to violate the TEA-21 requirements.
In response, EPA notes that these are the timetables established by the GCVTC in 1996 and which have been the basis
for work by the follow-up body of the WRAP. With respect to TEA-21, the colloquy between Senator Allard and Senator
Baucus in the Congressional Record on the conference report concerning implementation of GCVTC recommendations is
instructive, *35758 and EPA believes that it fully addresses the commentor's concern. Senator Baucus stated that
“[TEA-21] clarifies that it does not affect EPA's authority to provide for State implementation of the agreements and re-
commendations set forth in the June 1996 GCVTC Report on a schedule consistent with the GCVTC's Report. * * * The
conferees added specific language so as not to preclude the Administrator from providing for earlier State implementa-
tion of the GCVTC's agreements and recommendations * * *.”[FN135] That language states that:

FN135 144 Cong Rec. SS407 (daily ed. May 22, 1998).

The preceding provisions of this paragraph shall not preclude the implementation of the agreements and recommenda-
tions set forth in the GCVTC Report dated June 1996.

TEA-21 section 4102(c)(2).

F. Additional Class I Areas

Section 51.309(g) calls for Transport Region States to identify in their 2003 plan submissions whether they elect to meet
the provisions of section 51.308 or 51.309 in establishing their long-term strategy and BART requirements for additional
Class I areas not covered by the original GCVTC effort. By no later than December 31, 2008 the States electing to use
section 51.309 to address additional Class I areas must submit plan revisions which include a modeling demonstration es-
tablishing expected visibility conditions on the most-impaired and least-impaired days at the Class I areas for which they
seek to demonstrate reasonable progress. These demonstrations may be conducted by the State or based on refined stud-
ies conducted by regional entities. The plan must include the analyses required in section 51.308(d)(1). The plan can
build upon and take full credit for the strategies adopted for the 16 Class I areas. It must also contain any additional
measures beyond those strategies that may be needed to demonstrate reasonable progress in those areas, in accordance
with the provisions of section 51.308(d)(1) through (4). As provided for in section 51.309(g)(2), a Transport Region
State may have until no later than December 31, 2008, to submit a plan for additional Class I areas, which is the date for
submission that additional Class I areas under section 51.308. Transport Region States may well benefit by addressing
the additional Class I areas under section 51.309, since using the same rule provision for both sets of Class I areas could
facilitate coordination of the requirements for the areas as well as enabling consolidation of plans after 2008.

Furthermore, if the State can develop the necessary demonstration for other Class I areas before 2003, a Transport Re-
gion State could submit one implementation plan in 2003 covering both the 16 Class I areas and other Class I areas for
which it must assure reasonable progress.

V. Implementation of the Regional Haze Program in Indian Country

This section discusses how the requirements of the regional haze rule relate to emissions released from Indian country.

A. Background on Tribal Air Quality Programs
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Before discussing how the regional haze rule affects tribes, we believe it is useful to briefly describe EPA's overall policy
and rulemaking efforts on tribal air quality programs.

On November 8, 1984, the EPA released a policy statement entitled “EPA Policy for the Administration of Environment-
al Programs on Indian Reservations.”This policy statement, available on the Internet at http://
www.epa.gov/indian/1984.htm, stresses a number of themes. In particular, this policy stresses that EPA, consistent with
overall Federal government policy, will pursue the principle of Indian “self-government,” and that it will work with tribal
governments on a “government-to-government” basis. The policy statement also emphasizes EPA's desire to work with
interested tribal governments in developing programs and in preparing to assume regulatory and environmental program
management responsibility for Indian country. The EPA will retain responsibility for protecting tribal air quality until
such time as tribes administer their own air quality protection programs.

The CAA, as amended in 1990, added a new section 301(d) which authorizes EPA to “treat tribes as States” for the pur-
poses of administering CAA programs.Section 301(d) required that EPA promulgate regulations listing specific CAA
provisions for which it would be appropriate to treat tribes as States and establishing the criteria that tribes must meet in
order to be eligible for such treatment under the CAA. The EPA proposed these regulations on August 25, 1994 (59 FR
43956), and finalized the rule on February 12, 1998 (63 FR 7254). Much of the regulatory language in this rule is codi-
fied in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) as a new 40 CFR part 49. This rule is generally referred to as the Tribal
Authority Rule or TAR.

The TAR includes general eligibility requirements for tribes interested in assuming program responsibilities that are co-
dified in section 49.6 of the rule. These eligibility requirements are designed in part to ensure that such tribes have the in-
frastructure needed to successfully implement a tribal air quality program. Tribes may request a formal eligibility de-
termination using administrative procedures contained in 49.7. Tribes may also use the administrative procedures in 49.7
to seek approval to implement CAA programs. The TAR authorizes EPA to review requests for eligibility determinations
and program approvals simultaneously. As noted in 49.7(c), tribes that are interested in seeking EPA approval to imple-
ment air quality programs under the CAA may request approval to implement only partial elements of a CAA program,
so long as the elements of the partial program are “reasonably severable.”

Section 301(d)(4) of the CAA confers discretionary authority on EPA to provide, through regulation, alternative means
to ensure air quality protection in cases where it determines that treating tribes as “identical” to States would be inappro-
priate. Accordingly, in promulgating the TAR, EPA provided flexibility to tribes seeking to implement the CAA. Some
flexibility is established by virtue of EPA's decision, under 49.4 of the final rule, not to treat tribes as States for specified
provisions of the CAA. The rationale for this approach is discussed on pages 7264 and 7265 of the preamble to the final
rule, and in unit III.B of the preamble to the proposed rule. For example, unlike States, tribes are not required by the
TAR to adopt and implement CAA plans or programs, thus tribes are not subject to mandatory deadlines for submittal of
implementation plans. As discussed in the preamble sections identified above, EPA believes that it generally would not
be reasonable to impose the same types of deadlines on tribes as on States. Among the CAA provisions for which EPA
has determined it will not treat tribes as States is section 110(c)(1) of the CAA, which requires EPA to intervene and en-
sure air quality protection within 2 years after a State either fails to adopt a SIP or does not win EPA approval for a SIP
that was determined to be deficient. The EPA did not apply this provision to tribes because the section 110(c) obligation
on EPA to promulgate a FIP is based on failures with respect to required submittals, and, as noted above, tribal submis-
sions under the TAR are voluntary, not mandatory.*35759 Instead, pursuant to its section 301(d)(4) discretionary author-
ity, EPA has provided in the TAR that, where necessary and appropriate, it will promulgate FIPs within reasonable time-
frames to protect air quality in Indian country. See 40 CFR 49.11(a).
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B. Issues Related to the Regional Haze Program in Indian Country

Today's final rule imposes requirements for revisions to SIPs. The rule requires States to develop SIP revisions to address
regional haze, to update the SIP every 10 years, and to continue to evaluate progress toward the national visibility goal.
The requirements of today's final rule are among those air quality programs for which tribes may be determined eligible
and receive authorization to implement under the TAR. Tribes wishing to assume these regional haze program require-
ments and be “treated as States” may seek approval under 40 CFR 49, but are not required to do so. Where tribes do not
take on this responsibility, EPA will ensure air quality protection in Indian country consistent with the provisions of 40
CFR 49.11(a).

We encourage tribes to participate in regional planning efforts for regional haze. A good example of tribal participation
in regional haze planning is the efforts of tribal representatives on the GCVTC. These efforts are continuing with tribal
participation on the WRAP. The EPA expects, as noted above, that additional regional planning groups will be formed in
reaction to today's final rule. A number of tribes have indicated interest in participating in regional planning efforts, and
we believe this is beneficial in many respects. Tribal participation can help provide emissions inventory information that
can serve to better understand the importance of sources in Indian country to regional visibility impairment. Conversely,
such participation can also help provide a forum for tribal participants to alert regional planning organizations as to con-
cerns on how regional emissions are affecting air quality in Indian country.

As noted in the preamble to the TAR, we intend to work with tribes to identify air quality priorities and needs, to build
communication and outreach to tribes on air quality issues, and to provide training to build tribes' technical capacity for
implementing air quality programs. We recognize, however, that not all tribes will have the resources nor the expertise to
participate in regional planning efforts for regional haze. An important EPA role in regional planning efforts will be to
ensure that the overall objectives of the regional haze program are met where tribes are unable to participate.

In order to encourage tribes to develop self-sufficient programs, the TAR provides tribes with the flexibility of submit-
ting programs as they are developed, rather than in accordance with statutory deadlines. This means that tribes that
choose to develop programs, where necessary may take additional time to submit implementation plans for regional haze
over and above the deadlines in the TEA-21 legislation as codified in today's final rule. (See unit III.B for a discussion of
these deadlines.) The TEA-21 legislation changed the deadlines for State submission of SIP revisions to address regional
haze, which were originally set out in section 169B(e)(2) of the CAA. Section 49.4(f) of the TAR provides that deadlines
related to SIP submittals under section 169(B)(e)(2) do not apply to tribes. We encourage tribes choosing to develop im-
plementation plans to make every effort to submit by the deadlines to ensure that the plans are integrated with and co-
ordinated with regional planning efforts. In the interim, EPA will work with the States and tribes to ensure that achieve-
ment of reasonable progress is not delayed.

As noted previously in unit II of this notice, sections 169A and 169B of the CAA contain requirements for visibility pro-
tection in Class I areas, and do not require that States or tribes develop plans and control strategies for visibility protec-
tion for additional locations. These provisions of the CAA do not require implementation plans to address regional haze
in other Class I areas, such as those designated as Class I by tribes or States under section 164 of the CAA. One com-
menter from a tribe expressed concerns that the scenic beauty and value of tribal areas should not be viewed by EPA as
less important than the national parks and wilderness areas that have “mandatory Class I” status. While EPA believes that
these tribal areas are not afforded the same legal protection under the CAA as Class I areas, it is important for tribes to
understand that the regional haze control program for the Federal areas will help to protect scenic locations of interest to
tribes. For example, EPA believes that modeling analyses aimed at addressing Class I areas can readily add receptor loc-
ations to analyze the visibility improvements at selected tribal locations. The EPA will work with regional planning bod-
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ies to ensure that tribal interests are represented and to foster communication between States and tribes, and we will en-
courage the consideration of impacts on visibility in tribal locations in regional planning efforts.

VI. Miscellaneous Technical Amendments to the Existing Rule

The rule includes the following changes to coordinate the requirements of today's regional haze rule with the 1980 visib-
ility regulations for “reasonably attributable” visibility impairment:

Section 51.300. Purpose and Applicability

We have amended this section to clarify that subpart P includes provisions for regional haze as well as reasonably attrib-
utable visibility impairment.

Section 51.301. Definitions

We have added the following terms: reasonably attributable visibility impairment, regional haze, deciview, State, most-
impaired days, least-impaired days, implementation plan, tribe, BART-eligible source, and geographic enhancement. The
other definitions in this section apply to the program for reasonably attributable impairment as well as the new regional
haze program, except where it is noted that they only apply to the program for reasonably attributable impairment.

Section 51.302. Implementation Control Strategies

We have changed references in section 51.302(a) to the administrative process requirements for public hearings and SIP
submissions, which are now located in section 51.102 and 51.103. We have also amended this section to clarify that the
implementation control strategies addressed in the section apply to reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

Section 51.305. Monitoring

We have amended this section to clarify that the monitoring requirements in this section apply to reasonably attributable
visibility impairment.

VII. Administrative Requirements

In preparing any final rule, EPA must meet the administrative requirements contained in a number of statutes and execut-
ive orders. In this section of the preamble, we discuss how the final regional haze rule addresses these administrative re-
quirements.

A. Regulatory Planning and Review by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) (Executive Order 12866)

Under Executive Order 12866 (58 FR 51735, October 4, 1993,) the Agency *35760 must determine whether the regulat-
ory action is “significant” and, therefore, subject to OMB review and the requirements of the Executive Order. The Order
defines “significant regulatory action” as one that is likely to result in a rule that may:

(1) have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a
sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal
governments or communities;

(2) create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency;
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(3) materially alter the budgetary impacts of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and obligations
of recipients thereof; or

(4) raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set forth in
the Executive Order.

Pursuant to the terms of Executive Order 12866, it has been determined that this rule is a “significant regulatory action”
and EPA has submitted it to OMB for review. The drafts of rules submitted to OMB, the documents accompanying such
drafts, written comments thereon, written responses by EPA, and identification of the changes made in response to OMB
suggestions or recommendations are available for public inspection at EPA's Air and Radiation Docket Information Cen-
ter (Docket No. A-95-38).

The EPA has prepared and entered into the docket a Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) entitled Regulatory Impact Ana-
lysis for the Regional Haze Rule. This RIA assesses the costs, economic impacts, and benefits for four illustrative pro-
gress goals, two sets of control strategies, two sets of assumptions for estimating benefits, and systems of national uni-
form versus regionally varying progress goals. The RIA is a caveated and illustrative assessment of the potential con-
sequences of the regional haze rule in 2015, a year near the end of the first long-term progress period, 2018. As a result
of comments from the public as well as changes initiated by EPA staff, the RIA has a broader scope, improved data, and
more realistic modeling than the analysis issued with the proposed rule.

Despite these improvements, the RIA is not a precise reflection of the actual costs, economic impacts, and benefits asso-
ciated with the progress goals and emission management strategies developed as a result of the final regional haze rule.
This is due to the fact that under the regional haze rule, the States bear the primary responsibility for establishing reason-
able progress goals as well as emission management strategies for meeting these goals. Until such time as the States
make those decisions, EPA can only speculate as to which goals may be established and what types of control require-
ments or emission limits might result from the associated emission management strategies.

According to the RIA, there is substantial visibility improvement due to emissions from other CAA programs such as
those for the new O3 and PM NAAQS and the Tier 2 mobile sources rule. With illustrative goals ranging from 1.0 de-
ciview improvement in 15 years to 10 percent deciview improvement in 10 years, the RIA finds that between 22 and 52
percent of the Class I area counties in the continental U.S. achieve or surpass the progress goals due to emissions reduc-
tions from other CAA programs. Furthermore, by looking at only partial attainment of the PM and O3 NAAQS and a
modest (relative to the proposed rule) Tier 2 program, the RIA understated the visibility improvements from these and
other CAA programs. Hence, if States established reasonable progress goals equivalent to the amount of visibility im-
provement which could be achieved by other CAA programs, the incremental control costs of the regional haze rule may
be less than the costs estimated in the RIA, as noted below, for the first long-term strategy period. Under these conditions
there could be costs associated with the planning, analysis, and BART control elements of the rule. Incremental annual-
ized costs for those elements are estimated to be $72 million (1990 dollars).

However, if States all choose to establish the same illustrative progress goal, the RIA estimates incremental control costs
ranging from $1 to $4 billion with associated benefits ranging from $1 billion to $19 billion. But, visibility is not the
only monetized effects category. Many of the benefits which could be monetized are associated with improvements to
human health and other welfare effects. This is because the emission control strategies targeted at improving visibility in
Class I areas also generate air quality improvements in many other parts of the country. However, the estimated visibility
benefits which are monetized are substantial, ranging, for example, from 86 to 111 percent of control costs for the 1 de-
ciview improvement in 15 years illustrative progress goal and from 32 to 52 percent for the 10 percent deciview im-
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provement in 10 years illustrative progress goal.

The RIA finds that the estimated net benefits (benefits minus costs) may increase and the potential for adverse economic
impact would decrease if States exercise their discretion to establish State or region-specific reasonable visibility pro-
gress goals and emission-management strategies.

According to the RIA simulations, not all Class I areas achieve or surpass the illustrative visibility progress goals even
after the simulation of two sets of control strategies. But, the visibility improvement is substantial with 84 to 94 percent
of the 121 counties with 147 Class I areas in the continental U.S. achieving the 1.0 deciview in 15 years goal and 31 to
43 percent of the areas achieving 10 percent deciview improvement in 10 years goal. Furthermore, all areas have im-
proved visibility. How much of the estimated progress shortfall is due to the failure of the RIA to fully account for the
visibility progress due to other CAA programs and advances in control technology is unknown.

The RIA, although highly caveated and illustrative, represents an improvement over the analysis prepared for the pro-
posed rule. Furthermore, the RIA demonstrates significant visibility progress in 121 counties with 147 Class I areas in
the continental U.S. These improvements result from other CAA programs as well as those targeted at the illustrative
progress goals. Despite incomplete coverage of effects and pollutants, the monetized benefits of strategies associated
with illustrative nationally uniform goals are substantial, outweighing the control strategy costs under most conditions
for the first long-term strategy period. However, higher net benefits may result and the potential for significant adverse
impact may be mitigated if States exercise the discretion to establish reasonable progress goals and emission manage-
ment strategies. The flexibility for State discretion is, of course, exactly what the regional haze rule provides.

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act

The EPA has determined that it is not necessary to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis in connection with this final
rule. The EPA has also determined that this rule will not have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entit-
ies because the rule does not establish requirements applicable to small entities.

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. §§601 et seq.) (RFA), as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforce-
ment Fairness Act (Pub. L. *35761 No.104-121) ( SBREFA), provides that whenever an agency is required to publish a
general notice of proposed rulemaking, it must prepare and make available an initial regulatory flexibility analysis, un-
less it certifies that the proposed rule, if promulgated, will not have “a significant economic impact on a substantial num-
ber of small entities.”5 U.S.C. §605(b). Courts have interpreted the RFA to require a regulatory flexibility analysis only
when small entities will be subject to the requirements of the rule. See Motor and Equip. Mfrs. Ass'n v. Nichols, 142
F.3d 449 (D.C. Cir. 1998); United Distribution Cos. v. FERC, 88 F.3d 1105, 1170 (D.C. Cir. 1996); Mid-Tex Elec. Co-
op, Inc. v. FERC, 773 F.2d 327, 342 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (agency's certification need only consider the rule's impact on en-
tities subject to the rule).

As stated in the proposal, the regional haze rule will not establish requirements applicable to small entities. The rule ap-
plies to States, not to small entities. The rule requires States to develop, adopt, and submit SIP revisions that will ensure
reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal, and would generally leave to the States the task of determining
how to obtain those reductions, including which entities to regulate. In developing emission control measures, section
169A of the CAA requires States to address BART for a select list of major stationary sources defined by section
169A(g)(7) of the CAA. As noted in the proposal, however, the State's determination of BART for regional haze involves
some State discretion in considering a number of factors set forth in section 169A(g)(2), including the costs of compli-
ance. Further, the final rule allows States to adopt alternative measures in lieu of requiring the installation and operation
of BART at these major stationary sources. As a result, the potential consequences of today's final rule at specific sources
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are speculative. Any requirements for emission control measures, including any requirements for BART, will be estab-
lished by State rulemakings. The States will accordingly exercise substantial intervening discretion in implementing the
final rule.

For the final rule, EPA is confirming its initial certification that the rule would not have a significant impact on a sub-
stantial number of small entities. The EPA notes, however, that the Agency did conduct a more general analysis of the
potential impact on small entities of possible State implementation strategies. This analysis is documented in the RIA. In
addition, as noted in the proposal, EPA undertook small-entity outreach activities on a voluntary basis. The EPA also has
issued guidance, entitled “Guidance on Mitigation of Impact to Small Business While Implementing Air Quality Stand-
ards and Regulations,” which can be found on the internet at: http:// ttn-
www.rtpnc.epa.gov/implement/actions.htm#Other. This guidance outlines potential implementation strategies that would
mitigate impacts on small sources and encourages States to make use of these strategies wherever possible and appropri-
ate. The EPA did receive comments regarding the impact on the regional haze rule on small entities. These comments are
addressed in the Response to Comments document.

C. Paperwork Reduction Act—Impact on Reporting Requirements

The information collection requirements in this rule relating to State requirements for the protection of visibility in Class
I national parks and wilderness areas were submitted to OMB for review and approval under the Paperwork Reduction
Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501, et seq. An Information Collection Request document was prepared by EPA (ICR No. 1813.02) and
a copy may be obtained from Sandy Farmer, by mail at OPPE Regulatory Information Division, U.S. EPA (2137) 401 M
Street, S.W.; Washington, DC 20460, by email at farmer.sandy@epamail.epa.gov, or by calling (202) 260-2740. A copy
may also be downloaded off the internet at http://www.epa.gov/icr. The information requirements are not effective until
OMB approves them.

This collection of information has an estimated reporting burden, for the fifty States and District of Columbia, of approx-
imately 22,000 to 47,000 hours for a 3-year period between mid-1999 and mid-2002. The Agency expects the Federal
burden will be approximately 1900 to 4000 hours for the 3-year period. The Agency anticipates States costs of about
$980,000 to $2,064,000 for the 3-year period. The Agency estimates the annual Federal costs to be approximately
$83,000 to $175,000 for the 3-year period. These estimates include time for reviewing requirements and instructions,
evaluating data sources, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the collection of information.

Burden means the total time, effort, or financial resources expended by persons to generate, maintain, retain, or disclose
or provide information to or for a Federal agency. This includes the time needed to review instructions; develop, acquire,
install, and utilize technology and systems for the purposes of collecting, validating, and verifying information, pro-
cessing and maintaining information, and disclosing and providing information; adjust the existing ways to comply with
any previously applicable instructions and requirements; train personnel to be able to respond to a collection of informa-
tion; search data sources; complete and review the collection of information; and transmit or otherwise disclose the in-
formation.

An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control number. The OMB control numbers for EPA's regulations are listed in 40 CFR
Part 9 and 48 CFR Chapter 15.

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Pub. L. 104-4) (UMRA), establishes requirements for Federal
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agencies to assess the effects of their regulatory actions on State, local, and tribal governments and the private sector.
Under section 202 of the UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1532, EPA generally must prepare a written statement, including a cost-be-
nefit analysis, for any proposed or final rule that “includes any Federal mandate that may result in the expenditure by
State, local, and tribal governments, in the aggregate, or by the private sector, of $100,000,000 or more * * * in any one
year.”A “Federal mandate” is defined under section 421(6), 2 U.S.C. 658(6), to include a “Federal intergovernmental
mandate” and a “Federal private sector mandate.” A “Federal intergovernmental mandate,” in turn, is defined to include
a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon State, local, or tribal governments,” section 421(5)(A)(i), 2
U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(i), except for, among other things, a duty that is “a condition of Federal assistance,” section
421(5)(A)(i)(I). A “Federal private sector mandate” includes a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon
the private sector,” with certain exceptions, section 421(7)(A), 2 U.S.C. 658(7)(A).

Before promulgating an EPA rule for which a written statement is needed under section 202 of the UMRA, section 205, 2
U.S.C. 1535, of the UMRA generally requires EPA to identify and consider a reasonable number of regulatory alternat-
ives and adopt the least costly, most cost effective, or least burdensome alternative that achieves the objectives of the
rule.

The RIA prepared by EPA and placed in the docket for this rulemaking is consistent with the requirements of *35762
section 202 of the UMRA. Furthermore, EPA is not directly establishing any regulatory requirements that may signific-
antly or uniquely affect small governments, including tribal governments. Thus, EPA is not obligated to develop under
section 203 of the UMRA a small government agency plan. Further, as described in the proposal, EPA carried out con-
sultations with the governmental entities affected by this rule in a manner consistent with the intergovernmental consulta-
tion provisions of section 204 of the UMRA.

The EPA also believes that because the rule provides States with substantial flexibility, the proposed rule meets the
UMRA requirement in section 205 to select the least costly and burdensome alternative in light of the statutory mandate
to issue regulations that make reasonable progress toward the national visibility protection goal. The rule provides States
with the flexibility to establish reasonable progress goals and BART based on certain criteria, one of which is the costs of
compliance. The rule also provides States with the flexibility to adopt alternatives, such as an emissions trading program,
in lieu of requiring BART. Finally, the rule provides the States with the flexibility to develop long-term strategies. The
regional haze rule, therefore, inherently provides for adoption of the least costly, most cost effective, or least burdensome
alternative that achieves the objective of the rule.

The EPA is not reaching a final conclusion as to the applicability of the requirements of UMRA to this rulemaking ac-
tion. It is questionable whether a requirement to submit a SIP revision constitutes a Federal mandate. The obligation for a
state to revise its SIP that arises out of sections 110(a), 169A and 169B of the CAA is not legally enforceable by a court
of law and, at most, is a condition for continued receipt of highway funds. Therefore, it is possible to view an action re-
quiring such a submittal as not creating any enforceable duty within the meaning of section 421(5)(A)(i) of UMRA (2
U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(i)). Even if it did, the duty could be viewed as falling within the exception for a condition of Federal
assistance under section 421(5)(A)(i)(I) of UMRA (2 U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(i)(I)). As noted earlier, however, notwithstanding
these issues, the discussion in section 2 and the analysis in Chapter 8 of the RIA constitutes the UMRA statement that
would be required by UMRA if its statutory provisions applied, and EPA has consulted with governmental entities as
would be required by UMRA. Consequently, it is not necessary for EPA to reach a conclusion as to the applicability of
the UMRA requirements.

E. Environmental Justice—Executive Order 12898
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Executive Order 12898 requires that each Federal agency make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by
identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of
its programs, policies, and activities on minorities and low-income populations. The requirements of Executive Order
12898 have been addressed to the extent practicable in the RIA cited above, particularly in chapters 2 and 9 of the RIA.

F. Congressional Review Act

The Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. 801 et seq., as added by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness
Act of 1996, generally provides that before a rule may take effect, the agency promulgating the rule must submit a rule
report, which includes a copy of the rule, to each House of the Congress and to the Comptroller General of the U.S. The
EPA will submit a report containing this rule and other required information to the U.S. Senate, the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives, and the Comptroller General of the U.S. prior to publication of the rule in the Federal Register. A “major
rule” cannot take effect until 60 days after it is published in the Federal Register. This action is a “major rule” as defined
by 5 U.S.C. section 804(2). This rule will be effective August 30, 1999.

G. Protection of Children From Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks—Executive Order 13045

Executive Order 13045: “Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks” (62 FR 19885,
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that: (1) is determined to be “economically significant” as defined under E.O. 12866,
and (2) concerns an environmental health or safety risk that EPA has reason to believe may have a disproportionate effect
on children. If the regulatory action meets both criteria, the Agency must evaluate the environmental health or safety ef-
fects of the planned rule on children, and explain why the planned regulation is preferable to other potentially effective
and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the Agency. The EPA interprets E.O. 13045 as applying only to those
regulatory actions that are based on health or safety risks, such that the analysis required under section 5-501 of the Or-
der has the potential to influence the regulation. The regional haze rule is not subject to E.O. 13045 because it does not
establish an environmental standard intended to mitigate health or safety risks.

H. Enhancing the Intergovernmental Partnership—Executive Order 12875

Under Executive Order 12875, EPA may not issue a regulation that is not required by statute and that creates a mandate
upon a State, local or tribal government, unless the Federal government provides the funds necessary to pay the direct
compliance costs incurred by those governments, or EPA consults with those governments. If EPA complies by consult-
ing, Executive Order 12875 requires EPA to provide to the OMB a description of the extent of EPA's prior consultation
with representatives of affected State, local and tribal governments, the nature of their concerns, copies of any written
communications from the governments, and a statement supporting the need to issue the regulation. In addition, Execut-
ive Order 12875 requires EPA to develop an effective process permitting elected officials and other representatives of
State, local and tribal governments “to provide meaningful and timely input in the development of regulatory proposals
containing significant unfunded mandates.”

Today's final rule does not create a mandate on State, local or tribal governments. As explained in the discussion of
UMRA (unit VII.D), this rule does not impose an enforceable duty on these entities. Accordingly, the requirements of
section 1(a) of Executive Order 12875 do not apply to this rule.

The EPA notes, however that considerable consultation has taken place with State, local and tribal government represent-
atives in developing the final regional haze rule. In September 1995, EPA formed a subcommittee under the authority of
the Federal Advisory Committee Act to advise the Agency on various issues related to implementation of the revised
ozone and particulate matter NAAQS and the regional haze program. This group met a total of 13 times between Septem-
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ber 1995 and completion of its duties in December 1997. Several State and local governmental representatives were on
this subcommittee. The EPA received and reviewed comments from over 40 States and 1 tribal government on the July
1997 proposal. Tribes in the west have been active in discussion on regional haze, both as members of the GCVTC, and
in the follow-on body, the WRAP. In addition, EPA has held *35763 numerous meetings with State and local represent-
atives.

I. Executive Order 13084: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

Under Executive Order 13084, EPA may not issue a regulation that is not required by statute, that significantly or
uniquely affects the communities of Indian tribal governments, and that imposes substantial direct compliance costs on
those communities, unless the Federal government provides the funds necessary to pay the direct compliance costs in-
curred by the tribal governments, or EPA consults with those governments. If EPA complies by consulting, Executive
Order 13084 requires EPA to provide to OMB, in a separately identified section of the preamble to the rule, a description
of the extent of EPA's prior consultation with representatives of affected tribal governments, a summary of the nature of
their concerns, and a statement supporting the need to issue the regulation. In addition, Executive Order 13084 requires
EPA to develop an effective process permitting elected officials and other representatives of Indian tribal governments
“to provide meaningful and timely input in the development of regulatory policies on matters that significantly or
uniquely affect their communities.”

Because the rule does not establish a visibility progress goal or emission management strategy, the rule does not impose
control or other direct compliance requirements. Hence, the rule does not create a mandate on tribal governments. Ac-
cordingly, the requirements of 3(b) of Executive Order 13084 do not apply to this rule.

J. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (“NTTAA”), Pub. L. No. 104-113,
section 12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs EPA to use voluntary consensus standards in its regulatory activities unless to
do so would be inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary consensus standards are technical
standards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, sampling procedures, and business practices) that are developed or
adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies. The NTTAA directs EPA to provide Congress, through OMB, explan-
ations when the Agency decides not to use available and applicable voluntary consensus standards.

This action does not involve technical standards. Therefore, EPA did not consider the use of any voluntary consensus
standards.

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 51

Environmental protection, Administrative practice and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon monoxide, Nitrogen di-
oxide, Particulate matter, Sulfur oxides, Volatile organic compounds.

Dated: April 22, 1999.

Carol M. Browner,

Administrator.

For the reasons set forth in the preamble, part 51 of chapter I of title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended as
follows:
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PART 51—REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPTION, AND SUBMITTAL OF IMPLEMENTATION
PLANS1. The authority citation for Part 51 is revised to read as follows:

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7410, 7414, 7421, 7470-7479, 7491, 7492, 7601, and 7602.

Subpart P—Protection of Visibility40 CFR § 51.300

2. Section 51.300 is amended by revising paragraphs (a), (b)(1) introductory text, and (b)(2), and by adding paragraph
(b)(3) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.300

§51.300 Purpose and applicability.

(a) Purpose. The primary purposes of this subpart are to require States to develop programs to assure reasonable progress
toward meeting the national goal of preventing any future, and remedying any existing, impairment of visibility in man-
datory Class I Federal areas which impairment results from manmade air pollution; and to establish necessary additional
procedures for new source permit applicants, States and Federal Land Managers to use in conducting the visibility impact
analysis required for new sources under §51.166. This subpart sets forth requirements addressing visibility impairment in
its two principal forms: “reasonably attributable” impairment (i.e., impairment attributable to a single source/small group
of sources) and regional haze (i.e., widespread haze from a multitude of sources which impairs visibility in every direc-
tion over a large area).

(b) Applicability. (1) General Applicability. The provisions of this subpart pertaining to implementation plan require-
ments for assuring reasonable progress in preventing any future and remedying any existing visibility impairment are ap-
plicable to:

* * * * *

(2) The provisions of this subpart pertaining to implementation plans to address reasonably attributable visibility impair-
ment are applicable to the following States:

Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Virgin Is-
lands, Washington, West Virginia, Wyoming.

(3) The provisions of this subpart pertaining to implementation plans to address regional haze visibility impairment are
applicable to all States as defined in section 302(d) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) except Guam, Puerto Rico, American
Samoa, and the Northern Mariana Islands.

BILLING CODE 6560-50-U

40 CFR § 51.301

40 CFR § 51.308

3. Section 51.301 is amended by removing the paragraph designations, placing the defined terms in alphabetical order,
revising the definitions of Federal Land Manager, Major stationary source, Natural conditions, and Visibility impairment,
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and adding in alphabetical order definitions of Reasonably attributable visibility impairment, Regional haze, Deciview,
State, Most impaired days, Least impaired days, Implementation plan, Indian tribe or tribe, BART-eligible source, and
Geographic enhancement for the purpose of § 51.308 to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.301

§51.301 Definitions.

* * * * *

BART-eligible source means an existing stationary facility as defined in this section.

* * * * *

Deciview means a measurement of visibility impairment. A deciview is a haze index derived from calculated light ex-
tinction, such that uniform changes in haziness correspond to uniform incremental changes in perception across the entire
range of conditions, from pristine to highly impaired. The deciview haze index is calculated based on the following equa-
tion (for the purposes of calculating deciview, the atmospheric light extinction coefficient must be calculated from aero-
sol measurements):

Deciview haze index=10 lne (bext/10 Mm-1).

Where bext=the atmospheric light extinction coefficient, expressed in inverse megameters (Mm-1).

* * * *

*35764 Federal Land Manager means the Secretary of the department with authority over the Federal Class I area (or the
Secretary's designee) or, with respect to Roosevelt-Campobello International Park, the Chairman of the Roosevelt-
Campobello International Park Commission.

* * * * *

Geographic enhancement for the purpose of §51.308 means a method, procedure, or process to allow a broad regional
strategy, such as an emissions trading program designed to achieve greater reasonable progress than BART for regional
haze, to accommodate BART for reasonably attributable impairment.

Implementation plan means, for the purposes of this part, any State Implementation Plan, Federal Implementation Plan,
or Tribal Implementation Plan.

* * * * *

Indian tribe or tribe means any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community, including any Alaska
Native village, which is federally recognized as eligible for the special programs and services provided by the United
States to Indians because of their status as Indians.

* * * * *

Least impaired days means the average visibility impairment (measured in deciviews) for the twenty percent of mon-
itored days in a calendar year with the lowest amount of visibility impairment.
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Major stationary source and major modification mean major stationary source and major modification, respectively, as
defined in §51.166.

* * * * *

Most impaired days means the average visibility impairment (measured in deciviews) for the twenty percent of mon-
itored days in a calendar year with the highest amount of visibility impairment.

Natural conditions includes naturally occurring phenomena that reduce visibility as measured in terms of light extinction,
visual range, contrast, or coloration.

* * * * *

Reasonably attributable visibility impairment means visibility impairment that is caused by the emission of air pollutants
from one, or a small number of sources.

* * * * *

Regional haze means visibility impairment that is caused by the emission of air pollutants from numerous sources located
over a wide geographic area. Such sources include, but are not limited to, major and minor stationary sources, mobile
sources, and area sources.

* * * * *

State means “State” as defined in section 302(d) of the CAA.

* * * * *

Visibility impairment means any humanly perceptible change in visibility (light extinction, visual range, contrast, colora-
tion) from that which would have existed under natural conditions.

* * * * *

BILLING CODE 6560-50-M

40 CFR § 51.302

4. Section 51.302 is amended by revising the section heading, paragraphs (a), (c) introductory text, (c)(1), (c)(2) intro-
ductory text, (c)(4) introductory text, and (c)(4)(iv) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.302

§51.302 Implementation control strategies for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

(a) Plan Revision Procedures. (1) Each State identified in §51.300(b)(2) must have submitted, not later than September 2,
1981, an implementation plan meeting the requirements of this subpart pertaining to reasonably attributable visibility
impairment.

(2)(i) The State, prior to adoption of any implementation plan to address reasonably attributable visibility impairment re-
quired by this subpart, must conduct one or more public hearings on such plan in accordance with §51.102.
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(ii) In addition to the requirements in §51.102, the State must provide written notification of such hearings to each af-
fected Federal Land Manager, and other affected States, and must state where the public can inspect a summary prepared
by the Federal Land Managers of their conclusions and recommendations, if any, on the proposed plan revision.

(3) Submission of plans as required by this subpart must be conducted in accordance with the procedures in §51.103.

* * * * *

(c) General plan requirements for reasonably attributable visibility impairment. (1) The affected Federal Land Manager
may certify to the State, at any time, that there exists reasonably attributable impairment of visibility in any mandatory
Class I Federal area.

(2) The plan must contain the following to address reasonably attributable impairment:

* * * * *

(4) For any existing reasonably attributable visibility impairment the Federal Land Manager certifies to the State under
paragraph (c)(1) of this section, at least 6 months prior to plan submission or revision:

* * * * *

(iv) The plan must require that each existing stationary facility required to install and operate BART do so as expedi-
tiously as practicable but in no case later than five years after plan approval.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.305

5. Section 51.305 is amended by revising the section heading and paragraph (a) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.305

§51.305 Monitoring for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

(a) For the purposes of addressing reasonably attributable visibility impairment, each State containing a mandatory Class
I Federal area must include in the plan a strategy for evaluating reasonably attributable visibility impairment in any man-
datory Class I Federal area by visual observation or other appropriate monitoring techniques. Such strategy must take in-
to account current and anticipated visibility monitoring research, the availability of appropriate monitoring techniques,
and such guidance as is provided by the Agency.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.306

6. Section 51.306 is amended by revising the section heading, paragraph (a)(1), paragraph (c) introductory text, and para-
graph (d) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.306

§51.306 Long-term strategy requirements for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.
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(a)(1) For the purposes of addressing reasonably attributable visibility impairment, each plan must include a long-term
(10-15 years) strategy for making reasonable progress toward the national goal specified in §51.300(a). This strategy
must cover any existing impairment the Federal Land Manager certifies to the State at least 6 months prior to plan sub-
mission, and any integral vista of which the Federal Land Manager notifies the State at least 6 months prior to plan sub-
mission.

* * * * *

(c) The plan must provide for periodic review and revision, as appropriate, of the long-term strategy for addressing reas-
onably attributable visibility impairment. The plan must provide for such periodic review and revision not less frequently
than every 3 years until the date of submission of the State's first plan addressing regional haze visibility impairment in
accordance with § 51.308(b) and (c). On or before this date, the State must revise its plan to provide for review and revi-
sion of a coordinated long-term strategy for addressing reasonably attributable and *35765 regional haze visibility
impairment, and the State must submit the first such coordinated long-term strategy. Future coordinated long-term
strategies must be submitted consistent with the schedule for periodic progress reports set forth in §51.308(g). Until the
State revises its plan to meet this requirement, the State must continue to comply with existing requirements for plan re-
view and revision, and with all emission management requirements in the plan to address reasonably attributable impair-
ment. This requirement does not affect any preexisting deadlines for State submittal of a long-term strategy review (or
element thereof) between August 30, 1999, and the date required for submission of the State's first regional haze plan. In
addition, the plan must provide for review of the long-term strategy as it applies to reasonably attributable impairment,
and revision as appropriate, within 3 years of State receipt of any certification of reasonably attributable impairment
from a Federal Land Manager. The review process must include consultation with the appropriate Federal Land Man-
agers, and the State must provide a report to the public and the Administrator on progress toward the national goal. This
report must include an assessment of:

* * * * *

(d) The long-term strategy must provide for review of the impacts from any new major stationary source or major modi-
fications on visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area. This review of major stationary sources or major modifica-
tions must be in accordance with §51.307, §51.166, §51.160, and any other binding guidance provided by the Agency in-
sofar as these provisions pertain to protection of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal areas.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.307

7. Section 51.307 is amended by revising paragraph (a) introductory text, (a)(2) and (c) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.307

§51.307 New source review.

(a) For purposes of new source review of any new major stationary source or major modification that would be construc-
ted in an area that is designated attainment or unclassified under section 107(d)(1)(D) or (E) of the CAA, the State plan
must, in any review under §51.166 with respect to visibility protection and analyses, provide for:

* * * * *
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(2) Where the State requires or receives advance notification (e.g. early consultation with the source prior to submission
of the application or notification of intent to monitor under §51.166) of a permit application of a source that may affect
visibility the State must notify all affected Federal Land Managers within 30 days of such advance notification, and

* * * * *

(c) Review of any major stationary source or major modification under paragraph (b) of this section, shall be conducted
in accordance with paragraph (a) of this section, and §51.166(o), (p)(1) through (2), and (q). In conducting such reviews
the State must ensure that the source's emissions will be consistent with making reasonable progress toward the national
visibility goal referred to in §51.300(a). The State may take into account the costs of compliance, the time necessary for
compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, and the useful life of the source.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.308

8. A new §51.308 is added to subpart P to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.308

§51.308 Regional haze program requirements.

(a) What is the purpose of this section? This section establishes requirements for implementation plans, plan revisions,
and periodic progress reviews to address regional haze.

(b) When are the first implementation plans due under the regional haze program? Except as provided in paragraph (c) of
this section and §51.309(c), each State identified in §51.300(b)(3) must submit an implementation plan for regional haze
meeting the requirements of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section by the following dates:

(1) For any area designated as attainment or unclassifiable for the national ambient air quality standard (NAAQS) for
fine particulate matter (PM2.5), the State must submit a regional haze implementation plan to EPA within 12 months
after the date of designation.

(2) For any area designated as nonattainment for the PM2.5 NAAQS, the State must submit a regional haze implementa-
tion plan to EPA at the same time that the State's plan for implementation of the PM2.5 NAAQS must be submitted under
section 172 of the CAA, that is, within 3 years after the area is designated as nonattainment, but not later than December
31, 2008.

(c) Options for regional planning. If at the time the SIP for regional haze would otherwise be due, a State is working with
other States to develop a coordinated approach to regional haze by participating in a regional planning process, the State
may choose to defer addressing the core requirements for regional haze in paragraph (d) of this section and the require-
ments for BART in paragraph (e) of this section. If a State opts to do this, it must meet the following requirements:

(1) The State must submit an implementation plan by the earliest date by which an implementation plan would be due for
any area of the State under paragraph (b) of this section. This implementation plan must contain the following:

(i) A demonstration of ongoing participation in a regional planning process to address regional haze, and an agreement
by the State to continue participating with one or more other States in such a process for the development of this and fu-
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ture implementation plan revisions;

(ii) A showing, based on available inventory, monitoring, or modeling information, that emissions from within the State
contribute to visibility impairment in a mandatory Class I Federal Area outside the State, or that emissions from another
State contribute to visibility impairment in any mandatory Class I Federal area within the State.

(iii) A description of the regional planning process, including a list of the States which have agreed to work together to
address regional haze in a region (i.e., the regional planning group), the goals, objectives, management, and decision-
making structure of the regional planning group, deadlines for completing significant technical analyses and developing
emission management strategies, and a schedule for State review and adoption of regulations implementing the recom-
mendations of the regional group;

(iv) A commitment by the State to submit an implementation plan revision addressing the requirements in paragraphs (d)
and (e) of this section by the date specified in paragraph (c)(2) of this section. In addition, the State must commit to de-
velop its plan revision in coordination with the other States participating in the regional planning process, and to fully ad-
dress the recommendations of the regional planning group.

(v) A list of all BART-eligible sources within the State.

(2) The State must submit an implementation plan revision addressing the requirements in paragraphs (d) and (e) of this
section by the latest date an area within the planning region would be required to submit an implementation plan under
paragraph (b) of this section, but in any event, no later than December 31, 2008.*35766

(d) What are the core requirements for the implementation plan for regional haze? The State must address regional haze
in each mandatory Class I Federal area located within the State and in each mandatory Class I Federal area located out-
side the State which may be affected by emissions from within the State. To meet the core requirements for regional haze
for these areas, the State must submit an implementation plan containing the following plan elements and supporting
documentation for all required analyses:

(1) Reasonable progress goals. For each mandatory Class I Federal area located within the State, the State must establish
goals (expressed in deciviews) that provide for reasonable progress towards achieving natural visibility conditions. The
reasonable progress goals must provide for an improvement in visibility for the most impaired days over the period of the
implementation plan and ensure no degradation in visibility for the least impaired days over the same period.

(i) In establishing a reasonable progress goal for any mandatory Class I Federal area within the State, the State must:

(A) Consider the costs of compliance, the time necessary for compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental
impacts of compliance, and the remaining useful life of any potentially affected sources, and include a demonstration
showing how these factors were taken into consideration in selecting the goal.

(B) Analyze and determine the rate of progress needed to attain natural visibility conditions by the year 2064. To calcu-
late this rate of progress, the State must compare baseline visibility conditions to natural visibility conditions in the man-
datory Federal Class I area and determine the uniform rate of visibility improvement (measured in deciviews) that would
need to be maintained during each implementation period in order to attain natural visibility conditions by 2064. In es-
tablishing the reasonable progress goal, the State must consider the uniform rate of improvement in visibility and the
emission reduction measures needed to achieve it for the period covered by the implementation plan.

(ii) For the period of the implementation plan, if the State establishes a reasonable progress goal that provides for a
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slower rate of improvement in visibility than the rate that would be needed to attain natural conditions by 2064, the State
must demonstrate, based on the factors in paragraph (d)(1)(i)(A) of this section, that the rate of progress for the imple-
mentation plan to attain natural conditions by 2064 is not reasonable; and that the progress goal adopted by the State is
reasonable. The State must provide to the public for review as part of its implementation plan an assessment of the num-
ber of years it would take to attain natural conditions if visibility improvement continues at the rate of progress selected
by the State as reasonable.

(iii) In determining whether the State's goal for visibility improvement provides for reasonable progress towards natural
visibility conditions, the Administrator will evaluate the demonstrations developed by the State pursuant to paragraphs
(d)(1)(i) and (d)(1)(ii) of this section.

(iv) In developing each reasonable progress goal, the State must consult with those States which may reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment in the mandatory Class I Federal area. In any situation in which the
State cannot agree with another such State or group of States that a goal provides for reasonable progress, the State must
describe in its submittal the actions taken to resolve the disagreement. In reviewing the State's implementation plan sub-
mittal, the Administrator will take this information into account in determining whether the State's goal for visibility im-
provement provides for reasonable progress towards natural visibility conditions.

(v) The reasonable progress goals established by the State are not directly enforceable but will be considered by the Ad-
ministrator in evaluating the adequacy of the measures in the implementation plan to achieve the progress goal adopted
by the State.

(vi) The State may not adopt a reasonable progress goal that represents less visibility improvement than is expected to
result from implementation of other requirements of the CAA during the applicable planning period.

(2) Calculations of baseline and natural visibility conditions. For each mandatory Class I Federal area located within the
State, the State must determine the following visibility conditions (expressed in deciviews):

(i) Baseline visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days. The period for establishing baseline vis-
ibility conditions is 2000 to 2004. Baseline visibility conditions must be calculated, using available monitoring data, by
establishing the average degree of visibility impairment for the most and least impaired days for each calendar year from
2000 to 2004. The baseline visibility conditions are the average of these annual values. For mandatory Class I Federal
areas without onsite monitoring data for 2000-2004, the State must establish baseline values using the most representat-
ive available monitoring data for 2000-2004, in consultation with the Administrator or his or her designee;

(ii) For an implementation plan that is submitted by 2003, the period for establishing baseline visibility conditions for the
period of the first long-term strategy is the most recent 5-year period for which visibility monitoring data are available
for the mandatory Class I Federal areas addressed by the plan. For mandatory Class I Federal areas without onsite monit-
oring data, the State must establish baseline values using the most representative available monitoring data, in consulta-
tion with the Administrator or his or her designee;

(iii) Natural visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days. Natural visibility conditions must be cal-
culated by estimating the degree of visibility impairment existing under natural conditions for the most impaired and
least impaired days, based on available monitoring information and appropriate data analysis techniques; and

(iv)(A) For the first implementation plan addressing the requirements of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section, the num-
ber of deciviews by which baseline conditions exceed natural visibility conditions for the most impaired and least im-
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paired days; or

(B) For all future implementation plan revisions, the number of deciviews by which current conditions, as calculated un-
der paragraph (f)(1) of this section, exceed natural visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days.

(3) Long-term strategy for regional haze. Each State listed in §51.300(b)(3) must submit a long-term strategy that ad-
dresses regional haze visibility impairment for each mandatory Class I Federal area within the State and for each mandat-
ory Class I Federal area located outside the State which may be affected by emissions from the State. The long-term
strategy must include enforceable emissions limitations, compliance schedules, and other measures as necessary to
achieve the reasonable progress goals established by States having mandatory Class I Federal areas. In establishing its
long-term strategy for regional haze, the State must meet the following requirements:

(i) Where the State has emissions that are reasonably anticipated to contribute to visibility impairment in any mandatory
Class I Federal area located *35767 in another State or States, the State must consult with the other State(s) in order to
develop coordinated emission management strategies. The State must consult with any other State having emissions that
are reasonably anticipated to contribute to visibility impairment in any mandatory Class I Federal area within the State.

(ii) Where other States cause or contribute to impairment in a mandatory Class I Federal area, the State must demonstrate
that it has included in its implementation plan all measures necessary to obtain its share of the emission reductions
needed to meet the progress goal for the area. If the State has participated in a regional planning process, the State must
ensure it has included all measures needed to achieve its apportionment of emission reduction obligations agreed upon
through that process.

(iii) The State must document the technical basis, including modeling, monitoring and emissions information, on which
the State is relying to determine its apportionment of emission reduction obligations necessary for achieving reasonable
progress in each mandatory Class I Federal area it affects. The State may meet this requirement by relying on technical
analyses developed by the regional planning organization and approved by all State participants. The State must identify
the baseline emissions inventory on which its strategies are based. The baseline emissions inventory year is presumed to
be the most recent year of the consolidate periodic emissions inventory.

(iv) The State must identify all anthropogenic sources of visibility impairment considered by the State in developing its
long-term strategy. The State should consider major and minor stationary sources, mobile sources, and area sources.

(v) The State must consider, at a minimum, the following factors in developing its long-term strategy:

(A) Emission reductions due to ongoing air pollution control programs, including measures to address reasonably attrib-
utable visibility impairment;

(B) Measures to mitigate the impacts of construction activities;

(C) Emissions limitations and schedules for compliance to achieve the reasonable progress goal;

(D) Source retirement and replacement schedules;

(E) Smoke management techniques for agricultural and forestry management purposes including plans as currently exist
within the State for these purposes;

(F) Enforceability of emissions limitations and control measures; and
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(G) The anticipated net effect on visibility due to projected changes in point, area, and mobile source emissions over the
period addressed by the long-term strategy.

(4) Monitoring strategy and other implementation plan requirements. The State must submit with the implementation
plan a monitoring strategy for measuring, characterizing, and reporting of regional haze visibility impairment that is rep-
resentative of all mandatory Class I Federal areas within the State. This monitoring strategy must be coordinated with the
monitoring strategy required in §51.305 for reasonably attributable visibility impairment. Compliance with this require-
ment may be met through participation in the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments network. The
implementation plan must also provide for the following:

(i) The establishment of any additional monitoring sites or equipment needed to assess whether reasonable progress goals
to address regional haze for all mandatory Class I Federal areas within the State are being achieved.

(ii) Procedures by which monitoring data and other information are used in determining the contribution of emissions
from within the State to regional haze visibility impairment at mandatory Class I Federal areas both within and outside
the State.

(iii) For a State with no mandatory Class I Federal areas, procedures by which monitoring data and other information are
used in determining the contribution of emissions from within the State to regional haze visibility impairment at mandat-
ory Class I Federal areas in other States.

(iv) The implementation plan must provide for the reporting of all visibility monitoring data to the Administrator at least
annually for each mandatory Class I Federal area in the State. To the extent possible, the State should report visibility
monitoring data electronically.

(v) A statewide inventory of emissions of pollutants that are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility
impairment in any mandatory Class I Federal area. The inventory must include emissions for a baseline year, emissions
for the most recent year for which data are available, and estimates of future projected emissions. The State must also in-
clude a commitment to update the inventory periodically.

(vi) Other elements, including reporting, recordkeeping, and other measures, necessary to assess and report on visibility.

(e) Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) requirements for regional haze visibility impairment. The State must
submit an implementation plan containing emission limitations representing BART and schedules for compliance with
BART for each BART-eligible source that may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of vis-
ibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area, unless the State demonstrates that an emissions trading program or other al-
ternative will achieve greater reasonable progress toward natural visibility conditions.

(1) To address the requirements for BART, the State must submit an implementation plan containing the following plan
elements and include documentation for all required analyses:

(i) A list of all BART-eligible sources within the State.

(ii) A determination of BART for each BART-eligible source in the State that emits any air pollutant which may reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area. All such
sources are subject to BART. This determination must be based on the following analyses:

(A) An analysis of the best system of continuous emission control technology available and associated emission reduc-
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tions achievable for each BART-eligible source within the State subject to BART. In this analysis, the State must take in-
to consideration the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts
of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source; and

(B) An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each mandatory Class I Federal area as
a result of the emission reductions achievable from all sources subject to BART located within the region that contributes
to visibility impairment in the Class I area, based on the analysis conducted under paragraph (e)(1)(ii)(A) of this section.

(iii) If the State determines in establishing BART that technological or economic limitations on the applicability of meas-
urement methodology to a particular source would make the imposition of an emission standard infeasible, it may instead
prescribe a design, equipment, work practice, or other operational standard, or combination thereof, to *35768 require
the application of BART. Such standard, to the degree possible, is to set forth the emission reduction to be achieved by
implementation of such design, equipment, work practice or operation, and must provide for compliance by means which
achieve equivalent results.

(iv) A requirement that each source subject to BART be required to install and operate BART as expeditiously as practic-
able, but in no event later than 5 years after approval of the implementation plan revision.

(v) A requirement that each source subject to BART maintain the control equipment required by this subpart and estab-
lish procedures to ensure such equipment is properly operated and maintained.

(2) A State may opt to implement an emissions trading program or other alternative measure rather than to require
sources subject to BART to install, operate, and maintain BART. To do so, the State must demonstrate that this emis-
sions trading program or other alternative measure will achieve greater reasonable progress than would be achieved
through the installation and operation of BART. To make this demonstration, the State must submit an implementation
plan containing the following plan elements and include documentation for all required analyses:

(i) A demonstration that the emissions trading program or other alternative measure will achieve greater reasonable pro-
gress than would have resulted from the installation and operation of BART at all sources subject to BART in the State.
This demonstration must be based on the following:

(A) A list of all BART-eligible sources within the State.

(B) An analysis of the best system of continuous emission control technology available and associated emission reduc-
tions achievable for each source within the State subject to BART. In this analysis, the State must take into consideration
the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance,
any pollution control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source. The best system of con-
tinuous emission control technology and the above factors may be determined on a source category basis. The State may
elect to consider both source-specific and category-wide information, as appropriate, in conducting its analysis.

(C) An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each mandatory Class I Federal area as
a result of the emission reductions achievable from all such sources subject to BART located within the region that con-
tributes to visibility impairment in the Class I area, based on the analysis conducted under paragraph (e)(2)(i)(B) of this
section.

(ii) A demonstration that the emissions trading program or alternative measure will apply, at a minimum, to all BART-
eligible sources in the State. Those sources having a federally enforceable emission limitation determined by the State
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and approved by EPA as meeting BART in accordance with §51.302(c) or paragraph (e)(1) of this section do not need to
meet the requirements of the emissions trading program or alternative measure, but may choose to participate if they
meet the requirements of the emissions trading program or alternative measure.

(iii) A requirement that all necessary emission reductions take place during the period of the first long-term strategy for
regional haze. To meet this requirement, the State must provide a detailed description of the emissions trading program
or other alternative measure, including schedules for implementation, the emission reductions required by the program,
all necessary administrative and technical procedures for implementing the program, rules for accounting and monitoring
emissions, and procedures for enforcement.

(iv) A demonstration that the emission reductions resulting from the emissions trading program or other alternative meas-
ure will be surplus to those reductions resulting from measures adopted to meet requirements of the CAA as of the
baseline date of the SIP.

(v) At the State's option, a provision that the emissions trading program or other alternative measure may include a geo-
graphic enhancement to the program to address the requirement under §51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably attrib-
utable impairment from the pollutants covered under the emissions trading program or other alternative measure.

(3) After a State has met the requirements for BART or implemented emissions trading program or other alternative
measure that achieve more reasonable progress than the installation and operation of BART, BART-eligible sources will
be subject to the requirements of paragraph (d) of this section in the same manner as other sources.

(4) Any BART-eligible facility subject to the requirement under paragraph (e) of this section to install, operate, and
maintain BART may apply to the Administrator for an exemption from that requirement. An application for an exemp-
tion will be subject to the requirements of §51.303 (a)(2) through (h).

(f) Requirements for comprehensive periodic revisions of implementation plans for regional haze. Each State identified
in §51.300(b)(3) must revise and submit its regional haze implementation plan revision to EPA by July 31, 2018 and
every ten years thereafter. In each plan revision, the State must evaluate and reassess all of the elements required in para-
graph (d) of this section, taking into account improvements in monitoring data collection and analysis techniques, control
technologies, and other relevant factors. In evaluating and reassessing these elements, the State must address the follow-
ing:

(1) Current visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days, and actual progress made towards natural
conditions during the previous implementation period. The period for calculating current visibility conditions is the most
recent five year period preceding the required date of the implementation plan submittal for which data are available.
Current visibility conditions must be calculated based on the annual average level of visibility impairment for the most
and least impaired days for each of these five years. Current visibility conditions are the average of these annual values.

(2) The effectiveness of the long-term strategy for achieving reasonable progress goals over the prior implementation
period(s); and

(3) Affirmation of, or revision to, the reasonable progress goal in accordance with the procedures set forth in paragraph
(d)(1) of this section. If the State established a reasonable progress goal for the prior period which provided a slower rate
of progress than that needed to attain natural conditions by the year 2064, the State must evaluate and determine the reas-
onableness, based on the factors in paragraph (d)(1)(i)(A) of this section, of additional measures that could be adopted to
achieve the degree of visibility improvement projected by the analysis contained in the first implementation plan de-
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scribed in paragraph (d)(1)(i)(B) of this section.

(g) Requirements for periodic reports describing progress towards the reasonable progress goals. Each State identified in
§51.300(b)(3) must submit a report to the Administrator every 5 years evaluating progress towards the reasonable pro-
gress goal for each mandatory Class I Federal area located within the State and in each mandatory Class I Federal area
located outside the State which may be affected by *35769 emissions from within the State. The first progress report is
due 5 years from submittal of the initial implementation plan addressing paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section. The pro-
gress reports must be in the form of implementation plan revisions that comply with the procedural requirements of
§51.102 and §51.103. Periodic progress reports must contain at a minimum the following elements:

(1) A description of the status of implementation of all measures included in the implementation plan for achieving reas-
onable progress goals for mandatory Class I Federal areas both within and outside the State.

(2) A summary of the emissions reductions achieved throughout the State through implementation of the measures de-
scribed in paragraph (g)(1) of this section.

(3) For each mandatory Class I Federal area within the State, the State must assess the following visibility conditions and
changes, with values for most impaired and least impaired days expressed in terms of 5-year averages of these annual
values.

(i) The current visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days;

(ii) The difference between current visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days and baseline visib-
ility conditions;

(iii) The change in visibility impairment for the most impaired and least impaired days over the past 5 years;

(4) An analysis tracking the change over the past 5 years in emissions of pollutants contributing to visibility impairment
from all sources and activities within the State. Emissions changes should be identified by type of source or activity. The
analysis must be based on the most recent updated emissions inventory, with estimates projected forward as necessary
and appropriate, to account for emissions changes during the applicable 5-year period.

(5) An assessment of any significant changes in anthropogenic emissions within or outside the State that have occurred
over the past 5 years that have limited or impeded progress in reducing pollutant emissions and improving visibility.

(6) An assessment of whether the current implementation plan elements and strategies are sufficient to enable the State,
or other States with mandatory Federal Class I areas affected by emissions from the State, to meet all established reason-
able progress goals.

(7) A review of the State's visibility monitoring strategy and any modifications to the strategy as necessary.

(h) Determination of the adequacy of existing implementation plan. At the same time the State is required to submit any
5-year progress report to EPA in accordance with paragraph (g) of this section, the State must also take one of the fol-
lowing actions based upon the information presented in the progress report:

(1) If the State determines that the existing implementation plan requires no further substantive revision at this time in
order to achieve established goals for visibility improvement and emissions reductions, the State must provide to the Ad-
ministrator a negative declaration that further revision of the existing implementation plan is not needed at this time.
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(2) If the State determines that the implementation plan is or may be inadequate to ensure reasonable progress due to
emissions from sources in another State(s) which participated in a regional planning process, the State must provide noti-
fication to the Administrator and to the other State(s) which participated in the regional planning process with the States.
The State must also collaborate with the other State(s) through the regional planning process for the purpose of develop-
ing additional strategies to address the plan's deficiencies.

(3) Where the State determines that the implementation plan is or may be inadequate to ensure reasonable progress due to
emissions from sources in another country, the State shall provide notification, along with available information, to the
Administrator.

(4) Where the State determines that the implementation plan is or may be inadequate to ensure reasonable progress due to
emissions from sources within the State, the State shall revise its implementation plan to address the plan's deficiencies
within one year.

(i) What are the requirements for State and Federal Land Manager coordination?

(1) By November 29, 1999, the State must identify in writing to the Federal Land Managers the title of the official to
which the Federal Land Manager of any mandatory Class I Federal area can submit any recommendations on the imple-
mentation of this subpart including, but not limited to:

(i) Identification of impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area(s); and

(ii) Identification of elements for inclusion in the visibility monitoring strategy required by §51.305 and this section.

(2) The State must provide the Federal Land Manager with an opportunity for consultation, in person and at least 60 days
prior to holding any public hearing on an implementation plan (or plan revision) for regional haze required by this sub-
part. This consultation must include the opportunity for the affected Federal Land Managers to discuss their:

(i) Assessment of impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area; and

(ii) Recommendations on the development of the reasonable progress goal and on the development and implementation
of strategies to address visibility impairment.

(3) In developing any implementation plan (or plan revision), the State must include a description of how it addressed
any comments provided by the Federal Land Managers.

(4) The plan (or plan revision) must provide procedures for continuing consultation between the State and Federal Land
Manager on the implementation of the visibility protection program required by this subpart, including development and
review of implementation plan revisions and 5-year progress reports, and on the implementation of other programs hav-
ing the potential to contribute to impairment of visibility in mandatory Class I Federal areas.

40 CFR § 51.309

9. A new §51.309 is added to subpart P to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.309

§51.309 Requirements related to the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission.
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(a) What is the purpose of this section? This section establishes the requirements for the first regional haze implementa-
tion plan to address regional haze visibility impairment in the 16 Class I areas covered by the Grand Canyon Visibility
Transport Commission Report. For the years 2003 to 2018, certain States (defined in paragraph (b) of this section as
Transport Region States) may choose to implement the Commission's recommendations within the framework of the na-
tional regional haze program and applicable requirements of the Act by complying with the provisions of this section, as
supplemented by an approvable Annex to the Commission Report as required by paragraph (f) of this section. If a trans-
port region State submits an implementation plan which is approved by EPA as meeting the requirements of this section,
it will be deemed to comply with the requirements for reasonable progress for the period from approval of the plan to
2018.

*35770 (b) Definitions. For the purposes of this section:

(1) 16 Class I areas means the following mandatory Class I Federal areas on the Colorado Plateau: Grand Canyon Na-
tional Park, Sycamore Canyon Wilderness, Petrified Forest National Park, Mount Baldy Wilderness, San Pedro Parks
Wilderness, Mesa Verde National Park, Weminuche Wilderness, Black Canyon of the Gunnison Wilderness, West Elk
Wilderness, Maroon Bells Wilderness, Flat Tops Wilderness, Arches National Park, Canyonlands National Park, Capital
Reef National Park, Bryce Canyon National Park, and Zion National Park.

(2) Transport Region State means one of the States that is included within the Transport Region addressed by the Grand
Canyon Visibility Transport Commission (Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah,
and Wyoming).

(3) Commission Report means the report of the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission entitled
“Recommendations for Improving Western Vistas,” dated June 10, 1996.

(4) Fire means wildfire, wildland fire (including prescribed natural fire), prescribed fire, and agricultural burning conduc-
ted and occurring on Federal, State, and private wildlands and farmlands.

(5) Milestone means an average percentage reduction in emissions, expressed in tons per year, for a given year or for a
period of up to 5 years ending in that year, compared to a 1990 actual emissions baseline.

(6) Mobile Source Emission Budget means the lowest level of VOC, NOX, SO2 elemental and organic carbon, and fine
particles which are projected to occur in any area within the transport region from which mobile source emissions are de-
termined to contribute significantly to visibility impairment in any of the 16 Class I areas.

(7) Geographic enhancement means a method, procedure, or process to allow a broad regional strategy, such as a mile-
stone or backstop market trading program designed to achieve greater reasonable progress than BART for regional haze,
to accommodate BART for reasonably attributable impairment.

(c) Implementation Plan Schedule. Each Transport Region State may meet the requirements of §51.308(b) through (e) by
electing to submit an implementation plan that complies with the requirements of this section. Each Transport Region
State must submit an implementation plan addressing regional haze visibility impairment in the 16 Class I areas no later
than December 31, 2003. A Transport Region State that elects not to submit an implementation plan that complies with
the requirements of this section (or whose plan does not comply with all of the requirements of this section) is subject to
the requirements of §51.308 in the same manner and to the same extent as any State not included within the Transport
Region.
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(d) Requirements of the first implementation plan for States electing to adopt all of the recommendations of the Commis-
sion Report. Except as provided for in paragraph (e) of this section, each Transport Region State must submit an imple-
mentation plan that meets the following requirements:

(1) Time period covered. The implementation plan must be effective for the entire time period between December 31,
2003 and December 31, 2018.

(2) Projection of visibility improvement. For each of the 16 mandatory Class I areas located within the Transport Region
State, the plan must include a projection of the improvement in visibility conditions (expressed in deciviews, and in any
additional ambient visibility metrics deemed appropriate by the State) expected through the year 2018 for the most im-
paired and least impaired days, based on the implementation of all measures as required in the Commission report and
the provisions in this section. The projection must be made in consultation with other Transport Region States with
sources which may be reasonably anticipated to contribute to visibility impairment in the relevant Class I area. The pro-
jection may be based on a satisfactory regional analysis.

(3) Treatment of clean-air corridors. The plan must describe and provide for implementation of comprehensive emission
tracking strategies for clean-air corridors to ensure that the visibility does not degrade on the least-impaired days at any
of the 16 Class I areas. The strategy must include:

(i) An identification of clean-air corridors. The EPA will evaluate the State's identification of such corridors based upon
the reports of the Commission's Meteorology Subcommittee and any future updates by a successor organization;

(ii) Within areas that are clean-air corridors, an identification of patterns of growth or specific sites of growth that could
cause, or are causing, significant emissions increases that could have, or are having, visibility impairment at one or more
of the 16 Class I areas.

(iii) In areas outside of clean-air corridors, an identification of significant emissions growth that could begin, or is begin-
ning, to impair the quality of air in the corridor and thereby lead to visibility degradation for the least-impaired days in
one or more of the 16 Class I areas.

(iv) If impairment of air quality in clean air corridors is identified pursuant to paragraphs (d)(3)(ii) and (iii) of this sec-
tion, an analysis of the effects of increased emissions, including provisions for the identification of the need for addition-
al emission reductions measures, and implementation of the additional measures where necessary.

(v) A determination of whether other clean air corridors exist for any of the 16 Class I areas. For any such clean air cor-
ridors, an identification of the necessary measures to protect against future degradation of air quality in any of the 16
Class I areas.

(4) Implementation of stationary source reductions. The first implementation plan submission must include:

(i) Monitoring and reporting of sulfur dioxide emissions. The plan submission must include provisions requiring the
monitoring and reporting of actual stationary source sulfur dioxide emissions within the State. The monitoring and re-
porting data must be sufficient to determine whether a 13 percent reduction in actual stationary source sulfur dioxide
emissions has occurred between the years 1990 and 2000, and whether milestones required by paragraph (f)(1)(i) of this
section have been achieved for the transport region. The plan submission must provide for reporting of these data by the
State to the Administrator. Where procedures developed under paragraph (f)(1)(ii) of this section and agreed upon by the
State include reporting to a regional planning organization, the plan submission must provide for reporting to the regional
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planning body in addition to the Administrator.

(ii) Criteria and procedures for a market trading program. The plan must include the criteria and procedures for activating
a market trading program or other program consistent with paragraph (f)(1)(i) of this section if an applicable regional
milestone is exceeded, procedures for operation of the program, and implementation plan assessments and provisions for
implementation plan assessments of the program in the years 2008, 2013, and 2018.

(iii) Provisions for activating a market trading program. Provisions to activate the market trading program or other pro-
gram within 12 months after the emissions for the region are determined to exceed the applicable emission reduction
milestone, and to assure that *35771 all affected sources are in compliance with allocation and other requirements within
5 years after the emissions for the region are determined to exceed the applicable emission reduction milestone.

(iv) Provisions for market trading program compliance reporting. If the market trading program has been activated, the
plan submission must include provisions requiring the State to provide annual reports assuring that all sources are in
compliance with applicable requirements of the market trading program.

(v) Provisions for stationary source NOX and PM. The plan submission must include a report which assesses emissions
control strategies for stationary source NOX and PM, and the degree of visibility improvement that would result from
such strategies. In the report, the State must evaluate and discuss the need to establish emission milestones for NOX and
PM to avoid any net increase in these pollutants from stationary sources within the transport region, and to support po-
tential future development and implementation of a multipollutant and possibly multisource market-based program. The
plan submission must provide for an implementation plan revision, containing any necessary long-term strategies and
BART requirements for stationary source PM and NOX (including enforceable limitations, compliance schedules, and
other measures) by no later than December 31, 2008.

(5) Mobile sources. The plan submission must provide for:

(i) Statewide inventories of current annual emissions and projected future annual emissions of VOc, NOX, SO2, element-
al carbon, organic carbon, and fine particles from mobile sources for the years 2003 to 2018. The future year inventories
must include projections for the year 2005, or an alternative year that is determined by the State to represent the year dur-
ing which mobile source emissions will be at their lowest levels within the State.

(ii) A determination whether mobile source emissions in any areas of the State contribute significantly to visibility
impairment in any of the 16 Class I Areas, based on the statewide inventory of current and projected mobile source emis-
sions.

(iii) For States with areas in which mobile source emissions are found to contribute significantly to visibility impairment
in any of the 16 Class I areas:

(A) The establishment and documentation of a mobile source emissions budget for any such area, including provisions
requiring the State to restrict the annual VOC, NOX, SO2, elemental and organic carbon, and/or fine particle mobile
source emissions to their projected lowest levels, to implement measures to achieve the budget or cap, and to demon-
strate compliance with the budget.

(B) An emission tracking system providing for reporting of annual mobile source emissions from the State in the periodic
implementation plan revisions required by paragraph (d)(10) of this section. The emission tracking system must be suffi-
cient to determine the States' contribution toward the Commission's objective of reducing emissions from mobile sources
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by 2005 or an alternate year that is determined by the State to represent the year during which mobile source emissions
will be at their lowest levels within the State, and to ensure that mobile source emissions do not increase thereafter.

(iv) Interim reports to EPA and the public in years 2003, 2008, 2013, and 2018 on the implementation status of the re-
gional and local strategies recommended by the Commission Report to address mobile source emissions.

(6) Programs related to fire. The plan must provide for:

(i) Documentation that all Federal, State, and private prescribed fire programs within the State evaluate and address the
degree visibility impairment from smoke in their planning and application. In addition the plan must include smoke man-
agement programs that include all necessary components including, but not limited to, actions to minimize emissions,
evaluation of smoke dispersion, alternatives to fire, public notification, air quality monitoring, surveillance and enforce-
ment, and program evaluation.

(ii) A statewide inventory and emissions tracking system (spatial and temporal) of VOC, NOX, elemental and organic
carbon, and fine particle emissions from fire. In reporting and tracking emissions from fire from within the State, States
may use information from regional data-gathering and tracking initiatives.

(iii) Identification and removal wherever feasible of any administrative barriers to the use of alternatives to burning in
Federal, State, and private prescribed fire programs within the State.

(iv) Enhanced smoke management programs for fire that consider visibility effects, not only health and nuisance object-
ives, and that are based on the criteria of efficiency, economics, law, emission reduction opportunities, land management
objectives, and reduction of visibility impact.

(v) Establishment of annual emission goals for fire, excluding wildfire, that will minimize emission increases from fire to
the maximum extent feasible and that are established in cooperation with States, tribes, Federal land management agen-
cies, and private entities.

(7) Area sources of dust emissions from paved and unpaved roads. The plan must include an assessment of the impact of
dust emissions from paved and unpaved roads on visibility conditions in the 16 Class I Areas. If such dust emissions are
determined to be a significant contributor to visibility impairment in the 16 Class I areas, the State must implement emis-
sions management strategies to address the impact as necessary and appropriate.

(8) Pollution prevention. The plan must provide for:

(i) An initial summary of all pollution prevention programs currently in place, an inventory of all renewable energy gen-
eration capacity and production in use, or planned as of the year 2002 (expressed in megawatts and megawatt-hours), the
total energy generation capacity and production for the State, the percent of the total that is renewable energy, and the
State's anticipated contribution toward the renewable energy goals for 2005 and 2015, as provided in paragraph (d)(8)(vi)
of this section.

(ii) Programs to provide incentives that reward efforts that go beyond compliance and/or achieve early compliance with
air-pollution related requirements.

(iii) Programs to preserve and expand energy conservation efforts.

(iv) The identification of specific areas where renewable energy has the potential to supply power where it is now lack-
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ing and where renewable energy is most cost-effective.

(v) Projections of the short- and long-term emissions reductions, visibility improvements, cost savings, and secondary
benefits associated with the renewable energy goals, energy efficiency and pollution prevention activities.

(vi) A description of the programs relied on to achieve the State's contribution toward the Commission's goal that renew-
able energy will comprise 10 percent of the regional power needs by 2005 and 20 percent by 2015, and a demonstration
of the progress toward achievement of the renewable energy goals in the years 2003, 2008, 2013, and 2018. This descrip-
tion must include documentation of the potential for renewable energy resources, the *35772 percentage of renewable
energy associated with new power generation projects implemented or planned, and the renewable energy generation ca-
pacity and production in use and planned in the State. To the extent that it is not feasible for a State to meet its contribu-
tion to the regional renewable energy goals, the State must identify in the progress reports the measures implemented to
achieve its contribution and explain why meeting the State's contribution was not feasible.

(9) Implementation of additional recommendations. The plan must provide for implementation of all other recommenda-
tions in the Commission report that can be practicably included as enforceable emission limits, schedules of compliance,
or other enforceable measures (including economic incentives) to make reasonable progress toward remedying existing
and preventing future regional haze in the 16 Class I areas. The State must provide a report to EPA and the public in
2003, 2008, 2013, and 2018 on the progress toward developing and implementing policy or strategy options recommen-
ded in the Commission Report.

(10) Periodic implementation plan revisions. Each Transport Region State must submit to the Administrator periodic re-
ports in the years 2008, 2013, and 2018. The progress reports must be in the form of implementation plan revisions that
comply with the procedural requirements of §51.102 and §51.103.

(i) The report will assess the area for reasonable progress as provided in this section for mandatory Class I Federal
area(s) located within the State and for mandatory Class I Federal area(s) located outside the State which may be affected
by emissions from within the State. This demonstration may be based on assessments conducted by the States and/or a
regional planning body. The progress reports must contain at a minimum the following elements:

(A) A description of the status of implementation of all measures included in the implementation plan for achieving reas-
onable progress goals for mandatory Class I Federal areas both within and outside the State.

(B) A summary of the emissions reductions achieved throughout the State through implementation of the measures de-
scribed in paragraph (d)(10)(i)(A) of this section.

(C) For each mandatory Class I Federal area within the State, an assessment of the following: the current visibility condi-
tions for the most impaired and least impaired days; the difference between current visibility conditions for the most im-
paired and least impaired days and baseline visibility conditions; the change in visibility impairment for the most im-
paired and least impaired days over the past 5 years.

(D) An analysis tracking the change over the past 5 years in emissions of pollutants contributing to visibility impairment
from all sources and activities within the State. Emissions changes should be identified by type of source or activity. The
analysis must be based on the most recent updated emissions inventory, with estimates projected forward as necessary
and appropriate, to account for emissions changes during the applicable 5-year period.

(E) An assessment of any significant changes in anthropogenic emissions within or outside the State that have occurred
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over the past 5 years that have limited or impeded progress in reducing pollutant emissions and improving visibility.

(F) An assessment of whether the current implementation plan elements and strategies are sufficient to enable the State,
or other States with mandatory Federal Class I areas affected by emissions from the State, to meet all established reason-
able progress goals.

(G) A review of the State's visibility monitoring strategy and any modifications to the strategy as necessary.

(ii) At the same time the State is required to submit any 5-year progress report to EPA in accordance with paragaph
(d)(10)(i) of this section, the State must also take one of the following actions based upon the information presented in
the progress report:

(A) If the State determines that the existing implementation plan requires no further substantive revision at this time in
order to achieve established goals for visibility improvement and emissions reductions, the State must provide to the Ad-
ministrator a negative declaration that further revision of the existing implementation plan is not needed at this time.

(B) If the State determines that the implementation plan is or may be inadequate to ensure reasonable progress due to
emissions from sources in another State(s) which participated in a regional planning process, the State must provide noti-
fication to the Administrator and to the other State(s) which participated in the regional planning process with the States.
The State must also collaborate with the other State(s) through the regional planning process for the purpose of develop-
ing additional strategies to address the plan's deficiencies.

(C) Where the State determines that the implementation plan is or may be inadequate to ensure reasonable progress due
to emissions from sources in another country, the State shall provide notification, along with available information, to the
Administrator.

(D) Where the State determines that the implementation plan is or may be inadequate to ensure reasonable progress due
to emissions from within the State, the State shall develop additional strategies to address the plan deficiencies and revise
the implementation plan no later than one year from the date that the progress report was due.

(11) State planning and interstate coordination. In complying with the requirements of this section, States may include
emission reductions strategies that are based on coordinated implementation with other States. Examples of these
strategies include economic incentive programs and transboundary emissions trading programs. The implementation plan
must include documentation of the technical and policy basis for the individual State apportionment (or the procedures
for apportionment throughout the trans-boundary region), the contribution addressed by the State's plan, how it coordin-
ates with other State plans, and compliance with any other appropriate implementation plan approvability criteria. States
may rely on the relevant technical, policy and other analyses developed by a regional entity (such as the Western Region-
al Air Partnership) in providing such documentation. Conversely, States may elect to develop their own programs
without relying on work products from a regional entity.

(12) Tribal implementation. Consistent with 40 CFR Part 49, tribes within the Transport Region may implement the re-
quired visibility programs for the 16 Class I areas, in the same manner as States, regardless of whether such tribes have
participated as members of a visibility transport commission.

(e) States electing not to implement the commission recommendations. Any Transport Region State may elect not to im-
plement the Commission recommendations set forth in paragraph (d) of this section. Such States are required to comply
with the timelines and requirements of §51.308. Any Transport Region State electing not to implement the Commission
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recommendations must advise the other States in the Transport Region of the nature of the program and the effect of the
program on visibility-impairing *35773 emissions, so that other States can take this information into account in develop-
ing programs under this section.

(f) Annex to the Commission Report. (1) A Transport Region State may choose to comply with the provisions of this sec-
tion and by doing so shall satisfy the requirements of §51.308(b) through (e) only if the Grand Canyon Visibility Trans-
port Commission (or a regional planning body formed to implement the Commission recommendations) submits a satis-
factory annex to the Commission Report no later than October 1, 2000. To be satisfactory, the Annex must contain the
following elements:

(i) The annex must contain quantitative emission reduction milestones for stationary source sulfur dioxide emissions for
the reporting years 2003, 2008, 2013 and 2018. The milestones must provide for steady and continuing emission reduc-
tions for the 2003-2018 time period consistent with the Commission's definition of reasonable progress, its goal of 50 to
70 percent reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions from 1990 actual emission levels by 2040, applicable requirements un-
der the CAA, and the timing of implementation plan assessments of progress and identification of deficiencies which will
be due in the years 2008, 2013, and 2018. The emission reduction milestones must be shown to provide for greater reas-
onable progress than would be achieved by application of best available retrofit technology (BART) pursuant to
§51.308(e)(2) and would be approvable in lieu of BART.

(ii) The annex must contain documentation of the market trading program or other programs to be implemented pursuant
to paragraph (d)(4) of this section if current programs and voluntary measures are not sufficient to meet the required
emission reduction milestones. This documentation must include model rules, memoranda of understanding, and other
documentation describing in detail how emission reduction progress will be monitored, what conditions will require the
market trading program to be activated, how allocations will be performed, and how the program will operate.

(2) The Commission may elect, at the same time it submits the annex, to make recommendations intended to demonstrate
reasonable progress for other mandatory Class I areas (beyond the original 16) within the Transport Region States, in-
cluding the technical and policy justification for these additional mandatory Class I Federal areas in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph (g) of this section.

(3) The EPA will publish the annex upon receipt. If EPA finds that the annex meets the requirements of paragraph (f)(1)
of this section and assures reasonable progress, then, after public notice and comment, will amend the requirements of
paragraph (d)(4) of this section to incorporate the provisions of the annex within 1 year after EPA receives the annex. If
EPA finds that the annex does not meet the requirements of paragraph (f)(1) of this section, or does not assure reasonable
progress, or if EPA finds that the annex is not received, then each Transport Region State must submit an implementation
plan for regional haze meeting all of the requirements of §51.308.

(4) In accordance with the provisions under paragraph (f)(1) of this section, the annex may include a geographic en-
hancement to the program provided for in paragraph (d)(4) of this section to address the requirement under §51.302(c)
related to Best Available Retrofit Technology for reasonably attributable impairment from the pollutants covered by the
milestones or the backstop market trading program. The geographic enhancement program may include an appropriate
level of reasonably attributable impairment which may require additional emission reductions over and above those
achieved under the milestones defines in paragraph (f)(1)(i) of this section.

(g) Additional Class I areas. The following submittals must be made by Transport Region States implementing the provi-
sions of this section as the basis for demonstrating reasonable progress for additional Class I areas in the Transport Re-
gion States. If a Transport Region State submits an implementation plan which is approved by EPA as meeting the re-
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quirements of this section, it will be deemed to comply with the requirements for reasonable progress for the period from
approval of the plan to 2018.

(1) In the plan submitted for the 16 Class I areas no later than December 31, 2003, a declaration indicating whether other
Class I areas will be addressed under §51.308 or paragraphs (g)(2) and (3) of this section.

(2) In a plan submitted no later than December 31, 2008, provide a demonstration of expected visibility conditions for
the most impaired and least impaired days at the additional mandatory Class I Federal area(s) based on emissions projec-
tions from the long-term strategies in the implementation plan. This demonstration may be based on assessments conduc-
ted by the States and/or a regional planning body.

(3) In a plan submitted no later than December 31, 2008, provide revisions to the plan submitted under paragraph (c) of
this section, including provisions to establish reasonable progress goals and implement any additional measures neces-
sary to demonstrate reasonable progress for the additional mandatory Federal Class I areas. These revisions must comply
with the provisions of § 51.308(d)(1) through (4).

(4) The following provisions apply for Transport Region States establishing reasonable progress goals and adopting any
additional measures for Class I areas other than the 16 Class I areas under paragraphs (g)(2) and (3) of this section.

(i) In developing long-term strategies pursuant to §51.308(d)(3), the State may build upon the strategies implemented un-
der paragraph (d) of this section, and take full credit for the visibility improvement achieved through these strategies.

(ii) The requirement under §51.308(e) related to Best Available Retrofit Technology for regional haze is deemed to be
satisfied for pollutants addressed by the milestones and backstop trading program if, in establishing the emission reduc-
tions milestones under paragraph (f) of this section, it is shown that greater reasonable progress will be achieved for
these Class I areas than would be achieved through the application of source-specific BART emission limitations under
§51.308(e)(1).

(iii) The Transport Region State may consider whether any strategies necessary to achieve the reasonable progress goals
required by paragraph (g)(3) of this section are incompatible with the strategies implemented under paragraph (d) of this
section to the extent the State adequately demonstrates that the incompatibility is related to the costs of the compliance,
the time necessary for compliance, the energy and no air quality environmental impacts of compliance, or the remaining
useful life of any existing source subject to such requirements.

10. In the sections listed in the first column remove the reference listed in the middle column and add the reference listed
in the third column in its place: *35774

Section Remove Add

51.301(v) Section 303 §51.303

51.302(c)(2)(i) Section 305 §51.305

51.302(c)(2)(i) Section 306 §51.306

51.302(c)(2)(i) Section 300(a) §51.300(a)

51.302(c)(4)(i) Section 304(b) §51.304(b)

51.303(a)(1) Section 302 §51.302

51.303(c) Section 303 §51.303
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51.303(d) Section 303 §51.303

51.303(g) Section 303 §51.303

51.303(h) Section 303 §51.303

51.304(c) Section 306(c) §51.306(c)

51.306(a)(1) Section 300(a) §51.300(a)

51.306(c)(6) Section 303 §51.303

51.307(b)(1) Section 304 §51.304

51.307(b)(1) Section 304(d) §51.304(d)

51.307(c) Section 300(a) §51.300(a)

[FR Doc. 99-13941 Filed 6-30-99; 8:45 am]
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PROPOSED RULES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 51

[FRL-6934-4]

Proposed Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations Under the Regional Haze Regula-
tions

Friday, July 20, 2001

*38108 AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The purpose of this proposal is to request comment on EPA's proposed guidelines for implementation of
the best available retrofit technology (BART) requirements under the regional haze rule which was published on July 1,
1999 (64 FR 35714). We propose to add the guidelines as appendix Y to 40 CFR part 51. We propose to add regulatory
text requiring that these guidelines be used for addressing BART determinations under the regional haze rule. In addi-
tion, we are proposing one revision to guidelines issued in 1980 for facilities contributing to “reasonably attributable”
visibility impairment.

DATES: We are requesting written comments by September 18, 2001. The EPA has scheduled two public hearings on
this proposed rule. The first public hearing will be held on August 21 in Arlington, Virginia. The second public hearing
will be held on August 27 in Chicago, Illinois. (See following section for times and addresses.)

ADDRESSES: Docket. Information related to the BART guidelines is available for inspection at the Air and Radiation
Docket and Information Center, docket number A-2000-28. The docket is located at the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 401 M Street, SW, Room M-1500, Washington, DC 20460, telephone (202) 260-7548. The docket is available
for public inspection and copying between 8:00 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding legal holidays. A
reasonable fee may be charged for copying.

You should submit comments on today's proposal and the materials referenced herein (in duplicate if possible) to the Air
and Radiation Docket and Information Center (6102), Attention: Docket No. A-2000-28, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20460. You may also submit comments to EPA by electronic
mail at the following address: A-and-R-Docket@epamail.epa.gov. Electronic comments must be submitted as an ASCII
file avoiding the use of special characters and any form of encryption. All comments and data in electronic form must be
identified by the docket number [A-2000-28]. Electronic comments on this proposed rule also may be filed online at
many Federal Depository Libraries.

Public Hearings. The first public hearing on this proposed rule will be held on August 21 at 10:00 am at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel, 1489 Jefferson Davis Highway, Arlington, VA 22202. The hotel is located near the Crystal City metro stop.
The second public hearing will be held on August 27 at 10:00 am at the Metcalfe Federal Building, Room 331, 77 West
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Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, IL 60604.

If you wish to attend either public hearing or wish to present oral testimony, please send notification no later than one
week prior to the date of the public hearing to Ms. Nancy Perry, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Air Qual-
ity Strategies and Standards Division, MD-15, Research Triangle Park, NC 27711, telephone (919) 541-5628, e-mail
perry.nancy@epa.gov.

Oral testimony will be limited to 5 minutes each. The hearing will be strictly limited to the subject matter of the proposal,
the scope of which is discussed below. Any member of the public may file a written statement by the close of the com-
ment period. Written statements (duplicate copies preferred) should be submitted to Docket No. A-2000-28 at the address
listed above for submitting comments. The hearing schedule, including lists of speakers, will be posted on EPA's
webpage at http://www.epa.gov/air/visibility/whatsnew.html. A verbatim transcript of the hearings and written state-
ments will be made available for copying during normal working hours at the Air and Radiation Docket and Information
Center at the address listed above.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Tim Smith (telephone 919-541-4718), Mail Drop 15, EPA, Air Quality
Strategies and Standards Division, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, 27711. Internet address: smith.tim@epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We are providing the public with the opportunity to comment on EPA's Proposed
BART Guidelines and the accompanying regulatory text.
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I. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

J. Executive Order 13211. Actions Concerning Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or
Use.

K. Guidelines for BART Determinations Under the Regional Haze Rule

I. Background on BART Guidelines

A. Commitment in the Preamble to the Regional Haze Rule

The EPA included in the final regional haze rule a requirement for BART for certain large stationary sources put in place
between 1962 and 1977. We discuss these requirements in detail in the preamble to the final rule (see 64 FR
35737-35743). The regulatory requirements for BART are codified in 40 CFR 51.308(e). In the preamble, we committed
to issuing further guidelines to clarify the requirements of the BART provision. The purpose of this notice is to provide
the public with an opportunity to comment on the draft guidelines and the accompanying regulatory text.

B. Statutory Requirement for BART Guidelines

Section 169A(b)(1) of the Clean Air Act (CAA) requires EPA to provide guidelines to States on the implementation of
the visibility program. Moreover, the last sentence of section 169A(b) states:

In the case of a fossil-fuel fired generating powerplant having a capacity in excess of 750 megawatts, the emission limita-
tions required under this paragraph shall be determined pursuant to guidelines, promulgated by the Administrator under
paragraph (1)

We interpret this statutory requirement as clearly requiring EPA to publish BART guidelines and to require that States
follow the guidelines in establishing BART emission limitations for power plants with a total capacity exceeding the 750
megawatt cutoff. The *38109 statute is less clear regarding whether the guidelines must be used for sources other than
750 megawatt power plants; however, today's proposed rule would require States to use the guidelines for all of the 26
categories. We believe it is reasonable that consistent, rigorous approaches be used for all BART source categories. In
addition, we believe it is important to provide for consistent approaches to identifying the sources in the remaining cat-
egories which are BART-eligible. We request comment on whether the regional haze rule should: (1) Require use of the
guidelines only for 750 megawatt utilities, with the guidelines applying as guidance for the remaining categories, or
(2)require use of the guidelines for all of the affected source categories.

II. Proposed Amendments to Part 51

We propose:

(1) BART guidelines, to be added as appendix Y to 40 CFR part 51,

(2) regulatory text, to be added as sub-paragraph 51.308(e)(1)(C), requiring the use of the guidelines.

Overview of Proposed Appendix Y

We discuss the following general topics in appendix Y, which are organized into the following sections:

—Introduction. Section I provides an overview of the BART requirement in the regional haze rule and in the CAA, and
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an overview of the guidelines.

—Identification of BART-eligible sources. Section II is a step-by-step process for identifying BART-eligible sources.

—Identification of sources subject to BART. Sources “subject to BART” are those BART-eligible sources which “emit a
pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any Class I area.”
We discuss considerations for identifying sources subject to BART in section III of the proposed appendix Y.

—Engineering analysis. For each source subject to BART, the next step is to conduct an engineering analysis of emis-
sions control alternatives. This step requires the identification of available, technically feasible, retrofit technologies, and
for each technology identified, analysis of the cost of compliance, and the energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts, taking into account the remaining useful life and existing control technology present at the source. For each
source, a “best system of continuous emission reduction” is selected based upon this engineering analysis. Guidelines for
the engineering analysis are described in section IV of the proposed appendix Y.

—Cumulative air quality analysis. The rule requires a cumulative analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that
would be achieved in each Class I area as a result of the emissions reductions achievable from all sources subject to
BART. The establishment of BART emission limits must take into account the cumulative impact overall from the emis-
sions reductions from all of the source-specific “best technologies” identified in the engineering analysis. Considerations
for this cumulative air quality analysis are discussed in section V.

—Emission limits. Considering the engineering analysis and the cumulative air quality analysis, States must establish en-
forceable limits, including a deadline for compliance, for each source subject to BART. Considerations related to these
limits and deadlines are discussed in section VI.

—Trading program alternative. General guidance on how to develop an emissions trading program alternative to BART
is contained in section VII of the guidance. (Note that more comprehensive guidance for emission trading programs gen-
erally is described in Section VII).

Regulatory Text

The proposed regulatory text would require that States follow the guidelines for all BART determinations required under
the regional haze rule. We request public comment on all provisions of the guidelines and on the accompanying regulat-
ory text.

III. Revision to 1980 BART Guidelines for “Reasonably Attributable” Visibility Impairment

As noted above, the primary purpose of today's proposed rule is to provide BART guidelines for the regional haze pro-
gram. In addition, however, we are making limited revisions to longstanding guidelines for BART under the 1980 visibil-
ity regulations for localized visibility impairment that is “reasonably attributable” to one or a few sources.[FN1] The vis-
ibility regulations require that States must use a 1980 guidelines document when conducting BART analyses for certain
power plants for reasonably attributable visibility impairment. The regulatory text for this requirement is found in 40
CFR 51.302(c)(4)(iii), as follows:

FN1 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Guidelines for Determining Best Available
Retrofit Technology for Coal-fired Power Plants and Other Existing Stationary Facilities,
EPA-450/3-80-009b, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle
Park, N.C., November 1980 (1980 BART Guidelines).
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(iii) BART must be determined for fossil-fuel fired generating plants having a total generating capacity in excess of 750
megawatts pursuant to “Guidelines for Determining Best Available Retrofit Technology for Coal-fired Power Plants and
Other Existing Stationary Facilities” (1980), which is incorporated by reference, exclusive of appendix E, which was
published in the Federal Register on February 6, 1980 (45 FR 8210). It is EPA publication No. 450/3-80-009b and is for
sale from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Spring-
field, Virginia 22161. It is also available for inspection at the Office of the Federal Register Information Center, 800
North Capitol NW., suite 700, Washington, DC.

While the analytical process set forth in these guidelines is still generally acceptable for conducting BART analyses for
“reasonably attributable” visibility impairment, there are statements in the 1980 BART Guidelines that could be read to
indicate that the new source performance standards (NSPS) may be considered to represent the maximum achievable
control for existing sources. While this may have been the case in 1980 (e.g., the NSPS for sulfur dioxide (SO2) from
boilers had been recently issued in June 1979), the maximum achievable control levels for recent plant retrofits have ex-
ceeded NSPS levels. Thus, in order to ensure that there is no confusion regarding how the 1980 guidelines should be in-
terpreted, EPA has included the following discussion in today's action and proposes limited clarifying changes to the vis-
ibility regulations.

In various sections of the 1980 guideline, the discussion indicates that the NSPS in 1980 was considered to generally rep-
resent the most stringent option these sources could install as BART (i.e., maximum achievable level of control). See,
e.g., 1980 BART Guidelines at pp. 8, 11 and 21. For example, a flowchart in the 1980 guidelines indicates that if States
establish a BART emission limitation equivalent to NSPS for the source, then the State would not need to conduct a full-
blown analysis of control alternatives. See, 1980 BART Guidelines at p. 8. Similarly, the visibility analysis described in
the guideline assumes as a starting point the level of controls currently achieved by the NSPS. See, 1980 Guideline at p.
11. In the 20-year period since these guidelines were developed, there have been advances in SO2 control technologies
that have significantly increased the level of control that is feasible, while costs per ton of SO2 controlled have declined.
*38110 This is demonstrated by a number of recent retrofits or binding agreements to retrofit coal-fired power plants in
the western United States. These plants include: Hayden (CO), Navajo (AZ), Centralia (WA), and Mohave (NV). These
cases have shown that control options exist which can achieve a significantly greater degree of control than the 70 per-
cent minimum required by the NSPS for power plants emitting SO2 at less than 0.60 lb/million Btu heat input. These ret-
rofits have achieved, or are expected to achieve, annual SO2 reductions in the 85 to 90 percent range. Additionally, an
EPA report[FN2] published in October 2000 shows that the SO2 removal for flue gas desulfurization systems installed in
the 1990s is commonly 90 percent or more for both wet and dry scrubbers, well above the minimum 70 percent control
required by the 1979 NSPS.[FN3]

FN2 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of
Technologies, EPA-600/R-00-093, Office of Research and Development, National Risk
Management Research Laboratory, Research Triangle Park, NC, October 2000, pp 32-34.

FN3 Note also that part II of the 1980 BART guidelines includes an analysis of 90 percent
control for three power plants burning low-sulfur coal.

Given the advances in control technology that have occurred over the past 20 years, we believe that it should be made
clear that the BART analyses for reasonably attributable visibility impairment should not be based on an assumption that
the NSPS level of control represents the maximum achievable level of control. While it is possible that a detailed analys-
is of the BART factors could result in the selection of a NSPS level of control, we believe that States should only reach
this conclusion based upon an analysis of the full range of control options, including those more stringent than a NSPS
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level of control. In sum, all “reasonably attributable” BART analyses should consider control levels more stringent than
NSPS, including maximum achievable levels, and evaluate them in light of the statutory factors.

IV. Administrative Requirements

In preparing any proposed rule, EPA must meet the administrative requirements contained in a number of statutes and
executive orders. In this section of the preamble, we discuss how today's regulatory proposal for BART guidelines ad-
dresses these administrative requirements.

A. Regulatory Planning and Review by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) (Executive Order 12866)

Under Executive Order 12866 (58 FR 51735, October 4, 1993) the Agency must determine whether the regulatory action
is “significant” and, therefore, subject to OMB review and the requirements of the Executive Order. The Order defines
“significant regulatory action” as one that is likely to result in a rule that may:

(1) Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a
sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or tribal
governments or communities;

(2) Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency;

(3) Materially alter the budgetary impacts of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and obliga-
tions of recipients thereof; or

(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set forth in
the Executive Order.

Pursuant to the terms of Executive Order 12866, it has been determined that this rule is a “significant regulatory action”
and EPA has submitted it to OMB for review. The drafts of rules submitted to OMB, the documents accompanying such
drafts, written comments thereon, written responses by EPA, and identification of the changes made in response to OMB
suggestions or recommendations are available for public inspection at EPA's Air and Radiation Docket and Information
Center (Docket Number A-2000-28).

Because today's guidelines clarify, and do not change, the existing rule requirements of the regional haze rule, the
guidelines do not have any effect on the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) that was previously prepared for the regional
haze rule. This RIA is available in the docket for the regional haze rule (A-95-38). As part of the analyses included in
this RIA, we provided an estimate of the potential cost of control to BART sources that is an average of the costs associ-
ated with the least stringent illustrative progress goal (1.0 deciview reduction over a 15-year period) and the most strin-
gent illustrative progress goal (10 percent deciview reduction over a 10-year period). The annual cost of control to BART
sources associated with the final Regional Haze rulemaking in 2015, the year for which impacts are projected, is $72 mil-
lion (1990 dollars).

This estimate of the control costs for BART sources for the year 2015 was calculated after taking into account a regulat-
ory baseline projection for the year 2015. The baseline for these calculations included control measures estimated to be
needed for partial attainment of the PM and ozone NAAQS issued in 1997. These baseline estimates were contained in
an analysis prepared for the RIA for the PM and ozone NAAQS, and are summarized in the RIA for the regional haze
rulemaking. As a result, in this RIA, we calculated relatively small impacts for BART, in part because the baseline for
the analysis assumed a substantial degree of emissions control for BART-eligible sources in response to the national am-
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bient air quality standards (NAAQS) for PM2.5.

The EPA provided a benefits analysis of the emissions reductions associated with the four illustrative progress goals in
the RIA for the final rulemaking. This benefits analysis is also incremental to partial attainment of the PM and ozone
NAAQS issued in 1997. We did not, however, include a benefits analysis for the reductions from controls specific to the
potentially affected BART sources. For more information on the benefit analysis for the final Regional Haze rulemaking,
please refer to the RIA in the public docket for the regional haze rule (Docket A-95-38).

B. Regulatory Flexibility Act

The EPA has determined that it is not necessary to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis in connection with this pro-
posed rule. The EPA has also determined that this proposed rule would not have a significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities because the rule would not establish requirements applicable to small entities.

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) (RFA), as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act (Pub. L. No.104-121) (SBREFA), provides that whenever an agency is required to publish a general notice
of proposed rulemaking, it must prepare and make available an initial regulatory flexibility analysis, unless it certifies
that the proposed rule, if promulgated, will not have “a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small en-
tities.”5 U.S.C. 605(b). Courts have interpreted the RFA to require a regulatory flexibility analysis only when small entit-
ies will be subject to the requirements of the rule. See Motor and Equip. Mfrs. Ass'n v. Nichols, 142 F.3d 449 (D.C. Cir.
1998); United Distribution Cos. v. FERC, 88 F.3d 1105, 1170 (D.C. *38111 Cir. 1996); Mid-Tex Elec. Co-op, Inc. v.
FERC, 773 F.2d 327, 342 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (agency's certification need only consider the rule's impact on entities subject
to the rule).

Similar to the discussion in the proposed and final regional haze rules, the proposed BART guidelines would not estab-
lish requirements applicable to small entities. The proposed rule would apply to States, not to small entities. The BART
requirements in the regional haze rule require BART determinations for a select list of major stationary sources defined
by section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA. However, as noted in the proposed and final regional haze rules, the State's determin-
ation of BART for regional haze involves some State discretion in considering a number of factors set forth in section
169A(g)(2), including the costs of compliance. Further, the final regional haze rule allows States to adopt alternative
measures in lieu of requiring the installation and operation of BART at these major stationary sources. As a result, the
potential consequences of the BART provisions of the regional haze rule (as clarified in today's proposed guidelines) at
specific sources are speculative. Any requirements for BART will be established by State rulemakings. The States would
accordingly exercise substantial intervening discretion in implementing the BART requirements of the regional haze rule
and today's proposed guidelines. In addition, we note that most sources potentially affected by the BART requirements in
section 169A of the CAA are large industrial plants. Of these, we would expect few, if any, to be considered small entit-
ies. We request comment on issues regarding small entities that States might encounter when implementing the BART
provision.

For today's proposed BART guidelines, EPA certifies that the guidelines and accompanying regulatory text would not
have a significant impact on a substantial number of small entities.

C. Paperwork Reduction Act—Impact on Reporting Requirements

The information collection requirements in today's proposal clarify, but do not modify, the information collection re-
quirements for BART. Reporting requirements related to BART requirements were included in an Information Collection
Request document that was prepared by EPA (ICR No. 1813.02) and a copy may be obtained from Sandy Farmer, by
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mail at Collection Strategies Division; U.S. EPA (2822) 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20460, by
email at farmer.sandy@epa.gov, or by calling (202) 260-2740. A copy may also be downloaded off the Internet at ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/icr. The information requirements are not effective until OMB approves them.

Burden means the total time, effort, or financial resources expended by persons to generate, maintain, retain, or disclose
or provide information to or for a Federal agency. This includes the time needed to review instructions; develop, acquire,
install, and utilize technology and systems for the purposes of collecting, validating, and verifying information, pro-
cessing and maintaining information, and disclosing and providing information; adjust the existing ways to comply with
any previously applicable instructions and requirements; train personnel to be able to respond to a collection of informa-
tion; search data sources; complete and review the collection of information; and transmit or otherwise disclose the in-
formation.

An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control number. The OMB control numbers for EPA's regulations are listed in 40 CFR
part 9 and 48 CFR chapter 15.

Comments are requested on the Agency's need for this information, the accuracy of the provided burden estimates, and
any suggested methods for minimizing respondent burden, including through the use of automated collection techniques.
Send comments on the ICR to the Director, Collection Strategies Division; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(2822); 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Washington, DC 20460; and to the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget, 725 17th St., NW., Washington, DC 20503, marked “Attention: Desk Officer for
EPA.” Include the ICR number in any correspondence.

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Pub. L. 104-4) (UMRA), establishes requirements for Federal
agencies to assess the effects of their regulatory actions on State, local, and tribal governments and the private sector.
Under section 202 of the UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1532, EPA generally must prepare a written statement, including a cost-be-
nefit analysis, for any proposed or final rule that “includes any Federal mandate that may result in the expenditure by
State, local, and tribal governments, in the aggregate, or by the private sector, of $100,000,000 or more * * * in any one
year.”A “Federal mandate” is defined under section 421(6), 2 U.S.C. 658(6), to include a “Federal intergovernmental
mandate” and a “Federal private sector mandate.” A “Federal intergovernmental mandate,” in turn, is defined to include
a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon State, local, or tribal governments,” section 421(5)(A)(i), 2
U.S.C. 658 (5)(A)(i), except for, among other things, a duty that is “a condition of Federal assistance,” section
421(5)(A)(i)(I). A “Federal private sector mandate” includes a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon
the private sector,” with certain exceptions, section 421(7)(A), 2 U.S.C. 658(7)(A).

Before promulgating an EPA rule for which a written statement is needed under section 202 of the UMRA, section 205, 2
U.S.C. 1535, of the UMRA generally requires EPA to identify and consider a reasonable number of regulatory alternat-
ives and adopt the least costly, most cost-effective, or least burdensome alternative that achieves the objectives of the
rule.

By proposing to release BART guidelines and to require their use, EPA is not directly establishing any regulatory re-
quirements that may significantly or uniquely affect small governments, including tribal governments. Thus, EPA is not
obligated to develop under section 203 of the UMRA a small government agency plan.

Further, EPA carried out consultations with the governmental entities affected by this rule in a manner consistent with
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the intergovernmental consultation provisions of section 204 of the UMRA.

The EPA also believes that because today's proposal provides States with substantial flexibility, the proposed rule meets
the UMRA requirement in section 205 to select the least costly and burdensome alternative in light of the statutory man-
date for BART. The proposed rule provides States with the flexibility to establish BART based on certain criteria, one of
which is the costs of compliance. The proposed rule also provides States with the flexibility to adopt alternatives, such as
an emissions trading program, in lieu of requiring BART. The BART guidelines therefore, inherently provides for adop-
tion of the least costly, most cost-effective, or least-burdensome alternative that achieves the objective of the rule.

The EPA is not reaching a final conclusion as to the applicability of the requirements of UMRA to this rulemaking ac-
tion. It is questionable whether a requirement to submit a State Implementation Plan (SIP) revision *38112 constitutes a
Federal mandate. The obligation for a State to revise its SIP that arises out of sections 110(a), 169A and 169B of the
CAA is not legally enforceable by a court of law and, at most, is a condition for continued receipt of highway funds.
Therefore, it is possible to view an action requiring such a submittal as not creating any enforceable duty within the
meaning of section 421(5)(A)(i) of UMRA (2 U.S.C. 658 (5)(A)(i)). Even if it did, the duty could be viewed as falling
within the exception for a condition of Federal assistance under section 421(5)(A)(i)(I) of UMRA (2 U.S.C.
658(5)(A)(i)(I)). As noted earlier, however, notwithstanding these issues, the discussion in section 2 and the analysis in
chapter 8 of the RIA constitutes the UMRA statement that would be required by UMRA if its statutory provisions ap-
plied, and EPA has consulted with governmental entities as would be required by UMRA. Consequently, it is not neces-
sary for EPA to reach a conclusion as to the applicability of the UMRA requirements.

E. Environmental Justice—Executive Order 12898

Executive Order 12898 requires that each Federal agency make achieving environmental justice part of its mission by
identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of
its programs, policies, and activities on minorities and low-income populations. The requirements of Executive Order
12898 have been previously addressed to the extent practicable in the RIA cited above, particularly in chapters 2 and 9 of
the RIA.

F. Protection of Children From Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks—Executive Order 13045

Executive Order 13045: “Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks” (62 FR 19885,
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that: (1) is determined to be “economically significant” as defined under Executive
Order 12866, and (2) concerns an environmental health or safety risk that EPA has reason to believe may have a dispro-
portionate effect on children. If the regulatory action meets both criteria, the Agency must evaluate the environmental
health or safety effects of the planned rule on children, and explain why the planned regulation is preferable to other po-
tentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the Agency. The EPA interprets Executive Order
13045 as applying only to those regulatory actions that are based on health or safety risks, such that the analysis required
under section 5-501 of the Order has the potential to influence the regulation. The BART guidelines are not subject to
Executive Order 13045 because they do not establish an environmental standard intended to mitigate health or safety
risks.

G. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

Executive Order 13132, entitled Federalism (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), requires EPA to develop an accountable
process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by State and local officials in the development of regulatory policies that
have federalism implications.”“Policies that have federalism implications” are defined in the Executive Order to include
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regulations that have “substantial direct effects on the States, on the relationship between the national government and
the States, or on the distribution of power and responsibilities among the various levels of government.”Under Section 6
of Executive Order 13132, EPA may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications, that imposes substantial dir-
ect compliance costs, and that is not required by statute, unless the Federal government provides the funds necessary to
pay the direct compliance costs incurred by State and local governments, or EPA consults with State and local officials
early in the process of developing the proposed regulation. The EPA also may not issue a regulation that has federalism
implications and that preempts State law unless the Agency consults with State and local officials early in the process of
developing the proposed regulation.

The EPA concludes that this rule will not have substantial federalism implications, as specified in section 6 of Executive
Order 13132 (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), because it will not directly impose significant new requirements on State
and local governments, nor substantially alter the relationship or the distribution of power and responsibilities between
States and the Federal government.

Although EPA has determined that section 6 of Executive Order 13132 does not apply, EPA nonetheless consulted with a
broad range of State and local officials during the course of developing this proposed rule. These included contacts with
the National Governors Association, National League of Cities, National Conference of State Legislatures, U. S. Confer-
ence of Mayors, National Association of Counties, Council of State Governments, International City/County Manage-
ment Association, and National Association of Towns and Townships.

H. Executive Order 13084: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

On November 6, 2000, the President issued Executive Order 13175 (65 FR 67249) entitled “Consultation and Coordina-
tion with Indian Tribal Governments.”Executive Order 13175 took effect on January 6, 2001, and revokes Executive Or-
der 13084 (Tribal Consultation) as of that date. The EPA developed this proposed rule, however, during the period when
EO 13084 was in effect; thus, EPA addressed tribal considerations under EO 13084. The EPA will analyze and fully
comply with the requirements of EO 13175 before promulgating the final rule.

Under Executive Order 13084, EPA may not issue a regulation that is not required by statute that significantly or
uniquely affects the communities of Indian tribal governments, and that imposes substantial direct compliance costs on
those communities, unless the Federal government provides the funds necessary to pay the direct compliance costs in-
curred by the tribal governments, or EPA consults with those governments. If EPA complies by consulting, Executive
Order 13084 requires EPA to provide to OMB, in a separately identified section of the preamble to the rule, a description
of the extent of EPA's prior consultation with representatives of affected tribal governments, a summary of the nature of
their concerns, and a statement supporting the need to issue the regulation. In addition, Executive Order 13084 requires
EPA to develop an effective process permitting elected officials and other representatives of Indian tribal governments
“to provide meaningful and timely input in the development of regulatory policies on matters that significantly or
uniquely affect their communities.”

Today's proposed rule does not significantly or uniquely affect the communities of Indian tribal governments. This pro-
posed action does not involve or impose any requirements that directly affect Indian tribes. Under EPA's tribal authority
rule, tribes are not required to implement CAA programs but, instead, have the opportunity to do so. Accordingly, the re-
quirements of section 3(b) of Executive Order 13084 do not apply to this rule.

I. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (“NTTAA”), Pub. L. No. *38113
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104-113, §12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs EPA to use voluntary consensus standards in its regulatory activities unless
to do so would be inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary consensus standards are technical
standards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, sampling procedures, and business practices) that are developed or
adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies. The NTTAA directs EPA to provide Congress, through OMB, explan-
ations when the Agency decides not to use available and applicable voluntary consensus standards.

This action does not involve technical standards. Therefore, EPA did not consider the use of any voluntary consensus
standards.

J. Executive Order 13211. Actions Concerning Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use

Executive Order 13211, “Actions Concerning Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or
Use” (66 FR 28355 (May 22, 2001)), provides that agencies shall prepare and submit to the Administrator of the Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, a Statement of Energy Effects for certain ac-
tions identified as “significant energy actions.” Section 4(b) of Executive Order 13211 defines “significant energy ac-
tions” as “any action by an agency (normally published in the Federal Register) that promulgates or is expected to lead to
the promulgation of a final rule or regulation, including notices of inquiry, advance notices of proposed rulemaking, and
notices of proposed rulemaking: (1)(i) that is a significant regulatory action under Executive Order 12866 or any suc-
cessor order, and (ii) is likely to have a significant adverse effect on the supply, distribution, or use of energy; or (2) that
is designated by the Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs as a significant energy ac-
tion.”Under Executive Order 13211, a Statement of Energy Effects is a detailed statement by the agency responsible for
the significant energy action relating to: (i) any adverse effects on energy supply, distribution, or use including a shortfall
in supply, price increases, and increased use of foreign supplies) should the proposal be implemented, and (ii) reasonable
alternatives to the action with adverse energy effects and the expected effects of such alternatives on energy supply, dis-
tribution, and use. While this rulemaking is a “significant regulatory action” under Executive Order 12866, EPA has de-
termined that this rulemaking is not a significant energy action because it is not likely to have a significant adverse effect
on the supply, distribution, or use of energy.

As discussed above in Unit IV.A, EPA provided an estimate of the potential cost of control to BART sources in the RIA
for the regional haze rule for the year 2015. As specified in the CAA, these BART sources include certain utility steam
electric plants and sources in 25 additional industrial source categories. In 1999, EPA estimated that BART would im-
pose additional costs of $72 million per year (in 1990 dollars) in 2015 on affected utility and industrial sources.[FN4] It
is expected that these annual costs will be lower in 2015 than currently projected due to continued improvements in
scrubber operation and design. Included in the total cost is an estimate that roughly 35 utility units built between the
years 1962 and 1977 would be required to install additional control equipment, typically scrubbers.

FN4 Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Regional Haze Rule. U.S. EPA, Office of Air
Quality Planning and Standards. April 22, 1999. Unit 6.6.3, pp. 6-40 through 6-42.

Consistent with the RIA, we have looked at the potential energy impacts associated with scrubbers. About 60 percent of
the overall $72 million estimate, or about $40 million, was a result of scrubber cost calculations. These scrubber cost cal-
culations are based on cost models which determine three types of costs for scrubbers: (1) Annualized capital costs, (2)
fixed operation and maintenance costs, and (3) variable operating and maintenance costs. The cost models for variable
operating and maintenance costs took into account the energy needs of the scrubber, which was assumed to be 2.0% of
the electricity generated by a plant (or approximately 15,000 Megawatt-hours per year (MW-h/yr) for a 100 MW scrub-
ber).[FN5] Although BART requirements may also be achieved with other control strategies and techniques (such as
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emission trading, or switching types of fuels used to produce power), these scrubber cost calculations can be used to
provide an order of magnitude estimate of possible energy costs. The EPA estimates that of the total annual cost estimate
of $40 million for scrubbers, about 20 to 35 percent, or about $9 million to $15 million, would be variable operating and
maintenance costs. The energy costs for the scrubbers would be some fraction of this $9 to $15 million estimate, which
also includes other elements such as the costs of reagents and disposal. Applying this energy use to the roughly 35 utility
units requires a total of 525 million MW-h/yr, or 0.5 billion Kilowatt-hours/year (kWh-yr) of energy, which is valued at
$17 million.[FN6]

FN5 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of
Technologies, EPA-600/R-00-093, Office of Research and Development, National Risk
Management Research Laboratory, Research Triangle Park, NC, October 2000, pp 32-34.

FN6 Based on wholesale energy prices for the year 2000.

The EPA also believes that an annual cost of $40 million for the electric utility sector for the year 2015 and beyond
would not result in significant changes in electricity or fuel prices, or in significant changes in the consumption of en-
ergy.

For non-utility sources, the costs of the BART requirements may result from installing, operating and maintaining pollu-
tion control equipment or from other control strategies and techniques. As with utilities, a fraction of these costs in some
cases would be related to the energy used to operate the pollution control equipment, thus increasing the overall demand
for energy and fuels; however, such impacts are usually a small fraction of the overall annualized costs of control equip-
ment. Thus, EPA believes that the energy costs for non-utility categories would be a relatively small fraction of the $72
million cost estimate. The EPA believes that the overall effects on energy supply and use for a small fraction of $72 mil-
lion would be trivial, and that this would not significantly affect the price or supply of energy.

Therefore, we conclude that based on the analysis above that the BART requirements of the Regional Haze Rule will
have a minimal impact, if any, on energy prices, or on the supply, distribution, or use of energy.

K. Guidelines for BART Determinations Under the Regional Haze Rule

We are proposing to adopt guidelines for BART determinations under the regional haze rule. The guidelines and areas on
which comment is requested are described below. After we receive comments on these guidelines, we will add them to
40 CFR part 51 as }appendix Y.

Guidelines for BART Determinations Under the Regional Haze Rule

Table of Contents

I. Introduction and Overview

A. What is the purpose of the guidelines?

A. What does the CAA require generally for improving visibility?

C. What is the BART requirement in the CAA?

D. What types of visibility problems does EPA address in its regulations? *38114
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E. What are the BART requirements in EPA's regional haze regulations?

F. Do States have an alternative to imposing controls on specific facilities?

G. What is included in the guidelines?

H. Who is the target audience for the guidelines?

II. How To Identify BART-eligible Sources

A. What are the steps in identifying BART-eligible sources?

1. Step 1: Identify emission units in BART categories

2. Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units

3. Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

4. Final step: Identify the emission units and pollutants that constitute the BART-eligible source.

III. How To Identify Sources “Subject to BART”

A. How can I identify the “geographic area” or “region” that contributes to a given Class I area?

IV. Engineering Analysis of BART Options

A. What factors must I address in the Engineering Analysis?

B. How does a BART engineering analysis compare to a BACT review under the PSD program?

C. Which pollutants must I address in the engineering review?

D. What are the five basic steps of a case-by-case BART engineering analysis?

1. Step 1—How do I identify all available retrofit emission control techniques?

2. Step 2—How do I determine whether the options identified in Step 1 are technically feasible?

a. In general, what do we mean by technical feasibility?

b. What do we mean by “available” technology?

c. What do we mean by “applicable” technology?

d. What type of demonstration is required if I conclude that an option is not technically feasible?

3. Step 3—How do I develop a ranking of the technically feasible alternatives?

a. What are the appropriate metrics for comparison?

b. How do I evaluate control techniques with a wide range of emission performance levels?
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c. How do I rank the control options?

4. Step 4—For a BART engineering analysis, what impacts must I calculate and report? What methods does EPA recom-
mend for the impacts analyses?

a. Impact analysis part 1: how do I estimate the costs of control?

b. How do I take into account a project's “remaining useful life” in calculating control costs?

c. What do we mean by cost effectiveness?

d. How do I calculate average cost effectiveness?

e. How do I calculate baseline emissions?

f. How do I calculate incremental cost effectiveness?

g. What other information should I provide in the cost impacts analysis?

h. Impact analysis part 2: How should I analyze and report energy impacts?

i. Impact analysis part 3: How do I analyze “non-air quality environmental impacts?”

j. What are examples of non-air quality environmental impacts?

5. Step 5—How do I select the “best” alternative, using the results of steps 1 through 4?

a. Summary of the impacts analysis

b. Selecting a “best” alternative

c. In selecting a “best” alternative, should I consider the affordability of controls?

V. Cumulative Air Quality Analysis

A. What air quality analysis do we require in the regional haze rule for purposes of BART determinations?

B. How do I consider the results of this analysis in my selection of BART for individual sources?

VI. Enforceable Limits / Compliance Date

VII. Emission Trading Program Overview

A. What are the general steps in developing an emission trading program?

B. What are emission budgets and allowances?

C. What criteria must be met in developing an emission trading program as an alternative to BART?

1. How do I identify sources subject to BART?
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2. How do I calculate the emissions reductions that would be achieved if BART were installed and operated on these
sources?

3. For a cap and trade program, how do I demonstrate that my emission budget results in emission levels that are equival-
ent to or less than the emissions levels that would result if BART were installed and operated?

4. How do I ensure that trading budgets achieve “greater reasonable progress?”

5. How do I allocate emissions to sources?

6. What provisions must I include in developing a system for tracking individual source emissions and allowances?

7. How would a regional haze trading program interface with the requirements for “reasonably attributable” BART under
§51.302 of the regional haze rule?

I. Introduction and Overview

A. What Is the Purpose of the Guidelines?

The Clean Air Act (CAA), in sections 169A and 169B, contains requirements for the protection of visibility in 156 scenic
areas across the United States. To meet the CAA's requirements, EPA recently published regulations to protect against a
particular type of visibility impairment known as “regional haze.” The regional haze rule is found in this part (40 CFR
part 51), in §§51.300 through 51.309. These regulations require, in §51.308(e), that certain types of existing stationary
sources of air pollutants install best available retrofit technology (BART). The guidelines are designed to help States and
others (1) identify those sources that must comply with the BART requirement, and (2) determine the level of control
technology that represents BART for each source.

B. What Does the CAA Require Generally for Improving Visibility?

Section 169A of the CAA, added to the CAA by the 1977 amendments, requires States to protect and improve visibility
in certain scenic areas of national importance. The scenic areas protected by section 169A are called “mandatory Class I
Federal Areas.” In these guidelines, we refer to these as “Class I areas.” There are 156 Class I areas, including 47 nation-
al parks (under the jurisdiction of the Department of Interior—National Park Service), 108 wilderness areas (under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Interior-Fish and Wildlife Service or the Department of Agriculture—US Forest Ser-
vice), and one International Park (under the jurisdiction of the Roosevelt-Campobello International Commission). The
Federal Agency with jurisdiction over a particular Class I area is referred to in the CAA as the Federal Land Manager. A
complete list of the Class I areas is contained in 40 CFR part 81, §§81.401 through 81.437, and you can find a map of the
Class I areas at the following internet site: http://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1/fr—notices/classimp.gif

The CAA establishes a national goal of eliminating man-made visibility impairment from the Class I areas where visibil-
ity is an important value. As part of the plan for achieving this goal, the visibility protection provisions in the CAA man-
date that EPA issue regulations requiring that States adopt measures in their State Implementation Plans (SIPs), including
long-term strategies, to provide for reasonable progress towards this national goal. The CAA also requires States to co-
ordinate with the Federal Land Managers as they develop their strategies for addressing visibility.

C. What Is the BART Requirement in the CAA?

Under section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA, States must require certain existing stationary sources to install BART. The
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BART requirement applies to “major stationary sources” from one of 26 identified source categories which have the po-
tential to emit 250 tons per year or more of any air pollutant. The CAA requires only sources which were put in place
during a specific 15-year time interval to install BART. The BART requirement applies to sources that existed as of the
date of the 1977 CAA amendments (that is, August 7, 1977) *38115 but which had not been in operation for more than
15 years (that is, not in operation as of August 7, 1962).

The CAA requires BART when any source meeting the above description “emits any air pollutant which may reasonably
be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility” in any Class I area. In identifying a level of control
as BART, States are required by section 169A(g) of the CAA to consider:

—The costs of compliance,

—The energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance,

—Any existing pollution control technology in use at the source,

—The remaining useful life of the source, and

—The degree of visibility improvement which may reasonably be anticipated from the use of BART.

The CAA further requires States to make BART emission limitations part of their SIPs. As with any SIP revision, this
will be a public process that provides an opportunity for public comment and judicial review of any decision by EPA to
approve or disapprove the revision.

D. What Types of Visibility Problems Does EPA Address in Its Regulations?

The EPA addressed the problem of visibility in two phases. In 1980, EPA published regulations addressing what we
termed “reasonably attributable” visibility impairment. Reasonably attributable visibility impairment is the result of
emissions from one or a few sources that are generally located in close proximity to a specific Class I area. The regula-
tions addressing reasonably attributable visibility impairment are published in §§51.300 through 51.307.

On July 1, 1999, EPA amended these regulations to address the second, more common, type of visibility impairment
known as “regional haze.” Regional haze is the result of the collective contribution of many sources over a broad region.
The regional haze rule regulations slightly modified 40 CFR 51.300 through 51.307, including the addition of a few
definitions in §51.301, and added new §§51.308 and 51.309.

E. What Are the BART Requirements in EPA's Regional Haze Regulations?

In the July 1, 1999 rulemaking, EPA added a BART requirement for regional haze. You will find the BART requirements
in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1). Definitions of terms used in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1) are found in §51.301.

As we discuss in detail in these guidelines, the regional haze rule codifies and clarifies the BART provisions in the CAA.
The rule requires that States identify and list “BART-eligible sources,” that is, that States identify and list those sources
that fall within one of 26 source categories, that were put in place during the 15-year window of time from 1962 to 1977,
and that have potential emissions greater than 250 tons per year. Once the State has identified the BART-eligible sources,
the next step is to identify those BART eligible sources that may “emit any air pollutant which may reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility.”Under the rule, a source which fits this description is
“subject to BART.” For each source subject to BART, States must identify the level of control representing BART based
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upon the following analyses:

— First, paragraph 308(e)(1)(ii)(A) provides that States must identify the best system of continuous emission control
technology for each source subject to BART taking into account the technology available, the costs of compliance, the
energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source,
and the remaining useful life of the source.

— Second, paragraph 308(e)(1)(ii)(B), provides that States must conduct an analysis of the degree of visibility improve-
ment that would be achieved from all sources subject to BART that are within a geographic area that contributes to visib-
ility impairment in any protected Class I area.

Once a State has identified the level of control representing BART (if any), it must establish an emission limit represent-
ing BART and must ensure compliance with that requirement no later than 5 years after EPA approves the SIP. States are
allowed to establish design, equipment, work practice or other operational standards when limitations on measurement
technologies make emission standards infeasible.

F. Do States Have an Alternative to Imposing Controls on Specific Facilities?

States are given the option under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) to adopt an alternative approach to imposing controls on a case-
by-case basis for each source subject to BART. However, while States may instead adopt alternative measures, such as
an emissions trading program, 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(i) requires States to provide a demonstration that any such alternat-
ive will achieve greater “reasonable progress” than would have resulted from installation of BART from all sources sub-
ject to BART. Such a demonstration must include:

— a list of all BART-eligible sources;

— an analysis of the best system of continuous emission control technology available for all sources subject to BART,
taking into account the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source.
Unlike the analysis for BART under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1), which requires that these factors be considered on a case-
by-case basis, States may consider these factors on a category-wide basis, as appropriate, in evaluating alternatives to
BART;

— an analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would result from the alternative program in each protected
Class I area.

States must make sure that a trading program or other such measure includes all BART-eligible sources, unless a source
has installed BART, or plans to install BART consistent with 51.308(e)(1).[FN1] A trading program also may include ad-
ditional sources.40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) also requires that States include in their SIPs details on how they would implement
the emission trading program or other alternative measure. States must provide a detailed description of the program in-
cluding schedules for compliance, the emissions reductions that they will require, the administrative and technical pro-
cedures for implementing the program, rules for accounting and monitoring emissions, and procedures for enforcement.

FN1 As noted in the preamble to the regional haze rule, States need not include a BART-
eligible source in the trading program if the source already has installed BART-level pol-
lution control technology and the emission limit is a federally enforceable requirement (64
FR 35742). We clarify in these guidelines that States may also elect to allow a source the
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option of installing BART-level controls within the 5-year period for compliance with the
BART requirement [see section VI of these guidelines] rather than participating in a trad-
ing program.

G. What Is Included in the Guidelines?

In the guidelines, we provide procedures States must use in implementing the regional haze BART requirements on a
source-by-source basis, as provided in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1). We address general topics related to development of a trad-
ing program or other alternative allowed by 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2), but we will address most of the details of guidance for
trading programs in separate guidelines.

The BART analysis process, and the contents of this guidance, are as follows:

*38116 -Identification of all BART-eligible sources. Section II of this guidance outlines a step-by-step process for identi-
fying BART-eligible sources.

-Identification of sources subject to BART. As noted above, sources “subject to BART” are those BART-eligible sources
which “emit a pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any
Class I area.” We discuss considerations for identifying sources subject to BART in section III of the guidance.

-Engineering analysis. For each source subject to BART, the next step is to conduct an engineering analysis of emissions
control alternatives. This step requires the identification of available, technically feasible, retrofit technologies, and for
each technology identified, analysis of the cost of compliance, and the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts,
taking into account the remaining useful life and existing control technology present at the source. For each source, a
“best system of continuous emission reduction” will be selected based upon this engineering analysis. Guidelines for the
engineering analysis are described in section IV of this guidance.

—Cumulative air quality analysis. The rule requires a cumulative analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that
would be achieved in each Class I area as a result of the emissions reductions achievable from all sources subject to
BART. The establishment of BART emission limits must take into account the cumulative impact overall from the emis-
sions reductions from all of the source-specific “best technologies” identified in the engineering analysis. Considerations
for this cumulative air quality analysis are discussed in section V of this guidance.

—Emissions limits. Considering the engineering analysis and the cumulative air quality analysis, States must establish
enforceable limits, including a deadline for compliance, for each source subject to BART. Considerations related to these
limits and deadlines are discussed in section VI of the guidance.

—Considerations in establishing a trading program alternative. General guidance on how to develop an emissions trading
program alternative is contained in section VII of the guidance.

H. Who Is the Target Audience for the Guidelines?

The guidelines are written primarily for the benefit of State, local and tribal agencies to satisfy the requirements for in-
cluding the BART determinations and emission limitations in their SIPs or tribal implementation plans (TIPs).
Throughout the guidelines, which are written in a question and answer format, we ask questions “How do I * * *?” and
answer with phrases “you should * * *, you must* * *” The “you” means a State, local or tribal agency conducting the
analysis.[FN2] We recognize, however, that agencies may prefer to require source owners to assume part of the analytic-
al burden, and that there will be differences in how the supporting information is collected and documented.
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FN2 In order to account for the possibility that BART-eligible sources could go unrecog-
nized, we recommend that you adopt requirements placing a responsibility on source own-
ers to self-identify if they meet the criteria for BART-eligible sources.

II. How To Identify BART-Eligible Sources

This section provides guidelines on how you identify BART-eligible sources. A BART-eligible source is an existing sta-
tionary source in 26 listed categories which meets criteria for startup dates and potential emissions.

A. What Are the Steps In Identifying BART-Eligible Sources?

Figure 1 shows the steps for identifying whether the source is a “BART eligible source:”

Step 1: Identify the emission units in BART categories,

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units, and

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff.
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*38117 1. Step 1: Identify Emission Units in the BART Categories

The BART requirement only applies to sources in specific categories listed in the CAA. The BART requirement does not
apply to sources in other source categories, regardless of their emissions. The listed categories are:

(1) Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British thermal units (BTU) per hour heat input,

(2) Coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers),

(3) Kraft pulp mills,
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(4) Portland cement plants,

(5) Primary zinc smelters,

(6) Iron and steel mill plants,

(7) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants,

(8) Primary copper smelters,

(9) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day,

(10) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,

(11) Petroleum refineries,

(12) Lime plants,

(13) Phosphate rock processing plants,

(14) Coke oven batteries,

(15) Sulfur recovery plants,

(16) Carbon black plants (furnace process),

(17) Primary lead smelters,

(18) Fuel conversion plants,

(19) Sintering plants, *38118

(20) Secondary metal production facilities,

(21) Chemical process plants,

(22) Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTUs per hour heat input,

(23) Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,

(24) Taconite ore processing facilities,

(25) Glass fiber processing plants, and

(26) Charcoal production facilities.

Some plant locations may have emission units from more than one category, and some emitting equipment may fit into
more than one category. Examples of this situation are sulfur recovery plants at petroleum refineries, coke oven batteries
and sintering plants at steel mills, and chemical process plants at refineries. For Step 1, you identify all of the emissions
units at the plant that fit into one or more of the listed categories. You do not identify emission units in other categories.
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Example: A mine is collocated with a electric steam generating unit and a coal cleaning plant. You would identify emis-
sion units associated with the electric steam generating unit and the coal cleaning plant, because they are listed categories
but not the mine, because coal mining is not a listed category.

The category titles are generally clear in describing the types of equipment to be listed. Most of the category titles are
very broad descriptions that encompass all emission units associated with a plant site (for example, “petroleum refining”
and “kraft pulp mills”). In addition, this same list of categories appears in the PSD regulations, for example in 40 CFR
52.21. States and source owners need not revisit any interpretations of the list made previously for purposes of the PSD
program. We provide the following clarifications for a few of the category titles and we request comment on whether
there are any additional source category titles for which EPA should provide clarification in the final guidelines:

—“Steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.” Because the category refers to “plants,” boiler ca-
pacities must be aggregated to determine whether the 250 million BTU/hr threshold is reached.

Example: Stationary source includes a steam electric plant with three 100 million BTU/hr boilers. Because the aggregate
capacity exceeds 250 million BTU/hr for the “plant,” these boilers would be identified in Step 2.

“Steam electric plants” includes combined cycle turbines because of their incorporation of heat recovery steam generat-
ors. Simple cycle turbines should not be considered “steam electric plants” because they typically do not make steam.

—“Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.” The EPA proposes two options for interpreting this
source category title. The first option is the approach used in the regulations for prevention of significant deterioration
(PSD). In the PSD regulations, this same statutory language has been interpreted in regulatory language to mean “fossil
fuel boilers (or combinations thereof) totaling more than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat input.” The EPA
proposes that this same interpretation be used for BART as well. Thus, as in the example above, you would aggregate
boiler capacities to determine whether the 250 million BTU/hr threshold is reached.

Under the second option, this category would be interpreted to cover only those boilers that are individually greater than
250 million BTU/hr. This approach would result in differing language from the PSD program. It is possible, however,
that different approaches may be justified. The PSD program ensures that new source projects do not circumvent the pro-
gram by constructing several boilers with capacities lower than 250 million BTU/hr. Because the BART program affects
only sources already in existence as of the date of the 1977 CAA amendments, there may be a lesser need to aggregate
boilers that are individually less than 250 million BTU/hr. The EPA requests comment on both options proposed above.

—Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels. The 300,000 barrel cutoff refers to
total facility-wide tank capacity for tanks that were put in place within the 1962-1977 time period, and includes gasoline
and other petroleum-derived liquids.

—“Phosphate rock processing plants.” This category descriptor is broad, and includes all types of phosphate rock pro-
cessing facilities, including elemental phosphorous plants as well as fertilizer production plants.

—“Charcoal production facilities.” In a letter sent to EPA on October 11, 2000, the National Association of Manufactur-
ers (NAM) noted that there is some limited legislative history on this source category list. Specifically, there is discus-
sion in the Congressional Record from July 29, 1976 (Cong. Record S. 12781-12784) which identifies a study in the
1970s by the Research Corporation of New England (the TRC report). The Congressional Record contains a table extrac-
ted from the TRC report that identifies 190 source categories considered in developing a list of 28 categories that led to
the 26 categories eventually listed in the CAA. In its October 11, 2000 letter, NAM suggests that the Congressional Re-
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cord and the TRC report are relevant to the interpretation of the source category “charcoal production facilities.” While
EPA does not believe that the TRC report or table contain any information that would suggest subdividing this category,
EPA has included the NAM letter and the cited passage from the Congressional Record in the docket for this proposed
rule. The EPA requests comment on whether and how the information cited by NAM is relevant to the interpretation of
this or other categories.

2. Step 2: Identify the Start-Up Dates of the Emission Units

Emissions units listed under Step 1 are BART-eligible only if they were “in existence” on August 7, 1977 but were not
“in operation” before August 7, 1962.

What does “in existence on August 7, 1977” mean?

The regulation defines “in existence” to mean that:

The owner or operator has obtained all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits required by Federal, State, or loc-
al air pollution emissions and air quality laws or regulations and either has (1) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous
program of physical on-site construction of the facility or (2) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations,
which cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of con-
struction of the facility to be completed in a reasonable time. See 40 CFR 51.301.

Thus, the term “in existence” means the same thing as the term “commence construction” as that term is used in the PSD
regulations. See 40 CFR 51.165(a)(1)(xvi) and 40 CFR 52.21(b)(9). Thus, an emissions unit could be “in existence” ac-
cording to this test even if it did not begin operating until several years later.

Example: The owner or operator obtained necessary permits in early 1977 and entered into binding construction agree-
ments in June 1977. Actual on-site construction began in late 1978, and construction was completed in mid-1979. The
source began operating in September 1979. The emissions unit was “in existence” as of August 7, 1977.

We note that emissions units of this size for which construction commenced *38119 AFTER August 7, 1977 (i.e., were
not “in existence” on August 7, 1977) were subject to major new source review (NSR) under the PSD program. Thus, the
August 7, 1977 “in existence” test is essentially the same thing as the identification of emissions units that were grand-
fathered from the NSR review requirements of the 1977 CAA amendments.

Finally, we note that sources are not BART eligible if the only change at the plant was the addition of pollution controls.
For example, if the only change at a copper smelter during the 1962 through 1977 time period was the addition of acid
plants for the reduction of SO2 emissions, these emission controls would not by themselves trigger a BART review.

What does “in operation before August 7, 1962” mean?

An emissions unit that meets the August 7, 1977 “in existence” test is not BART-eligible if it was in operation before
August 7, 1962. “In operation” is defined as “engaged in activity related to the primary design function of the
source.”This means that a source must have begun actual operations by August 7, 1962 to satisfy this test.

Example: The owner or operator entered into binding agreements in 1960. Actual on-site construction began in 1961, and
construction was complete in mid-1962. The source began operating in September 1962. The emissions unit was not “in
operation” before August 7, 1962 and is therefore subject to BART.
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What is a “reconstructed source?”

Under a number of CAA programs, an existing source which is completely or substantially rebuilt is treated as a new
source. Such “reconstructed” sources are treated as new sources as of the time of the reconstruction. Consistent with this
overall approach to reconstructions, the definition of BART-eligible facility (reflected in detail in the definition of
“existing stationary facility”) includes consideration of sources that were in operation before August 7, 1962, but were
reconstructed during the August 7, 1962 to August 7, 1977 time period.

Under the regulation, a reconstruction has taken place if “the fixed capital cost of the new component exceeds 50 percent
of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source.”The rule also states that “Any final decision as to whether
reconstruction has occurred must be made in accordance with the provisions of §§60.15 (f)(1) through (3) of this title.”[
40 CFR 51.301]. “§§60.15(f)(1) through (3)” refers to the general provisions for New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS). Thus, the same policies and procedures for identifying reconstructed “affected facilities” under the NSPS pro-
gram must also be used to identify reconstructed “stationary sources” for purposes of the BART requirement.

You should identify reconstructions on an emissions unit basis, rather than on a plantwide basis. That is, you need to
identify only the reconstructed emission units meeting the 50 percent cost criterion. You should include reconstructed
emission units in the list of emission units you identified in Step 1.

The “in operation” and “in existence” tests apply to reconstructed sources. If an emissions unit was reconstructed and
began actual operation before August 7, 1962, it is not BART-eligible. Similarly, any emissions unit for which a recon-
struction “commenced” after August 7, 1977, is not BART-eligible.

How are modifications treated under the BART provision?

The NSPS program and the major source NSR program both contain the concept of modifications. In general, the term
“modification” refers to any physical change or change in the method of operation of an emissions unit that leads to an
increase in emissions.

The BART provision in the regional haze rule contains no explicit treatment of modifications. Accordingly, guidelines
are needed on how modified emissions units, previously subject to best available control technology (BACT), lowest
achievable emission rate (LAER) and/or NSPS, are treated under the rule. The EPA believes that the best interpretation
for purposes of the visibility provisions is that modified emissions units are still “existing.” The BART requirements in
the CAA do not appear to provide any exemption for sources which were modified since 1977. Accordingly, if an emis-
sions unit began operation before 1962, it is not BART-eligible if it is modified at a later date, so long as the modifica-
tion is not also a “reconstruction.” Similarly, an emissions unit which began operation within the 1962-1977 time win-
dow, but was modified after August 7, 1977, is BART-eligible. We note, however, that if such a modification was a ma-
jor modification subject to the BACT, LAER, or NSPS levels of control, the review process will take into account that
this level of control is already in place and may find that the level of controls are already consistent with BART. The
EPA requests comment on this interpretation for “modifications.”[FN3]

FN3 Another possible interpretation would be to consider sources built before 1962 but
modified during the 1962-1977 time window as a “new” source at the time of the modific-
ation. Under this approach, such sources would be considered to have commenced opera-
tion during the 1962-1977 time period, and thus would be BART eligible. Similarly, con-
sistent with this interpretation, a source modified after the 1977 date would be treated as
“new” as of the date of the modification and therefore would not be BART-eligible. The
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EPA believes that this approach may be much more difficult to implement, given that pro-
grams to identify “modifications” were not in place for much of the 1962-1977 time peri-
od.

3. Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

The result of Steps 1 and 2 will be a list of emissions units at a given plant site, including reconstructed emissions units,
that are within one or more of the BART categories and that were placed into operation within the 1962-1977 time win-
dow. The third step is to determine whether the total emissions represent a current potential to emit that is greater than
250 tons per year of any single visibility impairing pollutant. In most cases, you will add the potential emissions from all
emission units on the list resulting from Steps 1 and 2. In a few cases, you may need to determine whether the plant con-
tains more than one “stationary source” as the regional haze rule defines that term, and as we explain further below.

What pollutants should I address?

Visibility-impairing pollutants include the following:

—Sulfur dioxide (SO2),

—Nitrogen oxides (NOX),

—Particulate matter. (You may use PM10 as the indicator for particulate matter. We do not recommend use of total sus-
pended particulates (TSP). PM10 emissions include the components of PM2.5 as a subset. There is no need to have sep-
arate 250 ton thresholds for PM10 and PM2.5, because 250 tons of PM10 represents at most 250 tons of PM2.5, and at
most 250 tons of any individual particulate species such as elemental carbon, crustal material, etc).

—Volatile organic compounds (VOC), and

—Ammonia.

What does the term “potential” emissions mean?

The regional haze rule defines potential to emit as follows:

“Potential to emit” means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit a pollutant under its physical and opera-
tional design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant including air pollu-
tion control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or
processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally en-
forceable. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit of a stationary source.

*38120 This definition is identical to that in the PSD program (40 CFR 51.166 and 51.18). This means that a source
which actually emits less than 250 tons per year of a visibility-impairing pollutant is BART-eligible if its emissions
would exceed 250 tons per year when operating at its maximum physical and operational design.

Example: A source, while operating at one-fourth of its capacity, emits 75 tons per year of SO2. If it were operating at
100 percent of its maximum capacity, the source would emit 300 tons per year. Because under the above definition such
a source would have “potential” emissions that exceed 250 tons per year, the source (if in a listed category and built dur-
ing the 1962-1977 time window) would be BART-eligible.
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A source's “potential to emit” may take into account federally enforceable emission limits.

Example: The same source has a federally enforceable restriction limiting it to operating no more than 1/2 of the
year. Because you can credit this under the definition of potential to emit, the source would have a potential of 150 tons
per year, which is less than the 250 tons/year cutoff.

The definition of potential to emit allows only federally enforceable emission limits to be taken into account for this pur-
pose, and does not credit emission limitations which are enforceable only by State and local agencies, but not by EPA
and citizens in Federal court. As a result of some court cases in other CAA programs, EPA is undertaking a rulemaking
to determine whether only federally enforceable limits should be taken into account. This rulemaking will address the
Federal enforceability restriction in the regional haze definition as well as other program definitions. We expect that this
rulemaking will be complete well before the time period for determining whether BART applies.

How do I identify whether a plant has more than one “stationary source?”

The regional haze rule, in 40 CFR 51.301, defines a stationary source as a “building, structure, facility or installation
which emits or may emit any air pollutant.”[FN4] The rule further defines “building, structure or facility” as:

FN4 Note: Most of these terms and definitions are the same for regional haze and the 1980
visibility regulations. For the regional haze rule we use the term “BART-eligible source”
rather than “existing stationary facility” to clarify that only a limited subset of existing sta-
tionary sources are subject to BART.

All of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more contigu-
ous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person (or persons under common control). Pollutant-
emitting activities must be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the same Major Group
(i.e., which have the same two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 as
amended by the 1977 Supplement (U.S. Government Printing Office stock numbers 4101-0066 and 003-005-00176-0 re-
spectively).

In applying this definition, it is first necessary to draw the plant boundary, that is the boundary for the “contiguous or ad-
jacent properties.” Next, within this plant boundary it is necessary to group those emission units that are under “common
control.” The EPA notes that these plant boundary issues and “common control” issues are very similar to those already
addressed in implementation of the title V operating permits program and in NSR.

For emission units within the “contiguous or adjacent” boundary and under common control, you then group emission
units that are within the same industrial grouping (that is, associated with the same 2-digit Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC) code).[FN5] For most plants on the BART source category list, there will only be one 2-digit SIC that applies
to the entire plant. For example, all emission units associated with kraft pulp mills are within SIC code 26, and chemical
process plants will generally include emission units that are all within SIC code 28. You should apply this “2-digit SIC
test” the same way you are now applying this test in the major source NSR programs.[FN6]

FN5 The EPA recognizes that we are in transition period from the use of the SIC system to
a new system called the North American industry Classification System (NAICS). Our ini-
tial thinking is that BART determinations, as a one-time activity, are perhaps best handled
under the SIC classifications. We request comment on whether a switch to the new system
for the regional haze rule is warranted—we expect that few if any BART eligibility de-
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terminations would hinge on this distinction.

FN6 Note: The concept of support facility used for the PSD program applies here as well.
As discussed in the draft New Source Review Workbook Manual, October 1990, pages
A.3-A.5, support facilities, that is facilities that convey, store or otherwise assist in the
production of the principal product, must be grouped with primary facilities even when
more than one 2-digit SIC is present.

For purposes of the regional haze rule, you group emissions from all emission units put in place within the 1962-1977
time period that are within the 2-digit SIC code, even if those emission units are in different categories on the BART cat-
egory list.

Examples: A chemical plant which started operations within the 1962 to 1977 time period manufactures hydrochloric
acid (within the category title “Hydrochloric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants”) and various organic chemicals (within the
category title “chemical process plants”), and has onsite an industrial boiler greater than 250 million BTU/hour. All of
the emission units are within SIC 28 and, therefore, all the emission units are considered in determining BART eligibility
of the plant. You sum the emissions over all of these emission units to see whether there are more than 250 tons per year
of potential emissions.

A steel mill which started operations within the 1962 to 1977 time period includes a sintering plant, a coke oven battery,
and various other emission units. All of the emission units are within SIC 33. You sum the emissions over all of these
emission units to see whether there are more than 250 tons per year of potential emissions.

4. Final Step: Identify the Emissions Units and Pollutants That Constitute the BART-Eligible Source

If the emissions from the list of emissions units at a stationary source exceed a potential to emit of 250 tons per year for
any visibility-impairing pollutant, then that collection of emissions units is a BART-eligible source. A BART analysis is
required for each visibility-impairing pollutant emitted.

Example: A stationary source comprises the following two emissions units, with the following potential emissions:

Emissions unit A

500 tons/yr SO2

150 tons/yr NOX

25 tons/yr PM

Emissions unit B

100 tons/yr SO2

75 tons/yr NOX

10 tons/yr PM

For this example, potential emissions of SO2 are 600 tons per year, which exceeds the 250 tons/yr threshold. Accord-
ingly, the entire “stationary source” that is emissions units A and B are subject to a BART review for SO2, NOX, and
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PM, even though the potential emissions of PM and NOX each are less than 250 tons/yr.

Example: The total potential emissions, obtained by adding the potential emissions of all emission units in listed categor-
ies at a plant site, are as follows:

200 tons/yr SO2

150 tons/yr NOX

25 tons/yr PM

Even though total emissions exceed 250 tons per year, no individual regulated pollutant exceeds 250 tons per year and
this source is not BART-eligible.

III. How To Identify Sources “Subject To BART”

After you have identified the BART-eligible sources, the next step is determining whether these sources are subject to a
further BART analysis because they emit “an air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute”
to any visibility *38121 impairment in a Federal Class I area. As we discuss in the preamble to the regional haze rule at
64 FR 35739-35740, the statutory language represents a very low triggering threshold. In implementing the regional haze
rule, you should find that a BART-eligible source is “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to regional haze if
the source emits pollutants within a geographic region from which pollutants can be emitted and transported downwind
to a Class I area. Where emissions from a given geographic region contribute to regional haze in a Class I area, you
should consider any emissions from BART-eligible sources in that region to contribute to the regional haze problem,
thereby warranting a further BART analysis for those sources.

A. How Can I Identify “the Geographic Area” or “Region” That Contributes to a Given Class I Area?

As noted in the preamble to the regional haze rule, geographic “regions” that can contribute to regional haze generally
extend for hundreds or thousands of kilometers (64 FR 35722). Accordingly, most BART-eligible sources are located
within such a geographic region. For example, we believe it would be difficult to demonstrate that a State or territory's
emissions do not contribute to regional haze impairment in a Class I area within that State or territory.

The regional haze rule recognizes that there may be geographic areas (individual States or multi-State areas) within the
United States, (in virtually all cases involving States that do not have Class I areas) for which the total emissions make
only a trivial contribution to visibility impairment in any Class I area. In identifying any such State or area, you or a re-
gional planning organization must conduct an air quality modeling analysis to demonstrate that the total emissions from
the State or area makes only a trivial contribution to visibility impairment in Class I areas.

One approach that can be used is to determine whether a State or area contributes in a non-trivial way would be to do an
analysis where you compare the visibility impairment in a Class I area with the emissions from a State or area to the vis-
ibility impairment in the Class I area in the absence of the emissions from the State or area. This approach can be re-
ferred to as a “zero-out” approach where you zero out the emissions from the State or area that is suspected to make a
trivial contribution to visibility impairment in a Class I area. Under this approach, you would compare:

(1) the visibility impairment in each affected Class I area (for the average of the 20 percent most impaired days and the
20 percent least impaired days) when the emissions from the State or area suspected to have a trivial contribution are in-
cluded in the modeling analysis, and
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(2) the visibility impairment in each affected Class I area (for the average of the 20 percent most impaired days and the
20 percent least impaired days), excluding from the modeling analysis the emissions from the geographic area suspected
to have a trivial impact.

The difference in visibility between these two model runs provides an indication of the impact on visibility of emissions
from the State(s) in question. In addition, it may be possible in the future to conduct analyses of the geographic area that
contributes to visibility impairment in a Class I area through use of a source apportionment model for PM. Source appor-
tionment models for PM are currently under development by private consultants. Guidance for regional modeling for vis-
ibility and PM is found in a document entitled “Guidance for Demonstrating Attainment of Air Quality Goals for PM2.5
and Regional Haze.” [Note: this document is currently in draft form, but we expect a final document before final publica-
tion of the BART guidelines]

IV. Engineering Analysis of BART Options

This section describes the process for the engineering analysis of control options for sources subject to BART.

A. What Factors Must I Address in the Engineering Analysis?

The visibility regulations define BART as follows:

Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) means an emission limitation based on the degree of reduction achievable
through the application of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted by * * *
[a BART-eligible source]. The emission limitation must be established, on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration
the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance,
any pollution control equipment in use or in existence at the source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the de-
gree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology.

In the regional haze rule, we divide the BART analysis into two parts: an engineering analysis requirement in 40 CFR
51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A), and a visibility impacts analysis requirement in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B). This section of the
guidelines address the requirements for the engineering analysis. Your engineering analysis identifies the best system of
continuous emission reduction taking into account:

—The available retrofit control options,

—Any pollution control equipment in use at the source (which affects the availability of options and their impacts),

—The costs of compliance with control options,

—The remaining useful life of the facility (which as we will discuss below, is an integral part of the cost analysis), and

—The energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of control options.

We discuss the requirement for a visibility impacts analysis below in section V.

B. How Does a BART Engineering Analysis Compare to a BACT Review Under the PSD Program?

In this proposal, we are seeking comment on two alternative approaches for conducting a BART engineering analysis.
EPA prefers the first approach. Under this first alternative, the BART analysis would be very similar to the BACT review
as described in the New Source Review Workshop Manual (Draft, October 1990). Consistent with the Workshop Manual,
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the BART engineering analysis would be a process which provides that all available control technologies be ranked in
descending order of control effectiveness. Under this option, you must first examine the most stringent alternative. That
alternative is selected as the “best” unless you demonstrate and document that the alternative cannot be justified based
upon technical considerations, costs, energy impacts, and non-air quality environmental impacts. If you eliminate the
most stringent technology in this fashion, you then consider the next most stringent alternative, and so on.

The EPA also requests comment on an alternative decision-making approach that would not necessarily begin with an
evaluation of the most stringent control option. Under this approach, you would have more choices in the way you struc-
ture your BART analysis. For example, you could choose to begin the BART determination process by evaluating the
least stringent technically feasible control option or an intermediate control option drawn from the range of technically
feasible control alternatives. Under this approach, you would then consider the additional emission reductions, costs, and
other *38122 effects (if any) of successively more stringent control options. Under such an approach, you would still be
required to (1) display and rank all of the options in order of control effectiveness, including the most stringent control
option, and to identify the average and incremental costs of each option; (2) consider the energy and non-air quality en-
vironmental impacts of each option; and (3) provide a justification for adopting the control technology that you select as
the “best” level of control, including an explanation as to why you rejected other more stringent control technologies.
While both approaches require essentially the same parameters and analyses, the EPA prefers the first approach de-
scribed above, because we believe it may be more straightforward to implement than the alternative and would tend to
give more thorough consideration to stringent control alternatives.

Although very similar in process, BART reviews differ in several respects from the BACT review process described in
the NSR Draft Manual. First, because all BART reviews apply to existing sources, the available controls and the impacts
of those controls may differ. Second, the CAA requires you to take slightly different factors into account in determining
BART and BACT. In a BACT analysis, the permitting authority must consider the “energy, environmental and economic
impacts and other costs” associated with a control technology in making its determination. In a BART analysis, on the
other hand, the State must take into account the “cost of compliance, the remaining useful life of the source, the energy
and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any existing pollution control technology in use at the source,
and the degree of improvement in visibility from the use of such technology” in making its BART determination. Be-
cause of the differences in terminology, the BACT review process tends to encompass a broader range of factors. For ex-
ample, the term “environmental impacts” in the BACT definition is more broad than the term “nonair quality environ-
mental impacts” used in the BART definition. Accordingly, there is no requirement in the BART engineering analysis to
evaluate adverse air quality impacts of control alternatives such as the relative impacts on hazardous air pollutants, al-
though you may wish to do so. Finally, for the BART analysis, there is no minimum level of control required, while any
BACT emission limitation must be at least as stringent as any NSPS that applies to the source.

C. Which Pollutants Must I Address in the Engineering Review?

Once you determine that a source is subject to BART, then a BART review is required for each visibility-impairing pol-
lutant emitted. In a BART review, for each affected emission unit, you must establish BART for each pollutant that can
impair visibility. Consequently, the BART determination must address air pollution control measures for each emissions
unit or pollutant emitting activity subject to review.

Example: Plantwide emissions from emission units within the listed categories that began operation within the “time
window” for BART[FN7] are 300 tons per year of NOX, 200 tons per year of SO2, and 150 tons of primary particulate.
Emissions unit A emits 200 tons per year of NOX, 100 tons per year of SO2, and 100 tons per year of primary particu-
late. Other emission units, units B through H, which began operating in 1966, contribute lesser amounts of each pollut-
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ant. For this example, a BART review is required for NOX, SO2, and primary particulate, and control options must be
analyzed for units B through H as well as unit A.

FN7 That is, emission uunits that were in existence on August 7, 1977 and which began
actual operation on or after August 7, 1962.

D. What Are the Five Basic Steps of a Case-by-Case BART Engineering Analysis?

The five steps are:

Step 1—Identify all[FN8] available retrofit control technologies,

FN8 In identifying “all” options, you must identify the most stringent option and a reason-
able set of options for analysis that reflects a comprehensive list of available technologies.
It is not necessary to list all permutations of available control levels that exist for a given
technology—the list is complete if it includes the maximum level of control each techno-
logy is capable of achieving.

Step 2—Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options,

Step 3—Rank Remaining Control Technologies By Control Effectiveness,

Step 4—Evaluate Impacts and Document the Results, and

Step 5—Select “Best System of Continuous Emission Reduction.”

1. Step 1: How Do I Identify All Available Retrofit Emission Control Techniques?

Available retrofit control options are those air pollution control technologies with a practical potential for application to
the emissions unit and the regulated pollutant under evaluation. Air pollution control technologies can include a wide
variety of available methods, systems, and techniques for control of the affected pollutant. Available air pollution control
technologies can include technologies employed outside of the United States that have been successfully demonstrated in
practice on full scale operations, particularly those that have been demonstrated as retrofits to existing sources. Techno-
logies required as BACT or LAER are available for BART purposes and must be included as control alternatives. The
control alternatives should include not only existing controls for the source category in question, but also take into ac-
count technology transfer of controls that have been applied to similar source categories and gas streams. Technologies
which have not yet been applied to (or permitted for) full scale operations need not be considered as available; we do not
expect the source owner to purchase or construct a process or control device that has not already been demonstrated in
practice.

Where a NSPS exists for a source category (which is the case for most of the categories affected by BART), you should
include a level of control equivalent to the NSPS as one of the control options.[FN9] The NSPS standards are codified in
40 CFR part 60. We note that there are situations where NSPS standards do not require the most stringent level of avail-
able control for all sources within a category. For example, post-combustion NOX controls (the most stringent controls
for stationary gas turbines) are not required under subpart GG of the NSPS for Stationary Gas Turbines. However, such
controls must still be considered available technologies for the BART selection process.

FN9 In EPA's 1980 BART guidelines for reasonably attributable visibility impairment, we
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concluded that NSPS standards generally, at that time, represented the best level sources
could install as BART, and we required no further demonstration if a NSPS level was se-
lected. In the 20 year period since this guidance was developed, there have been advances
in SO2 control technologies, confirmed by a number of recent retrofits at Western power
plants. Accordingly, EPA no longer concludes that the NSPS level of controls automatic-
ally represents “the best these sources can install.”While it is possible that a detailed ana-
lysis of the BART factors could result in the selection of a NSPS level of control, we be-
lieve that you should only reach this conclusion based upon an analysis of the full range of
control options.

Potentially applicable retrofit control alternatives can be categorized in three ways.

- Pollution prevention: use of inherently lower-emitting processes/practices, including the use of materials and produc-
tion processes and work practices that prevent emissions and result in lower “production-specific” emissions,

- Use of, (and where already in place, improvement in the performance of) add-on controls, such as scrubbers, *38123
fabric filters, thermal oxidizers and other devices that control and reduce emissions after they are produced, and

- Combinations of inherently lower-emitting processes and add-on controls. Example: for a gas-fired turbine, a combina-
tion of combustion controls (an inherently lower-emitting process) and post-combustion controls such as selective cata-
lytic reduction (add-on) may be available to reduce NOX emissions.

For the engineering analysis, you should consider potentially applicable control techniques from all three categories. You
should consider lower-polluting processes based on demonstrations from facilities manufacturing identical or similar
products from identical or similar raw materials or fuels. Add-on controls, on the other hand, should be considered based
on the physical and chemical characteristics of the pollutant-bearing emission stream. Thus, candidate add-on controls
may have been applied to a broad range of emission unit types that are similar, insofar as emissions characteristics, to the
emissions unit undergoing BART review.

In the course of the BART engineering analysis, one or more of the available control options may be eliminated from
consideration because they are demonstrated to be technically infeasible or to have unacceptable energy, cost, or non-air
quality environmental impacts on a case-by-case (or site-specific) basis. However, at the outset, you should initially
identify all control options with potential application to the emissions unit under review.

We do not consider BART as a requirement to redesign the source when considering available control alternatives. For
example, where the source subject to BART is a coal-fired electric generator, we do not require the BART analysis to
consider building a natural gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be inherently less polluting on a per unit
basis.

In some cases, retrofit design changes may be available for making a given production process or emissions unit inher-
ently less polluting.[FN10] (Example: To allow for use of natural gas rather than oil for startup). In such cases, the abil-
ity of design considerations to make the process inherently less polluting must be considered as a control alternative for
the source.

FN10 Because BART applies to existing sources, we recognize that there will probably be
far fewer opportunities to consider inherently lower-emitting processes than for NSR.
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Combinations of inherently lower-polluting processes/practices (or a process made to be inherently less polluting) and
add-on controls could possibly yield more effective means of emissions control than either approach alone. Therefore,
the option to use an inherently lower-polluting process does not, in and of itself, mean that no additional add-on controls
need to be included in the BART analysis. These combinations should be identified in Step 1 for evaluation in sub-
sequent steps.

For emission units subject to a BART engineering review, there will often be control measures or devices already in
place. For such emission units, it is important to include control options that involve improvements to existing controls,
and not to limit the control options only to those measures that involve a complete replacement of control devices.

Example: For a power plant with an existing wet scrubber, the current control efficiency is 66 percent. Part of the reason
for the relatively low control efficiency is that 22 percent of the gas stream bypasses the scrubber. An engineering review
identifies options for improving the performance of the wet scrubber by redesigning the internal components of the
scrubber and by eliminating or reducing the percentage of the gas stream that bypasses the scrubber. Four control options
are identified: (1) 78 percent control based upon improved scrubber performance while maintaining the 22 percent by-
pass, (2) 83 percent control based upon improved scrubber performance while reducing the bypass to 15 percent, (3) 93
percent control based upon improving the scrubber performance while eliminating the bypass entirely, (this option results
in a “wet stack” operation in which the gas leaving the stack is saturated with water) and (4) 93 percent as in option 3,
with the addition of an indirect reheat system to reheat the stack gas above the saturation temperature. You must consider
each of these four options in a BART analysis for this source.

You are expected to identify all demonstrated and potentially applicable retrofit control technology alternatives. Ex-
amples of general information sources to consider include:

- The EPA's Clean Air Technology Center, which includes the RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse (RBLC);

- State and Local Best Available Control Technology Guidelines—many agencies have online information—for example
South Coast Air Quality Management District, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commission;

- Control technology vendors;

- Federal/State/Local NSR permits and associated inspection/performance test reports;

- Environmental consultants;

- Technical journals, reports and newsletters, air pollution control seminars; and

- EPA's NSR bulletin board—http://www.epa.gov/ttn/nsr;

- Department of Energy's Clean Coal Program—technical reports;

- NOX Control Technology “Cost Tool”—Clean Air Markets Division web
page—http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/nox/noxtech.htm;

- Performance of selective catalytic reduction on coal-fired steam generating units—final report. OAR/ARD, June 1997
(also available at http:www.epa.gov/acidrain/nox/noxtech.htm);
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- Cost estimates for selected applications of NOX control technologies on stationary combustion boilers. OAR/ARD June
1997. (Docket for NOX SIP call, A-96-56, II-A-03);

- Investigation of performance and cost of NOX controls as applied to group 2 boilers. OAR/ARD, August 1996. (Docket
for Phase II NOX rule, A-95-28, IV-A-4);

- Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of Technologies. EPA-600/R-00-093, USEPA/ORD/NRMRL, October 2000.

- OAQPS Control Cost Manual.

You should compile appropriate information from all available information sources, and you should ensure that the res-
ulting list of control alternatives is complete and comprehensive.

2. Step 2: How Do I Determine Whether the Options Identified in Step 1 Are Technically Feasible?

In Step two, you evaluate the technical feasibility of the control options you identified in Step one. You should clearly
document a demonstration of technical infeasibility and should show, based on physical, chemical, and engineering prin-
ciples, that technical difficulties would preclude the successful use of the control option on the emissions unit under re-
view. You may then eliminate such technically infeasible control options from further consideration in the BART analys-
is.

In general, what do we mean by technical feasibility?

Control technologies are technically feasible if either (1) they have been installed and operated successfully for the type
of source under review, or (2) the technology could be applied to the source under review. Two key concepts are import-
ant in determining whether a technology could be applied: “availability” and “applicability.” As explained in more detail
below, a technology is considered “available” if *38124 the source owner may obtain it through commercial channels, or
it is otherwise available within the common sense meaning of the term. An available technology is “applicable” if it can
reasonably be installed and operated on the source type under consideration. A technology that is available and applic-
able is technically feasible.

What do we mean by “available” technology?

The typical stages for bringing a control technology concept to reality as a commercial product are:

- Concept stage;

- Research and patenting;

- Bench scale or laboratory testing;

- Pilot scale testing;

- Licensing and commercial demonstration; and

- Commercial sales.

A control technique is considered available, within the context presented above, if it has reached the licensing and com-
mercial sales stage of development. Similarly, we do not expect a source owner to conduct extended trials to learn how to
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apply a technology on a totally new and dissimilar source type. Consequently, you would not consider technologies in
the pilot scale testing stages of development as “available” for purposes of BART review.

Commercial availability by itself, however, is not necessarily a sufficient basis for concluding a technology to be applic-
able and therefore technically feasible. Technical feasibility, as determined in Step 2, also means a control option may
reasonably be deployed on or “applicable” to the source type under consideration.

Because a new technology may become available at various points in time during the BART analysis process, we believe
that guidelines are needed on when a technology must be considered. For example, a technology may become available
during the public comment period on the State's rule development process. Likewise, it is possible that new technologies
may become available after the close of the State's public comment period and before submittal of the SIP to EPA, or
during EPA's review process on the SIP submittal. In order to provide certainty in the process, we propose that all tech-
nologies be considered if available before the close of the State's public comment period. You need not consider techno-
logies that become available after this date. As part of your analysis, you should consider any technologies brought to
your attention in public comments. If you disagree with public comments asserting that the technology is available, you
should provide an explanation for the public record as to the basis for your conclusion.

What do we mean by “applicable” technology?

You need to exercise technical judgment in determining whether a control alternative is applicable to the source type un-
der consideration. In general, a commercially available control option will be presumed applicable if it has been or is
soon to be deployed (e.g., is specified in a permit) on the same or a similar source type. Absent a showing of this type,
you evaluate technical feasibility by examining the physical and chemical characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas
stream, and comparing them to the gas stream characteristics of the source types to which the technology had been ap-
plied previously. Deployment of the control technology on a new or existing source with similar gas stream characterist-
ics is generally a sufficient basis for concluding the technology is technically feasible barring a demonstration to the con-
trary as described below.

What type of demonstration is required if I conclude that an option is not technically feasible?

Where you assert that a control option identified in Step 1 is technically infeasible, you should make a factual demonstra-
tion that the option is commercially unavailable, or that unusual circumstances preclude its application to a particular
emission unit. Generally, such a demonstration involves an evaluation of the characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas
stream and the capabilities of the technology. Alternatively, a demonstration of technical infeasibility may involve a
showing that there are unresolvable technical difficulties with applying the control to the source (e.g., size of the unit,
location of the proposed site, or operating problems related to specific circumstances of the source). Where the resolution
of technical difficulties is a matter of cost, you should consider the technology to be technically feasible. The cost of a
control alternative is considered later in the process.

The determination of technical feasibility is sometimes influenced by recent air quality permits. In some cases, an air
quality permit may require a certain level of control, but the level of control in a permit is not expected to be achieved in
practice (e.g., a source has received a permit but the project was canceled, or every operating source at that permitted
level has been physically unable to achieve compliance with the limit). Where this is the case, you should provide sup-
porting documentation showing why such limits are not technically feasible, and, therefore, why the level of control (but
not necessarily the technology) may be eliminated from further consideration. However, if there is a permit requiring the
application of a certain technology or emission limit to be achieved for such technology (especially as a retrofit for an
existing emission unit), this usually is sufficient justification for you to assume the technical feasibility of that techno-
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logy or emission limit.

Physical modifications needed to resolve technical obstacles do not, in and of themselves, provide a justification for
eliminating the control technique on the basis of technical infeasibility. However, you may consider the cost of such
modifications in estimating costs. This, in turn, may form the basis for eliminating a control technology (see later discus-
sion).

Vendor guarantees may provide an indication of commercial availability and the technical feasibility of a control tech-
nique and could contribute to a determination of technical feasibility or technical infeasibility, depending on circum-
stances. However, we do not consider a vendor guarantee alone to be sufficient justification that a control option will
work. Conversely, lack of a vendor guarantee by itself does not present sufficient justification that a control option or an
emissions limit is technically infeasible. Generally, you should make decisions about technical feasibility based on chem-
ical, and engineering analyses (as discussed above), in conjunction with information about vendor guarantees.

A possible outcome of the BART procedures discussed in these guidelines is the evaluation of multiple control techno-
logy alternatives which result in essentially equivalent emissions. It is not EPA's intent to encourage evaluation of unne-
cessarily large numbers of control alternatives for every emissions unit. Consequently, you should use judgment in decid-
ing on those alternatives for which you will conduct the detailed impacts analysis (Step 4 below). For example, if two or
more control techniques result in control levels that are essentially identical, considering the uncertainties of emissions
factors and other parameters pertinent to estimating performance, you may evaluate only the less costly of these options.
You should narrow the scope of the BART analysis in this way, only if there is a negligible difference in emissions and
energy and non-air quality environmental impacts between control alternatives.*38125

3. Step 3: How Do I Develop a Ranking of the Technically Feasible Alternatives?

Step 3 involves ranking all the technically feasible control alternatives identified in Step 2. For the pollutant and emis-
sions unit under review, you rank the control alternatives from the most to the least effective in terms of emission reduc-
tion potential.

Two key issues that must be addressed in this process include:

(1) Making sure that you express the degree of control using a metric that ensures an “apples to apples” comparison of
emissions performance levels among options, and

(2) Giving appropriate treatment and consideration of control techniques that can operate over a wide range of emission
performance levels.

In some instances, a control technology may reduce more than one visibility impairing pollutant. We request comment on
whether and how the BART guidelines should address the process for ranking such control technologies against control
technologies which reduce emissions of only one pollutant.

What are the appropriate metrics for comparison?

This issue is especially important when you compare inherently lower-polluting processes to one another or to add-on
controls. In such cases, it is generally most effective to express emissions performance as an average steady state emis-
sions level per unit of product produced or processed.

Examples of common metrics:
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- Pounds of SO2 emissions per million Btu heat input, and

- Pounds of NOX emissions per ton of cement produced.

How do I evaluate control techniques with a wide range of emission performance levels?

Many control techniques, including both add-on controls and inherently lower polluting processes, can perform at a wide
range of levels. Scrubbers and high and low efficiency electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) are two of the many examples of
such control techniques that can perform at a wide range of levels. It is not our intent to require analysis of each possible
level of efficiency for a control technique, as such an analysis would result in a large number of options. It is important,
however, that in analyzing the technology you take into account the most stringent emission control level that the techno-
logy is capable of achieving. You should use the most recent regulatory decisions and performance data (e.g., manufac-
turer's data, engineering estimates and the experience of other sources) to identify an emissions performance level or
levels to evaluate.

In assessing the capability of the control alternative, latitude exists to consider any special circumstances pertinent to the
specific source under review, or regarding the prior application of the control alternative. However, you must document
the basis for choosing the alternate level (or range) of control in the BART analysis. Without a showing of differences
between the source and other sources that have achieved more stringent emissions limits, you should conclude that the
level being achieved by those other sources is representative of the achievable level for the source being analyzed.

You may encounter cases where you may wish to evaluate other levels of control in addition to the most stringent level
for a given device. While you must consider the most stringent level as one of the control options, you may consider less
stringent levels of control as additional options. This would be useful, particularly in cases where the selection of addi-
tional options would have widely varying costs and other impacts.

Finally, we note that for retrofitting existing sources in addressing BART, you should consider ways to improve the per-
formance of existing control devices, particularly when a control device is not achieving the level of control that other
similar sources are achieving in practice with the same device.

How do I rank the control options?

After determining the emissions performance levels (using appropriate metrics of comparison) for each control techno-
logy option identified in Step 2, you establish a list that identifies the most stringent control technology option. Each oth-
er control option is then placed after this alternative in a ranking according to its respective emissions performance level,
ranked from lowest emissions to highest emissions (most effective to least stringent effective emissions control alternat-
ive). You should do this for each pollutant and for each emissions unit (or grouping of similar units) subject to a BART
analysis.

4. Step 4: For a BART Engineering Analysis, What Impacts Must I Calculate and Report? What Methods Does EPA Re-
commend for the Impacts Analysis?

After you identify and rank the available and technically feasible control technology options, you must then conduct
three types of impacts analyses when you make a BART determination:

Impact analysis part 1: Costs of compliance, (taking into account the remaining useful life of the facility)

Impact analysis part 2: Energy impacts, and
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Impact analysis part 3: Non-air quality environmental impacts.

In this section, we describe how to conduct each of these three analyses. You are responsible for presenting an evaluation
of each impact along with appropriate supporting information. You should discuss and, where possible, quantify both be-
neficial and adverse impacts. In general, the analysis should focus on the direct impact of the control alternative.

a. Impact analysis part 1: How do I estimate the costs of control? To conduct a cost analysis, you:

—Identify the emissions units being controlled,

—Identify design parameters for emission controls, and

—Develop cost estimates based upon those design parameters.

It is important to identify clearly the emission units being controlled, that is, to specify a well-defined area or process
segment within the plant. In some cases, multiple emission units can be controlled jointly. However, in other cases it may
be appropriate in the cost analysis to consider whether multiple units will be required to install separate and/or different
control devices. The engineering analysis should provide a clear summary list of equipment and the associated control
costs. Inadequate documentation of the equipment whose emissions are being controlled is a potential cause for confu-
sion in comparison of costs of the same controls applied to similar sources.

You then specify the control system design parameters. Potential sources of these design parameters include equipment
vendors, background information documents used to support NSPS development, control technique guidelines docu-
ments, cost manuals developed by EPA, control data in trade publications, and engineering and performance test data.
The following are a few examples of design parameters for two example control measures:

Control device Examples of design parameters

Wet Scrubbers Type of sorbent used (lime, limestone, etc.)

Gas pressure drop

Liquid/gas ratio.

Selective Catalytic Reduction Ammonia to NOX molar ratio

Pressure drop

Catalyst life.

*38126 The value selected for the design parameter should ensure that the control option will achieve the level of emis-
sion control being evaluated. You should include in your analysis, documentation of your assumptions regarding design
parameters. Examples of supporting references would include the Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards
(OAQPS) Control Cost Manual (see below) and background information documents used for NSPS and hazardous pollut-
ant emission standards. If the design parameters you specified differ from typical designs, you should document the dif-
ference by supplying performance test data for the control technology in question applied to the same source or a similar
source.

Once the control technology alternatives and achievable emissions performance levels have been identified, you then de-
velop estimates of capital and annual costs. The basis for equipment cost estimates also should be documented, either
with data supplied by an equipment vendor (i.e., budget estimates or bids) or by a referenced source (such as the OAQPS
Control Cost Manual, Fifth Edition, February 1996, EPA 453/B-96-001).[FN11] In order to maintain and improve con-
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sistency, we recommend that you estimate control equipment costs based on the EPA/OAQPS Control Cost Manual,
where possible.[FN12] The Control Cost Manual addresses most control technologies in sufficient detail for a BART
analysis. While the types of site-specific analyses contained in the Control Cost Manual are less precise than those based
upon a detailed engineering design, normally the estimates provide results that are plus or minus 30 percent, which is
generally sufficient for the BART review. The cost analysis should take into account site-specific conditions that are out
of the ordinary (e.g., use of a more expensive fuel or additional waste disposal costs) that may affect the cost of a partic-
ular BART technology option.

FN11 The Control Cost Manual is updated periodically. While this citation refers to the
latest version at the time this guidance was written, you should use the version that is cur-
rent as of when you conduct your impact analysis. This document is available at the fol-
lowing Web site: http:// www.epa.gov/ttn/catc/dir1/chpt2acr.pdf.

FN12 You should include documentation for any additional information you used for the
cost calculations, including any information supplied by vendors that affects your assump-
tions regarding purchased equipment costs, equipment life, replacement of major compon-
ents, and any other element of the calculation that differs from the Control Cost Manual.

b. How do I take into account a project's “remaining useful life” in calculating control costs? You treat the requirement to
consider the source's “remaining useful life” of the source for BART determinations as one element of the overall cost
analysis. The “remaining useful life” of a source, if it represents a relatively short time period, may affect the annualized
costs of retrofit controls. For example, the methods for calculating annualized costs in EPA's Control Cost Manual re-
quire the use of a specified time period for amortization that varies based upon the type of control. If the remaining use-
ful life will clearly exceed this time period, the remaining useful life has essentially no effect on control costs and on the
BART determination process. Where the remaining useful life is less than the time period for amortizing costs, you
should use this shorter time period in your cost calculations.

For purposes of these guidelines, the remaining useful life is the difference between:

(1) January 1 of the year you are conducting the BART analysis (but not later than January 1, 2008);[FN13] and

FN13 The reason for the year 2008 is that the year 2008 is the latest year for which SIPs
are due to address the BART requirement.

(2) The date the facility stops operations. This date must be assured by a federally-enforceable restriction preventing fur-
ther operation. A projected closure date, without such a federally-enforceable restriction, is not sufficient. (The EPA re-
cognizes that there may be situations where a source operator intends to shut down a source by a given date, but wishes
to retain the flexibility to continue operating beyond that date in the event, for example, that market conditions change.)
We request comment on how such flexibility could be provided in this regard while maintaining consistency with the
statutory requirement to install BART within 5 years. For example, one option that we request comment on is allowing a
source to choose between:

(1) Accepting a federally enforceable condition requiring the source to shut down by a given date, or

(2) Installing the level of controls that would have been considered BART if the BART analysis had not assumed a re-
duced remaining useful life if the source is in operation 5 years after the date EPA approves the relevant SIP. The source
would not be allowed to operate after the 5-year mark without such controls.
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c. What do we mean by cost effectiveness? Cost effectiveness, in general, is a criterion used to assess the potential for
achieving an objective at least cost. For purposes of air pollutant analysis, “effectiveness” is measured in terms of tons of
pollutant emissions removed, and “cost” is measured in terms of annualized control costs. We recommend two types of
cost-effectiveness calculations—average cost effectiveness, and incremental cost-effectiveness.

In the cost analysis, you should take care to not focus on incomplete results or partial calculations. For example, large
capital costs for a control option alone would not preclude selection of a control measure if large emissions reductions
are projected. In such a case, low or reasonable cost effectiveness numbers may validate the option as an appropriate
BART alternative irrespective of the large capital costs. Similarly, projects with relatively low capital costs may not be
cost effective if there are few emissions reduced.

d. How do I calculate average cost effectiveness? Average cost effectiveness means the total annualized costs of control
divided by annual emissions reductions (the difference between baseline annual emissions and the estimate of emissions
after controls), using the following formula:

*38127

Because you calculate costs in (annualized) dollars per year ($/yr) and because you calculate emissions rates in tons per
year (tons/yr), the result is an average cost-effectiveness number in (annualized) dollars per ton ($/ton) of pollutant re-
moved.

FN14 Whenever you calculate or report annual costs, you should indicate the year for
which the costs are estimated. For example, if you use the year 2000 as the basis for cost
comparisons, you would report that an annualized cost of $20 million would be: $20 mil-
lion (year 2000 dollars).

e. How do I calculate baseline emissions? The baseline emissions rate should represent a realistic depiction of anticipated
annual emissions for the source. In general, for the existing sources subject to BART, you will estimate the anticipated
annual emissions based upon actual emissions from a baseline period. For purposes of estimating actual emissions, these
guidelines take a similar approach to the current definition of actual emissions in NSR programs. That is, the baseline
emissions are the average annual emissions from the two most recent years, unless you demonstrate that another period is
more representative of normal source operations.[FN15]

FN15 This is the approach in the current NSR regulations. It is possible that this definition
of baseline period may change based upon a current effort to amend the NSR regulations.
We propose that these guidelines should be amended to be consistent with the approach
taken in that separate rulemaking.

When you project that future operating parameters (e.g., limited hours of operation or capacity utilization, type of fuel,
raw materials or product mix or type) will differ from past practice, and if this projection has a deciding effect in the
BART determination, then you must make these parameters or assumptions into enforceable limitations. In the absence
of enforceable limitations, you calculate baseline emissions based upon continuation of past practice.

Examples: The baseline emissions calculation for an emergency standby generator may consider the fact that the source
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owner would not operate more than past practice of 2 weeks a year. On the other hand, baseline emissions associated
with a base-loaded turbine should be based on its past practice which would indicate a large number of hours of opera-
tion. This produces a significantly higher level of baseline emissions than in the case of the emergency/standby unit and
results in more cost-effective controls. As a consequence of the dissimilar baseline emissions, BART for the two cases
could be very different.

f. How do I calculate incremental cost effectiveness? In addition to the average cost effectiveness of a control option, you
should also calculate incremental cost effectiveness. You should consider the incremental cost effectiveness in combina-
tion with the total cost effectiveness in order to justify elimination of a control option. The incremental cost effectiveness
calculation compares the costs and emissions performance level of a control option to those of the next most stringent
option, as shown in the following formula:

Incremental Cost Effectiveness (dollars per incremental ton removed) =

(Total annualized costs of control option) - (Total annualized costs of next control option) +

(Next control option annual emissions) - (Control option annual emissions)

Example 1: Assume that Option F on Figure 2 has total annualized costs of $1 million to reduce 2000 tons of a pollutant,
and that Option D on Figure 2 has total annualized costs of $500,000 to reduce 1000 tons of the same pollutant. The in-
cremental cost effectiveness of Option F relative to Option D is ($1 million - $500,000) divided by (2000 tons - 1000
tons), or $500,000 divided by 1000 tons, which is $500/ton.

Example 2: Assume that two control options exist: Option 1 and Option 2. Option 1 achieves a 100,000 ton/yr reduction
at an annual cost of $19 million. Option 2 achieves a 98,000 tons/yr reduction at an annual cost of $15 million. The in-
cremental cost effectiveness of Option 1 relative to Option 2 is ($19 million - $15 million) divided by (100,000 tons -
98,000 tons). The adoption of Option 1 instead of Option 2 results in an incremental emission reduction of 2,000 tons per
year at an additional cost of $4,000,000 per year. The incremental cost of Option 1, then, is $2000 per ton - 10 times the
average cost of $190 per ton. While $2000 per ton may still be deemed reasonable, it is useful to consider both the aver-
age and incremental cost in making an overall cost-effectiveness finding. Of course, there may be other differences
between these options, such as, energy or water use, or non-air environmental effects, which also deserve consideration
in selecting a BART technology.

You should exercise care in deriving incremental costs of candidate control options. Incremental cost-effectiveness com-
parisons should focus on annualized cost and emission reduction differences between “dominant” alternatives. To identi-
fy dominant alternatives, you generate a graphical plot of total annualized costs for total emissions reductions for all con-
trol alternatives identified in the BART analysis, and by identifying a “least-cost envelope” as shown in Figure 2.

Example: Eight technically feasible control options for analysis are listed in the BART ranking. These are represented as
A through H in Figure 2. The dominant set of control options, B, D, F, G, and H, represent the least-cost envelope, as we
depict by the cost curve connecting them. Points A, C and E are inferior options, and you should not use them in calcu-
lating incremental cost effectiveness. Points A, C and E represent inferior controls because B will buy more emissions re-
ductions for less money than A; and similarly, D and F will buy more reductions for less money than C and E, respect-
ively.

In calculating incremental costs, you:
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(1) Rank the control options in ascending order of annualized total costs,

(2) Develop a graph of the most reasonable smooth curve of the control options, as shown in Figure 2, and

(3) Calculate the incremental cost effectiveness for each dominant option, which is the difference in total annual costs
between that option and the next most stringent option, divided by the difference in emissions reductions between those
two options. For example, using Figure 2, you would calculate incremental cost effectiveness for the difference between
options B and D, options D and F, options F and G, and options G and H.

*38128 A comparison of incremental costs can also be useful in evaluating the viability of a specific control option over
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a range of efficiencies. For example, depending on the capital and operational cost of a control device, total and incre-
mental cost may vary significantly (either increasing or decreasing) over the operational range of a control device.

In addition, when you evaluate the average or incremental cost effectiveness of a control alternative, you should make
reasonable and supportable assumptions regarding control efficiencies. An unrealistically low assessment of the emission
reduction potential of a certain technology could result in inflated cost-effectiveness figures.

g. What other information should I provide in the cost impacts analysis? You should provide documentation of any un-
usual circumstances that exist for the source that would lead to cost-effectiveness estimates that would exceed that for re-
cent retrofits. This is especially important in cases where recent retrofits have cost-effectiveness values that are within a
reasonable range, but your analysis concludes that costs for the source being analyzed are not reasonable.

Example: In an arid region, large amounts of water are needed for a scrubbing system. Acquiring water from a distant
location could greatly increase the cost effectiveness of wet scrubbing as a control option.

*38129 h. Impact analysis part 2: How should I analyze and report energy impacts? You should examine the energy re-
quirements of the control technology and determine whether the use of that technology results in any significant or un-
usual energy penalties or benefits. A source owner may, for example, benefit from the combustion of a concentrated gas
stream rich in volatile organic compounds; on the other hand, more often extra fuel or electricity is required to power a
control device or incinerate a dilute gas stream. If such benefits or penalties exist, they should be quantified and included
in the cost analysis. Because energy penalties or benefits can usually be quantified in terms of additional cost or income
to the source, the energy impacts analysis can, in most cases, simply be factored into the cost impacts analysis. However,
certain types of control technologies have inherent energy penalties associated with their use. While you should quantify
these penalties, so long as they are within the normal range for the technology in question, you should not, in general,
consider such penalties to be an adequate justification for eliminating that technology from consideration.

Your energy impact analysis should consider only direct energy consumption and not indirect energy impacts. For ex-
ample, you could estimate the direct energy impacts of the control alternative in units of energy consumption at the
source (e.g., BTU, kWh, barrels of oil, tons of coal). The energy requirements of the control options should be shown in
terms of total (and in certain cases, also incremental) energy costs per ton of pollutant removed. You can then convert
these units into dollar costs and, where appropriate, factor these costs into the control cost analysis.

You generally do not consider indirect energy impacts (such as energy to produce raw materials for construction of con-
trol equipment). However, if you determine, either independently or based on a showing by the source owner, that the in-
direct energy impact is unusual or significant and that the impact can be well quantified, you may consider the indirect
impact.

The energy impact analysis may also address concerns over the use of locally scarce fuels. The designation of a scarce
fuel may vary from region to region. However, in general, a scarce fuel is one which is in short supply locally and can be
better used for alternative purposes, or one which may not be reasonably available to the source either at the present time
or in the near future.

Finally, the energy impacts analysis may consider whether there are relative differences between alternatives regarding
the use of locally or regionally available coal, and whether a given alternative would result in significant economic dis-
ruption or unemployment. For example, where two options are equally cost effective and achieve equivalent or similar
emissions reductions, one option may be preferred if the other alternative results in significant disruption or unemploy-
ment.
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i. Impact analysis part 3: How do I analyze “non-air quality environmental impacts?” In the non-air quality related envir-
onmental impacts portion of the BART analysis, you address environmental impacts other than air quality due to emis-
sions of the pollutant in question. Such environmental impacts include solid or hazardous waste generation and dis-
charges of polluted water from a control device.

You should identify any significant or unusual environmental impacts associated with a control alternative that have the
potential to affect the selection or elimination of a control alternative. Some control technologies may have potentially
significant secondary environmental impacts. Scrubber effluent, for example, may affect water quality and land use. Al-
ternatively, water availability may affect the feasibility and costs of wet scrubbers. Other examples of secondary environ-
mental impacts could include hazardous waste discharges, such as spent catalysts or contaminated carbon. Generally,
these types of environmental concerns become important when sensitive site-specific receptors exist or when the incre-
mental emissions reductions potential of the most stringent control is only marginally greater than the next most-effective
option. However, the fact that a control device creates liquid and solid waste that must be disposed of does not necessar-
ily argue against selection of that technology as BART, particularly if the control device has been applied to similar fa-
cilities elsewhere and the solid or liquid waste problem under review is similar to those other applications. On the other
hand, where you or the source owner can show that unusual circumstances at the proposed facility create greater prob-
lems than experienced elsewhere, this may provide a basis for the elimination of that control alternative as BART.

The procedure for conducting an analysis of non-air quality environmental impacts should be made based on a considera-
tion of site-specific circumstances. It is not necessary to perform this analysis of environmental impacts for the entire list
of technologies you ranked in Step 3, if you propose to adopt the most stringent alternative. In that case, the analysis
need only address those control alternatives with any significant or unusual environmental impacts that have the potential
to affect the selection or elimination of a control alternative. Thus, any important relative environmental impacts (both
positive and negative) of alternatives can be compared with each other.

In general, the analysis of impacts starts with the identification and quantification of the solid, liquid, and gaseous dis-
charges from the control device or devices under review. Initially, you should perform a qualitative or semi-quantitative
screening to narrow the analysis to discharges with potential for causing adverse environmental effects. Next, you should
assess the mass and composition of any such discharges and quantify them to the extent possible, based on readily-
available information. You should also assemble pertinent information about the public or environmental consequences
of releasing these materials.

j. What are examples of non-air quality environmental impacts? The following are examples of how to conduct non-air
quality environmental impacts:

- Water Impact

You should identify the relative quantities of water used and water pollutants produced and discharged as a result of the
use of each alternative emission control system relative to the most stringent alternative. Where possible, you should as-
sess the effect on ground water and such local surface water quality parameters as ph, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, salin-
ity, toxic chemical levels, temperature, and any other important considerations. The analysis should consider whether ap-
plicable water quality standards will be met and the availability and effectiveness of various techniques to reduce poten-
tial adverse effects.

- Solid Waste Disposal Impact

You should compare the quality and quantity of solid waste (e.g., sludges, solids) that must be stored and disposed of or
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recycled as a result of the application of each alternative emission control system with the quality and quantity of wastes
created with the most stringent emission control system. You should consider the composition and various other charac-
teristics of the solid waste (such as permeability, water retention, rewatering of dried material, *38130 compression
strength, leachability of dissolved ions, bulk density, ability to support vegetation growth and hazardous characteristics)
which are significant with regard to potential surface water pollution or transport into and contamination of subsurface
waters or aquifers.

- Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

You may consider the extent to which the alternative emission control systems may involve a trade-off between short-
term environmental gains at the expense of long-term environmental losses and the extent to which the alternative sys-
tems may result in irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources (for example, use of scarce water resources).

- Other Adverse Environmental Impacts

You may consider significant differences in noise levels, radiant heat, or dissipated static electrical energy. Other ex-
amples of non-air quality environmental impacts would include hazardous waste discharges such as spent catalysts or
contaminated carbon. Generally, these types of environmental concerns become important when the plant is located in an
area that is sensitive to environmental degradation and when the incremental emissions reductions potential of the most
stringent control option is only marginally greater than the next most-effective option.

- Benefits to the Environment

It is important to consider relative differences between options regarding their beneficial impacts to non-air quality-re-
lated environmental media. For example, you may consider whether a given control option results in less deposition of
pollutants to nearby sensitive water bodies.

5. Step 5: How Do I Select the “Best” Alternative, Using the Results of Steps 1 Through 4?

a. Summary of the Impacts Analysis. From the alternatives you ranked in Step 3, you should develop a chart (or charts)
displaying for each of the ranked alternatives:

- Expected emission rate (tons per year, pounds per hour);

- Emissions performance level (e.g., percent pollutant removed, emissions per unit product, lb/MMbtu, ppm);

- Expected emissions reductions (tons per year);

- Costs of compliance—total annualized costs ($), cost effectiveness ($/ton), and incremental cost effectiveness ($/ton);

- Energy impacts (indicate any significant energy benefits or disadvantages);

- Non-air quality environmental impacts (includes any significant or unusual other media impacts, e.g., water or solid
waste), both positive and negative.

b. Selecting a “best” alternative. As discussed above, we are seeking comment on two alternative approaches for evaluat-
ing control options for BART. The first involves a sequential process for conducting the impacts analysis that begins
with a complete evaluation of the most stringent control option. Under this approach, you determine that the most strin-
gent alternative in the ranking does not impose unreasonable costs of compliance, taking into account both average and
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incremental costs, then the analysis begins with a presumption that this level is selected. You then proceed to considering
whether energy and non-air quality environmental impacts would justify selection of an alternative control option. If
there are no outstanding issues regarding energy and non-air quality environmental impacts, the analysis is ended and the
most stringent alternative is identified as the “best system of continuous emission reduction.”

If you determine that the most stringent alternative is unacceptable due to such impacts, you need to document the ra-
tionale for this finding for the public record. Then, the next most-effective alternative in the listing becomes the new con-
trol candidate and is similarly evaluated. This process continues until you identify a technology which does not pose un-
acceptable costs of compliance, energy and/or non-air quality environmental impacts.

The EPA also requests comment on an alternative decision-making approach that would not begin with an evaluation of
the most stringent control option. For example, you could choose to begin the BART determination process by evaluating
the least stringent, technically feasible control option or by evaluating an intermediate control option drawn from the
range of technically feasible control alternatives. Under this approach, you would then consider the additional emissions
reductions, costs, and other effects (if any) of successively more stringent control options. Under such an approach, you
would still be required to (1) display and rank all of the options in order of control effectiveness and to identify the aver-
age and incremental costs of each option; (2) consider the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of each op-
tion; and (3) provide a justification for adopting the technology that you select as the “best” level of control, including an
explanation as to why you rejected other more stringent control technologies.

Because of EPA's experience in evaluating SO2 control options for utility boilers, the Agency is proposing to establish a
presumption regarding the level of SO2 control that is generally achievable for such sources. Based on the cost models in
the Controlling SO2 Emissions report,[FN16] it appears that, where there is no existing control technology in place,
90-95 percent control can generally be achieved at cost-effectiveness values that are in the hundreds of dollars per ton
range or less.[FN17] We are thus proposing a presumption that, for uncontrolled utility boilers, an SO2-control level in
the 90-95 range is generally achievable. If you wish to demonstrate a BART level of control that is less than any pre-
sumption established the final guidelines, you would need to demonstrate the source-specific circumstances with respect
to costs, remaining useful life, non-air quality environmental impacts, or energy impacts that would justify less stringent
controls than for a typical utility boiler. We believe that the “consideration of cost” factor for source-by-source BART,
which is a technology-based approach, generally requires selection of control measures that are within this level of cost
effectiveness. We recognize, however, that the population of utility boilers subject to BART may have case-by-case vari-
ations (for example, type of fuel used, severe space limitations, and presence of existing control equipment) that could
affect the costs of applying retrofit controls. We invite comments on whether the 90-95 percent presumption is appropri-
ate, or whether another presumption should be established instead. If commenters want to offer a different presumption
they should provide documentation supporting the basis for their proposal.

FN16 Documentation of the presumption that 90-95 percent control is achievable is con-
tained in a recent report entitled Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of Technologies,
EPA-600/R-00-093, available on the internet at http://www.epa.gov/ORD/WebPubs/so2.
This report summarizes percentage controls for flue gas desulfurization (FGD) systems
worldwide, provides detailed methods for evaluating costs, and explains the reasons why
costs have been decreasing with time.

FN17 The EPA has used the cost models in the Controlling SO2 Emissions report to calcu-
late cost-effectiveness ($/ton) estimates for FGD technologies for a number of example
cases. (See note to docket A-2000-28 from Tim Smith, EPA/OAQPS, December 29, 2000).
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For evaluating the significance of the costs of compliance, EPA requests *38131 comment on whether the final rule
should contain specific criteria, and on whether such criteria would improve implementation of the BART requirement.
For example, in the work of the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP),[FN18] a system is described which views as
“low cost” those controls with an average cost effectiveness below $500/ton, as “moderate” those controls with an aver-
age cost effectiveness between $500 to 3000 per ton, and as “high” those controls with an average cost effectiveness
greater than $3000 per ton.

FN18 Technical Support Documentation. Voluntary Emissions Reduction Program for Ma-
jor Industrial Sources of Sulfur Dioxide in Nine Western States and a Backstop Market
Trading Program. An Annex to the Report of the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Com-
mission. Section 6A.

c. In selecting a “best” alternative, should I consider the affordability of controls? Even if the control technology is cost
effective, there may be cases where the installation of controls would affect the viability of continued plant operations.

As a general matter, for plants that are essentially uncontrolled at present, and emit at much greater levels per unit of pro-
duction than other plants in the category, we are unlikely to accept as BART any analysis that preserves a source's un-
controlled status. While this result may predict the shutdown of some facilities, we believe that the flexibility provided in
the regional haze rule for an alternative reduction approach, such as an emissions trading program, will minimize the
likelihood of shutdowns.

Nonetheless, we recognize there may be unusual circumstances that justify taking into consideration the conditions of the
plant and the economic effects of requiring the use of a given control technology. These effects would include effects on
product prices, the market share, and profitability of the source. We do not intend, for example, that the most stringent al-
ternative must always be selected, if that level would cause a plant to shut down, while a slightly lesser degree of control
would not have this effect. Where there are such unusual circumstances that are judged to have a severe effect on plant
operations, you may take into consideration the conditions of the plant and the economic effects of requiring the use of a
control technology. Where these effects are judged to have a severe impact on plant operations you may consider them in
the selection process, so long as you provide an economic analysis that demonstrates, in sufficient detail for a meaningful
public review, the specific economic effects, parameters, and reasoning. (We recognize that this review process must pre-
serve the confidentiality of sensitive business information). Any analysis should consider whether other competing plants
in the same industry may also be required to install BART controls.

V. Cumulative Air Quality Analysis

A. What Air Quality Analysis Do We Require in the Regional Haze Rule for Purposes of BART Determinations?

In the regional haze rule, we require the following in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B):

An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each mandatory Class I Federal area as a
result of the emission reductions from all sources subject to BART located within the region that contributes to visibility
impairment in the Class I area, based on the * * * [results of the engineering analysis required by 40 CFR
51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A)] * * *

This means that the regional haze rule requires you to conduct a regional modeling analysis which addresses the total cu-
mulative regional visibility improvement if all sources subject to BART were to install the “best” controls selected ac-
cording to the engineering analysis described above in section IV of these guidelines. We are developing guidelines for
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regional air quality modeling.[FN19]

FN19 (The current draft of this document is entitled Guidance for Attainment of Air Qual-
ity Goals for PM2.5 and Regional Haze. We expect this document will be released in final
form before the publication of the final rule for the BART guidelines.)

B. How Do I Consider the Results of This Analysis in My Selection of BART for Individual Sources?

You use a regional modeling analysis to assess the cumulative impact on visibility of the controls selected in the engin-
eering analysis for the time period for the first regional haze SIP, that is, the time period between the baseline period and
the year 2018. You use this cumulative impact assessment to make a determination of whether the controls you identi-
fied, in their entirety, provide a sufficient visibility improvement to justify their installation. We believe that there is a
sufficient basis for the controls if you can demonstrate for any Class I area that any of the following criteria are met:

(1) The cumulative visibility improvement is a substantial fraction of the achievable visibility improvement from all
measures included in the SIP, or is a substantial fraction of the visibility goal selected for any Class I area (EPA believes
that for such situations, the controls would be essential to ensure progress towards a long-term improvement in visibil-
ity); OR

(2) The cumulative visibility improvement is necessary to prevent any degradation from current conditions on the best
visibility days.

Note that under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B), the passage cited above, the rule does not provide for modeling of subgroup-
ings of the BART population within a region, nor for determinations that some, but not all, of the controls selected in the
engineering analysis may be included in the SIP. Thus, to comply with 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1), the visibility SIP must
provide for BART emission limitations for all sources subject to BART (or demonstrate that BART-level controls are
already in place and required by the SIP), unless you provide a demonstration that no BART controls are justifiable
based upon the cumulative visibility analysis.

VI. Enforceable Limits/Compliance Date

To complete the BART process, you must establish enforceable emission limits and require compliance within a given
period of time. In particular, you must establish an enforceable emission limit for each subject emission unit at the source
and for each pollutant subject to review that is emitted from the source. In addition, you must require compliance with
the BART emission limitations no later than 5 years after EPA approves your SIP. If technological or economic limita-
tions in the application of a measurement methodology to a particular emission unit would make an emissions limit in-
feasible, you may prescribe a design, equipment, work practice, operation standard, or combination of these types of
standards. You should ensure that any BART requirements are written in a way that clearly specifies the individual emis-
sion unit(s) subject to BART review. Because the BART requirements are “applicable” requirements of the CAA, they
must be included as title V permit conditions according to the procedures established in 40 CFR part 70 or 40 CFR part
71.

Section 302(k) of the CAA requires emissions limits such as BART to be met on a continuous basis. Although this provi-
sion does not necessarily require the use of continuous emissions monitoring (CEMs), it is important that sources employ
techniques that ensure compliance on a continuous basis. Monitoring requirements generally applicable to sources, in-
cluding those that are subject to BART, are governed by other regulations. See, e.g., 40 CFR *38132 part 64 (compliance
assurance monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3) (periodic monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(c)(1) (sufficiency monitoring). Note also
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that while we do not believe that CEMs would necessarily be required for all BART sources, the vast majority of electric
generating units already employ CEM technology for other programs, such as the acid rain program. In addition, emis-
sions limits must be enforceable as a practical matter (contain appropriate averaging times, compliance verification pro-
cedures and recordkeeping requirements). In light of the above, the permit must:

- Be sufficient to show compliance or noncompliance (i.e., through monitoring times of operation, fuel input, or other in-
dices of operating conditions and practices); and

- Specify a reasonable averaging time consistent with established reference methods, contain reference methods for de-
termining compliance, and provide for adequate reporting and recordkeeping so that air quality agency personnel can de-
termine the compliance status of the source.

VII. Emission Trading Program Overview

40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) allows States the option of implementing an emissions trading program or other alternative measure
instead of requiring BART. This option provides the opportunity for achieving better environmental results at a lower
cost than under a source-by-source BART requirement. A trading program must include participation by BART sources,
but may also include sources that are not subject to BART. The program would allow for implementation during the first
implementation period of the regional haze rule (that is, by the year 2018) instead of the 5-year compliance period noted
above. In this section of the guidance, we provide an overview of the steps in developing a trading program[FN20] con-
sistent with 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2).

FN20 We focus in this section on emission cap and trade programs which we believe will
be the most common type of economic incentive program developed as an alternative to
BART.

A. What Are the General Steps in Developing an Emission Trading Program?

The basic steps are to:

(1) Develop emission budgets;

(2) Allocate emission allowances to individual sources; and

(3) Develop a system for tracking individual source emissions and allowances. (For example, procedures for transactions,
monitoring, compliance and other means of ensuring program accountability).

B. What Are Emission Budgets and Allowances?

An emissions budget is a limit, for a given source population, on the total emissions amount[FN21] that may be emitted
by those sources over a State or region. An emission budget is also referred to as an “emission cap.”

FN21 An emission budget generally represents a total emission amount for a single pollut-
ant such as SO2. As noted in the preamble to the regional haze rule (64 FR 35743, July 1,
1999) we believe that unresolved technical difficulties preclude inter-pollutant trading at
this time.

In general, the emission budget is subdivided into source-specific amounts that we refer to as “allowances.” Generally,
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each allowance equals one ton of emissions. Sources must hold allowances for all emissions of the pollutant covered by
the program that they emit. Once you allocate the allowances, source owners have flexibility in determining how they
will meet their emissions limit. Source owners have the options of:

—Emitting at the level of allowances they are allocated (for example, by controlling emissions or curtailing operations),

—Emitting at amounts less than the allowance level, thus freeing up allowances that may be used by other sources owned
by the same owner, or sold to another source owner, or

—Emitting at amounts greater than the allowance level, and purchasing allowances from other sources or using excess
allowances from another plant under the same ownership.

A good example of an emissions trading program is the acid rain program under title IV of the CAA. The acid rain pro-
gram is a national program—it establishes a national emissions cap, allocates allowances to individual sources, and al-
lows trading of allowances between all covered sources in the United States. The Ozone Transport Commission's NOX
Memorandum of Understanding, and the NOX SIP call both provide for regional trading programs. Other trading pro-
grams generally have applied only to sources within a single State. A regional multi-State program provides greater op-
portunities for emission trading, and should be considered by regional planning organizations that are evaluating alternat-
ives to source-specific BART. The WRAP has recommended a regional market trading program as a backstop to its over-
all emission reduction program for SO2. Although regional trading programs require more interstate coordination, EPA
has expertise that it can offer to States wishing to pursue such a program.

C. What Criteria Must Be Met in Developing an Emission Trading Program as an Alternative to BART?

Under the regional haze rule, an emission trading program must achieve “greater reasonable progress” (that is, greater
visibility improvement) than would be achieved through the installation and operation of source-specific BART. The
“greater reasonable progress” demonstration involves the following steps, which are discussed in more detail below:

—Identify the sources that are subject to BART,

—Calculate the emissions reductions that would be achieved if BART were installed and operated on sources subject to
BART,

—Demonstrate whether your emission budget achieves emission levels that are equivalent to or less than the emissions
levels that would result if BART were installed and operated,

—Analyze whether implementing a trading program in lieu of BART would likely lead to differences in the geographic
distribution of emissions within a region, and

—Demonstrate that the emission levels will achieve greater progress in visibility than would be achieved if BART were
installed and operated on sources subject to BART.

1. How Do I Identify Sources Subject to BART?

For a trading program, you would identify sources subject to BART in the same way as we described in sections II and
III of these guidelines.

2. How Do I Calculate the Emissions Reductions That Would Be Achieved If BART Were Installed and Operated on
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These Sources?

For a trading program under 51.308(e)(2), you may identify these emission reductions by:

—Conducting a case-by-case analysis for each of the sources, using the procedures described above in these guidelines
in sections II through V;

—Conducting an analysis for each source category that takes into account the available technologies, the costs of compli-
ance, the energy impacts, the non-air quality environmental impacts, the pollution control equipment in use, and the re-
maining useful life, on a category-wide basis; or *38133

—Conducting an analysis that combines considerations on both source-specific and category-wide information.

For a category-wide analysis of available control options, you develop cost estimates and estimates of energy and non-air
quality environmental impacts that you judge representative of the sources subject to BART for a source category as a
whole, rather than analyze each source that is subject to BART. The basic steps of a category-wide analysis are the same
as for a source-specific analysis. You identify technically feasible control options and rank them according to control
stringency. Next, you calculate the costs and cost effectiveness for each control option, beginning with the most stringent
option. Likely, the category-wide estimate will represent a range of cost and cost-effectiveness values rather than a single
number.[FN22] Next, you evaluate the expected energy and non-air quality impacts (both positive and negative impacts)
to determine whether these impacts preclude selection of a given alternative.

FN22 We request comment on whether these guidelines should recommend a weighted av-
erage of the values instead of presenting the values as a range.

The EPA requests comment on an approach to the category-wide analysis of BART that would allow the States to evalu-
ate different levels of BART control options (e.g., all measures less than $1000/ton vs. all measures less than $2000/ton
vs. all measures less than $3000/ton) through an iterative process of assessing relative changes in cumulative visibility
impairment. For example, States or regional planning organizations could use $1000 or $2000/ton as an initial cutoff for
selecting reasonable control options. The States or regional planning organizations could then compare the across-
the-board regional emissions and visibility changes resulting from the implementation of the initial control option and
that resulting from the implementation of control options with a $3000/ton cutoff (or $1500/ton, etc). This approach
would allow States and other stakeholders to understand the visibility differences among BART control options achiev-
ing less cost-effective or more cost-effective levels of overall control.

3. For a Cap and Trade Program, How Do I Demonstrate That My Emission Budget Results in Emission Levels That Are
Equivalent To or Less Than the Emissions Levels That Would Result If BART Were Installed and Operated?

Emissions budgets must address two criteria. First, you must develop an emissions budget for a future year[FN23] which
ensures reductions in actual emissions that achieve greater reasonable visibility progress than BART. This will generally
necessitate development of a “baseline forecast” of emissions for the population of sources included within the budget. A
baseline forecast is a prediction of the future emissions for that source population in absence of either BART or the al-
ternative trading program. Second, you must take into consideration the timing of the emission budget relative to the
timetable for BART. If the implementation timetable for the emission trading program is a significantly longer period
than the 5-year time period for BART implementation, you should establish budgets for interim years that ensure steady
and continuing progress in emissions reductions.
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FN23 As required by 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(iii), emissions reductions must take place dur-
ing the period of the first long-term strategy for regional haze. This means the reductions
must take place no later than the year 2018.

In evaluating whether the program milestone for the year 2018 provides for a BART-equivalent or better emission in-
ventory total, you conduct the following steps:

—Identify the source population included within the budget, which must include all BART sources and may include oth-
er sources,

—For sources included within the budget, develop a base year[FN24] emissions inventory for stationary sources included
within the budget, using the most current available emission inventory,

FN24 The base year must reflect the year of the most current available emission inventory,
in many cases the year 2002, and this base year should not be later than the 2000-2004
time period used for baseline purposes under the regional haze rule.

—Develop a future emissions inventory for the milestone year (in most cases, the year 2018), that is, an inventory of pro-
jected emissions for the milestone year in the absence of BART or a trading program,

—Calculate the reductions from the forecasted emissions if BART were installed on all sources subject to BART,

—Subtract this amount from the forecasted total, and

—Compare the budget you have selected and confirm that it does not exceed this level of emissions.

Example: For a given region for which a budget is being developed for SO2, the most recent inventory is for the year
2002. The budget you propose for the trading program is 1.2 million tons. The projected emissions inventory total for the
year 2018, using the year 2002 inventory and growth projections, is 4 million tons per year. Application of BART con-
trols on the population of sources subject to BART would achieve 2.5 million tons per year of reductions. Subtracting
this amount from the project inventory yields a value of 1.5 million tons. Because your selected budget of 1.2 million
tons is less than this value, it achieves a better than a BART-equivalent emission total.

4. How Do I Ensure That Trading Budgets Achieve “Greater Reasonable Progress?”

In some cases, you may be able to demonstrate that a trading program that achieves greater emissions progress may also
achieve greater visibility progress without necessarily conducting a detailed dispersion modeling analysis. This could be
done, for example, if you can demonstrate, using economic models, that the likely distribution of emissions when the
trading program is implemented would not be significantly different than the distribution of emissions if BART was in
place. If distribution of emissions is not substantially different than under BART, and greater emissions reductions are
achieved, then the trading program would presumptively achieve “greater reasonable progress.”

If the distribution of emissions is different under the two approaches, then the possibility exists that the trading program,
even though it achieves greater emissions reductions, may not achieve better visibility improvement. Where this is the
case, then you must conduct dispersion modeling to determine the visibility impact of the trading alternative. The disper-
sion modeling should determine differences in visibility between BART and the trading program for each impacted Class
I area, for the worst and best 20 percent of days. The modeling should identify:
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—The estimated difference in visibility conditions under the two approaches for each Class I area,

—The average difference in visibility over all Class I areas impacted by the region's emissions. [For example, if six Class
I areas are in the region impacted, you would take the average of the improvement in deciviews over those six areas].

*38134 The modeling study would demonstrate “greater reasonable progress” if both of the following two criteria are
met:

—Visibility does not decline in any Class I area

Example:

In Class I area X, BART would result in 2.5 deciviews of improvement but the trading program would achieve 1.4 de-
civiews. The criterion would be met because the trading program results in improvement of 1.4 deciviews, rather than a
decline in visibility.

—Overall improvement in visibility, determined by comparing the average differences over all affected Class I areas

Example: For the same scenario, assume that ten Class I areas are impacted. The average deciview improvement from
BART for the ten Class I areas is 3.5 deciviews (the 2.5 deciview value noted above, and values for the remaining areas
of 3.9, 4.1, 1.7, 3.3, 4.5, 3.1, 3.6, 3.8 and 4.5). The average of the ten deciview values for the trading program must be
3.5 deciviews or more.

5. How Do I Allocate Emissions to Sources?

Emission allocations must be consistent with the overall budget that you provide to us. We believe it is not appropriate
for EPA to require a particular process and criteria for individual source allocations, and thus we will not dictate how to
allocate allowances. We will provide information on allocation processes to State and local agencies, and to regional
planning organizations.

6. What Provisions Must I Include in Developing a System for Tracking Individual Source Emissions and Allowances?

The EPA requests comment generally on what the BART guidelines should require in terms of the level of detail for the
administration of a trading program and for the tracking of emissions and allowances. In general, we expect regional
haze trading programs to contain the same degree of rigor as trading programs for criteria pollutants. In terms of ensuring
the overall integrity and enforceability of a trading program, we expect that you will generally follow the guidance
already being developed for other economic incentive programs (EIPs) in establishing a trading program for regional
haze. In addition, we expect that any future trading programs developed by States and/or regional planning organizations
will be developed in consultation with a broad range of stakeholders.

There are two EPA-administered emission trading programs that we believe provide good examples of the features of a
well-run trading program. These two programs provide considerable information that would be useful to the development
of regional haze trading programs as an alternative to BART.

The first example is EPA's acid rain program under title IV of the CAA. Phase I of the acid rain reduction program began
in 1995. Under phase I, reductions in the overall SO2 emissions were required from large coal-burning boilers in 110
power plants in 21 midwest, Appalachian, southeastern and northeastern States. Phase II of the acid rain program began
in 2000, and required further reductions in the SO2 emissions from coal-burning power plants. Phase II also extended the
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program to cover other lesser-emitting sources. Allowance trading is the centerpiece of EPA's acid rain program for SO2.
You will find information on this program in:

—Title IV of the CAA Amendments (1990),

—40 CFR part 73 at 58 FR 3687 (January 1993),

—EPA's acid rain website, at www.epa.gov/acidrain/trading.html.

The second example is the rule for reducing regional transport of ground-level ozone (NOX SIP call). The NOX SIP call
rule requires a number of eastern, midwestern, and southeastern States and the District of Columbia to submit SIPs that
address the regional transport of ground-level ozone through reductions in NOX. States may meet the requirements of the
rule by participating in an EPA-administered trading program. To participate in the program, the States must submit rules
sufficiently similar to a model trading rule promulgated by the Agency (40 CFR part 96). More information on this pro-
gram is available in:

—The preamble and rule in the Federal Register at 63 FR 57356 (October 1998),

—The NOX compliance guide, available at www.epa.gov/acidrain/modlrule/main.html#126,

—Fact sheets for the rule, available at www.epa.gov/ttn/rto/sip/related.html #prop,

—Additional information available on EPA's web site, at www.epa.gov/acidrain/modlrule/main.html.

A third program that provides a good example of trading programs is the the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) NOX
budget program. The OTC NOX budget program was created to reduce summertime NOX emissions in the northeast
United States. The program caps NOX emissions for the affected States at less than half of the 1990 baseline emission
level of 490,000 tons, and uses trading to achieve cost-effective compliance. For more information on the trading provi-
sions of the program, see:

—Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), available at www.sso.org/otc/att2.HTM,

—Fact sheets available at www.sso.org/otc/Publications/327facts.htm,

—Additional information, available at www.epa.gov/acidrain/otc/otcmain.html.

The EPA is including in the docket for this rulemaking a detailed presentation that has been used by EPA's Clean Air
Markets Division to explain the provisions of NOX trading programs with State and local officials. This presentation
provides considerable information on EPA's views on sound trading programs.

The EPA recognizes that it is desirable to minimize administrative burdens for sources that may be subject to the provi-
sions of several different emission trading programs. We believe that it is desirable for any emission trading program for
BART to use existing tracking systems to the extent possible. At the same time, we request comment on whether States
and/or regional planning organizations should conduct additional technical analyses (and, if so, to what extent) to de-
termine whether the time periods for tracking of allowances under existing programs (i.e., annual allowances for SO2 for
the acid rain program, and allowances for the ozone season for NOX) are appropriate for purposes of demonstrating
greater reasonable regional progress vis a vis BART. The EPA expects that if such analyses are conducted, they would be
conducted in conjunction with the timelines for development of SIPs for regional haze.
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7. How Would a Regional Haze Trading Program Interface With the Requirements for “Reasonably Attributable” BART
Under 40 CFR 51.302 of the Regional Haze Rule?

If a State elects to impose case-by-case BART emission limitations according to 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1) of the regional
haze rule, then there should be no difficulties arising from the implementation of requirement for “reasonably attribut-
able” BART under 40 CFR 51.302. However, if a State chooses an alternative measure, such as an emissions trading pro-
gram, in lieu of requiring BART emissions limitation on specific sources, then the requirement for BART is not satisfied
until alternative measures reduce emissions sufficient to make “more reasonable progress than BART.” Thus, in that
*38135 period between implementation of an emissions trading program and the satisfaction of the overall BART re-
quirement, an individual source could be required to install BART for reasonably attributable impairment under 40 CFR
51.302. Because such an overlay of the requirements under 40 CFR 51.302 on a trading program under 40 CFR 51.308
might affect the economic and other considerations that were used in developing the emissions trading program, the re-
gional haze rule allows for a “geographic enhancement” under 40 CFR 51.308. This provision addresses the interface
between a regional trading program and the requirement under 40 CFR 51.302 regarding BART for reasonably attribut-
able visibility impairment. (See 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(v)).

The EPA recognizes the desirability of addressing any such issues at the outset of developing an emissions trading pro-
gram to address regional haze. We note that the WRAP, the planning organization for the nine western States considering
a trading program under 40 CFR 51.309 (which contains a similar geographic enhancement provision), has adopted
policies which target use of the 51.302 provisions by the Federal Land Managers (FLMs). In this case for the nine WRAP
States, the FLMs have agreed that they will certify reasonable attributable impairment only under certain specific condi-
tions. Under this approach, the FLMs would certify under 40 CFR 51.302 only if the regional trading program is not de-
creasing sulfate concentrations in a Class I area within the region. Moreover, the FLMs will certify impairment under 40
CFR 51.302 only where: (1) BART-eligible sources are located “near” that class I area and (2) those sources have not
implemented BART controls. In addition, the WRAP is investigating other procedures for States to follow in responding
to a certification of “reasonably attributable” impairment if an emissions trading approach is adopted to address the
BART requirement based on the sources' impact on regional haze.

The specific pollutants and the magnitude of impacts under the regional haze rule and at specific Class I areas may vary
in different regions of the country. We expect that each State through its associated regional planning organization will
evaluate the need for geographic enhancement procedures within any adopted regional emissions trading program.

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 51

Environmental protection, Administrative practice and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon monoxide, Nitrogen di-
oxide, Particulate matter, Sulfur oxides, Volatile organic compounds.

Dated: June 22, 2001.

Christine T. Whitman,

Administrator.

In addition to the guidelines described above, part 51 of chapter I of title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is pro-
posed to be amended as follows:

PART 51—REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPTION, AND SUBMITTAL OF IMPLEMENTATION
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PLANS1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7410-7671q.

40 CFR § 51.302

2. Section 51.302 is amended by revising paragraph (c)(4)(iii) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.302

§ 51.302 Implementation control strategies for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

* * * * *

(c) * * *

(4) * * *

(iii) BART must be determined for fossil-fuel fired generating plants having a total generating capacity in excess of 750
megawatts pursuant to “Guidelines for Determining Best Available Retrofit Technology for Coal-fired Power Plants and
Other Existing Stationary Facilities' (1980), which is incorporated by reference, exclusive of appendix E, which was pub-
lished in the Federal Register on February 6, 1980 (45 FR 8210), except that options more stringent than NSPS must be
considered. Establishing a BART emission limitation equivalent to the NSPS level of control is not a sufficient basis to
avoid the detailed analysis of control options required by the guidelines. It is EPA publication No. 450/3-80-009b and is
for sale from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Spring-
field, Virginia 22161.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.308

3. Section 51.308 is amended by adding paragraph(e)(1)(ii)(C) as follows:

40 CFR § 51.308

§ 51.308 Regional haze program requirements.

* * * * *

(e) * * *

(1) * * *

(ii) * * *

(C) Appendix Y of this part provides guidelines for conducting the analyses under paragraphs (e)(1)(ii)(A) and
(e)(1)(ii)(B) of this section. All BART determinations that are required in paragraph (e)(1) of this section must be made
pursuant to the guidelines in appendix Y of this part.

* * * * *
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[FR Doc. 01-18094 Filed 7-19-01; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 6560-50-P

66 FR 38108-01, 2001 WL 814688 (F.R.)
END OF DOCUMENT
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PROPOSED RULES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 51

[FRL-7653-6]

RIN 2060-AJ31

Regional Haze Regulations and Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations

Wednesday, May 5, 2004

*25184 AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: On July 1, 1999, EPA promulgated regulations to address regional haze, (64 FR 3714). These regulations
were challenged, and on May 24, 2002, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued a ruling va-
cating the regional haze rule in part and sustaining it in part.American Corn Growers Ass'n v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir.
2002). Today's proposed rule addresses the court's ruling in that case.

In addition, prior to the court's decision, EPA had proposed guidelines for implementation of the best available retrofit
technology (BART) requirements under the regional haze rule, (66 FR 38108; July 20, 2001). The proposed guidelines
were intended to clarify the requirements of the regional haze rule's BART provisions. We proposed to add the guidelines
and also proposed to add regulatory text requiring that these guidelines be used for addressing BART determinations un-
der the regional haze rule. In addition, we proposed one revision to guidelines issued in 1980 for facilities contributing to
“reasonably attributable” visibility impairment.

In the American Corn Growers case, the court vacated and remanded the BART provisions of the regional haze rule. To
respond to the court's ruling, we are proposing new BART provisions and reproposing the BART guidelines. The Amer-
ican Corn Growers court also remanded to the Agency its decision to extend the deadline for the submittal of regional
haze plans. Subsequently, Congress amended the deadlines for regional haze plans (Consolidated Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2004, Public Law 108-199, January 23, 2004). We are proposing to amend the rule to conform to the new
statutory deadlines.

DATES: Comments on this proposal must be received by July 6, 2004.

ADDRESSES: Submit your comments, identified by Docket ID No. OAR-2002-0076 by one of the following methods:

Federal eRulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov. Follow the on-line instructions for submitting comments.
Agency Web site: http:// www.epa.gov/edocket. EDOCKET, EPA's electronic public docket and comment system, is
EPA's preferred method for receiving comments. Follow the on-line instructions for submitting comments.

E-mail: http://www.epa.gov/edocket.
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Fax: 202-566-1741.

Mail: OAR Docket, Environmental Protection Agency, Mailcode: B102, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Washington, DC
20460. Please include a total of 2 copies.

Hand Delivery: EPA/DC, EPA West, Room B102, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW., Washington, DC. Such deliveries are
only accepted during the Docket's normal hours of operation, and special arrangements should be made for deliveries of
boxed information.

Instructions: Direct your comments to Docket ID No. OAR-2002-0076. EPA's policy is that all comments received will
be included in the public docket without change and may be made available online at http:// www.epa.gov/edocket, in-
cluding any personal information provided, unless the comment includes information claimed to be Confidential Busi-
ness Information (CBI) or other information whose disclosure is restricted by statute. Do not submit information that you
consider to be CBI or otherwise protected through EDOCKET, regulations.gov, or e-mail. The EPA EDOCKET and the
federal regulations.gov Web sites are “anonymous access” systems, which means EPA will not know your identity or
contact information unless you provide it in the body of your comment. If you send an e-mail comment directly to EPA
without going through EDOCKET or regulations.gov, your e-mail address will be automatically captured and included as
part of the comment that is placed in the public docket and made available on the Internet. If you submit an electronic
comment, EPA recommends that you include your name and other contact information in the body of your comment and
with any disk or CD-ROM you submit. If EPA cannot read your comment due to technical difficulties and cannot contact
you for clarification, EPA may not be able to consider your comment. Electronic files should avoid the use of special
characters, any form of encryption, and be free of any defects or viruses. For additional information about EPA's public
docket visit EDOCKET on-line or see the Federal Register of May 31, 2002 (67 FR 38102).

For additional instructions on submitting comments, go to unit II of the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section of
this document.

Docket: All documents in the docket are listed in the EDOCKET index at http://www.epa.gov/edocket. Although listed in
the index, some information is not publicly available, i.e., CBI or other information whose disclosure is restricted by stat-
ute. Certain other material, such as copyrighted material, is not placed on the Internet and will be publicly available only
in hard copy form. Publicly available docket materials are available either electronically in EDOCKET or in hard copy at
the OAR Docket, EPA/DC, EPA West, Room B102, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW., Washington, DC. The Public Reading
Room is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding legal holidays. The telephone number for
the Public Reading Room is (202) 566-1744, and the telephone number for the OAR Docket is (202) 566-1742.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Kathy Kaufman at 919-541-0102 or by e-mail at Kauf-
man.Kathy@epa.gov or Todd Hawes at 919-541-5591 or by e-mail Hawes.Todd @epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Regulated Entities

The promulgation of the proposed rule would affect the following: State and local permitting authorities and Indian
Tribes containing major stationary sources of pollution affecting visibility in federally protected scenic areas.

This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather provides a guide for readers regarding entities likely to be regulated
by this action. This list gives examples of the types of entities EPA is now aware could potentially be regulated by this
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action. Other types of entities not listed could also be affected. To determine whether your facility, company, business,
organization, etc., is regulated by this action, you should examine the applicability criteria in Part II of this preamble. If
you have any questions regarding the applicability of this action to a particular entity, consult the person listed in the pre-
ceding FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT section.

II. What Should I Consider as I Prepare My Comments for EPA?

1. Submitting CBI. Do not submit this information to EPA through EDOCKET, regulations.gov or e-mail. Clearly mark
the part or all of the information that you claim to be CBI. For CBI information in a disk or CD-ROM that you mail to
EPA, mark the outside of the disk or CD-ROM as CBI and then identify electronically within the disk or CD-ROM the
specific information that *25185 is claimed as CBI). In addition to one complete version of the comment that includes in-
formation claimed as CBI, a copy of the comment that does not contain the information claimed as CBI must be submit-
ted for inclusion in the public docket. Information so marked will not be disclosed except in accordance with procedures
set forth in 40 CFR part 2.

2. Tips for Preparing Your Comments. When submitting comments, remember to:

A. Identify the rulemaking by docket number and other identifying information (subject heading, Federal Register date
and page number).

B. Follow directions—The agency may ask you to respond to specific questions or organize comments by referencing a
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part or section number.

C. Explain why you agree or disagree; suggest alternatives and substitute language for your requested changes.

D. Describe any assumptions and provide any technical information and/or data that you used.

E. If you estimate potential costs or burdens, explain how you arrived at your estimate in sufficient detail to allow for it
to be reproduced.

F. Provide specific examples to illustrate your concerns, and suggest alternatives.

G. Explain your views as clearly as possible, avoiding the use of profanity or personal threats.

H. Make sure to submit your comments by the comment period deadline identified.

Outline. The contents of today's preamble are listed in the following outline.

I. Overview of Today's Proposed Actions

II. Background

A. Regional Haze Rule

B. Partial Remand of the Regional Haze Rule in American Corn Growers

C. Proposed Changes to the Visibility Regulations

D. Reproposal of the BART Guidelines
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III. Detailed Discussion of Reproposed BART Guidelines

A. Introduction

B. How to Identify BART-eligible Sources

C. How to Determine Which BART-eligible Sources are Subject to BART

D. The BART Determination Process

E. Trading Program Guidance

IV. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

B. Paperwork Reduction Act

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children From Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use

I. National Technology Transfer Advancement Act

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations

I. Overview of Today's Proposed Actions

Today's rulemaking provides for the following proposed changes to the regional haze regulations:

(1) Revised regulatory text in response to the American Corn Growers court's remand, to require that the BART determ-
ination includes an analysis of the degree of visibility improvement resulting from the use of control technology at each
source subject to BART,

(2) revised regulatory text in 40 CFR 51.308(b) and deletion of 40 CFR 51.308(c) Options for regional planning in re-
sponse to Congressional legislation amending the deadlines for submittal of regional haze implementation plans. This
provision had provided for an alternative process for States to submit regional haze implementation plans in attainment
areas,

(3) BART guidelines, contained in a new appendix Y to 40 CFR part 51,
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(4) new and revised regulatory text, to be added to 40 CFR 51.308(e) to require the use of appendix Y in establishing
BART emission limits, and

(5) revised regulatory language at 51.302 to clarify the relationship between New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
and BART for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

How This Preamble Is Structured. Section II provides background on the regional haze rule, the D.C. Circuit Court de-
cision which remanded parts of the rule, and the proposed changes to the rule and reproposal of the BART guidelines in
response to the remand. Section III discusses in more detail the reproposed BART guidelines, including changes from the
July 2001 proposal based the court decision and certain comments that we received on the initial proposal. Section IV
provides a discussion of how this rulemaking complies with the requirements of Statutory and Executive Order Reviews.

II. Background

A. Regional Haze Rule

In 1999, we published a final rule to address a type of visibility impairment known as regional haze (64 FR 35714; July
1, 1999). The regional haze rule requires States to submit implementation plans (SIPs) to address regional haze visibility
impairment in 156 Federally-protected parks and wilderness areas. These 156 scenic areas are called “mandatory Class I
Federal areas” in the Clean Air Act (CAA),[FN1] but are referred to simply as “Class I areas” in today's rulemaking. The
1999 rule was issued to fulfill a long-standing EPA commitment to address regional haze under the authority and require-
ments of sections 169A and 169B of the CAA.

FN1 See, e.g., CAA Section 169A(a)(1).

As required by the CAA, we included in the final regional haze rule a requirement for BART for certain large stationary
sources that were put in place between 1962 and 1977. We discussed these requirements in detail in the preamble to the
final rule (64 FR 35737-35743). The regulatory requirements for BART were codified at 40 CFR 51.308(e), and in defin-
itions that appear in 40 CFR 51.301.

The CAA, in sections 169A(b)(2)(A) and in 169A(g)(7), uses the term “major stationary source” to describe those
sources that are the focus of the BART requirement. To avoid confusion with other CAA requirements which also use the
term “major stationary source” to refer to a somewhat different population of sources, the regional haze rule uses the
term “BART-eligible source” to describe these sources. The BART-eligible sources are those sources which have the po-
tential to emit 250 tons or more of a visibility-impairing air pollutant, were put in place between August 7, 1962 and Au-
gust 7, 1977, and whose operations fall within one or more of 26 specifically listed source categories. Under the CAA,
BART is required for any BART-eligible source which “emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to
cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any such area.”Accordingly, for stationary sources meeting these
criteria, States must address the BART requirement when they develop their regional haze SIPs.

Section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA requires that States must consider the following factors in making BART determinations:

(1) The costs of compliance,

(2) The energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance,

(3) Any existing pollution control technology in use at the source,
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(4) The remaining useful life of the source, and

(5) The degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be *25186 anticipated to result from the use of such
technology.

These statutory factors for BART were codified at 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii).

In the preamble to the regional haze rule, we committed to issuing further guidelines to clarify the requirements of the
BART provision. The purpose of this proposed rulemaking is to fulfill this commitment by providing guidelines for
States to use in identifying their BART-eligible sources, in identifying which of those sources must undergo a detailed
BART analysis (i.e., which are “sources subject to BART”), and in conducting the technical analysis of possible controls
in light of the statutory factors listed above (“the BART determination”).

B. Partial Remand of the Regional Haze Rule in American Corn Growers

In response to challenges to the regional haze rule by various petitioners, the D.C. Circuit in American Corn Growers et
al. v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (2002) issued a ruling striking down the regional haze rule in part, and upholding it in part. This
section discusses the court's opinion in that case, as background for the discussion of specific changes to the regional
haze rule and the BART guidelines presented in the next two sections, respectively.

We explained in the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule that the BART requirements in section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the
CAA demonstrate Congress' intent to focus attention directly on the problem of pollution from a specific set of existing
sources (64 FR 35737). The CAA requires that any of these existing sources “which, as determined by the State, emits
any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility [in a Class I
area],” shall install the best available retrofit technology for controlling emissions.[FN2] In determining BART, the CAA
requires the State to consider several factors that are set forth in section 169(g)(2) of the CAA, including the degree of
improvement in visibility which may reasonably result from the use of such technology.

FN2 CAA Sections 169A(b)(2) and (g)(7).

The regional haze rule addresses visibility impairment resulting from emissions from a multitude of sources located
across a wide geographic area. Because the problem of regional haze is caused in large part by the long-range transport
of emissions from multiple sources, and for certain technical and other reasons explained in that rulemaking, we had ad-
opted an approach that required States to look at the contribution of all BART sources to the problem of regional haze in
determining both applicability and the appropriate level of control. Specifically, we had concluded that if a source poten-
tially subject to BART is located within an upwind area from which pollutants may be transported downwind to a Class I
area, that source “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute” to visibility impairment in the Class I area. Sim-
ilarly, we had also concluded that in weighing the factors set forth in the statute for determining BART, the States should
consider the collective impact of BART sources on visibility. In particular, in considering the degree of visibility im-
provement that could reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology, we stated that the State should
consider the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls to all
sources subject to BART. We had concluded that the States should use this analysis to determine the appropriate BART
emission limitations for specific sources.[FN3]

FN3 See 66 FR 35737-35743 for a discussion of the rationale for the BART requirements
in the 1999 regional haze rule.
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In American Corn Growers v. EPA, industry petitioners challenged EPA's interpretation of both these aspects of the
BART determination process and raised other challenges to the rule. While rejecting industry's other challenges, the
court in American Corn Growers concluded that the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule were inconsistent
with the provisions in the CAA “giving the states broad authority over BART determinations.”291 F.3d at 8. Specific-
ally, with respect to the test for determining whether a source is subject to BART, the court held that the method that
EPA had prescribed for determining which eligible sources are subject to BART illegally constrained the authority Con-
gress had conferred on the States. Id. However, the court expressly declined to hold that the general collective contribu-
tion approach to determining BART applicability was necessarily inconsistent with the CAA, were it not for the infringe-
ment on State authority. Id. at 9. Rather, the court stated that the collective contribution approach may have been accept-
able if EPA had allowed for a State exemption process based on an individualized contribution determination. Id. at 12.

The court in American Corn Growers also found that EPA's interpretation of the CAA requiring the States to consider the
degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls in determining
BART was inconsistent with the language of the Act.291 F.3d at 8. Based on its review of the statute, the court con-
cluded that the five statutory factors in section 169A(g)(2) “were meant to be considered together by the states.”Id. at 6.

Finally, the court remanded the schedule in the regional haze rule for the submission of implementation plans for areas
that commit to regional planning, indicating that the use of such a “committal SIP” does not appear to satisfy statutory
requirements. The court declined to vacate the provision, however, in light of the need to change SIP requirements in or-
der to satisfy the ruling on the BART issue. Id. at 15.

C. Proposed Changes in the Visibility Regulations

Today's proposed rule responds to the American Corn Growers court's decision on the BART provisions by proposing
changes to the regional haze rule at 40 CFR 51.308, and by reproposing the BART guidelines. This section outlines the
changes to the regional haze rule due to the court's remand and to subsequent Congressional action regarding deadlines
for the submission of regional haze implementation plans. It also explains the minor change we are proposing to the sec-
tion of the regulation governing the use of the 1980 BART guidelines when conducting BART analyses for certain power
plants for reasonably attributable (i.e., localized) visibility impairment.

1. Determination of Which Sources Are Subject to BART

Today's proposed action addresses the American Corn Growers court's vacature of the requirement in the regional haze
rule requiring States to assess visibility impacts on a cumulative basis in determining which sources are subject to
BART. Because this requirement was found only in the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule (see 291 F.3rd at 6, cit-
ing 64 FR 35741), no changes to the regulations are required. Instead, this issue is addressed in the BART guidelines,
which provide States with a number of options for determining which BART-eligible sources “may reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area.”These options have
been designed to address the holding of American Corn Growers by eliminating the previous constraint on State discre-
tion, as explained in *25187 further detail in sections II.D. and III below.

2. Consideration of Anticipated Visibility Improvements in BART Determinations

Pursuant to the remand in American Corn Growers, we are proposing to amend the regional haze rule to require the
States to consider the degree of visibility improvement resulting from a source's installation and operation of retrofit
technology, along with the other statutory factors set out in CAA section 169A(g)(2), when making a BART determina-
tion. This would be accomplished by listing the visibility improvement factor with the other statutory BART determina-
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tion factors in section 308(e)(1)(A), so that States will be required to consider all five factors, including visibility im-
pacts, on an individual source basis when making each individual source BART determination.

In addition, Section 308(e)(1)(B), which formerly required States to assess visibility on a cumulative basis (i.e., for all
BART-eligible sources), would be replaced with a requirement to use the BART guidelines at appendix Y. The
guidelines, as will be explained in the next section and in greater detail in section III, provide for source-specific analysis
of anticipated improvement in visibility. These changes, therefore, address the court's holding with respect to the isola-
tion of the visibility improvement factor at this stage of the BART analysis.

3. Implementation Plan Deadlines

As noted above, the 1999 regional haze rule contained a committal SIP mechanism (section 308(c)) which the American
Corn Growers court remanded without vacating. This mechanism was intended to allow states to harmonize regional
haze SIP submittals for all areas within the state. At the time the rule was promulgated, the deadline for regional haze
SIPs varied depending on the PM2.5 attainment or nonattainment status of the area.[FN4]

FN4 Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century, Pub. L. 105-178, 112 Stat. 107, 463
(1998) (TEA-21).

In the Omnibus Appropriations Act of 2004,[FN5] Congress harmonized both designations and regional haze SIP dead-
lines. Under the Omnibus Appropriations Act, we are required to promulgate PM2.5 designations for all areas of each
state no later than December 31, 2004. Designations will become effective 30 days afterward, or no later than January 31,
2005. The Omnibus Appropriations Act further provides that regional haze SIPs, for each entire state, are then due not
later than 3 years after promulgation of the PM2.5 designation.[FN6] Thus, regional haze SIPs are due no later than Janu-
ary, 31, 2008. We are proposing to amend 40 CFR 51.308(b) and 51.308(c) to comport with the new statutory deadlines,
and to eliminate the “comittal” SIP provision.

FN5 Consolidated Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2004, Pub. L. 108-199, January 23,
2004.

FN6 CAA Section 107(d)(7)(A), as amended by the Consolidated Appropriations Act for
Fiscal Year 2004, now reads: “In General.—Notwithstanding any other provision of law,
not later than 3 years after the date on which the Administrator promulgates the designa-
tions referred to in Paragraph (6)(B) for a State, the State shall submit, for the entire State,
the State implementation plan revisions to meet the requirements promulgated by the Ad-
ministrator under section 169B(e)(1) (referred to in this paragraph as ‘regional haze re-
quirements').”

We are also proposing to amend certain sections of 40 CFR 51.309 to comport with the new statutory deadlines. Under
Section 309 as currently codified, the initial SIPs for states utilizing Section 309 were due in 2003, and a second set of
SIPs for those states are due no later than December 31, 2008. This date was designed to coincide with the latest date
Section 308 SIPs could be due under the statutory scheme prior to amendment by the Omnibus Act. The Omnibus
Amendments contain a “no preclusion” provision, clarifying that nothing therein precludes the submission of section 309
SIPs by December 31, 2003.[FN7] The “no preclusion” provision does not expressly provide that the later (currently
2008) section 309 deadlines are not precluded. There is therefore some ambiguity as to whether the
3-year-after-designation deadline applies to subsequent section 309 SIPs. We believe that policy interests of certainty,
clarity, and coordination of efforts are best served by establishing consistent deadlines for SIPs under sections 308 and
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309 where appropriate, and by avoiding any ambiguity regarding future section 309 SIP deadlines. Therefore, we are pro-
posing to amend sections 309(d)(4)(v), 309(g)(2), and 309(g)(3), by replacing “December 31, 2008” with “January 31,
2008”, to coincide with section 308 SIPs.[FN8]

FN7 CAA section 107(d)(7)(B) “No Preclusion of Other Provisions.—Nothing in this
paragraph precludes the implementation of of the agreements and recommendations stem-
ming from the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission Report dated June 1996,
including the submission of State implementation plan revisions by the States of Arizona,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, or Wyoming by Decem-
ber 31, 2003, for implementation of regional haze requirements applicable to those States.”

FN8 These are the section of 309 establishing deadlines for SIP revisions which contain
major new policy initiatives which should, for efficiency, be coordinated with the develop-
ment of section 308 SIPs; specifically long term strategies and BART requirements for sta-
tionary source NOX and PM, if determined to be necessary (section 309(d)(4)(v)), and
reasonable progress provisions for additional (non-Colorado Plateau) class I areas (section
309(g)(2)-(g)(3)).

We are aware that 2008 deadlines also appear in section 309(d)(10) (progress reports) and
section 309(b)(6) (mobile source tracking and revisions if necessary). We are not propos-
ing to amend these sections because they are part of a scheme establishing check points for
§ 309 strategies in 2008, 2013, and 2018, rather than development of new strategies, and
thus do not require integration with § 308 SIPs.

4. Proposed Revisions to the 1980 BART Guidelines

Background. One of the primary purposes of this reproposal is to provide BART guidelines for the regional haze pro-
gram. As described in the 2001 proposed BART guidelines (66 FR 38108, 38109), however, we are also proposing to
make limited revisions to longstanding guidelines for BART under the 1980 visibility regulations for localized visibility
impairment that is “reasonably attributable” to one or a few sources.[FN9] The visibility regulations require States to use
a 1980 guidelines document when conducting BART analyses for certain power plants for reasonably attributable visibil-
ity impairment. While the analytical process set forth in these guidelines is still generally acceptable for conducting
BART analyses for “reasonably attributable” visibility impairment, there are statements in the 1980 BART Guidelines
that could be read to indicate that the NSPS may be considered to represent best control for existing sources. While this
may have been the case in 1980 (e.g., the NSPS for sulfur dioxide (SO2) from boilers had been recently issued in June
1979), best control levels for recent plant retrofits have exceeded NSPS levels. Therefore, we are proposing to amend
this provision of the 1980 visibility regulations to clarify that BART should not be interpreted under the 1980 regulations
to preclude control options which are more stringent than NSPS standards.

FN9 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Guidelines for Determining Best Available
Retrofit Technology for Coal-fired Power Plants and Other Existing Stationary Facilities,
EPA-450/3-80-009b, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle
Park, N.C., November 1980 (1980 BART Guidelines).

D. Reproposal of the BART Guidelines

Prior to the American Corn Growers decision, we had proposed guidelines for the regional haze BART process. Specific-
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ally, on July 20, 2001, the proposed BART guidelines were published in the Federal Register (66 FR 13108-13135). We
requested written *25188 comments on the proposal and conducted two public hearings. The deadline for written com-
ments was extended from September 18, 2001 to October 5, 2001 in a separate Federal Register notice (66 FR 50135).

Public hearings were held on August 21, 2001 in Alexandria, Virginia and on August 27, 2001 in Chicago, Illinois. Tran-
scripts for these public hearings are available in the public docket for the regulation (Docket A-2000-28,Docket numbers
IV-F-01 and IV-F-02). Oral testimony in both public hearings was predominantly from private citizens supportive of the
proposed BART guidelines.

We received written comments on the package from many citizens and stakeholder groups.

Today, we are reproposing the BART guidelines to take into account the changes that we are proposing to make to the re-
gional haze rule. Although in reproposing the BART guidelines we have taken into account some of the comments that
we received in response to the 2001 action, much of what is set forth in the BART guidelines proposed today is identical
to the earlier proposal. Both for those proposed requirements in the BART guidelines which are unchanged from the
2001 proposal, as well as for those that we have changed since 2001, you do not need to resubmit comments unless you
have additional information that you would like us to consider, because we will carefully consider all comments previ-
ously submitted during the comment period on the 2001 proposal in making our final decision on the BART guidelines.

The proposed BART process is set forth in the BART guidelines we are reproposing today in response to the remand.
The rest of this section provides an overview of this proposed BART process. The overview summarizes both (1) the pro-
cess for determining which BART-eligible sources may be reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility
impairment, and thus should be subject to BART, and (2) the process for evaluating visibility impacts for an individual
source's BART determination. (We will discuss these issues in further detail in section III below.)

The BART Process

The process of establishing BART emission limitations can be logically broken down into three steps: First, States identi-
fy those sources which meet the definition of “BART-eligible source” set forth in 40 CFR 51.301.[FN10] Second, States
determine whether such sources “emit[] any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to
any impairment of visibility [in a Class I area.]” A source which fits this description is “subject to BART.” Third, for
each source subject to BART, States then identify the appropriate type and the level of control for reducing emissions.

FN10 “BART-eligible source” is defined as a stationary source of air pollutants that falls
within one of 26 listed categories which was put into operation between August 7, 1962
and August 7, 1977, with the potential to emit 250 tons per year of any air pollutant. CAA
§§ 169(b)(2)(A) and (g)(7); 40 CFR § 51.301.

Identifying BART-Eligible Sources

The CAA defines BART-eligible sources as those sources which fall within one of 26 specific source categories, were
built during the 15-year window of time from 1962 to 1977, and have potential emissions greater than 250 tons per year.
The remand did not address the step of identifying BART-eligible sources, which is conceptually the simplest of the
three steps.

Sources Reasonably Anticipated To Cause or Contribute To Visibility Impairment (Sources Subject to BART)

As we noted in the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule, defining the individual contributions of specific sources of
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the problem of regional haze can be time-consuming and expensive. Moreover, Congress established a very low
threshold in the CAA for determining whether a source is subject to BART. We are accordingly proposing several ap-
proaches for States for making the determination of whether a source “emits any pollutants which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impairment.”The first two of these approaches would allow States to
avoid undertaking unnecessary and costly studies of an individual source's contribution to haze by allowing States to ad-
opt more streamlined processes for determining whether, or which, BART-eligible sources are subject to BART.

In 1999, we adopted an applicability test that looked to the collective contribution of emissions from an area. In particu-
lar, we stated that if “a State should find that a BART-eligible source is “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to
regional haze if it can be shown that the source emits pollutants within a geographic area from which pollutants can be
emitted and transported downwind to a Class I area.”[FN11] Under today's proposal, a State has the discretion to con-
sider that all BART-eligible sources within the State are “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to some degree
of visibility impairment in a Class I area.

FN11 64 FR 335740, July 1, 1999. The regional haze rule discusses at length why we be-
lieve that States should draw this conclusion.64 FR 35739-40.

This option is consistent with the American Corn Growers court's decision. As previously noted, the court's concern with
our original approach governing BART applicability determinations was that it would have “tie[d] the states” hands and
force[d] them to require BART controls at sources without any empirical evidence of the particular source's contribution
to visibility impairment.” 291 F.3d at 8. By the same rationale, we believe it would be an impermissible constraint of
State authority to force States to conduct individualized analysis in order to determine that a BART-eligible source
“emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any
[Class I] area.”[FN12] In this respect, we believe that it is important to note that the court in American Corn Growers ex-
pressly declined to hold that consideration of visibility impact on a cumulative basis would be invalid in all circum-
stances.291 F.3d at 9. Given the court's emphasis on the importance of the role of the States in making BART determina-
tions, we believe that a State's decision to use a cumulative analysis at the eligibility stage would be consistent with the
CAA and the findings of the D.C. Circuit.

FN12 CAA § 169A(b)(2)(A).

We believe there is ample technical evidence supporting a finding by a State that all BART-eligible sources within the
State are subject to BART, without further analysis at that stage in the process.[FN13] Any potential for inequity towards
sources would be addressed at the BART determination stage, where we are proposing to require the individualized con-
sideration of a source's contribution in establishing BART emission limits.

FN13 See 64 FR 35714, 35721. See also July 29, 1997 memorandum to the regional haze
docket A-95-38,“Supporting Information for Proposed Applicability of Regional Haze
Regulations,” by Richard Damberg, EPA, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards.

The reasoning underlying this approach is discussed in more detail in section III below.

We are also proposing to provide States with the option of performing an analysis to show that the full group of BART-
eligible sources in a State cumulatively do not cause or contribute *25189 to any visibility impairment in Class I areas.
We anticipate that in most, if not all States, the BART-eligible sources are likely to cause or contribute to some visibility
impairment in Class I areas. However, it is possible that using a cumulative approach, a State could show that its BART
sources do not collectively pose a measurable problem.
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Finally, we are also proposing that States may consider the individualized contribution of a BART-eligible source to de-
termine whether a specific source is subject to BART. Specifically, States may choose to undertake an analysis of each
BART-eligible source in the State in considering whether each such source meets the test set forth in the CAA of
“emit[ting] any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility
in any [Class I] area.”Alternatively, States may choose to presume that all BART-eligible sources within the State meet
this applicability test, but provide sources with the ability to demonstrate on a case by case basis that this is not the case.
This approach is consistent with the D.C. Circuit's statement that a collective contribution approach may be appropriate
so long as the States are allowed to exempt sources on the basis of an individualized contribution determination.291 F.3d
at 8.

For assessing the impact of BART-eligible sources located greater than 50 kilometers (km) from a Class I area, we are
proposing that the States use an air quality model able to estimate a single source's contribution to visibility impairment.
We are also requesting comment on methods appropriate for Class I areas closer than 50 km; and on other potential
methods of assessing a source's individualized contribution to regional haze visibility impairment. (This is explained in
greater detail in section III below).

The BART Determination

The State must determine the appropriate level of BART control for each source subject to BART. Section 169A(g)(7) of
the CAA requires States to consider the following factors in making BART determinations: (1) The costs of compliance,
(2) the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, (3) any existing pollution control technology in
use at the source, (4) the remaining useful life of the source, and (5) the degree of improvement in visibility which may
reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology. The remand did not address the first four steps of the
BART determination (the “engineering analysis”). The remand did address the final step, mandating that EPA must
provide a way for States to take into account the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from imposition of
BART on each individual source.

The BART engineering analysis, comprising the first four factors, is addressed in detail in section IV below, and is sub-
stantially similar to the engineering analysis in the original BART guidelines proposed in July, 2001. Section IV also
contains a detailed discussion of available and cost-effective controls for reducing SO2 and nitrogen oxicdes (NOX)
emissions from large coal-fired electric generating units (EGUs).

For assessing the fifth factor, the degree of improvement in visibility from various BART control levels, we are propos-
ing that States require individual sources to run CALPUFF, or other EPA-approved model, using site-specific data. To
estimate a source's impact on visibility, the source would run the model using current allowable emissions, and then
again at the post-control emissions level (or levels) being assessed. Results would then be tabulated for the average of the
20% worst modeled days at each receptor. The difference in the resulting level of impairment predicted is the degree of
improvement in visibility expected.

Alternatively, we request comment on the option of using the hourly modeled impacts from CALPUFF and assessing the
improvement in visibility based on the number of hours above a visibility threshold for the pre- and post-control emis-
sion rates.

III. Detailed Discussion of Reproposed BART Guidelines

A. Introduction
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In this section of the preamble, we discuss the details of the reproposed BART guidelines where we are proposing to
make changes to, or to clarify, the BART guidelines proposed in July, 2001. As noted in section II, we will be reviewing
the comments received during the comment period on the 2001 proposal and responding to those comments when we is-
sue a final guideline. For each provision of the guidelines that we are changing or clarifying, we provide discussion of, as
appropriate:

—Background information,

—What we proposed in the July 2001 action,

—A summary or partial summary of the comments received on the provision, and

—The changes or clarifications that we are proposing and the reasons for these changes or clarifications.

B. How To Identify BART-Eligible Sources

The CAA, in section 169A(g)(7), provides a specific list of the types of “major stationary sources” that are covered by
the BART requirement. Our visibility regulations include this same list in 40 CFR 51.301 in the definition of the term
“existing stationary facility” and by reference, “BART-eligible source.” Because the terms “major stationary source” and
“existing stationary facility” are general in nature and used for other air quality programs, we decided to eliminate any
potential confusion by using the term “BART-eligible source” in the regional haze portions of the visibility regulations
that were published in 1999. As defined in 40 CFR 51.301, a “BART-eligible source” means the same thing as an
“existing stationary facility” as defined in EPA's 1980 visibility regulations, and means the same thing as a “major sta-
tionary source” as defined in CAA section 169A(g)(7).

Section II of the reproposed BART guidelines contains a step-by-step process for identifying stationary sources that are
“BART-eligible” under the definitions in the regional haze rule. Today's action reproposing the BART guidelines in-
cludes the same four basic steps as in the proposed rule. The four basic steps are:

Step 1: Identify the emission units in the BART categories

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions from units identified in Steps 1 and 2 to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

Step 4: Identify the emission units and pollutants that constitute the BART-eligible source.

We received a number of comments on this proposed approach to identifying BART-eligible sources. In this section of
the preamble, we discuss some of the previously submitted comments and any changes we are proposing in light of these
comments.

Step 1: Identify the emission units in the BART cateories.

Background. The CAA uses the following 26 source category titles to describe the types of stationary sources that are
BART-eligible:

(1) Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British thermal units (BTU) per hour heat input,

(2) Coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers), *25190
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(3) Kraft pulp mills,

(4) Portland cement plants,

(5) Primary zinc smelters,

(6) Iron and steel mill plants,

(7) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants,

(8) Primary copper smelters,

(9) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day,

(10) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,

(11) Petroleum refineries,

(12) Lime plants,

(13) Phosphate rock processing plants,

(14) Coke oven batteries,

(15) Sulfur recovery plants,

(16) Carbon black plants (furnace process),

(17) Primary lead smelters,

(18) Fuel conversion plants,

(19) Sintering plants,

(20) Secondary metal production facilities,

(21) Chemical process plants,

(22) Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTUs per hour heat input,

(23) Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,

(24) Taconite ore processing facilities,

(25) Glass fiber processing plants, and

(26) Charcoal production facilities.

Most of the source category titles are general descriptors that are inclusive of all the operations at a given plant. Some
plant sites may have more than one of the categories present. Examples of this would include plants with both
“petroleum refineries” and “sulfur recovery plants,” or with both “iron and steel mill plants” and “sintering plants.” On
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the other hand, some plant sites may include some emissions units meeting one of these 26 descriptions, but other emis-
sions units that do not.

2001 Proposed Rule. In the 2001 proposed BART guidelines, we noted that the category titles were generally clear and
we proposed to clarify a few issues, including interpretations where we believed there were ambiguities in the source cat-
egory titles. We requested comment on whether any other clarifications were needed. The 2001 proposed guidelines cla-
rified that in identifying emissions units for inclusion as a BART-eligible source, States should identify all emissions
units at a plant site meeting one or more of the source category descriptions. The 2001 proposed rule provided specific
interpretations for five of the 26 source category titles:

(1) “Steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.”The 2001 proposal noted that because the cat-
egory title refers to “plants,” boiler capacities must be aggregated to determine whether the 250 million BTU/hr threshold
is reached.

(2) “Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.”We proposed two options for interpreting this
source category title. The first option, the approach used in the regulations for prevention of significant deterioration
(PSD) program, would be to aggregate boiler capacities to determine whether the 250 million BTU/hr threshold is
reached. Under the second option, only those boilers that are individually greater than 250 million BTU/hr would fall
within the BART source category.

(3) “Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels.”In the 2001 proposal, we noted
our interpretation that the 300,000 barrel cutoff refers to total, facility-wide tank capacity for tanks that were put in place
within the 1962-1977 time period, and includes gasoline and other petroleum-derived liquids.

(4) “Phosphate rock processing plants.” In the 2001 proposal, we noted that this category descriptor should be interpreted
broadly to include all types of phosphate rock processing facilities, including elemental phosphorous plants as well as
fertilizer production plants.

(5) “Charcoal production facilities.” In the 2001 proposal, we noted information provided by the National Association of
Manufacturers (NAM) on the legislative history for this source category. In its letter, NAM suggested that the legislative
history supported a conclusion that BART should cover only a subset of the charcoal production industry. While we in-
dicated that we did not agree with this assessment, we requested comment on whether and how the information cited by
NAM is relevant to the interpretation of this or other categories.

Finally, in the 2001 proposal, we requested comment generally on whether any additional source category titles needed
clarification.

Comments on the 2001 Proposal. We received a number of comments related to the interpretation of the source category
titles. Some of these comments related to the category-specific clarifications we provided in the proposed guidelines. In
addition, there were a few comments in response to our request for additional category titles needing clarification. In this
section, we only discuss the previously submitted comments that have led to the changes we are proposing in today's ac-
tion.

We received many comments related to our interpretation of the term “fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTUs
per hour heat input.”A number of comments from environmental groups and States were supportive of an interpretation
which would require States to compare the aggregate capacities of boilers against the 250 million BTU/hr cutoff. These
comments agreed with our assessment that this would promote consistency with the PSD program. Environmental group
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comments also noted that the plural term “boilers” was used in the CAA, rather than the singular term “any boiler.”

Many commenters from industry groups and some State agencies supported the alternative interpretation of the category,
which would require States to consider as BART-eligible only those boilers which are individually greater than 250 mil-
lion BTU/hr. These commenters generally asserted that this was the plain reading of the source category title, and also
that such an approach would be consistent with EPA programs such as NSPS and the NOX SIP Call.[FN14] These com-
menters noted that, unlike the PSD program, circumvention of the requirements is not possible because BART only ap-
plies to boilers already in existence. Other commenters noted that aggregation of boilers may result in inclusion of very
small boilers for which BART controls would not be cost effective.

FN14 The NOX SIP call requires a number of Eastern States to reduce the Summertime
emissions of NOX from sources within these States.63 FR 57356 (Oct. 27, 1998).

In addition to the general comments on the interpretation of the size cutoff for boilers, we received comments on two
other aspects of the term “fossil fuel boilers.” Some boilers burn solid fuels that are not fossil fuels, such as wood
products. A number of industry commenters suggested that we should interpret the term “fossil fuel” as it was interpreted
for the NOX SIP Call, which treats as “fossil fuel” only those boilers that burn more than 50 percent fossil fuels, on an
annual heat input basis. One commenter noted as an example that a boiler that has fossil fuel capacity greater than 250
million BTU/hr, but that only burns such fuels during startup and shutdown, should not be considered as a “fossil fuel
fired boiler” for purposes of BART. Comments from the paper industry requested that EPA clarify in the guidelines that
a multi-fuel boiler, with a capacity of greater than or equal to 250 million Btu/hr, would not be considered BART-eli-
gible if the boiler is subject to an enforceable limitation that would prohibit combustion at greater than 250 million BTU/
hr.*25191

Several commenters requested that we provide a specific interpretation for the term “secondary metal production facilit-
ies.” The commenters requested that we formally define the term to include only those facilities within the Standard In-
dustrial Classification (SIC) code 3341, “Secondary Smelting and Refining of Nonferrous Metals.”Also, the commenters
recommended that a “Secondary Metal Production Facility” be defined to mean one or more emission units that derive
more than fifty percent of the metal(s) it produces from purchased scrap and dross.

Reproposal. After considering these comments, we are proposing some changes to the source category definitions.

We agree that the interpretation of “fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input” is best read to in-
clude only those boilers at a power plant individually greater than 250 million BTU/hr. We agree with comments that this
interpretation is a better reading of the category title than the alternative under which States would compare the cumulat-
ive boiler capacity over all boilers at a power plant to the 250 million BTU/hr cutoff. We do not agree with comments
that any particular meaning can be taken from the use of the plural word “boilers” in the category title. On the other
hand, if a boiler smaller than 250 million BTU/hr is an integral part of an industrial process in a BART source category
other than electric utilities—for example, part of the process description at a chemical process plant—then we believe
that the boiler should be considered for controls as part of the BART source. The logic here is that a State should con-
sider all emission points at an integral industrial process to be part of the BART-eligible source, so that later, when mak-
ing the actual BART determination, the State would be certain that it has not prematurely ruled out any sensible control
options for that process as a whole. That way the State will have retained as much discretion as possible to require con-
trol on all or part of an industrial process, on a case-by-case basis, considering all of the BART factors.

We do not believe that this interpretation is likely to have a substantial impact on the amount of BART emissions reduc-
tions achieved, because smaller boilers are generally less cost effective to control. Also, we believe that covering only in-
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dividual utility boilers greater than 250 million BTU/hr may help address States' concerns over the implementation bur-
den of the program.

We also agree with the two clarifications suggested by commenters relating to the term “fossil fuel.” We propose to add a
statement to the reproposed guidelines clarifying that “fossil fuel boilers” refers to boilers burning greater than 50 per-
cent fossil fuels. We believe that this is a reasonable approach to interpreting the definition in the CAA. Also, we agree
that enforceable operational limits for a multi-fuel boiler would be relevant to determining whether its “fossil fuel” capa-
city exceeds 250 million BTU/hr and that it would be reasonable for States to take such limitations into account. We are
proposing to add this clarification to the BART guidelines.

We also wish to clarify that, consistent with other EPA rules, the definition of “steam electric plants of more than 250
million BTU/hr heat input” refers only to plants that generate electricity for sale. We are proposing to add this clarfica-
tion to the BART guidelines.

The reproposed guidelines do not take a position on the recommendations in the comments regarding “petroleum storage
and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels.”We believe that this question is largely moot given that
these storage and transfer facilities are already subject to maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards
and in many cases stringent SIP regulations related to ozone nonattainment. Regardless of the interpretation, we believe
that it is unlikely that BART emissions limitations will require further controls.

We have reviewed comments suggesting that “secondary metal production facilities” may be interpreted to include only
those facilities within SIC code 3341. We note that the term “secondary metal production” is broader than SIC code
3341. “Secondary metal production” would include secondary ferrous metals facilities such as secondary iron and steel
facilities. On the other hand, SIC code 3341 includes only nonferrous metals facilities such as secondary copper, alumin-
um and lead facilities. We believe, however, that secondary iron and steel facilities are also included within the broad
category “iron and steel mill plants.” Accordingly, we are proposing that in identifying unique “secondary metal produc-
tion” facilities that are not in any other BART category, States may identify those unique facilities based upon SIC code
3341.

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units. The EPA interpretation of the terms “in existence” and “in op-
eration.”

Background. Step 2 in the proposed process for identifying BART-eligible sources would be to identify all emissions
units within the listed categories which met the two tests in the definitions in the regional haze rule: (1) The unit was “in
existence on August 7, 1977 and (2) the unit began operation after August 7, 1962. Our visibility regulations define “in
existence” and “in operation” in 40 CFR 51.301. We are proposing to retain the same definitions of “in existence” and
“in operation” as we had included in the 2001 proposal. The term “in existence” includes sources not yet in operation
where the owner or operator has not begun operating but which has:

—Obtained all necessary preconstruction approvals,

—Began on-site construction, or

—Entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations to begin construction of the facility within a reasonable
time period.

In contrast, the term “in operation” includes only sources which are actually operating. In the reproposed BART
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guidelines, as in the previous proposal, we provide examples that illustrate the definitions in the regional haze rule.

We also wish to eliminate any confusion over power plants having boilers built both before 1962 and boilers built within
the 1962-1977 time period. The BART guidelines would not require States to find that all boilers at a facility are BART-
eligible if one or more boilers at the facility were put in place between the 1962 and 1977 dates. Under Step 2 of the pro-
posed process for identifying BART-eligible sources, States would identify only those boilers that were put in place
within the 1962-1977 time period. Only those boilers are carried over to Step 3, and only those boilers would be subject
to a BART engineering analysis. We have included clarifying language in the reproposed guidelines on this issue.

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions from the units identified in steps 1 and 2 to the 250 ton/yr cutoff.

Background. Under the definition of “major stationary source” in CAA section 169A(g)(7) and the corresponding defini-
tion of “BART-eligible source” in the regional haze rule, BART applies only to a stationary source if it meets the cat-
egory description and time window criteria described above, and only if it has the potential to emit 250 tons or more of
“any pollutant.” *25192

There are two issues needing clarification with respect to the 250 tons per year threshold—one regarding what pollutants
should be addressed, and two, the definition of stationary source.

What Pollutants Should I Address?

2001 Proposed Rule. The 2001 proposal clarified that the 250 tons per year cutoff applies only to visibility-impairing
pollutants and included a list of pollutants to address: SO2, NOX, particulate matter, volatile organic compounds (VOC),
and ammonia.

Comments. We received a number of comments related to the proposed inclusion of ammonia. One comment cited three
reasons for not including ammonia on the list of visibility-impairing pollutants. First, the commenters believed that we
had provided no scientific basis for suggesting that ammonia contributes to visibility impairment. Second, the com-
menters believed that we should not include ammonia on the list of pollutants without fully discussing the implications
for other programs. For example, if ammonia became a “regulated pollutant” under the CAA based upon its inclusion in
the guidance, the commenters believed that there would be implications for PSD and other program requirements. Third,
the commenters believed that inclusion of ammonia would have the unintended consequence of discouraging selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) as a control measure for NOX, because of the unavoidable but small amount of “ammonia slip”
that occurs in using SCR technology.

Reproposal. Based on the comments received on ammonia, and based on our current state of knowledge regarding the
role of ammonia in PM2.5 formation and the effects on regional haze that would be expected from reductions in ammo-
nia emissions, we believe that ammonia should not be included on the list at this time.

The following is a our rationale for proposing not to include ammonia. Ammonia is a gas and does not impair visibility
directly. It can, however, react with acidic particles or gases in the air to form ammonium compounds. The most common
acidic substances with which ammonia reacts are sulfuric acid and nitric acid, which in turn are formed from the reaction
of SO2 and NOX with other substances in the atmosphere. Because ammonia generally forms visibility-impairing fine
particles in the presence of acidic particles or gases, reductions in SO2 and NOX emissions will tend to reduce concen-
trations of ammonia-based particles in the air.

In other words, to reduce ammonium fine particles, States may either require the reduction of ammonia or of SO2 and
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NOX emissions. In determining the proper approach to reducing ammonium, it is worth noting that as SO2 and NOX
emissions are decreased, the marginal effectiveness of hypothetical ammonia controls will also tend to decrease.

The available ammonia emissions inventory is uncertain, although EPA and other organizations are pursuing improve-
ments. Consequently, compared to the case for SO2 and NOX, the ability to identify opportunities for emissions control
and to quantify the effects of such actions in advance is limited.[FN15]

FN15 For a more in-depth discussion of the contribution of ammonia emissions from sta-
tionary sources to long-range transport of PM2.5, see discussion in the proposed Interstaste
Air Quality Rule (IAQR): 69 FR 4566, January 30, 2004.

Because of the uncertainties in assessing the impact of ammonia emissions reductions on visibility, and because PM2.5
will decrease due to SO2 and NOX controls, we are proposing not to include ammonia on the pollutant list at this time.
We request comment on this determination.

Also included in the original pollutant list are VOCs. We propose that VOCs remain on the list.

Our understanding of the relationship between VOC emissions and the formation of PM2.5 is rapidly evolving. We re-
cognize that VOC emissions are most likely to contribute to particle formation, and thus to visibility impairment, in the
presence of NOX. In rural areas, anthropogenic VOC emissions generally do not appear likely to be a significant contrib-
utor to PM2.5 formation,[FN16] while VOC emissions in urban areas are likely to be a contributor to PM2.5 formation.
This is because VOC emissions are most often present with NOX emissions in urban areas. In rural areas, by contrast,
VOC emissions are not as often present with NOX emissions.

FN16 See discussion in the NOX SIP call at 63 Fed. Reg. 57,356 (Oct. 27, 1998).

We also recognize that some specific uncertainties about VOCs remain. For example, only certain organic gases are pre-
cursors to PM2.5, but available inventories cover VOC as an aggregate. It is therefore difficult to estimate emissions of
the precursor compounds from these inventories. In addition, available models for estimating air quality from individual
source emissions have more uncertainty in predicting ambient PM2.5 changes from reductions in emissions of organic
gases.

Finally, we recognize that many industrial sources and most mobile sources of organic gases have been subjected to
VOC control requirements that have the effect of reducing emissions of the particular compounds that are PM2.5 pre-
cursors. Given that fact, as well as the uncertainties about VOCs outlined above, we request comment on the level of dis-
cretion States should exercise in making BART determinations. Specifically, we request comment on whether States
should focus greater control requirements on VOC emissions from BART sources in urban areas. We also request com-
ment on the circumstances under which, in rural areas, for sources subject to BART, States may determine that BART
would be no control for VOC.

What Is a “Stationary Source?”

The definition of “building, structure or facility” in the regional haze rule is based, in part, upon grouping of pollutant-
emitting activities by 2-digit category according to the SIC Manual. As in the NSR program, however, facilities that con-
vey, store or otherwise assist in the production of the principal product, are considered to fall within the same industrial
grouping as the primary facility. Despite this general rule, however, we would like to clarify that in practice, this so-
called “support facility” test for BART is narrower than for other programs. We are proposing to add language to the
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guidelines noting that emission units at a plant, even if they are a “support facility” for purposes of other programs,
would not be considered for BART-eligibility unless they were within one of the 26 listed source categories, and unless
they were put in place within the 1962 to 1977 time period. For example, a mine, even if a “support facility” for a power
plant, would not be considered for BART eligibility.

Step 4: Identify the emission units and pollutants that constitute the BART-eligible source.

Background. The final step in the identification of BART-eligible sources would be to use the results from the previous
three steps to identify the universe of equipment that is BART-eligible. If the total allowable emissions from the station-
ary source exceed a potential to emit of 250 tons per year for any individual visibility-impairing pollutant, then that col-
lection of emissions units is a BART-eligible source. A BART analysis would be required for each visibility-impairing
pollutant emitted from this collection of emissions units.*25193

2001 Proposed Rule. The 2001 proposed guidelines included two examples to clarify this point. In the first example, a
source has two emissions units having cumulative emissions exceeding 250 tons for SO2, but not for NOX and particu-
late matter (PM). For this example, we noted that BART would be required for all three pollutants. In the second ex-
ample, the source has potential emissions that are less than 250 tons for each individual pollutant, but more than 250 tons
from the sum over all pollutants. For this second example, we noted that the source would not be BART-eligible.

Reproposal. We received comments on the 2001 proposal suggesting that some BART-eligible sources emit visibility-
impairing pollutants at levels that would make a de minimis contribution to regional haze. For example, a source may be
BART-eligible because it emits 500 tons per year of one visibility-impairing pollutant, but it may also emit only one ton
per year of another pollutant, the emission of which would have little effect on regional emissions loadings and visibility
impairment. A 1 ton/yr amount from a given BART-eligible source would likely represent a de minimis fraction of a total
regional inventory.

As noted previously, we believe that once a source is BART-eligible according to the definition in CAA section
169A(g)(7), CAA section 169A(b)(2)(A) requires BART for “any” visibility-impairing pollutant regardless of the
amount. Notwithstanding this apparent directive, we are proposing to provide the States with the flexibility to identify de
minimis levels of pollutants at BART-eligible sources. We believe that it would be appropriate for States to have this
flexibility once they have collected more information on the BART population. We also agree with comments that
sources emitting pollutants at values considered de minimis under the PSD program could be de minimis for BART as
well. Accordingly, the reproposal includes a provision that any de minimis values that States adopt should not be higher
than the PSD levels: 40 tons per year for SO2, NOX and VOC, and 15 tons/yr for PM10. We request comment on this
provision, and on the idea of including de minimis values. Finally, if a commenter contends that ammonia should be in-
cluded as a precursor to PM2.5, then the commenter should also comment on an appropriate de minimis value for ammo-
nia.

C. How To Determine Which BART-Eligible Sources Are Subject to BART

Background. Section 169A of the Act establishes a low triggering threshold for determining whether a BART eligible
source is required to procure and install appropriate retrofit technology. States must determine whether BART eligible
sources emit “any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibil-
ity in [a Class I] area.”In the Regional Haze Rule, we interpreted these statutory provisions as requiring a State to find
that a BART-eligible source is “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to regional haze if it can be shown that the
source emits pollutants within a geographic area from which pollutants can be emitted and transported downwind to a
Class I area.[FN17]
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FN17 64 FR at 35740.

Reproposal. As explained earlier, as part of the BART process, a State identifies and lists all “BART-eligible” sources.
The State must then determine which of those BART-eligible sources may “emit any air pollutant which may reasonably
be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any [Class I] area.”A source which fits this de-
scription is “subject to BART.” This section explains our proposed process for determining which BART-eligible sources
should be subject to BART. We request comment on all aspects of this process.

Determining Which Sources Are Reasonably Anticipated To Cause or Contribute To Visibility Impairment (Sources Sub-
ject to BART)

Three options are proposed. First, the State may choose to consider that all BART-eligible sources in the State are sub-
ject to BART (i.e., that none are exempt). As explained previously, we believe this conclusion is reasonable in light of
currently available information [reference 1999 study]. We also believe that given American Corn Growers' emphasis on
State's prerogatives in making BART determinations, we may lack the authority to deny this option to States.

Second, the State may choose to demonstrate, using a cumulative approach, that none of its BART-eligible sources con-
tribute to visibility impairment. We propose that States should have the option of performing an analysis to show that the
full group of BART-eligible sources in a State cumulatively do not cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in
Class I areas. We request comment on the types of analyses that could be used. For instance, one approach may be for
States to use a regional scale grid model [FN18] to demonstrate that its BART-eligible sources do not cause or contribute
to regional haze. We anticipate that in most, if not all States, the BART-eligible sources are likely to cause or contribute
to visibility impairment in Class I areas. However, it is possible that, using regional scale modeling, a State could show
that its BART sources do not collectively cause or contribute to visibility impairment. In such a case, a State could com-
plete its BART analysis relatively quickly, without the need for investing in studies of source-specific contributions to
regional haze. At this time, we are neither requiring nor encouraging all States to undertake a cumulative approach.

FN18 For regional haze applications, regional scale modeling typically involves use of a
photochemical grid model that is capable of simulating aerosol chemistry, transport, and
deposition of airborne pollutants, including particulate matter and ozone. Regional scale
air quality models are generally applied for geographic scales ranging from a multi-state to
the continental scale. Such modeling may not be appropriate for all States, as regional
models are most applicable to situations involving multiple BART-eligible sources. Be-
cause of the design and intended applications of grid models, they may not be appropriate
for all BART assessments, so States should consult with the appropriate EPA Regional Of-
fice prior to carrying out any such modeling.

Finally, the State may choose to determine which sources are subject to BART through the use of an individual exemp-
tion process, described below.

Individualized Source Exemption Process

We are proposing to provide States with the option of determining which sources are subject to BART through the use of
an individualized exemption process. For this option, we propose that States use an air quality model for an individual
source to demonstrate no contribution to visibility impairment in a Class I area. We also request comment on alternative
approaches that may be used in lieu of this approach, or as a first step in the process by which States may determine
which BART-eligible sources, if any, to exempt.
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For modeling an individual BART-eligible source located more than 50 km from a Class I area, we propose that an air
quality model, such as CALPUFF, be used. The CALPUFF system consists of a diagnostic meteorological model, a gaus-
sian puff dispersion model with algorithms for chemical transformation and complex terrain, and a post processor for cal-
culating concentration fields and visibility impacts. CALPUFF was incorporated into the “Guideline on Air Quality Mod-
els” (the Guideline) (40 *25194 CFR Part 51, Appendix W) in April 2003.

Traditionally, EPA has used transport and diffusion modeling to predict the effect of directly emitted PM2.5 emissions
on PM2.5 ambient concentrations. To simulate the effect of precursor pollutant emissions on PM2.5 concentrations re-
quires air quality modeling that not only addresses transport and diffusion, but also chemical transformations. While we
believe that it is technically feasible to model secondary PM formation, and there is at least one model, described above,
which incorporates algorithms for estimating secondary transformation, we have not yet fully tested such modeling to de-
termine whether its application is justified as a sole determinant of air quality impacts involving secondary transforma-
tion. However, where the statutory criteria for determining regulatory applicability involve relatively low thresholds, or
where regulatory decisions involve considerations of multiple factors including, but not limited to, model results, we be-
lieve transport and diffusion models such as CALPUFF can be appropriate regulatory tools for evaluating air quality im-
pacts involving secondary transformation. Consequently, we believe its use by States to assess whether a source is reas-
onably anticipated to cause or contribute to impairment of visibility in Class I areas is reasonable.

We are proposing that a CALPUFF assessment of an individual source be used as the preferred approach for determining
whether a BART-eligible source may be exempt from BART. The CALPUFF assessment is specific to each source, tak-
ing into account the individual source's emission characteristics, location, and particular meteorological, topographical,
and climatological conditions, any of which may have an impact on the transport of PM2.5 and its precursors. Thus, this
approach may be more determinative than a non-modeling approach in determining which sources are not contributing to
visibility impairment in a Class I area.

Results from the CALPUFF assessment would be used to determine the source's impact on visibility in a Class I area. If a
source has an estimated impact on visibility that is lower than the established threshold (described in the section below),
then the State may choose to exempt the source from further BART analysis. If the source's impact is equal to or greater
than the threshold, the State would determine that the source is subject to BART.

The State or source would apply CALPUFF for source-receptor distances greater than 50 km, since CALPUFF is gener-
ally intended for use on scales from 50 km from a source to hundreds of kilometers. However as the modeling domain in-
creases in size, the requirements for experience in the application of CALPUFF becomes more demanding (e.g., in pro-
cessing and quality assurance of the meteorology, in understanding the implications of the various model processing op-
tions). Therefore we propose that any application of CALPUFF for distances greater than 200 km requires development
of a written modeling protocol describing the methods and procedures to be followed, and that the protocol be approved
by the appropriate reviewing authority. For source-receptor distances less than 50 km, we are recommending that States
use their discretion for determining visibility impacts giving consideration to both CALPUFF and other EPA-approved
methods. For example, States would have the option of exempting these sources if air quality modeling results, using an
appropriate local-scale model such as PLUVUEII,[FN19] show that their emissions are below a level that would be reas-
onably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment in any Class I area.

FN19 PLUVUEII is a model used for estimating visual range reduction and atmospheric
discoloration caused by plumes resulting from the emissions of particles, nitrogen oxides,
and sulfur oxides from a single source. The model predicts the transport, dispersion, chem-
icals reactions, optical effects and surface deposition of point or area source emissions. It
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is available at http://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#pluvue.

Metric for Visibility Degradation

In providing an individual source exemption option, a metric is needed to assess a source's contribution to visibility de-
gradation. The metric we are using in the regional haze rule is the deciview, which is derived directly from light extinc-
tion, an index commonly used to measure visibility degradation.

As outlined in the 1999 Regional Haze rule (64 FR 35725-35727, July 1, 1999), a one deciview change in haziness is a
small but noticeable change in haziness under most circumstances when viewing scenes in a Class I area. The deciview
can be used to express changes in visibility impairment that correspond to a human perception in a linear, one for one,
manner. The deciview concept was introduced in 1994 in an article appearing in a peer-reviewed journal (Pitchford and
Malm, Atmospheric Environment, 28 (5), 1994). We believe that visible changes of less than one deciview are likely to
be perceptible in some cases, especially where the scene being viewed is highly sensitive to small amounts of pollution.
We acknowledge that for other types of scenes, with other site-specific conditions, a change of more than one deciview
might be required in order for the change to be perceptible.

Threshold Levels

A 1991 report from the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) states that “changes in light extinc-
tion of 5% will evoke a just noticeable change in most landscapes.”[FN20] Converting a 5 percent change in light extinc-
tion to a change in deciviews yields a change of approximately 0.5 deciviews. This is a natural breakpoint at which to set
the exemption level, since visibility degradation may begin to be recognized by human observer at this extinction
level.[FN21] Thus, we are proposing a 0.5 deciview change as the threshold for determining that an individual source is
causing visibility impairment at a Class I area. This level would be calculated by measuring the air quality screening
modeling results for an individual source against natural visibility conditions. Natural visibility conditions are those con-
ditions that are estimated to exist in a given Class I area in the absence of human-caused impairment.[FN22] We believe
that measuring against natural visibility conditions is appropriate because the ultimate goal of the regional haze program
is a return to natural conditions. Additionally, regional haze strategies are developed to make reasonable progress to-
wards this goal, and visibility degradation and improvement are appropriately measured against natural conditions.

FN20 National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP). Acid Deposition: State
of Science and Technology Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Condi-
tions—Causes and Effects, Washington, DC, 1991. See Appendix D, p. 24-D2.

FN21 Ibid.

FN22 U.S. EPA. September 2003. Guidance for Estimating Natural Visibility Conditions
Under the Regional Haze Rule. http://www.epa.gov//
ttncaaa1/t1/memoranda/rh—envcurhr—gd.pdf This document has estimates of default con-
ditions as well as measures to develop refined estimates of natural conditions.

We also request comment on using a threshold that is more or less than 0.5 deciviews. Given uncertainties over the de-
ciview change that is perceptible, and the modeling of a source's contribution to haze in a Class I area, a different
threshold may be appropriate. Furthermore, we recognize that there may be situations where impacts from *25195 more
than one BART-eligible source, when taken together, would adversely affect visibility at a particular Class I area even
though the impact of each individual source would be below the visibility threshold. In this case, there would be a notice-
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able impact on visibility from BART-eligible sources because of the contribution of multiple sources, yet impacts from
an individual source alone would not be noticeable. Given the statutory language that a source “which may reasonably be
anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment” is subject to BART,[FN23] a lower threshold may be appro-
priate as it would effectuate Congress's intent that the BART applicability test not establish a high hurdle. We accord-
ingly request comment on what threshold would be appropriate to address these issues.

FN23 CAA § 169A(b)(2) (emphasis added).

Alternative Approaches to the Assessment Using CALPUFF

The CALPUFF assessment described previously can be a time-consuming and data-intensive approach; we are concerned
about the resource burdens this might pose for States and sources. Therefore, we are also considering alternative ap-
proaches that would be credible and require fewer resources. These approaches could serve as a first step in the process
for determining whether a source contributes to visibility impairment in a Class I area. We are considering several altern-
ative approaches for making this exemption determination. These approaches, in no particular order, include: (1) A sim-
pler screening assessment using CALPUFF (2) look-up tables (i.e., tables that require emissions and distance information
for making an exemption determination), (3) source ranking, and (4) using Emissions divided by Distance, known as the
Q/D method.

Each approach has strengths and limitations. We request comment on all of these approaches. A more complete and de-
tailed explanation of the four alternative approaches, including examples, is available in a memo to the docket.[FN24]

FN24 Memorandum to the docket: Summary of Alternative Approaches for Individual
Source BART exemptions, Todd Hawes, March 12, 2004.Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

A Screening Assessment Using CALPUFF

We are proposing that CALPUFF be run in a screening assessment to evaluate individual sources. This approach would
be less data- and time-intensive than running CALPUFF in the assessment described previously due to greatly simplified
preparation and processing of input data. This simpler screening assessment utilizes source and receptor location, as well
as meteorological, topographical and climatological conditions from a regionally-specific profile. However, like the as-
sessment described previously, this screening assessment also utilizes the individual source's particular emission charac-
teristics. The table below illustrates the differences between the screening assessment of the kind described previously as
the preferred approach and the simpler, more generalized screening assessment.

Type CALPUFF Assessment CALPUFF Screening Assessment.

Model used CALPUFF CALPUFF.

Input meteorology Process 5 years of location-specific,
meteorology data

Representative met location (data
already processed).

Terrain included Site-specific terrain included No (assumed flat).

Source-Receptor distances Source to Class I area receptor Source to Class I area receptor.

Location of Visibility impact Maximum impact at receptor using ap-
propriate distance and direction from
source

Maximum impact in any direction at
source-receptor distance.

Results from this screening assessment would be used to determine the source's impact on visibility in a Class I area. If a
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source has an estimated impact on visibility that is lower than the established threshold, the State may choose to exempt
the source from further BART analysis. If the source's impact is equal to or greater than the threshold, the State would
determine that the source is subject to BART. The source would then have the option of performing the screening assess-
ment described previously as the preferred approach to demonstrate that its visibility impacts do not exceed the threshold
level and that it qualifies for exemption.

We request comment on the use of this approach as an assessment of individual source impacts on visibility.

Look-Up Tables Developed From Screening-Level Air Quality Modeling

For even greater ease of use, look-up tables could be developed for application in the individual source exemption pro-
cess. Under this approach, a State or source would use a look-up table developed by EPA to determine the source's pre-
dicted impact on a Class I area and, consequently, its exemption status. The State or source would use the source's emis-
sions information and distance from a Class I area to determine if it is exempt from BART.

The look-up tables could be developed by first using CALPUFF in screening assessments to estimate levels of visibility
impairment (in deciviews) associated with different combinations of distance to a Class I area and tons per year of emis-
sions. A table would show the distance from the representative BART-eligible source to a Class I area and the associated
allowable emissions of visibility-impairing pollutants (e.g., SO2, NOX, and direct PM2.5) at that distance that will yield
a modeled impact of 0.5 deciviews. A State or source could “look up” a source's distance and emission combination and
compare its allowable emissions of visibility-impairing pollutants to the table to make the BART exemption determina-
tion for the source.

If a BART-eligible source has emissions of visibility-impairing pollutants that are less than the emissions shown on the
table for sources that are the same distance as the source from a Class I area, the State could exempt the source from
BART. Alternatively, if a BART-eligible source's emissions of visibility-impairing pollutants are greater than the emis-
sions shown on the table, the State could determine that the source is subject to BART. The source would have the option
of running the CALPUFF model, or other EPA-approved model, to demonstrate that its visibility impacts do not exceed a
change in light extinction of 0.5 deciviews and that it qualifies for exemption.

An example of a look-up table for EGUs is shown in the technical memo *25196 to the docket.[FN25] A more in-depth
discussion of the look-up table development is given in the Summary of Technical Analysis for the Proposed
Rule.[FN26] The advantages of the look-up tables are that they are easy to use and no modeling would be required.
However, they may be too general to represent all source categories. For instance, the source category in the example is
for EGUs. Another source category will likely have entirely different source and emissions characteristics which may re-
quire development of a separate look-up table. Several sets of look-up tables requiring several sets of assumptions would
be cumbersome and complex.

FN25 Ibid.

FN26 Summary of Technical Analyses for the Proposed Rule, Mark Evangelista, U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, April 12, 2004, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

Source Ranking

A source ranking approach is another possible option for determining whether an individual source may be exempted
from BART. This approach would require a separate analysis for each Class I area.
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First, a State would determine the universe of BART-eligible sources within a prescribed distance from the Class I area.
Then, using a pre-determined common metric, such as total emissions of visibility impairing pollutants at each source, a
State would sort the sources in descending order according to the metric and determine the cumulative frequency (a run-
ning total or percentage) of the ranked sources according to the chosen metric. The sources that fall below a pre-
determined frequency level could be presumed to be insignificant contributors, and the State could exempt them from
BART. A source that falls above the pre-determined frequency level would be subject to BART. The source would have
the option of running the CALPUFF screening model, or other EPA-approved model, to demonstrate that its visibility
impacts do not exceed the threshold level and that it qualifies for exemption. A more complete and detailed explanation
of this approach, including an example, is available in a memo to the docket.[FN27]

FN27 Memorandum to the docket: Summary of Alternative Approaches for Individual
Source BART Exemptions, Todd Hawes, March 12, 2004.Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

We request comment on the source ranking approach and on an appropriate frequency level for determining individual
source exemption.

Emissions Divided by Distance (Q/D) Method

Another option for exemption for which we request comment is a non-modeling based approach identified as Q/D (with
“Q” being allowable emissions, in tons per year, and “D” representing the distance, in km, to the nearest Class I area,
multiplied by a prescribed constant). The method, originally developed by the North Carolina Department of Environ-
ment and Natural Resources, is a tool to eliminate distant, insignificant emission sources from ambient assessments sub-
mitted under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program.[FN28] The Q/D method determines a source to
be insignificant if the allowable emissions in tons per year (Q) divided by a constant times the distance in kilometers (D)
is greater than a value of 1. For example, North Carolina uses a constant of 20, which was determined empirically.
Therefore, a source could be considered insignificant if its emissions divided by 20 times its distance, in km, from the
nearest Class I area is greater than 1. For this application for determining exemption from BART, the combined emis-
sions of SO2, NOX, and PM2.5 of a BART-eligible unit could be divided by the distance to the nearest Class I area. If
that quotient is less than 1, the source would not be subject to BART. If a source is not found to be exempt under this ap-
proach, the CALPUFF screening analysis could still be used for an exemption determination.

FN28 A Screening Method for PSD, Memorandum from Bruce P. Miller, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, to Eldewins Haynes, North Carolina Department of Natural Re-
sources and Community Development, September 12, 1985, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

We request comment on the Q/D method, including comment on what value for the constant would be appropriate and
why.

D. The BART Determination Process

Background. Section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA requires States to consider the following factors in making BART determ-
inations: (1) The costs of compliance, (2) the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, (3) any
existing pollution control technology in use at the source, (4) the remaining useful life of the source, and (5) the degree
of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology. The D.C.
Circuit's decision did not address the first four steps of the BART determination (the “engineering analysis”), which are
discussed in detail in the guideline. The court's opinion did address the final step, mandating that the degree of improve-
ment in visibility that would result from imposition of BART on each individual source be taken into account in determ-
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ining BART.

2001 Proposed Rule. Section IV of the 2001 proposed BART guidelines was entitled “Engineering Analysis of BART
Options.” The purpose of this section was to address the requirement in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B) in the regional haze
rule that States identify the “best system of continuous emissions control technology” taking into account “the techno-
logy available, the costs of compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollu-
tion control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source.”Thus, in the 2001 proposed
guidelines, section IV addressed four of the five statutory factors to be considered in the BART determination. Section
V, “Consideration of Visibility Impacts,” contained a consolidated discussion, addressing visibility considerations in de-
ciding both which BART-eligible sources should be subject to BART, as well as the fifth statutory factor—assessing the
degree of visibility improvement which may reasonably be anticipated to result from control technology.

Reproposal. In the proposed guidelines, we are adding a fifth step to the Engineering Analysis. The five proposed steps
in the engineering analysis are as follows:

1—Identify all available retrofit control technologies,

2—Eliminate technically infeasible options,

3—Rank remaining control technologies by control effectiveness,

4—Evaluate impacts and document the results, and

5—Evaluate the visibility impacts of applying controls.

In this portion of the preamble, we discuss a number of other issues.

1. How does BART relate to maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards developed under CAA section
112?

In the 2001 proposed rule, we did not provide any discussion of the relationship of BART controls to MACT require-
ments. A number of commenters suggested that there are cases where additional controls beyond MACT are not warran-
ted. We believe that for VOC and PM sources subject to MACT standards, States may streamline the BART analysis by
including a discussion of the MACT controls and whether any major new technologies *25197 have been developed sub-
sequent to the MACT standards.

We believe that there are many sources, particularly sources of VOC and PM emissions, that are well-controlled because
they are regulated by the MACT standards. Examples of MACT sources which effectively control VOC and PM emis-
sions include (among others) secondary lead facilities, organic chemical plants subject to the hazardous organic national
emissions standard for hazardous air pollutants (HON), pharmaceutical production facilities, and equipment leaks and
wastewater operations at petroleum refineries. (We believe this is also true for emissions standards developed for muni-
cipal waste incinerators under the CAA amendments of 1990.) In many cases, it will be unlikely that States will identify
emission controls more stringent than the MACT standards without identifying control options that would cost many
thousands of dollars per ton. Unless there are new technologies subsequent to the MACT standards which would lead to
cost-effective increases in the level of control, we believe that States may conclude that a source meeting MACT stand-
ards in these cases will satisfy the BART requirement.

The reproposed guidelines have been revised to include the discussion of MACT standards. The reproposed guidelines
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would require that a State identify any source where they are relying on MACT standards to achieve a BART level of
control. Moreover, the reproposed guidelines would require a State to provide the public with a discussion of its decision
to rely on a MACT standard as BART for a given source and pollutant.

2. How do I identify all available retrofit emission control techniques?

2001 Proposed Rule. In the 2001 proposed guidelines, we discussed a number of concepts regarding the identification of
“all available” retrofit technologies. This discussion noted that “all” means a reasonable set of technologies. For ex-
ample, the guidelines noted that it is not necessary to list all permutations of available control levels that exist for a given
technology—the list is complete if it includes the maximum level of control each technology is capable of achieving.

The proposed guidelines made clear that the list of “available” technologies should reflect a comprehensive review, in-
cluding technologies applied outside of the United States, and including technologies that may have only been applied
previously to new sources. The proposed guidelines noted that control measures could include add-on control devices,
switching to inherently lower-emitting processes, or a combination of the two. The proposed guidelines stated that BART
did not require a source to undertake a complete replacement of the source with a lower-emitting design. The guidelines
included a list of references which are available for identifying possible control measures, noting that the list was not ne-
cessarily all-inclusive. Finally, this passage of the proposed guidelines noted that sources with existing control devices in
place must consider any available options for improving the performance of those control devices.

Comments. We received a few comments on this part of the 2001 proposal. Some comments recommended that controls
typically used at new sources, such as those representing best available control technology (BACT) or lowest acheiveable
emission rate (LAER), would be more stringent than BART should require. One commenter representing a utility com-
pany noted that the requirement to consider all controls, including those outside of the United States, could be burden-
some to States. This commenter recommended that the analysis be limited to a “reasonable range” of technologies.

Reproposal. We are proposing to amend the language in the BART guidelines on the topic of identification of “all” retro-
fit technologies. We do not believe that it is necessary that States conduct detailed evaluations of control measures that
are very unlikely to be selected as BART. Accordingly, we believe that, in order to reduce the administrative burden,
States may consider developing screening levels based on the “cost effectiveness” of emissions control (i.e. the cost of
emission control technology per each ton of emissions reduced). We view such dollar/ton screening levels as criteria for
rejecting control options for consideration on the basis of costs and not as the sole basis for a BART decision. The over-
all BART decision must be made in consideration of all of the statutory factors.

We also recognize that there may be cases where States may wish to consider control measures above whatever screening
levels they may establish. For example, the effect of nitrate particles varies and there are a few areas where nitrates are
likely to be more important than for the rest of the nation. Also, a few sources may emit levels of NOX higher than the
presumptive control level of 0.2 lbs/MMBtu, even after consideration of all available control technologies (such as low
NOX burners and other combustion controls) below any established screening levels (see discussion in section III. 6. be-
low).

Within the above constraints, we believe that the BART analysis should begin with a comprehensive review of those
technologies that could be used to reduce emissions from a given BART-eligible source. We note that this analysis may
be limited to a reasonable range of options and need not consider all permutations of control levels for a given techno-
logy.

In this proposal, we are seeking comment on two alternative approaches for conducting a BART engineering analysis.
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We prefer the first approach. Under this first alternative, the BART analysis would be very similar to the BACT review
as described in the New Source Review Workshop Manual (Draft, October 1990). Consistent with the Workshop Manual,
the BART engineering analysis would be a process which provides that all available control technologies be ranked in
descending order of control effectiveness. Under this option, you must first examine the most stringent alternative. That
alternative is selected as the “best” unless you demonstrate and document that the alternative cannot be justified based
upon technical considerations, costs, energy impacts, and non-air quality environmental impacts. If you eliminate the
most stringent technology in this fashion, you then consider the next most stringent alternative, and so on.

We also request comment on an alternative decision-making approach that would not necessarily begin with an evalu-
ation of the most stringent control option. Under this approach, you would have more choices in the way you structure
your BART analysis. For example, you could choose to begin the BART determination process by evaluating the least
stringent technically feasible control option or an intermediate control option drawn from the range of technically feas-
ible control alternatives. Under this approach, you would then consider the additional emission reductions, costs, and oth-
er effects (if any) of successively more stringent control options. Under such an approach, you would still be required to
(1) display and rank all of the options in order of control effectiveness, including the most stringent control option, and to
identify the average and incremental costs of each option; (2) consider the energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts of each option; and (3) provide a justification for adopting the control technology that you select as the “best” level
of control, including an explanation as to why you rejected other more stringent control *25198 technologies. While both
approaches require essentially the same parameters and analyses, we prefer the first approach described above, because
we believe it may be more straightforward to implement than the alternative and would tend to give more thorough con-
sideration to stringent control alternatives.

3. Consideration of Nonair Quality Environmental Impacts

2001 Proposed Rule. The 2001 proposal called for States to address environmental impacts other than air quality, and en-
ergy impacts, due to controlling emissions of the pollutant in question. Such environmental impacts include solid or haz-
ardous waste generation and discharges of polluted water from a control device.

The proposed guidelines contained a number of examples of the types of nonair quality impacts that should be con-
sidered. The guidelines noted that States should take into account that there are beneficial nonair quality environmental
impacts that could result from control measures. For example, control measures under consideration for BART may re-
duce acid deposition.

The guidelines clarified that the procedure for conducting an analysis of nonair quality environmental impacts should be
based on a consideration of site-specific circumstances. Under the proposed guidelines, in Step 3 it would not be neces-
sary to perform this analysis of environmental impacts for the entire list of technologies, if a State proposes to adopt the
most stringent alternative. Instead, the analysis need only address those control alternatives with any significant or un-
usual environmental impacts that have the potential to affect the selection or elimination of a control alternative.

Comments. One utility commenter requested that EPA better clarify the BART determination factors other than costs of
compliance. A State commenter wanted EPA to explain the bounds of a nonair quality review on environmental effects,
citing possible requirements to assess statewide water quality standards as an example of how broad and open-ended the
analysis could be. Several environmental groups asked us to be more specific with respect to consideration of the benefi-
cial nonair quality related effects of implementing emissions controls as part of the BART determination. The comments
pointed out that acid and total nitrogen loading affects water quality in rivers, lakes, coastal waters and also affects soil
chemistry. These comments point out that these impacts can be magnified at higher elevations due to direct cloud depos-
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ition. Acidic deposition and increased nitrogen loading appear to be linked to damage to forested ecosystems, such as de-
clines in sensitive tree species, death of aquatic organisms and poor water quality. Some comments pointed out that even
a qualitative assessment of these beneficial impacts can inform the BART determination and should be part of the pro-
cess. Comments from several Midwestern States requested that the guidelines provide that incompatibility with control
for another pollutant, such as mercury, should be a criterion for rejecting (or modifying) a BART control option.

Reproposal. The Guidelines discussion of energy impacts remains the same as the discussion in the 2001 proposal. For
nonair quality impacts, we agree that more clarification is needed. We do not see this factor as requiring an open-ended
analysis of every affected nonair resource. We also do agree with commenters that the nonair quality assessment should
include the beneficial effects of control options being considered in the BART determination. Both quantitative and qual-
itative information can be used in this assessment. We do not view this factor as requiring States to conduct an analysis
of every possibly affected nonair quality effect, but rather as requiring States to consider clearly documented nonair qual-
ity effects. Moreover, we expect the Federal Land Managers to provide available information for assessing the ability of
emission controls to reduce impacts on forests, soils, native species and other resources through the consultation require-
ment for regional haze SIP development contained in 40 CFR 51.308(i)(2)of the regional haze rule. This information
should identify the specific nonair quality effects to consider and specific criteria for evaluating their significance, so that
States are not faced with open-ended analyses.

States should also consider other information on beneficial effects which include specific data on nonair quality concerns
made available to them, such as through public comments, in making the BART determination. We also agree with the
Midwestern States comments that when controls for a visibility-impairing pollutant are shown to be incompatible with
control of another air pollutant, this may create air quality or nonair quality related environmental concerns that should
be taken into account in comparing control alternatives. At the same time, we note that it is important to evaluate fully
and document the magnitude and nature of the concern identified. The mere presence of an actual or theoretical concern
should not be cited as the reason for eliminating an option. Also, once a source-specific BART determination is made for
two regulated pollutants, if the result is two different BART technologies that do not work well together, a State could
then substitute a different technology or combination of technologies that achieve at least the same emissions reductions
for each pollutant.

4. Evaluating the Significance of the Costs of Control

2001 Proposed Rule. The 2001 proposed rule requested comment on evaluating the significance of the costs of compli-
ance—specifically, on whether the guidelines should contain specific criteria, and on whether such criteria would im-
prove implementation of the BART requirement.

Comments. A few industry commenters, and two State commenters, suggested that specific criteria for evaluating cost, or
for comparing cost with visibility benefits, should be included, but did not suggest what those specific criteria should be.
Several environmental groups and environmental consulting firms suggested that specific cost criteria would not improve
BART determinations, because BART sources and source categories vary considerably.

Reproposal. We are proposing a sequential process for conducting the impacts analysis that includes a complete evalu-
ation of the costs of control. For evaluating the significance of the costs of control, we continue to request comment on
whether such criteria would improve implementation of the BART requirement. If commenters believe such criteria are
warranted, we request comment on what criteria would be appropriate. For example, we request comment on whether it
would be helpful to include criteria such as those in the work of the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP),[FN29]
wherein a system is described which views as “low cost” those controls with an average cost effectiveness below
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$500/ton, as “moderate” those controls with an average cost effectiveness between $500 to $3000 per ton, and as “high”
those controls with an average cost effectiveness greater than $3000 per ton.

FN29 Technical Support Documentation. Voluntary Emissions Reduction Program for Ma-
jor Industrial Sources of Sulfur Dioxide in Nine Western States and a Backstop Market
Trading Program. An Annex to the Report of the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Com-
mission. Section 6A.*25199

5. Sulfur Dioxide Controls for Utility Boilers

2001 Proposed Rule. In the 2001 proposed guidelines, we cited a report by EPA's Office of Research and Development
to support a presumption that, for utility boilers where there is no existing control technology in place, a 90-95 percent
reduction in SO2 is generally cost effective to achieve using scrubbers. This document is entitled Controlling SO2 Emis-
sions: A Review of Technologies, EPA-600/R-00-093. We also provided, in a memorandum to the docket for the propos-
al, calculations showing scrubber costs of about $200-$1000 per ton of SO2 removed for the 90-95 percent control
levels. The proposal made clear that we would allow States to consider case-by-case variations (for example, type of fuel
used, severe space limitations, and presence of existing control equipment) that could affect the costs of applying retrofit
controls. We requested comments on whether the 90-95 percent presumption is appropriate or whether another presump-
tion should be established instead.

Comments. We received many comments on the 90-95% control presumption for utility boilers.

Many utility industry comments were critical of the presumptive level. These comments did not address whether the
90-95 percent level was achievable, nor did they address EPA's cost calculations. Instead, the comments were generally
critical of the provision as a Federal mandate that would reduce State flexibility in making BART determinations.

Comments from States in the Northeast and from environmental groups were generally supportive of the presumptive
levels of control. Some of these comments expressed concerns that the technology may advance to greater levels of
achievable control before BART decisions are made. Accordingly, those comments recommended that we add language
to the final guidelines to ensure that the 90-95 percent level would not be considered to represent the maximum level of
control that States could consider.

Comments from several Midwestern States recommended that the presumptive level be expressed as a performance level,
for example as a pounds/million BTU level, rather than as a percent control level. These comments expressed concerns
that facilities which have already reduced emissions for purposes of the acid rain program could inappropriately be
treated in the same way as those that had not yet reduced their emissions.

Reproposal. In today's action reproposing the BART guidelines, we are proposing a level of SO2 control that is generally
achievable for electric generating units (EGU)s of a certain size. Specifically, we are proposing that in establishing
BART emission limits, States, as a general matter, must require owners and operators of greater than 750 MW power
plants to meet specific control levels of either 95 percent control, or controls in the range of .1 to .15 lbs/MMBtu, on
each EGU greater than 250 MW. We are proposing to establish such a default requirement based on the consideration of
certain factors discussed below. Although we believe that this level of control is likely appropriate for all greater than
750 MW power plants subject to BART, a State may establish a different level of control if the State can demonstrate
that an alternative determination is justified based on a consideration of the evidence before it. In addition, for power
plants 750 MW and less in size, we are establishing a rebuttable presumption that States should require any EGU
between 250 MW and 750 MW in size to meet these same control levels.
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This presumption would apply unless the State has persuasive evidence that an alternative determination is justified. Our
intent is that it should be extrememly difficult to justify a BART determination less than the default control level for a
plant greater than 750 MW, and just slightly less difficult for a plant 750 MW or smaller.

As stated earlier, by specifically singling out, in section 169A of the CAA, a specific set of existing sources to be ad-
dressed by the States (or the Administrator) in their plans, Congress clearly signaled through the BART requirements a
particular concern that the States and EPA focus on pollution from these sources. The CAA gives the States the authority
“to decide which sources impair visibility and what BART controls should apply to those sources.”American Corn Grow-
ers v. EPA, 291 F.3d at 8. However, section 169A further states that “[i]n the case of a fossil-fuel fired generating plant
having a total generating capacity in excess of 750 MW, the [BART] emission limitations * * * shall be determined pur-
suant to guidelines' issued by EPA. This language, and the legislative history, indicate that although Congress generally
left the determination of BART emission limits to the States (subject to the requirements of EPA's implementing regula-
tions), it intended EPA to take a more active role in the process of establishing BART emission limits for large power
plants. Furthermore, the legislative history from 1977 makes clear that Congress understood 25 years ago that a specific
type of SO2 controls (flue gas desulfurization (FGD) or “scrubbers”) was readily available for these plants. We believe it
is consistent with Congress' mandate that EPA establish guidelines for determining BART emission limitations for this
category of sources and, given the availability and low cost of controls for these sources, for EPA to require that these
power plants meet specific control levels, unless the State has persuasive evidence that an alternative determination is
justified.

In addition to the statutory language and the legislative history, we believe that requiring specific BART emission limita-
tions for greater than 750 MW power plants in most cases is supported by sound policy considerations and a careful re-
view of the information we have regarding these sources' emissions, costs of control, and impacts on visibility. First,
sulfates resulting from SO2 emissions are an important contributor to visibility impairment nationwide, and preliminary
data that we have suggests that the estimated 28 BART-eligible EGUs located at 750 MW power plants emit over one
million tons of SO2 per year, or, on an individual EGU basis, an average of over 39,000 tons of SO2 per year.[FN30] In
other words, these sources are some of the largest emitters of SO2 in the United States.

FN30 See http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/epaipm/results2003.html. This is the Table of
Parsed Run Data for EPA Modeling Applications Using IPM. Most of the 750 MW power
plants addressed by this provision contain one or more 250 MW boilers constructed
between 1962 and 1977. Thus, on average, most (each) plant emits far more than 39,000
tons per year of SO2 from units covered by the BART requirement.

Second, as discussed below, highly effective control technologies (i.e., FGD) are available to control SO2 emissions
from utility boilers; the average costs per ton of emissions removed from such EGUs (usually between $200 and $1300
per ton) are well within the levels considered for application under many CAA regulatory programs. Based on the cost
models in the Controlling SO2 Emissions report,[FN31] for example, it appears that, where there is no existing control
technology in place, 95 percent control can generally be achieved at EGUs using coal with relatively high *25200 sulfur
content at cost-effectiveness values cited above.[FN32] Similarly, for EGUs using relatively low sulfur coal, reducing
SO2 emission levels to 0.1 to 0.15 lbs/MMBtu is also cost-effective as compared to other measures to reduce pollution,
falling within the same range of cost effectiveness as that discussed above.[FN33]

FN31 Documentation of the presumption that 90-95 percent control is achievable is con-
tained in a recent report entitled Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of Technologies,
EPA-600/R-00-093, available on the internet at http://www.epa.gov/ORD/WebPubs/so2.
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This report summarizes percentage controls for FGD systems worldwide, provides detailed
methods for evaluating costs, and explains the reasons why costs have been decreasing
with time.

FN32 We have used the cost models in the Controlling SO2 Emissions report to calculate
cost-effectiveness ($/ton) estimates for FGD technologies for a number of example cases.
(See note to docket A-2000-28 from Tim Smith, EPA/OAPS, December 29, 2000). We
also believe it is reasonable to expect States to consider the maximum level that these
scrubbers are capable of achieving. Thus, for example, we believe that a scrubber installa-
tion which allowed part of the flue gas stream to bypass the scrubber and remain uncon-
trolled, or be controlled to a lesser degree, should not be considered to represent BART.

FN33 Ibid.

Third, we believe that individual BART-eligible EGUs subject to this provision contribute substantially to visibility
impairment in Class I areas. For example, based on modeling runs using CALPUFF for a typical 250 MW EGU, model-
ing results have shown visibility effects greater than 7 deciviews at Class I areas at distances of 200 km.[FN34] At 90
percent control for a 250 MW source, the maximum modeled impact would improve to 1.3 deciviews. A 95 percent con-
trol level would yield further substantial improvement in visibility to just under 1 deciview. Note however that even at a
95 percent control level, just one source can have maximum impacts above the threshold of the visible range (0.5 de-
civiews) and may still impair visibility at the nearest Class I area.

FN34 Summary of Technical Analyses for the Proposed Rule, Mark Evangelista, U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, April 12, 2004, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

Therefore considering the range of the costs of compliance for these sources and the degree of improvement in visibility
that may be anticipated from the use of the highly effective control technologies that are available for these sources, we
have determined that it is appropriate to establish in these guidelines specific control levels for States to use in determin-
ing BART for these sources. We are proposing that as a general matter, States must find that for EGUs greater than 250
MW at 750 MW power plants subject to BART, the appropriate BART emission limitation reflects either at least 95 per-
cent control, or a comparable performance level of 0.1 to 0.15 lbs of SO2 per million BTU range, unless the State has
persuasive evidence (as discussed below) that an alternative determination is justified.

We are proposing a performance level as an alternative to a percentage reduction to account for the difference between
coal with higher, as opposed to lower, sulfur content. As noted, we received comments on the proposed 2001 BART
guidelines that the control technology presumption should be expressed as a performance level (lb/million BTU) rather
than as a percentage control. In response to these comments, we are taking into account the fact that the actual level of
performance after application of scrubber technologies will be influenced not only by the percentage control, but also by
the sulfur content of the fuel used.

As discussed above, we believe that this proposal of 95 percent control, or a comparable performance level of 0.1 to 0.15
lbs of SO2 per million BTU, represents controls that are achievable at reasonable cost-effectiveness levels. These control
levels are functionally equivalent to the 90-95% control levels contained in the 2001 proposal. However the choice
between 95 percent and an emission rate in the range of 0.1 to 0.15 lbs/MMBtu better reflects a recognition of the differ-
ences in overall emissions that are achievable by using different coal types. For example, coal boilers in the West gener-
ally use lower sulfur content Western coals. The low end of the range in the 2001 proposal recognized that dry scrubbers
employed in the West would have difficulty achieving a 95% level of control. However, the 2001 proposal did not expli-
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citly recognize that 90% control in the West may actually represent a lower overall sulfur emission rate, given the lower
sulfur content in the coal used. Conversely, wet scrubbers employed in the East could easily get 95% control or more.
But because Eastern coal boilers generally use higher sulfur content Eastern coals, the overall sulfur emission rate might
still remain higher in the East than in the West.

While emission rates vary by both sulfur content and scrubber type, the following table illustrates demonstrated control
efficiencies for the West and East.

Emission Rates and Scrubber Control Percentages for Bituminous Coal

Emission Rates and Scrubber Control Percentages for Bituminous Coal

Sulfur Coal (percent) Scrubber (percent) SO2/MMBtu (lbs)

WEST

0.7 90 0.10

1.0 90 0.15

EAST

2.5 95 0.18

2.5 96 0.15

Assume: 13,000 lb Coal/Btu and 1 MW = 10.5 x 106 Btu/hr, from AP-42 [FN35]

FN35 Examples of SO2 control calculations for various sulfur contents in bituminous coal,
Note from Todd Hawes to Docket OAR-2002-0076, April 8, 2004.

We request comment on whether these control levels are appropriate, or whether different levels should be established
instead. We also request comment on which specific target number in the 0.1 to 0.15 lb/million BTU range should be
considered to represent BART, especially for those EGUs that cannot achieve 95 percent control. For whatever target
levels commenters wish to offer, they should provide documentation supporting the basis for their proposals.

Although we are proposing to establish a requirement that these control levels are BART for 250 MW EGUs at greater
than 750 MW power plants that are subject to BART, States would still have the ability to take into account any unique
circumstances that support an alternative determination. The CAA identifies five factors that the States generally must
consider in making a BART determination. CAA section 169A(g)(2). If, in any specific case, the State finds that these
factors demonstrate that the presumed control levels do not represent BART, we propose that the State may make a
reasoned determination as to the appropriate level of control. If a State chooses to deviate from the required level, it must
provide documentation supporting and explaining its determination.

Nevertheless, we believe that it would be extremely difficult to argue, in any instance, that the above control levels
should not be determined to be BART for these units at these large power plants. For the reasons outlined above, we be-
lieve that only in extremely rare and unique circumstances could a State determine that such controls are not cost effect-
ive, or that the visibility impact of such a plant does not warrant *25201 such controls. We also believe that only under
extreme circumstances would consideration of any of the remaining three factors (energy and nonair quality environ-
mental impacts, existing pollution control technology in place, and remaining useful life of the source) suggest that these
control levels are too stringent to be determined to be BART. For example, a source might show proof that it will be
shutting down within the next 5 years. Or a source might be located in a remote desert area, where use of water for FGD
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would deplete an aquifer. As discussed above, however, in the vast majority of cases, we believe that these control levels
should be considered to represent BART.

In addition, the control levels at issue are based on our understanding of the current capabilities of scrubbers, as well as
the costs faced by the utility industry for installing these controls. We recognize that it is possible that capabilities of
scrubber technologies may improve and it is likely that scrubber costs will continue to decline as scrubber technologies
improve.[FN36] [FN37] Accordingly, we have added a brief discussion to the reproposed guidelines to ensure that States
take into account updated information on scrubber performance as scrubber technology improves.

FN36 Zipper and Gilroy, Sulfur Dioxide Emissions and Market Effects under the Clean
Air Act Acid Rain Program (Air and Waste Management Association, 1998, vol. 48, pp.
829-37) shows that capital costs for FGD fell by 50 percent between 1989 and 1996. See
http://www.awma.org/journal/ShowAbstract.asp? Year=1998&PaperID=748.

FN37 See also, Market-Based Advanced Coal Power Systems—Final Report (Office of
Fossil Energy, US Department of Energy, 1999), section 1, at http://
fossil.energy.gov/programs/powersystems/publications/marketbasedsystems/.

We also believe that States should find that the control levels described above are cost effective for all utility boilers
greater than 250 MW in size, regardless of the size of the power plant at which they are located. There appears to be no
significant difference in utility boilers at power plants that are greater than 750 MW, and those 750 MW or less, other
than the number of boilers located at the facility. For the most part, plants greater than 750 MW generally consist of mul-
tiple units, many of which are smaller than 750 MW each.[FN38] Absent unusual circumstances which would lead to
substantially higher costs than for typical facilities, a utility boiler greater than 250 MW in size should be able to achieve
either a 95 percent reduction in SO2 emissions or a comparable performance level of 0.1 to 0.15 lbs/MMBtu at a very
reasonable cost. We request comment on whether this level of control is reasonable for such sources. Such unusual cir-
cumstances could be similar to the examples cited above with regard to greater than 750 MW plants (that a source might
show proof that it will be shutting down within the next 5 years, or a source might be located in a remote desert area,
where use of water for FGD would deplete an aquifer.) Although the hurdle for not achieving the default control level for
greater than 750 MW plants is intended to be higher than the hurdle for less than 750 MW plants, we are unable to think
of an example that would apply to 250 MW units and above at one size plant but not the other. We request comment on
any such examples that might exist.

FN38 See http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/epaimp/#documentation. This is the NEEDS
(National Electric Energy System) Database for IPM V.2.1, NEEDS (National Electric En-
ergy System) Database for IPM 2003. The NEEDS database contains the generation unit
records used to construct the “Model” plants that represent existing and planned/com-
mitted units in EPA modeling applications of IPM. NEEDS includes basic geographic, op-
erating, air emissions, and other data on all the generation units that are represented by
“model” plants in EPA's v. 2.1 update of IPM. See Chapter 4 of the Documentation Report
(link) for a discussion of the data sources underlying NEEDS.

6. Nitrogen Oxide Controls for Utility Boilers

Background. In addition to being a major source of SO2 emissions, EGUs and other combustion units are a major source
of NOX emissions. NOX emissions also contribute to regional haze, both through formation of light scattering nitrate
particles in a manner similar to sulfate formation from SO2 emissions, but also through promoting the formation of
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sulfate particles. Based on an examination of the contribution to haze in Class I areas from the IMPROVE network, SO2
emissions comprise the most significant contribution. However, in some areas and at some times, the NOX contribution
can be greater than the SO2 contribution. Also, NOX emissions can be an important direct and indirect contributor to
PM2.5 formation. In addition, in areas with high EGU SO2 and NOX contributions, a reduction only of SO2 emissions
would result in nitrate ‘substitution’ for sulfates, reducing the regional haze benefits.[FN39]

FN39 See http://
vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/Publications/Reports/2000/PDF/Cahpter3final100.pdf.
These are summary statistics of exctinction by species from the IMPROVE network.

2001 Proposed Rule. In discussing the process for identifying all available retrofit emission control techniques in the
2001 proposed guidelines, we identified general information sources that address NOX control strategies (66 FR 38123).
The proposed guidelines, however, did not contain a detailed discussion of available NOX control strategies for utilities.

Comments. We received several comments from environmental and multi-state organizations requesting that we specific-
ally address technologies for control of NOX at BART sources. These commenters provided information showing that
NOX emissions result in the formation of visibility-impairing nitrate particles. In addition, these commenters requested
that we establish a presumptive 90 percent removal of emissions of NOX from currently uncontrolled utility boilers. The
commenters provided information regarding the level of visibility impairment in Class I areas, as well as in urban areas,
created by secondary particles related to emissions of NOX. The commenters noted that, while nitrate contributes less to
visibility impairment, relative to sulfate, on the worst impaired days in summer, it has a more significant role in visibility
impairment in winter when some of the worst days occur. In addition, the commenters point out that major reductions in
SO2 emissions, and the ammonium sulfate particles they create in the atmosphere, could lead to increases in nitrate
particles. The reason for this is that reductions in ammonium sulfate particles could “free up” ammonia, making it avail-
able to form ammonium nitrate particles. The commenters argued that BART should control SO2 and NOX simultan-
eously.

In addition to direct visibility concerns in and around Class I areas, commenters stated that NOX emissions reductions
would contribute to improved public health. One commenter noted that reductions of NOX emissions from BART
sources would result in enhanced benefits to ecosystems in high elevation Class I areas. Another commenter noted in-
creasing trends in particulate nitrate concentrations at several Class I areas and suggested that EPA conduct a review of
technologies, similar to the ORD report on SO2 emissions controls, to be used as basis for a presumptive level of control.

Reproposal. We agree that emissions of NOX from sources subject to BART, and the resulting nitrate particles formed
by NOX in the atmosphere, should be appropriately addressed in a BART analysis. We also agree with commenters that
greater control of SO2 at large coal-fired utility plants may result in greater availability of NOX in the atmosphere. Re-
cent data from EPA's IMPROVE monitoring networks confirms that the contribution of *25202 nitrates to visibility
impairment is significant, and may be increasing, at a number of sites in the West.[FN40]

FN40 See http://wrapair.org/forums/ioc/meetings/030728/index.html (especially presenta-
tion by John Vimont, National Park Service).

The approach to assessing the available methods for removal of NOX differs from the approach used to assess controls
for removal of SO2. The engineering approach for removal of SO2 from existing combustion sources is generally remov-
al technology applied to the flue gas stream. For reducing emissions of NOX at existing combustion sources, there are
two somewhat distinct engineering approaches available.[FN41] One is to use combustion modifications (including care-
ful control of combustion air and/or low-NOX burners) and the other is removal technology applied to the flue gas
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stream (selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR)). These overall techniques can be
applied alone or in combination.

FN41 An overview of NOX control technologies is available at the following Web site: ht-
tp://www.fetc.doe.gov/coalpower/environment/nox/index.html.

Unlike the methods for controlling SO2, which overall fall within a fairly narrow range of cost effectiveness and control
efficiencies, the removal efficiencies and costs associated with the two overall categories of control techniques for NOX
vary considerably, depending upon the design and operating parameters of the particular boiler being analyzed.[FN42] In
general combustion controls and low-NOX burners are cost effective for utility boilers burning sub-bituminous coal, and
may be less cost effective for units burning lignite.[FN43]

FN42 See http://www.epa.gov/ttn/catc/products.html#cccinfo (EPA Air Pollution Control
Cost Manual), section 4 (NOX controls), chapter 2.

FN43 See http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/epa-ipm/#documentation. This is the NEEDS
Database for IPM V.2.1, the NEEDS Database for IPM 2003. The NEEDS database con-
tains the generation unit records used to construct the “model” plants that represent exist-
ing and planned/committed units in EPA modeling applications of IPM. The NEEDS data-
base includes basic geographic, operating, air emissions, and other data on all the genera-
tion units that are represented by “model” plants in EPA's v. 2.1 update of IPM. See
Chapter 4 of the Documentation Report for a discussion of the data sources underlying
NEEDS. Data on units, their controls and characteristics are also part of the NEEDS data-
base.

In this rulemaking, we are proposing that States, in establishing BART emission limits for NOX, must, as a general mat-
ter, require sources to determine BART as discussed below. For sources currently using controls such as SCR to reduce
NOX emissions during part of the year, we are proposing that a State should presume in a BART determination that us-
ing these same controls year-round would be cost effective.[FN44] As the most significant costs associated with SCR are
capital costs, the additional costs of operating this control technology throughout the year would be relatively mod-
est.[FN45]

FN44 In 1998, we issued a rule requiring a number of Eastern States to reduce the sum-
mertime emissions of NOX from sources within these States.63 FR 57356, October 27,
1998). As a result of this rule, 19 States and the District of Columbia have required power
plants to reduce NOX emissions seasonally.

FN45 See Status Report on NOX Control Technologies and Cost-Effectiveness for Utility
Boilers, Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management and Mid-Atlantic Regional
Air Management Association, June 1998, at: http://
www.nescaum.org/pdf/execsum—nox.pdf.

For all other power plants subject to BART, we believe that States should require the lowest emission rate that can be
achieved without the installation of post-combustion controls. Thus, we are proposing that the States must, as a general
matter, require these sources to achieve a control level of 0.2 lbs/MMBtu.[FN46] We are proposing to establish such a
presumption because for most of the utilities subject to this rule, a 0.2 lb/MMBtu emission rate can be generally achieved
through the use of combustion controls or low-NOX burners. We request comment on this emission rate. We also request
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comment on whether another emission rate higher or lower than 0.2 lb/MMBtu reflects an emission rate that can gener-
ally be achieved through the use of combustion controls or low-NOX burners. These controls are applicable to most
EGUs, are relatively inexpensive,[FN47] and are already widely applied. We recognize that a small number of the largest
power plants may need to install an SCR unit to meet this control level. In such relatively rare cases, a State, at its discre-
tion, may find SCR to be appropriate if the source causes visibility impacts sufficiently large to warrant the additional
capital cost.

FN46 The EPA Clean Air Market Division's “Cost Tool” gives information on control ef-
fectiveness (dollar/ton removed) and overall NOX control efficiencies for various control
technologies.

FN47 http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/epa-ipm/#documentation This is the Documentation
Report (2003 Analyses), and Documentation Report (V. 2.1 Update). Data on units, their
controls and characteristics are also part of the NEEDS database, referenced above.

Notwithstanding the general assessment presented above, we ask for comment in particular on the question of what rate
of NOX emissions can be achieved with low NOX burners or advanced combustion controls on certain specific types of
boilers. For instance, we recognize that some wall-fired dry bottom boilers may not be able to meet an emissions rate of
0.2 lb/MMBtu without post-combustion controls. Similarly, we also recognize that, without post-combustion controls,
wet bottom, cyclone, and cell burners probably cannot achieve a rate of 0.2 lb/MMBtu due to unique design and opera-
tional characteristics, such as relatively small furnace size or relatively large heat release rate. We also seek comment on
the impact of coal rank on NOX emissions rates that can be achieved without post-combustion controls.

If you choose to comment on any of these issues, please provide data or technical information supporting your comments
and recommendations.

We believe that States should determine in almost every case that these control levels represent a reasonable determina-
tion of BART for large EGUs. As discussed above, achieving these emissions reductions is generally cost effective. In
addition, as commenters on the 2001 guideline noted, nitrates contribute significantly to regional haze. Thus, a State con-
sidering the costs of meeting these control levels and the degree of improvement in visibility should, in most instances,
find that at a minimum, these controls represent BART. We acknowledge that there could be unique or extreme circum-
stances, for those few of the largest EGUs that cannot achieve 0.2 lbs/MMBtu without SCR or SNCR, under which a
State might find SCR or SNCR to be unreasonable. We request comment on what specific circumstances might exist, if
any, to justify a lesser degree of control. Commenters should provide documentation for any such examples.

7. Consideration of Visibility Impacts.

2001 Proposed Rule. Under the 2001 proposed guidelines, States would have been required to use a regional modeling
analysis to assess the cumulative impact on visibility of the controls selected in the engineering analysis. States would
use this cumulative impact assessment to make a determination of whether the controls, in their entirety, provide a suffi-
cient visibility improvement to justify installation.

Comments. We received many comments regarding the cumulative nature of our process for considering the degree of
visibility improvement. These commenters believed that the degree of visibility analysis should consider source-specific
visibility impacts. These commenters also asserted that our process was not consistent with the requirements for BART
in the CAA.*25203
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Reproposal. The fifth statutory factor addresses the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticip-
ated to result from the use of control technology. The American Corn Growers decision, discussed in detail in section II
above, vacated the approach in the regional haze rule of requiring States to assess the degree of visibility improvement
from the imposition of controls on all sources subject to BART in a State. We understand the court decision to require
that we allow for an analysis of impacts that focuses on each individual source undergoing a BART determination.

Therefore, this reproposal focuses on the use of single source emissions modeling for assessing the degree of improve-
ment in visibility from various BART control levels. For the purpose of the BART determination, a State or individual
source would run the CALPUFF model, or other EPA-approved model, using source-specific and site-specific data. We
recognize that such models may be useful in analyses where modeling results alone are not determinative of regulatory
consequences. We believe that CALPUFF is based on sufficiently sound technical grounds to inform regulatory decisions
that are based on a cumulative weight of evidence such as the statutorily-defined factors for consideration in assessing
BART for regional haze.

For sources subject to BART that are located greater than or equal to 50 km from all receptors in a Class I area, the State
or source would run the model at the current allowable emissions level, and then again at the post-control emissions level
(or levels) being assessed. Results would be tabulated for the average of the 20% worst modeled days at each receptor.
The difference in the resulting level of impairment predicted is the degree of improvement in visibility expected. For ex-
ample, if the average impact from the 20% worst days for a source's pre-control emission rate for a particular receptor is
a change of 1.0 deciviews, and its post-control impact is 0.4 deciviews, the net visibility improvement is 0.6 deciviews
(60 percent). All receptors in the Class I area should be analyzed.

For sources subject to BART that are located less than 50 km from a Class I area, the State would use its discretion in de-
termining visibility impacts for current allowable versus post-control emissions giving consideration to both CALPUFF
and other EPA-approved methods such as PLUVUEII.[FN48] We request comment on this and other possible approaches
to calculating the degree of visibility improvement expected for sources located less than 50 km from a Class I area.

FN48 PLUVUEII is a model used for estimating visual range reduction and atmospheric
discoloration caused by plumes resulting from the emissions of particles, nitrogen oxices,
and sulfur oxides from a single source. The model predicts the transport, dispersion, chem-
ical reactions, optical effects and surface deposition of point or area source emissions. It is
available at http://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#pluvue.

We also note that the proposed methodology is for Regional Haze Rule BART determination only; other metrics may be
used for BART determinations made in response to certification of impairment by a Federal Land Manager.

Alternatively, we are requesting comment on the option of using the hourly modeled impacts from CALPUFF and assess-
ing the improvement in visibility based on the number of hours above the 0.5 deciview threshold for the pre- and post-
control emission rates. We also request comment on combinations of the proposed and alternative options above. For ex-
ample, the deciview change for each hour of the 20% worst modeled days could be assessed. Finally, we request com-
ment on the use of the simpler screening version of CALPUFF to do the analysis.

E. Trading Program Guidance

Background. The regional haze rule allows States the option of implementing an emissions trading program or other al-
ternative measure instead of requiring BART (40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)). This option provides the opportunity for achieving
better environmental results at a lower cost than under a source-by-source BART requirement. A trading program must
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include participation by BART sources, but may also include sources that are not subject to BART.

2001 Proposed Rule. In the 2001 proposed guidance, we provided an overview of the steps involved in developing a trad-
ing program consistent with 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2). We focused this discussion on emission cap and trade programs which
we believe will be the most common type of economic incentive program (EIP) developed as an alternative to BART.
The BART guidelines discussed three basic steps for cap and trade programs: (1) Developing emission budgets; (2) al-
locating emission allowances to individual sources; and (3) developing a system for tracking individual source emissions
and allowances.

The proposal noted that an emissions budget generally represents a total emissions amount for a single pollutant such as
SO2. As noted in the preamble to the regional haze rule (64 FR 35743, July 1, 1999), we believe that unresolved technic-
al difficulties generally preclude interpollutant trading for addressing visibility impairment.

Once an emissions budget or “cap” is set, the next step in an emission trading program alternative to BART is to issue al-
lowances to individual sources, consistent with the cap. Once the allowances are established, it is also necessary to have
in place a tracking system to ensure that the allowances are met.

In the 2001 proposed guidelines, we did not include detailed recommendations on how to allocate emissions or how to
develop a tracking system. We noted that it would not be appropriate for us to require a particular process and criteria for
individual source allocations. The 2001 proposal noted that we did, however, agree to provide information on allocation
processes to State and local agencies.

Comments. Regarding the sources to include in a trading program, some commenters suggested that a trading program
could be expanded beyond the set of BART-eligible sources.

With regard to the geographic area covered by a trading program for BART, the WRAP enquired whether the backstop
emissions trading program under section 309 of the regional haze rule could be expanded to other western States when
they submit their section 308 SIPs.

Comments from the environmental officials for Indian Tribes suggested that the guidelines should ensure that some num-
ber of allowances are set aside for Tribes. Otherwise, the commenters believed that a trading program may perpetuate
historical barriers to economic development in Indian country.

Reproposal. The reproposed guidelines largely reflect the same overall approach and level of detail as the 2001 proposal.
We continue to believe that the trading program alternative provided by the regional haze rule can serve to reduce the ad-
ministrative burden of the program while providing greater long-term environmental benefits. We discuss specific issues
below.

Consistent with the regional haze rule, we propose that the guidelines continue to require participation by BART sources
and allow for the option of additional participation. We note that by enlarging the universe of sources affected, it will be
more likely that more sources with relatively low-cost emission reduction potential will be included. Therefore broader
participation in the program is likely to *25204 provide greater opportunities for emissions trading and cost savings. In
addition, regional trading programs can potentially lower transaction costs and produce efficiencies by creating uniform
requirements for firms which operate sources in multiple states. Therefore, we believe that States should consider wheth-
er it is appropriate to design and implement a trading program in conjunction with other States. Consistent with this over-
all approach, in the proposed Interstate Air Quality rule (IAQR) (69 FR 4566, January 30, 2004), we requested comment
on whether compliance with the IAQR by affected EGUs in affected States would satisfy, for those sources, the BART
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requirements of the CAA, provided that a State imposes the full amount of SO2 and NOX emissions reductions on EGUs
that the IAQR deemed highly cost effective. We are in the process of evaluating those comments. Based on our current
evaluation, we believe the IAQR, as proposed, is clearly better than BART for those affected EGUs in the affected States
which we propose to cover under the IAQR. We thus expect that the final IAQR would satisfy the BART requirements
for affected EGUs that are covered pursuant to the final IAQR.

We continue to believe that there are no legal or regulatory obstacles to expanding the WRAP trading program to other
States in the WRAP area, provided that technical analyses support such a plan.[FN49] Consistent with the regional haze
rule, such a program must demonstrate greater reasonable progress for the Class I areas affected by sources in those
States. We continue to request comment on how greater reasonable progress could be demonstrated, including in particu-
lar on whether overall visibility improvements across Class I areas, on balance, would be sufficient to determine that
such a trading program is “better than BART.”

FN49 Letter from Lydia Wegman to Rick Sprott, Director, Utah Division of Air Quality,
July 31, 2002.

Finally, in 1980, we published regulations addressing visibility impairment from one or more sources close to a Class I
area. This type of visibility impairment is referred to as “reasonably attributable” impairment under the 1980 regulations.
These regulations included a requirement for BART to address reasonably attributable impairment in 40 CFR 51.302.
Given that these requirements remain in place even after publication of the regional haze rule, one issue needing clarific-
ation in the BART guidelines is the interface between these BART requirements established in 1980 and the require-
ments for BART under the regional haze program, and between the 1980 BART requirements and the provisions of a
trading program alternative to BART.

We believe that the proposed guidelines appropriately clarify that the 1980 provisions for reasonably attributable impair-
ment, including the BART requirement, remain in effect until the BART requirement is satisfied. We believe that it is re-
latively unlikely that many—if any—sources will be found to be subject to the 1980 BART requirement, given that Fed-
eral Land Managers (FLMs) have certified impairment on only a few occasions since 1980. Nonetheless, if evidence
were to suggest that an individual source was causing localized visibility impairment, we believe that it would be im-
proper to remove FLMs' and States' ability to craft a solution using the tools provided by our visibility regulations. We
note that the regional haze rule includes provisions allowing “geographic enhancements” to trading programs that can ad-
dress local visibility concerns up front. Accordingly, we continue to believe that States and FLMs have the ability to
provide assurances to sources that any trading program established for regional haze will satisfy all of the BART provi-
sions in EPA's visibility regulations.

IV. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

Under Executive Order 12866 (58 FR 51735, October 4, 1993), EPA must determine whether the regulatory action is
“significant” and, therefore, subject to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) review and the requirements of the Ex-
ecutive Order. The Order defines “significant regulatory action” as one that is likely to result in a rule that may:

(1) Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a
sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or Tribal
governments or communities;
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(2) Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency;

(3) Materially alter the budgetary impacts of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and obliga-
tions of recipients thereof; or

(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set forth in
the Executive Order.

Pursuant to the terms of Executive Order 12866, it has been determined that this rule is a “significant regulatory action,”
thus EPA has submitted this rule to OMB for review. The drafts of the rules submitted to OMB, the documents accompa-
nying such drafts, written comments thereon, written responses by EPA, and identification of the changes made in re-
sponse to OMB suggestions or recommendations are available for public inspection at EPA's Air and Radiation Docket
and Information Center (Docket Number OAR-2002-0076). The EPA has prepared the document entitled “Regulatory
Impact Analysis of the Proposed Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology Determinations Under the Regional
Haze Regulations' (RIA) to address the requirements of this executive order.

The RIA presents estimates of the health and welfare benefits and the estimated costs of the BART reproposal in 2015
and the estimated benefits and costs of the recently signed IAQR proposal (69 FR 4566, January 30, 2004). Reviewing
these results, it is important to recognize that the BART and IAQR proposals are likely to be overlapping actions that ad-
dress many of the same power plants. However, IAQR as proposed will affect a 29 State and the District of Columbia re-
gion in the eastern U.S., and the BART rule is applicable nationwide. In the proposed IAQR, we requested comment on
whether compliance with the IAQR by affected EGUs in affected States would satisfy, for those sources, the BART re-
quirements of the CAA, provided that a State imposes the full amount of SO2 and NOX emissions reductions on EGUs
that the IAQR deemed highly cost effective. We are in the process of evaluating those comments. Based on our current
evaluation, we believe the IAQR, as proposed, is clearly better than BART for those affected EGUs in the affected States
which we propose to cover under the IAQR. We thus expect that the final IAQR would satisfy the BART requirements
for affected EGUs that are covered pursuant to the final IAQR. EPA projects that both of these rules are likely to achieve
significant health and welfare benefits. The BART analysis presented here is limited to the electric utility sector because
of limitations in the data currently available on non-EGU sources. It is also important to note that States will make the ul-
timate decisions as to how the BART requirements are implemented.*25205 Thus, the analysis results reported reflect
the EPA's best estimate of the benefits and costs of this State determined process.

Significant health and welfare benefits are likely to occur as a result of this rule. Based upon EPA estimates, thousands
of premature deaths and other serious health effects would be prevented each year. The EPA estimates monetized annual
benefits of approximately $44 billion (assuming a 7 percent discount rate) or $47 billion (assuming a 3 percent discount
rate) in 2015 (1999$). Table IV-1 presents the primary estimates of reduced incidence of PM health effects for 2015 for
the source-specific BART proposal and the IAQR proposed rule. Specifically, the table lists the PM-related benefits as-
sociated with the reduction of ambient PM.

In interpreting the results, it is important to keep in mind the limited set of effects we are able to monetize. Thus, the be-
nefits reported for this rule are understated due to the omissions listed in Table II-4.

Nonetheless, the benefits quantified and monetized are substantial both in incidence and dollar value. In 2015, we estim-
ate that reduction in exposure to PM2.5 from the BART rule will result in approximately 7,400 fewer premature deaths
annually associated with PM2.5, as well as 3,900 fewer cases of chronic bronchitis, 9,800 fewer nonfatal heart attacks
(acute myocardial infarctions), 6,000 fewer hospitalizations (for respiratory and cardiovascular disease combined), and
significant reductions in days of restricted activity due to respiratory illness (with an estimate of 4.4 million fewer cases).
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We also estimate substantial health improvements for children from reductions in upper and lower respiratory illnesses,
acute bronchitis, and asthma attacks.

Table IV-2 presents the estimated monetary value of reductions in the incidence of health and welfare effects. PM-related
health benefits are estimated to be approximately $43 billion (assuming a 7 percent discount rate) or $46 billion
(assuming a 3 percent discount rate) in 2015. Estimated annual visibility benefits in the U.S. brought about by the BART
rule due to visibility improvements in federal Class I areas in the Southeast, Southwest, and California are estimated to
be approximately $940 million in 2015. All monetized estimated values are stated in 1999$. Table IV-2 shows the total
annual monetized benefits for the year 2015. This table also indicates with a “B” those additional health and environ-
mental effects that we were unable to quantify or monetize. These effects are additive to the estimate of total benefits,
and the EPA believes there is considerable value to the public of the benefits that could not be monetized.

Table IV-1.—Estimated Reductions in Incidence of Health Effects of the BART Rule

[In 2015]

Endpoint Constituent BART IAQR proposal

Premature Mortality—adult PM2.5 7,400 13,000

Mortality-infant PM2.5 17 29

Chronic bronchitis PM2.5 3,900 6,900

Acute myocardial infarc-
tion—total

PM2.5 9,800 18,000

Hospital admis-
sions—respiratory

PM2.5 3,200 *8,100

Hospital admis-
sions—cardiovascular

PM2.5 2,800 5,000

Emergency room visits, res-
piratory

PM2.5 5,300 9,400*

Acute bronchitis PM2.5 9,000 16,000

Lower respiratory symptoms PM2.5 110,000 190,000

Upper respiratory symptoms PM2.5 350,000 620,000

Asthma exacerbation PM2.5 150,000 240,000

Acute respiratory symptoms
(MRADs)

PM2.5 4,400,000 8,500,000[FN*]

Work loss days PM2.5 740,000 1,300,000

School loss days O[FN3] [FN**] 390,000

FNMRADs = minor restricted activity days.
FN*Includes estimates for ozone health effects. Although ozone health benefits occur with
the BART proposal, ozone health effects are not estimated.
FN** School loss days are not estimated for BART.

A listing of the benefit categories that could not be quantified or monetized in our estimate is provided in Table IV-3.
Major benefits not quantified for this proposed rule include ozone health benefits, the value of increases in yields of agri-
cultural crops and commercial forests, the value of improvements in visibility in places where people live and work and
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recreational areas outside of federal Class I areas, and the value of reductions in nitrogen and acid deposition and the res-
ulting changes in ecosystem functions.

In summary, EPA's primary estimate of the annual benefits of the rule is approximately $44 + B billion (assuming a 7%
discount rate) or $47 + B billion (assuming a 3 percent discount rate) in 2015. These estimates account for growth in the
willingness to pay for reductions in environmental health risks due to growth in real gross domestic product (GDP) per
capita between the present and 2015.

Table IV-2.—Results of Human Health and Welfare Benefits Valuation for the Proposed BART Rule

[Millions of 1999 dollars] ab

Endpoint BART IAQR Proposalf

Premature mortality c

Long-term exposure, (adults, <=30yrs)

3% discount rate $43,000 $77,000

7% discount rate 40,000 72,000

Long-term exposure (child, < 1 yr) 100 180

Chronic bronchitis (adults, 26 and over) 1,500 2,700

Non-fatal myocardial infarctions

3% discount rate 810 1,500

7% discount rate 790 1,400

Hospital Admissions from Respiratory
Causes

55 e130

Hospital Admissions from Cardiovascu-
lar Causes

59 110

Emergency Room Visits for Asthma 1.5 e 2.6

Acute bronchitis (children, 8-12) 3.3 5.7

Lower respiratory symptoms (children,
7-14)

1.7 3.0

Upper respiratory symptoms (asthmatic
children, 9-11)

16 17

Asthma exacerbations 5.8 10

Work loss days (adults, 18-65) 97 170

Minor restricted activity days (adults,
age 18-65)

230 e 440

School absence days (children, age
6-11)

(e) 28

Worker productivity (outdoor workers,
age 18-65)

(e) 17

Recreational visibility (SE, SW, and CA
Class I areas)

940 1,400
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Monetized Total d

Base estimate

3% discount rate 47,000 + B e 84,000

7% discount rate 44,000 + B e 79,000

a Monetary benefits are rounded to two significant digits.
b Monetary benefits are adjusted to account for growth in real GDP per capita between
1990 and the analysis year (2015).
c Valuation assumes the 5 year distributed lag structure described earlier. Results reflect
the use of two different discount rates; a 3 percent rate that is recommended by EPA's
Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (U.S. EPA, 2000b) and OMB's Circular A-4
(OMB, 2003) and 7 percent which is also recommended by OMB's Circular A-4 (OMB,
2003).
d B represents the monetary value of the nonmonetized health and welfare benefits. A de-
tailed listing of unquantified PM, ozone, and mercury related health effects is provided in
Table IV-4.
e Results presented for the IAQR proposal include benefits associated with modeled ozone
reductions. Ozone-related benefits are not generated for BART.
f The estimated benefits for the IAQR proposal are based upon a control scenario for EGU
sources only in the 29 State + DC proposed IAQR region.

*25206 Costs of the Proposed BART Rule

EPA modeled the costs and economic impacts to the EGU sector anticipated to result from the source-specific BART re-
quirements. Modeling assumptions for the SO2 affected units included the choice of meeting a 0.1 lbs/mmBtu emission
rate or achieving 90 percent reductions from base case emissions. Affected units were also required to meet a 0.2 lbs/
mmBtu emission rate limit for NOX. In the model, EPA required controls only on BART-eligible units, a subset repres-
enting 179 GW out of about 305 GW total coal-fired U.S. generation. BART-eligible units were defined as units greater
than 250 MW that were online after August 7, 1962 and under construction prior to August 7, 1977. No additional neces-
sary controls were assumed for any units within the five WRAP 309 States of UT, AZ, WY, OR or NM that have existing
agreements to achieve reduction goals. Also, because of modeling limitations, no additional reductions were assumed
from units with existing scrubbers, even if they were performing at less than 90 percent removal. This assumption, the
assumption of 90 percent removal rather than the proposed 95 percent removal rate, and an analysis that focuses on EGU
sources only, are limitations of the analysis that would tend to understate the estimated costs, emission reductions, and
benefits of the rule.

Based upon the foregoing modeling assumptions, the EPA estimates the annual costs of the BART rule to be $3.9 billion
in 2015 (1999 dollars). The costs are estimated using a discount rate that approximates the cost of capital for firms in the
EGU industry and ranges from 5.34 to 6.74 percent.

Benefit-Cost Comparison

The estimated annual social benefits of the BART rule are compared to the annual estimated cost to implement the pro-
posed rule in Table IV-3.

Table IV-3.—Summary of Annual Benefits, Costs, and Net Benefits of the BART Rule in 2015
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[Billions of 1999 dollars]

Description BART IAQR proposal e

Social costs a $3.9 $3.7

Social benefits bc 47+B 84+B

Ozone-related benefits f f 0.1

PM-related health benefits 46 82.3

Visibility benefits 0.9 1.4

Net benefits (benefits-costs) abcd 43+B 80+B

Net benefits (benefits-costs) acdg 40+B 75+B

X2a Note that costs are the annual total costs of reducing pollutants including NO and SO.
Costs of the rules are estimated using the Integrated Planning Model (IPM) assuming dis-
count rates that approximate the cost of capital for firms operating EGUs ranging from
5.34 to 6.74 percent.

X2b As the table indicates, total benefits are driven primarily by PM-related health bene-
fits. Benefits in this table are associated with NO and SO reductions. Benefits presented
assume a 3% discount rate for monetization.
d Net benefits are rounded to the nearest billion. Columnar totals may not sum due to
rounding.
e The estimated IAQR proposal benefits and costs relate to a control strategy for EGU
sources only in the 29 + DC State IAQR proposed region.
f Ozone health benefits will result from the BART rule and IAQR proposal, but monetary
benefits are estimated for the IAQR proposal only.
g Benefits presented assume a 7% discount rate for monetization.

1-3

Every benefit-cost analysis examining the potential effects of a change in environmental protection requirements is lim-
ited to some extent by data gaps, limitations in model capabilities (such as geographic coverage), and uncertainties in the
underlying scientific and economic studies used to configure the benefit and cost models.

Table IV-4.—Additional Nonmonetized Benefits of the BART Rule

Pollutant Unquantified effects

Ozone Health Premature mortality a.

Increased airway responsiveness to stimuli.

Inflammation in the lung.

Chronic respiratory damage.

Premature aging of the lungs.

Acute inflammation and respiratory cell damage.

Increased susceptibility to respiratory infection.

Non-asthma respiratory emergency room visits.

Ozone Welfare Decreased yields for commercial forests.
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Decreased yields for fruits and vegetables.

Decreased yields for commercial and non-commercial
crops.

Damage to urban ornamental plants.

Impacts on recreational demand from damaged forest aes-
thetics.

Damage to ecosystem functions.

PM Health Low birth weight.

Changes in pulmonary function.

Chronic respiratory diseases other than chronic bronchitis.

Morphological changes.

Altered host defense mechanisms.

Non-asthma respiratory emergency room visits.

PM Welfare Visibility in many Class I areas.

Residential and recreational visibility in non-Class I areas.

Soiling and materials damage.

Damage to ecosystem functions.

Nitrogen and Sulfate Deposition Welfare Impacts of acidic sulfate and nitrate deposition on commer-
cial forests.

Impacts of acidic deposition to commercial freshwater fish-
ing.

Impacts of acidic deposition to recreation in terrestrial eco-
systems.

Reduced existence values for currently healthy ecosystems.

Impacts of nitrogen deposition on commercial fishing, agri-
culture, and forests.

Impacts of nitrogen deposition on recreation in estuarine
ecosystems.

Damage to ecosystem functions.

Mercury Health Neurological disorders.

Learning disabilities.

Developmental delays.

Potential cardiovascular effects *.

Altered blood pressure regulation *.

Increased heart rate variability *.

Myocardial infarction *.

Potential reproductive effects *.

Mercury Deposition Welfare Impact on birds and mammals (e.g., reproductive effects).
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Impacts to commercial, subsistence, and recreational fish-
ing.

Reduced existence values for currently healthy ecosystems.

a Premature mortality associated with ozone is not separately included in this analysis.
FN* These are potential effects as the literature is either contradictory or incomplete.

Deficiencies in the scientific literature often result in the inability to estimate quantitative changes in health and environ-
mental effects, such as potential increases in fish populations due to reductions in nitrogen loadings in sensitive estuaries.
Deficiencies in the economics literature often result in the inability to assign economic values even to those health and
environmental outcomes that can be quantified. Although these general uncertainties in the underlying scientific and eco-
nomics literatures (that can cause the valuations to be higher or lower) are discussed in detail in the economic analyses
and its supporting documents and references, the key uncertainties that have a bearing on the results of the benefit-cost
analysis of this proposed rule include the following:

· The exclusion of potentially significant benefit categories (such as health and ecological benefits of ozone),

· Errors in measurement and projection for variables such as population growth and baseline incidence rates, *25208

· Uncertainties in the estimation of future-year emissions inventories and air quality,

· Variability in the estimated relationships of health and welfare effects to changes in pollutant concentrations,

· Uncertainties in exposure estimation,

· Uncertainties in the size of the effect estimates linking air pollution and health endpoints,

· Uncertainties about relative toxicity of different components within the complex mixture,

· Uncertainties in quantifying visibility benefits, and

· Uncertainties associated with the effect of potential future actions to limit emissions.

Despite these uncertainties, we believe the benefit-cost analysis provides a reasonable indication of the expected eco-
nomic benefits and costs of the proposed rulemaking in future years under a set of reasonable assumptions.

In addition, in valuing reductions in premature fatalities associated with PM, we used a value of $5.5 million per statist-
ical life. This represents a central value consistent with a range of values from $1 to $10 million suggested by recent
meta-analyses of the wage-risk value of statistical life (VSL) literature.[FN50]

FN50 Mrozek, J.R. and L.O. Taylor, What determines the value of a life? A Meta Analys-
is, Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 21 (2), pp. 253-270.

The benefits estimates generated for the proposed BART rule are subject to a number of assumptions and uncertainties,
that are discussed throughout the RIA document. As Table IV-2 indicates, total benefits are driven primarily by the re-
duction in premature fatalities each year, that account for a significant portion of total benefits. For example, key as-
sumptions underlying the primary estimate for the premature mortality category include the following:

(1) Inhalation of fine particles is causally associated with premature death at concentrations near those experienced by
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most Americans on a daily basis. Although biological mechanisms for this effect have not yet been definitively estab-
lished, the weight of the available epidemiological evidence supports an assumption of causality.

(2) All fine particles, regardless of their chemical composition, are equally potent in causing premature mortality. This is
an important assumption, because PM produced via transported precursors emitted from EGUs may differ significantly
from direct PM released from automotive engines and other industrial sources, but no clear scientific grounds exist for
supporting differential effects estimates by particle type.

(3) The C-R function for fine particles is approximately linear within the range of ambient concentrations under consid-
eration. Thus, the estimates include health benefits from reducing fine particles in areas with varied concentrations of
PM, including both regions that are in attainment with fine particle standard and those that do not meet the standard.

Although recognizing the difficulties, assumptions, and inherent uncertainties in the overall enterprise, these analyses are
based on peer-reviewed scientific literature and up-to-date assessment tools, and we believe the results are highly useful
in assessing this proposal.

We were unable to quantify or monetize a number of health and environmental effects. A full appreciation of the overall
economic consequences of today's action requires consideration of all benefits and costs expected to result from the pro-
posed rule, not just those benefits and costs that could be expressed here in dollar terms. A listing of the benefit categor-
ies that could not be quantified or monetized in our estimate is provided in Table IV-4. These effects are denoted by “B”
in Table IV-3 above and are additive to the estimates of benefits.

The Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) supporting this proposal is subject to OMB's new Circular A-4, Guidelines for the
Conduct of Regulatory Analysis. These guidelines set forth a number of analytical requirements, most of which overlap
with EPA's own Economic Guidelines. Because of the consent decree deadline for proposing this rule, the Agency has
not yet completed all the analyses called for in EPA's and OMB's guidelines. Thus, the Agency will be conducting addi-
tional analytical work and including the results of this work in the public docket. We will publish a notice of data avail-
ability (NODA) to advise the public when these materials are available. In particular, the Agency plans to conduct and
make available the following analyses:

(1) Quantitative Analysis of Uncertainty. This rule will have economic impacts (benefits plus costs) that total more than
$1 billion per year. Circular A-4 calls for a formal quantitative analysis of the relevant uncertainties about benefits and
costs for such rules.

(2) Cost-effectiveness analysis. In addition to the benefit-cost analysis, EPA will conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis
because the primary benefits of this rule are improved public health.

(3) Analysis of all regulated entities. Because the Agency already has extensive data about electric generating units, the
current RIA includes a detailed analysis of the power sector. The Agency intends to gather additional data about BART-
eligible sources in other sectors and conduct a more complete analysis of the costs, benefits, and cost-effectiveness of
controls on non-EGU sources covered by the rule.

(4) Options and incremental analysis. The proposed rule identifies the proposed IAQR as an additional regulation that
will likely affect the number of EGUs that will be covered by this rule. We currently believe that the IAQR, as proposed,
is “better than BART” for those affected EGUs in the affected States that we propose to cover under the IAQR. We thus
expect that the final IAQR would satisfy this rule for affected EGUs that are covered pursuant to the final IAQR. EPA in-
tends to assess the incremental costs and benefits of this rule, assuming that the IAQR, as proposed, is in place.
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B. Paperwork Reduction Act

Today's proposal clarifies but does not modify the information collection requirements for BART. Therefore, this action
does not impose any new information collection burden. However, the OMB has previously approved the information
collection requirements contained in the existing regulations [40 CFR Part 51] under the provisions of the Paperwork Re-
duction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. and has assigned OMB control number 2060-0421, EPA ICR number 1813.04. A
copy of the OMB approved Information Collection Request (ICR) may be obtained from Susan Auby, Collection
Strategies Division; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2822T); 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Washington, DC
20460 or by calling (202) 566-1672.

Burden means the total time, effort, or financial resources expended by persons to generate, maintain, retain, or disclose
or provide information to or for a Federal agency. This includes the time needed to review instructions; develop, acquire,
install, and utilize technology and systems for the purposes of collecting, validating, and verifying information, pro-
cessing and maintaining information, and disclosing and providing information; adjust the existing ways to comply with
any previously applicable instructions and requirements; train personnel to be able to respond to a collection of informa-
tion; search data sources; complete and review the collection of *25209 information; and transmit or otherwise disclose
the information.

An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control number. The OMB control numbers for EPA's regulations in 40 CFR are listed in
40 CFR part 9.

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) generally requires an agency to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis of any rule
subject to notice and comment rulemaking requirements under the Administrative Procedure Act or any other statute un-
less the agency certifies that the rule will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entit-
ies. Small entities include small businesses, small organizations, and small governmental jurisdictions.

For purposes of assessing the impacts of today's proposed rule on small entities, small entity is defined as: (1) A small
business as defined by the Small Business Administrations' regulations at 13 CFR 121.201; (2) a small governmental jur-
isdiction that is a government of a city, county, town, school district or special district with a population of less than
50,000; and (3) a small organization that is any not-for-profit enterprise which is independently owned and operated and
is not dominant in its field.

In the July 1, 1999 regional haze rule (64 FR 35760) and in the July 20, 2001 BART guidelines proposal (66 FR 38110)
the EPA determined that it was not necessary to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis in connection with either action.
The EPA also determined that the 1999 regional haze rule and the 2001 BART guidelines proposal would not have a sig-
nificant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities because neither would establish requirements applic-
able to small entities. After considering the economic impacts of today's proposed rule on small entities, we certify that
this action, proposing new regulations to address the BART requirements remanded by the D.C. Circuit and reproposing
the 2001 BART guidelines proposal, will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entit-
ies.

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fair-
ness Act (Public Law 104-121) (SBREFA), provides that whenever an agency is required to publish a general notice of
proposed rulemaking, it must prepare and make available an initial regulatory flexibility analysis, unless it certifies that
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the rule, if promulgated, will not have “a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.”5 U.S.C.
605(b). Courts have interpreted the RFA to require a regulatory flexibility analysis only when small entities will be sub-
ject to the requirements of the rule. See Motor and Equip. Mfrs. Ass'n v. Nichols, 142 F. 3d 449 (D.C. Cir., 1998); United
Distribution Cos. v. FERC, 88 F. 3d 1105, 1170 (D.C. Cir., 1996); Mid-Tex Elec. Co-op, Inc. v. FERC, 773 F . 2d 327,
342 (D.C. Cir., 1985) (agency's certification need only consider the rule's impact on entities subject to the rule).

Similar to the discussion in the proposed and final regional haze rules, today's reproposal of the BART rules and
guidelines would not establish requirements applicable to small entities. The proposed rule would apply to States, not to
small entities. The BART requirements in the regional haze rule require BART determinations for a select list of major
stationary sources defined by section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA. However, as noted in the proposed and final regional haze
rules, the State's determination of BART for regional haze involves some State discretion in considering a number of
factors set forth in section 169A(g)(2), including the costs of compliance. Further, the final regional haze rule allows
States to adopt alternative measures in lieu of requiring the installation and operation of BART at these major stationary
sources. As a result, the potential consequences of the BART provisions of the regional haze rule (as clarified in today's
reproposal of the BART guidelines) at specific sources are speculative. Any requirements for BART will be established
by State rulemakings. The States would accordingly exercise substantial intervening discretion in implementing the
BART requirements of the regional haze rule and today's proposed guidelines. In addition, we note that most sources po-
tentially affected by the BART requirements in section 169A of the CAA are large industrial plants. Of these, we would
expect few, if any, to be considered small entities. We request comment on issues regarding small entities that States
might encounter when implementing the BART provisions.

Although not required, a small business impact analysis was conducted for entities owning potentially affected BART-
eligible EGUs. We found that 66 entities (companies or governments) currently own the EGU units subject to BART. Of
these 66 entities, only two are considered small. One of the entities is a small government and the other an investor-
owned company. The BART rule is not anticipated to have an impact on the government entity. The small business may
experience a cost-to-sales impact of approximately 4 percent.

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Public Law 104-4) establishes requirements for Federal agencies
to assess the effects of their regulatory actions on State, local, and Tribal governments and the private sector. Under sec-
tion 202 of UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1532, EPA generally must prepare a written statement, including a cost-benefit analysis, for
any proposed or final rule that “includes any Federal mandate that may result in the expenditure by State, local, and tribal
governments, in the aggregate, or by the private sector, of $100,000,000 or more * * * in any one year.”A “Federal man-
date” is defined under section 421(6), 2 U.S.C. 658(6), to include a “Federal intergovernmental mandate.” A “Federal in-
tergovernmental mandate,” in turn, is defined to include a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon State,
local, or tribal governments,” section 421(5)(A)(I), 2 U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(I). A “Federal private sector mandate” includes a
regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon the private sector,” with certain exceptions, section 421(7)(A), 2
U.S.C. 658(7)(A).

Before promulgating an EPA rule for which a written statement is needed under section 202 of UMRA, section 205, 2
U.S.C. 1535, of UMRA generally requires EPA to identify and consider a reasonable number of regulatory alternatives
and adopt the least costly, most cost effective, or least burdensome alternative that achieves the objectives of the rule.

The RIA prepared by EPA and placed in the docket for this rulemaking is consistent with the requirements of section 202
of the UMRA. Furthermore, EPA is not directly establishing any regulatory requirements that may significantly or
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uniquely affect small governments, including tribal governments. Thus, EPA is not obligated to develop under section
203 of the UMRA a small government agency plan. Further, EPA carried out consultations with the governmental entit-
ies affected by this rule in a manner consistent with the intergovernmental consultation provisions of section 204 of the
UMRA.

The EPA also believes that today's proposal meets the UMRA requirement in section 205 to select the least costly and
burdensome alternative in light of *25210 the statutory mandate for BART. As explained above, we are proposing the
BART rule and guideline following the D.C. Circuit's remand of the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule.
The 1999 regional haze rule provides substantial flexibility to the States, allowing them to adopt alternative measures
such as a trading program in lieu of requiring the installation and operation of BART. Today's reproposal does not re-
strict the ability of the States to adopt such alternatives measures. The regional haze rule accordingly already provides an
alternative to BART that gives States the ability to chose the least costly and least burdensome alternative.

The EPA is not reaching a final conclusion as to the applicability of UMRA to today's rulemaking action. The reasons for
this are discussed in the 1999 regional haze rule (64 FR 35762) and in the 2001 BART guidelines proposal (66 FR
38111-38112). Notwithstanding this, the discussion in chapter 8 of the RIA constitutes the UMRA statement that would
be required by UMRA if its statutory provisions applied. Consequently, we continue to believe that it is not necessary to
reach a conclusion as to the applicability of the UMRA requirements.

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

Executive Order 13132, entitled Federalism (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), requires EPA to develop an accountable
process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by State and local officials in the development of regulatory policies that
have federalism implications' are defined in the Executive Order to include regulations that have “substantial direct ef-
fects on the States, on the relationship between the national government and the States, or on the distribution of power
and responsibilities among the various levels of government.”Under Section 6 of Executive Order 13132, EPA may not
issue a regulation that has federalism implications, that imposes substantial direct compliance costs, and that is not re-
quired by statute, unless the Federal government provides the funds necessary to pay the direct compliance costs incurred
by State and local governments, or EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing the pro-
posed regulation. The EPA also may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications and that preempts State law
unless EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing the proposed regulation.

We have concluded that today's action, reproposing the BART guidelines, will not have federalism implications, as spe-
cified in section 6 of the Executive Order 13132 (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), because it will not have substantial
direct effects on the States, nor substantially alter the relationship or the distribution of power and responsibilities
between the States and the Federal government. Nonetheless, we consulted with a wide scope of State and local officials,
including the National Governors Association, National League of Cities, National Conference of State Legislatures, U.
S. Conference of Mayors, National Association of Counties, Council of State Governments, International City/County
Management Association, and National Association of Towns and Townships, during the course of developing this rule.

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

Executive Order 13175, entitled “Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments” (65 FR 67249,
November 9, 2000), requires EPA to develop an accountable process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by Tribal
officials in the development of regulatory policies that have Tribal implications.”

This proposed rule does not have Tribal implications as defined by Executive Order 13175. It does not have a substantial
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direct effect on one or more Indian Tribes. Furthermore, this proposed rule does not affect the relationship or distribution
of power and responsibilities between the Federal government and Indian Tribes. The CAA and the TAR establish the re-
lationship of the Federal government and Tribes in developing plans to attain the NAAQS, and this proposed rule does
nothing to modify that relationship. Because this proposed rule does not have Tribal implications, Executive Order 13175
does not apply.

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children From Environmental Health and Safety Risks

Executive Order 13045, “Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks” (62 FR 19885,
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that (1) is determined to be “economically significant” as defined under Executive Or-
der 12866, and (2) concerns an environmental health or safety risk that EPA has reason to believe may have a dispropor-
tionate effect on children. If the regulatory action meets both criteria, Section 5-501 of the Order directs the Agency to
evaluate the environmental health or safety effects of the planned rule on children, and explain why the planned regula-
tion is preferable to other potentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the Agency.

The BART proposed rule and guideline are not subject to the Executive Order because it does not involve decisions on
environmental health or safety risks that may disproportionately affect children. The EPA believes that the emissions re-
ductions from the strategies proposed in this rulemaking will further improve air quality and will further improve chil-
dren's health.

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions Concerning Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or
Use

We have conducted a Regulatory Impact Analysis for this reproposed rule, that includes an analysis of energy impacts
and is contained in the docket (Docket No. OAR-2002-0076). According to Executive Order 13211, “Actions Concerning
Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use”, this proposed rule is significant because it
has a greater than a 1 percent impact on the cost of energy production. We are reproposing today's rule following the
D.C. Circuit's remand of the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule. The 1999 regional haze rule provides sub-
stantial flexibility to the States, allowing them to adopt alternative measures such as a trading program in lieu of requir-
ing the installation and operation of BART. This rulemaking does not restrict the ability of the States to adopt alternative
measures. The regional haze rule accordingly already provides an alternative to BART that reduces the overall cost of the
regulation and its impact on the energy supply. The BART proposal itself offers flexibility by offering the choice of
meeting SO2 requirements between an emission rate and a removal rate.

For a State that chooses to require case-by-case BART, today's rule would establish default levels of controls for SO2
and NOX for EGUs that the State finds are subject to BART. Based on its consideration of various factors set forth in the
regulations, however, a State may conclude that a different level of control is appropriate. The States will accordingly ex-
ercise substantial intervening discretion in implementing the final rule. Additionally, we have assessed that the proposed
compliance dates will provide adequate time for EGUs to install the required emission controls.*25211

I. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer Advancement Act of 1995 (NTTAA), Public Law No. 104-113, §
12(d)(15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs EPA to use voluntary consensus standards (VCS) in its regulatory activities unless to
do so would be inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary consensus standards are technical
standards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, sampling procedures, and business practices) that are developed or
adopted by VCS bodies. The NTTAA directs EPA to provide Congress, through OMB, explanations when the EPA de-
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cides not to use VCS.

This action does not involve technical standards; thus, EPA did not consider the use of any VCS.

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations

Executive Order 12898, “Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations,” requires federal agencies to consider the impact of programs, policies, and activities on minority popula-
tions and low-income populations. According to EPA guidance [FN51], agencies are to assess whether minority or low-
income populations face risks or a rate of exposure to hazards that are significant and that “appreciably exceed or is
likely to appreciably exceed the risk or rate to the general population or to the appropriate comparison group.”(EPA,
1998)

FN51 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1998. Guidance for Incorporating Environ-
mental Justice Concerns in EPA's NEPA Compliance Analyses. Office of Federal Activit-
ies, Washington, DC, April, 1998.

In accordance with E.O. 12898, the Agency has considered whether this proposed rule may have disproportionate negat-
ive impacts on minority or low income populations. Because the Agency expects this proposed rule to lead to reductions
in pollutant loadings and exposures generally, negative impacts to these sub-populations that appreciably exceed similar
impacts to the general population are not expected.

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 51

Environmental protection, Administrative practice and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon monoxide, Nitrogen di-
oxide, Particulate matter, Sulfur oxides, Volatile organic compounds.

Dated: April 15, 2004.

Michael O. Leavitt,

Administrator.

For the reasons set forth in the preamble, part 51 of chapter I of title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is proposed to
be amended as follows:

PART 51—REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPTION, AND SUBMITTAL OF IMPLEMENTATION
PLANS1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7410-7671q.

40 CFR § 51.302

2. Section 51.302 is amended by revising paragraph (c)(4)(iii) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.302

§ 51.302 Implementation control strategies for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.
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* * * * *

(c) * * *

(4) * * *

(iii) BART must be determined for fossil-fuel fired generating plants having a total generating capacity in excess of 750
megawatts pursuant to “Guidelines for Determining Best Available Retrofit Technology for Coal-fired Power Plants and
Other Existing Stationary Facilities” (1980), which is incorporated by reference, exclusive of appendix E, which was
published in the Federal Register on February 6, 1980 (45 FR 8210), except that options more stringent than NSPS must
be considered. Establishing a BART emission limitation equivalent to the NSPS level of control is not a sufficient basis
to avoid the detailed analysis of control options required by the guidelines. It is EPA publication No. 450/3-80-009b and
is for sale from the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, Virginia 22161.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.308

3. Section 51.308 is amended by revising paragraphs (b), (c), and (e)(1)(ii) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.308

§ 51.308 Regional haze program requirements.

* * * * *

(b) When are the first implementation plans due under the regional haze program? Except as provided in § 51.309(c),
each State identified in § 51.300(b)(3) must submit, for the entire State, an implementation plan for regional haze meet-
ing the requirements of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section no later than 3 years after the date on which the Adminis-
trator promulgates for the State the designation for the PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standard at 40 CFR Part 81.

(c) In no event may the State's regional haze implementation plan be submitted later than January 31, 2008.

* * * * *

(e) * * *

(1) * * *

(ii) A determination of BART for each BART-eligible source in the State that emits any air pollutant which may reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area. All such
sources are subject to BART.

(A) The determination of BART must be based on an analysis of the best system of continuous emission control techno-
logy available and associated emission reductions achievable for each BART-eligible source that is subject to BART
within the State. In this analysis, the State must take into consideration the technology available, the costs of compliance,
the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source,
the remaining useful life of the source, and the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated
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to result from the use of such technology.

(B) Appendix Y of this part provides guidelines for conducting the analyses under paragraphs (e)(1)(ii) and (e)(1)(ii)(A)
of this section. All BART determinations that are required in paragraph (e)(1) of this section must be made pursuant to
the guidelines in appendix Y of this part.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.309

4. Section 51.309 is amended by revising paragraphs (d)(4)(v), (g)(2), and (g)(3) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.309

§ 51.309 Requirements Related to the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission

* * * * *

(d) * * *

(4) * * *

(v) Provisions for stationary source NOX and PM. The plan submission must include a report which assesses emissions
control strategies for stationary source NOX and PM, and the degree of visibility improvement that would result from
such strategies. In the report, the State must evaluate and discuss the need to establish emission milestones for NOX and
PM to avoid any net increase in these pollutants from stationary sources within the transport region, and to support po-
tential future development and implementation of a multipollutant and possibly multisource market-based program. The
plan *25212 submission must provide for an implementation plan revision, containing any necessary long-term strategies
and BART requirements for stationary source PM and NOX (including enforceable limitations, compliance schedules,
and other measures) by no later than January 31, 2008.

* * * * *

(g) * * *

(2) In a plan submitted no later than January 31, 2008, provide a demonstration of expected visibility conditions for the
most impaired and least impaired days at the additional mandatory Class I Federal area(s) based on emissions projections
from the long-term strategies in the implementation plan. This demonstration may be based on assessments conducted by
the States and/or a regional planning body.

(3) In a plan submitted no later than January 31, 2008, provide revisions to the plan submitted under (c) of this section,
including provisions to establish reasonable progress goals and implement any additional measures necessary to demon-
strate reasonable progress for the additional mandatory Federal Class I areas. These revisions must comply with the pro-
visions of § 51.308(d)(1)-(4).

* * * * *

5. Appendix Y to Part 51 to read is added to read as follows:
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Appendix Y to Part 51—Guidelines for BART Determinations Under the Regional Haze Rule

Table of Contents

I. Introduction and Overview

A. What is the purpose of the guidelines?

B. What does the CAA require generally for improving visibility?

C. What is the BART requirement in the CAA?

D. What types of visibility problems does EPA address in its regulations?

E. What are the BART requirements in EPA's regional haze regulations?

F. Do States have an alternative to requiring BART controls at specific facilities?

G. What is included in the guidelines?

H. Who is the target audience for the guidelines?

J. Do EPA regulations require the use of these guidelines?

II. How to Identify BART-eligible Sources

A. What are the steps in identifying BART-eligible sources?

1. Step 1: Identify emission units in the BART categories

2. Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of the emission units

3. Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

4. Final step: Identify the emission units and pollutants that constitute the BART-eligible source.

III. How to Identify Sources “Subject to BART”

IV. The BART Determination: Analysis of BART Options

A. What factors must I address in the Engineering Analysis?

B. How does a BART engineering analysis compare to a BACT review under the PSD program?

C. Which pollutants must I address in the engineering review?

D. How does a BART review relate to maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards under CAA section
112?

E. What are the five basic steps of a case-by-case BART engineering analysis?
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1. Step 1: How do I identify all available retrofit emission control techniques?

2. Step 2: How do I determine whether the options identified in Step 1 are technically feasible?

3. Step 3: How do I develop a ranking of the technically feasible alternatives?

4. Step 4: For a BART engineering analysis, what impacts must I calculate and report? What methods does EPA recom-
mend for the impacts analyses?

a. Impact analysis part 1: how do I estimate the costs of control?

b. How do I take into account a project's “remaining useful life” in calculating control costs?

c. What do we mean by cost effectiveness?

d. How do I calculate average cost effectiveness?

e. How do I calculate baseline emissions?

f. How do I calculate incremental cost effectiveness?

g. What other information should I provide in the cost impacts analysis?

h. Impact analysis part 2: How should I analyze and report energy impacts?

i. Impact analysis part 3: How do I analyze “non-air quality environmental impacts?”

j. What are examples of non-air quality environmental impacts?

5. Step 5: How should I consider visibility impacts in the BART determination?

F. How do I select the “best” alternative, using the results of Steps 1 through 5?

1. Summary of the impacts analysis

2. Selecting a “best” alternative

3. In selecting a “best” alternative, should I consider the affordability of controls?

4. SO2 limits for utility boilers

5. NOX limits for utility boilers

V. Enforceable Limits / Compliance Date

VI. Emission Trading Program Overview

A. What are the general steps in developing an emission trading program?

B. What are emission budgets and allowances?
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C. What criteria must be met in developing an emission trading program as an alternative to BART?

1. How do I identify sources subject to BART?

2. How do I calculate the emissions reductions that would be achieved if BART were installed and operated on these
sources?

3. For a cap and trade program, how do I demonstrate that my emission budget results in emission levels that are equival-
ent to or less than the emissions levels that would result if BART were installed and operated?

4. How do I ensure that trading budgets achieve “greater reasonable progress?'

5. How do I allocate emissions to sources?

6. What provisions must I include in developing a system for tracking individual source emissions and allowances?

7. How would a regional haze trading program interface with the requirements for “reasonably attributable” BART under
§ 51.302 of the regional haze rule?

I. Introduction and Overview

A. What Is the Purpose of the Guidelines?

The Clean Air Act (CAA), in sections 169A and 169B, contains requirements for the protection of visibility in 156 scenic
areas across the United States. To meet the CAA's requirements, we published regulations to protect against a particular
type of visibility impairment known as “regional haze.” The regional haze rule is found in this part (40 CFR part 51), in
§§ 51.300 through 51.309. These regulations require, in § 51.308(e), that certain types of existing stationary sources of
air pollutants install best available retrofit technology (BART). The guidelines are designed to help States and others (1)
identify those sources that must comply with the BART requirement, and (2) determine the level of control technology
that represents BART for each source.

B. What Does the CAA Require Generally for Improving Visibility?

Section 169A of the CAA, added to the CAA by the 1977 amendments, requires States to protect and improve visibility
in certain scenic areas of national importance. The scenic areas protected by section 169A are called “mandatory Class I
Federal Areas.” In these guidelines, we refer to these as “Class I areas.” There are 156 Class I areas, including 47 nation-
al parks (under the jurisdiction of the Department of Interior—National Park Service), 108 wilderness areas (under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Interior—Fish and Wildlife Service or the Department of Agriculture—U.S. Forest Ser-
vice), and one International Park (under the jurisdiction of the Roosevelt-Campobello International Commission). The
Federal Agency with jurisdiction over a particular Class I area is referred to in the CAA as the Federal Land Manager. A
complete list of the Class I areas is contained in 40 CFR part 81, §§ 81.401 through 81.437, and you can find a map of
the Class I areas at the following internet site: http://*25213 www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/ t1/fr—notices/classimp.gif.

The CAA establishes a national goal of eliminating man-made visibility impairment from all Class I areas. As part of the
plan for achieving this goal, the visibility protection provisions in the CAA mandate that EPA issue regulations requiring
that States adopt measures in their State Implementation Plans (SIPs), including long-term strategies, to provide for reas-
onable progress towards this national goal. The CAA also requires States to coordinate with the Federal Land Managers
as they develop their strategies for addressing visibility.
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C. What Is the BART Requirement in the CAA?

1. Under section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA, States must require certain existing stationary sources to install BART. The
BART requirement applies to “major stationary sources” from 26 identified source categories which have the potential to
emit 250 tons per year or more of any air pollutant. The CAA requires only sources which were put in place during a spe-
cific 15-year time interval to install BART. The BART requirement applies to sources that existed as of the date of the
1977 CAA amendments (that is, August 7, 1977) but which had not been in operation for more than 15 years (that is, not
in operation as of August 7, 1962).

2. The CAA requires BART when any source meeting the above description “emits any air pollutant which may reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility” in any Class I area. In identifying a level of
control as BART, States are required by section 169A(g) of the CAA to consider:

(a) The costs of compliance,

(b) The energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance,

(c) Any existing pollution control technology in use at the source,

(d) The remaining useful life of the source, and

(e) The degree of visibility improvement which may reasonably be anticipated from the use of BART.

3. The CAA further requires States to make BART emission limitations part of their SIPs. As with any SIP revision,
States must provide an opportunity for public comment on the BART determinations, and EPA's action on any SIP revi-
sion will be subject to judicial review.

D. What Types of Visibility Problems Does EPA Address in Its Regulations?

1. We addressed the problem of visibility in two phases. In 1980, we published regulations addressing what we termed
“reasonably attributable” visibility impairment. Reasonably attributable visibility impairment is the result of emissions
from one or a few sources that are generally located in close proximity to a specific Class I area. The regulations address-
ing reasonably attributable visibility impairment are published in §§ 51.300 through 51.307.

40 CFR § 51.300

40 CFR § 51.301

40 CFR § 51.308

40 CFR § 51.309

2. On July 1, 1999, we amended these regulations to address the second, more common, type of visibility impairment
known as “regional haze.” Regional haze is the result of the collective contribution of many sources over a broad region.
The regional haze rule slightly modified 40 CFR 51.300 through 51.307, including the addition of a few definitions in §
51.301, and added new §§ 51.308 and 51.309.

E. What Are the BART Requirements in EPA's Regional Haze Regulations?
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40 CFR § 51.308

40 CFR § 51.301

1. In the July 1, 1999 rulemaking, we added a BART requirement for regional haze. You will find the BART require-
ments in 40 CFR 51.308(e). Definitions of terms used in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1) are found in § 51.301.

2. As we discuss in detail in these guidelines, the regional haze rule codifies and clarifies the BART provisions in the
CAA. The rule requires that States identify and list “BART-eligible sources,” that is, that States identify and list those
sources that fall within the 26 source categories, that were put in place during the 15-year window of time from 1962 to
1977, and that have potential emissions greater than 250 tons per year. Once the State has identified the BART-eligible
sources, the next step is to identify those BART-eligible sources that may “emit any air pollutant which may reasonably
be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility.”Under the rule, a source which fits this description
is “subject to BART.” For each source subject to BART, States must identify the level of control representing BART
based upon the following factors:

—paragraph 308(e)(1)(ii)(A) provides that States must identify the best system of continuous emission control techno-
logy for each source subject to BART taking into account the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy
and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source, the re-
maining useful life of the source, and the degree of visibility improvement that may be expected from available control
technology.

3. After a State has identified the level of control representing BART (if any), it must establish an emission limit repres-
enting BART and must ensure compliance with that requirement no later than 5 years after EPA approves the SIP. States
may establish design, equipment, work practice or other operational standards when limitations on measurement techno-
logies make emission standards infeasible.

F. Do States Have an Alternative To Requiring BART Controls at Specific Facilities?

1. States are given the option under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) of adopting an alternative approach to requiring controls on a
case-by-case basis for each source subject to BART. If a State chooses to adopt alternative measures, such as an emis-
sions trading program, under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(i) the State must demonstrate that any such alternative will achieve
greater “reasonable progress” than would have resulted from installation of BART from all sources subject to BART.
Such a demonstration must include:

(a) A list of all BART-eligible sources;

(b) An analysis of the best system of continuous emission control technology available for all sources subject to BART,
taking into account the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source.
Unlike the analysis for BART under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1), which requires that these factors be considered on a case-
by-case basis, States may consider these factors on a category-wide basis, as appropriate, in evaluating alternatives to
BART;

(c) An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would result from the alternative program in each affected
Class I area.

States must ensure that a trading program or other such measure includes all BART-eligible sources, unless a source has
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installed BART, or plans to install BART consistent with 51.308(e)(1).[FN1] A trading program also *25214 may in-
clude sources not subject to BART. A State may also work together with other States to develop a common trading pro-
gram. Under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) States must also include in their SIPs details on how they would implement the emis-
sion trading program or other alternative measure. States must provide a detailed description of the program, including
schedules for compliance, the emissions reductions that it will require, the administrative and technical procedures for
implementing the program, rules for accounting and monitoring emissions, and procedures for enforcement.

FN1 As noted in the preamble to the regional haze rule, States need not include a BART-
eligible source in the trading program if the source already has installed BART-level pol-
lution control technology and the emission limit is a federally enforceable requirement (64
FR 35742). We clarify in these guidelines that States may also elect to allow a source the
option of installing BART-level controls within the 5-year period for compliance with the
BART requirement [see section VI of these guidelines] rather than participating in a trad-
ing program.

G. What Is Included in the Guidelines?

1. In the guidelines, we provide procedures States must use in implementing the regional haze BART requirements on a
source-by-source basis, as provided in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1). We address general topics related to development of a trad-
ing program or other alternative allowed by 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2).

2. The BART analysis process, and the contents of these guidelines, are as follows:

(a) Identification of all BART-eligible sources. Section II of these guidelines outlines a step-by-step process for identify-
ing BART-eligible sources.

(b) Identification of sources subject to BART. As noted above, sources “subject to BART” are those BART-eligible
sources which “emit a pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibil-
ity in any Class I area.”We discuss considerations for identifying sources subject to BART in section III of the guidance.

(c) The BART determination process. For each source subject to BART, the next step is to conduct an analysis of emis-
sions control alternatives. This step requires the identification of available, technically feasible, retrofit technologies, and
for each technology identified, analysis of the cost of compliance, and the energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts, taking into account the remaining useful life and existing control technology present at the source. This step also
requires taking into account the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each affected Class I area as
a result of the emissions reductions achievable from sources subject to BART. The visibility impacts analysis must take
into account the degree of improvement in visibility from the emissions reductions from the “best technologies” identi-
fied. For each source, a “best system of continuous emission reduction” will be selected based upon these analyses. Pro-
cedures for the BART determination step are described in section IV of these guidelines.

(d) Emissions limits. States must establish enforceable limits, including a deadline for compliance, for each source sub-
ject to BART. Considerations related to these limits are discussed in section VI of these guidelines.

(e) Considerations in establishing a trading program alternative. General guidance on how to develop an emissions trad-
ing program alternative is contained in section VII of these guidelines.

H. Who Is the Target Audience for the Guidelines?
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1. The guidelines are written primarily for the benefit of State, local and Tribal agencies, and describe the requirements
for including the BART determinations and emission limitations in their SIPs or Tribal implementation plans (TIPs).
Throughout the guidelines, which are written in a question and answer format, we ask questions “How do I * * *?” and
answer with phrases “you should * * *, you must * * *.” The “you” means a State, local or Tribal agency conducting the
analysis.[FN2] We recognize, however, that agencies may prefer to require source owners to assume part of the analytic-
al burden, and that there will be differences in how the supporting information is collected and documented. We also re-
cognize that much of the data collection, analysis, and rule development may be performed by Regional Planning Organ-
izations, for adoption within each SIP or TIP.

FN2 In order to account for the possibility that BART-eligible sources could go unrecog-
nized, we recommend that you adopt requirements placing a responsibility on source own-
ers to self-identify if they meet the criteria for BART-eligible sources.

2. The preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule discussed at length the issue of Tribal implementation. As explained
there, requirements related to visibility are among the programs for which Tribes may be determined eligible and receive
authorization to implement under the “Tribal Authority Rule” (“TAR”) (40 CFR 49.1 through 49.11). Tribes are not sub-
ject to implementation plan deadlines and may use a modular approach to CAA implementation. We believe there are
very few BART-eligible sources located on Tribal lands. Where such sources exist, the affected Tribe may apply for del-
egation of implementation authority for this rule, following the process set forth in the TAR.

I. Do EPA Regulations Require the Use of These Guidelines?

Section 169A(b) requires us to issue these guidelines for States to follow in establishing BART emission limitations for
fossil-fuel fired generating power plants having a capacity in excess of 750 megawatts. This document is intended to ful-
fill that requirement. These guidelines also establish procedures that States must follow in establishing BART emission
limitations for all other BART sources. Under 40 CFR 308(e)(1)(ii)(B), we are requiring States to follow these guidelines
in all BART determinations. We believe this approach will promote equitable application of the BART requirement to
source owners with similar sources in different States.

II. How To Identify BART-Eligible Sources

This section provides guidelines on how to identify BART-eligible sources. A BART-eligible source is an existing sta-
tionary source in any of 26 listed categories which meets criteria for startup dates and potential emissions.

A. What Are the Steps in Identifying BART-Eligible Sources?

Figure 1 shows the steps for identifying whether the source is a “BART-eligible source”:

Step 1: Identify the emission units in the BART categories,

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units, and

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff.

Figure 1. How to determine whether a source is BART-eligible:

Step 1: Identify emission units in the BART categories.
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Does the plant contain emissions units in one or more of the 26 source categories?

[rtarr2] No [rtarr2] Stop

[rtarr2] Yes [rtarr2] Proceed to Step 2

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of these emission units.

Do any of these emissions units meet the following two tests?

In existence on August 7, 1977 and, began operation after August 7, 1962.

[rtarr2] No [rtarr2] Stop

[rtarr2] Yes [rtarr2] Proceed to Step 3

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions from these emission units to the 250 ton/yr cutoff.

Identify the “stationary source” that includes the emission units you identified in Step 2.

Add the current potential emissions from all the emission units identified in Steps 1 and 2 that are included within the
“stationary source” boundary.*25215

Are the potential emissions from these units 250 tons per year or more for any visibility-impairing pollutant?

[rtarr2] No [rtarr2] Stop

[rtarr2] Yes [rtarr2] These emissions units com-
prise the “BART-eligible
source.”.

1. Step 1: Identify Emission Units in the BART Categories

1. The BART requirement only applies to sources in specific categories listed in the CAA. The BART requirement does
not apply to sources in other source categories, regardless of their emissions. The listed categories are:

(1) Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British thermal units (BTU) per hour heat input,

(2) Coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers),

(3) Kraft pulp mills,

(4) Portland cement plants,

(5) Primary zinc smelters,

(6) Iron and steel mill plants,

(7) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants,

(8) Primary copper smelters,
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(9) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day,

(10) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,

(11) Petroleum refineries,

(12) Lime plants,

(13) Phosphate rock processing plants,

(14) Coke oven batteries,

(15) Sulfur recovery plants,

(16) Carbon black plants (furnace process),

(17) Primary lead smelters,

(18) Fuel conversion plants,

(19) Sintering plants,

(20) Secondary metal production facilities,

(21) Chemical process plants,

(22) Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTUs per hour heat input,

(23) Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,

(24) Taconite ore processing facilities,

(25) Glass fiber processing plants, and

(26) Charcoal production facilities.

2. Some plants may have emission units from more than one category, and some emitting equipment may fit into more
than one category. Examples of this situation are sulfur recovery plants at petroleum refineries, coke oven batteries and
sintering plants at steel mills, and chemical process plants at refineries. For Step 1, you identify all of the emissions units
at the plant that fit into one or more of the listed categories. You do not identify emission units in other categories.

Example: A mine is collocated with an electric steam generating plant and a coal cleaning plant. You would identify
emission units associated with the electric steam generating plant and the coal cleaning plant, because they are listed cat-
egories, but not the mine, because coal mining is not a listed category.

3. The category titles are generally clear in describing the types of equipment to be listed. Most of the category titles are
very broad descriptions that encompass all emission units associated with a plant site (for example, “petroleum refining”
and “kraft pulp mills”). In addition, this same list of categories appears in the PSD regulations, for example in 40 CFR
52.21. States and source owners need not revisit any interpretations of the list made previously for purposes of the PSD
program. We provide the following clarifications for a few of the category titles:
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(1) “Steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.”Because the category refers to “plants,” boiler ca-
pacities must be aggregated to determine whether the 250 million BTU/hr threshold is reached. This definition also in-
cludes those plants that cogenerate steam and electricity. Also, consistent with other EPA rules, the definition only in-
cludes those plants that generate electricity for sale.

Example: A stationary source includes a steam electric plant with three 100 million BTU/hr boilers. Because the aggreg-
ate capacity exceeds 250 million BTU/hr for the “plant,” these boilers would be identified in Step 2.

“Steam electric plants” includes combined cycle turbines because of their incorporation of heat recovery steam generat-
ors. Simple cycle turbines are not “steam electric plants” because they typically do not make steam.

(2) “Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.”We interpret this category title to cover only those
boilers that are individually greater than 250 million BTU/hr. However, an individual boiler smaller than 250 million
BTU/hr should be subject to BART if it is part of a process description at a plant that is in a different BART cat-
egory—for example, a boiler at a chemical process plant.

Also, you should consider a multi-fuel boiler to be a fossil-fuel boiler if it burns at least 50 percent fossil fuels. You may
take federally enforceable operational limits into account in determining whether a multi-fuel boiler's fossil fuel capacity
exceeds 250 million Btu/hr.

(3) “Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels.”The 300,000 barrel cutoff refers
to total facility-wide tank capacity for tanks that were put in place within the 1962-1977 time period, and includes gasol-
ine and other petroleum-derived liquids.

(4) “Phosphate rock processing plants.” This category descriptor is broad, and includes all types of phosphate rock pro-
cessing facilities, including elemental phosphorous plants as well as fertilizer production plants.

(5) Charcoal production facilities.” We interpret this category to include charcoal briquet manufacturing and activated
carbon production.

(6) “Chemical process plants” and pharmaceutical manufacturing. Consistent with past policy, we interpret the category
“chemical process plants” to include those facilities within 2-digit SIC 28. Accordingly, we interpret the term “chemical
process plants” to include pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities.

(7) “Secondary metal production.” We interpret this category to include nonferrous metal facilities included within SIC
code 3341, and secondary ferrous metal facilities that we also consider to be included within the category “iron and steel
mill plants.”

2. Step 2: Identify the Start-up Dates of the Emission Units

1. Emissions units listed under Step 1 are BART-eligible only if they were “in existence” on August 7, 1977 but were not
“in operation” before August 7, 1962.

What Does “in Existence on August 7, 1977” Mean?

2. The regional haze rule defines “in existence” to mean that: “the owner or operator has obtained all necessary precon-
struction approvals or permits required by Federal, State, or local air pollution emissions and air quality laws or regula-
tions and either has (1) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of the facility or
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(2) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be canceled or modified without substantial
loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of construction of the facility to be completed in a reasonable
time.”See 40 CFR 51.301.

Thus, the term “in existence” means the same thing as the term “commence construction” as that term is used in the PSD
regulations. See 40 CFR 51.165(a)(1)(xvi) and 40 CFR 52.21(b)(9). Thus, an emissions unit could be “in existence” ac-
cording to this test even if it did not begin operating until several years later.

*25216 Example: The owner or operator obtained necessary permits in early 1977 and entered into binding construction
agreements in June 1977. Actual on-site construction began in late 1978, and construction was completed in mid-1979.
The source began operating in September 1979. The emissions unit was “in existence” as of August 7, 1977.

Emissions units of this size for which construction commenced AFTER August 7, 1977 (i.e., were not “in existence” on
August 7, 1977) were subject to major new source review (NSR) under the PSD program. Thus, the August 7, 1977 “in
existence” test is essentially the same thing as the identification of emissions units that were grandfathered from the NSR
review requirements of the 1977 CAA amendments.

3. Sources are not BART-eligible if the only change at the plant during the relevant time period was the addition of pol-
lution controls. For example, if the only change at a copper smelter during the 1962 through 1977 time period was the ad-
dition of acid plants for the reduction of SO2 emissions, these emission controls would not by themselves trigger a
BART review.

What Does “in Operation Before August 7, 1962” Mean?

1. An emissions unit that meets the August 7, 1977 “in existence” test is not BART-eligible if it was in operation before
August 7, 1962. “In operation” is defined as “engaged in activity related to the primary design function of the
source.”This means that a source must have begun actual operations by August 7, 1962 to satisfy this test.

Example: The owner or operator entered into binding agreements in 1960. Actual on-site construction began in 1961, and
construction was complete in mid-1962. The source began operating in September 1962. The emissions unit was not “in
operation” before August 7, 1962 and is therefore subject to BART.

What Is a “Reconstructed Source?'

2. Under a number of CAA programs, an existing source which is completely or substantially rebuilt is treated as a new
source. Such “reconstructed” sources are treated as new sources as of the time of the reconstruction. Consistent with this
overall approach to reconstructions, the definition of BART-eligible facility (reflected in detail in the definition of
“existing stationary facility”) includes consideration of sources that were in operation before August 7, 1962, but were
reconstructed during the August 7, 1962 to August 7, 1977 time period.

3. Under the regulation, a reconstruction has taken place if “the fixed capital cost of the new component exceeds 50 per-
cent of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source.”The rule also states that “Any final decision as to
whether reconstruction has occurred must be made in accordance with the provisions of §§ 60.15 (f)(1) through (3) of
this title.”[40 CFR 51.301].“§§ 60.15(f)(1) through (3)” refers to the general provisions for New Source Performance
Standards (NSPS). Thus, the same policies and procedures for identifying reconstructed “affected facilities” under the
NSPS program must also be used to identify reconstructed “stationary sources” for purposes of the BART requirement.

4. You should identify reconstructions on an emissions unit basis, rather than on a plantwide basis. That is, you need to
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identify only the reconstructed emission units meeting the 50 percent cost criterion. You should include reconstructed
emission units in the list of emission units you identified in Step 1. You need consider as possible reconstructions only
those emissions units with the potential to emit more than 250 tons per year of any visibility-impairing pollutant.

5. The “in operation” and “in existence” tests apply to reconstructed sources. If an emissions unit was reconstructed and
began actual operation before August 7, 1962, it is not BART-eligible. Similarly, any emissions unit for which a recon-
struction “commenced” after August 7, 1977, is not BART-eligible.

How Are Modifications Treated Under the BART Provision?

1. The NSPS program and the major source NSR program both contain the concept of modifications. In general, the term
“modification” refers to any physical change or change in the method of operation of an emissions unit that leads to an
increase in emissions.

2. The BART provision in the regional haze rule contains no explicit treatment of modifications. Accordingly, guidelines
are needed on how modified emissions units, previously subject to best available control technology (BACT), lowest
achievable emission rate (LAER) and/or NSPS, are treated under the rule. The BART requirements in the CAA do not
appear to provide any exemption for sources which were modified since 1977. Therefore we believe that the best inter-
pretation of the CAA visibility provisions is that a subsequent modification does not change a unit's construction date for
the purpose of BART applicability. Accordingly, an emissions unit which began operation within the 1962-1977 time
window, but was modified after August 7, 1977, is BART-eligible. However, if an emissions unit began operation before
1962, it is not BART-eligible if it is modified at a later date, so long as the modification is not also a “reconstruction.”
We note, however, that if such a modification was a major modification subject to the BACT, LAER, or NSPS levels of
control, the review process will take into account the level of control that is already in place and may find that the level
of controls are already consistent with BART.

3. Step 3: Compare the Potential Emissions to the 250 Ton/Yr Cutoff

The result of Steps 1 and 2 will be a list of emissions units at a given plant site, including reconstructed emissions units,
that are within one or more of the BART categories and that were placed into operation within the 1962-1977 time win-
dow. The third step is to determine whether the total emissions represent a current potential to emit that is greater than
250 tons per year of any single visibility impairing pollutant. In most cases, you will add the potential emissions from all
emission units on the list resulting from Steps 1 and 2. In a few cases, you may need to determine whether the plant con-
tains more than one “stationary source” as the regional haze rule defines that term, and as we explain further below.

What Pollutants Should I Address?

Visibility-impairing pollutants include the following:

(1) Sulfur dioxide (SO2),

(2) Nitrogen oxides (NO2),

(3) Particulate matter. (You may use PM10 as the indicator for particulate matter. We do not recommend use of total sus-
pended particulates (TSP). Emissions of PM10 include the components of PM2.5 as a subset. There is no need to have
separate 250 ton thresholds for PM10 and PM2.5, because 250 tons of PM10 represents at most 250 tons of PM2.5, and
at most 250 tons of any individual particulate species such as elemental carbon, crustal material, etc.), and
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(4) Volatile organic compounds (VOC).

Can States Establish De Minimis Levels of Emissions for Pollutants at BART-Eligible Sources?

In order to simplify BART determinations, States may choose to identify de minimis levels of pollutants at BART-eli-
gible sources. De minimis values should be identified with the purpose of excluding only those *25217 emissions so
minimial that they are unlikely to contribute to regional haze. Any de minimis values that States consider must not be
higher than the PSD applicability levels: 40 tons/yr for SO2, NOX and VOC, and 15 tons/yr for PM10.

What Does the Term “Potential” Emissions Mean?

The regional haze rule defines potential to emit as follows:

“Potential to emit” means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit a pollutant under its physical and opera-
tional design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant including air pollu-
tion control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or
processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally en-
forceable. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit of a stationary source.

This definition is identical to that in the PSD program [40 CFR 51.166 and 51.18]. This means that a source which actu-
ally emits less than 250 tons per year of a visibility-impairing pollutant is BART-eligible if its emissions would exceed
250 tons per year when operating at its maximum physical and operational design (and considering all federally enforce-
able permit limits).

Example: A source, while operating at one-fourth of its capacity, emits 75 tons per year of SO2. If it were operating at
100 percent of its maximum capacity, the source would emit 300 tons per year. Because under the above definition such
a source would have “potential” emissions that exceed 250 tons per year, the source (if in a listed category and built dur-
ing the 1962-1977 time window) would be BART-eligible.

How Do I Identify Whether a Plant Has More Than One “Stationary Source?”

1. The regional haze rule, in 40 CFR 51.301, defines a stationary source as a “building, structure, facility or installation
which emits or may emit any air pollutant.”[FN3] The rule further defines “building, structure or facility” as:

FN3 Note: Most of these terms and definitions are the same for regional haze and the 1980
visibility regulations. For the regional haze rule we use the term “BART-eligible source”
rather than “existing stationary facility” to clarify that only a limited subset of existing sta-
tionary sources are subject to BART.

All of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more contigu-
ous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person (or persons under common control). Pollutant-
emitting activities must be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the same Major Group
(i.e., which have the same two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 as
amended by the 1977 Supplement (U.S. Government Printing Office stock numbers 4101-0066 and 003-005-00176-0, re-
spectively).

2. In applying this definition, it is necessary to determine which facilities are located on “contiguous or adjacent proper-
ties.” Within this contiguous and adjacent area, it is also necessary to group those emission units that are under “common
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control.” We note that these plant boundary issues and “common control” issues are very similar to those already ad-
dressed in implementation of the title V operating permits program and in NSR.

3. For emission units within the “contiguous or adjacent” boundary and under common control, you must group emission
units that are within the same industrial grouping (that is, associated with the same 2-digit Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC) code).[FN4] For most plants on the BART source category list, there will only be one 2-digit SIC that applies
to the entire plant. For example, all emission units associated with kraft pulp mills are within SIC code 26, and chemical
process plants will generally include emission units that are all within SIC code 28. The “2-digit SIC test” applies in the
same way as the test is applied in the major source NSR programs.[FN5]

FN4 We recognize that we are in a transition period from the use of the SIC system to a
new system called the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). For pur-
poses of identifying BART-eligible sources, you may use either 2-digit SICS or the equi-
valent in the NAICS system.

FN5 Note: The concept of support facility used for the NSR program applies here as well.
Support facilities, that is facilities that convey, store or otherwise assist in the production
of the principal product, must be grouped with primary facilities even when the facilities
fall within separate SIC codes. For purposes of BART reviews, however, such support fa-
cilities (a) must be within one of the 26 listed source categories and (b) must have been in
existence as of August 7, 1977, and (c) must not have been in operation as of August 7,
1962.

4. For purposes of the regional haze rule, you must group emissions from all emission units put in place within the
1962-1977 time period that are within the 2-digit SIC code, even if those emission units are in different categories on the
BART category list.

Examples: A chemical plant which started operations within the 1962 to 1977 time period manufactures hydrochloric
acid (within the category title “Hydrochloric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants”) and various organic chemicals (within the
category title “chemical process plants”), and has onsite an industrial boiler greater than 250 million BTU/hour. All of
the emission units are within SIC 28 and, therefore, all the emission units are considered in determining BART eligibility
of the plant. You sum the emissions over all of these emission units to see whether there are more than 250 tons per year
of potential emissions.

A steel mill which started operations within the 1962 to 1977 time period includes a sintering plant, a coke oven battery,
and various other emission units. All of the emission units are within SIC 33. You sum the emissions over all of these
emission units to see whether there are more than 250 tons per year of potential emissions.

4. Final Step: Identify the Emissions Units and Pollutants That Constitute the BART-Eligible Source

If the emissions from the list of emissions units at a stationary source exceed a potential to emit of 250 tons per year for
any visibility-impairing pollutant, then that collection of emissions units is a BART-eligible source. A BART analysis is
required for each visibility-impairing pollutant emitted at each BART-eligible source.

Example: A stationary source comprises the following two emissions units, with the following potential emissions:

Emissions unit A—200 tons/yr SO2; 150 tons/yr NOX; 25 tons/yr PM.
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Emissions unit B—100 tons/yr SO2; 75 tons/yr NOX; 10 tons/yr PM.

For this example, potential emissions of SO2 are 300 tons/yr, which exceeds the 250 tons/yr threshold. Accordingly, the
entire “stationary source”, that is, emissions units A and B, are subject to a BART review for SO2, NOX, and PM, even
though the potential emissions of PM and NOX at each emissions unit are less than 250 tons/yr each.

Example: The total potential emissions, obtained by adding the potential emissions of all emission units in a listed cat-
egory at a plant site, are as follows: 200 tons/yr SO2, 150 tons/yr NOX, 25 tons/yr PM.

Even though total emissions exceed 250 tons/yr, no individual regulated pollutant exceeds 250 tons/yr and this source is
not BART-eligible.

III. How To Identify Sources “Subject to BART”

Once you have identified and compiled your list of BART-eligible sources, you need to determine which of those sources
may cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in a Class I area (i.e., which of those sources should be subject to
BART). First, you may choose to consider that all of the BART-eligible sources in your State are subject to BART (i.e.,
none are exempt). Alternatively, you may submit to EPA a demonstration, based on overall visibility impacts, that the
sum of all emissions from BART-eligible sources *25218 in your State do not cause or contribute to any visibility
impairment in a Class I area (i.e., none of your BART-eligible sources are subject to BART; all are exempt).

However, if you cannot or choose not to demonstrate to EPA that the sum total of emissions from BART-eligible sources
in your State do not cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in Class I areas, and if you also choose not to con-
sider that all BART-eligible sources should automatically be subject to BART, you may use the third exemption option,
individual source modeling. The individual source exemption process is presented below.

1. Individual Source Exemption Process (CALPUFF Modeling)

You may elect to do the modeling or to require the source to do the modeling. If the source is making the visibility im-
pact determination, you should review and approve or disapprove of the source's analysis before making the exemption
determination. For each BART-eligible source:

a. Submit a Modeling protocol to EPA. If you are having your sources do the modeling, they should prepare a modeling
protocol that is acceptable to you and the EPA. If modeling is to be conducted for receptors greater than 200 km from the
emission unit, a modeling protocol is required. Some critical items to include are meteorological and terrain data, as well
as source-specific information (stack height, temperature, exit velocity, elevation, and allowable emission rate of applic-
able pollutants), and receptor data from appropriate Class I areas. Distances from the actual BART-eligible emission unit
that is modeled to each Class I area should be measured from the nearest point in the Class I area. All receptors in the
Class I area should be analyzed. The State should bear in mind that, for sources 50 km from a Class I area, some recept-
ors within that Class I area may be less than 50 km from the source while other receptors within that same Class I area
may be greater than 50 km from the same source; this situation may result in two different modeling approaches for the
same Class I area and source, depending upon the State's chosen method for modeling sources less than 50 km.

b. Once the modeling methodology is approved, for each Class I area:

i. Run CALPUFF for receptors in the Class I area that are greater than or equal to 50 km from the source. For CALPUFF
setup (meteorological data and parameter settings), we recommend following EPA's Interagency Workgroup on Air
Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport Im-
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pacts.

(a) Tabulate Results —Calculate 24-hr values for each receptor as the change in deciviews compared against natural vis-
ibility conditions.

(b) Make the exemption determination—If the change in the maximum 24-hour value at any receptor is greater than 0.5
deciviews, the source is subject to BART.

ii. For sources not subject to BART under i. above and where the distance from the BART-eligible unit modeled to the
nearest receptor at any Class I area is less than 50 km:

(1) You will need to determine whether or not to exempt the source. Use your discretion for determining visibility im-
pacts giving consideration to CALPUFF and to other EPA-approved methods.

Note that each of the modeling options may be supplemented with source apportionment data or source apportionment
modeling that is acceptable to the State and the EPA regional office.

IV. The BART Determination: Analysis of BART Options

This section describes the process for the engineering analysis of control options for sources subject to BART.

A. What Factors Must I Address in the Engineering Analysis?

The visibility regulations define BART as follows:

Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) means an emission limitation based on the degree of reduction achievable
through the application of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted by * * *
[a BART -eligible source]. The emission limitation must be established, on a case-by-case basis, taking into considera-
tion the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compli-
ance, any pollution control equipment in use or in existence at the source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the
degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology.

The BART analysis requirement in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A) has two parts: an engineering analysis and a visibility im-
pacts analysis. This section of the guidelines addresses the requirements for the engineering analysis. Your engineering
analysis identifies the best system of continuous emission reduction taking into account:

(1) The available retrofit control options,

(2) Any pollution control equipment in use at the source (which affects the availability of options and their impacts),

(3) The costs of compliance with control options,

(4) The remaining useful life of the facility (which as we will discuss below, is an integral part of the cost analysis), and

(5) The energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of control options.

We discuss the requirement for a visibility impacts analysis below in section V.

(4) How Does a BART Engineering Analysis Compare to a BACT Review Under the PSD Program?
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The process for a BART analysis is very similar to the BACT review as described in the New Source Review Workshop
Manual (Draft, October 1990). Consistent with the Workshop Manual, the BART engineering analysis requires that all
available control technologies be ranked in descending order of control effectiveness (i.e. percent control). You must ex-
amine the most stringent alternative first. That alternative is selected as the “best” unless you demonstrate and document
that the alternative cannot be justified based upon the consideration of the five statutory factors discussed below. If you
eliminate the most stringent technology in this fashion, you then consider the next most stringent alternative, and so on.

Although very similar in process, BART reviews differ in several respects from the BACT review described in the NSR
Draft Manual. First, because all BART reviews apply to existing sources, the available controls and the impacts of those
controls may differ from source to source. Second, the CAA requires you to take slightly different factors into account in
determining BART and BACT. In a BACT analysis, the permitting authority must consider the “energy, environmental
and economic impacts and other costs” associated with a control technology in making its determination. In a BART ana-
lysis, on the other hand, the State must take into account the “cost of compliance, the remaining useful life of the source,
the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any existing pollution control technology in use at
the source, and the degree of improvement in visibility from the use of such technology” in making its BART determina-
tion. Because of the differences in terminology, the BACT review process tends to encompass a broader range of factors.
For example, *25219 the term “environmental impacts” in the BACT definition is more broad than the term “nonair qual-
ity environmental impacts” used in the BART definition. Accordingly, there is no requirement in the BART engineering
analysis to evaluate adverse air quality impacts of control alternatives such as the relative impacts on hazardous air pol-
lutants, although you may wish to do so. Finally, for the BART analysis, there is no minimum level of control required,
while any BACT emission limitation must be at least as stringent as any NSPS that applies to the source.

(5) Which Pollutants Must I Address in the Engineering Review?

Once you determine that a source is subject to BART, then a BART review is required for each visibility-impairing pol-
lutant emitted. In a BART review, for each affected emission unit, you must establish BART for each pollutant that can
impair visibility. Consequently, the BART determination must address air pollution control measures for each emissions
unit or pollutant emitting activity subject to review.

Example: Plantwide emissions from emission units within the listed categories that began operation within the “time
window” for BART [FN6] are 300 tons/yr of NOX, 200 tons/yr of SO2, and 150 tons/yr of primary particulate. Emis-
sions unit A emits 200 tons/yr of NOX, 100 tons/yr of SO2, and 100 tons/yr of primary particulate. Other emission units,
units B through H, which began operating in 1966, contribute lesser amounts of each pollutant. For this example, a
BART review is required for NOX, SO2, and primary particulate, and control options must be analyzed for units B
through H as well as unit A.

FN6 That is, emission units that were in existence on August 7, 1977 and which began ac-
tual operation on or after August 7, 1962.

D. How Does a BACT Review Relate to Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) Standards Under CAA Sec-
tion 112?

For VOC and PM sources subject to MACT standards, States may streamline the analysis by including a discussion of
the MACT controls and whether any major new technologies have been developed subsequent to the MACT standards.
We believe that there are many VOC and PM sources that are well controlled because they are regulated by the MACT
standards, which EPA developed under CAA section 112. For a few MACT standards, this may also be true for SO2.
Any source subject to MACT standards must meet a level that is as stringent as the best-controlled 12 percent of sources
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in the industry. Examples of these hazardous air pollutant sources which effectively control VOC and PM emissions in-
clude (among others) secondary lead facilities, organic chemical plants subject to the hazardous organic NESHAP
(HON), pharmaceutical production facilities, and equipment leaks and wastewater operations at petroleum refineries. We
believe that, in many cases, it will be unlikely that States will identify emission controls more stringent than the MACT
standards without identifying control options that would cost many thousands of dollars per ton. Unless there are new
technologies subsequent to the MACT standards which would lead to cost-effective increases in the level of control, you
may rely on the MACT standards for purposes of BART. We believe that the same rationale also holds true for emissions
standards developed for municipal waste incinerators under CAA section 111(d).

Where you are relying on MACT standards to achieve a BART level of control, you must provide the public with a dis-
cussion of how you have reached the conclusion that it is appropriate to rely on MACT standards, and a discussion of
whether any new technologies are available subsequent to the date the MACT standards were published.

E. What Are the Five Basic Steps of a Case-by-Case BART Engineering Analysis?

The five steps are:

STEP 1—Identify All [FN7] Available Retrofit Control Technologies,

FN7 In identifying “all” options, you must identify the most stringent option and a reason-
able set of options for analysis that reflects a comprehensive list of available technologies.
It is not necessary to list all permutations of available control levels that exist for a given
technology—the list is complete if it includes the maximum level of control each techno-
logy is capable of achieving.

STEP 2— Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options,

STEP 3— Rank Remaining Control Technologies By Control Effectiveness,

STEP 4— Evaluate Impacts and Document the Results, and

STEP 5—Evaluate Visibility Impacts.

1. STEP 1: How do I Identify all Available Retrofit Emission Control Techniques?

1. Available retrofit control options are those air pollution control technologies with a practical potential for application
to the emissions unit and the regulated pollutant under evaluation. Air pollution control technologies can include a wide
variety of available methods, systems, and techniques for control of the affected pollutant. Available air pollution control
technologies can include technologies employed outside of the United States that have been successfully demonstrated in
practice on full scale operations, particularly those that have been demonstrated as retrofits to existing sources. Techno-
logies required as BACT or LAER are available for BART purposes and must be included as control alternatives. The
control alternatives should include not only existing controls for the source category in question, but also take into ac-
count technology transfer of controls that have been applied to similar source categories and gas streams. Technologies
which have not yet been applied to (or permitted for) full scale operations need not be considered as available; we do not
expect the source owner to purchase or construct a process or control device that has not already been demonstrated in
practice.

2. Where an NSPS exists for a source category (which is the case for most of the categories affected by BART), you
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should include a level of control equivalent to the NSPS as one of the control options.[FN8] The NSPS standards are co-
dified in 40 CFR part 60. We note that there are situations where NSPS standards do not require the most stringent level
of available control for all sources within a category. For example, post-combustion NOX controls (the most stringent
controls for stationary gas turbines) are not required under subpart GG of the NSPS for Stationary Gas Turbines.
However, such controls must still be considered available technologies for the BART selection process.

FN8 In EPA's 1980 BART guidelines for reasonably attributable visibility impairment, we
concluded that NSPS standards generally, at that time, represented the best level sources
could install as BART, and we required no further demonstration if an NSPS level was se-
lected. In the 20 year period since this guidance was developed, there have been advances
in SO2 control technologies as well as technologies for the control of other pollutants, con-
firmed by a number of recent retrofits at Western power plants. Accordingly, EPA no
longer concludes that the NSPS level of controls automatically represents “the best these
sources can install.”While it is possible that a detailed analysis of the BART factors could
result in the selection of an NSPS level of control, we believe that you should only reach
this conclusion based upon an analysis of the full range of control options.

3. Potentially applicable retrofit control alternatives can be categorized in three ways.

· Pollution prevention: use of inherently lower-emitting processes/practices, including the use of materials and production
processes and work practices that prevent emissions and *25220 result in lower “production-specific” emissions,

· Use of, (and where already in place, improvement in the performance of) add-on controls, such as scrubbers, fabric fil-
ters, thermal oxidizers and other devices that control and reduce emissions after they are produced, and

· Combinations of inherently lower-emitting processes and add-on controls. Example: for a gas-fired turbine, a combina-
tion of combustion controls (an inherently lower-emitting process) and post-combustion controls such as selective cata-
lytic reduction (add-on) may be available to reduce NOX emissions.

4. For the engineering analysis, you should consider potentially applicable control techniques from all three categories.
You should consider lower-polluting processes based on demonstrations from facilities manufacturing identical or simil-
ar products using identical or similar raw materials or fuels. Add-on controls, on the other hand, should be considered
based on the physical and chemical characteristics of the pollutant-bearing emission stream. Thus, candidate add-on con-
trols may have been applied to a broad range of emission unit types that are similar, insofar as emissions characteristics,
to the emissions unit undergoing BART review.

5. In the course of the BART engineering analysis, one or more of the available control options may be eliminated from
consideration because they are demonstrated to be technically infeasible or to have unacceptable energy, cost, or non-air
quality environmental impacts on a case-by-case (or site-specific) basis. However, at the outset, you should initially
identify all control options with potential application to the emissions unit under review.

6. We do not consider BART as a requirement to redesign the source when considering available control alternatives. For
example, where the source subject to BART is a coal-fired electric generator, we do not require the BART analysis to
consider building a natural gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be inherently less polluting on a per unit
basis.

7. In some cases, retrofit design changes may be available for making a given production process or emissions unit inher-
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ently less polluting.[FN9] (Example: use of low NOX burners). In such cases, the ability of design considerations to
make the process inherently less polluting must be considered as a control alternative for the source.

FN9 Because BART applies to existing sources, we recognize that there will probably be
far fewer opportunities to consider inherently lower-emitting processes than may be avail-
able for NSR.

8. Combinations of inherently lower-polluting processes/practices (or a process made to be inherently less polluting) and
add-on controls could possibly yield more effective means of emissions control than either approach alone. Therefore,
the option to use an inherently lower-polluting process does not, in and of itself, mean that no additional add-on controls
need to be included in the BART analysis. These combinations should be identified in Step 1 for evaluation in sub-
sequent steps. (Example: use of low NOX burner and add-on SCR for NOX control).

9. For emission units subject to a BART engineering review, there will often be control measures or devices already in
place. For such emission units, it is important to include control options that involve improvements to existing controls,
and not to limit the control options only to those measures that involve a complete replacement of control devices.

Example: For a power plant with an existing wet scrubber, the current control efficiency is 66 percent. Part of the reason
for the relatively low control efficiency is that 22 percent of the gas stream bypasses the scrubber. An engineering review
identifies options for improving the performance of the wet scrubber by redesigning the internal components of the
scrubber and by eliminating or reducing the percentage of the gas stream that bypasses the scrubber. Four control options
are identified: (1) 78 percent control based upon improved scrubber performance while maintaining the 22 percent by-
pass, (2) 83 percent control based upon improved scrubber performance while reducing the bypass to 15 percent, (3) 93
percent control based upon improving the scrubber performance while eliminating the bypass entirely, (this option results
in a “wet stack” operation in which the gas leaving the stack is saturated with water) and (4) 93 percent as in option 3,
with the addition of an indirect reheat system to reheat the stack gas above the saturation temperature. You must consider
each of these four options in a BART analysis for this source.

10. You are expected to identify all demonstrated and potentially applicable retrofit control technology alternatives. Ex-
amples of general information sources to consider include:

· The EPA's Clean Air Technology Center, which includes the RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse (RBLC);

· State and Local Best Available Control Technology Guidelines—many agencies have online information—for example
South Coast Air Quality Management District, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commission;

· Control technology vendors;

· Federal/State/Local NSR permits and associated inspection/performance test reports;

· Environmental consultants;

· Technical journals, reports and newsletters, air pollution control seminars; and

· The EPA's NSR bulletin board—http://www.epa.gov/ttn/nsr;

· Department of Energy's Clean Coal Program—technical reports;
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· The NOX Control Technology “Cost Tool”—Clean Air Markets Division Web
page—http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/arp/nox/controltech.html;

· Performance of selective catalytic reduction on coal-fired steam generating units—final report. OAR/ARD, June 1997
(also available at http:// www.epa.gov/airmarkets/arp/nox/controltech.html);

· Cost estimates for selected applications of NOX control technologies on stationary combustion boilers. OAR/ARD June
1997. (Docket for NOX SIP Call, A-96-56, item II-A-03);

· Investigation of performance and cost of NOX controls as applied to group 2 boilers. OAR/ARD, August 1996. (Docket
for Phase II NOX rule, A-95-28, item IV-A-4);

· Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of Technologies. EPA-600/R-00-093, USEPA/ORD/NRMRL, October 2000;
and

· The OAQPS Control Cost Manual.

You should compile appropriate information from all available information sources, and you should ensure that the res-
ulting list of control alternatives is complete and comprehensive.

2. STEP 2: How Do I Determine Whether the Options Identified in Step 1 Are Technically Feasible?

In Step 2, you evaluate the technical feasibility of the control options you identified in Step 1. You should clearly docu-
ment a demonstration of technical infeasibility and should show, based on physical, chemical, and engineering principles,
that technical difficulties would preclude the successful use of the control option on the emissions unit under review.
You may then eliminate such technically infeasible control options from further consideration in the BART analysis.

In General, What Do We Mean by Technical Feasibility?

Control technologies are technically feasible if either (1) they have been installed and operated successfully for *25221
the type of source under review, or (2) the technology could be applied to the source under review. Two key concepts are
important in determining whether a technology could be applied: “availability” and “applicability.” As explained in more
detail below, a technology is considered “available” if the source owner may obtain it through commercial channels, or it
is otherwise available within the common sense meaning of the term. An available technology is “applicable” if it can
reasonably be installed and operated on the source type under consideration. A technology that is available and applic-
able is technically feasible.

What Do We Mean by “Available” Technology?

1. The typical stages for bringing a control technology concept to reality as a commercial product are:

· Concept stage;

· research and patenting;

· bench scale or laboratory testing;

· pilot scale testing;
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· licensing and commercial demonstration; and

· commercial sales.

2. A control technique is considered available, within the context presented above, if it has reached the licensing and
commercial sales stage of development. Similarly, we do not expect a source owner to conduct extended trials to learn
how to apply a technology on a totally new and dissimilar source type. Consequently, you would not consider technolo-
gies in the pilot scale testing stages of development as “available” for purposes of BART review.

3. Commercial availability by itself, however, is not necessarily a sufficient basis for concluding a technology to be ap-
plicable and therefore technically feasible. Technical feasibility, as determined in Step 2, also means a control option
may reasonably be deployed on or “applicable” to the source type under consideration.

Because a new technology may become available at various points in time during the BART analysis process, we believe
that guidelines are needed on when a technology must be considered. For example, a technology may become available
during the public comment period on the State's rule development process. Likewise, it is possible that new technologies
may become available after the close of the State's public comment period and before submittal of the SIP to EPA, or
during EPA's review process on the SIP submittal. In order to provide certainty in the process, we propose that all tech-
nologies be considered if available before the close of the State's public comment period. You need not consider techno-
logies that become available after this date. As part of your analysis, you should consider any technologies brought to
your attention in public comments. If you disagree with public comments asserting that the technology is available, you
should provide an explanation for the public record as to the basis for your conclusion.

What Do We Mean by “Applicable” Technology?

You need to exercise technical judgment in determining whether a control alternative is applicable to the source type un-
der consideration. In general, a commercially available control option will be presumed applicable if it has been or is
soon to be deployed (e.g., is specified in a permit) on the same or a similar source type. Absent a showing of this type,
you evaluate technical feasibility by examining the physical and chemical characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas
stream, and comparing them to the gas stream characteristics of the source types to which the technology had been ap-
plied previously. Deployment of the control technology on a new or existing source with similar gas stream characterist-
ics is generally a sufficient basis for concluding the technology is technically feasible barring a demonstration to the con-
trary as described below. What type of demonstration is required if I conclude that an option is not technically feasible?

1. Where you assert that a control option identified in Step 1 is technically infeasible, you should make a factual demon-
stration that the option is commercially unavailable, or that unusual circumstances preclude its application to a particular
emission unit. Generally, such a demonstration involves an evaluation of the characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas
stream and the capabilities of the technology. Alternatively, a demonstration of technical infeasibility may involve a
showing that there are unresolvable technical difficulties with applying the control to the source (e.g., size of the unit,
location of the proposed site, or operating problems related to specific circumstances of the source). Where the resolution
of technical difficulties is a matter of cost, you should consider the technology to be technically feasible. The cost of a
control alternative is considered later in the process.

2. The determination of technical feasibility is sometimes influenced by recent air quality permits. In some cases, an air
quality permit may require a certain level of control, but the level of control in a permit is not expected to be achieved in
practice (e.g., a source has received a permit but the project was canceled, or every operating source at that permitted
level has been physically unable to achieve compliance with the limit). Where this is the case, you should provide sup-
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porting documentation showing why such limits are not technically feasible, and, therefore, why the level of control (but
not necessarily the technology) may be eliminated from further consideration. However, if there is a permit requiring the
application of a certain technology or emission limit to be achieved for such technology (especially as a retrofit for an
existing emission unit), this usually is sufficient justification for you to assume the technical feasibility of that techno-
logy or emission limit.

3. Physical modifications needed to resolve technical obstacles do not, in and of themselves, provide a justification for
eliminating the control technique on the basis of technical infeasibility. However, you may consider the cost of such
modifications in estimating costs. This, in turn, may form the basis for eliminating a control technology (see later discus-
sion).

4. Vendor guarantees may provide an indication of commercial availability and the technical feasibility of a control tech-
nique and could contribute to a determination of technical feasibility or technical infeasibility, depending on circum-
stances. However, we do not consider a vendor guarantee alone to be sufficient justification that a control option will
work. Conversely, lack of a vendor guarantee by itself does not present sufficient justification that a control option or an
emissions limit is technically infeasible. Generally, you should make decisions about technical feasibility based on chem-
ical, and engineering analyses (as discussed above), in conjunction with information about vendor guarantees.

5. A possible outcome of the BART procedures discussed in these guidelines is the evaluation of multiple control techno-
logy alternatives which result in essentially equivalent emissions. It is not our intent to encourage evaluation of unneces-
sarily large numbers of control alternatives for every emissions unit. Consequently, you should use judgment in deciding
on those alternatives for which you will conduct the detailed impacts analysis (Step 4 below). For example, if two or
more control techniques result in control levels that are essentially *25222 identical, considering the uncertainties of
emissions factors and other parameters pertinent to estimating performance, you may evaluate only the less costly of
these options. You should narrow the scope of the BART analysis in this way, only if there is a negligible difference in
emissions and energy and non-air quality environmental impacts between control alternatives.

3. STEP 3: How Do I Develop a Ranking of the Technically Feasible Alternatives?

Step 3 involves ranking all the technically feasible control alternatives identified in Step 2. For the pollutant and emis-
sions unit under review, you rank the control alternatives from the most to the least effective in terms of emission reduc-
tion potential.

Two key issues that must be addressed in this process include:

(1) Making sure that you express the degree of control using a metric that ensures an “apples to apples” comparison of
emissions performance levels among options, and

(2) Giving appropriate treatment and consideration of control techniques that can operate over a wide range of emission
performance levels.

What Are the Appropriate Metrics for Comparison?

This issue is especially important when you compare inherently lower-polluting processes to one another or to add-on
controls. In such cases, it is generally most effective to express emissions performance as an average steady state emis-
sions level per unit of product produced or processed.

Examples of common metrics:
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· Pounds of SO2 emissions per million Btu heat input, and

· pounds of NOX emissions per ton of cement produced.

How Do I Evaluate Control Techniques With a Wide Range of Emission Performance Levels?

1. Many control techniques, including both add-on controls and inherently lower polluting processes, can perform at a
wide range of levels. Scrubbers and high and low efficiency electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) are two of the many ex-
amples of such control techniques that can perform at a wide range of levels. It is not our intent to require analysis of
each possible level of efficiency for a control technique, as such an analysis would result in a large number of options. It
is important, however, that in analyzing the technology you take into account the most stringent emission control level
that the technology is capable of achieving. You should use the most recent regulatory decisions and performance data
(e.g., manufacturer's data, engineering estimates and the experience of other sources) to identify an emissions perform-
ance level or levels to evaluate.

2. In assessing the capability of the control alternative, latitude exists to consider any special circumstances pertinent to
the specific source under review, or regarding the prior application of the control alternative. However, you must docu-
ment the basis for choosing the alternate level (or range) of control in the BART analysis. Without a showing of differ-
ences between the source and other sources that have achieved more stringent emissions limits, you should conclude that
the level being achieved by those other sources is representative of the achievable level for the source being analyzed.

3. You may encounter cases where you may wish to evaluate other levels of control in addition to the most stringent level
for a given device. While you must consider the most stringent level as one of the control options, you may consider less
stringent levels of control as additional options. This would be useful, particularly in cases where the selection of addi-
tional options would have widely varying costs and other impacts.

4. Finally, we note that for retrofitting existing sources in addressing BART, you should consider ways to improve the
performance of existing control devices, particularly when a control device is not achieving the level of control that other
similar sources are achieving in practice with the same device.

How Do I Rank the Control Options?

After determining the emissions performance levels (using appropriate metrics of comparison) for each control techno-
logy option identified in Step 2, you establish a list that identifies the most stringent control technology option. Each oth-
er control option is then placed after this alternative in a ranking according to its respective emissions performance level,
ranked from lowest emissions to highest emissions (most effective to least stringent effective emissions control alternat-
ive). You should do this for each pollutant and for each emissions unit (or grouping of similar units) subject to a BART
analysis.

4. STEP 4: For a BART Engineering Analysis, What Impacts Must I Calculate and Report? What Methods Does EPA
Recommend for the Impacts Analysis?

After you identify and rank the available and technically feasible control technology options, you must then conduct
three types of impacts analyses when you make a BART determination:

Impact analysis part 1: costs of compliance, (taking into account the remaining useful life of the facility)

Impact analysis part 2: energy impacts, and
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Impact analysis part 3: non-air quality environmental impacts.

In this section, we describe how to conduct each of these three analyses. You are responsible for presenting an evaluation
of each impact along with appropriate supporting information. You should discuss and, where possible, quantify both be-
neficial and adverse impacts. In general, the analysis should focus on the direct impact of the control alternative.

a. Impact Analysis Part 1: How Do I Estimate the Costs of Control?

1. To conduct a cost analysis, you: (1) Identify the emissions units being controlled, (2) identify design parameters for
emission controls, and (3) develop cost estimates based upon those design parameters.

2. It is important to identify clearly the emission units being controlled, that is, to specify a well-defined area or process
segment within the plant. In some cases, multiple emission units can be controlled jointly. However, in other cases, it
may be appropriate in the cost analysis to consider whether multiple units will be required to install separate and/or dif-
ferent control devices. The engineering analysis should provide a clear summary list of equipment and the associated
control costs. Inadequate documentation of the equipment whose emissions are being controlled is a potential cause for
confusion in comparison of costs of the same controls applied to similar sources.

3. You then specify the control system design parameters. Potential sources of these design parameters include equip-
ment vendors, background information documents used to support NSPS development, control technique guidelines doc-
uments, cost manuals developed by EPA, control data in trade publications, and engineering and performance test data.
The following are a few examples of design parameters for two example control measures: *25223

Control device Examples of design parameters

Wet Scrubbers Type of sorbent used (lime, limestone, etc.)

Gas pressure drop Liquid/gas ratio

Selective Catalytic Reduction Ammonia to NOX molar ratio Pressure drop Catalyst life

4. The value selected for the design parameter should ensure that the control option will achieve the level of emission
control being evaluated. You should include in your analysis, documentation of your assumptions regarding design para-
meters. Examples of supporting references would include the Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS)
Control Cost Manual (see below) and background information documents used for NSPS and hazardous pollutant emis-
sion standards. If the design parameters you specified differ from typical designs, you should document the difference by
supplying performance test data for the control technology in question applied to the same source or a similar source.

5. Once the control technology alternatives and achievable emissions performance levels have been identified, you then
develop estimates of capital and annual costs. The basis for equipment cost estimates also should be documented, either
with data supplied by an equipment vendor (i.e., budget estimates or bids) or by a referenced source (such as the OAQPS
Control Cost Manual, Fifth Edition, February 1996, EPA 453/B-96-001).[FN10] In order to maintain and improve con-
sistency, cost estimates should be based on the EPA/OAQPS Control Cost Manual, where possible.[FN11] The Control
Cost Manual addresses most control technologies in sufficient detail for a BART analysis. While the types of site-
specific analyses contained in the Control Cost Manual are less precise than those based upon a detailed engineering
design, normally the estimates provide results that are plus or minus 30 percent, which is generally sufficient for the
BART review. The cost analysis should take into account site-specific conditions that are out of the ordinary (e.g., use of
a more expensive fuel or additional waste disposal costs) that may affect the cost of a particular BART technology op-
tion.
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FN10 The Control Cost Manual is updated periodically. While this citation refers to the
latest version at the time this guidance was written, you should use the version that is cur-
rent as of when you conduct your impact analysis. This document is available at the fol-
lowing Web site: http:// www.epa.gov/ttn/catc/dir1/chpt2acr.pdf

FN11 You should include documentation for any additional information you used for the
cost calculations, including any information supplied by vendors that affects your assump-
tions regarding purchased equipment costs, equipment life, replacement of major compon-
ents, and any other element of the calculation that differs from the Control Cost Manual.

b. How Do I Take Into Account a Project's “Remaining Useful Life” In Calculating Control Costs?

1. You treat the requirement to consider the source's “remaining useful life” of the source for BART determinations as
one element of the overall cost analysis. The “remaining useful life” of a source, if it represents a relatively short time
period, may affect the annualized costs of retrofit controls. For example, the methods for calculating annualized costs in
EPA's Control Cost Manual require the use of a specified time period for amortization that varies based upon the type of
control. If the remaining useful life will clearly exceed this time period, the remaining useful life has essentially no effect
on control costs and on the BART determination process. Where the remaining useful life is less than the time period for
amortizing costs, you should use this shorter time period in your cost calculations.

2. For purposes of these guidelines, the remaining useful life is the difference between:

(1) January 1 of the year you are conducting the BART analysis (but not later than January 1, 2007)[FN12]; and

FN12 The reason for the year 2007 is that the year 2007 is the latest year for which a
BART analysis will be conducted in order to be included in a regional haze SIP.

(2) the date the facility permanently stops operations. Where this affects the BART determination, this date must be as-
sured by a federally-enforceable restriction preventing further operation. A projected closure date, without such a feder-
ally-enforceable restriction, is not sufficient.

3. We recognize that there may be situations where a source operator intends to shut down a source by a given date, but
wishes to retain the flexibility to continue operating beyond that date in the event, for example, that market conditions
change. Where this is the case, your BART analysis may account for this, but it must maintain consistency with the stat-
utory requirement to install BART within 5 years. Where the source chooses not to accept a federally enforceable condi-
tion requiring the source to shut down by a given date, it is necessary to determine whether a reduced time period for the
remaining useful life changes the level of controls that would have been required as BART. If the reduced time period
does change the level of BART controls, you may identify, and include as part of the BART emission limitation, the
more stringent level of control that would be required as BART if there were no assumption that reduced the remaining
useful life. You may incorporate into the BART emission limit this more stringent level, which would serve as a contin-
gency should the source continue operating more than 5 years after the date EPA approves the relevant SIP. The source
would not be allowed to operate after the 5-year mark without such controls. If a source does operate after the 5-year
mark without BART in place, the source is considered to be in violation of the BART emissions limit for each day of op-
eration.

c. What Do We Mean by Cost Effectiveness?
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Cost effectiveness, in general, is a criterion used to assess the potential for achieving an objective in the most economical
way. For purposes of air pollutant analysis, “effectiveness” is measured in terms of tons of pollutant emissions removed,
and “cost” is measured in terms of annualized control costs. We recommend two types of cost-effectiveness calcula-
tions—average cost effectiveness, and incremental cost effectiveness.

In the cost analysis, you should take care to not focus on incomplete results or partial calculations. For example, large
capital costs for a control option alone would not preclude selection of a control measure if large emissions reductions
are projected. In such a case, low or reasonable cost effectiveness numbers may validate the option as an appropriate
BART alternative irrespective of the large capital costs. Similarly, projects with relatively low capital costs may not be
cost effective if there are few emissions reduced.

d. How Do I Calculate Average Cost Effectiveness?

Average cost effectiveness means the total annualized costs of control divided by annual emissions reductions (the differ-
ence between baseline annual emissions and the estimate of emissions after controls), using the following formula:

Average cost effectiveness (dollars per ton removed) = Control option annualized cost [FN13] Baseline annual *25224
emissions—Annual emissions with Control option

FN13 Whenever you calculate or report annual costs, you should indicate the year for
which the costs are estimated. For example, if you use the year 2000 as the basis for cost
comparisons, you would report that an annualized cost of $20 million would be: $20 mil-
lion (year 2000 dollars).

Because you calculate costs in (annualized) dollars per year ($/yr) and because you calculate emissions rates in tons per
year (tons/yr), the result is an average cost-effectiveness number in (annualized) dollars per ton ($/ton) of pollutant re-
moved.

e. How Do I Calculate Baseline Emissions?

1. The baseline emissions rate should represent a realistic depiction of anticipated annual emissions for the source. In
general, for the existing sources subject to BART, you will estimate the anticipated annual emissions based upon actual
emissions from a baseline period.

2. When you project that future operating parameters (e.g., limited hours of operation or capacity utilization, type of fuel,
raw materials or product mix or type) will differ from past practice, and if this projection has a deciding effect in the
BART determination, then you must make these parameters or assumptions into enforceable limitations. In the absence
of enforceable limitations, you calculate baseline emissions based upon continuation of past practice.

3. For example, the baseline emissions calculation for an emergency standby generator may consider the fact that the
source owner would not operate more than past practice of 2 weeks a year. On the other hand, baseline emissions associ-
ated with a base-loaded turbine should be based on its past practice which would indicate a large number of hours of op-
eration. This produces a significantly higher level of baseline emissions than in the case of the emergency/standby unit
and results in more cost-effective controls. As a consequence of the dissimilar baseline emissions, BART for the two
cases could be very different.

f. How Do I Calculate Incremental Cost Effectiveness?
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1. In addition to the average cost effectiveness of a control option, you should also calculate incremental cost effective-
ness. You should consider the incremental cost effectiveness in combination with the total cost effectiveness in order to
justify elimination of a control option. The incremental cost effectiveness calculation compares the costs and emissions
performance level of a control option to those of the next most stringent option, as shown in the following formula:

Incremental Cost Effectiveness (dollars per incremental ton removed) = (Total annualized costs of control op-
tion)—(Total annualized costs of next control option) / (Next control option annual emissions)—(Control option annual
emissions)

Example 1: Assume that Option F on Figure 2 has total annualized costs of $1 million to reduce 2000 tons of a pollutant,
and that Option D on Figure 2 has total annualized costs of $500,000 to reduce 1000 tons of the same pollutant. The in-
cremental cost effectiveness of Option F relative to Option D is ($1 million—$500,000) divided by (2000 tons—1000
tons), or $500,000 divided by 1000 tons, which is $500/ton.

Example 2: Assume that two control options exist: Option 1 and Option 2. Option 1 achieves a 1,000 ton/yr reduction at
an annual cost of $1,900,000. This represents an average cost of ($1,900,000/1,000 tons) = $1,900/ton. Option 2 achieves
a 980 tons/yr reduction at an annual cost of $1,500,000. This represents an average cost of ($1,500,000/980 tons) =
$1,531/ton. The incremental cost effectiveness of Option 1 relative to Option 2 is ($1,900,000—$1,500,000) divided by
(1,000 tons—980 tons). The adoption of Option 1 instead of Option 2 results in an incremental emission reduction of 20
tons per year at an additional cost of $400,000 per year. The incremental cost of Option 1, then, is $20,000 per ton—11
times the average cost of $1,900 per ton. While $1,900 per ton may still be deemed reasonable, it is useful to consider
both the average and incremental cost in making an overall cost-effectiveness finding. Of course, there may be other dif-
ferences between these options, such as, energy or water use, or non-air environmental effects, which also should be con-
sidered in selecting a BART technology.

2. You should exercise care in deriving incremental costs of candidate control options. Incremental cost-effectiveness
comparisons should focus on annualized cost and emission reduction differences between “dominant” alternatives. To
identify dominant alternatives, you generate a graphical plot of total annualized costs for total emissions reductions for
all control alternatives identified in the BART analysis, and by identifying a “least-cost envelope” as shown in Figure 2.
(A “least-cost envelope” represents the set of options that should be dominant in the choice of a specific option.)

BILLING CODE 6560-50-P
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BILLING CODE 6560-50-C

Figure 2. Least-Cost Envelope

Example: Eight technically feasible control options for analysis are listed in the BART ranking. These are represented as
A through H in Figure 2. The dominant set of control options, B, D, F, G, and H, represent the least-cost envelope, as we
depict by the cost curve connecting them. Points A, C and E are inferior options, and you should not use them in calcu-
lating incremental cost effectiveness. Points A, C and E represent inferior controls because B will buy more emissions re-
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ductions for less money than A; and similarly, D and F will buy more reductions for less money than C and E, respect-
ively.

3. In calculating incremental costs, you:

(1) Rank the control options in ascending order of annualized total costs,

(2) Develop a graph of the most reasonable smooth curve of the control options, as shown in Figure 2. This is to show the
“least-cost envelope” discussed above; and

(3) Calculate the incremental cost effectiveness for each dominant option, which is the difference in total annual costs
between that option and the next most stringent option, divided by the difference in emissions reductions between those
two options. For example, using Figure 2, you would calculate incremental cost effectiveness *25226 for the difference
between options B and D, options D and F, options F and G, and options G and H.

4. A comparison of incremental costs can also be useful in evaluating the viability of a specific control option over a
range of efficiencies. For example, depending on the capital and operational cost of a control device, total and increment-
al cost may vary significantly (either increasing or decreasing) over the operational range of a control device. Also, the
greater the number of possible control options that exist, the more weight should be given to the incremental costs vs. av-
erage costs.

5. In addition, when you evaluate the average or incremental cost effectiveness of a control alternative, you should make
reasonable and supportable assumptions regarding control efficiencies. An unrealistically low assessment of the emission
reduction potential of a certain technology could result in inflated cost-effectiveness figures.

g. What Other Information Should I Provide in the Cost Impacts Analysis?

You should provide documentation of any unusual circumstances that exist for the source that would lead to cost-
effectiveness estimates that would exceed that for recent retrofits. This is especially important in cases where recent ret-
rofits have cost-effectiveness values that are within what has been considered a reasonable range, but your analysis con-
cludes that costs for the source being analyzed are not considered reasonable. (A reasonable range would be a range that
is consistent with the range of cost effectiveness values used in other similar permit decisions over a period of time.)

Example: In an arid region, large amounts of water are needed for a scrubbing system. Acquiring water from a distant
location could greatly increase the cost effectiveness of wet scrubbing as a control option.

h. Impact Analysis Part 2: How Should I Analyze and Report Energy Impacts?

1. You should examine the energy requirements of the control technology and determine whether the use of that techno-
logy results in any significant or unusual energy penalties or benefits. A source owner may, for example, benefit from the
combustion of a concentrated gas stream rich in volatile organic compounds; on the other hand, more often extra fuel or
electricity is required to power a control device or incinerate a dilute gas stream. If such benefits or penalties exist, they
should be quantified and included in the cost analysis. Because energy penalties or benefits can usually be quantified in
terms of additional cost or income to the source, the energy impacts analysis can, in most cases, simply be factored into
the cost impacts analysis. However, certain types of control technologies have inherent energy penalties associated with
their use. While you should quantify these penalties, so long as they are within the normal range for the technology in
question, you should not consider such penalties to be an adequate justification for eliminating that technology from con-
sideration.
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2. Your energy impact analysis should consider only direct energy consumption and not indirect energy impacts. For ex-
ample, you could estimate the direct energy impacts of the control alternative in units of energy consumption at the
source (e.g., BTU, kWh, barrels of oil, tons of coal). The energy requirements of the control options should be shown in
terms of total (and in certain cases, also incremental) energy costs per ton of pollutant removed. You can then convert
these units into dollar costs and, where appropriate, factor these costs into the control cost analysis.

3. You generally do not consider indirect energy impacts (such as energy to produce raw materials for construction of
control equipment). However, if you determine, either independently or based on a showing by the source owner, that the
indirect energy impact is unusual or significant and that the impact can be well quantified, you may consider the indirect
impact.

4. The energy impact analysis may also address concerns over the use of locally scarce fuels. The designation of a scarce
fuel may vary from region to region. However, in general, a scarce fuel is one which is in short supply locally and can be
better used for alternative purposes, or one which may not be reasonably available to the source either at the present time
or in the near future.

5. Finally, the energy impacts analysis may consider whether there are relative differences between alternatives regarding
the use of locally or regionally available coal, and whether a given alternative would result in significant economic dis-
ruption or unemployment. For example, where two options are equally cost effective and achieve equivalent or similar
emissions reductions, one option may be preferred if the other alternative results in significant disruption or unemploy-
ment.

i. Impact Analysis Part 3: How Do I Analyze “Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts?'

1. In the non-air quality related environmental impacts portion of the BART analysis, you address environmental impacts
other than air quality due to emissions of the pollutant in question. Such environmental impacts include solid or hazard-
ous waste generation and discharges of polluted water from a control device.

2. You should identify any significant or unusual environmental impacts associated with a control alternative that have
the potential to affect the selection or elimination of a control alternative. Some control technologies may have poten-
tially significant secondary environmental impacts. Scrubber effluent, for example, may affect water quality and land
use. Alternatively, water availability may affect the feasibility and costs of wet scrubbers. Other examples of secondary
environmental impacts could include hazardous waste discharges, such as spent catalysts or contaminated carbon. Gener-
ally, these types of environmental concerns become important when sensitive site-specific receptors exist or when the in-
cremental emissions reductions potential of the more stringent control is only marginally greater than the next most-
effective option. However, the fact that a control device creates liquid and solid waste that must be disposed of does not
necessarily argue against selection of that technology as BART, particularly if the control device has been applied to
similar facilities elsewhere and the solid or liquid waste is similar to those other applications. On the other hand, where
you or the source owner can show that unusual circumstances at the proposed facility create greater problems than exper-
ienced elsewhere, this may provide a basis for the elimination of that control alternative as BART.

3. The procedure for conducting an analysis of non-air quality environmental impacts should be made based on a consid-
eration of site-specific circumstances. It is not necessary to perform this analysis of environmental impacts for the entire
list of technologies you ranked in Step 3, if you propose to adopt the most stringent alternative. In general, the analysis
need only address those control alternatives with any significant or unusual environmental impacts that have the potential
to affect the selection of a control alternative, or elimination of a more stringent control alternative. Thus, any important
relative environmental impacts (both positive and negative) of *25227 alternatives can be compared with each other.
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4. In general, the analysis of impacts starts with the identification and quantification of the solid, liquid, and gaseous dis-
charges from the control device or devices under review. Initially, you should perform a qualitative or semi-quantitative
screening to narrow the analysis to discharges with potential for causing adverse environmental effects. Next, you should
assess the mass and composition of any such discharges and quantify them to the extent possible, based on readily-
available information. You should also assemble pertinent information about the public or environmental consequences
of releasing these materials.

j. What Are Examples of Non-Air Quality Environmental Impacts?

The following are examples of how to conduct non-air quality environmental impacts:

(1) Water Impact

You should identify the relative quantities of water used and water pollutants produced and discharged as a result of the
use of each alternative emission control system relative to the most stringent alternative. Where possible, you should as-
sess the effect on ground water and such local surface water quality parameters as ph, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, salin-
ity, toxic chemical levels, temperature, and any other important considerations. The analysis should consider whether ap-
plicable water quality standards will be met and the availability and effectiveness of various techniques to reduce poten-
tial adverse effects.

(2) Solid Waste Disposal Impact

You should compare the quality and quantity of solid waste (e.g., sludges, solids) that must be stored and disposed of or
recycled as a result of the application of each alternative emission control system with the quality and quantity of wastes
created with the most stringent emission control system. You should consider the composition and various other charac-
teristics of the solid waste (such as permeability, water retention, rewatering of dried material, compression strength,
leachability of dissolved ions, bulk density, ability to support vegetation growth and hazardous characteristics) which are
significant with regard to potential surface water pollution or transport into and contamination of subsurface waters or
aquifers.

(3) Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

You may consider the extent to which the alternative emission control systems may involve a trade-off between short-
term environmental gains at the expense of long-term environmental losses and the extent to which the alternative sys-
tems may result in irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources (for example, use of scarce water resources).

(4) Other Adverse Environmental Impacts

You may consider significant differences in noise levels, radiant heat, or dissipated static electrical energy. Other ex-
amples of non-air quality environmental impacts would include hazardous waste discharges such as spent catalysts or
contaminated carbon. Generally, these types of environmental concerns become important when the plant is located in an
area that is particularly sensitive to environmental degradation and when the incremental emissions reductions potential
of the most stringent control option is only marginally greater than the next most-effective option, but the environmental
impact is of greater concern.

(5) Benefits to the Environment

It is important to consider relative differences between options regarding their beneficial impacts to non-air quality-re-
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lated environmental media. For example, you may consider whether a given control option results in less deposition of
pollutants, in particular nitrogen compounds, to nearby sensitive water bodies (lakes, rivers, coastal waters). You may
also consider effects which may be unique to high elevation ecosystems. In some eastern Class I areas with elevations
above 1000 meters, there may be direct deposition of acid and nitrogen compounds on vegetation and soil from cloud im-
pacts. Growth rates and competition between alien and native species might be affected by pollution loadings as well. As
part of the consultation requirement between States and the Federal Land Managers in 40 CFR 51.308(i)(2), we expect
the Federal Land Managers to provide information on non-air quality indicators to be considered in determining BART
and other implementation strategies. The States should also consider such information available from other sources, such
as public comments.

5. Step 5: How Should I Determine Visibility Impacts in the BART Determination?

The following is the approach to determine visibility impacts (the degree of visibility improvement for each source sub-
ject to BART) in the BART determination. You may elect to conduct the modeling or require the source to conduct the
modeling. If modeling is to be conducted for receptors greater than 200 km from the emission unit, a modeling protocol
is required. If the source is conducting the modeling, you should review and approve or disapprove of the source's ana-
lysis. Note that distances from the actual BART-eligible emission unit that is modeled to each Class I area should be
measured from the nearest point in the Class I area. All receptors in the Class I area should be analyzed. The State should
bear in mind that, for sources 50 km from a Class I area, some receptors within that Class I area may be less than 50 km
from the source while other receptors within that same Class I area may be greater than 50 km from the same source; this
situation may result in two different modeling approaches for the same Class I area and source, depending upon the
State's chosen method for modeling sources less than 50 km.

1. For receptors in the Class I area that are greater than or equal to 50 km from the emission unit:

(1) Run CALPUFF, at pre-control allowable emission rates and post-control allowable emission rates.

For CALPUFF setup (meteorological data and parameter settings), we recommend following EPA's Interagency Work-
group on Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range
Transport Impacts. Choose an emission control level representing the most stringent control option available for the post-
control scenario.

(2) Tabulate Results;

(i) Calculate 24-hr values for each receptor as the change in deciviews compared against natural visibility conditions
(conditions that are estimated to exist in a given Class I area in the absence of human-caused impairment). Tabulate pre-
control and post-control results.

(b) Make the net visibility improvement determination:

(i) Assess the visibility improvement based on the change in visibility impact of the average 20% worst modeled days
between the pre-control and post-control emission rates. For example, if average impact from the 20% worst days
*25228 for a source's pre-control emission rates for a particular receptor is a change of 1.0 deciviews, and its post-
control impact is 0.4 deciviews, the net visibility improvement is 0.6 deciviews (60%). All receptors in the Class I area
should be analyzed.

2. For sources that have not determined their degree of visibility improvement under 1. above and where all receptors at a
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Class I area are less than 50 km from the BART-eligible unit:

(1) Estimate visibility impacts for pre-control and post-control emissions. Give consideration to CALPUFF or other
EPA-approved methods or local scale models for determining visibility impacts for pre-controlled and post-controlled
emissions.

(2) Estimate the degree of visibility improvement expected.

Note that each of the modeling options may be supplemented with source apportionment data or source apportionment
modeling that is acceptable to the State and the EPA regional office.

F. How Do I Select the “Best” Alternative, Using the Results of Steps 1 Through 5?

1. Summary of the Impacts Analysis

From the alternatives you ranked in Step 3, you should develop a chart (or charts) displaying for each of the ranked al-
ternatives:

(1) Expected emission rate (tons per year, pounds per hour);

(2) Emissions performance level (e.g., percent pollutant removed, emissions per unit product, lb/MMbtu, ppm);

(3) Expected emissions reductions (tons per year);

(4) Costs of compliance—total annualized costs ($), cost effectiveness ($/ton), and incremental cost effectiveness ($/ton);

(5) Energy impacts (indicate any significant energy benefits or disadvantages);

(6) Non-air quality environmental impacts (includes any significant or unusual other media impacts, e.g., water or solid
waste), both positive and negative; and

(7) Modeled visibility impacts.

2. Selecting a “Best” Alternative

1. As discussed above, we are seeking comment on two alternative approaches for evaluating control options for BART.
The first involves a sequential process for conducting the impacts analysis that begins with a complete evaluation of the
most stringent control option. Under this approach, you determine that the most stringent alternative in the ranking does
not impose unreasonable costs of compliance, taking into account both average and incremental costs, then the analysis
begins with a presumption that this level is selected. You then proceed to considering whether energy and non-air quality
environmental impacts would justify selection of an alternative control option. If there are no outstanding issues regard-
ing energy and non-air quality environmental impacts, the analysis is ended and the most stringent alternative is identi-
fied as the “best system of continuous emission reduction.”

2. If you determine that the most stringent alternative is unacceptable due to such impacts, you need to document the ra-
tionale for this finding for the public record. Then, the next most-effective alternative in the listing becomes the new con-
trol candidate and is similarly evaluated. This process continues until you identify a technology which does not pose un-
acceptable costs of compliance, energy and/or non-air quality environmental impacts.
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3. We also request comment on an alternative decision-making approach that would not begin with an evaluation of the
most stringent control option. For example, you could choose to begin the BART determination process by evaluating the
least stringent, technically feasible control option or by evaluating an intermediate control option drawn from the range
of technically feasible control alternatives. Under this approach, you would then consider the additional emissions reduc-
tions, costs, and other effects (if any) of successively more stringent control options. Under such an approach, you would
still be required to (1) display and rank all of the options in order of control effectiveness and to identify the average and
incremental costs of each option; (2) consider the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of each option; and
(3) provide a justification for adopting the technology that you select as the “best” level of control, including an explana-
tion as to why you rejected other more stringent control technologies.

4. In the case where you are conducting a BART determination for two regulated pollutants on the same source, if the
result is two different BART technologies that do not work well together, you could then substitute a different techno-
logy or combination of technologies, provided that they achieve at least the same emissions reductions for each pollutant.

3. In Selecting a “Best” Alternative, Should I Consider the Affordability of Controls?

1. Even if the control technology is cost effective, there may be cases where the installation of controls would affect the
viability of continued plant operations.

2. As a general matter, for plants that are essentially uncontrolled at present, and emit at much greater levels per unit of
production than other plants in the category, we are unlikely to accept as BART any analysis that preserves a source's un-
controlled status. While this result may predict the shutdown of some facilities, we believe that the flexibility provided in
the regional haze rule for an alternative reduction approach, such as an emissions trading program, will minimize the
likelihood of forced shutdowns.

3. Nonetheless, we recognize there may be unusual circumstances that justify taking into consideration the conditions of
the plant and the economic effects of requiring the use of a given control technology. These effects would include effects
on product prices, the market share, and profitability of the source. We do not intend, for example, that the most stringent
alternative must always be selected, if that level would cause a plant to shut down, while a slightly lesser degree of con-
trol would not have this effect. Where there are such unusual circumstances that are judged to have a severe effect on
plant operations, you may take into consideration the conditions of the plant and the economic effects of requiring the
use of a control technology. Where these effects are judged to have a severe impact on plant operations you may consider
them in the selection process, so long as you provide an economic analysis that demonstrates, in sufficient detail for a
meaningful public review, the specific economic effects, parameters, and reasoning. (We recognize that this review pro-
cess must preserve the confidentiality of sensitive business information). Any analysis should consider whether other
competing plants in the same industry may also be required to install BART controls.

4. Sulfur Dioxide Limits for Utility Boilers

You must require 750 MW power plants to meet specific control levels of either 95% control, or controls in the range of
.1 to .15 lbs/MMBtu, for each EGU greater than 250 MW, unless you determine that an alternative control level is clearly
justified based on a careful consideration of the statutory *25229 factors. Thus, for example, if the source convincingly
demonstrates unique circumstances affecting its ability to cost-effectively reduce its emissions, you should take that into
account in determining whether the presumptive levels of control are appropriate for that facility. For an EGU greater
than 250 MW in size, but located at a power plant smaller than 750 MW in size, you should similarly find that such con-
trols are cost-effective as a general matter when taking into consideration the costs of compliance in your BART analys-
is. You should consider these control levels as the minimum that may be required. While these levels may represent cur-
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rent control capabilities, we expect that scrubber technology will continue to improve and control costs continue to de-
cline. You should be sure to consider the level of control that is currently best achievable at the time that you are con-
ducting your BART analysis.

5. Nitrogen Oxide Limits for Utility Boilers

You should establish specific numerical limits for NOX control for each BART determination. For sources currently us-
ing selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) for part of the year, you should pre-
sume that use of those same controls year-round is highly cost-effective.

For all other utility boilers, you should also presume that a NOX emission limit of 0.2 lbs/MMBtu is cost-effective. Most
utility boilers can achieve a degree of removal of 0.2 lbs/MMBtu with relatively inexpensive controls such as low NOX
burners and combustion control. For those sources who cannot achieve this control level without SCR, you may find
SCR to be appropriate if you finds visibility impacts that are of high enough concern to warrant the additional capital
cost.

V. Enforceable Limits/Compliance Date

To complete the BART process, you must establish enforceable emission limits and require compliance within a given
period of time. In particular, you must establish an enforceable emission limit for each subject emission unit at the source
and for each pollutant subject to review that is emitted from the source. In addition, you must require compliance with
the BART emission limitations no later than 5 years after EPA approves your regional haze SIP. If technological or eco-
nomic limitations in the application of a measurement methodology to a particular emission unit would make an emis-
sions limit infeasible, you may prescribe a design, equipment, work practice, operation standard, or combination of these
types of standards. You should ensure that any BART requirements are written in a way that clearly specifies the indi-
vidual emission unit(s) subject to BART review. Because the BART requirements are “applicable” requirements of the
CAA, they must be included as title V permit conditions according to the procedures established in 40 CFR part 70 or 40
CFR part 71.

Section 302(k) of the CAA requires emissions limits such as BART to be met on a continuous basis. Although this provi-
sion does not necessarily require the use of continuous emissions monitoring (CEMs), it is important that sources employ
techniques that ensure compliance on a continuous basis. Monitoring requirements generally applicable to sources, in-
cluding those that are subject to BART, are governed by other regulations. See, e.g., 40 CFR part 64 (compliance assur-
ance monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3) (periodic monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(c)(1) (sufficiency monitoring). Note also that
while we do not believe that CEMs would necessarily be required for all BART sources, the vast majority of electric gen-
erating units already employ CEM technology for other programs, such as the acid rain program. In addition, emissions
limits must be enforceable as a practical matter (contain appropriate averaging times, compliance verification procedures
and recordkeeping requirements). In light of the above, the permit must:

· Be sufficient to show compliance or noncompliance (i.e., through monitoring times of operation, fuel input, or other in-
dices of operating conditions and practices); and

· Specify a reasonable averaging time consistent with established reference methods, contain reference methods for de-
termining compliance, and provide for adequate reporting and recordkeeping so that air quality agency personnel can de-
termine the compliance status of the source.

VI. Emission Trading Program Overview
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40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) allows States the option of implementing an emissions trading program or other alternative measure
instead of requiring BART. This option provides the opportunity for achieving better environmental results at a lower
cost than under a source-by-source BART requirement. A trading program must include participation by BART sources,
but may also include sources that are not subject to BART. The program would allow for implementation during the first
implementation period of the regional haze rule (that is, by the year 2018) instead of the 5-year compliance period noted
above. In this section of the guidance, we provide an overview of the steps in developing a trading program [FN14] con-
sistent with 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2).

FN14 We focus in this section on emission cap and trade programs which we believe will
be the most common type of economic incentive program developed as an alternative to
BART.

A. What Are the General Steps in Developing an Emission Trading Program?

1. The basic steps are to:

(1) Develop emission budgets;

(2) Allocate emission allowances to individual sources; and

(3) Develop a system for tracking individual source emissions and allowances. (For example, procedures for transactions,
monitoring, compliance and other means of ensuring program accountability).

2. A good example of an emissions trading program is the acid rain program under title IV of the CAA. The acid rain
program is a national program—it establishes a national emissions cap, allocates allowances to individual sources, and
allows trading of allowances between all covered sources in the United States. The Ozone Transport Commission's NOX
Memorandum of Understanding, and the NOX SIP call both provide for regional trading programs.The recently proposed
Interstate Air Quality Rule (69 FR 4566, January 30, 2004) would establish statewide emissions budgets and allows for
trading programs to achieve the budgets. Other trading programs generally have applied only to sources within a single
State. In the proposed Interstate Air Quality rule (IAQR) (69 FR 4566, January 30, 2004), we requested comment on
whether compliance with the IAQR by affected EGUs in affected States would satisfy, for those sources, the BART re-
quirements of the CAA, provided that a State imposes the full amount of SO2 and NOX emissions reductions on EGUs
that the IAQR deemed highly cost effective. We are in the process of evaluating those comments. Based on our current
evaluation, we believe the IAQR, as proposed, is clearly better than BART for those affected EGUs in the affected States
which we propose to cover under the IAQR. We thus expect that the final IAQR would satisfy the BART requirements
for affected EGUs that are covered pursuant to the final IAQR.

3. In creating a trading program as an alternative to source-specific BART, a *25230 State may wish to work with other
States through a regional planning organization to develop a regional, multi-state program. Such a program would
provide greater opportunities for emission trading. Coordination through the Regional Planning Organization (RPO)
would ensure compatibility of the core elements of the trading program—budgets, allocations, tracking, etc.—between
the SIPs and TIPs of participating States and Tribes. The WRAP has adopted such a regional market trading program as a
backstop to its overall emission reduction program for SO2. Although regional trading programs require more interstate
coordination, we have expertise that we can offer to States wishing to pursue such a program.

B. What Are Emission Budgets and Allowances?
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An emissions budget is a limit, for a given source population, on the total emissions amount [FN15] that may be emitted
by those sources over a State or region. An emission budget is also referred to as an “emission cap.”

FN15 An emission budget generally represents a total emission amount for a single pollut-
ant such as SO2. As noted in the preamble to the regional haze rule (64 FR 35743, July 1,
1999) we believe that unresolved technical difficulties preclude inter-pollutant trading at
this time.

In general, the emission budget is subdivided into source-specific amounts that we refer to as “allowances.” Generally,
each allowance equals one ton of emissions. Sources must hold allowances for all emissions of the pollutant covered by
the program that they emit. Once you allocate the allowances, source owners have flexibility in determining how they
will meet their emissions limit. Source owners have the options of:

(1) Emitting at the level of allowances they are allocated (for example, by controlling emissions or curtailing operations),

(2) Emitting at amounts less than the allowance level, thus freeing up allowances that may be used by other sources
owned by the same owner, or sold to another source owner, or

(3) Emitting at amounts greater than the allowance level, and purchasing allowances from other sources or using excess
allowances from another plant under the same ownership.

C. What Criteria Must Be Met in Developing an Emission Trading Program as an Alternative to BART?

Under the regional haze rule, an emission trading program must achieve “greater reasonable progress” (that is, greater
visibility improvement) than would be achieved through the installation and operation of source-specific BART. The
“greater reasonable progress” demonstration involves the following steps, which are discussed in more detail below:

(1) Identify the sources that are subject to BART,

(2) Calculate the emissions reductions that would be achieved if BART were installed and operated on sources subject to
BART,

(3) Demonstrate whether your emission budget achieves emission levels that are equivalent to or less than the emissions
levels that would result if BART were installed and operated,

(4) Analyze whether implementing a trading program in lieu of BART would likely lead to differences in the geographic
distribution of emissions within a region, and

(5) Demonstrate that the emission levels will achieve greater progress in visibility than would be achieved if BART were
installed and operated on sources subject to BART.

1. How Do I Identify Sources Subject to BART?

For a trading program, you would identify sources subject to BART in the same way as we described in sections II and
III of these guidelines.

2. How Do I Calculate the Emissions Reductions That Would Be Achieved if BART Were Installed and Operated on
These Sources?
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1. For a trading program under 51.308(e)(2), you may identify these emissions reductions by:

(1) Conducting a case-by-case analysis for each of the sources, using the procedures described above in these guidelines
in sections II through V;

(2) Conducting an analysis for each source category that takes into account the available technologies, the costs of com-
pliance, the energy impacts, the non-air quality environmental impacts, the pollution control equipment in use, and the
remaining useful life, on a category-wide basis; or

(3) Conducting an analysis that combines considerations on both source-specific and category-wide information.

2. For a category-wide analysis of available control options, you develop cost estimates and estimates of energy and non-
air quality environmental impacts that you judge representative of the sources subject to BART for a source category as a
whole, rather than analyze each source that is subject to BART. The basic steps of a category-wide analysis are the same
as for a source-specific analysis. You identify technically feasible control options and rank them according to control
stringency. Next, you calculate the costs and cost effectiveness for each control option, beginning with the most stringent
option. Likely, the category-wide estimate will represent a range of cost and cost-effectiveness values rather than a single
number. Next, you evaluate the expected energy and non-air quality impacts (both positive and negative impacts) to de-
termine whether these impacts preclude selection of a given alternative.

3. We note that States and RPOs have the flexibility to adopt an approach to the category-wide analysis of BART that
would involve the evaluation of different levels of BART control options (e.g., all measures less than $1000/ton vs. all
measures less than $2000/ton vs. all measures less than $3000/ton) through an iterative process of assessing relative
changes in cumulative visibility impairment. For example, States or regional planning organizations could use $1000 or
$2000/ton as an initial cutoff for selecting reasonable control options. The States or regional planning organizations
could then compare the across-the-board regional emissions and visibility changes resulting from the implementation of
the initial control option and that resulting from the implementation of control options with a $3000/ton cutoff (or
$1500/ton, etc). This approach would allow States and other stakeholders to understand the visibility differences among
BART control options achieving less cost-effective or more cost-effective levels of overall control.

3. For a Cap and Trade Program, How Do I Demonstrate That My Emission Budget Results in Emission Levels That Are
Equivalent To or Less Than the Emissions Levels That Would Result if BART Were Installed and Operated?

Emissions budgets must address two criteria. First, you must develop an emissions budget for a future year [FN16] which
ensures reductions in actual emissions that achieve greater reasonable visibility progress than BART. This will generally
necessitate development of a “baseline forecast” of emissions for the population of sources included within the budget. A
baseline forecast is a prediction of the future emissions for that source population in absence of either BART or the al-
ternative trading program. Second, you must take into consideration the *25231 timing of the emission budget relative to
the timetable for BART. If the implementation timetable for the emission trading program is a significantly longer period
than the 5-year time period for BART implementation, you should establish budgets for interim years that ensure steady
and continuing progress in emissions reductions.

FN16 As required by 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(iii), emissions reductions must take place dur-
ing the period of the first long-term strategy for regional haze. This means the reductions
must take place no later than the year 2018.

In evaluating whether the program milestone for the year 2018 provides for a BART-equivalent or better emission in-
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ventory total, you conduct the following steps:

(1) Identify the source population included within the budget, which must include all BART sources and may include
other sources,

(2) For sources included within the budget, develop a base year [FN17] emissions inventory for stationary sources in-
cluded within the budget, using the most current available emission inventory,

FN17 See 2002 Base Year Emission Inventory SIP Planning: 8-hr Ozone, PM2.5 and Re-
gional Haze Programs. memorandum of November 18, 2002, from Lydia Wegman and
Peter Tsirigotis. This document is available at the following Web site: ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1/memoranda/2002bye—gm.pdf.

(3) Develop a future emissions inventory for the milestone year (in most cases, the year 2018), that is, an inventory of
projected emissions for the milestone year in the absence of BART or a trading program,

(4) Calculate the reductions from the forecasted emissions if BART were installed on all sources subject to BART,

(5) Subtract this amount from the forecasted total, and

(6) Compare the budget you have selected and confirm that it does not exceed this level of emissions.

Example: For a given region for which a budget is being developed for SO2, the most recent inventory is for the year
2002. The budget you propose for the trading program is 1.2 million tons. The projected emissions inventory total for the
year 2018, using the year 2002 inventory and growth projections, is 4 million tons per year. Application of BART con-
trols on the population of sources subject to BART would achieve 2.5 million tons per year of reductions. Subtracting
this amount from the project inventory yields a value of 1.5 million tons. Because your selected budget of 1.2 million
tons is less than this value, it achieves a better than a BART-equivalent emission total.

4. How Do I Ensure That Trading Budgets Achieve “Greater Reasonable Progress?”

In some cases, you may be able to demonstrate that a trading program that achieves greater emissions progress may also
achieve greater visibility progress without necessarily conducting a detailed dispersion modeling analysis. This could be
done, for example, if you can demonstrate, using economic models, that the likely distribution of emissions when the
trading program is implemented would not be significantly different than the distribution of emissions if BART was in
place. If distribution of emissions is not substantially different than under BART, and greater emissions reductions are
achieved, then the trading program would presumptively achieve “greater reasonable progress.”

If the distribution of emissions is different under the two approaches, then the possibility exists that the trading program,
even though it achieves greater emissions reductions, may not achieve better visibility improvement. Where this is the
case, then you must conduct dispersion modeling to determine the visibility impact of the trading alternative. The disper-
sion modeling should determine differences in visibility between BART and the trading program for each impacted Class
I area, for the worst and best 20 percent of days. The modeling should identify:

—The estimated difference in visibility conditions under the two approaches for each Class I area,

—The average difference in visibility over all Class I areas impacted by the region's emissions. [For example, if six Class
I areas are in the region impacted, you would take the average of the improvement in deciviews over those six areas].
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The modeling study would demonstrate “greater reasonable progress” if both of the following two criteria are met:

—Visibility does not decline in any Class I area, and

—Overall improvement in visibility, determined by comparing the average differences over all affected Class I areas.

Example: Assume that ten Class I areas are affected. You would take the average deciview improvement from BART for
each of the ten Class I areas—one value for each Class I area—and average them together. If the ten values are 2.5, 3.9,
4.1, 1.7, 3.3, 4.5, 3.1, 3.6, 3.8 and 4.5, then the average deciview improvement from BART for the ten Class I areas is 3.5
deciviews. Therefore, the average of the ten deciview values for the trading program must be 3.5 deciviews or more.

5. How Do I Allocate Emissions to Sources?

Emission allocations must be consistent with the overall budget that you provide to us. We believe it is not appropriate
for us to require a particular process and criteria for individual source allocations, and thus we will not dictate how to al-
locate allowances. When developing an allocation methodology, the State or regional planning organization should con-
sult with any Indian Tribes located within the trading area, regardless of whether BART-eligible sources are currently on
Tribal lands. We will provide information on allocation processes to State, Tribal, and local agencies, and to RPOs.

6. What Provisions Must I Include in Developing a System for Tracking Individual Source Emissions and Allowances?

1. In general, we expect regional haze trading programs to contain the same degree of rigor as trading programs for cri-
teria pollutants. In terms of ensuring the overall integrity and enforceability of a trading program, we expect that you will
generally follow the guidance already being developed for other economic incentive programs (EIPs) in establishing a
trading program for regional haze. In addition, we expect that any future trading programs developed by States and/or re-
gional planning organizations will be developed in consultation with a broad range of stakeholders.

2. There are two EPA-administered emission trading programs that we believe provide good examples of the features of
a well-run trading program. These two programs provide considerable information that would be useful to the develop-
ment of regional haze trading programs as an alternative to BART.

3. The first example is our acid rain program under title IV of the CAA. Phase I of the acid rain reduction program began
in 1995. Under phase I, reductions in the overall SO2 emissions were required from large coal-burning boilers in 110
power plants in 21 midwest, Appalachian, southeastern and northeastern States. Phase II of the acid rain program began
in 2000, and required further reductions in the SO2 emissions from coal-burning power plants. Phase II also extended the
program to cover other lesser-emitting sources. Allowance trading is the centerpiece of EPA's acid rain program for SO2.
You will find information on this program in:

(1) Title IV of the CAA Amendments (1990),

(2) 40 CFR part 73 at 58 FR 3687 (January 1993),

(3) EPA's acid rain Web site, at www.epa.gov/acidrain/trading.html. *25232

4. The second example is the rule for reducing regional transport of ground-level ozone (NOX SIP Call). The NOX SIP
Call requires a number of eastern, midwestern, and southeastern States and the District of Columbia to submit SIPs that
address the regional transport of ground-level ozone through reductions in NOX. States may meet the requirements of the
rule by participating in an EPA-administered trading program. To participate in the program, the States must submit rules
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sufficiently similar to a model trading rule promulgated by the Agency (40 CFR part 96). More information on this pro-
gram is available in:

(1) The preamble and rule in the Federal Register at 63 FR 57356 (October 1998),

(2) The NOX compliance guide, available at www.epa.gov/acidrain/modlrule/main.html#126,

(3) Fact sheets for the rule, available at www.epa.gov/ttn/rto/sip/related.html#prop,

(4) Additional information available on EPA's Web site, at www.epa.gov/acidrain/modlrule/main.html.

5. A third program that provides a good example of trading programs is the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) NOX
budget program. The OTC NOX budget program was created to reduce summertime NOX emissions in the northeast
United States. The program caps NOX emissions for the affected States at less than half of the 1990 baseline emission
level of 490,000 tons, and uses trading to achieve cost-effective compliance. For more information on the trading provi-
sions of the program, see:

(1) Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), available at www.sso.org/otc/att2.HTM,

(2) Fact sheets available at www.sso.org/otc/Publications/327facts.htm,

(3) Additional information, available at www.epa.gov/acidrain/otc/otcmain.html.

6. We are including in the docket for this rulemaking a detailed presentation that has been used by EPA's Clean Air Mar-
kets Division to explain the provisions of NOX trading programs with State and local officials. This presentation
provides considerable information on EPA's views on sound trading programs.

7. We recognize that it is desirable to minimize administrative burdens for sources that may be subject to the provisions
of several different emission trading programs. We believe that it is desirable for any emission trading program for
BART to use existing tracking systems to the extent possible. We believe that any trading program established by States
for BART should be fully consistent with the recently proposed NOX/SOX Transport rule. Should the transport rule not
be in effect for the same time period or in the same States as any BART trading program, we recommend that States and/
or regional planning organizations should conduct additional technical analyses to determine whether the time periods for
tracking of allowances under other existing programs (i.e., annual allowances for SO2 for the acid rain program, and al-
lowances for the ozone season for NOX) are appropriate for purposes of demonstrating greater reasonable regional pro-
gress vis a vis BART. Further, we recommend that you conduct any such analysis in conjunction with the timelines for
development of SIPs for regional haze.

7. How Would a Regional Haze Trading Program Interface With the Requirements for “Reasonably Attributable” BART
Under § 51.302 of the Regional Haze Rule?

1. If a State elects to impose case-by-case BART emission limitations according to 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1) of the regional
haze rule, then there should be no difficulties arising from the implementation of requirement for “reasonably attribut-
able” BART under 40 CFR 51.302. However, if a State chooses an alternative measure, such as an emissions trading pro-
gram, in lieu of requiring BART emissions limitation on specific sources, then the requirement for BART is not satisfied
until alternative measures reduce emissions sufficient to make “more reasonable progress than BART.” Thus, in that
period between implementation of an emissions trading program and the satisfaction of the overall BART requirement,
an individual source could be required to install BART for reasonably attributable impairment under 40 CFR 51.302. Be-
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cause such an overlay of the requirements under 40 CFR 51.302 on a trading program under 40 CFR 51.308 might affect
the economic and other considerations that were used in developing the emissions trading program, the regional haze rule
allows for a “geographic enhancement” under 40 CFR 51.308. This provision addresses the interface between a regional
trading program and the requirement under 40 CFR 51.302 regarding BART for reasonably attributable visibility impair-
ment. (See 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(v)).

2. We recognize the desirability of addressing any such issues at the outset of developing an emissions trading program
to address regional haze. We note that the WRAP, the planning organization for the nine western States considering a
trading program under 40 CFR 51.309 (which contains a similar geographic enhancement provision), has adopted
policies which target use of the 51.302 provisions by the Federal Land Managers (FLMs). In this case, for the nine
WRAP States, the FLMs have agreed that they will certify reasonable attributable impairment only under certain specific
conditions. Under this approach, the FLMs would certify under 40 CFR 51.302 only if the regional trading program is
not decreasing sulfate concentrations in a Class I area within the region. Moreover, the FLMs will certify impairment un-
der 40 CFR 51.302 only where: (1) BART-eligible sources are located “near” that class I area and (2) those sources have
not implemented BART controls. In addition, the WRAP is investigating other procedures for States to follow in re-
sponding to a certification of “reasonably attributable” impairment if an emissions trading approach is adopted to address
the BART requirement based on the sources' impact on regional haze.

3. The specific pollutants and the magnitude of impacts under the regional haze rule and at specific Class I areas may
vary in different regions of the country. We expect that each State through its associated regional planning organization
will evaluate the need for geographic enhancement procedures within any adopted regional emissions trading program.

[FR Doc. 04-9863 Filed 5-4-04; 8:45 am]
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RULES and REGULATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 51

[FRL-7925-9]

RIN 2060-AJ31

Regional Haze Regulations and Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations

Wednesday, July 6, 2005

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

*39104 ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: On July 1, 1999, EPA promulgated regulations to address regional haze (64 FR 35714). These regulations
were challenged, and on May 24, 2002, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued a ruling va-
cating the regional haze rule in part and sustaining it in part. American Corn Growers Ass'n v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (D.C.
Cir. 2002). Today's rule addresses the court's ruling in that case.

In addition, prior to the court's decision, EPA had proposed guidelines for implementation of the Best Available Retrofit
Technology (BART) requirements under the regional haze rule, (66 FR 38108, July 20, 2001). The proposed guidelines
were intended to clarify the requirements of the regional haze rule's BART provisions. We proposed to add the guidelines
and also proposed to add regulatory text requiring that these guidelines be used for addressing BART determinations un-
der the regional haze rule. In addition, we proposed one revision to guidelines issued in 1980 for facilities contributing to
“reasonably attributable” visibility impairment.

In the American Corn Growers case, the court vacated and remanded the BART provisions of the regional haze rule. In
response to the court's ruling, on May 5, 2004 we proposed new BART provisions and reproposed the BART guidelines.
The American Corn Growers court also remanded to the Agency its decision to extend the deadline for the submittal of
regional haze plans. Subsequently, Congress amended the deadlines for regional haze plans (Consolidated Appropri-
ations Act for Fiscal Year 2004, Public Law 108-199, January 23, 2004). The May 5, 2004 proposed rule also contained
an amendment to the regional haze rule to conform to the new statutory deadlines.

We received numerous comments on both the July 20, 2001 proposal and the May 5, 2004 reproposal. Today's final rule
reflects our review of the public comments.

DATES: The regulatory amendments announced herein take effect on September 6, 2005.

ADDRESSES: Docket. All documents in the docket are listed in the EDOCKET index at http://www.epa.gov/edocket.
Although listed in the index, some information is not publicly available, i.e., CBI or other information whose disclosure
is restricted by statute. Certain other material, such as copyrighted material, is not placed on the Internet and will be pub-
licly available only in hard copy form. Publicly available docket materials are available either electronically in EDOCK-
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ET or in hard copy at the OAR Docket, EPA/DC, EPA West, Room B102, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW., Washington,
DC. The Public Reading Room is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding legal holidays.
The telephone number for the Public Reading Room is (202) 566-1744, and the telephone number for the OAR Docket is
(202) 566-1742.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Kathy Kaufman at (919) 541-0102 or by e-mail at Kauf-
man.Kathy@epa.gov or Todd Hawes at 919-541-5591 or by e-mail Hawes.Todd@epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Regulated Entities. This final rule will affect the following: State and local permitting authorities and Indian Tribes con-
taining major stationary sources of pollution affecting visibility in federally protected scenic areas.

This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather provides a guide for readers regarding entities likely to be regulated
by this action. This list gives examples of the types of entities EPA is now aware could potentially be regulated by this
action. Other types of entities not listed could also be affected. To determine whether your facility, company, business,
organization, etc., is regulated by this action, you should examine the applicability criteria in Part II of this preamble. If
you have any questions regarding the applicability of this action to a particular entity, consult the people listed in the pre-
ceding section.

Outline. The contents of today's preamble are listed in the following outline.

I. Overview of Today's Proposed Actions

II. Background

A. Regional Haze Rule

B. Partial Remand of the Regional Haze Rule in American Corn Growers

C. Changes in Response to American Corn Growers

D. Center for Energy and Economic Development v. EPA

E. Relationship Between BART and the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)

F. Overview of the BART Process

III. Detailed Discussion of the BART Guidelines

A. Introduction

B. Scope of the Rule—Whether to Require States to Follow the Guidelines for All BART Sources

C. How to Identify BART-Eligible Sources

D. How to Determine Which BART-Eligible Sources are Subject to BART

E. The BART Determination Process
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IV. Effect of This Rule on State Options for Using Alternative Strategies In Lieu of Source-by-Source BART

V. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

B. Paperwork Reduction Act

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use.

I. National Technology Transfer Advancement Act

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations

I. Overview of Today's Actions

Today's rulemaking provides the following changes to the regional haze regulations:

(1) Revised regulatory text in response to the American Corn Growers court's remand, to require that the BART determ-
ination include an analysis of the degree of visibility improvement resulting from the use of control technology at each
source subject to BART,

(2) Revised regulatory text in 40 CFR 51.308(b) and deletion of 40 CFR 51.308(c) Options for regional planning in re-
sponse to Congressional legislation amending the deadlines for submittal of regional haze implementation plans. This
provision had provided for an alternative process for States to submit regional haze implementation plans in attainment
areas,

(3) BART guidelines, contained in a new Appendix Y to 40 CFR part 51,

(4) New and revised regulatory text, to be added to 40 CFR 51.308(e), regarding the use of Appendix Y in establishing
BART emission limits, and

(5) Revised regulatory language at 40 CFR 51.302 to clarify the relationship between New Source Performance Stand-
ards (NSPS) and BART for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

How This Preamble Is Structured. Section II provides background on the *39105 Clean Air Act (CAA) BART require-
ments as codified in the regional haze rule, on the D.C. Circuit Court decision which remanded parts of the rule, and on
the April 2004 reproposal responding to the remand. Section III discusses specific issues in the BART guidelines in more
detail, including background on each issue, major comments we received on the July 2001 proposal and May 2004 repro-
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posal, and our responses to those comments. Section IV provides a discussion of how this rulemaking complies with the
requirements of Statutory and Executive Order Reviews.

II. Background

A. The Regional Haze Rule

In 1999, we published a final rule to address a type of visibility impairment known as regional haze (64 FR 35714, July
1, 1999). The regional haze rule requires States to submit implementation plans (SIPs) to address regional haze visibility
impairment in 156 Federally-protected parks and wilderness areas. These 156 scenic areas are called “mandatory Class I
Federal areas” in the Clean Air Act (CAA)[FN1] but are referred to simply as “Class I areas” in today's rulemaking. The
1999 rule was issued to fulfill a long-standing EPA commitment to address regional haze under the authority and require-
ments of sections 169A and 169B of the CAA.

FN1 See, e.g. CAA Section 169A(a)(1).

As required by the CAA, we included in the final regional haze rule a requirement for BART for certain large stationary
sources that were put in place between 1962 and 1977. We discussed these requirements in detail in the preamble to the
final rule (64 FR at 35737-35743). The regulatory requirements for BART were codified at 40 CFR 51.308(e) and in
definitions that appear in 40 CFR 51.301.

The CAA, in sections 169A(b)(2)(A) and in 169A(g)(7), uses the term “major stationary source” to describe those
sources that are the focus of the BART requirement. To avoid confusion with other CAA requirements which also use the
term “major stationary source” to refer to a somewhat different population of sources, the regional haze rule uses the
term “BART-eligible source” to describe these sources. The BART-eligible sources are those sources which have the po-
tential to emit 250 tons or more of a visibility-impairing air pollutant, were put in place between August 7, 1962 and Au-
gust 7, 1977, and whose operations fall within one or more of 26 specifically listed source categories. Under the CAA,
BART is required for any BART-eligible source which a State determines “emits any air pollutant which may reasonably
be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any such area.”Accordingly, for stationary sources
meeting these criteria, States must address the BART requirement when they develop their regional haze SIPs.

Section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA requires that States must consider the following factors in making BART determinations:

(1) The costs of compliance,

(2) The energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance,

(3) Any existing pollution control technology in use at the source,

(4) The remaining useful life of the source, and

(5) The degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such techno-
logy.

These statutory factors for BART were codified at 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii).

In the preamble to the regional haze rule, we committed to issuing further guidelines to clarify the requirements of the
BART provision. The purpose of this rulemaking is to fulfill this commitment by providing guidelines to assist States as
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they identify which of their BART-eligible sources should undergo a BART analysis (i.e., which are “sources subject to
BART”) and select controls in light of the statutory factors listed above (“the BART determination”).

B. Partial Remand of the Regional Haze Rule in American Corn Growers v. EPA

In response to challenges to the regional haze rule by various petitioners, the D.C. Circuit in American Corn Growers
[FN2] issued a ruling striking down the regional haze rule in part and upholding it in part. This section discusses the
court's opinion in that case as background for the discussion of specific changes to the regional haze rule and the BART
guidelines presented in the next two sections, respectively.

FN2 American Corn Growers et al. v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (2002).

We explained in the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule that the BART requirements in section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the
CAA demonstrate Congress' intent to focus attention directly on the problem of pollution from a specific set of existing
sources (64 FR 35737). The CAA requires that any of these existing sources “which, as determined by the State, emits
any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility [in a Class I
area],” shall install the best available retrofit technology for controlling emissions.[FN3] In determining BART, the CAA
requires the State to consider several factors that are set forth in section 169(g)(2) of the CAA, including the degree of
improvement in visibility which may reasonably result from the use of such technology.

FN3 CAA sections 169A(b)(2) and (g)(7).

The regional haze rule addresses visibility impairment resulting from emissions from a multitude of sources located
across a wide geographic area. Because the problem of regional haze is caused in large part by the long-range transport
of emissions from multiple sources, and for certain technical and other reasons explained in that rulemaking, we had ad-
opted an approach that required States to look at the contribution of all BART sources to the problem of regional haze in
determining both applicability and the appropriate level of control. Specifically, we had concluded that if a source poten-
tially subject to BART is located within an upwind area from which pollutants may be transported downwind to a Class I
area, that source “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute” to visibility impairment in the Class I area. Sim-
ilarly, we had also concluded that in weighing the factors set forth in the statute for determining BART, the States should
consider the collective impact of BART sources on visibility. In particular, in considering the degree of visibility im-
provement that could reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology, we stated that the State should
consider the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls to all
sources subject to BART. We had concluded that the States should use this analysis to determine the appropriate BART
emission limitations for specific sources.[FN4]

FN4 See 66 FR at 35737-35743 for a discussion of the rationale for the BART require-
ments in the 1999 regional haze rule.

In American Corn Growers v. EPA, industry petitioners challenged EPA's interpretation of both these aspects of the
BART determination process and raised other challenges to the rule. The court in American Corn Growers concluded
that the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule were inconsistent with the provisions in the CAA “giving the
states broad authority over BART determinations.”291 F.3d at 8. Specifically, with respect to the test for determining
whether a source is subject to BART, the court held that the *39106 method that EPA had prescribed for determining
which eligible sources are subject to BART illegally constrained the authority Congress had conferred on the States. Id.
The court did not decide whether the general collective contribution approach to determining BART applicability was ne-
cessarily inconsistent with the CAA. Id. at 9. Rather, the court stated that “[i]f the [regional haze rule] contained some
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kind of a mechanism by which a state could exempt a BART-eligible source on the basis of an individualized contribu-
tion determination, then perhaps the plain meaning of the Act would not be violated. But the [regional haze rule] contains
no such mechanism.”Id. at 12.

The court in American Corn Growers also found that our interpretation of the CAA requiring the States to consider the
degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls in determining
BART was inconsistent with the language of the Act. 291 F.3d at 8. Based on its review of the statute, the court con-
cluded that the five statutory factors in section 169A(g)(2) “were meant to be considered together by the states.”Id. at 6.

C. Changes in Response to American Corn Growers

Today's rule responds to the American Corn Growers court's decision on the BART provisions by including changes to
the regional haze rule at 40 CFR 51.308, and by finalizing changes to the BART guidelines. This section outlines the
changes to the regional haze rule due to the court's remand. It also explains the minor change we are making to the sec-
tion of the regulation governing the use of the 1980 BART guidelines when conducting BART analyses for certain power
plants for reasonably attributable (i.e., localized) visibility impairment.

1. Determination of Which Sources Are Subject to BART

Today's action addresses the American Corn Growers court's vacature of the requirement in the regional haze rule requir-
ing States to assess visibility impacts on a cumulative basis in determining which sources are subject to BART. Because
this requirement was found only in the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule (see 291 F.3d at 6, citing 64 FR 35741),
no changes to the regulations are required. Instead, this issue is addressed in the BART guidelines, which provide States
with appropriate techniques and methods for determining which BART-eligible sources “may reasonably be anticipated
to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area.”These processes, to address
the holding of American Corn Growers by eliminating the previous constraint on State discretion, are explained in fur-
ther detail in sections II.D. and III below.

2. Consideration of Anticipated Visibility Improvements in BART Determinations

Pursuant to the remand in American Corn Growers, we are amending the regional haze rule to require the States to con-
sider the degree of visibility improvement resulting from a source's installation and operation of retrofit technology,
along with the other statutory factors set out in CAA section 169A(g)(2), when making a BART determination. This has
been accomplished by listing the visibility improvement factor with the other statutory BART determination factors in 40
CFR 51.308(e)(1)(A), so that States will be required to consider all five factors, including visibility impacts, on an indi-
vidual source basis when making each individual source BART determination.

D. Center for Energy and Economic Development v. EPA

After the May 2004 reproposal of the BART guidelines, the D.C. Circuit decided another case where BART provisions
were at issue, Center for Energy and Economic Development v. EPA, 398 F.3d 653, 2005 (“CEED”). In this case, the
court granted a petition challenging provisions of the regional haze rule governing the optional emissions trading pro-
gram for certain western States and Tribes (the “WRAP Annex Rule”).

The court in CEED affirmed our interpretation of CAA section 169A(b)(2) as allowing for non-BART alternatives where
those alternatives are demonstrated to make greater progress than BART. (CEED, slip. op. at 13). The court, however,
took issue with provisions of the regional haze rule governing the methodology of that demonstration. Specifically, 40
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CFR 51.308(e)(2) requires that visibility improvements under source-specific BART—the benchmark for comparison to
the alternative program—be estimated based on the application of BART controls to all sources subject to BART. (This
section was incorporated into the WRAP Annex rule by reference at 40 CFR 51.309(f)). The court held that we could not
require this type of group BART approach—vacated in American Corn Growers in a source-specific BART con-
text—even in a program in which State participation was wholly optional.

The BART guidelines as proposed in May 2004 contained a section offering guidance to States choosing to address their
BART-eligible sources under the alternative strategy provided for in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2). This guidance included criter-
ia for demonstrating that the alternative program achieves greater progress towards eliminating visibility impairment than
would BART.

In light of the D.C. Circuit's decision in CEED, we have not included the portion of the proposed BART guidelines ad-
dressing alternative programs in today's rulemaking. We remain committed to providing States with the flexibility to ad-
dress BART through alternative means, and we note again that our authority to do so was upheld in CEED. Therefore, we
intend to revise the provisions of the regional haze rule governing such alternatives and provide any additional guidance
needed in a subsequent rulemaking conducted as expeditiously as practicable.

E. Relationship Between BART and the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)

On March 10, 2005, EPA issued the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), requiring reductions in emissions of sulfur diox-
ide (SO2 ) and nitrogen oxides (NOX ) in 28 eastern States and the District of Columbia. When fully implemented, CAIR
will reduce SO2 emissions in these states by over 70 percent and NOX emissions by over 60 percent from 2003 levels.
The CAIR imposes specified emissions reduction requirements on each affected State, and establishes an EPA-
administered cap and trade program for EGUs in which States may participate as a means to meet these requirements.
The relationship between BART and the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) is discussed in section IV. below.

F. Overview of the BART Process

The process of establishing BART emission limitations can be logically broken down into three steps: First, States identi-
fy those sources which meet the definition of “BART-eligible source” set forth in 40 CFR 51.301. Second, States determ-
ine whether such sources “emit[] any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any
impairment of visibility [in a Class I area.]” A source which fits this description is “subject to BART.” Third, for each
source subject to BART, States then identify the appropriate type and the level of control for reducing emissions.

*39107 Identifying BART-eligible sources. The CAA defines BART-eligible sources as those sources which fall within
one of 26 specific source categories, were built during the 15-year window of time from 1962 to 1977, and have potential
emissions greater than 250 tons per year. The remand did not address the step of identifying BART-eligible sources,
which is conceptually the simplest of the three steps.

Sources reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment (sources subject to BART). As we noted in
the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule, defining the individual contributions of specific sources of the problem of
regional haze can be time-consuming and expensive. Moreover, Congress established a very low threshold in the CAA
for determining whether a source is subject to BART. We are accordingly finalizing several approaches for States for
making the determination of whether a source “emits any pollutants which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or
contribute to any visibility impairment.”Certain of these approaches would allow States to avoid undertaking unneces-
sary and costly studies of an individual source's contribution to haze by allowing States to adopt more streamlined pro-
cesses for determining whether, or which, BART-eligible sources are subject to BART.
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In 1999, we adopted an applicability test that looked to the collective contribution of emissions from an area. In particu-
lar, we stated that if “a State should find that a BART-eligible source is ‘reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute’ to
regional haze if it can be shown that the source emits pollutants within a geographic area from which pollutants can be
emitted and transported downwind to a Class I area.”[FN5] States certainly have the discretion to consider that all
BART-eligible sources within the State are “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to some degree of visibility
impairment in a Class I area.

FN5 64 FR 335740, July 1, 1999. The regional haze rule discusses at length why we be-
lieve that States should draw this conclusion. 64 FR at 35739-35740.

This is consistent with the American Corn Growers court's decision. As previously noted, the court's concern with our
original approach governing BART applicability determinations was that it would have “tie[d] the states' hands and
force[d] them to require BART controls at sources without any empirical evidence of the particular source's contribution
to visibility impairment.” 291 F.3d at 8. By the same rationale, we believe it would be an impermissible constraint of
State authority for the EPA to force States to conduct individualized analyses in order to determine that a BART-eligible
source “emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibil-
ity in any [Class I] area.”[FN6] American Corn Growers did not decide whether consideration of visibility impact on a
cumulative basis would be invalid in all circumstances. 291 F.3d at 9. Given the court's emphasis on the importance of
the role of the States in making BART determinations, we believe that a State's decision to use a cumulative analysis at
the eligibility stage is consistent with the CAA and the findings of the D.C. Circuit.

FN6 CAA section 169A(b)(2)(A).

We believe a State may conclude that all BART-eligible sources within the State are subject to BART.[FN7] Any poten-
tial for inequity towards sources could be addressed at the BART determination stage, which contains an individualized
consideration of a source's contribution in establishing BART emission limits.

FN7 See 64 FR at 35714, 35721; see also Supporting Information for Proposed Applicabil-
ity of Regional Haze Regulations, Memorandum by Rich Damberg to Docket A-95-38,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, July
29, 1997.

States also have the option of performing an analysis to show that the full group of BART-eligible sources in a State cu-
mulatively may not be reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in Class I areas. We an-
ticipate that in most, if not all States, the BART-eligible sources are likely to cause or contribute to some visibility
impairment in Class I areas. However, it is possible that using a cumulative approach, a State could show that its BART
sources do not pose a problem.

Finally, States may consider the individualized contribution of a BART-eligible source to determine whether a specific
source is subject to BART. Specifically, States may choose to undertake an analysis of each BART-eligible source in the
State in considering whether each such source meets the test set forth in the CAA of “emit[ting] any air pollutant which
may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any [Class I] area.”Alternatively,
States may choose to presume that all BART-eligible sources within the State meet this applicability test, but provide
sources with the ability to demonstrate on a case by case basis that this is not the case. Either approach appears consistent
with the D.C. Circuit's statement that a collective contribution approach may be appropriate so long as the States are al-
lowed to exempt sources on the basis of an individualized contribution determination. 291 F.3d at 8.
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Today's guidelines include different options States can use to assess whether source should be subject to BART. States
need to determine whether to make BART determinations for all of their BART-eligible sources, or to consider exempt-
ing some of them from BART because they may not reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility
impairment in a Class I area. For assessing the impact of BART-eligible sources on nearby Class I areas, we are includ-
ing a process whereby the States would use an air quality model able to estimate a single source's contribution to visibil-
ity impairment and a different process whereby States could exempt groups of sources with common characteristics
based on representative model plant analyses. Finally, States may use cumulative modeling to show that no sources in a
State are subject to BART.

The BART determination. The State must determine the appropriate level of BART control for each source subject to
BART. Section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA requires States to consider the following factors in making BART determina-
tions: (1) The costs of compliance, (2) the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, (3) any exist-
ing pollution control technology in use at the source, (4) the remaining useful life of the source, and (5) the degree of im-
provement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology. The remand did
not address the first four steps of the BART determination. The remand did address the final step, mandating that we
must permit States to take into account the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from imposition of
BART on each individual source when deciding on particular controls.

The first four factors are somewhat similar to the engineering analysis in the original BART guidelines proposed in 2001
and reproposed in 2004. The BART guidelines also contains a detailed discussion of available and cost-effective controls
for reducing SO2 and NOX emissions from large coal-fired electric generating units (EGUs).

For assessing the fifth factor, the degree of improvement in visibility from various BART control options, the States may
run CALPUFF or another appropriate dispersion model to predict visibility impacts. Scenarios would be *39108 run for
the pre-controlled and post-controlled emission rates for each of the BART control options under review. The maximum
24-hour emission rates would be modeled for a period of three or five years of meteorological data. States have the flex-
ibility to develop their own methods to evaluate model results.

III. Detailed Discussion of the Final BART Guidelines

A. Introduction

In this section of the preamble, we discuss changes or clarifications to the reproposed BART guidelines. Where relevant,
we also respond to comments received during the comment period on the 2001 proposal. For each provision of the
guidelines that we are changing or clarifying, we provide discussion of, as appropriate:

—Background information,

—How the provision was addressed in the May 2004 reproposal (and in the 2001 proposal, if different from the repro-
posal),

—A summary of comments received on the provision, either from the May 2004 reproposal, from the July 2001 propos-
al, or from both, and

—The changes or clarifications that we are finalizing and the reasons for these changes or clarifications.

B. Scope of the Rule—Whether To Require States To Follow the Guidelines for All BART Sources
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Background. Section 169A(b)(1) of the CAA requires EPA to issue regulations to provide guidelines to States on the im-
plementation of the visibility program. In addition, the last sentence of section 169A(b) states:

In the case of a fossil-fuel fired generating powerplant having a capacity in excess of 750 megawatts, the emission limita-
tions required under this paragraph shall be determined pursuant to guidelines, promulgated by the Administrator under
paragraph (1).

This statutory requirement clearly requires us to promulgate BART guidelines that the States must follow in establishing
BART emission limitations for power plants with a total capacity exceeding the 750 megawatt cutoff. The statute is less
clear regarding the import of the guidelines for sources other than 750 megawatt power plants.

Proposed rules. Both the 2001 proposal and the 2004 reproposal included a requirement for States to follow the proced-
ures set out in the guidelines in determining BART for sources in all of the 26 listed BART categories. The 2001 propos-
al requested comment on whether the regional haze rule should: (1) Require the use of the guidelines only for 750 mega-
watt utilities, with the guidelines applying as guidance for the remaining categories, or (2) require the use of the
guidelines for all of the affected source categories.

Comments. We received comments on this issue in both 2001 and 2004. Comments varied widely on whether we can or
should require the use of the guidelines for all of the affected source categories.

Comments from State, local and tribal air quality agencies generally supported our proposal to require the use of the
guidelines for all of the source categories. These comments cited a need for national consistency in the application of the
BART requirement across the source categories, and from State to State. One State agency commenter questioned our
legal authority to require the use of the guidelines for all source categories; and several State agency commenters, while
supporting the proposal, requested that we provide clarification of the legal authority for requiring the States to use the
guidelines in establishing BART emission limitations for all categories.

Comments from the utility industry, from various manufacturing trade groups, and from individual companies were crit-
ical of the proposal to require States to follow the guidelines generally. Many commenters also argued that EPA lacked
the authority to issue guidelines for any industrial category other than 750 megawatt powerplants, whether the use of
such guidelines were mandatory or not. Other commenters stated that the language in the CAA clearly restricts the scope
of mandatory guidelines to larger powerplants. The commenters cited the legislative history of the 1977 Clean Air Act
amendments in support of this position, and frequently claimed that requiring the guidelines for all 26 categories of
sources would deprive States of flexibility in implementing the program.

Comments from environmental organizations and the general public supported the approach in the proposed rule and
stated that EPA is obligated to establish regional haze BART guidelines by rulemaking for all 26 categories of stationary
sources. Environmental organization comments noted that while Congress expressed a particular concern for 750 MW
powerplants, this added emphasis on one sector does not change requirements in the Act for all BART-eligible sources.
Accordingly, these commenters believed that we should not construe a special emphasis on powerplants as a restriction
on our authority to require use of the guidelines for all categories.

Final rule. The CAA and the relevant legislative history make clear that EPA has the authority and obligation to publish
mandatory guidelines for powerplants exceeding 750 megawatts. As previously noted, Congress in section 169A(b) of
the CAA expressly provided that emission limitations for powerplants larger than 750 megawatts “shall be determined
pursuant to guidelines promulgated by the Administrator.”(Emphasis added). This unambiguous language leaves little
room to dispute that the guidelines EPA is required to promulgate must be used by States when making BART determin-
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ations for this class of sources.

Having carefully considered the comments and further reviewed the CAA and the legislative history, we have concluded
that it would not be appropriate for EPA to require States to use the guidelines in making BART determinations for other
categories of sources. The better reading of the Act indicates that Congress intended the guidelines to be mandatory only
with respect to 750 megawatt powerplants. Thus, while we acknowledge the State agency comments and the policy reas-
ons support consistency across States, we are not requiring States to use the BART guideline for these other categories.
In response to State concerns about equitable application of the BART requirement to source owners with similar sources
in different States, we do encourage States to follow the guidelines for all source categories but are not requiring States
to do so. States should view the guidelines as helpful guidance for these other categories.

We disagree with comments that the CAA and the legislative history prohibit us from issuing guidance for other source
categories. As the guidelines make clear, States are not required to follow the approach in the guidelines for sources oth-
er than 750 megawatt powerplants. As such, although we believe that the guidelines provide useful advice in implement-
ing the BART provisions of the regional haze rule, we do not believe that they hamper State discretion in making BART
determinations.

C. How To Identify BART-Eligible Sources

Section II of the BART guidelines contains a step-by-step process for identifying stiationary sources that are
“BART-eligible” under the definitions in the regional haze rule. The four basic steps are:

Step 1: Identify the emission units in the BART categories.

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units.

*39109 Step 3: Compare the potential emissions from units identified in Steps 1 and 2 to the 250 ton/year cutoff.

Step 4: Identify the emission units and pollutants that constitute the BART-eligible source.

In this section of the preamble, we discuss some of the comments we received on the steps in this process, and any
changes we are making in light of those comments.

Step 1: Identify the Emission Units in the BART Categories

The BART guidelines list the 26 source categories that the CAA uses to describe the types of stationary sources that are
BART-eligible. Both proposals clarified the descriptions of particular source categories.

Comments. The final rule addresses comments on the following source categories. Some comments discussed below
were submitted in response to the 2001 propoosal and were not addressed in the reproposal; other comments were sub-
mitted in response to the reproposal in 2004.

(1) “Charcoal production facilities.” We received comments in 2001 from two industry trade groups requesting that the
final guidelines explicitly exclude “low-emission” charcoal production facilities from BART. These comments cited a
1975 study considered by Congress in development of the BART category list in the 1977 CAA amendments. This 1975
study noted that some charcoal production facilities have much higher emissions factors (i.e., 352 pounds of PM per ton
of charcoal produced versus 20 to 25 pounds of PM per ton of charcoal produced). Accordingly, the comments asserted
that the intent of Congress in the 1977 CAA amendments was to provide incentives for higher-emitting facilities to re-
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duce their emissions, rather than to make the entire category BART-eligible.

(2) “Chemical process plants.” In 2001 a trade group representing the pharmaceutical industry requested that we determ-
ine in the guidelines that the term “chemical process plants” does not include pharmaceutical plants.

(3) “Primary aluminum ore reduction.” Comments from the aluminum industry in 2001 noted that not all emissions units
at these facilities are necessarily involved in “primary ore reduction.” Thus, the comments recommended that we clarify
that contiguous sources that are not related to primary aluminum ore reduction, such as fabricating facilities and ingot
operations, are not BART-eligible. Further, the comments recommended that we use definitions in the NSPS for primary
aluminum plants to describe the BART-eligible emissions units.

(4) “Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million Btu/hour heat input.”The 2004 reproposal contained
the clarification, requested by commenters, that this source category refers only to those fossil-fuel fired steam electric
plants that generate electricity for sale. One commenter objected to this clarification on the basis that emissions from co-
generators would be excluded; many other commenters supported the clarification. Another commenter requested that we
also clarify that this category includes only those steam electric plants that burn greater than 50 percent fossil fuel, in or-
der to be consistent with the definition of fossil-fuel boilers proposed in the guidelines. Other commenters requested that
we clarify whether the definition includes units which are located at a steam electric plant, but which themselves are not
in any of the 26 BART source categories, such as simple cycle turbines, emergency diesel engines, and reciprocating in-
ternal combustion engines (RICE).

Several commenters opined that the category should exclude combined cycle units with heat recovery steam generators
that lack auxiliary firing, arguing that these units should count as simple cycle turbines. These commenters pointed to
other EPA regulatory programs that treat combined cycle units with supplemental firing differently from combined cycle
units without supplemental firing. They argued that we should only consider a combined cycle unit to be a “steam elec-
tric plant” if it has supplemental firing.

(5) “Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million Btu/hour heat input.”The 2004 reproposal clarified that this category
should be read as including only those boilers individually greater than 250 million Btu/hour heat input. We received
many comments on this interpretation, both in favor and opposed. Those favoring this interpretation (generally industry
commenters) cited the implementation burden that including smaller boilers would pose, the high cost-effectiveness of
controlling smaller boilers, and the relatively smaller impact on regional haze that smaller boilers would pose. They also
noted that this interpretation is most consistent with definitions in the NOX SIP call and new source performance stand-
ards (NSPS).

Commenters opposing this interpretation (environmental groups, one state, and one regional planning organization) noted
that regarding all boilers, irrespective of size, as BART-eligible so long as the aggregate heat input exceeds 250 million
Btu/hour is more consistent with the definition of stationary source under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD) program. These commenters noted that under the CAA, BART and PSD are complementary programs aimed at
regulating the same source categories; either one or the other applies depending upon when the source was constructed.

The 2004 reproposal also clarified that if a boiler smaller than 250 million Btu/hour heat input is an integral part of an in-
dustrial process in a BART source category other than electric utilities, then the boiler should be considered part of the
BART-eligible source in that category. Under these circumstances, the boiler, as part of the BART-eligible source,
should be considered for emission control. Some commenters opposed this interpretation, asserting that it would result in
an “arbitrary and capricious” inconsistency, in that some smaller boilers would be BART-eligible, and others would not.
These commenters also noted that these boilers could be included in regional haze SIPs as necessary for making
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“reasonable progress” toward CAA visibility goals, even if they are not considered to be BART-eligible.

Final rule. After considering the comments, we have made the following determinations on the definitions of the follow-
ing source categories:

(1) “Charcoal production facilities.” We believe that in using the term “charcoal production facilities” Congress intended
to encompass all types of charcoal production facilities. We do not agree with comments that any inferences can neces-
sarily be made regarding the presence of different PM emission factors for different types of charcoal production facilit-
ies in the 1975 report. For example, if Congress only intended to regulate a subset of the charcoal production industry,
then we believe Congress could have easily indicated this in the source category title, as was done for “kraft pulp mills”
and for “coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers).” We also note that it is more likely that plants in the charcoal production
industry with lower emission factors have emissions that are less than the 250 tons per year cutoff for BART eligibility.

(2) “Chemical process plants.” We believe that there is a clear precedent to include pharmaceutical manufacturing opera-
tions as “chemical process plants.” In the standard industrial classification (SIC) system, pharmaceutical operations are
generally *39110 in SIC codes 2833 and 2834, which are a subset of 2-digit category 28 “Chemical and Allied products.”
Similarly, in the new North American Industrial Classification Codes (NAICS), pharmaceutical manufacturing is codes
32541 and 32542, which is a subset of the “chemical manufacturing subsector” which is code 325. Accordingly, in the
PSD program, pharmaceutical plants have been treated as “chemical process plants.” The commenter is correct in noting
that EPA has consistently distinguished between chemical manufacturing and pharmaceutical manufacturing. Examples
where different standards or guidelines are established included control technique guideline (CTG) documents, NSPS
standards under section 111 of the CAA, and, most recently, maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards
under section 112 of the CAA. We do not agree that these differentiations for emissions standards necessarily require dif-
ferentiation for purposes of determining BART eligibility. Therefore we believe pharmaceuticals should not be excluded
from BART. However, we expect that because of the MACT standards, there is a very low probability that BART de-
terminations will lead to further control requirements from chemical production processes at pharmaceutical plants.

(3) “Primary aluminum ore reduction.” We agree with commenters that BART-eligible units in this source category
should be defined consistently with the NSPS definition for primary aluminum ore reduction. Therefore we have added a
clarification to that effect in the final BART guidelines. We note that this definition is also consistent with the definition
at 40 CFR 63.840, which establishes applicability for this source category for the MACT program.

(4) “Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million Btu/hour heat input.”We have retained the clarifica-
tion that this source category refers only to those fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants that generate electricity for sale.
We believe that this clarification helps to distinguish those plants that are electric utilities from plants in other industrial
categories. We also believe that while large co-generators would be excluded from the fossil-fuel fired steam electric
plant source category, most large co-generators will be BART-eligible under the fossil-fuel fired boilers source category.

We do not believe it makes sense for this category to include only those steam electric plants that burn greater than 50
percent fossil fuel. We do not believe that a boiler should be excluded from BART review simply because it is located at
a plant which burns less than 50 percent fossil fuel. Emissions from any such boiler could be a significant contributor to
regional haze, and as such, we believe that each fossil-fuel fired boiler merits a BART review.

We do wish to clarify that units which are located at a steam electric plant, but which themselves are not in any of the 26
BART source categories, should not be considered to be BART-eligible units. We believe that Congress intended that
BART review be focused on units in the source categories it delineated. This interepretation is most consistent with the
definition of BART-eligible source as we have explained it elsewhere in this preamble in reference to whether entire
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plants are included if only some units at the plant meet the statutory criteria.

Finally, we believe that all combined cycle units are included in the definition of fossil fuel fired steam electric plant, re-
gardless of whether the combined cycle unit's heat recovery steam generator lacks auxilliary firing. Commenters are cor-
rect that some EPA programs have treated combined cycle units with supplemental firing differently from combined
cycle units without supplemental firing. However, while some EPA programs do not consider a unit to be a combined
cycle unit unless it contains supplemental firing, the definition at issue here is the definition of fossil-fuel fired steam
electric plant, not fossil-fuel fired unit. The CAA defines both “stationary source” (for visibility purposes) and “major
emitting facility” (for PSD purposes) to include “fossil fuel fired steam electric plants.”In previous guidance for PSD, we
have explained that combined cycle gas turbines do fall within the category of “fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants.”
[FN8]

FN8 See http:// www.epa.gov/Region7/programs/artrd/air/nsr/nsrmemos/turbines.pdf.

(5) “Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million Btu/hour heat input.”We have decided to retain the interpretation that
this category should be read as including only those boilers individually greater than 250 million Btu/hour heat input. We
agree with commenters who noted that including smaller boilers would pose considerable implementation burden. As
noted in the 2004 reproposal notice, we do not believe that this interpretation is likely to have a substantial impact. Be-
cause smaller boilers are generally less cost-effective to control, we believe that BART review would be unlikely to res-
ult in a significant amount of control on these boilers.

We are also retaining the clarification that if a boiler smaller than 250 million Btu/hour heat input is an integral part of an
industrial process in a BART source category other than electric utilities, then the boiler should be considered part of the
BART-eligible source in that category. (By “integral to the process”, we mean that the process uses any by-product of the
boiler, or vice-versa. We have added this clarification to the definition in the BART guidelines.) We believe that if a
State is already considering a BART-eligible industrial process for control, and a boiler is integrated into that process, it
makes common sense not to prematurely rule out control options any of the emissions from that process as a whole.
(Note that a boiler which is not integral, but is simply attached to a plant, should not be included.) For example, Kraft
pulp mills may have boilers that are not serving the energy infrastructure of the plant but typically are serving a process
directly by using the waste liquor from the process. Including such a boiler in consideration of control options for the
process adds minimal additional burden while leaving maximum discretion to the State in determining BART for the pro-
cess as a whole.

We are also clarifying today that we have determined that this category should include all individual boilers of greater
than 250 million Btu/hour heat input burning any amount of fossil fuel, as opposed to only those boilers that burn greater
than 50 percent fossil fuel. We believe that it is quite possible that boilers of this size could contribute to regional haze in
a Class I area even if they burn less than 50 percent fossil fuel. Therefore we believe that each fossil fuel-fired boiler
merits a BART review.

Step 2: Identify the Start-up Dates of Those Emission Units

Background. BART applies only to a major stationary source which “was in existence on August 7, 1977 but which has
not been in operation for more than fifteen years as of such date.”The visibility regulations define “in existence” and “in
operation” in 40 CFR 51.301. Under these regulations, promulgated in 1980, “in existence” means

that the owner or operator has obtained all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits * * * and either has (1) begun,
or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical on-site construction of the facility or (2) entered into binding agree-
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ments or contractual obligations.

*39111 The term “in operation” means engaged in activity related to the primary design function of the source.

Step 2 also addresses the treatment of “reconstructions” and “modifications.” Under the definition of BART-eligible fa-
cility, sources which were in operation before 1962 but reconstructed during the 1962 to 1977 time period are treated as
new sources as of the time of reconstruction.[FN9] The same policies and procedures for identifying reconstructed
“affected facilities” under the NSPS are used to determine whether a source has been reconstructed for purposes of the
BART requirements. “Modifications” under the CAA refers to physical change or change in the method of operation at a
source which has led to an increase in emissions. In the proposed BART guidelines, we stated that the best interpretation
of the visibility provisions is that a modification to a source does not change an emission's unit construction date for pur-
poses of BART applicability. We requested comment on an alternative interpretation that we believed would be more dif-
ficult to implement. Under this approach, sources built before 1962 but modified during the 1962 to 1977 time frame
would be considered “new” at the time of modification.

FN9 However, sources reconstructed after 1977, which reconstruction had gone through
NSR/PSD permitting, are not BART-eligible.

Comments. We received comments in 2001 and 2004 on the discussion in the guideline of the term “in existence.” These
comments were critical of our statement in the guidelines that sources which had “commenced construction,” that is,
those which had entered into binding contracts, would be considered to be in existence, even if actual operations did not
begin until after the August 7, 1977 cutoff date. These commenters asserted that Congress did not intend to treat a source
as “existing” in 1977 if it was not yet built.

Other commenters interpreted the proposed guidelines as expanding the definition of BART-eligible sources by requiring
States to find that all emission units at a facility are BART-eligible if one part of the facility was built within the
1962-1977 time period. Other comments did not suggest that we had already expanded the definition in the proposed
guidelines, but did suggest that we should expand the definition in that way in the final guidelines. Some commenters
noted that there was a degree of confusion in the regulated community on whether the proposed guidelines were requir-
ing BART for all units at a power plant, including those that were in operation before August 7, 1962, if these units are
co-located with one or more units that were put in place within the 1962-1977 time period. These commenters requested
that we clarify that such pre-1962 units would not be BART-eligible.

Some commenters asserted that our proposed approach is unworkable, because the approach requires States to identify
all emissions units put in place between the 1962 and 1977. Some of these commenters asserted that Congress intended
that BART would apply only if entire plants satisfy the statutory criteria. These comments suggested that BART should
apply only if an entire plant that is one of the 26 listed source category types had been placed in operation at a discrete
point within the 15 year time period for BART eligibility. These commenters asserted that our proposed guidelines,
which involved the identification and aggregation of individual emission units within the 1962-1977 time period, were
inconsistent with Congress' intent. Other comments suggested that EPA could improve implementation of the program by
covering discrete projects rather than individual emissions units. A few commenters suggested that for purposes of
identifying such discrete projects, we consider using the term “process or production unit” that we used in hazardous air
pollutant regulations under CAA section 112(g).

One commenter requested that the guidelines clarify that emissions from “linked” emission units should not be con-
sidered in determining BART eligibility. That is, even if changes in emissions from one unit could affect the emissions
from a “linked” unit that was not put in place within the 1962-1977 time period, that would not affect whether the
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“linked” unit was BART-eligible. Another commenter suggested that the approach set forth in the guidelines for identify-
ing BART-eligible sources is inappropriate because the particular set of units identified as BART-eligible will not neces-
sarily “provide a reasonable and logical platform for the installation of controls.”

Other commenters stated that facilities that had been modified after 1977 should not be included in the pool of sources
subject to BART. Such facilities, it was argued, already meet the BART requirements because of the controls installed to
meet the requirements of PSD, NSR, or the NSPS.

Final rule. We disagree with the comments recommending that we interpret the term “in existence” to refer to sources
that are in actual operation. The discussion of this term in Step 2 is based on the regulatory definition which has been in
place since 1980. The guidelines reiterate this definition and provide examples of its application. Interpreting the term
“in existence” as suggested by commenters would not be consistent with the plain language of the regulations.

In the 2001 and 2004 proposed guidelines, we noted that “the term ‘in existence’ means the same thing as the term
‘commence construction’ as that term is used in the PSD regulations.”Commenters were critical of this statement, claim-
ing that EPA was unlawfully reinterpreting section 169A in the guidelines. The statement in Step 2 of guidelines,
however, is not a reinterpretation of the term “in existence,” but merely a statement noting that the definitions used in the
visibility regulations and the PSD regulations are essentially identical.

To the extent that commenters are claiming that the existing regulatory definition of “in existence” is unlawful, EPA's in-
terpretation of this term in promulgating the 1980 regulations was a reasonable one. First, it is worth noting that the regu-
lations adopting this interpretation of the term “in existence” were in effect in 1990 and implicitly endorsed by Congress
in its 1990 amendments to the CAA.[FN10] Moreover, the definition at issue accurately reflects Congress' intent that the
BART provision apply to sources which had been “grandfathered” from the new source review permit requirements in
parts C and D of title I of the CAA. For all the above reasons, we are neither revising the regional haze regulations to
change the definition of “in existence,” nor adopting a strained interpretation of the regulation in the guidelines.

FN10 See CAA section 193.

We agree with commenters that the definition of “BART-eligible source” does not require States to find that all emission
units at a facility are subject to the requirement of the BART provisions if only one part of the facility was built within
the 1962-1977 time period. We received comments on this issue in 2001 and clarified in 2004 that the BART guidelines
do not direct States to find that all boilers at a facility are BART-eligible if one or more boilers at the facility were put in
place during the relevant time period. Under Step 2 of the process for identifying BART-eligible sources set out in the
guidelines, States are required to identify only those boilers that were put in place between 1962 and 1977. As explained
in the preamble to the 2004 reproposed guidelines, only these boilers are potentially subject to BART.

*39112 We do not agree with those commenters claiming that Congress clearly intended to apply BART only if an
“entire plant” was put into place between 1962 and 1977. Most of the BART source categories are broad descriptions
types of industrial facilities such as “kraft pulp mills,” “petroleum refineries” or “primary copper smelters.” For such
source categories, the implication of commenters' argument would that if any portion of the plant was in operation before
August 7, 1962, then Congress intended to exempt the entire plant from BART. Such an interpretation is problematic and
inequitable. For example, under this approach BART would not apply if a company chose to expand its production by
building a second production line at an existing line in 1965, but would apply if the same company chose to build the
same equipment at a greenfield site. Under the approach set forth in the guidelines, such a production line would be
treated similarly under either set of facts. We do not believe that either the plain language of the statute or the relevant le-
gislative history indicate that Congress intended for major-emitting sources of visibility-impairing pollutants to be ex-
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empted from the BART requirements because a plant contains some emission units that began operation before 1962.

Also, we disagree with the comment that modifications after 1977 should change an emissions' unit date of construction
for purposes of BART applicability. The commenter's suggestion that such sources already meet BART requirements
may be accurate, but does not provide a basis for exempting the source from review. As we note in the guideline, the re-
view process will take into account the controls already in place and the State may find that these controls are consistent
with BART.

We agree with the comments related to “linked” emission units. The comment appears to address whether emissions
from the “linked” units are considered in determining BART eligibility. In the guidelines, we are focusing on only the
emissions units that were put in place during the 1962 to 1977 dates and the emissions from those units. We agree that
even if changes in emissions from one unit could affect the emissions from a “linked” unit that was not put in place with-
in the 1962-1977 time period, this would not affect whether the “linked” unit was BART-eligible.

We disagree with commenters that the approach set forth in the guidelines for identifying BART-eligible sources is inap-
propriate because the particular set of units identified as BART-eligible will not necessarily “provide a reasonable and
logical platform for the installation of controls.”We do not agree that this factor is relevant to the identification of those
emissions units which meet the definition of BART-eligible source. Such factors are important in the States' considera-
tion of control strategies and options but do not clearly relate to the first step of identifying those sources which fall with-
in one of 26 source categories, were built during the 15 year window of time from 1962 to 1977, and have potential emis-
sions of greater than 250 tons per year. We do thus agree generally with the commenter's recommendation of allowing
States to consider the particular history and control potential of units in determining BART, but do not agree that it is rel-
evant to the predicate question of identifying the BART-eligible source.

Finally, the approach to identifying a “BART-eligible source” in the guidelines is based on the definitions in the regional
haze rule of the relevant terms. For 750 MW power plants, States are required to apply the definitions as set forth in the
guidelines; for other sources, States may adopt a different approach to the task of identifying BART-eligible sources, so
long as that approach is consistent with the Act and the implementing regulations. In other words, while the guidelines
adopt an approach for large power plants which involves the aggregation of all emissions units put into place between
1962 and 1977, States have the flexibility to consider other reasonable approaches to the question of identifying BART-
eligible sources for other source categories.

For 750 MW power plants, many of the issues identified by commenters with the approach of looking at a facility on an
emission unit by emission unit basis do not exist. Unlike many types of industrial processes, power plants consist gener-
ally of a discrete number of very large emission units. For other types of facilities such as kraft pulp mills or chemical
process plants which may have many small emission units that have undergone numerous changes, the guidelines do not
limit the ability of the States to approach the question of identifying BART-eligible sources in ways which make sense
for the particular sources given their design and history.

Step 3: Compare the Potential Emissions to the 250 Ton/Yr Cutoff.

Background. Step 3 of the guidelines addresses the question of whether the units identified in Steps 1 and 2 have emis-
sions in excess of the threshold for major sources set forth in section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA. The guidelines pose the
following questions to help the States in determining whether the relevant emissions units have the potential to emit in
excess of the 250 tons per year threshold of any single visibility-impairing pollutant:

(1) What pollutants should I address?
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The 2001 proposed guidelines included the following list of visibility-impairing pollutants: SO2, NOX, particulate mat-
ter, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and ammonia. We proposed in 2001 and again in 2004 that States use PM10 as
the indicator for particulate matter. As explained in the guidelines, there is no need to have separate 250 ton thresholds
for PM10 and PM2.5 because emissions of PM10 include the components of PM2.5 as a subset. In addition, because of
various uncertainties associated with regulating VOCs and ammonia, we requested comment in 2004 on the level of dis-
cretion States should exercise in making BART determinations for VOCs and took ammonia off the list of visibility-im-
pairing pollutants.

In both proposals, we clarified that the 250 tons per year cutoff applies to emissions on a pollutant by pollutant basis. In
other words, a source is subject to BART only if it emits at least 250 tons per year of an individual visibility-impairing
pollutant.

(2) What does the term “potential” emissions mean?

The proposed guidelines in 2001 and the reproposed guidelines in 2004 excerpt the definition of “potential to emit” from
the regulations at 40 CFR 51.301. As the definition makes clear, the potential to emit of a source is calculated based on
its capacity to emit a pollutant taking into account its physical and operational design. Under this definition, federally en-
forceable emission limits may be taken into account in calculating a source's potential emissions; however, emission lim-
itations which are enforceable only by State and local agencies, but not by EPA and citizens in Federal court, cannot be
used to limit a source's potential to emit for purposes of the regional haze program.

(3) What is a “stationary source?'

As explained above, States are required to make a BART determination only for “stationary sources” of a certain size
that fall within one of 26 types of industrial categories listed in the statute and that were built within a certain time frame.
The regional haze rule contains definitions that are relevant to the determination of the emissions units that comprise a
“stationary source.” First, the regulations at 40 CFR 51.301*39113 define “stationary source” as “any building, structure,
facility, or installation which emits or may emit any air pollutant.”Second, the terms “building, structure, or facility” are
defined in part based on grouping pollutant-emitting activities by industrial category:

Building, structure, or facility means all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping,
are located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person (or persons
under common control). Pollutant-emitting activities must be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they
belong to the same Major Group (i.e., which have the same two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classi-
fication Manual, 1972 as amended by the 1977 Supplement (U.S. Government Printing Office stock numbers 4101-0066
and 003-005-00176-0 respectively).

In the 2001 proposed guideline, we noted that support facilities, i.e. facilities used to convey, store, or otherwise assist in
the production of the principal product, are considered to fall within the same industrial grouping as the primary facility.
To clarify this, in 2004 we proposed to add language to the guideline noting that emission units at a plant, even if they
are a “support facility” for purposes of other programs, would not be subject to BART unless they were within one of the
26 listed source categories and were built within the 1962 to 1977 time frame.

Discussion of “What Pollutants Should I Address?”

Comments. PM10 as an indicator. Some comments questioned the use of PM10 (which includes both coarse and fine par-
ticulate matter) as the indicator for particulate matter. Commenters noted that the coarse fraction, that is particulate mat-
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ter between 10 and 2.5 micrograms in diameter, fundamentally differs compared to the fine mass in how it interacts with
light. Commenters suggested that only the fine mass (PM2.5 ) component of particulate matter is likely to contribute to
visibility impairment. Accordingly, these commenters recommended that the 250 ton cutoff for particulate matter should
be based upon emissions of PM2.5 .

Ammonia. Many commenters addressed the exclusion of ammonia from the list of visibility-impairing pollutants. A
number of commenters, primarily from industry but also from one state and one regional planning organization, suppor-
ted the exclusion of ammonia. These commenters generally cited the complexity and variability of ammonia's role in the
formation of PM2.5 in the atmosphere, the relative greater benefits of controlling NOX and SO2, the uncertainties in the
inventory of ammonia emissions, and the inherent complexities of gauging the contribution of potential ammonia reduc-
tions to improving visibility in Class I areas. In addition, commenters noted that few, if any, point sources emit ammonia
in amounts that exceed the 250 ton per year threshold.

Other commenters, including a number of environmental groups and several states, regional planning organizations, and
industry commenters, argued that ammonia should be included in the list of visibility-impairing pollutants in the
guidelines. In support of this view, commenters cited evidence that ammonia is a known precursor to PM2.5 . One com-
menter noted that improvements are being made to ammonia inventories and to the understanding of ammonia's role in
the formation of haze. Other commenters pointed to a National Park Service (NPS) analysis of monitoring data that in-
dicates that visibility-impairment due to nitrate aerosol formation (to which ammonia contributes) is of significant con-
cern [FN11] and to a 2003 direction to policy-makers from the North American Research Strategy for Tropospheric
Ozone (NARSTO) [FN12] indicating that consideration of control strategies needs to include ammonia in combination
with other precursors to particle formation. Many commenters also argued that EPA should encourage or allow the States
to consider ammonia in their visibility protection plans, and noted that ammonia reductions could be a cost-effective way
to improve visibility under certain conditions.

FN11 See http://wrapair.org/forums/ioc/meetings/030728/index.html (specifically present-
ation by John Vimont, National Park Service).

FN12 NARSTO, Particulate Matter Assessment for Policy Makers: A NARSTO Assess-
ment. P. McMurry, M. Shepherd, and J. Vickery, eds. Cambridge University Press, Cam-
bridge, England (2004).

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs). Several commenters responded to our request for comments on whether States
should treat VOCs in urban areas differently from VOCs in rural areas. Environmental groups and a few States argued
that the current state of scientific knowledge does not support a differentiation between urban and rural sources of VOCs.
One environmental commenter cited evidence that organic aerosols are a major constituent of visibility-reducing aerosols
and that VOCs are important precursors to the formation of secondary organic aerosols. One commenter also stated that
VOCs may play a particularly significant role in particle formation in those rural areas with significant nearby sources of
NOX . Commenters also cited evidence that the contribution of VOC to particle formation likely varies widely in differ-
ent areas of the country, and argued that States should retain flexibility to address local VOC sources if they determine
that those sources are contributors of concern.

Several industry commenters stated that more focus should be placed on controlling VOCs in urban rather than rural
areas. A few commenters from industry argued that VOCs in rural areas have not been shown to be a significant contrib-
utor to particle formation, and should be excluded from the list of pollutants to be addressed in the BART process. One
argued that VOCs should be excluded from BART entirely based upon uncertainties in the current state of knowledge,
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and a few argued that VOCs from both power plants and rural sources should be excluded from BART, based on low
emissions and the cost of controls. One regional planning organization requested that EPA clarify the definitions of
“urban” and “rural” areas.

Final rule. PM10 as an indicator. While it is always necessary to assess PM2.5 impacts, we agree with commenters who
stated that the coarse fraction is less efficient at light scattering than fine particles, there is ample evidence that the coarse
fraction does contribute to visibility impairment.[FN13] For example, standard methods for calculating reconstructed
light extinction routinely include a calculation for the contribution to light extinction from the coarse fraction, an implicit
recognition that these particles contribute measurably to visibility impairment.[FN14] We do recognize that coarse PM is
likely to contribute more to regional haze in arid areas than humid areas. We believe that, as the Grand Canyon Visibility
Transport Commission (GCTVC) recognized,[FN15] States in the arid West in particular should take the coarse fraction
of particulate matter into account in determining whether a source meets the threshold for BART applicability.

FN13 See Fine particles: Overview of Atmospheric Chemistry, Sources of Emissions, and
Ambient Monitoring Data, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 1, 2005.

FN14 These methods are described at the following Web site: http://
vista.cira.colostate.edu/improve/Tools/ReconBext/reconBext.htm.

FN15 Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission, Recommendations for Improving
Western Vistas, Report to the U.S. EPA, June 10, 1996.

Because long-range transport of fine particles is of particular concern in the formation of regional haze, we also *39114
believe that it is very important to estimate the PM2.5 fraction of direct particulate emissions as correctly as possible. In
addition, we believe that air quality modeling results will be more meaningful provide a more accurate prediction of a
source's impact on visibility if the inputs account for the relative particle size of directly emitted particulate matter (e.g.
PM10 vs. PM2.5 ).

States should consider whether their current test methods for measuring particulate matter emissions from stationary
sources account for the condensible fraction of particulate matter and consider revising any such stationary source test
methods to account for the condensible fraction of particulate emissions. See the source testing technical support docu-
ment (TSD) in the docket for this rule, which discusses test methods for particulate matter in more detail.[FN16]

FN16 Fine particles: Overview of Source Testing Approaches, Memorandum to Docket
OAR 2002-0076, April 1, 2005.

Ammonia. In regard to ammonia, we believe there is sufficient uncertainty about emission inventories and about the po-
tential efficacy of control measures from location to location such that the most appropriate approach for States to take is
a case-by-case approach. There are scientific data illustrating that ammonia in the atmosphere can be a precursor to the
formation of particles such as ammonium sulfate and ammonium nitrate; [FN17] however, it is less clear whether a re-
duction in ammonia emissions in a given location would result in a reduction in particles in the atmosphere and a con-
comitant improvement in visibility. In other words, the question of whether ammonia contribute to visibility impairment
in a specific instance can be a difficult one.

FN17 See Fine particles: Overview of Atmospheric Chemistry, Sources of Emissions, and
Ambient Monitoring Data, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 1, 2005.
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It may be that States will not be faced often with the question of addressing ammonia in making BART determinations.
As noted above, States are required to make BART determinations only for stationary sources that fall within certain in-
dustrial categories. The types of sources subject to the BART provisions are not typically significant emitters of ammo-
nia. Because of this, it is unlikely that including ammonia on the list of visibility-impairing pollutants in the BART
guidelines would have much impact on the States' determinations of whether a source is BART-eligible. Thus, while am-
monia can contribute to visibility impairment, we believe the decision whether to consider ammonia as a visibility-im-
pairing pollutant in a specific case where a potential BART source actually emits more than 250 tons per year of ammo-
nia is best left to the State.

VOCs. Organic compounds can be categorized according to their varying degrees of volatility: highly reactive, volatile
compounds with six or fewer carbon atoms which indirectly contribute to PM formation through the formation of oxidiz-
ing compounds such as the hydroxyl radical and ozone; semivolatile compounds with between seven and 24 carbon
atoms which can exist in particle form and can readily be oxidized to form other low volatility compounds; and high mo-
lecular weight organic compounds—those with 25 carbon atoms or more and low vapor pressure—which are emitted dir-
ectly as primary organic particles and exist primarily in the condensed phase at ambient temperatures. The latter organic
compounds are considered to be primary PM2.5 emissions and not VOCs for BART purposes.

Current scientific and technical information shows that carbonaceous material is a significant fraction of total PM2.5
mass in most areas and that certain aromatic VOC emissions such as toluene, xylene, and trimethyl-benzene are precurs-
ors to the formation of secondary organic aerosol.[FN18] However, while progress has been made in understanding the
role of VOCs in the formation of organic PM, this relationship remains complex, and issues such as the relative import-
ance of biogenic versus anthropogenic emissions remain unresolved.

FN18 Ibid.

Therefore we believe that the best approach for States to follow in considering whether VOC emissions are precursors to
PM2.5 formation is a case-by-case approach. States should consider, in particular, whether a source's VOC emissions are
those higher-carbon VOCs that are more likely to form secondary organic aerosols. In addition, given the variable contri-
bution of a given amount of VOC emissions to PM2.5 formation, States may also wish to exercise discretion in consider-
ing only relatively larger VOC sources to be BART-eligible.

After careful consideration of the comments, we agree with commenters who assert that EPA should not suggest a gener-
al distinction between the relative contributions of urban and rural VOC emissions to particle formation. The state of
knowledge in this area is complex and rapidly evolving. Monitoring data in the East [FN19] suggest that there may be a
greater contribution to particle formation in urban areas from VOCs as compared to rural areas, but we recognize that
further research is needed to better determine the extent of the contribution of specific VOC compounds to organic PM
mass. We do not agree, however, with commenters who make the blanket assertion that rural VOCs are not a significant
contributor to particle formation, as it is possible that in specific areas, such as where NOX emissions are high, rural an-
thropogenic VOCs could potentially play a significant role.

FN19 Ibid.

Discussion of the Term “Potential” Emissions

Comments. A number of commenters were critical of the restriction in the regional haze rule that allows States to credit
federally enforceable limitations on emissions but not limitations that are enforceable only by States and local agencies.
These commenters believed that this restriction had been rejected by the D.C. Circuit for a number of other EPA regula-
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tions and noted that EPA has developed policies that currently credit state-enforceable limits. The comments recommen-
ded that EPA issue guidance consistent with what commenters claimed were current policies for other regulations. In ad-
dition, we received comments arguing that in determining whether a source is a major stationary source, the States
should consider a source's actual—rather than potential—emissions. These commenters stated that using a source's po-
tential emissions overstates a source's actual emissions and impacts on visibility.

Final rule. CAA section 169A(g)(7) defines a “major stationary source” as a source with the potential to emit 250 tons or
more any pollutant. Based inter alia on that statutory definition, EPA's implementing regulations define BART-eligible
sources as those with the potential to emit 250 tons or more of any air pollutant. As these definitions clearly require con-
sideration of a source's potential emissions, the guidelines state that a State should determine whether a source's potential
emissions exceed the 250 ton threshold in determining whether the source is BART-eligible.

As explained in the 2001 and 2004 proposed guidelines, the regional haze regulations define “potential to emit.” The
guidelines repeat that regulatory definition and provide an example illustrating its application. EPA did not propose to
change the definition in 2001 or 2004, but merely highlighted the *39115 current definition in 40 CFR 51.301. Although
we noted in the 2001 proposed guidelines that we expected to undertake a rulemaking to determine whether only feder-
ally enforceable limitations should be taken into account in the regional haze program definition, we have not yet begun
the process for such a rulemaking. However, we consider the comments criticizing EPA's definition of “potential to emit”
as a request for reconsideration of the visibility regulations and will take these requests into account in determining any
future rulemaking efforts to address the general definition of “potential to emit.” For the time being, we believe that
States may consider federally enforceable limits or emissions limitations in State permits, which are enforceable under
State law, in determining a source's “potential to emit.”

Discussion of What Emissions Units Should Be Considered Part of a “Stationary Source”

Comments. A number of comments in 2001 expressed concern with our statement that a “support facility” should be
grouped with a primary facility in determining which emissions units belong to the same industrial grouping. These com-
ments generally coincided with comments discussed above that EPA should determine BART on a plantwide basis,
rather than by aggregating emissions units. Commenters on the 2004 reproposal noted with approval the clarification that
“support facilities” should only be considered BART-eligible if these units themselves were both constructed within the
1962-1977 time frame and fell within one of the listed source categories.

Two commenters felt that we should more clearly define the BART-eligible source, either by identifying emission units
within source categories, or by somehow accounting for the specific set of emission units, within the fenceline, to which
controls would logically apply.

Final rule. The guidelines continue to note that the definition of “building, structure or facility” in the regional haze rule
is based upon aggregating emissions units within the same industrial grouping. This discussion in the guidelines is con-
sistent with the language in the definition of “building, structure or facility” in the regional haze rule which contains a
specific reference to the 2-digit SIC classifications. The BART guidelines refer to this definition and explain how 2-digit
SIC codes are used in determining the scope of BART for a given plantsite. (In the rare situation where industrial group-
ings in separate 2-digit SIC codes exist at a single plant site, then there would be more than one separate “stationary
source” present. In that situation, each “stationary source” should be looked at individually for purposes of determining
BART-eligibility.)

We agree that more clarity is needed to account for situations where a specific set of units constitute the logical set to
which BART controls would apply. The CAA requires BART at certain major stationary sources. Accordingly we be-
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lieve it could be appropriate, at the BART determination step, for States to allow sources to “average” emissions across a
set of BART-eligible emission units within a fenceline, so long as the amount of emission reductions from each pollutant
being controlled for BART would be at least equal to those reductions that would be obtained by simply controlling each
unit. We have added language to the guidelines to this effect.

Step 4: Identify the Emission Units and Pollutants That Constitute the BART-Eligible Source

Background. The final step in identifying a “BART-eligible source” is to use the information from the previous three
steps to identify the universe of equipment that makes up the BART-eligible source. The 2001 and 2004 proposed BART
guidelines stated that if the emissions from the list of emissions units at a stationary source exceed a potential to emit of
250 tons per year for any individual visibility-impairing pollutant, then that collection of emissions units is a BART-eli-
gible source. The guidelines also stated that a BART analysis would be required for each visibility-impairing pollutant
emitted from this collection of emissions units.

In the 2004 reproposed BART guidelines, we noted that we believed that section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA requires a
State to undertake a BART analysis for “any” visibility-impairing pollutant emitted by a BART-eligible source, regard-
less of the amount emitted. We proposed, however, to provide the States with the flexibility to identify de minimis levels
for pollutants at BART-eligible sources, but limited that flexibility so that any such de minimis levels could not be higher
than those used in the PSD program: 40 tons per year for SO2, NOX, and VOC, and 15 tons per year from PM10 . We re-
quested comment on this provision and on the use of de minimis values.

Discussion of Whether To Include All Emitted Visibility-Impairing Pollutants in the BART Analysis

Comments. A number of commenters supported the concept of including all pollutants in the BART analysis once an in-
dividual pollutant triggers the BART review. Other commenters, although supportive of the concept generally, recom-
mended that we should add the pollutants together before the comparison with the threshold.

A number of commenters disagreed with EPA's conclusion that the CAA requires States to make a BART determination
for any visibility-impairing air pollutant emitted by a BART eligible source. These commenters stated that undertaking a
BART analysis for all pollutants emitted by a major stationary source is an unnecessary administrative burden with min-
imal environmental benefit. Commenters argued that Congress intended for BART to apply only to those pollutants for
which a source is major. Commenters accordingly recommended that the 250 ton per year threshold apply to each pollut-
ant emitted by a source and that BART apply only to those pollutants which meet this threshold. A number of these com-
menters argued alternatively that only those pollutants from a source demonstrated, individually, to cause or contribute to
visibility impairment are required to go through a BART determination.

Final rule. We disagree with the comment that emissions of different visibility-impairing pollutants must be added to-
gether to determine whether a source exceeds the 250 ton per year threshold. The CAA, in section 169A(g)(7), defines a
“major stationary source” as one with the potential to emit 250 tons or more of “any pollutant.”

We disagree with comments that the BART analysis is required only for those pollutants that individually exceed the 250
ton per year threshold. Section 169A(b)(2)(A) specifically requires States to submit SIPs that include a requirement that a
major stationary source

which, as determined by the State * * * emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contrib-
ute to any impairment of visibility in any [Class I area], shall procure, install, and operate * * * the best available retrofit
technology, as determined by the State * * * for controlling emissions from such source for the purpose of eliminating or
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reducing any such impairment.

The regional haze regulations similarly require that the States submit a SIP that contains

*39116 A determination of BART for each BART-eligible source in the State that emits any air pollutant which may
reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area.

40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii). Nothing in these statutory or regulatory requirement suggests that the BART analysis is limited
to those pollutants for which a source is considered major. At best, these provisions can be read as requiring a BART de-
termination only for those emissions from a specific source which do, in fact, cause or contribute to visibility impairment
in a particular Class I area, or which could reasonably be anticipated to do so. Commenters, however, have not presented
any evidence that as a general matter emissions of less than 250 tons per year of PM2.5, SO2, or other visibility-impair-
ing pollutants from potential BART sources do not “cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility” in any of the
Class I areas covered by the regional haze rule. As there is no such evidence currently before us, there is no basis to con-
clude that the States are required to make BART determinations only for those pollutants emitted in excess of 250 tons
per year.

At the same time, we agree with certain commenters that the CAA does not require a BART determination for any visib-
ility impairing pollutant emitted by a source, regardless of the amount. After reviewing the language of the Act and the
comments received, we have concluded that our interpretation of the relevant language in section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the
Act in the 2004 proposed guidelines is not necessarily the best reading of the BART provisions. Section 169A(b)(2)(A)
of the Act can be read to require the States to make a determination as to the appropriate level of BART controls, if any,
for emissions of any visibility impairing pollutant from a source. Given the overall context of this provision, however,
and that the purpose of the BART provision is to eliminate or reduce visibility impairment, it is reasonable to read the
statute as requiring a BART determination only for those emissions from a source which are first determined to contrib-
ute to visibility impairment in a Class I area.

The interpretation of the requirements of the regional haze program reflected in the discussion above does not necessitate
costly and time-consuming analyses. Consistent with the CAA and the implementing regulations, States can adopt a more
streamlined approach to making BART determinations where appropriate. Although BART determinations are based on
the totality of circumstances in a given situation, such as the distance of the source from a Class I area, the type and
amount of pollutant at issue, and the availability and cost of controls, it is clear that in some situations, one or more
factors will clearly suggest an outcome. Thus, for example, a State need not undertake an exhaustive analysis of a
source's impact on visibility resulting from relatively minor emissions of a pollutant where it is clear that controls would
be costly and any improvements in visibility resulting from reductions in emissions of that pollutant would be negligible.
In a scenario, for example, where a source emits thousands of tons of SO2 but less than one hundred tons of NOX, the
State could easily conclude that requiring expensive controls to reduce NOX would not be appropriate. In another situ-
ation, however, inexpensive NOX controls might be available and a State might reasonably conclude that NOX controls
were justified as a means to improve visibility despite the fact that the source emits less than one hundred tons of the pol-
lutant. Moreover, as discussed below, we are revising the regional haze regulations to allow the States to exempt de min-
imis emissions of SO2, NOX, and PM2.5 from the BART determination process which should help to address the con-
cerns of certain commenters associated with the burden of a broad BART analysis.

De minimis levels

Comments. Many commenters agreed that we should establish de minimis levels for individual pollutants in order to al-
low States and sources to avoid BART determinations for pollutants emitted in relatively trivial amounts. Many com-
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menters suggested that States would be unlikely to impose emission limits for pollutants emitted at the proposed de min-
imis levels because it would not be cost-effective to do so and such emission reductions could not be expected to produce
any perceptible improvements in visibility. Several commenters agreed that the pollutant coverage requirements for
BART eligibility should be consistent with those for the PSD program, but others argued that BART should be required
only for pollutants emitted in amounts greater than 250 tons per year. Commenters also noted that the guidelines were
not clear as to whether the de minimis provision would apply on a plant-wide or unit by unit basis. A few commenters
also noted that the final guidelines should clarify where in the BART determination process de minimis levels may be
used.

Other commenters opposed the use of de minimis exemptions. These commenters argued that it would be unreasonable to
rule categorically that a certain level of emissions had a trivial impact on visibility without assessing the impacts of these
emissions in particular circumstances. These commenters argued that States should consider the emissions of all visibil-
ity-impairing pollutants in a BART determination regardless and that, consequently, there should be no de minimis
levels.

Final rule. As proposed in 2004, we believe that it is reasonable to give States the flexibility to establish de minimis
levels so as to allow them to exempt from the BART determination process pollutants emitted at very low levels from
BART-eligible sources. As explained by the D.C. Circuit, “categorical exemptions from the requirements of a statute
may be permissible ‘as an exercise of agency power, inherent in most statutory schemes, to overlook circumstances that
in context may fairly be considered de minimis.’” [FN20] The ability to create de minimis exemptions from a statute is a
tool to be used in implementing the legislative design.[FN21]

FN20 EDF et al. v. EPA, 82 F.3d 451, 466 (D.C. Cir. 1996) citing Alabama Power v.
Costle, 636 F.2d 323 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

FN21 Id.

The intent of Congress in requiring controls on emissions from certain major stationary sources was to eliminate or re-
duce any anticipated contribution to visibility impairment from these sources. This, as section 169A(b)(2)(A) states, is
the “purpose” of BART. In making a determination as to the appropriate level of controls, however, the States are re-
quired to take into account not only the visibility benefits resulting from imposing controls on these sources but also the
costs of complying with the BART provision. The BART provision is accordingly designed to ensure that the States take
into consideration all emissions of certain stationary sources in making a BART determination, but also to provide States
with the flexibility to include the costs and benefits of controlling these sources in the calculus of determining the appro-
priate level of BART.

We believe it would be permissible for States to create de minimis levels at a low level. If a State were to undertake a
BART analysis for emissions of less than 40 tons of SO2 or NOX or 15 tons of PM10 from a source, it is unlikely to res-
ult in anything but a trivial improvement in visibility. This is *39117 because reducing emissions at these levels would
have little effect on regional emissions loadings or visibility impairment. We believe most States would be unlikely to
find that the costs of controlling a few tons of emissions were justified. Because the overall benefits to visibility of re-
quiring BART determinations for emissions of less than the de minimis levels would be trivial, we are amending the re-
gional haze rule to make clear that the States have this flexibility.

The de minimis levels discussed today apply on a plant-wide basis. Applying de minimis levels on a unit by unit basis as
suggested by certain commenters could exempt hundreds of tons of emissions of a visibility-impairing pollutant from
BART analysis. In at least some of the twenty-six source categories covered by the BART provisions, a single control
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device can be used to control emissions from multiple units. Thus, it is possible that while emissions from each unit are
relatively trivial, the costs of controlling emissions from multiple units might be cost-effective in light of the BART-eli-
gible source's total emissions of the pollutant at issue. States should consider the control options in such situations and
determine the appropriate approach for the specific source.

We are revising the regional haze rule to provide States with the ability to establish de minimis levels up to the levels
proposed in 2004. We believe States may, if they choose, exclude from the BART determination process potential emis-
sions from a source of less than forty tons per year of SO2 or NOX, or 15 tons per year for PM10 . (Note also that for
sources that are BART-eligible for one pollutant, we also believe that States could allow those sources to model the vis-
ibility impacts of pollutants at levels between de minimis and 250 tons in order to show that the impact is negligible and
should be disregarded. See section D below). In the guidelines, we include this as part of the BART determination in sec-
tion IV of the guidelines. (We note that these emission levels represent the maximum allowable de minimis
thresholds—States retain their discretion to set the thresholds at lesser amounts of each pollutant, or to not provide any
pre-determined de mininis levels.) We believe that this approach is the clearest method for exempting trivial emissions
from the BART determination process. Alternatively, States may find it useful to exclude de minimis emissions in identi-
fying whether a source is subject to BART in section III of the guidelines. Either approach is consistent with the regula-
tion issued in this rule.

D. How To Determine Which BART-eligible Sources Are “Subject to BART”

Cause or Contribute

Background. Under section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the Act, each State must review its BART eligible sources and determine
whether they emit “any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of
visibility in [a Class I] area.”If a source meets this threshold, the State must then determine what is BART for that
source.

Proposed rule. In the reproposed guidelines, we identified three options for States to use in determining which BART-
eligible sources meet the test set forth in section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA. To determine whether a BART-eligible
source is “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment,” the first proposed option was that a
State could choose to consider the collective contribution of emissions from all BART-eligible sources and conclude that
all BART-eligible sources within the State are “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to some degree of visibil-
ity impairment in a Class I area. The preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule explains at length why we believe that
looking to the collective contribution of many sources over a broad area is a reasonable approach, and we explained in
the 2004 reproposed guideline that we believed that a State's decision to use a cumulative analysis at this stage of the
BART determination process would be consistent with the CAA and the findings of the D.C. Circuit in American Corn
Growers.

The second proposed option was to allow a State to demonstrate, using a cumulative approach, that none of its BART-
eligible sources contribute to visibility impairment. Specifically, we proposed to provide States with the option of per-
forming an analysis to show that the full group of BART-eligible sources in a State cumulatively do not cause or contrib-
ute to visibility impairment in any Class I areas.

As a third option, we proposed that a State may choose to determine which sources are subject to BART based on an ana-
lysis of each BART-eligible source's individual contribution. We labeled this option as an “Individualized Source Ex-
emption Process,” and proposed that States use an air quality model to determine an individual source's contribution to
visibility impairment, calculated on a 24 hour basis, using allowable emissions, and compared to an established
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threshold.

Comments. Several commenters expressed the view that EPA was misinterpreting the American Corn Growers case to
allow the States to apply a collective contribution test in determining whether BART-eligible sources are subject to
BART. These commenters took the position that, because this approach does not allow for a source to show that it does
not individually cause or contribute to visibility impairment, it is incompatible with the language of section
169A(b)(2)(A)of the Act. They argued that EPA should modify the provisions in the proposed rule to ensure that an indi-
vidual source is afforded the opportunity to conduct an analysis to demonstrate that its emissions do not impair visibility
in any Class I area. Conversely, several commenters indicated that the option to determine that all potential BART
sources contribute to regional haze should be the starting point of determining BART eligibility.

Many industry commenters and some States supported the second proposed option which would allow a State to demon-
strate through an analysis of the collective contribution of all its BART-eligible sources that none of these sources con-
tribute to visibility impairment. Several of these commenters added, however, that if this cumulative analysis were to
show a contribution, then, consistent with the decision in American Corn Growers, the State must allow each individual
source to demonstrate that its own emissions do not, by themselves, contribute to the problem of visibility impairment.
One commenter requested clarification on what visibility threshold a State should use in determining that no sources are
reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment in a Class I area.

A number of commenters supported the third option for determining BART applicability based on an analysis of source-
specific effects on visibility. However, many of the commenters stated that the CAA requires that the States either con-
duct such an analysis in determining those sources subject to BART, or allow an individual source to make a showing
that it does not cause or contribute to visibility impairment. In addition, although supportive of the general notion of al-
lowing for an exemption process for BART-eligible sources, several commenters stated that the third option contained
burdensome modeling requirements, and that States need a more flexible, straightforward, *39118 and less costly method
to make the “cause or contribute” determination.

Several environmental groups commented that the proposed options potentially go too far in allowing sources to be ex-
empted from the BART requirements. These commenters asserted that EPA should clarify that States may not allow a
BART-eligible source to avoid the BART requirements without an affirmative demonstration by the State, or by the
source, showing that the source does not emit any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contrib-
ute to any impairment of visibility in a Class I area. Absent such a demonstration, they argue, a State may not choose to
waive the requirement to conduct a BART review of the source.

Final rule. The final BART guidelines adopt the general approach contained in the reproposal, providing the States with
several options for identifying the sources subject to BART. The final BART guidelines describe the options contained in
the reproposal as well as one new option. The discussion of options in the final guidelines are structured somewhat dif-
ferently from the reproposal, and the options are explained in greater detail. The guidelines reaffirm that a State may
choose to consider all BART-eligible sources to be subject to BART, and to make BART determinations for all its
BART-eligible sources.[FN22] For States that choose to consider exempting some or all of their BART-eligible sources
from review, the guidelines then discuss three options that States may use to determine whether its sources are
“reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute” to visibility impairment at a Class I area. Options 1 and 3 are similar to
options in the 2004 reproposal; under option 1, States may use an individual source attribution approach, while option 3
provides the States with an approach for demonstrating that no sources in a State should be subject to BART. Option 2 is
new; it is an approach for using model plants to exempt individual sources with common characteristics.
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FN22 States choosing this approach should use the data being developed by the regional
planning organizations, or on their own, as part of the regional haze SIP development pro-
cess to make the showing that the State contributes to visibility impairment in one or more
Class I areas.

Threshold for visibility impact. One of the first steps in determining whether sources cause or contribute to visibility
impairment for purposes of BART is to establish a threshold (quantified in units called “deciviews”) against which to
measure the visibility impact of one or more sources. We believe that a single source that is responsible for a 1.0 de-
ciview change or more should be considered to “cause” visibility impairment; a source that causes less than a 1.0 de-
ciview change may still contribute to visibility impairment and thus be subject to BART.

The guidelines note that because of varying circumstances affecting different Class I areas, the appropriate threshold for
determining whether a source “contributes to any visibility impairment” for the purposes of BART may reasonably differ
across States. Although the appropriate threshold may vary, the Guidelines state that the contribution threshold used for
BART applicability should not be higher than 0.5 deciviews. We discuss threshold issues in greater detail in the subsec-
tion immediately following this one, entitled Metric for Visibility Degradation.

Pollutants

The guidelines direct that States should look at SO2, NOX, and direct particulate matter (PM) emissions in determining
whether sources cause or contribute to visibility impairment, including both PM10 and PM2.5 . Consistent with the ap-
proach for identifying BART-eligible sources, States do not need to consider less than de minimis emissions of these pol-
lutants from a source.

States may use their best judgement to determine whether VOC or ammonia emissions are likely to have an impact on
visibility in an area. In addition, they may use PM10 or PM2.5 as an indicator for PM2.5 in determining whether a source
is subject to BART. In determining whether a source contributes to visibility impairment, however, States should distin-
guish between the fine and coarse particle components of direct particulate emissions. Although both fine and coarse par-
ticulate matter contribute to visibility impairment, the long-range transport of fine particles is of particular concern in the
formation of regional haze. Air quality modeling results used in the BART determination will provide a more accurate
prediction of a source's impact on visibility if the inputs into the model account for the relative particle size of any dir-
ectly emitted particulate matter (i.e. PM10 vs. PM2.5 ).

We believe that PM10 is likely to contribute more to regional haze in arid areas than humid areas. As the Grand Canyon
Visibility Transport Commission (GCTVC) recognized,[FN23] States in the arid West, in particular, will need to take the
coarse fraction of particulate matter into account in determining whether a source meets the threshold for BART applic-
ability.

FN23 Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission, Recommendations for Improving
Western Vistas, Report to the U.S. EPA, June 10, 1996.

Option 1. We agree with commenters supporting the use of an individual source analysis in determining if a BART-eli-
gible source causes or contributes to visibility impairment. Consistent with American Corn Growers, this option provides
a method for a State to evaluate the visibility impact from an individual source and show that the source is not reasonably
anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility degradation in a Class I area and thus may be exempt from BART. (Note
also that an individual source analysis is used to inform the BART determination). In general, a dispersion model is used
to assess the visibility impact from a single source, and that impact is compared to a threshold which is determined by the
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State. The threshold (quantified in deciviews) is the numerical metric that is used to define “cause or contribute”; if a
source's impact is below the threshold, a State may exempt the source from BART; otherwise the source would be sub-
ject to BART.

We discuss specific issues on the individualized source attribution process, including changes since proposal and issues
raised by commenters, in the subsections immediately following this one: Metric for visibility degradation; Use of
CALPUFF for visibility modeling; The use of natural conditions in determining visibility impacts for reasonable progress
and comparison to threshold values; Modeling protocol; and Alternatives for determining visibility impacts from indi-
vidual sources.

Option 2. In the final guideline, we describe a modified approach, using model plants based on representative sources
sharing certain characteristics, that the States may use to simplify the BART determination process, either to exempt
(individually or as a group) those small sources that are not reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility
impairment, or to identify those large sources that clearly should be subject to BART review. States could use the
CALPUFF model, for example, to estimate levels of visibility impairment associated with different combinations of
emissions and distances to the nearest Class I area. In carrying out this approach, the State could then reflect groupings
of specific types of sources with important common characteristics, such as emissions, stack heights and plume charac-
teristics, and develop “composite model plants.” Based on CALPUFF *39119 analyses of these model plants, a State
may find that certain types of sources are clearly reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment.
Conversely, representative plant analyses may show that certain types of sources are not reasonably anticipated to cause
or contribute to visibility impairment. Based on the modeling results, a State could exempt from BART all sources that
emit less than a certain amount per year and that are located a certain distance from the nearest Class I area.

Our analyses of visibility impacts from model plants provide a useful example of the type of analyses that might be used
to exempt categories of sources from BART.[FN24] Based on our model plant analysis, EPA believes that a State could
reasonably choose to exempt sources that emit less than 500 tons per year of NOX or SO2 (or combined NOX and SO2 ),
as long as they are located more than 50 kilometers from any Class I area; and sources that emit less than 1000 tons per
year of NOX or SO2 (or combined NOX and SO2 ) that are located more than 100 kilometers from any Class I area.

FN24 Supplement to CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the June 2005 Changes to the Re-
gional Haze Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June 15, 2005, Docket No.
OAR-2002-0076.

In our analysis, we developed two model plants (a EGU and a non-EGU), with representative plume and stack character-
istics, for use in considering the visibility impact from emission sources of different sizes and compositions at distances
of 50, 100 and 200 kilometers from two hypothetical Class I areas (one in the East and one in the West). Because the
plume and stack characteristics of these model plants were developed considering the broad range of sources within the
EGU and non-EGU categories, they do not necessarily represent any specific plant. However, the results of these ana-
lyses may be instructive in the development of an exemption process for groups of BART-eligible sources, without mod-
eling each of these sources individually.

States may want to conduct their own model plant analysis that take into account local, regional, and other relevant
factors (such as meteorology, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and ammonia). If so, you may want to consult your EPA
Regional Office to ensure that any relevant technical issues are resolved before you conduct your modeling.

In preparing our hypothetical examples, we have made a number of assumptions and exercised certain modeling choices;
some of these have a tendency to lend conservatism to the results, overstating the likely impacts, while others may under-
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state the modeling results. On balance, when all of these factors are considered, we believe that our examples reflect real-
istic treatments of the situations being modeled.[FN25] A summary of the more significant elements and their implica-
tions is provided below.

FN25 CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the June 2005 Changes to the Regional Haze
Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June 15, 2005, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

Features of the modeling examples which may understate visibility impacts

• An annual emission rate was used for the example modeling (e.g. 10,000 TPY divided by 365 days divided by 24
hours). “Real world” sources have variable emission rates, and in any 24 hour period may be operating well above the
annual rate.

• The monthly average relative humidity was used, rather than the daily average humidity, and would contribute to
lowering the peak values in daily model averages.

• A 24-hour average was calculated from modeled hourly visibility impacts, reducing the impact of any one particular
hour that could be higher due to a number of meteorological effects.

Features of the modeling examples which may overstate visibility impacts

• We located receptors using a grid of concentric circles for distances of 50, 100 and 200 km. A receptor was placed
every 10 degrees around each circle, and highest impacts were reported regardless of direction from the source. In actual-
ity, receptors would be located only in the Class I area, or in only one direction from the source.

• We used simplified chemistry (i.e. for conversion of SO2 and NOX to fine particles) and disperson techniques which
tend to overstate model impacts.

Special care should be used to ensure that the criteria used in the modeling are appropriate for a given State. Our model-
ing may not be appropriate for every region of the country, due to the unique characteristics of different Class I areas and
varying meteorological and geographical conditions in different regions. In addition, States may want to design their own
model plants taking into account the types of sources at issue in their region.

Option 3. Under the BART guidelines, a State may consider exempting all its BART-eligible sources from BART by
conducting analyses that show that all of the emissions from BART-eligible sources in their State, taken together, are not
reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute visibility impairment. To make such a showing, a State could use
CALPUFF or another appropriate dispersion model to evaluate the impacts of individual sources on downwind Class I
areas, aggregating those impacts to determine the collective contribution from all-BART eligible sources in the State. A
State with a sufficiently large number of BART-eligible sources could also make such a showing using a photochemical
grid model.[FN26]

FN26 For regional haze applications, regional scale modeling typically involves use of a
photochemical grid model that is capable of simulating aerosol chemistry, transport, and
deposition of airborne pollutants, including particulate matter and ozone. Regional scale
air quality models are generally applied for geographic scales ranging from a multi-state to
the continental scale. Because of the design and intended applications of grid models, they
may not be appropriate for BART assessments, so States should consult with the appropri-
ate EPA Regional Office prior to carrying out any such modeling.
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We agree with commenters who pointed out that the option of allowing a State to demonstrate that the full group of
BART-eligible sources in the State do not contribute to visibility impairment would, by default, satisfy an individual
source contribution assessment. Commenters have not shown any reason to believe that if the sum total of emissions
from the BART-eligible sources in a State do not “cause or contribute” to visibility impairment in any Class I area, that
emissions from one such source will meet the threshold for BART applicability. A State following this approach accord-
ingly need not undertake an affirmative demonstration based on a source by source analysis of visibility impacts to find
that its sources are not subject to BART.

Metric for Visibility Degradation

Background. The 2004 reproposed guidelines contained a proposed threshold for the States to use in determining whether
an individual source could be considered to cause visibility impairment in a Class I area. We proposed a 0.5 deciview
change relative to natural background conditions,[FN27] as a numerical threshold for making this determination.[FN28]

FN27 Guidance for Estimating Natural Visibility Conditions Under the Regional Haze
Rule, ( U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, September 2003. http://
www.epa.gov/ttncaaa1/t1/memoranda/rh—envcurhr—gd.pdf. Natural background condi-
tions, expressed in deciviews, are defined for each Class I area. EPA has issued guidance
for estimating natural background conditions which has estimates of default conditions as
well as measures to develop refined estimates of natural conditions.

FN28 In the proposal we noted that a 0.5 deciview change in visibility is linked to
“perceptibility,” or a just noticeable change in most landscapes. National Acid Precipita-
tion Assessment Program (NAPAP), Acid Deposition: State of Science and Technology
Report 24, Visibility: Existing and Historical Conditions—Causes and Effects
(Washington, DC, 1991) Appendix D at 24-D2 (“changes in light extinction of 5 percent
will evoke a just noticeable change in most landscapes”). Converting a 5 percent change in
light extinction to a change in deciviews yields a change of approximately 0.5 deciviews.

*39120 We proposed the CALPUFF model as the preferred approach for predicting whether a single source caused visib-
ility impairment if the modeled results showed impacts from the source that exceeded the threshold on any given day
during a five-year period. We also proposed that if a source had an estimated impact on visibility of less than 0.5 de-
civiews, a State could choose to exempt the source from further BART analysis.

Comments. We received numerous comments supporting the proposed threshold. A number of commenters stated that
the 0.5 deciview threshold is appropriate given the low triggering threshold for applicability established by Congress, and
that the literature supports it as the minimum level of perceptibility. Some commenters cited published documentation
supporting their assertions that a minimum change in deciviews necessary for perceptibility is 0.5 deciviews.[FN29]

FN29 Ibid.

Other commenters criticized the threshold as too low. They stated that a change of 0.5 deciviews is inconsistent with lan-
guage in the regional haze rule pointing to 1.0 deciview as the appropriate perceptibility threshold, and they cited more
recent literature justifying perceptibility as greater than a change of 1 deciview.[FN30]

FN30 Henry, R.C., Just-Noticeable Differences in Atmospheric Haze, Journal of the Air &
Waste Management Association, 52:1238-1243, October 2002.
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One commenter said that we should allow States and regional planning organizations (RPOs) the flexibility to determine
appropriate visibility-impact thresholds in light of current knowledge about a range of perceptibility thresholds. Another
commenter said that we should explain our basis for establishing a threshold of a one-time impact of greater than 0.5 de-
civiews, in light of the overall goal of the regional haze program. Yet another commenter said that the proposal would
“change the regulatory role of the deciview metric by converting it into a regulatory 0.5 deciview standard (versus a
‘goal’) for defining how States must exercise their authority and discretion in determining whether an individual source
‘causes or contributes' to visibility impairment in a Class I area.”

Several commenters said that the 0.5 deciview threshold is too high. A recurring comment was that the statutory BART
applicability test from CAA Section 169A(b)(2)(A) contains two separate elements: “causation” of any visibility impair-
ment and “contribution” to any such impairment. Commenters pointed out that by setting a threshold of 0.5 deciviews,
we had combined “cause or contribute” into a single test of causality, thus effectively eliminating the “contribution” ele-
ment of the BART applicability test. The commenters asserted that a single BART-eligible source can “contribute” to
visibility impairment with impacts much lower than 0.5 deciviews. They argued that we must set the minimum threshold
for individual source contribution to visibility impairment at the lowest level detectable by modeling or other appropriate
analysis, and that this minimum individual contribution level must in any event be set at no greater than a 0.1 deciview
change relative to natural conditions, which is a clearly measurable level. One commenter suggested that a cause or con-
tribute threshold be set at some percentage of the “just noticeable” change of 0.5 deciviews.

Another commenter said that in a case where multiple sources each have a visibility impact of less than a 0.5 deciview
change, but together result in a change of more than 0.5 deciview, each of these sources contributes to the resulting visib-
ility impairment. This commenter asserted that BART guidelines that result in exemptions for these “contributing”
sources would subvert the goals of the regional haze program.

Similarly, several commenters suggested that if any combination of BART eligible sources causes visibility impairment
in a Class I area of more than 0.5 deciviews (by CALPUFF modeling for any 24-hour period, for example), that State
should determine that each individual source is subject to BART. Thus, the commenter added, the court's concern about
the lack of “empirical evidence of a source's contribution to visibility impairment” would be addressed.

Two commenters said that our requirement to use the maximum 24-hour value over the 5-year period of meteorological
data in the modeling, as proposed, is too stringent, unreasonable, inappropriate, and departs from the previous methodo-
logies for the regional haze program. Additionally they said that the threshold is restrictive because the single highest
24-hour modeled impact over a three- or five-year period may be influenced by short-term weather conditions, like high
humidity, and the BART applicability determination should not be made based on a one-time occurrence.

One commenter said that whatever the final threshold for a single-source impact for BART sources, EPA should clarify
that the purpose of this modeling assessment is to evaluate a source's anticipated contribution to uniform regional haze
over the Class I area. EPA should state that the assumption of a uniform haze contribution based on CALPUFF modeling
eliminates the need to assess issues related to the size of the Class I area, views within a Class I area, and weather impact
interactions. Finally, one commenter said that thresholds should be established separately for the eastern and western re-
gions of the United States, as natural visibility conditions are established separately for eastern and western regions in
the guidance.

Final Rule. Today's guidelines advise States to use a deciview metric in defining “cause or contribute,” as explained fur-
ther below. The fact that the deciview is also used to track progress toward the goal of natural visibility does not in any
way indicate that we are “converting” a “goal” into a requirement.[FN31] Use of the same metric in the “cause or con-
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tribute” context as used for establishing reasonable progress goals, tracking changes in visibility conditions, and defining
baseline, current, and natural conditions simply provides for a consistent approach to quantifying visibility impairment.

FN31 Moreover, the fact that the ultimate purpose of the visibility provisions is expressed
as a “goal” does not mean that all aspects of the program are merely aspirational. CAA
section 169A(a)(4) requires EPA to establish regulations to ensure that reasonable progress
is made toward the national visibility goal, and 169A(b)(2) provides that EPA must require
SIPs to contain emission limits, schedules of compliance, and other measures as may be
necessary to make reasonable progress towards meeting the goal.

In response to commenters who said we conflated the “cause or contribute” test, we are clarifying that for purposes of
determining which sources are subject to BART, States should consider a 1.0 deciview change or more from an individu-
al source to “cause” visibility impairment, and a change of 0.5 deciviews to “contribute” to impairment.[FN32]

FN32 If “causing” visibility impairment means causing a humanly perceptible change in
visibility in virtually all situations (i.e. a 1.0 deciview change), then “contributing” to vis-
ibility impairment must mean having some lesser impact on the conditions affecting visib-
ility that need not rise to the level of human perception.

In a regulatory context, we believe that a State's decision as to an *39121 appropriate threshold for contribution could de-
pend upon the number of sources affecting a class I area. To illustrate, if there were only one emissions source affecting
visibility in a class I area, that source could have a deciview impact only slightly below the perceptibility threshold
without contributing to noticeable impairment. However, if there were 100 sources each changing visibility by 0.1 de-
civiews, the total impact would be a 10-deciview change in visibility. In this hypothetical example, all 100 sources would
be contributing, in equal amounts, to substantial visibility impairment.

Because circumstances will vary in different locations, we believe that States should have discretion to set an appropriate
threshold depending on the facts of the situation. We believe, however, that it would be difficult for a State to justify a
threshold higher than 0.5 deciviews. In particular, 0.5 deciviews represents one half of the 1.0 deciview level that we are
equating with a single source “causing” visibility degradation. Typically, there are multiple sources that affect visibility
in class I areas, so a source causing a 0.5 deciview change can be expected to be contributing to noticeable visibility
impairment.

In determining whether the maximum threshold of 0.5 deciviews or a lower threshold is appropriate for purposes of
BART, we believe that States should consider the number of emissions sources affecting the class I area and the mag-
nitude of the individual sources' impacts.[FN33] In general, a larger number of sources causing impacts in a class I area
may warrant a lower contribution threshold. In selecting a threshold, States may want to take into account the fact that
individual sources have varying amounts of impact on visibility in class I areas. Depending on the facts regarding the
number of sources affecting a class I area and their modeled impacts, the State could set a threshold that captures those
sources responsible for most of the total visibility impacts, while still excluding other sources with very small im-
pacts.[FN34]

FN33 All states are working together in regional planning organizations, and we expect
that states will have modeling information that identifies sources affecting visibility in in-
dividual class I areas, and the magnitude of their impacts.

FN34 Under our guidelines, the contribution threshold should be used to determine wheth-
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er an individual source is reasonably anticipated to contribute to visibility impairment.
You should not aggregate the visibility effects of multiple sources and compare their col-
lective effects against your contribution threshold because this would inappropriately cre-
ate a “contribution to contribution” test.

We also note that under this guidance, States would have discretion in setting the threshold for “contributes to” based on
modeled impacts of sources. Consistent with American Corn Growers, we are not requiring States to find sources subject
to BART regardless of their impact on Class I areas. We are suggesting that, in establishing a threshold for assessing
contribution for BART, it may be logical to draw a line between “contribution” and “non-contribution” based on the
number and magnitude of the various sources affecting the Class I areas at issue. Such an approach gives States the abil-
ity to assess the empirical evidence showing contribution and to design an appropriate regulatory regime in light of the
nature of the problem. We note that for 750 MW power plants, such a line drawing exercise is likely to be unnecessary,
as such sources will in most or all cases have impacts far exceeding 1.0 deciviews.

Finally, we disagree that separate threshold levels should be established based on geography because a unit change in
visibility expressed in deciviews, perceived or measured, is the same regardless of geography. As explained in the 1999
regional haze rule, the deciview can be used to express changes in visibility impairment in a way that corresponds to hu-
man perception in a linear manner. As a result, using the deciview as the metric for measuring visibility means, for ex-
ample, that a one deciview change in a highly impaired environment would be perceived as roughly the same degree of
change as one deciview in a relatively clear environment, and geography is not a factor.

Interpretation of CALPUFF Results

The standard CALPUFF modeling run provides day-by-day estimates of a source's visibility effects over a five-year peri-
od. In the proposed BART guideline, we indicated that if the maximum daily visibility value at any receptor over the five
years modeled is greater than the “cause or contribute” threshold, then the State should conclude that the source is sub-
ject to BART. A number of commenters took issue with our proposal to use the 24-hour maximum modeled visibility im-
pact over five years of meteorological data. Several of them pointed out, for example, that the maximum modeled
24-hour impact may be an outlier unduly influenced by weather. We agree that the maximum modeled effect in a five-
year period could be the result of unusual meteorology. We also recognize that, although CALPUFF is the best currently
available tool for analyzing the visibility effects of individual sources, it is a model that includes certain assumptions and
uncertainties. Thus, we agree with commenters that a State should not necessarily rely on the maximum modeled impact
in determining whether a source may reasonably be anticipated to contribute to visibility impairment in a Class I area.

The final guideline states that it would be reasonable for States to compare the 98th percentile of CALPUFF modeling
results against the “contribution” threshold established by the State for purposes of determining BART applicability.
Some stakeholders have argued for the 90th percentile value, or even lower, contending that EPA should not use extreme
cases to make BART applicability decisions. EPA agrees that, in most cases, important public policy decisions should
not be based on the extreme tails of a distribution. We have concluded, however, that the 98th percentile is appropriate in
this case.

The use of 90th percentile value would effectively allow visibility effects that are predicted to occur at the level of the
threshold (or higher) on 36 or 37 days a year. We do not believe that such an approach would be consistent with the lan-
guage of the statute. Second, we note that the 98th percentile value would only be used to determine whether a particular
BART-eligible source would be subject to further review by the State. In determining what, if any, emission controls
should be required, the State will have the opportunity to consider the frequency, duration, and intensity of a source's
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predicted effect on visibility.

On the other hand, there are other features of our recommended modeling approach that are likely to overstate the actual
visibility effects of an individual source. Most important, the simplified chemistry in the model tends to magnify the ac-
tual visibility effects of that source. Because of these features and the uncertainties associated with the model, we believe
it is appropriate to use the 98th percentile—a more robust approach that does not give undue weight to the extreme tail of
the distribution. The use of the 98th percentile of modeled visibility values would appear to exclude roughly 7 days per
year from consideration. In our judgment, this approach will effectively capture the sources that contribute to visibility
impairment in a Class I area, while minimizing the likelihood that the highest modeled visibility impacts might be caused
by unusual meteorology or conservative assumptions in the model.

*39122 Use of CALPUFF for Visibility Modeling

Background. In providing the States with the option of making a determination as to which sources are subject to BART
based on a consideration of each source's individual contribution to visibility impairment, we proposed that States use an
air quality model such as CALPUFF. We also proposed that States use a CALPUFF or other EPA approved model in the
BART analysis itself. The CALPUFF system, as explained in the 2004 reproposed guideline, consists of a diagnostic
meteorological model, a gaussian puff dispersion model with algorithms for chemical transformation and complex ter-
rain, and a post processor for calculating concentration fields and visibility impacts.

The regional haze rule addresses visibility impairment caused by emissions of fine particles and their precursors. As fine
particle precursors, such as SO2 or NOX, are dispersed, they react in the atmosphere with other pollutants to form visib-
ility-impairing pollutants. In fact, Congress implicitly recognized in 1977 the role of chemical transformation in creating
visibility impairment, when it stated that the “visibility problem is caused primarily by emissions of SO2, [NOX ], and
particulate matter.”[FN35] In most cases, to predict the impacts of a source's specific contribution to visibility impair-
ment, a State will need a tool that takes into account not only the transport and diffusion of directly emitted PM2.5 but
also one that can address chemical transformation.

35 H.R. Rep. No. 95-294 at 204 (1077).

Because the air quality model CALPUFF is currently the best application available to predict the impacts of a single
source on visibility in a Class I area, we proposed that a CALPUFF assessment be used as the preferred approach first,
for determining whether an individual source is subject to BART, and second, in the BART determination process. The
CALPUFF assessment is specific to each source, taking into account the individual source's emission characteristics, loc-
ation, and the particular meteorological, topographical, and climatological conditions of the area in which the source is
located, any of which may have an impact on the transport of PM2.5 and its precursors. CALPUFF can be used to estim-
ate not only the effects of directly emitted PM2.5 emissions from a source, but also to predict the visibility impacts from
the transport and chemical transformation of fine particle precursors.

The CALPUFF model is generally intended for use on scales from 50 km to several hundred kilometers from a source.
As a general matter, States will typically need to assess the impacts of potential BART sources on Class I areas located
more than 50 km from the source.[FN36] However, in situations where the State is assessing visibility impacts for
source-receptor distances less than 50 km, we proposed that States use their discretion in determining visibility impacts,
giving consideration to both CALPUFF and other EPA-approved methods. As an example, we suggested that States
could use an appropriate local-scale plume impact model, such as PLUVUEII,[FN37] to determine whether a source's
emissions are below a level that would be reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment in any
Class I area.
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FN36 To determine whether a BART-eligible source “may reasonably be anticipated to
cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in any Class I area,” it may not always be
sufficient for the State to predict the impacts of a BART-eligible source only on the
nearest Class I area (or on the nearest receptor in the nearest Class I area). The particular
meteorological and topographical conditions, for example, could mean that a source's
greatest impacts occurred at a Class I area other than the nearest one.

FN37 PLUVUEII is a model used for estimating visual range reduction and atmospheric
discoloration caused by plumes resulting from the emissions of particles, nitrogen oxides,
and sulfur oxides from a single source. The model predicts the transport, dispersion, chem-
ical reactions, optical effects and surface deposition of point or area source emissions. It is
available at http://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#pluvue.

Comments. A number of States, environmental groups, and some industry commenters strongly supported the use of
CALPUFF as proposed. Many commenters supported the use of CALPUFF but indicated that States must have the flex-
ibility to use additional tools for their individual source analyses. Some suggested options for the “cause or contribute”
determination were the use of photochemical grid models, or more simplified, non-modeling approaches. Commenters
claimed that States must have the option to incorporate advances in science and technologies into models or other applic-
ations that may produce more accurate simulations of meteorology, chemistry, and visibility impairment. Other industry
groups and States argued that CALPUFF has significant limitations, especially simulating complex atmospheric chem-
istry, and that EPA's recommendation of CALPUFF as the preferred approach is therefore inappropriate.

Another issue raised by commenters was the use of CALPUFF for estimating secondary particulate matter formation.
Commenters recognized that CALPUFF was incorporated into the “Guideline on Air Quality Models” at 40 CFR part 51,
appendix W in April 2003 as the preferred model for Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) increment and Na-
tional Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) compliance assessments of long range transport of primary emissions of
SO2 and PM2.5 . However, commenters stated that CALPUFF has not been incorporated into the Guideline on Air Qual-
ity Models for predicting the secondary formation of PM. The commenters remarked that EPA guidance indicates that
photochemical grid models be used to simulate secondary PM formation and concluded on this basis that the application
of CALPUFF as we proposed is in conflict with our guidance.

Final rule. We believe that CALPUFF is an appropriate application for States to use for the particular purposes of this
rule, to determine if an individual source is reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to impairment of visibility in
Class I areas, and to predict the degree of visibility improvement which could reasonably be anticipated to result from the
use of retrofit technology at an individual source. We encourage States to use it for these purposes.[FN38]

FN38 The model code and its documentation are available at no cost for download from
http://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#calpuff.

CALPUFF is the best modeling application available for predicting a single source's contribution to visibility impair-
ment. It is the only EPA-approved model for use in estimating single source pollutant concentrations resulting from the
long range transport of primary pollutants. In addition, it can also be used for some purposes, such as the visibility as-
sessments addressed in today's rule, to account for the chemical transformation of SO2 and NOX . As explained above,
simulating the effect of precursor pollutant emissions on PM2.5 concentrations requires air quality modeling that not
only addresses transport and diffusion, but also chemical transformations. CALPUFF incorporates algorithms for predict-
ing both. At a minimum, CALPUFF can be used to estimate the relative impacts of BART-eligible sources. We are con-
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fident that CALPUFF distinguishes, comparatively, the relative contributions from sources such that the differences in
source configurations, sizes, emission rates, and visibility impacts are well-reflected in the model results. States can
make judgements *39123 concerning the conservativeness or overestimation, if any, of the results. In fact, although we
focused on the use of CALPUFF for primary pollutants in revising the Guideline of Air Quality Modeling, section
7.2.1.e. of the Guideline states:

e. CALPUFF (Section A.3) may be applied when assessment is needed of reasonably attributable haze impairment or at-
mospheric deposition due to one or a small group of sources. This situation may involve more sources and larger model-
ing domains than that to which VISCREEN ideally may be applied. The procedures and analyses should be determined in
consultation with the appropriate reviewing authority (paragraph 3.0(b) and the affected FLM(s).

We believe that our proposed use of CALPUFF is thus fully in keeping with the Guideline on Air Quality Models, espe-
cially in light of the low triggering threshold for determining whether a source is reasonably anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to visibility impairment in a Class I area, and the fact that the modeling results are used as only one of five stat-
utory criteria evaluated to determine BART emission limits.

Even so, as commenters point out, CALPUFF has not yet been fully evaluated for secondary pollutant formation. For the
specific purposes of the regional haze rule's BART provisions, however, we have concluded that CALPUFF is suffi-
ciently reliable to inform the decision making process.

EPA revised the Guideline on Air Quality Models in 2003, in part, to add CALPUFF to the list of approved models for
particular uses. At that time, we considered comments that CALPUFF should be approved for use in predicting the im-
pact of secondary emissions on particulate matter concentrations. As we stated in the revision, CALPUFF represents a
substantial improvement in methods for assessing long-range transport of air pollutants. However, as explained in the re-
sponse to comments for that rulemaking, the modeling results in the context of a PSD review may be used as the sole de-
termining factor in denying a source a permit to construct.[FN39] Although its use in simulating long-range transport is
beneficial, given the significance of the modeling results in assessing increment consumption due to a single source's im-
pacts, we made a determination that it would not be appropriate in the rulemaking revising Appendix W to approve
CALPUFF for use in modeling secondary emissions.

FN39 Under CAA section 165(a), a major emitting facility may not be constructed unless
the owner or operator of the facility demonstrates that the emissions from the facility will
not cause or contribute air pollution in excess of an increment or NAAQS.

In contrast to the significance of the modeling results in the PSD context, the use of CALPUFF in the context of the re-
gional haze rule is not determinative of a source's ability to construct or operate. A State may use CALPUFF to determ-
ine whether a source can reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment and so should be sub-
ject to additional review to determine if the source should be subject to control.

Based on our analysis of the power plants covered by the guidelines, we believe that all but a handful of these plants
have impacts of greater than 1.0 deciview on one or more Class I areas.[FN40] In fact, we anticipate that most of these
plants are predicted to have much higher maximum impacts.[FN41] Because of the scale of the predicted impacts from
these sources, CALPUFF is an appropriate or a reasonable application to determine whether such a facility can reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility. In other words, to find that a source with a pre-
dicted maximum impact greater than 2 or 3 deciviews meets the contribution threshold adopted by the States does not re-
quire the degree of certainty in the results of the model that might be required for other regulatory purposes.
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FN40 CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the Regional Haze Rule, U.S. Environmental Pro-
tection Agency, April 15, 2005, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

FN41 Ibid.

In the unlikely case that a State were to find that a 750 MW power plant's predicted contribution to visibility impairment
is within a very narrow range between exemption from or being subject to BART, the State can work with EPA and the
FLM to evaluate the CALPUFF results in combination with information derived from other appropriate techniques for
estimating visibility impacts to inform the BART applicability determination. Similarly for other types of BART eligible
sources, States can work with the EPA and FLM to determine appropriate methods for assessing a single source's impacts
on visibility.

As discussed in section E. below we also recommend that the States use CALPUFF as a screening application in estimat-
ing the degree of visibility improvement that may reasonably be expected from controlling a single source in order to in-
form the BART determination. As we noted in 2004, this estimate of visibility improvement does not by itself dictate the
level of control a State would impose on a source; “the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to result from the use of [BART]” is only one of five criteria that the State must consider together in making a
BART determination. The State makes a BART determination based on the estimates available for each criterion, and as
the CAA does not specify how the State should take these factors into account, the States are free to determine the weight
and significance to be assigned to each factor. CALPUFF accordingly is an appropriate application for use in combina-
tion with an analysis of the other statutory factors, to inform decisions related to BART.

We understand the concerns of commenters that the chemistry modules of the CALPUFF model are less advanced than
some of the more recent atmospheric chemistry simulations. To date, no other modeling applications with updated chem-
istry have been approved by EPA to estimate single source pollutant concentrations from long range transport. In its next
review of the Guideline on Air Quality Models, EPA will evaluate these and other newer approaches and determine
whether they are sufficiently documented, technically valid, and reliable to approve for general use. In the meantime, as
the Guideline makes clear, States are free to make their own judgements about which of these or other alternative ap-
proaches are valid and appropriate for their intended applications.

Theoretically, the CALPUFF chemistry simulations, in total, may lead to model predictions that are generally overestim-
ated at distances downwind of 200 km. Again, States can make judgements concerning the conservativeness or overes-
timation, if any, of the results.

The use of other models and techniques to estimate if a source causes or contributes to visibility impairment may be con-
sidered by the State, and the BART guidelines preserve a State's ability to use other models. Regional scale photochemic-
al grid models may have merit, but such models have been designed to assess cumulative impacts, not impacts from indi-
vidual sources. Such models are very resource intensive and time consuming relative to CALPUFF, but States may con-
sider their use for SIP development in the future as they are adapted and demonstrated to be appropriate for single source
applications. However, to date, regional models have not been evaluated for single source applications. Their use may be
more appropriate in the cumulative modeling options discussed *39124 above.[FN42] In evaluating visibility improve-
ment as one of the five factors to consider in setting BART controls, other models, used in combination with CALPUFF
may be helpful in providing a relative sense of the source's visibility impact and can aid in informing the BART decision.
A discussion of the use of alternative models is given in the Guideline on Air Quality in appendix W, section 3.2.

FN42 For regional haze applications, regional scale modeling typically involves use of a
photochemical grid model that is capable of simulating aerosol chemistry, transport, and
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deposition of airborne pollutants, including particulate matter and ozone. Regional scale
air quality models are generally applied for geographic scales ranging from a multi-state to
the continental scale. Because of the design and intended applications of grid models, they
may not be appropriate for BART assessments, so States should consult with the appropri-
ate EPA Regional Office prior to carrying out any such modeling.

The Use of Natural Conditions in Determining Visibility Impacts for Reasonable Progress and Comparison to Threshold
Values

Background. As set out in section 169A(a) of the CAA and stated in the 1999 regional haze rule, a return to natural visib-
ility conditions, or the visibility conditions that would be experienced in the absence of human-caused impairment, is the
ultimate goal of the regional haze program. To measure progress toward this goal, the regional haze rule requires that a
comparison with natural conditions for the 20 percent best and worst days to calculate “reasonable progress” determina-
tions. Default values for natural visibility conditions are provided in EPA guidance.[FN43] In the 2004 reproposal of the
BART guidelines, we proposed that changes in visibility, expressed in deciviews, should be determined by comparing
the impact from a single source to natural visibility conditions. That impact should then be compared to a threshold im-
pact, also expressed in deciviews, to assess if a BART-eligible source should be subject to a BART review.

FN43 Guidance for Estimating Natural Visibility Conditions Under the Regional Haze
Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, September 2003. http://
www.epa.gov/ttncaaa1/t1/memoranda/rh—envcurhr—gd.pdf. Natural background condi-
tions, expressed in deciviews, are defined for each Class I area. EPA has issued guidance
for estimating natural background conditions which has estimates of default conditions as
well as measures to develop refined estimates of natural conditions.

Comments. Opposing commenters said that a return to natural conditions is unattainable as it would require the elimina-
tion of every manmade source, and that changes should be compared against currently existing conditions. They added
that true “natural conditions” cannot be verified, do not account for manmade emissions from other countries, and are not
a realistic target for improvement. Further, they argued that natural conditions are a “goal” representing a benchmark that
is relevant to the States' determination, under the regional haze program, of the level of “reasonable progress” to achieve;
however they stated that there is no legal requirement (and there could not be a legal requirement) that the natural condi-
tions goal ultimately must be achieved. Several commenters added that current visibility conditions make more sense as a
baseline because sources that are subject to BART today will likely not be in operation in the 2064 time frame. A com-
menter added that using current visibility conditions for the analysis will give a more realistic, real-world prediction of
whether controlling the source pursuant to BART will actually improve visibility. The commenter said that Congress did
not intend for sources to have to consider retrofitting controls under the BART provision if those sources currently are
not impacting real-world visibility. Other utility groups stated that in addition to international emissions, the estimated
natural visibility conditions failed to account for natural phenomena such as sea salt, wildfires, and natural organics. One
commenter noted that natural visibility estimates will be revised and refined over time and it would be unwise to com-
pare impacts and improvements to a moving baseline.

On the other hand, numerous commenters supported the use of natural visibility conditions as a baseline for measuring
visibility improvements. Several environmental groups said that any increase in the baseline beyond natural visibility
conditions will unlawfully distort and weaken the BART requirement by effectively raising the applicability threshold in
less protected, highly polluted areas, which would be illogical. Further, they pointed out that these BART-eligible
sources clearly are contributing to the very manmade visibility impairment that the Act is explicitly designed to remedy
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by a return to natural conditions. They added that measuring natural conditions as opposed to some other baseline condi-
tion is a more appropriate approach, given that the planning goal is to achieve natural visibility by the end of the pro-
gram. They also added that a baseline other than natural conditions would never assure “reasonable progress”.

Finally, two commenters asked for clarification on the values for natural conditions to be used for estimating changes in
visibility. The commenters appeared to assume that we intended for the comparison to be done for natural visibility con-
ditions on the 20 percent best days.

Final Rule. We disagree with commenters saying that the use of natural conditions as the baseline for making visibility
impact determinations is inappropriate. The visibility goal of the CAA is both the remedying of existing impairment, and
prevention of future impairment. The court, in American Corn Growers, upheld our interpretation of that goal as the re-
turn to natural visibility conditions.[FN44] Long-term regional haze strategies are developed to make “reasonable pro-
gress” towards the CAA goal, and States must demonstrate reasonable progress in their regional haze State implementa-
tion plans (SIPs). Since the BART program is one component of that demonstration, visibility changes due to BART are
appropriately measured against the target of natural conditions.

FN44 See also our explanation of the CAA goal provided in the regional haze rule at 64
FR at 35720-35722. We note that the court in American Corn Growers also observed, “the
natural visibility goal is not a mandate, it is a goal.”291 F.3d at 27.

In establishing the goal of natural conditions, Congress made BART applicable to sources which “may be reasonably an-
ticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility at any Class I area”. Using existing conditions as the
baseline for single source visibility impact determinations would create the following paradox: the dirtier the existing air,
the less likely it would be that any control is required. This is true because of the nonlinear nature of visibility impair-
ment. In other words, as a Class I area becomes more polluted, any individual source's contribution to changes in impair-
ment becomes geometrically less. Therefore the more polluted the Class I area would become, the less control would
seem to be needed from an individual source. We agree that this kind of calculation would essentially raise the “cause or
contribute” applicability threshold to a level that would never allow enough emission control to significantly improve
visibility. Such a reading would render the visibility provisions meaningless, as EPA and the States would be prevented
from assuring “reasonable progress” and fulfilling the statutorily-defined goals of the visibility program. Conversely,
measuring improvement against clean conditions would ensure reasonable progress toward those clean conditions.

*39125 With regard to BART-eligible sources not being in operation for the duration of the program, a State, in making
BART determinations, is explicitly directed by the CAA to account for the remaining useful life of a source. Thus, States
may factor into their reasonable progress estimates those shut-downs that are required and effected in permit or SIP pro-
visions. In addition, as provided for under our guidance,[FN45] proper accounting for international emissions and natural
phenomena is in the 5 year SIP progress report, not in the setting of natural visibility estimates. Finally, these final
BART guidelines use the natural visibility baseline for the 20 percent best visibility days for comparison to the “cause or
contribute” applicability thresholds. We believe this estimated baseline is likely to be reasonably conservative and con-
sistent with the goal of natural conditions.

FN45 Guidance for Estimating Natural Visibility Conditions Under the Regional Haze
Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, September 2003. http://
www.epa.gov/ttncaaa1/t1/memoranda/rh—envcurhr—gd.pdf.

Modeling Protocol
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Background. The 2004 guidelines proposed that a written modeling protocol be submitted for assessing visibility impacts
from sources at distances greater than 200 km from a Class I area. The proposal indicated that the protocol should in-
clude a description of the methods and procedures to follow, for approval by the appropriate reviewing authority; critical
items to include in the protocol are meteorological and terrain data, source-specific information (stack height, temperat-
ure, exit velocity, elevation, and allowable emission rate of applicable pollutants), and receptor data from appropriate
Class I areas.

Comments. All of the comments supported the development of a written modeling protocol. Industry, Federal, and State
commenters said a modeling protocol should be required of all States and stakeholders who are performing the BART
modeling analysis. Commenters said the protocol should allow all interested parties an opportunity to understand the
modeling approach and how the results will be used, and that the State should provide opportunity for comments on the
procedures prior to the publication of the final results.

Many utility groups commented that the protocol should provide States with flexibility and that the choice of models
should be at the States' (or RPOs') discretion. Some commenters stressed that it is important that states and sources retain
the flexibility to decide how to set up and run the selected model, while others asked for specific guidance on the setup of
CALPUFF or other approved models, including on specific parameters (e.g. how to adjust for cases where sources are
greater than 200 km from a Class I area).

Regarding the approval of a modeling protocol, some commenters said that the protocol should be approved by EPA.
Others stated, however, that we should have only an advisory role in development of the protocol. They said that States
are in a better position to determine which modeling input values best reflect conditions in their States.

Several commenters representing environmental groups said we should develop a CALPUFF protocol that must be fol-
lowed and should include, among other items, meteorological data (i.e., where available 5 years of data should be used),
emissions reported for the same meteorological years, documented source parameters, model physical parameters, and
assumed background concentrations for ozone and ammonia (based on nearby reliable observations and/or regional mod-
eling results). They added that a protocol developed by EPA would help to produce consistent BART determinations
across various sources and geographic areas for both shorter and longer distances. FLMs stated that this is also an appro-
priate time to create regional modeling platforms for CALPUFF, which would allow States and sources to run the model
more expeditiously and more consistently. They recommended that we consider a multi-agency process to reach agree-
ment on an appropriate modeling protocol prior to allowing BART applicability and control determinations to be based
on model results. FLMs added that it would be helpful to establish a national procedure for this process, including a
methodology for establishing natural background conditions, background ammonia concentrations, and determining sul-
furic acid emission rates. Such a process, they said, could reasonably be engaged in prior to deadlines for state imple-
mentation plans, and would not delay implementation of the BART guidelines. The FLMs noted that consistent, nation-
ally applicable guidance is essential, and that once it is developed, virtually no deviations should be allowed. Finally,
they added that the CALPUFF modeling exercises should follow the Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling
(IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport Impacts,[FN46] but that
we, in consultation with the FLMs and States, should also publish additional guidance to address more recent issues such
as particle speciation, emission rate averaging times, and “natural obscuration.” Another State commenter said that The
Guideline on Air Quality Models (CFR Part 51, Appendix W) should be included along with the IWAQM Report as a
reference for CALPUFF setup. One RPO commented that we should provide data, perhaps using example facilities, to
demonstrate the effect of the process so that States can get a better feeling for which sources are likely to fall below the
0.5 deciview threshold. This would help States understand the net effect of all of the parameters chosen in the exemption
process.
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FN46 Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Re-
port and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport Impacts, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, EPA-454/R-98-019, December 1998.

Commenters also said that we should continuously revise modeling protocols by providing a modeling clearinghouse to
States, and further, that we should consider new models for use, such as the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ)
model.

There were specific comments requesting guidance for calculating visibility impacts and other general modeling con-
cerns. One technical comment was that the guidelines should specify that the IMPROVE monitor is the receptor by
which modeled visibility impacts should be evaluated with the CALPUFF model. Another commenter suggested using
recent scientific evidence to update the light extinction coefficients used by CALPUFF to calculate visibility changes.
These commenters also stated that CALPUFF might be improved by capping the relative humidity to lower values than
are currently used.

Additional commenters representing utility organizations discussed how to identify Class I areas that should be modeled.
They said that the guidelines should require sources to model only the nearest Class I area (or possibly the two closest),
and one commenter said that we should provide a reasonable methodology to minimize the effort needed to address im-
pacts from BART-eligible sources on multiple Class I areas.

Final Rule. We agree that States should adopt modeling protocols for all modeling demonstrations, regardless of the dis-
tance from the BART-eligible source and the Class I area impacted. We are therefore dropping the 200 km and greater
distance requirement from the guidelines. As noted in the 2004 re-*39126 proposal, we believe that potential uncertain-
ties in model performance may be greater at distances greater than 200 km for a source. A modeling protocol may reduce
the need for additional analyses. We favor coordination among States, EPA regions, RPOs, and other federal agencies to
agree on a modeling protocol(s) which would provide consistent application.

In developing a modeling protocol, we also encourage States to use the framework provided for model setup in EPA's
IWAQM. CALPUFF model users may find default settings in that document which may be appropriate for their model-
ing situations and add an element of consistency to model applications. The Guideline on Air Quality Models (CFR Part
51, Appendix W) also provides useful guidance.

We do, however, understand and agree that States have flexibility developing a modeling protocol. Moreover, the di-
versity of the nation's topography and climate, and variations in source configurations and operating characteristics, dic-
tate against a strict modeling “cookbook”. A State may need to address site-specific circumstances at individual sources
potentially affecting a specific Class I area. For example, in a particular area a State may have available emissions data,
that is more representative of the modeling domain, which may supplement the model defaults. States may want to con-
sult with the appropriate EPA regional office and Federal Land Managers in adjusting the model input parameters. The
modeling input recommendations in the IWAQM report are designed for visibility impact applications, and those defaults
allow for tailoring for a given application (e.g. puff splitting). The model developers Web site [FN47] also has a series of
frequently asked questions with answers to assist users in tailoring model applications.

FN47 http://www.src.com/calpuff/calpuff1.htm.

We agree that we have only an advisory role in development of the protocol as the States better understand the BART-
eligible source configurations and the geophysical and meteorological data affecting their particular Class I area(s).
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In the protocol development process, we support the idea of designing example runs, as we have done in our example
analysis for EGUs,[FN48] so that States may get a better understanding of what visibility impacts might be expected
from a particular type of source or sources. Once a protocol has been finalized, a State may be able to use example runs
as a proxy in making BART determinations which could potentially eliminate the need for case-by-case review for every
BART-eligible source. A common sense approach should be taken, particularly where an analysis may add a significant
resource burden to a State. For example, if there are multiple Class I areas in relatively close proximity to a BART-eli-
gible source, a State may model a full field of receptors at the closest Class I area. Then a few strategic receptors may be
added at the other Class I areas (perhaps at the closest point to the source, a receptor at the highest and lowest elevation
in the Class I area, a receptor at the IMPROVE monitor, and a few receptors that are expected to be at the approximate
plume release height). If the highest modeled impacts are observed at the nearest Class I area, a State may choose not to
analyze the other Class I areas any further and additional analyses might be unwarranted.

FN48 CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the June 2005 Changes to the Regional Haze
Rule,U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June 15, 2005, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

As models are revised and advances in science are incorporated into the models, we can make certain that revisions to
protocols are made accordingly. We will work closely with States and FLMs, as should States; we expect that States will
also work closely with FLMs throughout the protocol development process. We expect a similar protocol development
process for other models that may be used, once those models are developed to predict and track single source impacts
and demonstrate acceptable model performance. States should contact the appropriate FLM and EPA regional office for
the latest guidance and modeling updates.

Alternatives for Determining Visibility Impacts From Individual Sources

Background. In the 2004 reproposal, we requested comment on the following alternatives to CALPUFF modeling for de-
termining whether individual sources cause or contribute to visibility impairment: look-up tables developed from screen-
ing-level air quality modeling; running CALPUFF in a simpler screening mode than the preferred approach; a source
ranking methodology; and an emissions divided by distance (Q/D) method. Except for the simplified CALPUFF ap-
proach, all alternatives were based on developing a relationship between source emissions and the source's distance to a
Class I area. Each of these approaches was intended to reduce the resource burden on States.

Comments. Some commenters supported the use of alternative approaches, while others suggested that the alternatives
could be used either in conjunction, or in hierarchical fashion, with modeling approaches. Many commenters were op-
posed to their use. The opposing comments were consistent in stating that the alternatives were inappropriate because
they did not account for important factors such as terrain, local meteorological data, prevailing wind directions (which
influence pollutant transport), and differences in stack release parameters. Commenters added that there is no direct con-
nection between emissions, distance, and visibility impairment, and that the methods treat SO2 and NOX equally for
impairment estimates.

Final Rule. We disagree that the alternatives are necessarily inappropriate, but we share most of the concerns articulated
by the opposing commenters. We believe that alternatives should not be used to exempt a source from BART review
without more rigorous evaluations and sensitivity tests showing that the results are at least as conservative as the
CALPUFF model. We know of at least one study showing that, for one location and for one year, there is no guarantee
that the simplified CALPUFF technique is as conservative as the preferred approach [FN49]. While we are not adopting
in the guideline any specific alternative to modeling for power plants greater than 750MW, a State may develop its own
alternative approach for the other source categories to determine if a source would be subject to BART, provided that the
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alternative demonstrates a sufficient basis to determine clearly that the source causes or contributes to visibility impair-
ment, or that more refined analysis is warranted. Use of an alternative approach could be a conservative non-modeling
method for easing a State's resource burden. We believe conservatism is needed because of the purpose of the test: i.e.
solely to determine if a closer look at the source is warranted.

FN49 Analysis of the CALMET/CALPUFF Modeling System in a Screening Mode, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, November 1998, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

E. The BART Determination Process

Background. CAA section 169A(g)(7) directs States to consider five factors in making BART determinations. The re-
gional haze rule codified these factors in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B), which directs States to identify the “best system of
continuous emissions control *39127 technology” taking into account “the technology available, the costs of compliance,
the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source,
and the remaining useful life of the source.”Section IV. of the BART guidelines provides a step-by-step guide to con-
ducting a BART determination which takes these factors into account.

This section of the preamble addresses a number of issues relative to the process for conducting a BART determination
contained in Section IV of the BART guidelines.

1. What Is Meant by “Technical Feasibility of the Control Options” in Step 2 of the BART Determination?

Comments. We received several comments on this discussion, both on the 2001 proposal and on the 2004 reproposal.
One commenter recommended that the concept of available technology for regional haze should be expanded to include
those in the pilot scale testing phase, because these guidelines will precede the installation of controls by about 10 years.
Other commenters believed that the discussion of technical feasibility introduced terms and concepts that were not clear,
for example, what is meant by “commercial demonstration.” One commenter raised issues with deeming technologies
used in foreign countries “available” unless their performance has been demonstrated in the United States. A few com-
menters expressed concern with the provision in the guidelines that new technologies should be considered up to the time
of a State's public comment period on the BART determination. The commenter believed that this could create an endless
review loop for States if new technologies continually became available.

Final rule. In the final guidelines, we have largely retained the language that was in the proposed guidelines. Because the
guidelines call for consideration of technologies that become available by the time of the State's public comment process
on the BART determination, technologies should be considered that become available well after we finalize the BART
guidelines. We also note, for clarity, that the Guidelines state that technologies need to be both licensed and commer-
cially available (i.e. commercially demonstrated and sold).

2. How Should the Costs of Control Be Estimated in Step 4 of the BART Determination?

Comments. This section of the guidelines remained unchanged between the 2001 proposal and the 2004 reproposal.
Comments varied, ranging from questioning the reliance on EPA's OAQPS Control Cost Manual Fifth Edition, February
1996, EPA 453/B-96-001 (hereafter called the “Control Cost Manual”) to requesting that we not include the concept of
incremental cost effectiveness in the guidelines. A commenter expressed concerns that incremental cost effectiveness cal-
culations, the cost of implementing each succeeding control option, is too dependent on the number of interim options in-
cluded in the analysis. Moreover, the commenter believed that incremental cost calculations increase the complexity of
the analysis, and they also increase the possibility for inconsistent cost results.
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Final rule. We have finalized this section of the guidelines with some changes to how it was proposed. States have flexib-
ility in how they caculate costs. We believe that the Control Cost Manual provides a good reference tool for cost calcula-
tions, but if there are elements or sources that are not addressed by the Control Cost Manual or there are additional cost
methods that could be used, we believe that these could serve as useful supplemental information.

In addition, the guidelines continue to include both average and incremental costs. We continue to believe that both aver-
age and incremental costs provide information useful for making control determinations. However, we believe that these
techniques should not be misused. For example, a source may be faced with a choice between two available control
devices, control A and control B, where control B achieves slightly greater emission reductions. The average cost (total
annual cost/total annual emission reductions) for each may be deemed to be reasonable. However, the incremental cost
(total annual costA-B /total annual emission reductionsA-B ) of the additional emission reductions to be achieved by con-
trol B may be very great. In such an instance, it may be inappropriate to choose control B, based on its high incremental
costs, even though its average cost may be considered reasonable.

Finally, it is important to note that, while BART determinations are focused at individual sources, it is likely that in re-
sponse to SIP requirements, States will be making BART determinations for many units in a subject source category all
at the same time. In doing so, States are likely to compare costs across each source category as well as looking at costs
for individual units in order to respond to SIP requirements in an efficient manner (from the State's perspective).

3. How Should “Remaining Useful Life” Be Considered in Step 4 of the BART Determination?

Comments. We received a number of comments on the issue of remaining useful life, both on the 2001 proposal and on
the 2004 reproposal. One commenter asserted that remaining useful life should not be considered in the cost analysis and
that if a source is in operation at the time of a State's SIP submittal, it must have plans to install controls. Other com-
menters believed that, to the extent that assertions regarding a plant's remaining useful life influences the BART de-
cision, there must be an enforceable requirement for the plant to shut down by that date. Other comments questioned
whether Congress intended enforceable restrictions in order to take into account the remaining useful life and whether
EPA had the authority under the CAA to require plant shutdowns.

A number of comments were received regarding our request for comments on how to provide flexibility for situations
where market conditions change. Some comments interpreted this provision as a loophole that would allow sources to
continue operation for a number of years without BART. Another comment supported the concept of allowing a source to
later change its mind, so long as BART is installed.

Final rule. We have retained the approach in the proposed guidelines, including the provision for flexibility for sources to
continue operating, with BART in place, should conditions change. We believe that the CAA mandates consideration of
the remaining useful life as a separate factor, and that it is appropriate to consider in the analysis the effects of remaining
useful life on costs. We believe that, because the source would not be allowed to operate after the 5-year point without
such controls, the option for providing flexibility would not create a loophole for sources. Moreover, any source operat-
ing after this point without BART controls in place would be subject to enforcement actions for violating the BART lim-
it. For any source that does not agree to shut down before the 5-year point, the State should identify a specific BART
emission limit that would apply after this point in time.

4. How Should “Visibility Impacts” Be Considered in Step 5 of the BART Determination?

Background. The fifth statutory factor addresses the degree of improvement in *39128 visibility which may reasonably
be anticipated to result from the use of the “best control technology” for sources subject to BART. The 2004 reproposal
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focuses on the use of single source emissions modeling to evaluate the BART control options. As part of the BART de-
termination, we proposed that a State or individual source would run CALPUFF, or another EPA-approved model, to es-
timate, in deciviews, a BART source's visibility impact at a Class I area. The source would run the model once using its
allowable emission rates, and then again at the various post-control emissions rates being evaluated for the BART de-
termination. The 24-hour model results would then be tabulated for the pre- and post-control scenarios, for the average of
the 20 percent worst modeled days at each receptor, over the time period of meteorology modeled. The difference in the
averages for each receptor is the expected degree of improvement in visibility. Alternatively, the proposal requested
comment on the option of using the hourly modeled impacts from CALPUFF at each receptor and determining the im-
provement in visibility based on the number of hours above the 0.5 deciview threshold for both the pre- and post-control
model runs. We also requested comment on combinations of the proposed and alternative options and on the use of the
simpler screening version of CALPUFF to do the analysis.

Comments. Several environmental groups said that issues relating to the determination of visibility improvement for
evaluating BART controls are in many ways the same as for determining which BART-eligible sources are subject to
BART. Thus, the commenter pointed out, the issues concerning the BART applicability test, discussed in section D., are
all equally applicable here, including comments on: using the 0.5 deciview threshold on an aggregate basis for determin-
ing visibility impairment and potential exemption for BART-eligible sources, use of a natural visibility baseline versus
current visibility, using a substantially lower deciview threshold than 0.5 deciviews to determine the contribution to vis-
ibility impairment by an individual source, and demonstration of those thresholds by means of appropriate modeling
rather than other less reliable and more subjective techniques.

An industry commenter claimed that the American Corn Growers case emphasized the fact that the CAA clearly provides
that BART determinations should balance the visibility benefits of controls comprehensively against their burdens; the
commenter noted that this is not mentioned in our proposal; the commenter said that although the proposal would allow
States to run the CALPUFF model, it fails to specify how they might consider the results.

One State commenter opposed the use of visibility modeling for the purpose of informing the choice of control option,
stating that it is unnecessary, confusing and without adequate standards or guidance for implementation. The State added
that the analysis of control options in the BART process should yield the greatest, most cost-effective control efficiency
for NOX and SO2 at or above our presumptive levels of control. Moreover, it said that analysis of the degree of visibility
improvement may result in very small increments of visibility improvements within Class I areas from an individual
source, thus tilting the selection to the lower control efficiency option. The State added that we should remove this cri-
terion from the analysis to ensure that the best cost effective controls will result. Another State agency said that modeling
impacts should not be considered in BART determinations because they are not considered when determining BACT for
the PSD program.

A variety of commenters pointed out several areas where the guidelines should be improved or clarified in regard to the
degree of visibility improvement determination:

• We should clarify that the analysis is pollutant-specific (e.g., the modeling evaluation of a BART control option for SO

2 reduction should not be combined with the modeling evaluation of a BART control option for NOX .)

• We should clarify that only the closest Class I area must be modeled.

• We should describe CALPUFF as one possible model to use, rather than as the only model that may be used.

• States and sources should have the flexibility to perform multiple modeling runs based on different levels of available
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control.

• Predicted visibility improvements that are imperceptible should be given no weight in determining the level of control
that constitutes BART.

• States should be allowed to establish a factor for the required degree of visibility improvement.

Several industry and utility commenters expressed concern about using allowable emission rates to predict visibility im-
pacts for BART control options; they argued that actual emission rates should be considered instead. Three commenters
stated that we must make clear that States should use emission rates that will be permissible at the time BART controls
take effect, not current emissions rates.

Additional comments from utilities, industry, and one State opposed the approach wherein the results from the 20 percent
worst modeled days (pre- and post-control) were used to evaluate the visibility improvements expected from the various
control options. Some believed this was too stringent, while others said it was not stringent enough. Two utilities added
that the criteria should use the 20 percent worst days based on monitored data, not modeled data. An environmental
group stated that sources should not be limited to just the worst days, but the improvements should be based upon con-
trols reducing visibility impairment on any day. The commenter added that this rationale ignores the middle 60 percent of
days in which visibility may worsen, because sources may increase emissions on these days as a trade-off for cutting
emissions on the worst days. The commenter further argued that there are no data to support our assertion that improve-
ment on the worst days means improvement on other days. They noted that default “natural condition” deciview values
for Class I areas in our natural conditions guidance exist only for the average of the 20 percent best and worst days. The
commenter added that we used the average default natural conditions (for the 20 percent best days) for the visibility
impairment analysis, but there are no default “maximum 24-hour” values in the guidance.

Nine commenters supported implementation of visibility improvement thresholds, which were not proposed in 2004. A
State commenter said it is unclear how the modeled net visibility improvement would be specifically utilized in the
BART analysis, and requested a target level of improvement or a de minimis level by which to measure improvement.
Two industry commenters suggested alternatives to the 24-hour value. One said that setting a threshold for comparison,
as in the BART-applicability test, is more appropriate than the overall comparison of the 20 percent worst case days, and
that the threshold for comparison should be on at least a daily average (or longer), not an hourly average, due to the pos-
sibility of short-term spikes based on certain meteorological conditions.

These commenters also said that a comparison of the number of days above or below a certain threshold is preferable
since below a certain threshold, the impacts of visibility are not perceptible; unlike concentration *39129 levels of cer-
tain pollutants (i.e., ozone) which do not have a threshold below which there are no effects, there are concentration levels
of particulate below which there is no visibility impact. They also asserted that comparing the number of days would al-
low for a more complete picture of how controls would potentially improve visibility. As noted previously, a small num-
ber of unusual meteorological conditions can produce significant spikes on a single day or days. Since the overall goal of
the regional haze rule is long-term visibility improvement, they said that a comparison of the total number of days ex-
ceeding a threshold over multiple years will provide a better overall indicator of visibility improvement. One commenter
suggested that if we retain the maximum 24-hour value for the visibility impairment analysis, we should at least allow
the use of only 1 year, rather than 5 years, of meteorological data. That would simplify the modeling and would lessen
the chance that one day with atypical, extreme conditions would dictate the result.

One FLM supported our proposed method to determine visibility improvement associated with installation of BART.
However, with regard to the use of hourly data instead of 24 hour data for the degree of visibility improvement assess-
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ment, another FLM said that while hourly model data are, by their nature, less reliable in predicting actual conditions, a
measure that reports the total number of hours above a given threshold would still be a useful measure of the long-term
effect of BART control. They said we should require States to report a combination of measures of the visibility im-
provement expected from BART. Such measures would be the change in the 20 percent worst days as well as a metric
that examines the amount of time during a year that the source's visibility impact would exceed a threshold with and
without BART.

Another utility commenter added that, if a BART control option would result in no perceptible improvement in visibility
at a Class I area, then it is not a cost-effective option. This commenter said that based on Pitchford and Malm (1994)
[FN50] and Henry (2002) [FN51] a 2 deciview threshold of perception would be appropriate, with a 1 deciview threshold
providing a margin of safety. Another commenter said that we should clarify that visibility improvement differences
among BART control options should be considered insignificant if the differences are less than the perceptibility
threshold level, which should be set in excess of 1 deciview. Other commenters said the minimum threshold should be 1
deciview.

FN50 Pitchford, M. and Malm, W., “Development and Applications of a Standard Visual
Index,”Atmospheric Environment, V. 28, no. 5, March 1994.

FN51 Henry, R.C. “Just-Noticeable Differences in Atmospheric Haze”, Journal of the Air
& Waste Management Association, 52:1238-1243, October 2002.

Final Rule. We disagree with the comment that modeling should not be part of a BART review because it is not con-
sidered for BACT. CAA section 169A(g)(2) clearly requires an evaluation of the expected degree of improvement in vis-
ibility from BART controls. All five statutory factors, including cost-effectiveness and expected visibility improvement,
should be reflected in the level of BART control that the State implements. We believe that modeling, which provides
model concentration estimates that are readily converted to deciviews, is the most efficient way to determine expected
visibility improvement.

For the purposes of determining visibility improvement, States may evaluate visibility changes on a pollutant-specific
basis. If expected improvement is shown from the various control choices, the State can weigh the results with the other
four BART determination factors when establishing BART for a particular source. For example, a State can use the
CALPUFF model to predict visibility impacts from an EGU in examining the option to control NOX and SO2 with SCR
technology and a scrubber, respectively. A comparison of visibility impacts might then be made with a modeling scen-
ario whereby NOX is controlled by combustion controls. If expected visibility improvements are significantly different
under one control scenario than under another, then a State may use that information, along with information on the other
BART factors, to inform its BART determination.

Even though the visibility improvement from an individual source may not be perceptible, it should still be considered in
setting BART because the contribution to haze may be significant relative to other source contributions in the Class I
area. Thus, we disagree that the degree of improvement should be contingent upon perceptibility. Failing to consider
less-than-perceptible contributions to visibility impairment would ignore the CAA's intent to have BART requirements
apply to sources that contribute to, as well as cause, such impairment.

Although we are not requiring States to use allowable emission rates to predict the anticipated future visibility impacts of
BART controls, we disagree that daily average actual emission rates should be used to make this assessment. Emissions
from a source can vary widely on a day to day basis; during peak operating days, the 24-hour actual emission rate could
be more than double the daily average. On the other hand, in the long term, estimating visibility impacts based on allow-
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able emission rates for every hour of the year may unduly inflate the maximum 24 hour modeled impairment estimate
from a BART-eligible source. The emissions estimates used in the models are intended to reflect steady-state operating
conditions during periods of high capacity utilization. We do not generally recommend that emissions reflecting periods
of start-up, shutdown, and malfunction be used, as such emission rates could produce higher than normal effects than
would be typical of most facilities. Where States have information on a source's daily emissions, an emission rate based
on the maximum actual emissions over a 24 hour period for the most recent five years may be a more appropriate gauge
of a source's potential impact as it would ensure that peak emission conditions are reflected, but would likely not overes-
timate a source's potential impact on any given day. We have accordingly included this change to the final guidelines.
We recommend that the State use the highest 24-hour average actual emission rate, for the most recent three or five year
period of meteorological data, to characterize the maximum potential benefit.

Because each Class I area is unique, we believe States should have flexibility to assess visibility improvements due to
BART controls by one or more methods, or by a combination of methods, and we agree with the commenters suggestions
to do so. We believe the maximum 24-hour modeled impact can be an appropriate measure in determining the degree of
visibility improvement expected from BART reductions (or for BART applicability). We have pointed out, however, that
States should have flexibility when evaluating the fifth statutory factor. A State is encouraged to account for the mag-
nitude, frequency, and duration of the contributions to visibility impairment caused by the source based on the natural
variability of meteorology. These are important elements to consider as they would provide useful information on both
the short term peak impact and long term average assessments which are critical in making the visibility assessment.

We agree with the suggestion that the use of a comparison threshold, as is *39130 done for determining if BART-eligible
sources should be subject to a BART determination, is an appropriate way to evaluate visibility improvement. However,
we believe the States have flexibility in setting absolute thresholds, target levels of improvement, or de minimis levels
since the deciview improvement must be weighed among the five factors, and States are free to determine the weight and
significance to be assigned to each factor. For example, a 0.3, 0.5, or even 1.0 deciview improvement may merit stronger
weighting in one case versus another, so one “bright line” may not be appropriate.

In addition, comparison thresholds can be used in a number of ways in evaluating visibility improvement (e.g. the num-
ber of days or hours that the threshold was exceeded, a single threshold for determining whether a change in impacts is
significant, a threshold representing an x percent change in improvement, etc.). In our example modeling analysis of a
hypothetical source,[FN52] we used three different 24-hour thresholds (1.0, 0.5, and 0.1 deciviews) and examined the
number of days that those thresholds were exceeded for a source with a 90 percent change, for example, in SO2 emis-
sions (i.e. 10,000 TPY and 1,000 TPY). The number of days that the thresholds were exceeded in the 10,000 TPY case
was substantial, and the visibility improvement due to the reduction in emissions was dramatic (i.e. the number of days
exceeding the thresholds dropped considerably).[FN53]

FN52 CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the June 2005 Changes to the Regional Haze
Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June 15, 2005, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

FN53 Ibid.

Other ways that visibility improvement may be assessed to inform the control decisions would be to examine distribu-
tions of the daily impacts, determine if the time of year is important (e.g. high impacts are occurring during tourist sea-
son), consideration of the cost-effectiveness of visibility improvements (i.e. the cost per change in deciview), using the
measures of deciview improvement identified by the State, or simply compare the worst case days for the pre- and post-
control runs. States may develop other methods as well.
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5. In What Sequence Should Alternatives Be Assessed in Step 5 of the BART Determination?

Background. Both the 2001 proposal and the 2004 reproposal requested comments on two options for evaluating the
ranked options. Under the first option, States would use a sequential process for conducting the impacts analysis, begin-
ning with a complete evaluation of the most stringent control option. If a State determines that the most stringent altern-
ative in the ranking does not impose unreasonable costs of compliance, taking into account both average and incremental
costs, the analysis begins with a presumption that this level is selected. Under this option, States would then proceed to
consider whether energy and non-air quality environmental impacts would justify selection of an alternative control op-
tion. If there are no outstanding issues regarding energy and non-air quality environmental impacts, the analysis is ended
and the most stringent alternative is identified as the “best system of continuous emission reduction.”If a State determ-
ines that the most stringent alternative is unacceptable due to such impacts, this approach would require them to docu-
ment the rationale for this finding for the public record. Then, the next most-effective alternative in the listing becomes
the new control candidate and is similarly evaluated. This process would continue until the State identifies a technology
which does not pose unacceptable costs of compliance, energy and/or non-air quality environmental impacts.

We also requested comment on an alternative decision-making approach that would not begin with an evaluation of the
most stringent control option. For example, States could choose to begin the BART determination process by evaluating
the least stringent technically feasible control option or by evaluating an intermediate control option drawn from the
range of technically feasible control alternatives. Under this approach, States would then consider the additional emis-
sions reductions, costs, and other effects (if any) of successively more stringent control options. Under such an approach,
States would still be required to (1) display all of the options and identify the average and incremental costs of each op-
tion; (2) consider the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of each option; and (3) provide a justification for
adopting the technology selected as the “best” level of control, including an explanation of its decision to reject the other
control technologies identified in the BART determination.

In selecting a “best” alternative, the proposed guidelines included a discussion on whether the affordability of controls
should be considered. As a general matter, for plants that are essentially uncontrolled at present and emit at much greater
levels per unit of production than other plants in the category, we believe it is likely that additional control will be cost-
effective. The proposed guidelines noted, however, that we recognize there may be unusual circumstances that justify
taking into consideration the conditions of the plant and the economic effects of requiring the use of a given control tech-
nology. These effects would include effects on product prices, the market share, and profitability of the source. We did
not intend, for example, that the most stringent alternative must always be selected if that level would cause a plant to
shut down, while a slightly lesser degree of control would not have this effect.

Comments. We received comments supporting both of the approaches for evaluating ranked control alternatives. Many
commenters, including commenters from State agencies, were supportive of the first approach. Comments from State air
quality agencies were strongly supportive of this approach. These commenters believed that this approach is consistent
with past approaches by States for considering control options for case-by-case determinations, is well understood by all
parties, and thus easier to implement. The first approach also was strongly supported in comments from environmental
organizations and private citizens. Some comments noted that the plain terminology “best” suggests that there must be a
sound reason for not using the most stringent control level.

Many comments from industrial trade organizations were critical of the first approach and believed that any requirement
to use this approach would reduce State discretion because this approach, in the judgment of the commenters, would
amount to use of the most stringent alternative as a default. Some of these comments asserted that the approach in option
1 would shift the BART analysis away from a cost-benefit approach mandated by the CAA towards a BACT-like techno-
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logy analysis. Other commenters believed that EPA should recognize that BART, as a control requirement for retrofitting
existing sources, should differ from BACT or other controls for new equipment. A number of comments, in supporting
the second approach, believed that this approach provides greater consideration of the incremental cost of each succeed-
ing option.

Final rule. In the final guidelines, we have decided that States should retain the discretion to evaluate control options in
whatever order they choose, so long as the State explains its analysis of the CAA factors. We agree with *39131 com-
menters who asserted that the method for assessing BART controls for existing sources should consider all of the stat-
utory factors.

6. What Should Be the Presumptive Limits for SO2 and NOX for Utility Boilers?

Background. In the 2004 reproposal, we proposed that States, as a general matter, should require EGUs greater than 250
MW in size at power plants larger than 750 MW to control 95 percent of their SO2 emissions, or control to within an SO

2 emission range of 0.1 to 0.15 lb/mmBtu. We also proposed to establish a rebuttable presumption that States should im-
pose these BART SO2 limits on all EGUs greater than 250 MW, regardless of the size of the power plant at which they
are located.

For NOX, we proposed that sources currently using controls such as SCRs to reduce NOX emissions during part of the
year should be required to operate those controls year-round. For power plants without post-combustion controls, we pro-
posed to establish a presumptive emissions limit of 0.20 lbs/mmbtu for EGUs greater than 250 MW in size. We requested
comment on the rate of NOX emissions that can be achieved with combustion modifications on specific types of boilers.
Many commenters responded both in favor and in opposition to these proposed BART presumptive limits.

Comments. A number of utility groups said the presumptive SO2 emissions control approach inappropriately ignores the
need for a visibility impact evaluation which is required in step 5 of the proposed case-by-case BART engineering ana-
lysis. They said that setting presumptive limits infringes on a state's authority to establish BART on a case-by-case basis
considering not only visibility improvement, but the other statutory factors as well. The commenters said that visibility is
both Class I area and source specific, which is the reason Congress gave the States the lead role and discretion in the
BART program to determine which sources need to install or upgrade controls. Through the use of presumptions and de-
fault values, however, our prescriptive process, as proposed, would make the installation of maximum controls more
likely without regard to visibility benefits. Instead, they argued, we should give the states maximum flexibility to use the
five statutory factors in their BART determinations. Commenters said sources must be allowed to assess the visibility im-
provements of a variety of control options.

Several utilities raised concern that sources with existing controls should not be required to meet the presumptive limits
without the chance to evaluate the degree of visibility improvement expected from the additional emission reduction re-
quirements. They said that if a source can demonstrate a reduction in visibility impairment below the specified threshold
(whether that threshold is our currently proposed 0.5 deciview or an alternative level) with less stringent controls, then
neither we nor States should impose, by default, more stringent reduction requirements.

Commenters from industry, utilities, and States said that we had not indicated what previously-controlled sources must
do to comply with BART, while we had determined what controls are necessary for uncontrolled sources. They were
concerned that the guidelines would lead States to require previously-controlled sources to remove the controls and re-
place them with even newer controls at great cost and very little, if any, improvement in emission levels and visibility in
Class I areas. Commenters added that States should be able to use their discretion to determine whether additional con-
trols are needed.
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Some commenters were concerned that the proposed rule would require some plants to install SCR to meet the NOX con-
trol level proposed, as the potential retrofit of SCR technology for the BART determination may be supported by the de-
gree of visibility improvement expected. They said that the guidelines indicate that if a State finds that a source's visibil-
ity contribution warrants the installation of SCR, then SCR may be imposed. The commenter added, however, that the
guidelines also need to provide for instances where the visibility condition warrants a lesser control level than what
would be achieved by advanced combustion control; the commenter claimed there was reference to this concept in the
preamble but not the guidelines.

Final rule. In these guidelines, we are finalizing specific presumptive limits for SO2 and NOX for certain EGUs based on
fuel type, unit size, cost effectiveness, and the presence or absence of pre-existing controls. The presumptive limits final-
ized in today's rulemaking reflect highly cost-effective technologies as well as provide enough flexibility for States to
take particular circumstances into account.

The presumptive limits apply to EGUs at power plants with a total generating capacity in excess of 750 MW. As ex-
plained in greater detail below, for these sources we are establishing a BART presumptive emission limit for coal-fired
EGUs greater than 200 MW in size without existing SO2 control. These EGUs should achieve either 95 percent SO2 re-
moval, or an emission rate of 0.15 lb SO2 /mmBtu, unless a State determines that an alternative control level is justified
based on a careful consideration of the statutory factors. For NOX, we are establishing a set of BART presumptive emis-
sion limits for coal-fired EGUs greater than 200 MW in size based upon boiler size and coal type, and based upon wheth-
er selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or selective noncatalytic reduction (SNCR) are already employed at the source. See
section d. below for a table listing those specific limits. Based on our analysis of emissions from power plants, we be-
lieve that applying these highly cost-effective controls at the large power plants covered by the guidelines would result in
significant improvements in visibility and help to ensure reasonable progress toward the national visibility goal.

States, as a general matter, must require owners and operators of greater than 750 MW power plants to meet these BART
emission limits. We are establishing these requirements based on the consideration of certain factors discussed below.
Although we believe that these requirements are extremely likely to be appropriate for all greater than 750 MW power
plants subject to BART, a State may establish different requirements if the State can demonstrate that an alternative de-
termination is justified based on a consideration of the five statutory factors.

In addition, while States are not required to follow these guidelines for EGUs located at power plants with a generating
capacity of less than 750 MW, based on our analysis detailed below, we believe that States will find these same pre-
sumptive controls to be highly-cost effective, and to result in a significant degree of visibility improvement, for most
EGUs greater than 200 MW, regardless of the size of the plant at which they are located. A State is free to reach a differ-
ent conclusion if the State believes that an alternative determination is justified based on a consideration of the five stat-
utory factors. Nevertheless, our analysis indicates that these controls are likely to be among the most cost-effective con-
trols available for any source subject to BART, and that they are likely to result in a significant degree of visibility im-
provement.

The rest of this section discusses these presumptive limits for SO2 and NOX for EGUs and the additional *39132 visibil-
ity impact and cost-effectiveness analyses we have performed since proposal of the guidelines in 2004.

a. Visibility Analysis for SO2 and NOX Emissions From EGUs. In the 2004 reproposal, our preliminary CALPUFF mod-
eling [FN54] suggested that controlling a single 250 MW EGU at a 90 percent level would improve visibility substan-
tially from that source. Based on the expected degree of improvement in visibility and the use of highly effective control
technologies that are available for sources of this capacity and greater, we concluded that the specific control levels in
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the proposal were appropriate. Even at that level of control however, our analysis indicated that emissions from the
source might still cause a perceptible impact on visibility.

FN54 Summary of Technical Analyses for the Proposed Rule, Mark Evangelista, U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, April 12, 2004, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

Following comments that we had ignored the need to consider the degree of improvement in visibility which could reas-
onably be anticipated from the use of the presumptive control technologies, we undertook a more comprehensive model-
ing analysis of the anticipated visibility impacts of controlling large EGUs. Based on this modeling analysis, we anticip-
ate that a majority of the currently uncontrolled EGUs at power plants covered by the guideline are predicted to have
24-hour maximum impacts of greater than a change of 2 or 3 deciviews.[FN55] Our modeling examples included scenari-
os that were representative of typical EGUs, but, in our first hypothetical run #1, we conservatively assumed SO2 emis-
sions of 10,000 tons per year (TPY) and NOX emissions of approximately 3,500 TPY.[FN56] Such levels of emissions
are well below those that may be expected of an uncontrolled 200 MW EGU. The number of days during any year that
such sources are predicted to have visibility impacts of greater than 0.5 deciviews or even 1.0 deciview were 29 days and
12 days on average, respectively, at 50 km from a hypothetical Class I area in the East; if the 98th percentile were con-
sidered, there would be five days above a 1.0 deciview change.

FN55 CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the the June 2005 Changes to the Regional Haze
Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June 15, 2005, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

FN56 Ibid.

The modeled emission rates in the example were conservative; for much larger EGUs with capacities of 750 MW or
more, and emission rates much higher than those which were modeled, visibility degradation is expected to be far worse.
Clearly there is a substantial degree of visibility improvement which is likely from emission reductions at these sources.

Although we are confident that the EGUs for which we are establishing presumptive limits each have a significant impact
on visibility at one or more Class I areas, a State retains the option and flexibility to conduct its own analysis or allow a
source to demonstrate that it should not be subject to BART (based on its visibility effects).

b. BART Presumptive Limits for SO2 From Coal-Fired Units. For currently uncontrolled coal-fired EGUs greater than
200 MW in size located at power plants greater than 750 MW, we are establishing a presumptive BART limits of 95 per-
cent SO2 removal, or an emission rate of 0.15 lb SO2 /mmBtu. We are not establishing a presumptive limit for EGUs
with existing post-combustion SO2 controls or for EGUs that burn oil.

In 2004, we proposed presumptive limits for SO2 of 95 percent control or a comparable performance level of 0.1 to 0.15
lbs per million BTU as controls that would be achievable and cost-effective. We requested comment on the removal ef-
fectiveness of flue gas desulfurization (“FGD” or “scrubber” controls) for various coal types and sulfur content combina-
tions. Having considered the comments received, we have determined that there is ample data to support the determina-
tion that the BART presumptive limits outlined in today's action are readily achievable by new wet or semi-dry FGD sys-
tems across a wide range of coal types and sulfur contents based on proven scrubber technologies currently operational in
the electric industry.[FN57]

FN57 Technical Support Document for BART SO2 Limits for Electric Generating Units,
Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 1, 2005.
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We agree with the commenters who stated that our dual recommendation provided equity across sources burning coals of
varying sulfur content. We believe the presumptive limits provide enough flexibility that absent unique circumstances,
any BART-eligible coal-fired EGU will be able to achieve one of the limits with a new FGD system. We expect that
BART-eligible EGUs burning medium to high sulfur coal will be able to achieve a removal efficiency of 95 percent in a
cost effective manner by utilizing various wet FGD technologies, and that those EGUs burning lower sulfur coals could
meet the emission limit of 0.15lb/mmBtu in a cost effective manner by utilizing dry FGD technologies. As described be-
low, EPA's unit specific economic modeling showed that the majority of BART eligible units greater than 200 MW can
meet the presumptive BART limit at a cost of $400 to $2000 per ton of SO2 removed.

Some commenters expressed concerns that the proposed limits were too stringent in particular for: (1) EGUs less than
750 MW in size, (2) EGUs burning low sulfur coals, and (3) EGUs burning lignite coals. However, numerous examples
exist of smaller EGUs and EGUs burning low sulfur or lignite coals achieving these SO2 limits at reasonable cost.[FN58]
We recognize that semi-dry FGD systems are most commonly utilized on units burning lower sulfur coals and are not
typically designed for removal efficiencies of 95 percent or greater. However, we believe that most of these EGUs can
readily achieve the presumptive emission rate limit of 0.15 lb SO2 /mmBtu. An analysis of EPA's RACT/BACT/LEAR
Clearinghouse Dry FGD cost effectiveness data ranged from $393 to $2132 per ton SO2 removed, with an average cost
effectiveness of $792 per ton.[FN59]

FN58 Ibid.

FN59 Summary of BART Source Analyses, Memorandum from Bill Balcke and Doran
Stegura, Perrin Quarles Associates, Inc., to Chad Whiteman, EPA March 24, 2003. See
2001 emissions data in BART AR file, attached.

We received a few comments expressing the belief that the presumptive limits should be more stringent, given that
BART emission limits will not be fully implemented until 2013 or 2014. We recognize that while some scrubber units
currently achieve reductions greater than 95 percent, not all units can do so. The individual units that currently achieve
greater than 95 percent control efficiencies do not necessarily represent the wide range of unit types across the universe
of BART-eligible sources. An analysis of the Department of Energy's U.S. FGD Installation Database supports our belief
that 95 percent removal efficiencies would be obtainable by all types of EGUs burning medium and high sulfur coal by
2014, including BART-eligible EGUs. In addition, we note that the presumption does not limit the States' ability to con-
sider whether a different level of control is appropriate in a particular case. If, upon examination of an individual EGU, a
State determines that a different emission limit is appropriate based upon its analysis of the five factors, then the State
may apply a more or less stringent limit.

Our analysis of presumptive BART limits accounted for variations in existing SO2 controls. We accordingly considered
(1) coal-fired EGUs without *39133 existing SO2 controls, and (2) coal-fired EGUs with existing SO2 controls. This
analysis consisted of the following key elements: (1) Identification of all potentially BART-eligible EGUs, and (2) tech-
nical analyses and industry research to determine applicable and appropriate SO2 control options, (3) economic analysis
to determine cost effectiveness for each potentially BART-eligible EGU, and (4) evaluation of historical emissions and
forecast emission reductions for each potentially BART-eligible EGU.[FN60]

FN60 Ibid.

We identified 491 potentially BART-eligible coal-fired units based on the following criteria: (1) The unit was put in
place between August 7, 1962 and August 7, 1977, and (2) the unit had the potential to emit more than 250 tons annually
of SO2 . Our assessment of potential controls included various industry case studies, technical papers, public comments,
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BACT analyses, and historical Acid Rain emissions data. Our analysis is described in detail in the TSD.[FN61]

FN61 Ibid.

We calculated cost effectiveness and projected SO2 emission reductions on a per unit basis based on removal efficiencies
of 90 percent for dry FGD systems, in particular spray dry lime systems, and 95 percent for wet FGD systems, in particu-
lar limestone forced oxidation systems. Based on our analysis, the average cost effectiveness for controlling all BART-
eligible EGUs greater than 200 MW without existing SO2 controls was estimated to $919 per ton of SO2 removed.
Moreover, the range of costs effectiveness numbers demonstrates that the majority of these units can meet the pre-
sumptive limits at a cost of $400 to $2000 per ton of SO2 removed.

Figure 1

Unit capacity Tons (K) of SO2
emit-

ted in 2001
Percent of BART eli-
gible coal-fired unit's

2001 emissions

Calculated average
cost effectiveness for

MW grouping

Percent of estimated re-
movable BART SO

2
emissions from coal-

fired units*

(MW)

($/ton SO2
removed)

<50 MW 26 0.4 1962 0.9

50-100 MW 93 1.4 2399 1.6

100-150 MW 171 2.5 1796 2.2

150-200 MW 235 3.5 1324 3.4

200-250 MW 253 3.8 1282 3.1

250-300 MW 281 3.2 1128 4.0

>300 MW 5712 85.2 84.8

All Units 6707 100 984 100

BART Units
(>200MW)

6246 92.2 919 91.9

In establishing presumptive BART limits, we were cognizant of the fact that upgrading an existing scrubber system is
typically considered more cost effective than constructing a new scrubber system. However, due to the diverse and com-
plex nature of upgrading existing FGD systems (scrubber type, reagents, online year, absorber characteristics, current op-
erating procedures, etc.), there is no single solution or standard appropriate for all EGUs. As a result, we are not includ-
ing specific numerical presumptive limits for EGUs with pre-existing scrubbers. However, for scrubbers currently
achieving removal efficiencies of at least 50 percent, we recommend States evaluate a range of scrubber upgrade options
available for improving the SO2 removal performance of existing units. There are numerous scrubber enhancements
available to upgrade the average removal efficiencies of all types of existing scrubber systems, and the guidelines con-
tains a discussion of the options that States should evaluate in making BART determinations for EGUs with existing
scrubbers.

The guidelines do not require EGUs with existing FGD systems to remove these controls and replace them with new con-
trols, but the guidelines do state that coal fired EGUs with existing SO2 controls achieving removal efficiencies of less
than 50 percent should consider constructing a new FGD system to meet the presumptive limits of 95 percent removal or
0.15 lb/mmBtu in addition to evaluating the suite of upgrade options. For these EGUs, the suite of available “upgrades”
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may not be sufficient to remove significant SO2 emissions in a cost effective manner, and States may determine that
these EGUs should be retrofitted with new FGD systems.

c. BART Limits for SO2 From Oil-Fired Units. We are not establishing a presumptive BART limit for SO2 from oil-fired
EGUs. The guidelines state that the most appropriate control option for oil-fired EGUs, regardless of capacity, is to set
limits on the sulfur content of the fuel oil burned in the unit.

Commenters suggested EPA evaluate two primary control options for BART oil-burning units: (1) Sulfur content fuel oil
limitations, and (2) flue gas desulfurization systems. We have been unable to find any FGD application in the U.S. elec-
tric industry on an oil-fired unit. As a result, our analysis for oil-fired units focused on benchmarking previously imposed
fuel oil restrictions on the electric industry and (2) a regional economic analysis of switching from high sulfur to low sul-
fur fuel oil.

Our study of currently imposed fuel oil restrictions on the electric industry suggested that all BART-eligible EGUs cur-
rently have some sort of imposed sulfur content or emission rate limitation. Of the 74 BART-eligible oil-burning EGUs,
32 currently have sulfur fuel oil restrictions of less than 1 percent, and 67 have some sort of sulfur content limitation. In
addition, our economic analysis suggests that switching to low sulfur fuel oil is a cost effective method in reducing SO2
emission from oil fired units.

As approximately 43 percent of the BART eligible oil units currently have a sulfur content limitation that is either equi-
valent to, or more stringent than, one percent sulfur by weight, the guidelines require States to consider a one percent or
lower sulfur by weight fuel oil restriction on all BART eligible EGUs as part of their BART analysis, and recommends
that States establish appropriate and sustainable sulfur content fuel oil restrictions, taking into *39134 account fuel oil
availability. States should accordingly evaluate a one percent sulfur content limitation as a starting point of their BART
determination for oil-fired EGUs subject to BART.

d. BART Presumptive Limits for NOX From Coal-fired Units. In the 2004 reproposal, in discussing NOX controls on
EGUs, we explained that there are two somewhat distinct approaches to reducing emissions of NOX at existing sources.
One is to use combustion controls (including careful control of combustion air and low-NOX burners). The other ap-
proach is removal technology applied to the flue gas stream (such as SCRs and SNCRs).

For EGUs currently using controls such as SCRs or SNCRs to reduce NOX during part of the year, we are establishing a
presumption that use of these same controls year-round is BART. (Some commenters supported year-round operation of
these controls. One commenter suggested the cost of year-round operation of SCRs would be significant. However, our
analysis showed year-round operation of existing SCRs compared to operation during the 5-month ozone season only to
be highly cost effective (average cost-effectiveness of $170 per ton).) Although only a few BART-eligible sources cur-
rently have SNCRs installed, we note that States may wish to consider SCR as an alternative to annual operation of
SNCR in light of the relatively high operating costs associated with SNCR.

For sources without post-combustion controls (i.e., SCRs and SNCRs), we are establishing a presumption as to the ap-
propriate BART limits for coal-fired units based on boiler design and coal type. These presumptions apply to EGUs
greater than 200 MW at power plants with a generating capacity greater than 750 MW and are based on control strategies
that are generally cost-effective for all such units.

In 2004 we noted that, unlike the methods for controlling SO2 (which fall within a fairly narrow range of cost effective-
ness and control efficiencies), the removal efficiencies and costs associated with the control techniques for NOX vary
considerably, depending on the design of the boiler and the type of coal used. In response to comments on the proposal,
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we have performed additional analyses of all individual BART-eligible coal-fired units [FN62] and our analyses indic-
ated that both cost effectiveness and post-control rates for NOX do depend largely on boiler design and type of coal
burned. Based on these analyses, we believe that States should carefully consider the specific NOX rate limits for differ-
ent categories of coal-fired utility units, differentiated by boiler design and type of coal burned, set forth below as likely
BART limits.

FN62 See Technical Support Document for BART NO—T2X Limits for Electric Generat-
ing Units and Technical Support Document for BART NO—T2X Limits for Electric Gen-
erating Units Excel Spreadsheet, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 15,
2005.

In today's action, EPA is setting presumptive NOX limits for EGUs larger than 750 MW. EPA's analysis indicates that
the large majority of the units can meet these presumptive limits at relatively low costs. Because of differences in indi-
vidual boilers, however, there may be situations where the use of such controls would not be technically feasible and/or
cost-effective. For example, certain boilers may lack adequate space between the burners and before the furnace exit to
allow for the installation of over-fire air controls. Our presumption accordingly may not be appropriate for all sources.
As noted, the NOX limits set forth here today are presumptions only; in making a BART determination, States have the
ability to consider the specific characteristics of the source at issue and to find that the presumptive limits would not be
appropriate for that source.

The table below indicates the types of boilers installed at the 491 BART-eligible coal-fired EGUs. Dry-bottom wall-fired
boiler units and tangentially-fired boiler units make up a large majority of the total BART-eligible EGUs.

Table 1.—Population of BART-Eligible Coal-Fired EGUs

Boiler type Number Number Number

All units Units > 200 MW Units > 200 MW at 750 MW
plants

Cyclone 56 35 19

Cell Burner 35 35 29

Dry Bottom—Wall fired 188 121 77

Dry Bottom Turbo-fired 14 10 4

Stoker 5 0 0

Tangentially-fired 186 164 112

Wet Bottom 6 5 5

Other 1 0 0

Total BART-eligible coal-
fired EGUs

491 370 246

For all types of boilers other than cyclone units, the limits in Table 2 are based on the use of current combustion control
technology. Current combustion control technology is generally, but not always, more cost-effective than post-
combustion controls such as SCRs. For cyclone boilers, SCRs were found to be more cost-effective than current combus-
tion control technology;[FN63] thus the NOX limits for cyclone units are set based on using SCRs. SNCRs are generally
not cost-effective except in very limited applications and therefore were not included in EPA's analysis. The types of cur-
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rent combustion control technology options assumed include low NOX burners, over-fire air, and coal reburning.

FN63 The current combustion control technology EPA analyzed for cyclone units is coal
reburning.

We are establishing presumptive NOX limits in the guidelines that we have determined are cost-effective for most units
for the different categories of units below, based on our analysis of the expected costs and performance of controls on
BART-eligible units greater than 200 MW. We assumed that coal-fired EGUs would have space available to install sep-
arated over-fire air. Based on the large number of units of various boiler designs that have installed separated over-fire
air, we believe this assumption to be reasonable. It is *39135 possible, however, that some EGUs may not have adequate
space available. In such cases, other NOX combustion control technologies could be considered such as Rotating Op-
posed Fire Air (“ROFA”). The limits provided were chosen at levels that approximately 75 percent of the units could
achieve with current combustion control technology. The costs of such controls in most cases range from just over $100
to $1000 per ton. Based on our analysis, however, we concluded that approximately 25 percent of the units could not
meet these limits with current combustion control technology. However, our analysis indicates that all but a very few of
these units could meet the presumptive limits using advanced combustion controls such as rotating opposed fire air
(“ROFA”), which has already been demonstrated on a variety of coal-fired units. Based on the data before us, the costs of
such controls in most cases are less than $1500 per ton.

FN64 No Cell burners, dry-turbo-fired units, nor wet-bottom units burning lignite were
identified as BART-eligible, thus no presumptive limit was determined. Similarly, no wet-
bottom units burning sub-bituminous were identified as BART-eligible.

FN65 These limits reflect the design and technological assumptions discussed in the tech-
nical support document for NO—T2X limits for these guidelines, e.g., EPA assumed space
would be available for over-fire air. See Technical Support Document for BART
NO—T2X Limits for Electric Generating Units and Technical Support Document for
BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating Units Excel Spreadsheet, Memorandum to
Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 15, 2005.

Table 2.—Presumptive NOX
Emission Limits for BART-Eligible Coal-Fired Units [FN64]

Unit type Coal type NOX
presumptive limit (lb/mmbtu)

[FN65]

Dry-bottom wall-fired Bituminous 0.39

Sub-bituminous 0.23

Lignite 0.29

Tangential-fired Bituminous 0.28

Sub-bituminous 0.15

Lignite 0.17

Cell Burners Bituminous 0.40

Sub-bituminous 0.45

Dry-turbo-fired Bituminous 0.32

Sub-bituminous 0.23
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Wet-bottom tangential-fired Bituminous 0.62

Table 3.—Average Cost-Effectiveness of NOX
Controls for BART-Eligible Coal-Fired Units

Unit type Coal type Number units National average ($/ton)

nation-wide

Dry-bottom wall-fired Bituminous 114 1229

Sub-bituminous 66 576

Lignite 3 1296

Tangential-fired Bituminous 105 567

Sub-bituminous 72 281

Lignite 9 614

Cell Burners Bituminous 32 1287

Sub-bituminous 3 1021

Dry-turbo-fired Bituminous 7 775

Sub-bituminous 7 599

Wet-bottom Bituminous 6 378

Cyclones (with SCR) All 56 900

The advanced combustion control technology we used in our analysis, ROFA, is recently available and has been demon-
strated on a variety of unit types. It can achieve significantly lower NOX emission rates than conventional over-fire air
and has been installed on a variety of coal-fired units including T-fired and wall-fired units. We expect that not only will
sources have gained experience with and improved the performance of the ROFA technology by the time units are re-
quired to comply with any BART requirements, but that more refinements in combustion control technologies will likely
have been developed by that time. As a result, we believe our analysis and conclusions regarding NOX limits are conser-
vative.[FN66] For those units that cannot meet the presumptive limits using current combustion control technology,
States should carefully consider the use of advanced combustion controls such as ROFA in their BART determination.

FN66 See Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units and Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units Excel Spreadsheet, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 15, 2005.

A detailed discussion of our analysis is in the docket.[FN67] For data on emissions and existing control technology in
use at the BART-eligible EGUs, we used EPA's Clean Air Markets Division database.[FN68]

FN67 Id.

FN68 Reporting requirements for the Acid Rain Program and NO—T2X SIP Call affected
sources, see 40 CFR 75 subpart G (parts 7562-64), and EPA Clean Air Markets Division
Web site, data and maps page (http:// www.epa.gov/airmarkets).

C. Selective Catalytic Reduction (“SCR”) and Cyclone Units

We also analyzed the installation of SCRs at BART-eligible EGUs, applying SCR to each unit and fuel type. The cost-
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effectiveness was generally higher than for current combustion control technology except for one unit type, cyclone
units. Because of the relatively high NOX emission rates of cyclone units, SCR is more cost-effective. Our analysis in-
dicated that the cost-effectiveness of applying SCR on coal-fired cyclone units is typically less than $1500 a ton, and that
the average cost-*39136 effectiveness is $900 per ton.[FN69] As a result, we are establishing a presumptive NOX limit
for cyclone units based on the use of SCR. For other units, we are not establishing presumptive limits based on the in-
stallation of SCR. Although States may in specific cases find that the use of SCR is appropriate, we have not determined
that SCR is generally cost-effective for BART across unit types.

FN69 See Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units and Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units Excel Spreadsheet, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 15, 2005.

Oil and Gas-Fired Units

For oil-fired and gas-fired units, we believe that installation of current combustion control technology is highly cost-
effective and should be considered in determining BART for these sources. We performed an analysis of BART-eligible
oil and gas-fired units similar to the analysis done for coal-fired units. Our analysis indicated that a number of units can
make significant reductions in NOX emissions which are cost-effective through the application of current combustion
control technology.[FN70] However, for a number of units, the use of combustion controls does not appear to be cost-
effective. As a result, we determined that it would be inappropriate to establish a general presumption regarding likely
BART limits. As a result, the guidelines only indicate that States should consider the installation of current combustion
control technology on oil and gas-fired units.

FN70 Id.

IV. How Does Today's Rule Affect States Options for Using Alternative Strategies in Lieu of Source-by-Source BART?

Background

Over the past several years, there have been a number of rule makings and court decisions on the subject of BART and
BART-alternative programs. In order to understand today's actions, it is useful to again review the regulatory and litiga-
tion history, with a specific focus on BART-alternative issues.

As noted in part I of this preamble, the 1999 regional haze rule included provisions for BART, codified at 40 CFR
51.308(e), and in definitions that appear in 40 CFR 51.301. Among these provisions was section 308(e)(2), allowing
States to implement cap and trade programs, or other alternative programs, in lieu of BART. Section 308(e)(2) provided
that trading program alternatives must be demonstrated to achieve greater reasonable progress than BART, and provided
the general parameters for making this demonstration. Of particular relevance, section 308(e)(2) directed States, in the
course of estimating emissions reductions anticipated from source-by-source BART, to determine what comprises BART
based on the four non-visibility factors, and then estimate visibility improvements based on the application of BART to
all sources subject to BART. In other words, section 308(e)(2) indicated that states should use what has since been
termed a “group BART” approach to estimating the source-by-source BART benchmark, for comparison to the alternat-
ive program. Section (e)(2) did not prescribe the specific criteria to be used to compare the progress estimated from
source-by-source BART to that anticipated from the trading program. The preamble discussion indicated that the com-
parison should be based on both emission reductions and visibility improvement, but did not provide further specificity.
See 64 FR at 35741-35743.
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Specific criteria for making the comparison to programs was proposed in the BART Guidelines (40 CFR 51 App. Y) in
2001. These criteria—sometimes referred to as the “better-than-BART test” consist of the following. First, if the geo-
graphic distribution of emissions reductions from the two programs is expected to be similar, the comparison can be
made based on emissions alone. Second, if the distribution of emissions reductions is anticipated to be significantly dif-
ferent, then a two-pronged visibility improvement test is employed. The first prong is that the alternative program must
not result in a degradation of visibility at any Class I area. The second prong is that the alternative program must result in
greater visibility improvement overall, based on an average across all affected Class I areas. See 66 FR 38133.

In 2002, the D.C. Circuit decided American Corn Growers. The court in that decision invalidated “the BART provisions”
on the basis that EPA had improperly constrained State authority by requiring them to bifurcate visibility from the other
statutory factors when making BART determinations, and by specifying that visibility impairment should be considered
on a group basis when determining whether a BART eligible source is subject to BART. 291 F.3d 1, 8.

Because EPA's policy of allowing alternative programs to BART was not at issue in American Corn Growers, the de-
cision contained no discussion of how such alternative programs would be compared to BART—neither the step of es-
timating emissions from source-by-source BART, nor the criteria for the actual comparison (i.e., the test). Therefore,
EPA interpreted the court's vacature of the BART provisions to apply to the source-by-source BART regulations under
40 CFR 51.308(e)(1). Accordingly, in our May 2004 reproposal of the BART guidelines, we did not propose any changes
in section 308(e)(2), and we retained the section on trading programs in the guidelines (Appendix Y) as that section was
proposed in 2001.

In June 2004, in the Supplemental Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (SNPR) for the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), we
proposed to conclude that the CAIR will achieve greater reasonable progress than would BART for SO2 and NOX at
BART-eligible EGUs in CAIR affected States and therefore may be treated as a program in lieu of BART for those
sources. In doing so, we discussed regional haze rule section 308(e)(2) as precedent for the policy of allowing trading
programs to substitute for BART.[FN71] However, noting that the CAIR trading program affected only one category of
BART-eligible sources (EGUs), rather than all BART-eligible categories as envisioned for State-developed BART-
alternative programs under section 308(e)(2), we proposed adding a 308(e)(3) applicable only to CAIR. This section
would provide that states that comply with the CAIR by subjecting EGUs to the EPA administered cap and trade program
may consider BART satisfied for NOX and SO2 from BART-eligible EGUs. In the CAIR SNPR and supporting docu-
mentation,[FN72] we provided analyses demonstrating that CAIR would achieve greater emission reductions than
BART, and would make greater reasonable progress according to the two-pronged visibility test previously proposed in
the BART guidelines.

FN71 Section 308(e)(2) was based, in turn, on the precedent set by our interpretation of
CAA 169A(b)(2) in a single BART-source context—see 64 FR 35739, citing Central Ari-
zona Water Conservation District, 990 F.2d 1531 (1993).

FN72 “Supplemental Air Quality Modeling Technical Support Document (TSD) for the
Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), May, 2004.” http:// www.epa.gov/cair/pdfs/saqmtsd.pdf.

In February 2005, in CEED v. EPA, the D.C. Circuit invalidated a BART-alternative program developed by the Western
Regional Air Partnership (WRAP), which was also based on a requirement of group-BART analysis in setting source-
by-source benchmark. It is important to note that the two-pronged better-than-BART test was not *39137 at issue in
CEED, as neither the States nor EPA had employed that test in determining that the WRAP's program achieved greater
progress than BART. The issue on which the court based its decision was not how the two programs were compared, but
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how States were required to estimate reductions from source-by-source BART in order to make the comparison. The im-
plications of this case to today's action are discussed in more detail below.

Finally, on March 10, 2005 we promulgated the final CAIR. In the final CAIR, we presented refined and updated ana-
lyses continuing to show that CAIR makes greater progress than BART. We concluded at that time that we should defer a
final “better than BART” determinations until (1) the source-by-source BART guidelines for EGU were promulgated,
and (2) the criteria for comparing alternatives to BART were also finalized. We are taking both of those actions today,
and, as explained below, are therefore also making our final determination that CAIR achieves greater progress than
BART and may be used by States as a BART substitute.

Final Criteria for Comparing Visibility Progress of an Alternative Program to BART

Proposed Rule. As noted, the criteria for determining if an alternative measure achieves greater reasonable progress than
BART (also known as the “better than BART” test or the two- pronged visibility test) were first proposed in the 2001
BART guideline proposal and reproposed in the identical form in the 2004 BART guidelines reproposal. The test ap-
peared as an element of the guideline's overview of the steps involved in developing a trading program consistent with
regional haze rule section 308(e)(2).

Specifically, the guidelines provided that States could first look at the geographic distribution of emissions under the
trading program. “If [the] distribution of emissions is not substantially different than under BART, and greater emissions
reductions are achieved, then the trading program would presumptively achieve “greater reasonable progress.” (69 FR at
25231). If the distribution of emissions is expected to be different, then States are directed to conduct an air quality mod-
eling study. The guidelines then provide that

“[t]he modeling study would demonstrate “greater reasonable progress” if both of the following two criteria are met:

—Visibility does not decline in any Class I area, and

—Overall improvement in visibility, determined by comparing the average differences over all affected Class I areas

Comments Received

Several commenters stated that the trading criteria contained in the proposed BART guidelines were, along with other
parts of the guidelines, beyond EPA's authority to impose under the CAA.

Several State commenters asked for clarification of what should be considered a significantly different geographic distri-
bution of emission reductions, for purposes of proceeding to the two-pronged visibility test.

One comment, submitted by environmental groups in response to our preliminary application of the two-pronged test to
the CAIR in the CAIR rulemaking, goes to the permissibility of that test in general and is therefore relevant to the final-
ization of the test. Specifically, these commenters stated that because section 169A(b)(2)(A) requires BART for an eli-
gible source which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any Class I
area, EPA is without basis in law or regulation to base a better-than-BART determination on an analysis that uses aver-
aging of visibility improvement across different Class I areas.

Final Action. We are amending the regional haze rule to incorporate the two- prong visibility test as it was previously
proposed in the BART guideline proposals. Specifically, we are adding the test to the rule provisions at section
51.308(e)(3).
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The EPA has the authority to prescribe this methodology under its general rulemaking authority provided by CAA sec-
tion 301(a), and under CAA sections 169A(4) and 169(e). The latter provisions require EPA to promulgate regulations to
assure reasonable progress towards the national visibility goal and to assure compliance with the requirements of section
169A, which include the requirements for BART under section 169A(b)(2)(A), and to promulgate such measures as may
be necessary to carry out these regulations. The EPA has determined that source-by-source BART need not be required
when it is not necessary to meet reasonable progress because greater progress can be achieved by an alternative means.
The D.C. Circuit in CEED upheld this interpretation of the BART provisions' relationship to the broader reasonable pro-
gress requirements of the Act. 398 F.3d at 660.In order to assure that such alternative programs meet the reasonable pro-
gress goals of the CAA, EPA has the authority, and perhaps a duty, to promulgate regulations governing how that de-
termination is made.

Moreover, these requirements for making the ultimate comparison between an alternative program and BART do not af-
fect in any way how states make BART determinations or how they determine which sources are subject to BART. It is
in those areas where the Act and legislative history indicate that Congress evinced a special concern with insuring that
States would be the decision makers. Nothing in American Corn Growers or CEED suggests that those cases rendered
EPA's rulemaking authority under section 169A(a)(4) completely inoperable in any BART context.

With respect to the use of average overall improvement, we explained in the CAIR NFR preamble that we disagree with
comments that CAA section 169A(b)(2)'s requirement of BART for sources reasonably anticipated to contribute to
impairment at any Class I area means that an alternative to the BART program must be shown to create improvement at
each and every Class I Area. Even if a BART alternative is deemed to satisfy BART for regional haze purposes, based on
average overall improvement as opposed to improvement at each and every Class I Area, CAA section 169A(b)(2)'s trig-
ger for BART based on impairment at any Class I area remains in effect, because a source may become subject to BART
based on “reasonably attributable visibility impairment” at any area. See 40 CFR 51.302. In addition, within a regional
haze context, not every measure taken is required to achieve a visibility improvement at every class I area. BART is one
component of long term strategies to make reasonable progress, but it is not the only component. The requirement that
the alternative achieves greater progress based on the average improvement at all Class I areas assures that, by definition,
the alternative will achieve greater progress overall. Though there may be cases where BART could produce greater im-
provement at one or more class I areas, the no-degradation prong assures that the alternative will not result in worsened
conditions anywhere than would otherwise exist, and the possibility of BART for reasonably attributable visibility pro-
tects against any potential “hot spots.” Taken together, the EPA believes these factors make a compelling case that the
proposed test properly defines “greater reasonable progress.” The EPA anticipates that regional haze implementation
plans will also contain measures addressing other sources as *39138 necessary to make progress at every mandatory Fed-
eral Class I area.

We are therefore finalizing the test criteria in the same form in which they were proposed as part of the BART
guidelines. We also recognize that the test criteria leave some terms and conditions undefined, and we believe States and
Tribes should retain the discretion to reasonably interpret and apply these terms as appropriate to the context of the par-
ticular program at issue.

First, in the proposed test we did not specify the time period which should serve as the starting point for comparison un-
der the first prong. That is, we did not specify whether potential degradation should be determined in relation to visibility
conditions existing at the time of the proposed program, or in relation to base case visibility projections for the time of
program implementation. While either option is, we believe, reasonable, in this rulemaking we have used the future pro-
jected base case, for the following reasons.
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The underlying purpose of both prongs of the test is to assess whether visibility conditions at Class I areas would be bet-
ter with the alternative program in place than they would without it. The first prong ensures that the program does not
cause a decline in visibility at any particular Class I area. It addresses the possibility that the alternative program might
allow local increases in emissions which could result in localized degradation. The second prong assesses whether the al-
ternative program produces greater visibility improvement in the aggregate than would source specific BART.

In both cases, the logical reference point is visibility conditions as they are expected to be at the time of program imple-
mentation but in the absence of the program. This insures that the visibility improvements or degradations determined are
due to the programs being compared—source-specific BART and the cap-and-trade alternative—and not to other extrins-
ic factors. For example, if large increases in wild land fires are expected, due to accumulation of fuel from past forest
management practices, a degradation of visibility from current conditions may be expected. It would be irrational to dis-
approve an alternative program because of a modeled degradation from current conditions, where that degradation is ac-
tually anticipated because of smoke from such fires—sources which are not subject to the CAA BART provisions. By
comparing the alternative to future projected baseline conditions, such extrinsic variables are accounted for. We are thus
able to ascertain (to the extent possible where future projections are concerned) whether visibility under the alternative
would decline at any Class I area, all other things being equal.

Therefore, in applying the test to the CAIR, we used the future (2015) projected baseline. We believe, however, that
States should have discretion in determining the most appropriate baseline for this prong of the test, as long as the State's
method is reasonable.

Second, although the proposed test indicated that dispersion modeling should be used to determine visibility differences
for the worst and best 20 percent of days, the guideline did not specify the relationship between the worst and best days
and the two prongs of the test. We believe that each prong of the test should ideally be based on an examination of both
the worst and best 20 percent of days. Thus, under the first prong, visibility must not decline at any one Class I area on
either the best 20 percent or the worst 20 percent days [FN73] as a result of implementing the alternative program; and,
under the second prong both the best and worst days should be considered in determining whether the alternative pro-
gram produces greater average improvement.

FN73 The regional haze rule requires States to establish reasonable progress goals for each
Class I area that provide for improvement in visibility for the most impaired days and en-
sure no degradation in visibility for the most impaired days. The reasonable progress test
in the regional haze rule remains as a separate test from better than BART. The SIPs must
contain measures to achieve the reasonable progress goal; such measures could include not
only stationary source programs such as BART but also programs to address emissions
from other types of sources. The no degradation (on the 20 percent best days) component
of the reasonable progress test must still be applied to the final future year emissions con-
trol strategy. This does not directly impact the conclusions of the better than BART test.

Third, the proposed guidelines did not define “affected” Class I areas for purposes of the comparison. In applying the test
to the CAIR, we considered all federal mandatory Class I areas in the contiguous 48 States for which data was available.
The principal Class I areas affected by the CAIR are those in the eastern U.S., therefore we calculated average improve-
ment separately for the eastern areas, but also considered affects at all Class I areas nationally. We believe this was ap-
propriate for a federally mandated program of the scope and magnitude of the CAIR. However, this may not be necessary
for every BART-alternative program developed by States in the future, especially if proposed programs are limited to
smaller geographic areas or are limited to source categories having significantly less widespread impacts than EGUs. In
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such circumstances, it may be reasonable for the States and Tribes involved to develop criteria for “affected” Class I
areas. For example, the affected region could be considered to be the States and Tribes involved in the trading program
as well as immediately adjacent States, or Class I areas within adjacent States that are within some defined distance of
participating States.

With respect to comments on the degree of difference in the geographic distribution of emissions necessary to trigger ap-
plication of the two prong test, we believe it is not necessary for EPA to define that in the rule. For our CAIR analysis,
we explained in the SNPR that the fact that CAIR would produce greater emissions reductions than BART in most
States, but less reductions than BART in a few States, was sufficient reason to employ the two pronged visibility test, 69
FR 32704. For other programs developed by States, a State would have the ability to make a reasonable decision as to
whether there was a sufficient basis to make the demonstration that an alternative program would be better than BART
based on modeling of the emissions distributions alone, or whether the State should proceed with the two-pronged visib-
ility test. The State's discretion is subject as always to the condition that it must be reasonably exercised, and must be
supported by adequate documentation of the analyses.

Finally, on a related issue, we note that in a separate rule making to follow soon after today's action, we will be soliciting
comments on whether there might be other means of demonstrating that an alternative program makes greater reasonable
progress than BART, in addition to the two-pronged visibility test we are finalizing in today's action. Such other means
might take into account additional policy considerations, as well as the relative degree of visibility improvement of the
two programs.

C. Final Determination That CAIR Makes Greater Reasonable Progress Than BART

Proposal. As noted in the background section above, in both the CAIR SNPR, and NFR, we discussed the proposed ap-
proach of allowing States to treat CAIR as an in-lieu-of BART program for EGUs in CAIR-affected States. In both ac-
tions, we presented analyses based on emission projections and air quality modeling showing that CAIR will achieve
greater reasonable progress *39139 towards the national visibility goal than would BART for affected EGUs. These ana-
lyses were conducted according to the criteria for making such “better than BART” determinations which had been pro-
posed in the BART guidelines, and which have now been finalized in the regional haze rule at 40 CFR 51.308(e)(3), as
discussed above in section IV.B. Below, we briefly recap these prior analyses. See 69 FR 32684, 32702-32707 and 70 FR
25162, 25299-25304 and associated Technical Support Documents [FN74] for full details.

FN74 Supplemental Air Quality Modeling Technical Support Document (TSD) for the
Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), May, 2004. http:// www.epa.gov/cair/pdfs/saqmtsd.pdf;
Demonstration that CAIR Satisfies the ‘Better-than-BART’ Test as proposed in the
Guidelines for Making BART Determinations, EPA Docket Number OAR-
2003-0054-YYYY, March 2005. http:// www.epa.gov/cair/pdfs/finaltech04.pdf.

Scenarios Examined

The CAIR is applicable to 28 States and the District of Columbia and requires levels of SO2 and NOX emissions reduc-
tions based on those achievable on a highly cost effective basis from EGUs. BART, on the other hand, is applicable na-
tionwide and covers 25 additional industrial categories, as well as EGUs, of a certain vintage. In our comparison, we
sought to determine whether the CAIR cap and trade program for EGUs will achieve greater reasonable progress than
would BART for EGUs only. Therefore, the relevant scenarios to examine were (1) SO2 and NOX emissions from all
EGUs nationwide after the application of BART controls to all BART-eligible EGUs (“nationwide BART”), and (2) SO2
and NOX emissions from all EGUs nationwide after the emissions reductions attributable to CAIR in the CAIR region
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and application of BART controls to all BART-eligible EGUS outside the CAIR region (“CAIR + BART”). The latter
scenario reflects the fact that source-by-source BART would remain a federal requirement outside the CAIR region, un-
less and until it is replaced by some other state or federally required program. Thus, in order to more accurately project
CAIR emissions, it is necessary to impose BART controls outside the CAIR region, to account for potential load and
emission shifting among EGUs.

In addition to these two scenarios, a third was used—the future base case in the absence of either program. This third
scenario was used to ensure that CAIR would not cause degradation from otherwise existing conditions. See section IV.B
above for a discussion of why the future baseline is an appropriate comparison point for the first prong of the “better than
BART” test.

At the SNPR stage, a “CAIR + BART” scenario was not available, as the only projections available at that time had been
developed for other purposes. Thus, the “CAIR” scenario used then, which was based on the Clear Skies proposal, was
imperfect for purposes of this analysis in that it assumed SO2 reductions on a nationwide basis (rather than in the CAIR
region only) and assumed NOX reductions requirements in a slightly different geographic region than covered by the
proposed CAIR.

For the CAIR NFR, we redid the emissions projections for both the Nationwide BART and CAIR + BART in the West
scenarios. For the former, we increased the number of BART-eligible units included by lowering the assumed threshold
for BART applicability from 250 MW capacity for both NOX and SO2 to 100 MW for SO2 and 25 MW for NOX, and
by reviewing the list of potentially BART-eligible EGUs. For the latter scenario, we produced emissions projections
based on application of CAIR-level emission reductions in the States proposed for inclusion in the CAIR in the SNPR.

Emission Projections. For the analyses in both the SNPR and NFR, we used the Integrated Planning Model (IPM) to es-
timate emissions expected from the scenarios described above. Tables 1 and 2 present the results from the SNPR and
NFR, respectively.

Table 1.—EGU SO2
and NO

X Emissions—as Projected in CAIR SNPr

[In thousands of tons per year]

2015 Base case EGU
emissions

2015 “CAIR” 2015 Modeled nation-
wide e Bart

Additional reduction
from “CAIR”

(nationwide BART
minus “CAIR”)

Nationwide SO2 9,081 5,260 7,012 1,752

Nationwide NOX 3,950 2,248 2,781 533

Table 2.—EGU SO2
and NO

X Emissions—as Projected in CAIR NFr

[In thousands of tons per year]

2015 Base case EGU
emissions

2015 CAIR + BART 2015 Nationwide
BART

Additional reduction
from CAIR + BART
(nationwide BART

minus CAIR+BART)

Nationwide SO2 9,084 4,735 7,162 2,427

Nationwide NOX 3,721 1,816 2,454 638
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As can be seen in the numbers in the right-most column, CAIR produced far superior emission reductions to nationwide
BART, and the superiority of CAIR over BART increased between the SNPR and NFR projections, when the scenarios
were corrected to more accurately reflect the anticipated reality in 2015.

Air Quality Modeling Results. The proposed “better-than-BART” test provided that if the distribution of emission reduc-
tions is substantially the same under the alternative program as under BART, then the demonstration can be made simply
by comparing emission reductions. If, however, the distribution is significantly different, *39140 then visibility modeling
is required in order to apply the two pronged test previously described. As noted above, CAIR emission reductions were
vastly greater than those under BART. However, because there were some differences in the geographic distribution of
reductions on a state-by-state basis, in order to be conservative we conducted air quality modeling and evaluated CAIR
under the two pronged test.

Specifically, using the above emissions projections, we completed numerous air quality modeling runs and postpro-
cessing calculations to determine the impacts of emissions and emissions control strategies on visibility in Class I areas.
We quantified the impacts of the CAIR and BART controls on visibility impairment by comparing the results of the fu-
ture-year (2015) base case model runs with the results of the CAIR + BART and nationwide BART control strategy mod-
el runs. We quantified visibility impacts on the 20 percent best and 20 percent worst visibility days.

For the SNPR modeling, we used the Regional Modeling System for Aerosols and Deposition (REMSAD) model to cal-
culate these visibility impacts. This modeling used base year meteorology from 1996. Complete year ambient monitoring
data, which is necessary to model future improvements in visibility, was available for 1996 from Inter-agency Monitor-
ing of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) monitors located at 44 Class I areas—13 within the CAIR region and
31 outside of it.

For the NFR modeling, we used the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model. The base year meteorology used
in the CMAQ modeling was 2001. This later base year enabled us to look at more Class I areas, because there were more
IMPROVE monitors which had complete year data for 2001 than there had been in 1996. Specifically, 81 of the 110 IM-
PROVE sites have complete ambient air quality data for 2001. Moreover, because in some cases a given IMPROVE
monitor is designated as representing more than one Class I area, these 81 sites are representative of 116 Class I areas.
Twenty nine of the 116 are in the East (east of 100 degrees longitude) and 87 are in the West.

Using the modeling results, we then applied the two prong better than BART test which had been defined in the proposed
BART rule. As explained above, under the first prong, visibility must not decline at any Class I area, as determined by
comparing the predicted visibility impacts at each affected Class I area under the (CAIR) trading program with future
base case visibility conditions. Under the second prong, overall visibility, as measured by the average improvement at all
affected Class I areas, must be better under the trading program than under source-specific BART. The future year air
quality modeling results were used to make this demonstration.

The visibility impacts of the CAIR + BART scenario were compared to base case 2015 visibility conditions (without
CAIR or BART) to determine whether the CAIR resulted in a degradation of visibility at any Class I area. We also com-
pared these visibility impacts with the visibility impacts of nationwide BART implementation, to assess whether the pro-
posed CAIR would result in greater average visibility improvement than nationwide BART.

The CAIR passed the first prong by not causing a degradation of visibility at any Class I area, either in the West or na-
tionally. This was true in both the SNPR and NFR modeling. The visibility projections for each Class I area are presented
in the respective TSD's.[FN75]
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FN75 See Footnote [74], Supra.

The overall results are presented in tables 3 and 4 below, representing the SNPR and NFR modeling respectively.

Table 3.—Average Visibility Improvement in 2015 vs. 2015 Base Case (Deciviews) as Modeled Using REMSAD in
CAIR SNPR

Class I areas “CAIR” Scenario Nationwide BART

East [FN76] National East National

20 percent Worst Days 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.4

20 percent Best Days 0.7 0.2 0.4 0.1

Table 4.—Average Visibility Improvement in 2015 vs. 2015 Base Case (Deciviews) as Modeled Using CMAQ in CAIR
NFR

Class I Areas CAIR + BART in West Nationwide BART

East [FN76] National East National

20 percent Worst Days 1.6 0.5 0.7 0.2

20 percent Best Days 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1

As can be see from the tables, although the models produced different absolute values, in both cases CAIR produced sig-
nificantly greater visibility improvement than nationwide BART. For example, looking at the 20 percent worst days at
Eastern Class I areas (the areas most influenced by the CAIR, since it is an eastern program), in both cases the visibility
improvements from CAIR were at least twice as great as under nationwide BART (i.e., in the SNPR, 2.0 deciviews com-
pared to 1.0 deciviews improvement, and in the NFR, 1.6 deciviews compared to 0.7 deciviews improvement).

FN76 Eastern Class I areas are those in the CAIR affected states, except areas in west
Texas which are considered western and therefore included in the national average, plus
those in New England

This historical overview is given in the interest of providing a more complete understanding of the analyses presented at
various stages in the CAIR rule making progress. In the end, however, it is the analyses presented in the CAIR NFR on
which we are basing our determination that CAIR makes greater reasonable progress towards the national visibility goals
than does nationwide BART. Therefore, these NFR results are examined more closely in the “Final Action” section be-
low, in light of additional emissions projections we *39141 have conducted to insure that changes to the CAIR and
BART rules made subsequent to the CAIR NFR do not affect that determination.

Comments Received and EPA's Responses

Although many comments were received regarding our proposal to determine that CAIR makes greater reasonable pro-
gress than BART, nearly all of them related either to the terms of the test itself, or to policy and legal implications of al-
lowing CAIR required reductions to substitute for source-by-source BART. These are addressed in sections B (above )
and D (below) respectively. One commenter asserted, with respect to modeling presented in the SNPR, that the improve-
ment of CAIR compared to source-specific BART is so slight it may be potentially within the margin of error, and there-
fore insufficient for the better than BART demonstration, or for assuring that no hot spots will occur.

The EPA disagrees that the difference between CAIR and BART in the SNPR visibility projections was not significant.
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The visibility results presented in the NFR continue to show that the CAIR cap and trade program with BART in the non-
CAIR region provides considerably more visibility improvement compared to nationwide BART (for EGUs only). The
NFR modeling results show that the average visibility improvement from CAIR on the 20 percent worst days at 29 East-
ern Class I areas is 1.6 deciviews (dv) compared to only a 0.7 dv improvement from nationwide BART controls. In the
“better than BART” TSD we have provided modeling results for 116 individual Class I areas. The modeling shows that
CAIR will not create any “hot spots.” On the 20 percent worst days, all of the Eastern Class I areas show more visibility
improvement under CAIR+BART than under BART alone. In many of the Western Class I areas, nationwide BART and
CAIR + BART in the West provide about the same visibility benefits. (This is to be expected, since the CAIR is only ap-
plicable in the East.) While the visibility benefits are similar in the West (outside of the CAIR region), they are clearly
not similar in the East, where the CAIR is predicted to achieve twice as much visibility improvement compared to
BART.

Final action. The CAIR vs. BART comparison presented in the CAIR NFR was developed while both rules were under
development and therefore subject to change. Since the emissions projections and air quality modeling presented in the
CAIR NFR was completed, several changes were, in fact, made to the CAIR region. In addition, since that time our as-
sumptions regarding the likely maximum BART emission reductions from EGUs also changed. Therefore, we recalcu-
lated the emission projections to see if the rule changes could possibly affect the determination that CAIR will achieve
greater reasonable progress than BART.

Most significantly, the final CAIR included Arkansas, Delaware, and New Jersey only for purposes of significant contri-
bution to ozone non-attainment by summertime NOX emissions, whereas our modeling had been based on the assump-
tion that these States would be included for contribution to PM2.5 non-attainment by SO2 and NOX emissions. The new
emission projections are based on the application of CAIR only for ozone in these States.

With respect to the nationwide BART, for SO2 the NFR projections assumed the application of a 90 percent control or
0.10 lbs/mmBtu at uncontrolled EGUs greater than 100 MW. In the new projections, the control assumptions were
changed to 95 percent or 0.15 lbs/mmbtu, to reflect the presumptive control levels in the final BART guidelines. For NO

X, the NFR projections were based on an assumed emission rate of 0.2 lbs/mmBTU at all BART eligible EGUs nation-
wide. The new projections are based on the assumption of combustion controls on all BART eligible units except cyc-
lones which have SCR, and the operation of all existing SCR and SNCRs annually, instead of just in the ozone season.
Finally for both pollutants, the threshold for application of controls was increased to 200 MW, to better reflect the pre-
sumptions included in the final BART guidelines.

We used IPM to project 2015 emissions given these new parameters. The results are presented in Table 5 below, which
also includes the CAIR NFR projections (as reported in Table 2) for the reader's convenience.

Table 5.—EGU SO2
and NO

X Emissions—as Projected in CAIR NFR and as Projected in Subsequent Update

(In thousands of tons per year)

2015 CAIR + BART 2015 Nationwide BART Additional reduction from
CAIR + BART (nationwide
BART minus CAIR+BART)

CAIR NFR:

Nationwide SO2 4,735 7,162 2,427

Nationwide NOX 1,816 2,454 638

Updated Projections:
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Nationwide SO2 5,042 7,953 2,911

Nationwide NOX 2,000 2,738 738

The updated emissions estimates for both the BART and CAIR with BART in the West scenarios are slightly higher than
the NFR emissions estimates, but the difference between the CAIR + BART and nationwide BART scenarios are even
larger compared to the NFR determination. For SO2, the updated CAIR + BART achieves about 2.9 million tons more
reductions than updated nationwide BART in 2015. For NOX, the updated CAIR + BART policy is projected to result in
about 738,000 tons more emissions reductions than the updated BART nationwide policy in 2015. The difference
between the updated CAIR + BART and nationwide BART scenarios is now larger by 484,000 tons of SO2 reduction
(i.e., 2,911,000 - 2,427,000) and 100,000 tons of NOX reduction (i.e. 738,000 - 638,000).

Implications of New Emission Projections for the Two-Pronged Test

The first prong of the better than BART test specifies that no degradation of visibility can occur at any Class I area. In
order to be sure that Class I areas do not experience a degradation in *39142 visibility, we examined the updated State by
State emissions estimates. Compared to the 2015 base case, in the updated CAIR + BART case, there are no individual
Statewide increases in either SO2 or NOX (except for a very small 1,000 ton increase in NOX in Connecticut and 2,000
ton increase in SO2 in New Jersey).[FN77] That is consistent with the NFR CAIR + BART case in which no degradation
was found. Consequently we have determined that no degradation would occur under the updated CAIR + BART emis-
sions scenario.

FN77 The 1,000 ton per year increase in NO—T2X in Connecticut represents approx.
0.003 percent of the total EGU NO—T2X in the 2015 base case and the 2,000 ton per year
increase in SO—T22 in New Jersey represents approx. 0.0005 percent of the total EGU
SO—T22 . Since the impacts on visibility from EGU SO—T22 and NO—T2X are gener-
ally regional in nature, we would expect this small increase to have little or no impact on
visibility in any Class I area.

The second prong of the better than BART test specifies a greater average visibility improvement from the CAIR trading
program (CAIR + BART). The average visibility improvement from the NFR CAIR + BART case was much greater (on
the 20 percent worst visibility days) than the nationwide BART case. In the scenario we modeled for the NFR, the larger
visibility improvement from CAIR + BART was achieved by reducing SO2 emissions by an additional 2.4 million tons
per year compared to nationwide BART and NOX emissions by an additional 638,000 tons per year compared to natiow-
ide BART.

In the updated scenario, the emissions difference between the CAIR + BART and nationwide BART cases are even lar-
ger (2.9 million tons of SO2 and 738,000 tons of NOX ).[FN78] The distribution of emission reductions changed some-
what in the new projections—that is, some States saw a larger difference between CAIR and BART, while in other States
the difference was smaller. The largest change was in Kentucky, where the new projections showed that emission reduc-
tions from CAIR were even greater than those from BART by an additional 200,000 tons per year. Among States where
the change between projections went the other direction—that is, showing that BART reductions were closer to CAIR re-
ductions than previously projected—the greatest changes were in Alabama and Pennsylvania, where the difference
between the programs decreased by 46,000 and 45,000 tons, respectively.

FN78 The difference between the updated CAIR + BART and nationwide BART scenarios
is larger than the difference between the modeled CAIR + BART and nationwide BART
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scenarios. The “difference of the differences” is 485,000 tons of SO—T22 and 100,000
tons of NO—T2X .

Perhaps more importantly, in the new projections, there are fewer States in which BART reductions are greater than
CAIR reductions. In the NFR projections, there were 12 States [FN79] where nationwide BART SO2 reductions were
greater than CAIR + BART reductions.[FN80] In those 12 States, BART emissions achieved approx. 686,000 more tons
of SO2 reduction compared to CAIR + BART. In the rest of the States, CAIR + BART achieved an additional 3.1 million
tons per year of SO2 reduction compared to BART. All told, the modeling showed that visibility improvement was great-
er under the CAIR than under BART on an overall average basis, both at eastern Class I areas and at all Class I areas na-
tionally. In the new projections, CAIR + BART achieved an additional 3.4 million tons per year of SO2 reduction com-
pared to BART in 39 of the 48 States. In the remaining 9 States [FN81] BART achieved approx. 472,000 more tons of
SO2 reduction compared to CAIR + BART in the west.[FN82]

FN79 California, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi,
Missouri, North Carolina, Texas, and Wisconsin.

FN80 There were also four States where BART NO—T2X emissions reductions were
slightly higher than CAIR + BART (a total of 4,000 tons per year). Those States are Con-
necticut, Delaware, New Jersey, and Oklahoma.

FN81 Alabama, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Texas, Wisconsin.

FN82 We performed a similar analysis using projections including the Clean Air Mercury
Rule, CAMR, which was promulgated after the CAIR NFR. The CAMR emission projec-
tions show slight additional emission reductions of SO—T22 and NO—T2X as compared
to the projections CAIR + BART without CAMR, and are nearly identical in terms of geo-
graphic distribution. Therefore CAIR + BART + CAMR, like CAIR + BART, passes the
two-pronged test for demonstrating greater reasonable progress than BART. This is dis-
cussed in more detail in the TSD accompanying today's action.

Due to the fact that the new projections show that the difference between CAIR and BART reductions is even greater
than previously estimated, and the visibility improvements due to CAIR + BART were previously modeled to be much
larger than BART, we can state with a high degree of confidence that the updated CAIR + BART scenario passes the
second prong of the better than BART test.

D. Revision to Regional Haze Rule To Allow CAIR States To Treat CAIR as a BART-Substitute for EGUs

In the SNPR, we proposed that States which adopt the CAIR cap and trade program for SO2 and NOX would be allowed
to treat the participation of EGUs in this program as a substitute for the application of BART controls for these pollutants
at affected EGUs. To implement this, we proposed an amendment to the Regional Haze Rule which would add a subpart
40 CFR 51.308(e)to read as follows:

A State that opts to participate in the Clean Air Interstate Rule cap-and-trade program under part 96 AAA-EEE need not
require affected BART-eligible EGUs to install, operate, and maintain BART. A State that chooses this option may also
include provisions for a geographic enhancement to the program to address the requirement under § 51.302(c) related to
BART for reasonably attributable impairment from the pollutants covered by the CAIR cap and trade program.[FN83]
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FN83 A geographic enhancement is a method, procedure, or process to allow a broad re-
gional strategy, such as the CAIR cap & trade program, to accommodate BART for reas-
onably attributable impairment. For example, it could consist of a methodology for adjust-
ing allowance allocations at a source which is required to install BART controls.

We proposed that this would be codified at 40 CFR 51.308(e)(3); however, that section now incorporates the “better than
BART” test as discussed above. In today's action, as described below we are finalizing this provision of the rule, where it
will be codified as section 308(e)(4).

The EPA's authority to treat emissions reductions required by the CAIR as satisfying BART was not affected by CEED.
As noted, the D.C. Circuit in CEED upheld the proposition that EPA can approve implementation plans which rely on al-
ternative strategies to BART, as long as greater reasonable progress is achieved. CEED, 398 F.3d at 660.Moreover, the
CAIR program is not infected in any way with the “group BART” methodology held invalid by the court. That is because
CAIR emission reductions levels were not based on the invalid “group-BART” approach or any other assumptions re-
garding BART, but were developed for other reasons. Specifically, the CAIR was developed to assist with attainment of
the NAAQS for PM2.5 and ozone. Had EPA not performed the comparison of CAIR to BART for visibility progress pur-
poses, the CAIR emission reduction requirements would remain unchanged. Therefore, EPA is not imposing an invalid
BART requirement on States, but rather allowing States, at their option, to utilize the CAIR cap and trade program as a
means to satisfy BART for affected EGUs.

We received numerous comments on this proposal, which are summarized along with our responses in the CAIR NFR
preamble at 70 FR 25300-25302 and in the Response to Comment document. To summarize our responses to some of the
most important comments:

*39143 (1) We note that we are not constraining the discretion of States to determine which sources are subject to BART
and to make BART determinations. CAIR-affected States are not required to accept our determination that CAIR may
substitute for BART. Under the amended rule, States simply have the option of accepting this determination.

(2) The EPA does not believe that anything in the CAA or relevant case law prohibits a State from considering emissions
reductions required to meet other CAA requirements when determining whether source by source BART controls are ne-
cessary to make reasonable progress. Whatever the origin of the emission reduction requirement, the relevant question
for BART purposes is whether the alternative program makes greater reasonable progress. As discussed above, EPA has
determined that CAIR does so with respect to SO2 and NOX from EGUs in the CAIR region.

Moreover, the fact that BART and CAIR originate from different provisions of the CAA does not mean that CAIR and
BART emissions reductions would be additive if BART-eligible EGUs in the CAIR program were required to install and
operate BART. Such source specific control requirements would simply result in a redistribution of emission reductions,
as other EGUs could buy the excess allowances generated by the installation of controls at BART units. The net result
would be the same level of emission reductions, but at a higher total cost, because the ability of the market to find the
most cost effective emission reductions would be constrained.

(3) Although regional haze rule section 308(e)(2) is not directly applicable, as the CAIR is covered by the special provi-
sion newly codified at section 308(e)(4), this determination is consistent with the policy contained in section 308(e)(2)
requiring in-lieu of BART programs be based on emissions reductions “surplus to reductions resulting from measures ad-
opted to meet requirements as of the baseline date of the SIP.”The baseline date for regional haze SIPs is 2002;[FN84]
therefore CAIR reductions are surplus to requirements as of that year.
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FN84 See Memorandum from Lydia Wegman and Peter Tsirigotis, 2002 Base Year Emis-
sion Inventory SIP Planning: 8-hr Ozone, PM2.5, and Regional Haze Programs, November
8, 2002. http://www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1/ memoranda/2002bye—gm.pdf.

(4) We agree with commenters that it was premature to make a final determination whether CAIR makes greater reason-
able progress than BART in the final CAIR because at that time the BART guidelines and the criteria for making such
determinations had not been finalized. In today's action, both those rule makings are complete and therefore such a de-
termination is ripe.

(5) We disagree with commenters who thought that CAIR should be considered “better than BART” regardless of wheth-
er a State participates in the cap and trade program. Our demonstration that CAIR makes greater reasonable progress than
BART is based only on an examination of emissions reductions from EGUs under both programs. The CAIR emissions
projections and modeling assumes that EGU emissions will be capped at the levels specified in the CAIR. Therefore,
States that choose to meet their CAIR emission reduction requirements in a manner other than through the participation
of EGUs in the CAIR cap and trade program would have to develop an appropriate demonstration that the measures they
employ make greater reasonable progress than would BART for any affected source categories, if the State wanted its
CAIR-required reductions to substitute for source-by-source BART.

(6) We disagree with commenters who asserted that CAIR should satisfy BART for States that are subject to CAIR only
for ozone season NOX . We explained in the final CAIR preamble that a State subject to CAIR for NOX purposes only
would have to make a supplementary demonstration that BART has been satisfied for SO2, as well as for NOX on an an-
nual basis. We wish to clarify here that a State which is only subject to CAIR for NOX, but which also chooses to parti-
cipate in the CAIR trading program for both SO2 and NOX, may consider BART to be satisfied for both SO2 and NOX
from EGUs. Because we modeled these States as controlling for both SO2 and NOX in the CAIR NFR, our better than
BART demonstration presented in that action would be valid in that scenario. Conversely, if such States choose to parti-
cipate only in the ozone season NOX trading program, the updated projections presented in today's action demonstrate
that BART would be satisfied for NOX, but such states would still need to address BART for SO2 emissions from EGUs.

(7) We noted in the final CAIR preamble that although we believe it is unlikely that a State or FLM will find it necessary
to certify reasonably attributable visibility impairment at any Class I area, as a legal matter that possibility exists. That is,
the determination that CAIR makes greater reasonable progress than BART is made in the context of BART for regional
haze under CAA 169B, and does not preclude a finding of reasonably attributable impairment under CAA 169A. The
CAIR cap and trade program does not include geographic enhancements to accommodate the situation where BART is
required based on reasonable attribution at a source which participates in the trading program, but States retain the dis-
cretion to include such enhancements in their SIPs.

(8) Our determination that CAIR makes greater reasonable progress than BART for EGUs is not a determination that
CAIR satisfies all reasonable progress requirements in CAIR affected States. Each State, whether in the CAIR region or
not, is required to set reasonable progress goals for each Class I area within the State as required in regional haze rule
section 308(d)(1), and to develop long term strategies, considering all anthropogenic sources of visibility impairing pol-
lutants, as required by section 308(d)(3).

In setting the reasonable progress goals, the State is to consider the amount of visibility improvement needed to achieve a
uniform rate of progress towards natural background conditions in the year 2064. (This uniform rate of progress is some-
times referred to as the default glide-path). The State is also to consider the statutory reasonable progress factors con-
tained in CAA section 169A(g)(1).[FN85]
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FN85 Similar to the BART factors, the reasonable progress factors are: the cost of compli-
ance, the time necessary for compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance, and the remaining useful life of any existing sources subject to such
requirements.

In doing so, we anticipate that States will take into account the degree to which CAIR emissions reductions are projected
to bring visibility conditions at its Class I areas in line with the default glide path. In some States, the improvements ex-
pected from CAIR, combined with the application of the reasonable progress factors to other source sectors, may result
in a determination that few additional emissions reductions are reasonable for the first long term strategy period. Non-
etheless, each State is required to set its reasonable progress goals as provided by the regional haze rule and cannot as-
sume that CAIR will satisfy all of its visibility-related obligations.

V. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

Under Executive Order 12866 (58 FR 51735, October 4, 1993), EPA must determine whether the regulatory action is
“significant” and, therefore, subject to Office of Management and Budget *39144 (OMB) review and the requirements of
the Executive Order. The Order defines “significant regulatory action” as one that is likely to result in a rule that may:

(1) Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a
sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or Tribal
governments or communities;

(2) Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency;

(3) Materially alter the budgetary impacts of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and obliga-
tions of recipients thereof; or

(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set forth in
the Executive Order.

Pursuant to the terms of Executive Order 12866, it has been determined that this rule is a “significant regulatory action,”
thus EPA has submitted this rule to OMB for review. The drafts of the rules submitted to OMB, the documents accompa-
nying such drafts, written comments thereon, written responses by EPA, and identification of the changes made in re-
sponse to OMB suggestions or recommendations are available for public inspection at EPA's Air and Radiation Docket
and Information Center (Docket Number OAR-2002-0076). The EPA has prepared the document entitled “Regulatory
Impact Analysis of the Final Clean Visibility Interstate Rule or Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology De-
terminations Under the Regional Haze Regulations” (RIA) to address the requirements of this executive order.

1. What Economic Analyses Were Conducted for the Rulemaking?

The analyses conducted for this final rule provide several important analyses of impacts on public welfare. These include
an analysis of the social benefits, social costs, and net benefits of three possible regulatory scenarios that States may fol-
low to implement the BART rule and guidelines. The economic analyses also address issues involving requirements of
the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA), potential small business impacts, unfunded mandates (including impacts for Tribal
governments), environmental justice, children's health, energy impacts, and other statutory and executive order require-
ments.
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2. What Are the Benefits and Costs of This Rule?

The benefit-cost analysis shows that substantial net economic benefits to society are likely to be achieved due to reduc-
tions in emissions resulting from this rule. The results detailed below show that this rule would be beneficial to society,
with annual net benefits (benefits less costs) ranging from approximately $1.9 to $12.0 billion in 2015. These alternative
net benefits estimates reflect differing assumptions about State actions taken to implement BART and about the social
discount rate used to estimate the annual value of the benefits and costs of the rule. All amounts are reflected in 1999
dollars. The range of benefits and costs reported for the BART represent estimates of EPA's assessment of State actions
that will likely be taken to comply with the BART rule and guidelines.

a. Control Scenarios

Today's rule sets forth presumptive requirements for States to require EGUs to reduce SO2 and NOX emissions for units
greater than 200 megawatts (MW) in capacity at plants greater than 750 MW in capacity that significantly contribute to
visibility impairment in Federal Class I areas (national parks). The analysis conducted in the RIA presents alternative
control scenarios of possible additional controls for EGUs located at plants less than 750 MW in capacity. The EPA also
calculated the amount of SO2 and NOX emissions reductions for several illustrative scenarios that reflect alternative
State actions regulating industries with non-EGU sources. The analyses conducted include three regulatory alternative
scenarios that States may choose to follow to comply with BART. The alternatives include three scenarios of increasing
stringency—Scenario 1, Scenario 2, and Scenario 3. A brief discussion of the these alternatives for the EGUs and all oth-
er sources follows. More details of the alternative control scenarios and associated control costs are discussed in the RIA.

i. Electric Generating Units

In the revised BART guidelines, we have included presumptive control levels for SO2 and NOX emissions from coal-
fired electric generating units greater than 200 megawatts (MW) in capacity at plants greater than 750 MW in capacity.
Given the similarities of these units to other BART-eligible coal-fired units greater than 200 MW at plants 750 MW or
less, EPA's guidance suggests that States control such units at similar levels for BART. The guidelines would require 750
MW power plants to meet specific control levels of either 95 percent control or controls of 0.15 lbs/MMBtu, for each
EGU greater than 200 MW, unless the State determines that an alternative control level is justified based on a careful
consideration of the statutory factors.[FN86] Thus, for example, if the source convincingly demonstrates unique circum-
stances affecting its ability to cost-effectively reduce its emissions, the State may take that into account in determining
whether the presumptive levels of control are appropriate for the facility. For an EGU greater than 200 MW in size, but
located at a power plant smaller than 750 MW in size, States may also find that such controls are cost-effective when tak-
ing into consideration the costs of compliance in the BART analysis in applying the five factor test for the BART de-
termination. In our analysis we have assumed that no additional controls will occur where units have existing scrubbers
and that no controls will occur for oil-fired units. While these levels may represent current control capabilities, we expect
that scrubber technology will continue to improve and control costs will continue to decline.

FN86 These levels are commonly achievable by flue gas desulfurization controls
(“scrubbers”).

For NOX, for those large EGUs that have already installed selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or selective non-catalytic
reduction (SNCR) during the ozone season, States should require the same controls for BART. However, those controls
should be required to operate year-round for BART. For sources currently using SCR or SNCR for part of the year, states
should presume that the use of those same controls year-round is highly cost-effective. For other sources, the guidelines
establish presumptive emission levels that vary depending largely upon boiler type and fuel burned. For coal-fired cyc-
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lone units with a size greater than 200 MW, our analysis assumes these units will install SCR. For all other coal-fired
units, our analysis assumed these units will install current combustion control technology. In addition, we assume no ad-
ditional controls for oil and/or gas-fired steam units.

We present alternative regulatory scenarios. Scenario 2 represents our application of the presumptive limits described
above to all BART eligibility EGUs greater than 200 MW. For Scenario 1, we assume that only 200 MW BART-eligible
EGUs located at facilities above 750 MW capacity will comply with the SO2 requirements and NOX controls. In this
scenario, no *39145 facilities less than 750 MW capacity are assumed to install BART controls. For Scenario 1, we as-
sume that units with existing SCRs will operate those SCR units year round annually. In contrast in Scenario 3, we ana-
lyzed SO2 controls equivalent to 95 percent reductions or 0.1 lbs per MMBtu on all previously uncontrolled units. NOX
controls for this most stringent scenario presume SCRs will be installed on all units greater than 100 MW capacity and
combustion controls will be installed on units greater than 25 MW but less than 100 MW capacity. The EPA analyzed the
costs of each BART scenario using the Integrated Planning Model (IPM). The EPA has used this model extensively in
past rulemakings to analyze the impacts of regulations on the power sector.

The analysis presented assumes that BART-eligible EGUs affected by the Clean Air Interstate Rule (70 FR 25162) have
met the requirements of this rule. Thus, no additional controls for EGUs beyond CAIR are anticipated or modeled for the
28 State plus District of Columbia CAIR region. In addition, we are assuming no additional SO2 controls for sources loc-
ated in States of Arizona, Utah, Oregon, Wyoming, and New Mexico or Tribal lands located in these States due to agree-
ments made with the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP).

ii. Sources Other Than Electric Generating Units

As previously discussed there are 25 source categories potentially subject to BART in addition to EGUs (referred to as
non-EGU source categories) as defined by the CAA. The EPA evaluated a set of SO2 and NOX emission control techno-
logies available for these source categories and estimated the associated costs of control using AirControlNET. The con-
trol scenarios evaluated reflect control measure cost caps of up to $1,000 per ton (Scenario 1), $4,000 per ton (Scenario
2), and $10,000 per ton (Scenario 3). The EPA also conducted a cost analysis for control costs of up to $2,000 per ton
and $3,000 per ton, and the results of this analysis are presented in the RIA. The analysis consists of applying SO2 and
NOX controls to each non-EGU source category up to the specified cost per ton “cap” in each scenario. These cost per
ton caps are specified in average cost terms. As control stringency is increased, the marginal costs are also estimated for
each non-EGU source category. The scenarios examined are based on the costs of technologies such as scrubbers for SO2
control, and varying types of technologies for NOX control. Scrubbers are the most common type of SO2 control for
most non-EGU sources for each scenario, while combustion controls such as low NOX burners (LNB) and post-
combustion controls such as selective noncatalytic reduction (SNCR) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) are com-
monly applicable to most of the non-EGU source categories. Combustion controls are commonly applied as part of Scen-
ario 1, while SNCR and SCR are more commonly applied either by themselves or in combination with combustion con-
trols as part of Scenarios 2 and 3. Analyses are not available for 8 of the 25 non-EGU source categories, because there
are no available control measures for these sources or there are no sources in these categories included in the non-EGU
emissions data utilized in these analyses. All of these results are estimated using a nationwide database of BART-eligible
non-EGU sources that is based on information collected from Regional Planning Organizations (RPOs) in the fall of
2004.

b. Baseline and Year of Analysis

The final rule sets forth the guidelines for States and Tribes for meeting the BART requirements under the CAA and the
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Regional Haze Rule. The Agency considered all promulgated CAA requirements and known State actions in the baseline
used to develop the estimates of benefits and costs for this rule including the recently promulgated Clean Air Interstate
Rule (70 FR 25162) and the proposal to include New Jersey and Delaware in the final CAIR region for fine particulate
matter (70 FR 25408). However, EPA did not include within the baseline the actions States may take to implement the
ozone and PM2.5 NAAQS standards nor the recently promulgated Clean Air Mercury Rule. No additional SO2 controls
were assumed for any EGUs within the five WRAP States of Utah, Arizona, Wyoming, Oregon or New Mexico that have
existing agreements to achieve reduction goals.

In the analysis, the controls and reductions are assumed to be required in 2015, a date that is generally consistent with the
expected timing of the rule. States must submit SIPs relevant to the BART requirements in January 2008. After approval
of the SIP, there is a 5 year compliance date. Thus, controls are likely to be installed and in operation by the end of 2013
or the beginning of 2014 to comply with the rule. In addition, EPA had existing inventories, modeling, and base case
runs for 2015 to use for the analysis. The year 2015 is used in this analysis. All estimates presented in this report repres-
ent annualized estimates of the benefits and costs of BART in 2015 rather than the net present value of a stream of bene-
fits and costs in these particular years of analysis.

c. Cost Analysis and Economic Impacts

For the affected region, the projected annual private incremental costs of BART to the power industry (EGU source cat-
egory) range from $253 to $896 million in 2015 depending upon the scenario evaluated. These costs represent the private
compliance cost to the electric generating industry of reducing NOX and SO2 emissions that EPA believes States may re-
quire to comply with BART.

In estimating the net benefits of regulation, the appropriate cost measure is “social costs.” Social costs represent the wel-
fare costs of the rule to society. These costs do not consider transfer payments (such as taxes) that are simply redistribu-
tions of wealth. The social costs of this rule for the EGU sector only are estimated to range from approximately $119 to
$567 million in 2015 assuming a 3 percent discount rate. These EGU sector costs become $141 to $688 million in 2015
assuming a 7 percent discount rate.

Overall, the impacts of the BART are modest, particularly in light of the large benefits we expect. Retail electricity
prices are projected to increase roughly 0.1 percent with BART in the 2015 timeframe under Scenario 2. Coal-fired gen-
eration, as well as coal production and natural gas-fired generation are projected to remain essentially unchanged as a
result of this rule. It is also not expected that BART will change the composition of new generation built to meet growth
in electricity demand. BART is also not expected to impact coal or natural gas prices.

For today's rule, EPA analyzed the costs for the EGU source category using the Integrated Planning Model (IPM). The
IPM is a dynamic linear programming model that can be used to examine the economic impacts of air pollution control
policies for SO2 and NOX throughout the contiguous U.S. for the entire power system. Documentation for IPM can be
found in the docket for this rulemaking or at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/epa-ipm.

The EPA also conducted an analysis of State actions in requiring emission controls for BART eligible sources in the non-
EGU source categories. For the nation, the projected annual private incremental costs range from $150 million to $2.24
billion for industries with affected non-EGU sources. This cost range results from different assumptions about possible
actions *39146 States may take to comply with BART and alternative discount rates of 3 and 7 percent. The non-EGU
private incremental control cost estimates are assumed to approximate the social costs of the rule for the non-EGU sec-
tor. The EPA analyzed the costs to non-EGUs sources using AirControlNET. The AirControlNET is a software tool that
can be used to estimate the private costs and emission reductions of air pollution control policies for SO2, NOX, and oth-
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er criteria pollutants throughout the contiguous U.S. for all manufacturing industries and many other industries. Docu-
mentation for AirControlNET can be found in the docket for this rulemaking or at ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/ttn/ecas/AirControlNET.htm.

In summary, the EPA estimates that the annual social costs of this rule for the EGU and non-EGU source categories
range from approximately $0.3 to $2.9 billion annually, based on alternative scenarios of State actions in response to the
BART rule and guidelines assuming 3 or 7 percent discount rates. Estimates are reflected in 1999 dollars.

d. Human Health Benefit Analysis

Our analysis of the health and welfare benefits associated with this rule are presented in this section. Briefly, the analysis
projects major benefits from implementation of the rule in 2015. As described below, thousands of deaths and other seri-
ous health effects would be prevented. We are able to monetize annual benefits ranging from approximately $2.2 to
$14.3 billion in 2015. This range reflects different assumptions about States actions in response to the BART rule and the
applicable discount rate (3 percent or 7 percent).

Table IV-1 presents the primary estimates of reduced incidence of PM- and visibility-related health effects for 2015 for
the regulatory control strategy the EPA expects States may follow to comply with BART. In 2015 for Scenario 2, we es-
timate that PM-related annual benefits include approximately 1,600 fewer premature fatalities, 890 fewer cases of chron-
ic bronchitis, 2,200 fewer non-fatal heart attacks, 2300 fewer hospitalizations (for respiratory and cardiovascular disease
combined—admissions and emergency room visits) and result in significant reductions in days of restricted activity due
to respiratory illness (with an estimate of one million fewer cases) and approximately 170,000 fewer work-loss days. We
also estimate substantial health improvements for children from reduced upper and lower respiratory illness, acute bron-
chitis, and asthma attacks.

Ozone health-related benefits are expected to occur during the summer ozone season (usually ranging from May to
September in the Eastern U.S.). Since we did not conduct ozone modeling for this rulemaking, we are unable to quantify
or monetize the ozone related benefits that will likely result from BART.

Table IV-2 presents the estimated monetary value of reductions in the incidence of health and welfare effects. Annual
PM-related health benefits and visibility benefits are estimated to range from approximately $2.2 to $14.3 billion annu-
ally. This range of estimates reflects different scenarios about States actions in response to the BART rule and the applic-
able discount rate (3 percent or 7 percent). Estimated annual visibility benefits in southeastern and southwestern Class I
areas range from approximately $80 million to $420 million annually in 2015. All monetized estimates are stated in
1999$. These estimates account for growth in real gross domestic product (GDP) per capita between the present and
2015. As the table indicates, total benefits are driven primarily by the reduction in premature fatalities each year. Reduc-
tions in premature mortality account for over 90 percent of total benefits.

Table IV-3 presents the total monetized net benefits for 2015. This table also indicates with a “B” those additional health
and environmental benefits of the rule that we were unable to quantify or monetize. These effects are additive to the es-
timate of total benefits. A listing of the benefit categories that could not be quantified or monetized in our benefit estim-
ates are provided in Table IV-4. We are not able to estimate the magnitude of these unquantified and unmonetized bene-
fits. While EPA believes there is considerable value to the public for the PM-related benefit categories that could not be
monetized, we believe these benefits may be small relative to those categories we were able to quantify and monetize. In
contrast, EPA believes the monetary value of the ozone-related premature mortality benefits could be substantial, but we
were unable to estimate the benefits for this rulemaking.
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e. Quantified and Monetized Welfare Benefits

Only a subset of the expected visibility benefits—those for Class I areas in the southeastern and southwestern U.S. are
included in the monetary benefits estimates we project for this rule. We believe the benefits associated with these non-
health benefit categories are likely significant. For example, we are able to quantify significant visibility improvements
in Class I areas in the Northeast and Midwest, but are unable at present to place a monetary value on these improve-
ments. Similarly, we anticipate improvement in visibility in residential areas where people live, work and recreate in the
nation for which we are currently unable to monetize benefits. For the Class I areas in the southeastern and southwestern
U.S., we estimate annual benefits ranging from $80 to $420 million beginning in 2015 for visibility improvements. The
value of visibility benefits in areas where we were unable to monetize benefits could also be substantial.

Table IV-1.—Clean Air Visibility Rule: Estimated Reduction in Incidence of Adverse Health Effects in 2015 [FNa,b]

Health Effect Incidence reduction

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

PM-Related Endpoints:

Premature mortality [FNc]

Adult, age 30 and over 400 1,600 2,300

Infant, age <1 year 1 4 5

Chronic bronchitis (adult,
age 26 and over)

230 890 1,300

Non-fatal myocardial infarc-
tion (adults, age 18 and
older)

570 2,200 3,000

Hospital admis-
sions—respiratory (all ages)
[FNd]

140 510 720

Hospital admis-
sions—cardiovascular
(adults, age >18) [FNe]

120 450 640

Emergency room visits for
asthma (age 18 years and
younger)

370 1,300 1,800

Acute bronchitis (children,
age 8-12)

550 2,100 3,000

Lower respiratory symptoms
(children, age 7-14)

6,600 25,000 36,000

Upper respiratory symptoms
(asthmatic children, age
9-18)

5,000 19,000 27,000

Asthma exacerbation
(asthmatic children, age
6-18)

8,100 31,000 44,000
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Work loss days (adults, age
18-65)

44,000 170,000 240,000

Minor restricted-activity days
(MRADs) (adult age, 18-65)

260,000 1,000,000 1,400,000

2
and annual NO

X controls for New Jersey and Delaware. Modeling used to develop these
estimates assumes annual SO2

and NO
X controls for Arkansas for CAIR resulting in a

slight understatement of the reported benefits and costs for BART. The recently promul-
gated CAMR has not been considered in the baseline for BART.
b Ozone benefits are expected for BART, but are not estimated for this analysis.
c Adult premature mortality based upon studies by Pope et al., 2002. Infant premature
mortality is based upon studies by Woodruff, Grillo, and Schoendorf, 1997.
d Respiratory hospital admissions for PM include admissions for chronic obstructive pul-
monary disease (COPD), pneumonia, and asthma.
e Cardiovascular hospital admissions for PM include total cardiovascular and subcategor-
ies for ischemic heart disease, dysrhythmias, and heart failure.

Table IV-2. Estimated Monetary Value of Reductions in Incidence of Health and Welfare Effects for the Clean Air Vis-
ibility Rule in 2015

[In millions of 1999$] a,b

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Health Effects:

Premature mortality c,d

Adult >30 years

3 percent discount rate $2,330 $9,180 $13,000

7 percent discount rate 1,960 7,730 10,900

Infant <1 year 6.12 23.8 34.2

Chronic bronchitis (adults,
26 and over)

90.5 353 498

Nonfatal acute myocardial
infarctions

3 percent discount rate 49.3 189 264

7 percent discount rate 45.8 175 245

Hospital admissions for res-
piratory causes

1.07 4.03 5.65

Hospital admissions for car-
diovascular causes

2.6 10.0 14.1

Acute bronchitis (children,
age 8-12)

0.207 0.79 1.12

Lower respiratory symptoms
(children, 7-14)

0.109 0.415 0.587
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Upper respiratory symptoms
(asthma, 9-11)

0.137 0.523 0.74

Emergency Room Visits for
Asthma (age 18 years and
younger)

0.106 0.362 0.51

Asthma exacerbations 0.367 1.4 1.98

Work loss days 5.56 22.4 31.5

Minor restricted-activity days
(MRADs)

13.8 54.1 76.3

Welfare Effects:

Recreational visibility, 81
Class I areas

84 239 416

Monetized Total [FNe]

Base Estimate:

3 percent discount rate 2,600+B 10,100+B 14,300+B

7 percent discount rate 2,200+B 8,600+B 12,200+B

2
and annual NO

X controls for New Jersey and Delaware. Modeling used to develop the
CAIR baseline estimates assumes annual SO2

and NO
X controls for Arkansas resulting in

a slight understatement of the reported benefits and costs for BART. The recently promul-
gated CAMR is not considered in the baseline for BART.
b Monetary benefits adjusted to account for growth in real GDP per capita between 1990
and the analysis year of 2015.
c Valuation assumes discounting over the SAB-recommended 20-year segmented lag
structure described in Chapter 4. Results show 3 percent and 7 percent discount rates con-
sistent with EPA and OMB guidelines for preparing economic analyses (U.S. EPA, 2000;
OMB, 2003).
d Adult premature mortality based upon studies by Pope et al., 2002. Infant premature
mortality based upon studies by Woodruff, Grillo, and Schoendorf, 1997.
e B represents the monetary value of health and welfare benefits not monetized. A detailed
listing is provided in Table IV-4. Totals rounded to nearest $100 million, and totals may
not sum due to rounding.

Table IV-3.—Summary of Annual Benefits, Costs, and Net Benefits of the Clean Air Visibility Rule in 2015 a

[Billions of 1999$]

Description Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Social costs b

3 percent discount rate $0.4 $1.4 $2.3

7 percent discount rate 0.3 1.5 2.9

Social benefits c, d, e

3 percent discount rate 2.6 + B 10.1 + B 14.3 + B
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7 percent discount rate 2.2 + B 8.6 + B 12.2 + B

Health-related benefits:

3 percent discount rate 2.5 9.8 13.9

7 percent discount rate 2.1 8.4 11.8

Visibility benefits 0.08 0.24 0.42

Net benefits (benefits-costs)
e, f

3 percent discount rate 2.2 + B 8.7 + B 12.0 + B

7 percent discount rate 1.9 + B 7.1 + B 9.3 + B

a
2

and annual NO
X controls for New Jersey and Delaware. Modeling used to develop the

CAIR baseline estimates assumes annual SO2
and NO

X controls for Arkansas resulting in
a slight understatement of the reported benefits and costs for BART. The recently promul-
gated CAMR is not considered in the baseline for BART.
b

X
and SO

2 for the EGU source category in areas outside the CAIR region and excluding
additional SO2

controls for the WRAP 309 States of UT, AZ, WY, OR or NM and include
costs for non-EGU sources nationwide. The discount rate used to conduct the analysis im-
pacts the control strategies chosen for the non-EGU source category resulting in greater
level of controls under the 3 percent discount rate for Scenario 1.
c
X

and SO
2 reductions. Ozone benefits are expected to occur for this rule, but are not es-

timated in this analysis. Visibility benefits represent benefits in Class I areas in the south-
eastern and southwestern United States.
d Not all possible benefits or disbenefits are quantified and monetized in this analysis. B is
the sum of all unquantified benefits and disbenefits. Potential benefit categories that have
not been quantified and monetized are listed in Table IV-4.
e Valuation assumes discounting over the SAB-recommended 20-year segmented lag
structure described in Chapter 4. Results reflect 3 percent and 7 percent discount rates con-
sistent with EPA and OMB guidelines for preparing economic analyses (U.S. EPA, 2000;
OMB, 2003).
f Net benefits are rounded to the nearest $100 million. Columnar totals may not sum due to
rounding.

Table IV-4.—Unquantified and Nonmonetized Effects of the Clean Air Visibility Rule

Pollutant/effect Effects not included in primary estimates—changes in:

Ozone—Health a • Premature mortality b.

• Chronic respiratory damage.

• Premature aging of the lungs.

• Nonasthma respiratory emergency room visits.

• Increased exposure to Uvb.

• Hospital Admissions : respiratory.

• Emergency room visits for asthma.

• Minor restricted activity days.
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• School loss days.

• Asthma attacks.

• Cardiovascular emergency room visits.

• Acute respiratory symptoms.

Ozone—Welfare • Yields for:

—Commercial forests,

—Fruits and vegetables, and

—Commercial and noncommercial crops.

• Damage to urban ornamental plants.

• Recreational demand from damaged forest aesthetics.

• Ecosystem functions.

• Increased exposure to UVb.

PM—Health c. • Premature mortality: short-term exposuresd.

• Low birth weight.

• Pulmonary function.

• Chronic respiratory diseases other than chronic bronchitis.

• Nonasthma respiratory emergency room visits.

• Exposure to UVb (+/-) e.

PM—Welfare • Visibility in many Class I areas.

• Residential and recreational visibility in non-Class I areas.

• Soiling and materials damage.

• Ecosystem functions.

• Exposure to UVb (+/-)e.

Nitrogen and Sulfate Deposition—Welfare • Commercial forests due to acidic sulfate and nitrate de-
position.

• Commercial freshwater fishing due to acidic deposition.

• Recreation in terrestrial ecosystems due to acidic depos-
ition.

• Existence values for currently healthy ecosystems.

• Commercial fishing, agriculture, and forests due to nitro-
gen deposition.

• Recreation in estuarine ecosystems due to nitrogen depos-
ition.

• Ecosystem functions.

• Passive fertilization due to nitrogen deposition.

Mercury Health g • Incidence of neurological disorders.

• Incidence of learning disabilities.

• Incidence of developmental delays.
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• Potential reproductive effectsf.

• Potential cardiovascular effectsf, including:

—Altered blood pressure regulation f

—Increased heart rate variability f

—Incidence of myocardial infarction f

Mercury Deposition Welfare g • Impacts on birds and mammals (e.g., reproductive ef-
fects).

• Impacts to commercial, subsistence, and recreational fish-
ing.

a In addition to primary economic endpoints, there are a number of biological responses
that have been associated with ozone health effects including increased airway responsive-
ness to stimuli, inflammation in the lung, acute inflammation and respiratory cell damage,
and increased susceptibility to respiratory infection. The public health impact of these bio-
logical responses may be partly represented by our quantified endpoints.
b Premature mortality associated with ozone is not currently included in the primary ana-
lysis. Recent evidence suggests that short-term exposures to ozone may have a significant
effect on daily mortality rates, independent of exposure to PM. EPA is currently conduct-
ing a series of meta-analyses of the ozone mortality epidemiology literature. EPA will con-
sider including ozone mortality in primary benefits analyses once a peer-reviewed method-
ology is available.
c In addition to primary economic endpoints, there are a number of biological responses
that have been associated with PM health effects including morphological changes and
altered host defense mechanisms. The public health impact of these biological responses
may be partly represented by our quantified endpoints.
d While some of the effects of short term exposures are likely to be captured in the estim-
ates, there may be premature mortality due to short term exposure to PM not captured in
the cohort study upon which the primary analysis is based.
e May result in benefits or disbenefits. See discussion in Section 5.3.4 for more details.
f These are potential effects as the literature is insufficient.
g Mercury emission reductions are not anticipated for BART for the EGU source category
due to the cap-and-trade program promulgated for the Clean Air Mercury Rule (March
2005); however, the geographic location of mercury reductions may change as a result of
this rule. EPA believes any such effects for these sources would be minimal. Mercury re-
ductions are expected for the non-EGU source categories. The mercury reduction for
BART from the non-EGU source categories is expected to be small in comparison to re-
ductions resulting from the recently promulgated Clean Air Interstate Rule and the Clean
Air Mercury Rule (March 2005).

*39149 3. How Do the Benefits Compare to the Costs of This Final Rule?

In estimating the net benefits of regulation, the appropriate cost measure is “social costs.” Social costs represent the wel-
fare costs of the rule to society. The social costs of this rule for the EGU and non-EGU sector sources are estimated to
range from approximately $0.3 to $2.9 billion in 2015. This range depends upon the control scenario assumed and applic-
able discount rates of 3 percent and 7 percent. The net benefits (social benefits minus social costs) of the rule range from
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approximately $1.9 + B billion or $12.0 + B billion depending upon the scenario evaluated and the applicable discount
rate (3 and 7 percent) annually in 2015. Implementation of the rule is expected to provide society with a substantial net
gain in social welfare based on economic efficiency criteria.

There is uncertainty surrounding the actions States are likely to take to comply with the BART guidelines. States will de-
termine BART-eligible sources based upon CAA criteria, determine those BART-eligible sources reasonably anticipated
to cause or contribute to visibility impairment in Class I areas and then apply a 5 factor test for BART determinations.
The range of estimated benefits, costs, and resulting net benefits for BART reflects the uncertainty concerning States re-
sponses to BART and represents EPA's best estimates of the benefit-cost outcomes of alternative compliance scenarios.

The annualized cost of BART, as quantified here, is EPA's best assessment of the cost of actions States are likely to take
to comply with the rule. The EGU portion of these costs are generated from rigorous economic modeling of changes in
the power sector due to the BART rule and guidelines. This type of analysis using IPM has undergone peer review and
been upheld in Federal courts. The direct cost includes, but is not limited to, capital investments in pollution controls, op-
erating expenses of the pollution controls, investments in new generating sources, and additional fuel expenditures. The
EPA believes that these costs reflect, as closely as possible, the additional costs of the BART rule and guidelines to in-
dustry. However, there may exist certain costs that EPA has not quantified in these estimates. These costs may include
costs of transitioning to the BART, such as the costs associated with the retirement of smaller or less efficient EGUs, em-
ployment shifts as workers are retrained at the same company or re-employed elsewhere in the economy. Costs may be
understated since an optimization model was employed that assumes cost minimization, and the regulated community
may not react in the same manner to comply with the rule. Although EPA has not quantified these potential additional
costs, the Agency believes that they are small compared to the quantified costs of the program on the power sector. The
annualized cost estimates presented are the best and most accurate based upon available information.

The non-EGU portion of these costs are generated from extensive cost modeling based on applying illustrative regulatory
scenarios to the non-EGU source categories. These costs represent potential impacts to non-EGU sources from State-
imposed BART requirements. The direct cost includes, but is not limited to, capital investments in pollution controls, op-
erating and maintenance expenses of the pollution controls, and additional fuel expenditures. The EPA believes that these
costs reflect, as closely as possible, the potential additional costs of the BART rule and guidelines to industries with non-
EGU sources. However, there *39150 may exist certain costs that EPA has not quantified in these estimates. These costs
may include costs of transitioning to the BART rule and guidelines, such as the costs associated with the retirement of
smaller or less efficient non-EGUs, employment shifts as workers are retrained at the same company or re-employed
elsewhere in the economy, and costs associated with applying both SO2 and NOX controls at one facility at the same
time. Costs may be understated since the non-EGU cost modeling presumed a least-cost approach, and the potentially
regulated community may not react in the same manner to comply with the rules. Although EPA has not quantified these
costs, the Agency believes that they are small compared to the quantified costs of the program on industries with poten-
tially affected non-EGU sources. The annualized cost estimates presented are the best and most accurate based upon
available information. In a separate analysis, EPA estimates the indirect costs and impacts of higher electricity prices and
costs applicable to the non-EGU sectors on the entire economy [see Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Final Clean Vis-
ibility Rule, Appendix A (June 2005)].

The costs presented here are EPA's best estimate of the direct private costs of the BART rule and guidelines. For pur-
poses of benefit-cost analysis of this rule, EPA has also estimated the additional costs of BART using alternate discount
rates for calculating the social costs, parallel to the range of discount rates used in the estimates of the benefits of BART
(3 percent and 7 percent). Using these alternate discount rates, the social costs of BART range from $0.3 to $2.9 billion
in 2015. (Note the portion of these annual costs associated with non-EGU sources represents incremental private cost es-
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timates that are used as a proxy for the social costs of the rule.)

Every benefit-cost analysis examining the potential effects of a change in environmental protection requirements is lim-
ited to some extent by data gaps, limitations in model capabilities (such as geographic coverage), and uncertainties in the
underlying scientific and economic studies used to configure the benefit and cost models. Gaps in the scientific literature
often result in the inability to estimate quantitative changes in health and environmental effects. Gaps in the economics
literature often result in the inability to assign economic values even to those health and environmental outcomes that can
be quantified. While uncertainties in the underlying scientific and economics literatures (that may result in overestima-
tion or underestimation of benefits) are discussed in detail in the economic analyses and its supporting documents and
references, the key uncertainties which have a bearing on the results of the benefit-cost analysis of this rule include the
following:

• Uncertainty concerning actions States will undertake to comply with BART;

• EPA's inability to quantify potentially significant benefit categories;

• Uncertainties in population growth and baseline incidence rates;

• Uncertainties in projection of emissions inventories and air quality into the future;

• Uncertainty in the estimated relationships of health and welfare effects to changes in pollutant concentrations including
the shape of the C-R function, the size of the effect estimates, and the relative toxicity of the many components of the
PM mixture;

• Uncertainties in exposure estimation; and

• Uncertainties associated with the effect of potential future actions to limit emissions.

Despite these uncertainties, we believe the benefit-cost analysis provides a reasonable indication of the expected eco-
nomic benefits of the rulemaking in future years under a set of reasonable assumptions.

In valuing reductions in premature fatalities associated with PM, we used a value of $5.5 million per statistical life. This
represents a central value consistent with a range of values from $1 to $10 million suggested by recent meta-analyses of
the wage-risk value of statistical life (VSL) literature.[FN87]

FN87 Mrozek, J.R. and L.O. Taylor, What determines the value of a life? A Meta Analys-
is, Journal of Policy Analysis and Management 21 (2), pp. 253-270.

The benefits estimates generated for this rule are subject to a number of assumptions and uncertainties, that are discussed
throughout the Regulatory Impact Analysis document [Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Final Clean Air Visibility
Rule (April 2005)]. As Table IV-2 indicates, total benefits are driven primarily by the reduction in premature fatalities
each year. Elaborating on the previous uncertainty discussion, some key assumptions underlying the primary estimate for
the premature mortality category include the following:

(1) EPA assumes inhalation of fine particles is causally associated with premature death at concentrations near those ex-
perienced by most Americans on a daily basis. Plausible biological mechanisms for this effect have been hypothesized
for the endpoints included in the primary analysis and the weight of the available epidemiological evidence supports an
assumption of causality.
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(2) EPA assumes all fine particles, regardless of their chemical composition, are equally potent in causing premature
mortality. This is an important assumption, because the proportion of certain components in the PM mixture produced
via precursors emitted from EGUs may differ significantly from direct PM released from automotive engines and other
industrial sources, but no clear scientific grounds exist for supporting differential effects estimates by particle type.

(3) EPA assumes the C-R function for fine particles is approximately linear within the range of ambient concentrations
under consideration. In the PM Criteria Document, EPA recognizes that for individuals and specific health responses
there are likely threshold levels, but there remains little evidence of thresholds for PM-related effects in popula-
tions.[FN88] Where potential threshold levels have been suggested, they are at fairly low levels with increasing uncer-
tainty about effects at lower ends of the PM2.5 concentration ranges. Thus, EPA estimates include health benefits from
reducing the fine particles in areas with varied concentrations of PM, including both regions that are in attainment with
fine particle standard and those that do not meet the standard.

FN88 U.S. EPA. (2004). Air Quality Criteria for Particulate Matter. Research Triangle
Park, NC: National Center for Environmental Assessment-RTP Office; Report No. EPA/
600/P-99/002aD.

The EPA recognizes the difficulties, assumptions, and inherent uncertainties in the overall enterprise. The analyses upon
which the BART rule and guidelines are based were selected from the peer-reviewed scientific literature. We used up-
to-date assessment tools, and we believe the results are highly useful in assessing this rule.

There are a number of health and environmental effects that we were unable to quantify or monetize. A complete benefit-
cost analysis of BART requires consideration of all benefits and costs expected to result from the rule, not just those be-
nefits and costs which could be expressed here in dollar terms. A listing of the benefit categories that were not quantified
or monetized in our estimate are provided in Table IV-4. These effects are denoted by “B” in Table IV-3 above, and are
additive to the estimates of benefits.

*39151 4. What Are the Unquantified and Unmonetized Benefits of BART Emissions Reductions?

Important benefits beyond the human health and welfare benefits resulting from reductions in ambient levels of PM2.5
and ozone are expected to occur from this rule. These other benefits occur both directly from NOX and SO2 emissions
reductions, and indirectly through reductions in co-pollutants such as mercury. These benefits are listed in Table IV-4.
Some of the more important examples include: Reductions in NOX and SO2 emissions required by BART will reduce
acidification and, in the case of NOX, eutrophication of water bodies. Reduced nitrate contamination of drinking water is
another possible benefit of the rule. This final rule will also reduce acid and particulate deposition that cause damages to
cultural monuments, as well as, soiling and other materials damage.

To illustrate the important nature of benefit categories we are currently unable to monetize, we discuss two categories of
public welfare and environmental impacts related to reductions in emissions required by BART: reduced acid deposition
and reduced eutrophication of water bodies.

a. What Are the Benefits of Reduced Deposition of Sulfur and Nitrogen to Aquatic, Forest, and Coastal Ecosystems?

Atmospheric deposition of sulfur and nitrogen, more commonly known as acid rain, occurs when emissions of SO2 and
NOX react in the atmosphere (with water, oxygen, and oxidants) to form various acidic compounds. These acidic com-
pounds fall to earth in either a wet form (rain, snow, and fog) or a dry form (gases and particles). Prevailing winds can
transport acidic compounds hundreds of miles, across State borders. Acidic compounds (including small particles such as
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sulfates and nitrates) cause many negative environmental effects, including acidification of lakes and streams, harm to
sensitive forests, and harm to sensitive coastal ecosystems.

i. Acid Deposition and Acidification of Lakes and Streams

The extent of adverse effects of acid deposition on freshwater and forest ecosystems depends largely upon the ecosys-
tem's ability to neutralize the acid. The neutralizing ability [key indicator is termed Acid Neutralizing Capacity (ANC)]
depends largely on the watershed's physical characteristics: geology, soils, and size. Waters that are sensitive to acidific-
ation tend to be located in small watersheds that have few alkaline minerals and shallow soils. Conversely, watersheds
that contain alkaline minerals, such as limestone, tend to have waters with a high ANC. Areas especially sensitive to
acidification include portions of the Northeast (particularly, the Adirondack and Catskill Mountains, portions of New
England, and streams in the mid-Appalachian highlands) and southeastern streams.

ii. Acid Deposition and Forest Ecosystem Impacts

Current understanding of the effects of acid deposition on forest ecosystems focuses on the effects of ecological pro-
cesses affecting plant uptake, retention, and cycling of nutrients within forest ecosystems. Recent studies indicate that
acid deposition is at least partially responsible for decreases in base cations (calcium, magnesium, potassium, and others)
from soils in the northeastern and southeastern United States. Losses of calcium from forest soils and forested watersheds
have now been documented as a sensitive early indicator of soil response to acid deposition for a wide range of forest
soils in the United States.

In red spruce stands, a clear link exists between acid deposition, calcium supply, and sensitivity to abiotic stress. Red
spruce uptake and retention of calcium is impacted by acid deposition in two main ways: leaching of important stores of
calcium from needles and decreased root uptake of calcium due to calcium depletion from the soil and aluminum mobil-
ization. These changes increase the sensitivity of red spruce to winter injuries under normal winter conditions in the
Northeast, result in the loss of needles, slow tree growth, and impair the overall health and productivity of forest ecosys-
tems in many areas of the eastern United States. In addition, recent studies of sugar maple decline in the Northeast
demonstrate a link between low base cation availability, high levels of aluminum and manganese in the soil, and in-
creased levels of tree mortality due to native defoliating insects.

Although sulfate is the primary cause of base cation leaching, nitrate is a significant contributor in watersheds that are
nearly nitrogen saturated. Base cation depletion is a cause for concern because of the role these ions play in surface water
acid neutralization and their importance as essential nutrients for tree growth (calcium, magnesium and potassium).

This regulatory action will decrease acid deposition in the transport region and is likely to have positive effects on the
health and productivity of forest systems in the region.

iii. Coastal Ecosystems

Since 1990, a large amount of research has been conducted on the impact of nitrogen deposition to coastal waters. Nitro-
gen is often the limiting nutrient in coastal ecosystems. Increasing the levels of nitrogen in coastal waters can cause sig-
nificant changes to those ecosystems. In recent decades, human activities have accelerated nitrogen nutrient inputs, caus-
ing excessive growth of algae and leading to degraded water quality and associated impairments of estuarine and coastal
resources.

Atmospheric deposition of nitrogen is a significant source of nitrogen to many estuaries. The amount of nitrogen entering
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estuaries due to atmospheric deposition varies widely, depending on the size and location of the estuarine watershed and
other sources of nitrogen in the watershed. There are a few estuaries where atmospheric deposition of nitrogen contrib-
utes well over 40 percent of the total nitrogen load; however, in most estuaries for which estimates exist, the contribution
from atmospheric deposition ranges from 15-30 percent. The area of the country with the highest air deposition rates (30
percent deposition rates) includes many estuaries along the northeast seaboard from Massachusetts to the Chesapeake
Bay and along the central Gulf of Mexico coast.

In 1999, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) published the results of a 5-year national assess-
ment of the severity and extent of estuarine eutrophication. An estuary is defined as the inland arm of the sea that meets
the mouth of a river. The 138 estuaries characterized in the study represent more than 90 percent of total estuarine water
surface area and the total number of U.S. estuaries. The study found that estuaries with moderate to high eutrophication
represented 65 percent of the estuarine surface area.

Eutrophication is of particular concern in coastal areas with poor or stratified circulation patterns, such as the Ches-
apeake Bay, Long Island Sound, and the Gulf of Mexico. In such areas, the “overproduced” algae tends to sink to the
bottom and decay, using all or most of the available oxygen and thereby reducing or eliminating populations of bottom-
feeder fish and shellfish, distorting the normal population balance between different aquatic organisms, and in extreme
cases, causing dramatic fish kills. Severe and persistent eutrophication often directly impacts human activities. For ex-
ample, *39152 fishery resource losses can be caused directly by fish kills associated with low dissolved oxygen and toxic
blooms. Declines in tourism occur when low dissolved oxygen causes Noxious smells and floating mats of algal blooms
create unfavorable aesthetic conditions. Risks to human health increase when the toxins from algal blooms accumulate in
edible fish and shellfish, and when toxins become airborne, causing respiratory problems due to inhalation. According to
the NOAA report, more than half of the nation's estuaries have moderate to high expressions of at least one of these
symptoms'an indication that eutrophication is well developed in more than half of U.S. estuaries.

This rule is anticipated to reduce nitrogen deposition in the nation. Thus, reductions in the levels of nitrogen deposition
will have a positive impact upon current eutrophic conditions in estuaries and coastal areas in the country.

5. Are There Health or Welfare Disbenefits of the BART That Have Not Been Quantified?

In contrast to the additional benefits of the rule discussed above, it is also possible that this rule will result in disbenefits
in some areas of the region. Current levels of nitrogen deposition in these areas may provide passive fertilization for
forest and terrestrial ecosystems where nutrients are a limiting factor and for some croplands.

The effects of ozone and PM on radiative transfer in the atmosphere can also lead to effects of uncertain magnitude and
direction on the penetration of ultraviolet light and climate. Ground level ozone makes up a small percentage of total at-
mospheric ozone (including the stratospheric layer) that attenuates penetration of ultraviolet—b (UVb) radiation to the
ground. The EPA's past evaluation of the information indicates that potential disbenefits would be small, variable, and
with too many uncertainties to attempt quantification of relatively small changes in average ozone levels over the course
of a year (EPA, 2005a). The EPA's most recent provisional assessment of the currently available information indicates
that potential but unquantifiable benefits may also arise from ozone-related attenuation of UVb radiation (EPA, 2005b).
Sulfate and nitrate particles also scatter UVb, which can decrease exposure of horizontal surfaces to UVb, but increase
exposure of vertical surfaces. In this case as well, both the magnitude and direction of the effect of reductions in sulfate
and nitrate particles are too uncertain to quantify (EPA, 2004). Ozone is a greenhouse gas, and sulfates and nitrates can
reduce the amount of solar radiation reaching the earth, but EPA believes that we are unable to quantify any net climate-
related disbenefit or benefit associated with the combined ozone and PM reductions in this rule.
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B. Paperwork Reduction Act

Today's rule clarifies, but does not modify the information collection requirements for BART. Therefore, this action does
not impose any new information collection burden. However, the OMB has previously approved the information collec-
tion requirements contained in the existing regulations [40 CFR Part 51] under the provisions of the Paperwork Reduc-
tion Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. and has assigned OMB control number 2060-0421, EPA ICR number 1813.04. A copy
of the OMB approved Information Collection Request (ICR) may be obtained from Susan Auby, Collection Strategies
Division; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2822T); 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20460 or by
calling (202) 566-1672.

Burden means the total time, effort, or financial resources expended by persons to generate, maintain, retain, or disclose
or provide information to or for a Federal agency. This includes the time needed to review instructions; develop, acquire,
install, and utilize technology and systems for the purposes of collecting, validating, and verifying information, pro-
cessing and maintaining information, and disclosing and providing information; adjust the existing ways to comply with
any previously applicable instructions and requirements; train personnel to be able to respond to a collection of informa-
tion; search data sources; complete and review the collection of information; and transmit or otherwise disclose the in-
formation.

An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control number. The OMB control numbers for EPA's regulations in 40 CFR are listed in
40 CFR part 9.

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

EPA has determined that it is not necessary to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis in connection with this final rule.

For purposes of assessing the impacts of today's rule on small entities, small entity is defined as: (1) A small business as
defined by the Small Business Administrations' regulations at 13 CFR 121.201; (2) a small governmental jurisdiction that
is a government of a city, county, town, school district or special district with a population of less than 50,000; and (3) a
small organization that is any not-for-profit enterprise which is independently owned and operated and is not dominant in
its field.

Table IV-5 lists potentially impacted BART industry source categories and the current applicable small business criteria
established by the Small Business Administration.

Table IV-5. Potentially Affected BART Source Categories and Small Business Size Standards

NAICS [FNa] Description Size standard [FNb]

221112 [FNc,d] Fossil fuel-fired electric utility steam
generating units

electric output <= 4 million megawatt
hours.

212112 Bituminous Coal Underground Mining 500 Employees.

311221 Wet Corn Milling 750 Employees.

311311 Sugarcane Mills 500 Employees.

311313 Beet Sugar Manufacturing 750 Employees.

31214 Distilleries 750 Employees.

321212 Softwood Veneer and Plywood Manu- 500 Employees.
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facturing

322121 Paper (except Newsprint) Mills (pt) 750 Employees.

325188 All Other Basic Inorganic Chemical
Manufacturing (pt)

1,000 Employees.

325221 Cellulosic Organic Fiber Manufacturing 1,000 Employees.

325222 Noncellulosic Organic Fiber Manufac-
turing

1,000 Employees.

325182 Carbon Black Manufacturing (pt) 500 Employees.

327213 Glass Container Manufacturing 750 Employees.

327212 Other Pressed and Blown Glass and
Glassware Manufacturing

750 Employees.

32731 Cement Manufacturing 750 Employees.

32741 Lime Manufacturing 500 Employees.

331111 Iron and Steel Mills 1,000 Employees.

331315 Aluminum Sheet, Plate, and Foil Manu-
facturing

750 Employees.

331319 Other Aluminum Rolling and Drawing 750 Employees.

22121 Natural Gas Distribution 500 Employees.

a North American Industry Classification System.
b Small Business Administration Size Criteria.
c Include NAICS categories for source categories that own and operate electric generating
units only.
d Federal, State, or local government-owned and operated establishments are classified ac-
cording to the activity in which they are engaged.

*39153 After considering the economic impacts of today's final rule on small entities, EPA has concluded that this action
will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. This final rule will not impose any
direct requirements on small entities. The rule would apply to States, not to small entities.

Courts have interpreted the RFA to require a regulatory flexibility analysis only when small entities will be subject to the
requirements of the rule. See Motor and Equip. Mfrs. Ass'n v. Nichols, 142 F. 3d 449 (D.C. Cir., 1998); United Distribu-
tion Cos. v. FERC, 88 F. 3d 1105, 1170 (D.C. Cir., 1996); Mid-Tex Elec. Co-op, Inc. v. FERC, 773 F . 2d 327, 342 (D.C.
Cir., 1985) (agency's certification need only consider the rule's impact on entities subject to the rule).

BART requirements in the regional haze rule require BART determinations for a select list of major stationary sources
defined by section 169A(g)(7) of the CAA. However, as noted in the proposed and final regional haze rules, the State's
determination of BART for regional haze involves some State discretion in considering a number of factors set forth in
section 169A(g)(2), including the costs of compliance.

Further, the final regional haze rule allows States to adopt alternative measures in lieu of requiring the installation and
operation of BART at these major stationary sources. As a result, the potential consequences of the BART provisions of
the regional haze rule (as clarified in today's rule) at specific sources are speculative. Any requirements for BART will
be established by Staterulemakings. The States would accordingly exercise substantial intervening discretion in imple-
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menting the BART requirements of the regional haze rule and today's guidelines.

EPA has undertaken an illustrative analysis to assess the potential small business impacts of BART based upon EPA's as-
sessment of the actions States may take to comply with the BART rule and guidelines.

For this final rule, the engineering analysis conducted for the rulemaking identified 491 EGU units potentially affected
by the outcome of this rule. Using unit ORIS [FN89] numbers and the Energy Information Administration's publicly
available 2002 electric generator databases (Form EIA 860 and Form EIA 861), we identified utility names, nameplate
capacity for affected units, and net electricity generation potentially affected by this rule. After identifying these units,
we excluded units that are located in CAIR regions in order to identify those units most likely affected by the BART reg-
ulatory program. After an assessment of the ownership of these remaining units, we identified 2 potentially affected
small entities in the EGU sector. We used a cost-to-sales approach (comparison of expected annual costs of emission
controls to annual sales revenue or government entity budgets for the affected small entity) to assess the potential im-
pacts of BART for these affected entities. Using data from the cost analysis, EPA found one of these small entities may
experience a cost-to-sales ratio of 3 percent of sales. The other affected small entity in the EGU sector does not face ad-
ditional compliance costs associated with the rule.

FN89 An ORIS code is a 4 digit number assigned by the Energy Information Administra-
tion (EIA) at the U.S. Department of Energy to power plants owned by utilities.

The engineering analysis conducted for the rulemaking identified over 2,000 records associated with affected non-EGU
units (all source categories listed in table IV-5 other than EGUs—NAICS 221112) potentially affected by the rule. Using
publicly available sales and employment databases, plant names, and locations, we identified 279 entities and potential
owners. In order to classify affected ultimate entities as small or large, EPA collected information on facility names, par-
ent company sales, and parent company employment data. Data were compared with the appropriate size standard and
entities were classified as small or large according to Small Business Administration's definitions. For example, ultimate
parent companies of cement producers with employment exceeding 750 employees were classified as large companies.
This process identified 36 small companies and 195 large companies potentially impacted as a result promulgating this
rule. The remaining 48 entities were either government-owned (25 entities, primarily state universities) or parent owner-
ship could not be definitively identified using available databases (23 entities).

Using the cost-to-sales approach described above, EPA found that five non-EGU source category small entities may po-
tentially be affected at or above 3 percent. Two entities may be affected between one and three percent, and the remain-
ing small entity cost-to-sales ratios are below one percent. The median cost-to-sales ratio for non-EGU source category
small entities is estimated to be 0.3 percent and could potentially range from 0 to 20 percent. As previously discussed
this analysis is illustrative and based upon EPA's assessment of actions States are likely to take as a result of the BART
rule and guidelines promulgated today.

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Public Law 104-4) establishes requirements for Federal agencies
to assess the effects of their regulatory actions on State, local, and Tribal governments and the private sector. Under sec-
tion 202 of UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1532, EPA generally must prepare a written statement, including a cost-benefit analysis, for
any proposed or final rule that “includes any Federal mandate that may result in the expenditure by State, local, and tribal
governments, in the aggregate, or by the private sector, of $100,000,000 or more * * * in any one year.”A “Federal
*39154 mandate” is defined under section 421(6), 2 U.S.C. 658(6), to include a “Federal intergovernmental mandate.” A
“Federal intergovernmental mandate,” in turn, is defined to include a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty
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upon State, local, or tribal governments,”section 421(5)(A)(I), 2 U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(I). A “Federal private sector mandate”
includes a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon the private sector,” with certain exceptions, section
421(7)(A), 2 U.S.C. 658(7)(A).

Before promulgating an EPA rule for which a written statement is needed under section 202 of UMRA, section 205, 2
U.S.C. 1535, of UMRA generally requires EPA to identify and consider a reasonable number of regulatory alternatives
and adopt the least costly, most cost effective, or least burdensome alternative that achieves the objectives of the rule.The
RIA prepared by EPA and placed in the docket for this rulemaking is consistent with the requirements of section 202 of
the UMRA. Furthermore, EPA is not directly establishing any regulatory requirements that may significantly or uniquely
affect small governments, including tribal governments. Thus, EPA is not obligated to develop under section 203 of the
UMRA a small government agency plan. Further, EPA carried out consultations with the governmental entities affected
by this rule in a manner consistent with the intergovernmental consultation provisions of section 204 of the UMRA.

The EPA also believes that today's rule meets the UMRA requirement in section 205 to select the least costly and bur-
densome alternative in light of the statutory mandate for BART. As explained above, we are promulgating the BART
rule and guidelines following the D.C. Circuit's remand of the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule. The 1999
regional haze rule provides substantial flexibility to the States, allowing them to adopt alternative measures such as a
trading program in lieu of requiring the installation and operation of BART. The provisions governing such alternative
measures were affected by a more recent decision of the D.C. Circuit and will be revised in a separate rulemaking pro-
cess. Today's rule will not restrict the ability of the States to adopt such alternatives measures once those revisions to the
regional haze rule have been made final. This will provide an alternative to BART that gives States the ability to choose
the least costly and least burdensome alternative. Today's rule also allows States affected by the Clean Air Interstate Rule
to utilize emission reductions achieved by EGUs under that rule to satisfy BART requirements for those sources. This
will provide those States with another cost effective and less burdensome alternative to BART.

The EPA is not reaching a final conclusion as to the applicability of UMRA to today's rulemaking action. The reasons for
this are discussed in the 1999 regional haze rule (64 FR 35762) and in the 2001 BART guidelines proposal (66 FR
38111-38112). Notwithstanding this, the discussion in chapter 9 of the RIA constitutes the UMRA statement that would
be required by UMRA if its statutory provisions applied. Consequently, we continue to believe that it is not necessary to
reach a conclusion as to the applicability of the UMRA requirements.

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

Executive Order 13132, entitled Federalism (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), requires EPA to develop an accountable
process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by State and local officials in the development of regulatory policies that
have federalism implications.”Such policies are defined in the Executive Order to include regulations that have
“substantial direct effects on the States, on the relationship between the national government and the States, or on the dis-
tribution of power and responsibilities among the various levels of government.”Under section 6 of Executive Order
13132, EPA may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications, that imposes substantial direct compliance costs,
and that is not required by statute, unless the Federal government provides the funds necessary to pay the direct compli-
ance costs incurred by State and local governments, or EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of
developing the regulation. The EPA also may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications and that preempts
State law unless EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing the regulation.

We have concluded that today's action, promulgating the BART guidelines, will not have federalism implications, as spe-
cified in section 6 of the Executive Order 13132 (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999) because it will not have substantial dir-
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ect effects on the States, nor substantially alter the relationship or the distribution of power and responsibilities between
the States and the Federal government. Nonetheless, we consulted with a wide scope of State and local officials, includ-
ing the National Governors Association, the National League of Cities, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the
U. S. Conference of Mayors, the National Association of Counties, the Council of State Governments, the International
City/County Management Association, and the National Association of Towns and Townships during the course of de-
veloping this rule.

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

Executive Order 13175, entitled “Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments” (65 FR 67249,
November 9, 2000), requires EPA to develop an accountable process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by Tribal
officials in the development of regulatory policies that have Tribal implications.”

This rule does not have Tribal implications as defined by Executive Order 13175. It does not have a substantial direct ef-
fect on one or more Indian Tribes. Furthermore, this rule does not affect the relationship or distribution of power and re-
sponsibilities between the Federal government and Indian Tribes. The CAA and the TAR establish the relationship of the
Federal government and Tribes in developing plans to address air quality issues, and this rule does nothing to modify that
relationship. This rule does not have Tribal implications, and Executive Order 13175 does not apply to this rulemaking.

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children From Environmental Health and Safety Risks

Executive Order 13045, “Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks” (62 FR 19885,
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that (1) is determined to be “economically significant” as defined under Executive Or-
der 12866 and (2) concerns an environmental health or safety risk that EPA has reason to believe may have a dispropor-
tionate effect on children. If the regulatory action meets both criteria, Section 5-501 of the Order directs the Agency to
evaluate the environmental health or safety effects of the planned rule on children and to explain why the planned regula-
tion is preferable to other potentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the Agency.

EPA interprets Executive Order 13045 as applying only to those regulatory actions that are based on health and safety
risks, such that the analysis required under section 5-501 of the *39155 Order has the potential to influence the regula-
tion. The BART rule and guidelines are not subject to the Executive Order because the rule and guidelines do not involve
decisions on environmental health or safety risks that may disproportionately affect children. The EPA believes that the
emissions reductions from the control strategies considered in this rulemaking will further improve air quality and will
further improve children's health.

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions Concerning Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or
Use

We have conducted a Regulatory Impact Analysis for this rule, that includes an analysis of energy impacts and is con-
tained in the docket (Docket No. OAR-2002-0076). This rule is not a “significant energy action” as defined in Executive
Order 13211, “Actions Concerning Regulations That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use” (66 FR
28355 (May 22, 2001)) because it is not likely to have a significant adverse effect on the supply, distribution, or use of
energy. This rule is not a “significant energy action,” because it will have less than a 1 percent impact on the cost of en-
ergy production and does not exceed other factors described by OMB that may indicate a significant adverse effect. (See,
“Guidance for Implementing E.O. 13211,” OMB Memorandum 01-27 (July 13, 2001) http://
www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/m01-27.html.) Specifically, the presumptive requirements for EGUs for this rule,
when fully implemented, are expected have a 0.25 percent impact on the cost of energy production for the nation in 2015.
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States must use the guidelines in making BART determinations for power plants with a generating capacity in excess of
750 MW. Our analysis evaluates the impact of the presumptive requirements for these sources and does not consider any
possible additional controls for EGU sources or non-EGU sources that States may require. Although States may choose
to use the guidelines in establishing BART limits for non-EGUs, ultimately States will determine the sources subject to
BART and the appropriate level of control for such sources.

We are finalizing today's rule following the D.C. Circuit's remand of the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule.
The 1999 regional haze rule provides substantial flexibility to the States, allowing them to adopt alternative measures
such as a trading program in lieu of requiring the installation and operation of BART. The provisions governing such al-
ternative measures were affected by a more recent decision of the D.C. Circuit and will be revised in a separate rulemak-
ing process. This rulemaking will not restrict the ability of the States to adopt alternative measures once those revisions
to the regional haze rule have been made final. This will provide an alternative to BART that reduces the overall cost of
the regulation and its impact on the energy supply. Today's rule also allows States affected by the Clean Air Interstate
Rule to utilize emission reductions achieved by EGUs under that rule to satisfy BART requirements for those sources.
This will provide those States with another cost effective and less burdensome alternative to BART. The BART rule it-
self offers flexibility by offering the choice of meeting SO2 requirements between an emission rate and a removal rate.

For a State that chooses to require case-by-case BART, today's rule would establish presumptive levels of controls for
SO2 and NOX for certain EGUs that the State finds are subject to BART. Based on its consideration of various factors
set forth in the regulations; however, a State may conclude that a different level of control is appropriate. The States will
accordingly exercise substantial intervening discretion in implementing the final rule. Additionally, we have assessed
that the compliance dates for the rule will provide adequate time for EGUs to install the required emission controls.

I. National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer Advancement Act of 1995 (NTTAA), Public Law 104-113, section
12(d)(15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs EPA to use voluntary consensus standards (VCS) in its regulatory activities unless to
do so would be inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary consensus standards are technical
standards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, sampling procedures, and business practices) that are developed or
adopted by VCS bodies. The NTTAA directs EPA to provide Congress, through OMB, explanations when the EPA de-
cides not to use VCS.

This action does not involve technical standards; thus, EPA did not consider the use of any VCS.

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations

Executive Order 12898, “Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations,” requires federal agencies to consider the impact of programs, policies, and activities on minority popula-
tions and low-income populations. According to EPA guidance,[FN90] agencies are to assess whether minority or low-
income populations face risks or a rate of exposure to hazards that are significant and that “appreciably exceed or is
likely to appreciably exceed the risk or rate to the general population or to the appropriate comparison group.”(EPA,
1998)

FN90 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1998. Guidance for Incorporating Environ-
mental Justice Concerns in EPA's NEPA Compliance Analyses. Office of Federal Activit-
ies, Washington, D.C., April, 1998.
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In accordance with Executive Order 12898, the Agency has considered whether this rule may have disproportionate neg-
ative impacts on minority or low income populations. Negative impacts to these sub-populations that appreciably exceed
similar impacts to the general population are not expected because the Agency expects this rule to lead to reductions in
air pollution emissions and exposures generally.

K. Congressional Review Act

The Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. 801 et seq., as added by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness
Act of 1996, generally provides that before a rule may take effect, the agency promulgating the rule must submit a rule
report, which includes a copy of the rule, to each House of the Congress and to the Comptroller General of the United
States. The EPA will submit a report containing this rule and other required information to the U.S. Senate, the U.S.
House of Representatives, and the Comptroller General of the United States prior to publication of the rule in the Federal
Register. A major rule cannot take effect until 60 days after it is published in the Federal Register. This action is a “major
rule” as defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2).

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 51

Environmental protection, Air pollution control, Administrative practice and procedure, Intergovernmental relations,
Lead, Nitrogen dioxide, Ozone, Particulate matter, Reporting and recordkeeping *39156 requirements, Sulfur oxides,
Volatile organic compounds.

Dated: June 15, 2005.

Stephen L. Johnson,

Administrator.

For the reasons set forth in the preamble, part 51 of chapter I of title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended as
follows:

PART 51—REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPTION, AND SUBMITTAL OF IMPLEMENTATION
PLANS1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7410-7671q.

40 CFR § 51.302

2. Section 51.302 is amended by revising paragraph (c)(4)(iii) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.302

§ 51.302 Implementation control strategies for reasonably attributable visibility impairment.

* * * * *

(c) * * *

(4) * * *
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(iii) BART must be determined for fossil-fuel fired generating plants having a total generating capacity in excess of 750
megawatts pursuant to “Guidelines for Determining Best Available Retrofit Technology for Coal-fired Power Plants and
Other Existing Stationary Facilities” (1980), which is incorporated by reference, exclusive of appendix E to the
Guidelines, except that options more stringent than NSPS must be considered. Establishing a BART emission limitation
equivalent to the NSPS level of control is not a sufficient basis to avoid the analysis of control options required by the
guidelines. This document is EPA publication No. 450/3-80-009b and has been approved for incorporation by reference
by the Director of the Federal Register in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51. It is for sale from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161.
It is also available for inspection from the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). For information on
the availability of this material at NARA, call 202-741-6030, or go to: http://
www.archives.gov/federal—register/index.html.

* * * * *

40 CFR § 51.308

3. Section 51.308 is amended by revising paragraph (b), removing and reserving paragraph (c), revising paragraphs
(e)(1)(ii), (e)(3), and (e)(4), and adding paragaphs (e)(5) and (6) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.308

§ 51.308 Regional haze program requirements.

* * * * *

(b) When are the first implementation plans due under the regional haze program? Except as provided in § 51.309(c),
each State identified in § 51.300(b)(3) must submit, for the entire State, an implementation plan for regional haze meet-
ing the requirements of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section no later than December 17, 2007.

(c) [Reserved]

* * * * *

(e) * * *

(1) * * *

(ii) A determination of BART for each BART-eligible source in the State that emits any air pollutant which may reason-
ably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area. All such
sources are subject to BART.

(A) The determination of BART must be based on an analysis of the best system of continuous emission control techno-
logy available and associated emission reductions achievable for each BART-eligible source that is subject to BART
within the State. In this analysis, the State must take into consideration the technology available, the costs of compliance,
the energy and nonair quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source,
the remaining useful life of the source, and the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated
to result from the use of such technology.
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(B) The determination of BART for fossil-fuel fired power plants having a total generating capacity greater than 750
megawatts must be made pursuant to the guidelines in appendix Y of this part (Guidelines for BART Determinations Un-
der the Regional Haze Rule).

(C) Exception. A State is not required to make a determination of BART for SO2 or for NOX if a BART-eligible source
has the potential to emit less than 40 tons per year of such pollutant(s), or for PM10 if a BART-eligible source emits less
than 15 tons per year of such pollutant.

* * * * *

(3) A State which opts under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) to implement an emissions trading program or other alternative meas-
ure rather than to require sources subject to BART to install, operate, and maintain BART may satisfy the final step of
the demonstration required by that section as follows: If the distribution of emissions is not substantially different than
under BART, and the alternative measure results in greater emission reductions, then the alternative measure may be
deemed to achieve greater reasonable progress. If the distribution of emissions is significantly different, the State must
conduct dispersion modeling to determine differences in visibility between BART and the trading program for each im-
pacted Class I area, for the worst and best 20 percent of days. The modeling would demonstrate “greater reasonable pro-
gress” if both of the following two criteria are met:

(i) Visibility does not decline in any Class I area, and

(ii) There is an overall improvement in visibility, determined by comparing the average differences between BART and
the alternative over all affected Class I areas.

(4) A State that opts to participate in the Clean Air Interstate Rule cap-and-trade and trade program under part 96 AAA-
EEE need not require affected BART-eligible EGU's to install, operate, and maintain BART. A State that chooses this
option may also include provisions for a geographic enhancement to the program to address the requirement under §
51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably attributable impairment from the pollutants covered by the CAIR cap-
and-trade program.

(5) After a State has met the requirements for BART or implemented emissions trading program or other alternative
measure that achieves more reasonable progress than the installation and operation of BART, BART-eligible sources will
be subject to the requirements of paragraph (d) of this section in the same manner as other sources.

(6) Any BART-eligible facility subject to the requirement under paragraph (e) of this section to install, operate, and
maintain BART may apply to the Administrator for an exemption from that requirement. An application for an exemp-
tion will be subject to the requirements of § 51.303(a)(2)-(h).

* * * * *

4. Appendix Y to Part 51 is added to read as follows:

40 CFR PT. 51, APP. Y

Appendix Y to Part 51—Guidelines for BART Determinations Under the Regional Haze Rule

Table of Contents
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I. Introduction and Overview

A. What is the purpose of the guidelines?

B. What does the CAA require generally for improving visibility?

C. What is the BART requirement in the CAA?

D. What types of visibility problems does EPA address in its regulations?

*39157 E. What are the BART requirements in EPA's regional haze regulations?

F. What is included in the guidelines?

G. Who is the target audience for the guidelines?

H. Do EPA regulations require the use of these guidelines?

II. How to Identify BART-eligible Sources

A. What are the steps in identifying BART-eligible sources?

1. Step 1: Identify emission units in the BART categories

2. Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of the emission units

3. Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

4. Final step: Identify the emission units and pollutants that constitute the BART-eligible source.

III. How to Identify Sources “Subject to BART”

IV. The BART Determination: Analysis of BART Options

A. What factors must I address in the BART Analysis?

B. What is the scope of the BART review?

C. How does a BART review relate to maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards under CAA section
112?

D. What are the five basic steps of a case-by-case BART analysis?

1. Step 1: How do I identify all available retrofit emission control techniques?

2. Step 2: How do I determine whether the options identified in Step 1 are technically feasible?

3. Step 3: How do I evaluate technically feasible alternatives?

4. Step 4: For a BART review, what impacts am I expected to calculate and report? What methods does EPA recommend
for the impacts analyses?
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a. Impact analysis part 1: how do I estimate the costs of control?

b. What do we mean by cost effectiveness?

c. How do I calculate average cost effectiveness?

d. How do I calculate baseline emissions?

e. How do I calculate incremental cost effectiveness?

f. What other information should I provide in the cost impacts analysis?

g. What other things are important to consider in the cost impacts analysis?

h. Impact analysis part 2: How should I analyze and report energy impacts?

i. Impact analysis part 3: How do I analyze “non-air quality environmental impacts?”

j. Impact analysis part 4: What are examples of non-air quality environmental impacts?

k. How do I take into account a project's “remaining useful life” in calculating control costs?

5. Step 5: How should I determine visibility impacts in the BART determination?

E. How do I select the “best” alternative, using the results of Steps 1 through 5?

1. Summary of the impacts analysis

2. Selecting a “best” alternative

3. In selecting a “best” alternative, should I consider the affordability of controls?

4. SO2 limits for utility boilers

5. NOX limits for utility boilers

V. Enforceable Limits/Compliance Date

I. Introduction and Overview

A. What is the purpose of the guidelines?

The Clean Air Act (CAA), in sections 169A and 169B, contains requirements for the protection of visibility in 156 scenic
areas across the United States. To meet the CAA's requirements, we published regulations to protect against a particular
type of visibility impairment known as “regional haze.” The regional haze rule is found in this part at 40 CFR 51.300
through 51.309. These regulations require, in 40 CFR 51.308(e), that certain types of existing stationary sources of air
pollutants install best available retrofit technology (BART). The guidelines are designed to help States and others (1)
identify those sources that must comply with the BART requirement, and (2) determine the level of control technology
that represents BART for each source.
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B. What does the CAA require generally for improving visibility?

Section 169A of the CAA, added to the CAA by the 1977 amendments, requires States to protect and improve visibility
in certain scenic areas of national importance. The scenic areas protected by section 169A are “the mandatory Class I
Federal Areas * * * where visibility is an important value.”In these guidelines, we refer to these as “Class I areas.” There
are 156 Class I areas, including 47 national parks (under the jurisdiction of the Department of Interior—National Park
Service), 108 wilderness areas (under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Interior—Fish and Wildlife Service or the
Department of Agriculture—U.S. Forest Service), and one International Park (under the jurisdiction of the Roosevelt-
Campobello International Commission). The Federal Agency with jurisdiction over a particular Class I area is referred to
in the CAA as the Federal Land Manager. A complete list of the Class I areas is contained in 40 CFR 81.401 through
81.437, and you can find a map of the Class I areas at the following Internet site: http://
www.epa.gov/ttn/oarpg/t1/fr—notices/classimp.gif.

The CAA establishes a national goal of eliminating man-made visibility impairment from all Class I areas. As part of the
plan for achieving this goal, the visibility protection provisions in the CAA mandate that EPA issue regulations requiring
that States adopt measures in their State implementation plans (SIPs), including long-term strategies, to provide for reas-
onable progress towards this national goal. The CAA also requires States to coordinate with the Federal Land Managers
as they develop their strategies for addressing visibility.

C. What is the BART requirement in the CAA?

1. Under section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA, States must require certain existing stationary sources to install BART. The
BART provision applies to “major stationary sources” from 26 identified source categories which have the potential to
emit 250 tons per year or more of any air pollutant. The CAA requires only sources which were put in place during a spe-
cific 15-year time interval to be subject to BART. The BART provision applies to sources that existed as of the date of
the 1977 CAA amendments (that is, August 7, 1977) but which had not been in operation for more than 15 years (that is,
not in operation as of August 7, 1962).

2. The CAA requires BART review when any source meeting the above description “emits any air pollutant which may
reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility” in any Class I area. In identifying a level
of control as BART, States are required by section 169A(g) of the CAA to consider:

(a) The costs of compliance,

(b) The energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance,

(c) Any existing pollution control technology in use at the source,

(d) The remaining useful life of the source, and

(e) The degree of visibility improvement which may reasonably be anticipated from the use of BART.

3. The CAA further requires States to make BART emission limitations part of their SIPs. As with any SIP revision,
States must provide an opportunity for public comment on the BART determinations, and EPA's action on any SIP revi-
sion will be subject to judicial review.

D. What types of visibility problems does EPA address in its regulations?
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1. We addressed the problem of visibility in two phases. In 1980, we published regulations addressing what we termed
“reasonably attributable” visibility impairment. Reasonably attributable visibility impairment is the result of emissions
from one or a few sources that are generally located in close proximity to a specific Class I area. The regulations address-
ing reasonably attributable visibility impairment are published in 40 CFR 51.300 through 51.307.

2. On July 1, 1999, we amended these regulations to address the second, more common, type of visibility impairment
known as “regional haze.” Regional haze is the result of the collective contribution of many sources over a broad region.
The regional haze rule slightly modified 40 CFR 51.300 through 51.307, including the addition of a few definitions in §
51.301, and added new §§ 51.308 and 51.309.

E. What are the BART requirements in EPA's regional haze regulations?

1. In the July 1, 1999 rulemaking, we added a BART requirement for regional haze. We amended the BART require-
ments in 2005. You will find the BART requirements in 40 CFR 51.308(e). Definitions of terms used in 40 CFR
51.308(e)(1) are found in 40 CFR 51.301.

2. As we discuss in detail in these guidelines, the regional haze rule codifies and clarifies the BART provisions in the
CAA. The rule requires that States identify and list “BART-eligible sources,” that is, that States identify and list those
sources that fall within the 26 source categories, were put in place during the 15-year window of time from 1962 to 1977,
and have potential *39158 emissions greater than 250 tons per year. Once the State has identified the BART-eligible
sources, the next step is to identify those BART-eligible sources that may “emit any air pollutant which may reasonably
be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility.”Under the rule, a source which fits this description
is “subject to BART.” For each source subject to BART, 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A) requires that States identify the
level of control representing BART after considering the factors set out in CAA section 169A(g), as follows:

—States must identify the best system of continuous emission control technology for each source subject to BART tak-
ing into account the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts
of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the de-
gree of visibility improvement that may be expected from available control technology.

3. After a State has identified the level of control representing BART (if any), it must establish an emission limit repres-
enting BART and must ensure compliance with that requirement no later than 5 years after EPA approves the SIP. States
may establish design, equipment, work practice or other operational standards when limitations on measurement techno-
logies make emission standards infeasible.

F. What is included in the guidelines?

1. The guidelines provide a process for making BART determinations that States can use in implementing the regional
haze BART requirements on a source-by-source basis, as provided in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1). States must follow the
guidelines in making BART determinations on a source-by-source basis for 750 megawatt (MW) power plants but are
not required to use the process in the guidelines when making BART determinations for other types of sources.

2. The BART analysis process, and the contents of these guidelines, are as follows:

(a) Identification of all BART-eligible sources. Section II of these guidelines outlines a step-by-step process for identify-
ing BART-eligible sources.

(b) Identification of sources subject to BART. As noted above, sources “subject to BART” are those BART-eligible
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sources which “emit a pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibil-
ity in any Class I area.”We discuss considerations for identifying sources subject to BART in section III of the guidance.

(c) The BART determination process. For each source subject to BART, the next step is to conduct an analysis of emis-
sions control alternatives. This step includes the identification of available, technically feasible retrofit technologies, and
for each technology identified, an analysis of the cost of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental im-
pacts, and the degree of visibility improvement in affected Class I areas resulting from the use of the control technology.
As part of the BART analysis, the State should also take into account the remaining useful life of the source and any ex-
isting control technology present at the source. For each source, the State will determine a “best system of continuous
emission reduction” based upon its evaluation of these factors. Procedures for the BART determination step are de-
scribed in section IV of these guidelines.

(d) Emissions limits. States must establish emission limits, including a deadline for compliance, consistent with the
BART determination process for each source subject to BART. Considerations related to these limits are discussed in
section V of these guidelines.

G. Who is the target audience for the guidelines?

1. The guidelines are written primarily for the benefit of State, local and Tribal agencies, and describe a process for mak-
ing the BART determinations and establishing the emission limitations that must be included in their SIPs or Tribal im-
plementation plans (TIPs). Throughout the guidelines, which are written in a question and answer format, we ask ques-
tions “How do I * * *? ” and answer with phrases “you should * * *, you must * * * ” The “you” means a State, local or
Tribal agency conducting the analysis. We have used this format to make the guidelines simpler to understand, but we re-
cognize that States have the authority to require source owners to assume part of the analytical burden, and that there will
be differences in how the supporting information is collected and documented. We also recognize that data collection,
analysis, and rule development may be performed by Regional Planning Organizations, for adoption within each SIP or
TIP.

2. The preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule discussed at length the issue of Tribal implementation of the requirements
to submit a plan to address visibility. As explained there, requirements related to visibility are among the programs for
which Tribes may be determined eligible and receive authorization to implement under the “Tribal Authority Rule”
(“TAR”) (40 CFR 49.1 through 49.11). Tribes are not subject to the deadlines for submitting visibility implementation
plans and may use a modular approach to CAA implementation. We believe there are very few BART-eligible sources
located on Tribal lands. Where such sources exist, the affected Tribe may apply for delegation of implementation author-
ity for this rule, following the process set forth in the TAR.

H. Do EPA regulations require the use of these guidelines?

Section 169A(b) requires us to issue guidelines for States to follow in establishing BART emission limitations for fossil-
fuel fired power plants having a capacity in excess of 750 megawatts. This document fulfills that requirement, which is
codified in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(B). The guidelines establish an approach to implementing the requirements of the
BART provisions of the regional haze rule; we believe that these procedures and the discussion of the requirements of
the regional haze rule and the CAA should be useful to the States. For sources other than 750 MW power plants,
however, States retain the discretion to adopt approaches that differ from the guidelines.

II. How to Identify BART-Eligible Sources
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This section provides guidelines on how to identify BART-eligible sources. A BART-eligible source is an existing sta-
tionary source in any of 26 listed categories which meets criteria for startup dates and potential emissions.

A. What are the steps in identifying BART-eligible sources?

Figure 1 shows the steps for identifying whether the source is a “BART-eligible source:”

Step 1: Identify the emission units in the BART categories,

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of those emission units, and

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions to the 250 ton/yr cutoff.

Figure 1. How to determine whether a source is BART-eligible:

Step 1: Identify emission units in the BART categories

Does the plant contain emissions units in one or more of the 26 source categories?

[rtarr2] No [rtarr2] Stop

[rtarr2] Yes [rtarr2] Proceed to Step 2

Step 2: Identify the start-up dates of these emission units

Do any of these emissions units meet the following two tests?

In existence on August 7, 1977

AND

Began operation after August 7, 1962

[rtarr2] No [rtarr2] Stop

[rtarr2] Yes [rtarr2] Proceed to Step 3

Step 3: Compare the potential emissions from these emission units to the 250 ton/yr cutoff

Identify the “stationary source” that includes the emission units you identified in Step 2.

Add the current potential emissions from all the emission units identified in Steps 1 and 2 that are included within the
“stationary source” boundary.

Are the potential emissions from these units 250 tons per year or more for any visibility-impairing pollutant?

[rtarr2] No [rtarr2] Stop

[rtarr2] Yes [rtarr2] These emissions units comprise the “BART-eligible source.”

1. Step 1: Identify Emission Units in the BART Categories
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1. The BART requirement only applies to sources in specific categories listed in the CAA. The BART requirement does
not apply to sources in other source categories, regardless of their emissions. The listed categories are:

(1) Fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 million British thermal units (BTU) per hour heat input,

(2) Coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers),

(3) Kraft pulp mills,

(4) Portland cement plants,

(5) Primary zinc smelters,

(6) Iron and steel mill plants,

(7) Primary aluminum ore reduction plants,

*39159 (8) Primary copper smelters,

(9) Municipal incinerators capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day,

(10) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,

(11) Petroleum refineries,

(12) Lime plants,

(13) Phosphate rock processing plants,

(14) Coke oven batteries,

(15) Sulfur recovery plants,

(16) Carbon black plants (furnace process),

(17) Primary lead smelters,

(18) Fuel conversion plants,

(19) Sintering plants,

(20) Secondary metal production facilities,

(21) Chemical process plants,

(22) Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTUs per hour heat input,

(23) Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,

(24) Taconite ore processing facilities,
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(25) Glass fiber processing plants, and

(26) Charcoal production facilities.

2. Some plants may have emission units from more than one category, and some emitting equipment may fit into more
than one category. Examples of this situation are sulfur recovery plants at petroleum refineries, coke oven batteries and
sintering plants at steel mills, and chemical process plants at refineries. For Step 1, you identify all of the emissions units
at the plant that fit into one or more of the listed categories. You do not identify emission units in other categories.

Example: A mine is collocated with an electric steam generating plant and a coal cleaning plant. You would identify
emission units associated with the electric steam generating plant and the coal cleaning plant, because they are listed cat-
egories, but not the mine, because coal mining is not a listed category.

3. The category titles are generally clear in describing the types of equipment to be listed. Most of the category titles are
very broad descriptions that encompass all emission units associated with a plant site (for example, “petroleum refining”
and “kraft pulp mills”). This same list of categories appears in the PSD regulations. States and source owners need not
revisit any interpretations of the list made previously for purposes of the PSD program. We provide the following clari-
fications for a few of the category titles:

(1) “Steam electric plants of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.”Because the category refers to “plants,” we inter-
pret this category title to mean that boiler capacities should be aggregated to determine whether the 250 million BTU/hr
threshold is reached. This definition includes only those plants that generate electricity for sale. Plants that cogenerate
steam and electricity also fall within the definition of “steam electric plants”. Similarly, combined cycle turbines are also
considered “steam electric plants” because such facilities incorporate heat recovery steam generators. Simple cycle tur-
bines, in contrast, are not “steam electric plants” because these turbines typically do not generate steam.

Example: A stationary source includes a steam electric plant with three 100 million BTU/hr boilers. Because the aggreg-
ate capacity exceeds 250 million BTU/hr for the “plant,” these boilers would be identified in Step 2.

(2) “Fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 million BTU/hr heat input.”We interpret this category title to cover only those
boilers that are individually greater than 250 million BTU/hr. However, an individual boiler smaller than 250 million
BTU/hr should be subject to BART if it is an integral part of a process description at a plant that is in a different BART
category—for example, a boiler at a Kraft pulp mill that, in addition to providing steam or mechanical power, uses the
waste liquor from the process as a fuel. In general, if the process uses any by-product of the boiler and the boiler's func-
tion is to serve the process, then the boiler is integral to the process and should be considered to be part of the process de-
scription.

Also, you should consider a multi-fuel boiler to be a “fossil-fuel boiler” if it burns any amount of fossil fuel. You may
take federally and State enforceable operational limits into account in determining whether a multi-fuel boiler's fossil
fuel capacity exceeds 250 million Btu/hr.

(3) “Petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels.”The 300,000 barrel cutoff refers
to total facility-wide tank capacity for tanks that were put in place within the 1962-1977 time period, and includes gasol-
ine and other petroleum-derived liquids.

(4) “Phosphate rock processing plants.” This category descriptor is broad, and includes all types of phosphate rock pro-
cessing facilities, including elemental phosphorous plants as well as fertilizer production plants.
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(5) “Charcoal production facilities.” We interpret this category to include charcoal briquet manufacturing and activated
carbon production.

(6) “Chemical process plants.” and pharmaceutical manufacturing. Consistent with past policy, we interpret the category
“chemical process plants” to include those facilities within the 2-digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 28.
Accordingly, we interpret the term “chemical process plants” to include pharmaceutical manufacturing facilities.

(7) “Secondary metal production.” We interpret this category to include nonferrous metal facilities included within SIC
code 3341, and secondary ferrous metal facilities that we also consider to be included within the category “iron and steel
mill plants.”

(8) “Primary aluminum ore reduction.” We interpret this category to include those facilities covered by 40 CFR 60.190,
the new source performance standard (NSPS) for primary aluminum ore reduction plants. This definition is also consist-
ent with the definition at 40 CFR 63.840.

2. Step 2: Identify the Start-Up Dates of the Emission Units

1. Emissions units listed under Step 1 are BART-eligible only if they were “in existence” on August 7, 1977 but were not
“in operation” before August 7, 1962.

What does “in existence on August 7, 1977” mean?

2. The regional haze rule defines “in existence” to mean that:

“the owner or operator has obtained all necessary preconstruction approvals or permits required by Federal, State, or loc-
al air pollution emissions and air quality laws or regulations and either has (1) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous
program of physical on-site construction of the facility or (2) entered into binding agreements or contractual obligations,
which cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner or operator, to undertake a program of con-
struction of the facility to be completed in a reasonable time.”40 CFR 51.301.

As this definition is essentially identical to the definition of “commence construction” as that term is used in the PSD
regulations, the two terms mean the same thing. See 40 CFR 51.165(a)(1)(xvi) and 40 CFR 52.21(b)(9). Under this defin-
ition, an emissions unit could be “in existence” even if it did not begin operating until several years after 1977.

Example: The owner of a source obtained all necessary permits in early 1977 and entered into binding construction
agreements in June 1977. Actual on-site construction began in late 1978, and construction was completed in mid-1979.
The source began operating in September 1979. The emissions unit was “in existence” as of August 7, 1977.

Major stationary sources which commenced construction AFTER August 7, 1977 (i.e., major stationary sources which
were not “in existence” on August 7, 1977) were subject to new source review (NSR) under the PSD program. Thus, the
August 7, 1977 “in existence” test is essentially the same thing as the identification of emissions units that were grand-
fathered from the NSR review requirements of the 1977 CAA amendments.

3. Sources are not BART-eligible if the only change at the plant during the relevant time period was the addition of pol-
lution controls. For example, if the only change at a copper smelter during the 1962 through 1977 time period was the ad-
dition of acid plants for the reduction of SO2 emissions, these emission controls would not by themselves trigger a
BART review.
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What does “in operation before August 7, 1962” mean?

An emissions unit that meets the August 7, 1977 “in existence” test is not BART-eligible if it was in operation before
August 7, 1962. “In operation” is defined as “engaged in activity related to the primary design function of the
source.”This means that a source must have begun actual operations by August 7, 1962 to satisfy this test.

Example: The owner or operator entered into binding agreements in 1960. Actual on-site construction began in 1961, and
construction was complete in mid-1962. The source began operating in September 1962. The emissions unit was not “in
operation” before August 7, 1962 and is therefore subject to BART.

What is a “reconstructed source?'

1. Under a number of CAA programs, an existing source which is completely or *39160 substantially rebuilt is treated as
a new source. Such “reconstructed” sources are treated as new sources as of the time of the reconstruction. Consistent
with this overall approach to reconstructions, the definition of BART-eligible facility (reflected in detail in the definition
of “existing stationary facility”) includes consideration of sources that were in operation before August 7, 1962, but were
reconstructed during the August 7, 1962 to August 7, 1977 time period.

2. Under the regional haze regulations at 40 CFR 51.301, a reconstruction has taken place if “the fixed capital cost of the
new component exceeds 50 percent of the fixed capital cost of a comparable entirely new source.”The rule also states
that “[a]ny final decision as to whether reconstruction has occurred must be made in accordance with the provisions of §§
60.15 (f)(1) through (3) of this title.”“[T]he provisions of §§ 60.15(f)(1) through (3)” refers to the general provisions for
New Source Performance Standards (NSPS). Thus, the same policies and procedures for identifying reconstructed
“affected facilities” under the NSPS program must also be used to identify reconstructed “stationary sources” for pur-
poses of the BART requirement.

3. You should identify reconstructions on an emissions unit basis, rather than on a plantwide basis. That is, you need to
identify only the reconstructed emission units meeting the 50 percent cost criterion. You should include reconstructed
emission units in the list of emission units you identified in Step 1. You need consider as possible reconstructions only
those emissions units with the potential to emit more than 250 tons per year of any visibility-impairing pollutant.

4. The “in operation” and “in existence” tests apply to reconstructed sources. If an emissions unit was reconstructed and
began actual operation before August 7, 1962, it is not BART-eligible. Similarly, any emissions unit for which a recon-
struction “commenced” after August 7, 1977, is not BART-eligible.

How are modifications treated under the BART provision?

1. The NSPS program and the major source NSR program both contain the concept of modifications. In general, the term
“modification” refers to any physical change or change in the method of operation of an emissions unit that results in an
increase in emissions.

2. The BART provision in the regional haze rule contains no explicit treatment of modifications or how modified emis-
sions units, previously subject to the requirement to install best available control technology (BACT), lowest achievable
emission rate (LAER) controls, and/or NSPS are treated under the rule. As the BART requirements in the CAA do not
appear to provide any exemption for sources which have been modified since 1977, the best interpretation of the CAA
visibility provisions is that a subsequent modification does not change a unit's construction date for the purpose of BART
applicability. Accordingly, if an emissions unit began operation before 1962, it is not BART-eligible if it was modified
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between 1962 and 1977, so long as the modification is not also a “reconstruction.” On the other hand, an emissions unit
which began operation within the 1962-1977 time window, but was modified after August 7, 1977, is BART-eligible. We
note, however, that if such a modification was a major modification that resulted in the installation of controls, the State
will take this into account during the review process and may find that the level of controls already in place are consist-
ent with BART.

3. Step 3: Compare the Potential Emissions to the 250 Ton/Yr Cutoff

The result of Steps 1 and 2 will be a list of emissions units at a given plant site, including reconstructed emissions units,
that are within one or more of the BART categories and that were placed into operation within the 1962-1977 time win-
dow. The third step is to determine whether the total emissions represent a current potential to emit that is greater than
250 tons per year of any single visibility impairing pollutant. Fugitive emissions, to the extent quantifiable, must be
counted. In most cases, you will add the potential emissions from all emission units on the list resulting from Steps 1 and
2. In a few cases, you may need to determine whether the plant contains more than one “stationary source” as the region-
al haze rule defines that term, and as we explain further below.

What pollutants should I address?

Visibility-impairing pollutants include the following:

(1) Sulfur dioxide (SO2 ),

(2) Nitrogen oxides (NOX ), and

(3) Particulate matter.

You may use PM10 as an indicator for particulate matter in this intial step. [Note that we do not recommend use of total
suspended particulates (TSP) as in indicator for particulate matter.] As emissions of PM10 include the components of PM

2.5 as a subset, there is no need to have separate 250 ton thresholds for PM10 and PM2.5 ; 250 tons of PM10 represents
at most 250 tons of PM2.5, and at most 250 tons of any individual particulate species such as elemental carbon, crustal
material, etc.

However, if you determine that a source of particulate matter is BART-eligible, it will be important to distinguish
between the fine and coarse particle components of direct particulate emissions in the remainder of the BART analysis,
including for the purpose of modeling the source's impact on visibility. This is because although both fine and coarse
particulate matter contribute to visibility impairment, the long-range transport of fine particles is of particular concern in
the formation of regional haze. Thus, for example, air quality modeling results used in the BART determination will
provide a more accurate prediction of a source's impact on visibility if the inputs into the model account for the relative
particle size of any directly emitted particulate matter (i.e. PM10 vs. PM2.5 ).

You should exercise judgment in deciding whether the following pollutants impair visibility in an area:

(4) Volatile organic compounds (VOC), and

(5) Ammonia and ammonia compounds.

You should use your best judgment in deciding whether VOC or ammonia emissions from a source are likely to have an
impact on visibility in an area. Certain types of VOC emissions, for example, are more likely to form secondary organic
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aerosols than others.[FN1] Similarly, controlling ammonia emissions in some areas may not have a significant impact on
visibility. You need not provide a formal showing of an individual decision that a source of VOC or ammonia emissions
is not subject to BART review. Because air quality modeling may not be feasible for individual sources of VOC or am-
monia, you should also exercise your judgement in assessing the degree of visibility impacts due to emissions of VOC
and emissions of ammonia or ammonia compounds. You should fully document the basis for judging that a VOC or am-
monia source merits BART review, including your assessment of the source's contribution to visibility impairment.

FN1 Fine particles: Overview of Atmospheric Chemistry, Sources of Emissions, and Am-
bient Monitoring Data, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-006, April 1, 2005.

What does the term “potential” emissions mean?

The regional haze rule defines potential to emit as follows:

“Potential to emit” means the maximum capacity of a stationary source to emit a pollutant under its physical and opera-
tional design. Any physical or operational limitation on the capacity of the source to emit a pollutant including air pollu-
tion control equipment and restrictions on hours of operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored, or
processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the limitation or the effect it would have on emissions is federally en-
forceable. Secondary emissions do not count in determining the potential to emit of a stationary source.

The definition of “potential to emit” means that a source which actually emits less than 250 tons per year of a visibility-
impairing pollutant is BART-eligible if its emissions would exceed 250 tons per year when operating at its maximum ca-
pacity given its physical and operational design (and considering all federally enforceable and State enforceable permit
limits.)

Example: A source, while operating at one-fourth of its capacity, emits 75 tons per year of SO2 . If it were operating at
100 percent of its maximum capacity, the source would emit 300 tons per year. Because under the above definition such
a source would have “potential” emissions that exceed 250 tons per year, the source (if in a listed category and built dur-
ing the 1962-1977 time window) would be BART-eligible.

How do I identify whether a plant has more than one “stationary source?”

1. The regional haze rule, in 40 CFR 51.301, defines a stationary source as a “building, structure, facility or installation
which emits or may emit any air pollutant.”[FN2] *39161 The rule further defines “building, structure or facility” as:

FN2 Note: Most of these terms and definitions are the same for regional haze and the 1980
visibility regulations. For the regional haze rule we use the term “BART-eligible source”
rather than “existing stationary facility” to clarify that only a limited subset of existing sta-
tionary sources are subject to BART.

all of the pollutant-emitting activities which belong to the same industrial grouping, are located on one or more contigu-
ous or adjacent properties, and are under the control of the same person (or persons under common control). Pollutant-
emitting activities must be considered as part of the same industrial grouping if they belong to the same Major Group
(i.e., which have the same two-digit code) as described in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1972 as
amended by the 1977 Supplement (U.S. Government Printing Office stock numbers 4101-0066 and 003-005-00176-0, re-
spectively).

2. In applying this definition, it is necessary to determine which facilities are located on “contiguous or adjacent proper-
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ties.” Within this contiguous and adjacent area, it is also necessary to group those emission units that are under “common
control.” We note that these plant boundary issues and “common control” issues are very similar to those already ad-
dressed in implementation of the title V operating permits program and in NSR.

3. For emission units within the “contiguous or adjacent” boundary and under common control, you must group emission
units that are within the same industrial grouping (that is, associated with the same 2-digit SIC code) in order to define
the stationary source.[FN3] For most plants on the BART source category list, there will only be one 2-digit SIC that ap-
plies to the entire plant. For example, all emission units associated with kraft pulp mills are within SIC code 26, and
chemical process plants will generally include emission units that are all within SIC code 28. The “2-digit SIC test” ap-
plies in the same way as the test is applied in the major source NSR programs.[FN4]

FN3 We recognize that we are in a transition period from the use of the SIC system to a
new system called the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). For pur-
poses of identifying BART-eligible sources, you may use either 2-digit SICS or the equi-
valent in the NAICS system.

FN4 Note: The concept of support facility used for the NSR program applies here as well.
Support facilities, that is facilities that convey, store or otherwise assist in the production
of the principal product, must be grouped with primary facilities even when the facilities
fall wihin separate SIC codes. For purposes of BART reviews, however, such support fa-
cilities (a) must be within one of the 26 listed source categories and (b) must have been in
existence as of August 7, 1977, and (c) must not have been in operation as of August 7,
1962.

4. For purposes of the regional haze rule, you must group emissions from all emission units put in place within the
1962-1977 time period that are within the 2-digit SIC code, even if those emission units are in different categories on the
BART category list.

Examples: A chemical plant which started operations within the 1962 to 1977 time period manufactures hydrochloric
acid (within the category title “Hydrochloric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants”) and various organic chemicals (within the
category title “chemical process plants”). All of the emission units are within SIC code 28 and, therefore, all the emission
units are considered in determining BART eligibility of the plant. You sum the emissions over all of these emission units
to see whether there are more than 250 tons per year of potential emissions.

A steel mill which started operations within the 1962 to 1977 time period includes a sintering plant, a coke oven battery,
and various other emission units. All of the emission units are within SIC code 33. You sum the emissions over all of
these emission units to see whether there are more than 250 tons per year of potential emissions.

4. Final Step: Identify the Emissions Units and Pollutants That Constitute the BART-Eligible Source

If the emissions from the list of emissions units at a stationary source exceed a potential to emit of 250 tons per year for
any visibility-impairing pollutant, then that collection of emissions units is a BART-eligible source.

Example: A stationary source comprises the following two emissions units, with the following potential emissions:

Emissions unit A

200 tons/yr SO2
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150 tons/yr NOX

25 tons/yr PM

Emissions unit B

100 tons/yr SO2

75 tons/yr NOX

10 tons/yr PM

For this example, potential emissions of SO2 are 300 tons/yr, which exceeds the 250 tons/yr threshold. Accordingly, the
entire “stationary source”, that is, emissions units A and B, may be subject to a BART review for SO2, NOX, and PM,
even though the potential emissions of PM and NOX at each emissions unit are less than 250 tons/yr each.

Example: The total potential emissions, obtained by adding the potential emissions of all emission units in a listed cat-
egory at a plant site, are as follows:

200 tons/yr SO2

150 tons/yr NOX

25 tons/yr PM

Even though total emissions exceed 250 tons/yr, no individual regulated pollutant exceeds 250 tons/yr and this source is
not BART-eligible.

Can States establish de minimis levels of emissions for pollutants at BART-eligible sources?

In order to simplify BART determinations, States may choose to identify de minimis levels of pollutants at BART-eli-
gible sources (but are not required to do so). De minimis values should be identified with the purpose of excluding only
those emissions so minimal that they are unlikely to contribute to regional haze. Any de minimis values that you adopt
must not be higher than the PSD applicability levels: 40 tons/yr for SO2 and NOX and 15 tons/yr for PM10 . These de
minimis levels may only be applied on a plant-wide basis.

III. How to Identify Sources “Subject to BART”

Once you have compiled your list of BART-eligible sources, you need to determine whether (1) to make BART determ-
inations for all of them or (2) to consider exempting some of them from BART because they may not reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in a Class I area. If you decide to make BART determinations
for all the BART-eligible sources on your list, you should work with your regional planning organization (RPO) to show
that, collectively, they cause or contribute to visibility impairment in at least one Class I area. You should then make in-
dividual BART determinations by applying the five statutory factors discussed in Section IV below.

On the other hand, you also may choose to perform an initial examination to determine whether a particular BART-eli-
gible source or group of sources causes or contributes to visibility impairment in nearby Class I areas. If your analysis, or
information submitted by the source, shows that an individual source or group of sources (or certain pollutants from
those sources) is not reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in a Class I area, then you
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do not need to make BART determinations for that source or group of sources (or for certain pollutants from those
sources). In such a case, the source is not “subject to BART” and you do not need to apply the five statutory factors to
make a BART determination. This section of the Guideline discusses several approaches that you can use to exempt
sources from the BART determination process.

A. What Steps Do I Follow To Determine Whether a Source or Group of Sources Cause or Contribute to Visibility
Impairment for Purposes of BART?

1. How Do I Establish a Threshold?

One of the first steps in determining whether sources cause or contribute to visibility impairment for purposes of BART
is to establish a threshold (measured in deciviews) against which to measure the visibility impact of one or more sources.
A single source that is responsible for a 1.0 deciview change or more should be considered to “cause” visibility impair-
ment; a source that causes less than a 1.0 deciview change may still contribute to visibility impairment and thus be sub-
ject to BART.

Because of varying circumstances affecting different Class I areas, the appropriate threshold for determining whether a
source “contributes to any visibility impairment” for the purposes of BART may reasonably differ across States. As a
general matter, any threshold that you use for determining whether a source “contributes” to visibility impairment should
not be higher than 0.5 deciviews.

In setting a threshold for “contribution,” you should consider the number of emissions sources affecting the Class I areas
at issue and the magnitude of the individual sources' impacts.[FN5] In general, a larger number of sources causing im-
pacts in a Class I area may warrant a lower contribution threshold. States remain free to use a threshold lower than 0.5
deciviews if they conclude that the *39162 location of a large number of BART-eligible sources within the State and in
proximity to a Class I area justify this approach.[FN6]

FN5 We expect that regional planning organizations will have modeling information that
identifies sources affecting visibility in individual class I areas.

FN6 Note that the contribution threshold should be used to determine whether an individu-
al source is reasonably anticipated to contribute to visibility impairment. You should not
aggregate the visibility effects of multiple sources and compare their collective effects
against your contribution threshold because this would inappropriately create a “contribute
to contribution” test.

2. What Pollutants Do I Need to Consider?

You must look at SO2, NOX, and direct particulate matter (PM) emissions in determining whether sources cause or con-
tribute to visibility impairment, including both PM10 and PM2.5 . Consistent with the approach for identifying your
BART-eligible sources, you do not need to consider less than de minimis emissions of these pollutants from a source.

As explained in section II, you must use your best judgement to determine whether VOC or ammonia emissions are
likely to have an impact on visibility in an area. In addition, although as explained in Section II, you may use PM10 an
indicator for particulate matter in determining whether a source is BART-eligible, in determining whether a source con-
tributes to visibility impairment, you should distinguish between the fine and coarse particle components of direct partic-
ulate emissions. Although both fine and coarse particulate matter contribute to visibility impairment, the long-range
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transport of fine particles is of particular concern in the formation of regional haze. Air quality modeling results used in
the BART determination will provide a more accurate prediction of a source's impact on visibility if the inputs into the
model account for the relative particle size of any directly emitted particulate matter (i.e. PM10 vs. PM2.5 ).

3. What Kind of Modeling Should I Use To Determine Which Sources and Pollutants Need Not Be Subject to BART?

This section presents several options for determining that certain sources need not be subject to BART. These options
rely on different modeling and/or emissions analysis approaches. They are provided for your guidance. You may also use
other reasonable approaches for analyzing the visibility impacts of an individual source or group of sources.

Option 1: Individual Source Attribution Approach (Dispersion Modeling)

You can use dispersion modeling to determine that an individual source cannot reasonably be anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to visibility impairment in a Class I area and thus is not subject to BART. Under this option, you can analyze an
individual source's impact on visibility as a result of its emissions of SO2, NOX and direct PM emissions. Dispersion
modeling cannot currently be used to estimate the predicted impacts on visibility from an individual source's emissions
of VOC or ammonia. You may use a more qualitative assessment to determine on a case-by-case basis which sources of
VOC or ammonia emissions may be likely to impair visibility and should therefore be subject to BART review, as ex-
plained in section II.A.3. above.

You can use CALPUFF [FN7] or other appropriate model to predict the visibility impacts from a single source at a Class
I area. CALPUFF is the best regulatory modeling application currently available for predicting a single source's contribu-
tion to visibility impairment and is currently the only EPA-approved model for use in estimating single source pollutant
concentrations resulting from the long range transport of primary pollutants.[FN8] It can also be used for some other pur-
poses, such as the visibility assessments addressed in today's rule, to account for the chemical transformation of SO2 and
NOX .

FN7 The model code and its documentation are available at no cost for download from ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#calpuff.

FN8 The Guideline on Air Quality Models, 40 CFR part 51, appendix W, addresses the
regulatory application of air quality models for assessing criteria pollutants under the
CAA, and describes further the procedures for using the CALPUFF model, as well as for
obtaining approval for the use of other, nonguideline models.

There are several steps for making an individual source attribution using a dispersion model:

1. Develop a modeling protocol. Some critical items to include in the protocol are the meteorological and terrain data that
will be used, as well as the source-specific information (stack height, temperature, exit velocity, elevation, and emission
rates of applicable pollutants) and receptor data from appropriate Class I areas. We recommend following EPA's Inter-
agency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommendations for Modeling
Long Range Transport Impacts [FN9] for parameter settings and meteorological data inputs. You may use other settings
from those in IWAQM, but you should identify these settings and explain your selection of these settings.

FN9 Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Re-
port and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport Impacts, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, EPA-454/R-98-019, December 1998.
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One important element of the protocol is in establishing the receptors that will be used in the model. The receptors that
you use should be located in the nearest Class I area with sufficient density to identify the likely visibility effects of the
source. For other Class I areas in relatively close proximity to a BART-eligible source, you may model a few strategic re-
ceptors to determine whether effects at those areas may be greater than at the nearest Class I area. For example, you
might chose to locate receptors at these areas at the closest point to the source, at the highest and lowest elevation in the
Class I area, at the IMPROVE monitor, and at the approximate expected plume release height. If the highest modeled ef-
fects are observed at the nearest Class I area, you may choose not to analyze the other Class I areas any further as addi-
tional analyses might be unwarranted.

You should bear in mind that some receptors within the relevant Class I area may be less than 50 km from the source
while other receptors within that same Class I area may be greater than 50 km from the same source. As indicated by the
Guideline on Air Quality Models, 40 CFR part 51, appendix W, this situation may call for the use of two different mod-
eling approaches for the same Class I area and source, depending upon the State's chosen method for modeling sources
less than 50 km. In situations where you are assessing visibility impacts for source-receptor distances less than 50 km,
you should use expert modeling judgment in determining visibility impacts, giving consideration to both CALPUFF and
other appropriate methods.

In developing your modeling protocol, you may want to consult with EPA and your regional planning organization
(RPO). Up-front consultation will ensure that key technical issues are addressed before you conduct your modeling.

2. With the accepted protocol and compare the predicted visibility impacts with your threshold for “contribution.” You
should calculate daily visibility values for each receptor as the change in deciviews compared against natural visibility
conditions. You can use EPA's “Guidance for Estimating Natural Visibility Conditions Under the Regional Haze Rule,”
EPA-454/B-03-005 (September 2003) in making this calculation. To determine whether a source may reasonably be anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment at Class I area, you then compare the impacts predicted by the
model against the threshold that you have selected.

The emissions estimates used in the models are intended to reflect steady-state operating conditions during periods of
high capacity utilization. We do not generally recommend that emissions reflecting periods of start-up, shutdown, and
malfunction be used, as such emission rates could produce higher than normal effects than would be typical of most fa-
cilities. We recommend that States use the 24 hour average actual emission rate from the highest emitting day of the met-
eorological period modeled, unless this rate reflects periods start-up, shutdown, or malfunction. In addition, the monthly
average relative humidity is used, rather than the daily average humidity—an approach that effectively lowers the peak
values in daily model averages.

For these reasons, if you use the modeling approach we recommend, you should compare your “contribution” threshold
against the 98th percentile of values. If the 98th percentile value from your modeling is less than your contribution
threshold, then you may conclude that the source does not contribute to visibility impairment and is not subject to BART.

Option 2: Use of Model Plants To Exempt Individual Sources With Common Characteristics

Under this option, analyses of model plants could be used to exempt certain BART-eligible sources that share specific
characteristics. It may be most useful to use this type of analysis to identify the types of small sources that do not cause
or contribute to visibility impairment for purposes of BART, and thus should not be subject to a BART review. Different
Class I areas may have different characteristics, however, so *39163 you should use care to ensure that the criteria you
develop are appropriate for the applicable cases.
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In carrying out this approach, you could use modeling analyses of representative plants to reflect groupings of specific
sources with important common characteristics. Based on these analyses, you may find that certain types of sources are
clearly anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment. You could then choose to categorically require those
types of sources to undergo a BART determination. Conversely, you may find based on representative plant analyses that
certain types of sources are not reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impairment. To do this, you
may conduct your own modeling to establish emission levels and distances from Class I areas on which you can rely to
exempt sources with those characteristics. For example, based on your modeling you might choose to exempt all NOX -
only sources that emit less than a certain amount per year and are located a certain distance from a Class I area. You
could then choose to categorically exempt such sources from the BART determination process.

Our analyses of visibility impacts from model plants provide a useful example of the type of analyses that can be used to
exempt categories of sources from BART.[FN10] In our analyses, we developed model plants (EGUs and non-EGUs),
with representative plume and stack characteristics, for use in considering the visibility impact from emission sources of
different sizes and compositions at distances of 50, 100 and 200 kilometers from two hypothetical Class I areas (one in
the East and one in the West). As the plume and stack characteristics of these model plants were developed considering
the broad range of sources within the EGU and non-EGU categories, they do not necessarily represent any specific plant.
However, the results of these analyses are instructive in the development of an exemption process for any Class I area.

FN10 CALPUFF Analysis in Support of the June 2005 Changes to the Regional Haze
Rule, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, June 15, 2005, Docket No. OAR-2002-0076.

In preparing our analyses, we have made a number of assumptions and exercised certain modeling choices; some of these
have a tendency to lend conservatism to the results, overstating the likely effects, while others may understate the likely
effects. On balance, when all of these factors are considered, we believe that our examples reflect realistic treatments of
the situations being modeled. Based on our analyses, we believe that a State that has established 0.5 deciviews as a con-
tribution threshold could reasonably exempt from the BART review process sources that emit less than 500 tons per year
of NOX or SO2 (or combined NOX and SO2 ), as long as these sources are located more than 50 kilometers from any
Class I area; and sources that emit less than 1000 tons per year of NOX or SO2 (or combined NOX and SO2 ) that are
located more than 100 kilometers from any Class I area. You do, however, have the option of showing other thresholds
might also be appropriate given your specific circumstances.

Option 3: Cumulative Modeling To Show That No Sources in a State Are Subject to BART

You may also submit to EPA a demonstration based on an analysis of overall visibility impacts that emissions from
BART-eligible sources in your State, considered together, are not reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any
visibility impairment in a Class I area, and thus no source should be subject to BART. You may do this on a pollutant by
pollutant basis or for all visibility-impairing pollutants to determine if emissions from these sources contribute to visibil-
ity impairment.

For example, emissions of SO2 from your BART-eligible sources may clearly cause or contribute to visibility impair-
ment while direct emissions of PM2.5 from these sources may not contribute to impairment. If you can make such a
demonstration, then you may reasonably conclude that none of your BART-eligible sources are subject to BART for a
particular pollutant or pollutants. As noted above, your demonstration should take into account the interactions among
pollutants and their resulting impacts on visibility before making any pollutant-specific determinations.

Analyses may be conducted using several alternative modeling approaches. First, you may use the CALPUFF or other
appropriate model as described in Option 1 to evaluate the impacts of individual sources on downwind Class I areas, ag-
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gregating those impacts to determine the collective contribution of all BART-eligible sources to visibility impairment.
You may also use a photochemical grid model. As a general matter, the larger the number of sources being modeled, the
more appropriate it may be to use a photochemical grid model. However, because such models are significantly less sens-
itive than dispersion models to the contributions of one or a few sources, as well as to the interactions among sources that
are widely distributed geographically, if you wish to use a grid model, you should consult with the appropriate EPA Re-
gional Office to develop an appropriate modeling protocol.

IV. The BART Determination: Analysis of BART Options

This section describes the process for the analysis of control options for sources subject to BART.

A. What factors must I address in the BART review?

The visibility regulations define BART as follows:

Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) means an emission limitation based on the degree of reduction achievable
through the application of the best system of continuous emission reduction for each pollutant which is emitted by . . . [a
BART-eligible source]. The emission limitation must be established, on a case-by-case basis, taking into consideration
the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of compliance,
any pollution control equipment in use or in existence at the source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the de-
gree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology.

The BART analysis identifies the best system of continuous emission reduction taking into account:

(1) The available retrofit control options,

(2) Any pollution control equipment in use at the source (which affects the availability of options and their impacts),

(3) The costs of compliance with control options,

(4) The remaining useful life of the facility,

(5) The energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of control options

(6) The visibility impacts analysis.

B. What is the scope of the BART review?

Once you determine that a source is subject to BART for a particular pollutant, then for each affected emission unit, you
must establish BART for that pollutant. The BART determination must address air pollution control measures for each
emissions unit or pollutant emitting activity subject to review.

Example: Plantwide emissions from emission units within the listed categories that began operation within the “time
window” for BART [FN11] are 300 tons/yr of NOX, 200 tons/yr of SO2, and 150 tons/yr of primary particulate. Emis-
sions unit A emits 200 tons/yr of NOX, 100 tons/yr of SO2, and 100 tons/yr of primary particulate. Other emission units,
units B through H, which began operating in 1966, contribute lesser amounts of each pollutant. For this example, a
BART review is required for NOX, SO2, and primary particulate, and control options must be analyzed for units B
through H as well as unit A.
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FN11 That is, emission units that were in existence on August 7, 1977 and which began
actual operation on or after August 7, 1962.

C. How does a BART review relate to Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MACT) Standards under CAA section
112, or to other emission limitations required under the CAA?

For VOC and PM sources subject to MACT standards, States may streamline the analysis by including a discussion of
the MACT controls and whether any major new technologies have been developed subsequent to the MACT standards.
We believe that there are many VOC and PM sources that are well controlled because they are regulated by the MACT
standards, which EPA developed under CAA section 112. For a few MACT standards, this may also be true for SO2 .
Any source subject to MACT standards must meet a level that is as stringent as the best-controlled 12 percent of sources
in the industry. Examples of these hazardous air pollutant sources which effectively control VOC and PM emissions in-
clude (among others) secondary lead facilities, organic chemical plants subject to the hazardous organic NESHAP
(HON), pharmaceutical production facilities, and equipment leaks and wastewater operations at petroleum refineries. We
believe that, in many cases, it will be unlikely that States will identify emission controls more stringent than the MACT
standards without *39164 identifying control options that would cost many thousands of dollars per ton. Unless there are
new technologies subsequent to the MACT standards which would lead to cost-effective increases in the level of control,
you may rely on the MACT standards for purposes of BART.

We believe that the same rationale also holds true for emissions standards developed for municipal waste incinerators un-
der CAA section 111(d), and for many NSR/PSD determinations and NSR/PSD settlement agreements. However, we do
not believe that technology determinations from the 1970s or early 1980s, including new source performance standards
(NSPS), should be considered to represent best control for existing sources, as best control levels for recent plant retrofits
are more stringent than these older levels.

Where you are relying on these standards to represent a BART level of control, you should provide the public with a dis-
cussion of whether any new technologies have subsequently become available.

D. What Are the Five Basic Steps of a Case-by-Case BART Analysis?

The five steps are:

STEP 1—Identify All [FN12] Available Retrofit Control Technologies,

FN12 In identifying “all” options, you must identify the most stringent option and a reas-
onable set of options for analysis that reflects a comprehensive list of available technolo-
gies. It is not necessary to list all permutations of available control levels that exist for a
given technology—the list is complete if it includes the maximum level of control each
technology is capable of achieving.

STEP 2— Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options,

STEP 3— Evaluate Control Effectiveness of Remaining Control Technologies,

STEP 4— Evaluate Impacts and Document the Results, and

STEP 5—Evaluate Visibility Impacts.
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1. STEP 1: How do I identify all available retrofit emission control techniques?

1. Available retrofit control options are those air pollution control technologies with a practical potential for application
to the emissions unit and the regulated pollutant under evaluation. Air pollution control technologies can include a wide
variety of available methods, systems, and techniques for control of the affected pollutant. Technologies required as
BACT or LAER are available for BART purposes and must be included as control alternatives. The control alternatives
can include not only existing controls for the source category in question but also take into account technology transfer
of controls that have been applied to similar source categories and gas streams. Technologies which have not yet been
applied to (or permitted for) full scale operations need not be considered as available; we do not expect the source owner
to purchase or construct a process or control device that has not already been demonstrated in practice.

2. Where a NSPS exists for a source category (which is the case for most of the categories affected by BART), you
should include a level of control equivalent to the NSPS as one of the control options.[FN13] The NSPS standards are
codified in 40 CFR part 60. We note that there are situations where NSPS standards do not require the most stringent
level of available control for all sources within a category. For example, post-combustion NOX controls (the most strin-
gent controls for stationary gas turbines) are not required under subpart GG of the NSPS for Stationary Gas Turbines.
However, such controls must still be considered available technologies for the BART selection process.

FN13 In EPA's 1980 BART guidelines for reasonably attributable visibility impairment,
we concluded that NSPS standards generally, at that time, represented the best level
sources could install as BART. In the 20 year period since this guidance was developed,
there have been advances in SO—T22 control technologies as well as technologies for the
control of other pollutants, confirmed by a number of recent retrofits at Western power
plants. Accordingly, EPA no longer concludes that the NSPS level of controls automatic-
ally represents “the best these sources can install.”Analysis of the BART factors could res-
ult in the selection of a NSPS level of control, but you should reach this conclusion only
after considering the full range of control options.

3. Potentially applicable retrofit control alternatives can be categorized in three ways.

• Pollution prevention: use of inherently lower-emitting processes/practices, including the use of control techniques (e.g.
low-NOX burners) and work practices that prevent emissions and result in lower “production-specific” emissions (note
that it is not our intent to direct States to switch fuel forms, e.g. from coal to gas),

• Use of (and where already in place, improvement in the performance of) add-on controls, such as scrubbers, fabric fil-
ters, thermal oxidizers and other devices that control and reduce emissions after they are produced, and

• Combinations of inherently lower-emitting processes and add-on controls.

4. In the course of the BART review, one or more of the available control options may be eliminated from consideration
because they are demonstrated to be technically infeasible or to have unacceptable energy, cost, or non-air quality envir-
onmental impacts on a case-by-case (or site-specific) basis. However, at the outset, you should initially identify all con-
trol options with potential application to the emissions unit under review.

5. We do not consider BART as a requirement to redesign the source when considering available control alternatives. For
example, where the source subject to BART is a coal-fired electric generator, we do not require the BART analysis to
consider building a natural gas-fired electric turbine although the turbine may be inherently less polluting on a per unit
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basis.

6. For emission units subject to a BART review, there will often be control measures or devices already in place. For
such emission units, it is important to include control options that involve improvements to existing controls and not to
limit the control options only to those measures that involve a complete replacement of control devices.

Example: For a power plant with an existing wet scrubber, the current control efficiency is 66 percent. Part of the reason
for the relatively low control efficiency is that 22 percent of the gas stream bypasses the scrubber. A BART review iden-
tifies options for improving the performance of the wet scrubber by redesigning the internal components of the scrubber
and by eliminating or reducing the percentage of the gas stream that bypasses the scrubber. Four control options are iden-
tified: (1) 78 percent control based upon improved scrubber performance while maintaining the 22 percent bypass, (2) 83
percent control based upon improved scrubber performance while reducing the bypass to 15 percent, (3) 93 percent con-
trol based upon improving the scrubber performance while eliminating the bypass entirely, (this option results in a “wet
stack” operation in which the gas leaving the stack is saturated with water) and (4) 93 percent as in option 3, with the ad-
dition of an indirect reheat system to reheat the stack gas above the saturation temperature. You must consider each of
these four options in a BART analysis for this source.

7. You are expected to identify potentially applicable retrofit control technologies that represent the full range of demon-
strated alternatives. Examples of general information sources to consider include:

• The EPA's Clean Air Technology Center, which includes the RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse (RBLC);

• State and Local Best Available Control Technology Guidelines—many agencies have online information—for example
South Coast Air Quality Management District, Bay Area Air Quality Management District, and Texas Natural Resources
Conservation Commission;

• Control technology vendors;

• Federal/State/Local NSR permits and associated inspection/performance test reports;

• Environmental consultants;

• Technical journals, reports and newsletters, air pollution control seminars; and

• The EPA's NSR bulletin board—http://www.epa.gov/ttn/nsr;

• Department of Energy's Clean Coal Program—technical reports;

• The NOX Control Technology “Cost Tool”—Clean Air Markets Division Web
page—http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/arp/nox/controltech.html;

• Performance of selective catalytic reduction on coal-fired steam generating units—final report. OAR/ARD, June 1997
(also available at http:// www.epa.gov/airmarkets/arp/nox/controltech.html);

• Cost estimates for selected applications of NOX control technologies on stationary combustion boilers. OAR/ARD June
1997. (Docket for NOX SIP Call, A-96-56, item II-A-03);

• Investigation of performance and cost of NOX controls as applied to group 2 boilers. OAR/ARD, August 1996. (Docket
for Phase II NOX rule, A-95-28, item IV-A-4);
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• Controlling SO2 Emissions: A Review of Technologies. EPA-600/R-00-093, USEPA/ORD/NRMRL, October 2000;
and

• The OAQPS Control Cost Manual.

You are expected to compile appropriate information from these information sources.

8. There may be situations where a specific set of units within a fenceline constitutes the *39165 logical set to which
controls would apply and that set of units may or may not all be BART-eligible. (For example, some units in that set may
not have been constructed between 1962 and 1977.)

9. If you find that a BART source has controls already in place which are the most stringent controls available (note that
this means that all possible improvements to any control devices have been made), then it is not necessary to compre-
hensively complete each following step of the BART analysis in this section. As long these most stringent controls avail-
able are made federally enforceable for the purpose of implementing BART for that source, you may skip the remaining
analyses in this section, including the visibility analysis in step 5. Likewise, if a source commits to a BART determina-
tion that consists of the most stringent controls available, then there is no need to complete the remaining analyses in this
section.

2. STEP 2: How do I determine whether the options identified in Step 1 are technically feasible?

In Step 2, you evaluate the technical feasibility of the control options you identified in Step 1. You should document a
demonstration of technical infeasibility and should explain, based on physical, chemical, or engineering principles, why
technical difficulties would preclude the successful use of the control option on the emissions unit under review. You
may then eliminate such technically infeasible control options from further consideration in the BART analysis.

In general, what do we mean by technical feasibility?

Control technologies are technically feasible if either (1) they have been installed and operated successfully for the type
of source under review under similar conditions, or (2) the technology could be applied to the source under review. Two
key concepts are important in determining whether a technology could be applied: “availability” and “applicability.” As
explained in more detail below, a technology is considered “available” if the source owner may obtain it through com-
mercial channels, or it is otherwise available within the common sense meaning of the term. An available technology is
“applicable” if it can reasonably be installed and operated on the source type under consideration. A technology that is
available and applicable is technically feasible.

What do we mean by “available” technology?

1. The typical stages for bringing a control technology concept to reality as a commercial product are:

• Concept stage;

• Research and patenting;

• Bench scale or laboratory testing;

• Pilot scale testing;

• Licensing and commercial demonstration; and
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• Commercial sales.

2. A control technique is considered available, within the context presented above, if it has reached the stage of licensing
and commercial availability. Similarly, we do not expect a source owner to conduct extended trials to learn how to apply
a technology on a totally new and dissimilar source type. Consequently, you would not consider technologies in the pilot
scale testing stages of development as “available” for purposes of BART review.

3. Commercial availability by itself, however, is not necessarily a sufficient basis for concluding a technology to be ap-
plicable and therefore technically feasible. Technical feasibility, as determined in Step 2, also means a control option
may reasonably be deployed on or “applicable” to the source type under consideration.

Because a new technology may become available at various points in time during the BART analysis process, we believe
that guidelines are needed on when a technology must be considered. For example, a technology may become available
during the public comment period on the State's rule development process. Likewise, it is possible that new technologies
may become available after the close of the State's public comment period and before submittal of the SIP to EPA, or
during EPA's review process on the SIP submittal. In order to provide certainty in the process, all technologies should be
considered if available before the close of the State's public comment period. You need not consider technologies that be-
come available after this date. As part of your analysis, you should consider any technologies brought to your attention in
public comments. If you disagree with public comments asserting that the technology is available, you should provide an
explanation for the public record as to the basis for your conclusion.

What do we mean by “applicable” technology?

You need to exercise technical judgment in determining whether a control alternative is applicable to the source type un-
der consideration. In general, a commercially available control option will be presumed applicable if it has been used on
the same or a similar source type. Absent a showing of this type, you evaluate technical feasibility by examining the
physical and chemical characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas stream, and comparing them to the gas stream charac-
teristics of the source types to which the technology had been applied previously. Deployment of the control technology
on a new or existing source with similar gas stream characteristics is generally a sufficient basis for concluding the tech-
nology is technically feasible barring a demonstration to the contrary as described below.

What type of demonstration is required if I conclude that an option is not technically feasible?

1. Where you conclude that a control option identified in Step 1 is technically infeasible, you should demonstrate that the
option is either commercially unavailable, or that specific circumstances preclude its application to a particular emission
unit. Generally, such a demonstration involves an evaluation of the characteristics of the pollutant-bearing gas stream and
the capabilities of the technology. Alternatively, a demonstration of technical infeasibility may involve a showing that
there are unresolvable technical difficulties with applying the control to the source (e.g., size of the unit, location of the
proposed site, operating problems related to specific circumstances of the source, space constraints, reliability, and ad-
verse side effects on the rest of the facility). Where the resolution of technical difficulties is merely a matter of increased
cost, you should consider the technology to be technically feasible. The cost of a control alternative is considered later in
the process.

2. The determination of technical feasibility is sometimes influenced by recent air quality permits. In some cases, an air
quality permit may require a certain level of control, but the level of control in a permit is not expected to be achieved in
practice (e.g., a source has received a permit but the project was canceled, or every operating source at that permitted
level has been physically unable to achieve compliance with the limit). Where this is the case, you should provide sup-
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porting documentation showing why such limits are not technically feasible, and, therefore, why the level of control (but
not necessarily the technology) may be eliminated from further consideration. However, if there is a permit requiring the
application of a certain technology or emission limit to be achieved for such technology, this usually is sufficient justific-
ation for you to assume the technical feasibility of that technology or emission limit.

3. Physical modifications needed to resolve technical obstacles do not, in and of themselves, provide a justification for
eliminating the control technique on the basis of technical infeasibility. However, you may consider the cost of such
modifications in estimating costs. This, in turn, may form the basis for eliminating a control technology (see later discus-
sion).

4. Vendor guarantees may provide an indication of commercial availability and the technical feasibility of a control tech-
nique and could contribute to a determination of technical feasibility or technical infeasibility, depending on circum-
stances. However, we do not consider a vendor guarantee alone to be sufficient justification that a control option will
work. Conversely, lack of a vendor guarantee by itself does not present sufficient justification that a control option or an
emissions limit is technically infeasible. Generally, you should make decisions about technical feasibility based on chem-
ical, and engineering analyses (as discussed above), in conjunction with information about vendor guarantees.

5. A possible outcome of the BART procedures discussed in these guidelines is the evaluation of multiple control techno-
logy alternatives which result in essentially equivalent emissions. It is not our intent to encourage evaluation of unneces-
sarily large numbers of control alternatives for every emissions unit. Consequently, you should use judgment in deciding
on those alternatives for which you will conduct the detailed impacts analysis (Step 4 below). For example, if two or
more control techniques result in control levels that are essentially identical, considering the uncertainties of emissions
factors and other parameters *39166 pertinent to estimating performance, you may evaluate only the less costly of these
options. You should narrow the scope of the BART analysis in this way only if there is a negligible difference in emis-
sions and energy and non-air quality environmental impacts between control alternatives.

3. STEP 3: How do I evaluate technically feasible alternatives?

Step 3 involves evaluating the control effectiveness of all the technically feasible control alternatives identified in Step 2
for the pollutant and emissions unit under review.

Two key issues in this process include:

(1) Making sure that you express the degree of control using a metric that ensures an “apples to apples” comparison of
emissions performance levels among options, and

(2) Giving appropriate treatment and consideration of control techniques that can operate over a wide range of emission
performance levels.

What are the appropriate metrics for comparison?

This issue is especially important when you compare inherently lower-polluting processes to one another or to add-on
controls. In such cases, it is generally most effective to express emissions performance as an average steady state emis-
sions level per unit of product produced or processed.

Examples of common metrics:

• Pounds of SO2 emissions per million Btu heat input, and
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• Pounds of NOX emissions per ton of cement produced.

How do I evaluate control techniques with a wide range of emission performance levels?

1. Many control techniques, including both add-on controls and inherently lower polluting processes, can perform at a
wide range of levels. Scrubbers and high and low efficiency electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) are two of the many ex-
amples of such control techniques that can perform at a wide range of levels. It is not our intent to require analysis of
each possible level of efficiency for a control technique as such an analysis would result in a large number of options. It
is important, however, that in analyzing the technology you take into account the most stringent emission control level
that the technology is capable of achieving. You should consider recent regulatory decisions and performance data (e.g.,
manufacturer's data, engineering estimates and the experience of other sources) when identifying an emissions perform-
ance level or levels to evaluate.

2. In assessing the capability of the control alternative, latitude exists to consider special circumstances pertinent to the
specific source under review, or regarding the prior application of the control alternative. However, you should explain
the basis for choosing the alternate level (or range) of control in the BART analysis. Without a showing of differences
between the source and other sources that have achieved more stringent emissions limits, you should conclude that the
level being achieved by those other sources is representative of the achievable level for the source being analyzed.

3. You may encounter cases where you may wish to evaluate other levels of control in addition to the most stringent level
for a given device. While you must consider the most stringent level as one of the control options, you may consider less
stringent levels of control as additional options. This would be useful, particularly in cases where the selection of addi-
tional options would have widely varying costs and other impacts.

4. Finally, we note that for retrofitting existing sources in addressing BART, you should consider ways to improve the
performance of existing control devices, particularly when a control device is not achieving the level of control that other
similar sources are achieving in practice with the same device. For example, you should consider requiring those sources
with electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) performing below currently achievable levels to improve their performance.

4. STEP 4: For a BART review, what impacts am I expected to calculate and report? What methods does EPA recom-
mend for the impacts analysis?

After you identify the available and technically feasible control technology options, you are expected to conduct the fol-
lowing analyses when you make a BART determination:

Impact analysis part 1: Costs of compliance,

Impact analysis part 2: Energy impacts, and

Impact analysis part 3: Non-air quality environmental impacts.

Impact analysis part 4: Remaining useful life.

In this section, we describe how to conduct each of these three analyses. You are responsible for presenting an evaluation
of each impact along with appropriate supporting information. You should discuss and, where possible, quantify both be-
neficial and adverse impacts. In general, the analysis should focus on the direct impact of the control alternative.

a. Impact analysis part 1: how do I estimate the costs of control?
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1. To conduct a cost analysis, you:

(1) Identify the emissions units being controlled,

(2) Identify design parameters for emission controls, and

(3) Develop cost estimates based upon those design parameters.

2. It is important to identify clearly the emission units being controlled, that is, to specify a well-defined area or process
segment within the plant. In some cases, multiple emission units can be controlled jointly. However, in other cases, it
may be appropriate in the cost analysis to consider whether multiple units will be required to install separate and/or dif-
ferent control devices. The analysis should provide a clear summary list of equipment and the associated control costs.
Inadequate documentation of the equipment whose emissions are being controlled is a potential cause for confusion in
comparison of costs of the same controls applied to similar sources.

3. You then specify the control system design parameters. Potential sources of these design parameters include equip-
ment vendors, background information documents used to support NSPS development, control technique guidelines doc-
uments, cost manuals developed by EPA, control data in trade publications, and engineering and performance test data.
The following are a few examples of design parameters for two example control measures:

Control device Examples of design

parameters

Wet Scrubbers Type of sorbent used (lime, limestone, etc.).

Gas pressure drop.

Liquid/gas ratio.

Selective Catalytic Reduction Ammonia to NOX
molar ratio.

Pressure drop.

Catalyst life.

4. The value selected for the design parameter should ensure that the control option will achieve the level of emission
control being evaluated. You should include in your analysis documentation of your assumptions regarding design para-
meters. Examples of supporting references would include the EPA OAQPS Control Cost Manual (see below) and back-
ground information documents used for NSPS and hazardous pollutant emission standards. If the design parameters you
specified differ from typical designs, you should document the difference by supplying performance test data for the con-
trol technology in question applied to the same source or a similar source.

5. Once the control technology alternatives and achievable emissions performance levels have been identified, you then
develop estimates of capital and annual costs. The basis for equipment cost estimates also should be documented, either
with data supplied by an equipment vendor (i.e., budget estimates or bids) or by a referenced source (such as the OAQPS
Control Cost Manual, Fifth Edition, February 1996, EPA 453/B-96-001).[FN14] In order to maintain and improve con-
sistency, cost estimates should be based on the OAQPS Control Cost Manual, where possible.[FN15] The Control Cost
Manual addresses most control technologies in sufficient detail for a BART analysis. The cost analysis should also take
into account any site-specific design or other conditions identified above that affect the cost of a particular BART tech-
nology option.
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FN14 The OAQPS Control Cost Manual is updated periodically. While this citation refers
to the latest version at the time this guidance was written, you should use the version that
is current as of when you conduct your impact analysis. This document is available at the
following Web site: http://www.epa.gov/ttn/catc/dir1/cs1ch2.pdf.

FN15 You should include documentation for any additional information you used for the
cost calculations, including any information supplied by vendors that affects your assump-
tions regarding purchased equipment costs, equipment life, replacement of major compon-
ents, and any other element of the calculation that differs from the Control Cost Manual.

*39167 b. What do we mean by cost effectiveness?

Cost effectiveness, in general, is a criterion used to assess the potential for achieving an objective in the most economical
way. For purposes of air pollutant analysis, “effectiveness” is measured in terms of tons of pollutant emissions removed,
and “cost” is measured in terms of annualized control costs. We recommend two types of cost-effectiveness calcula-
tions—average cost effectiveness, and incremental cost effectiveness.

c. How do I calculate average cost effectiveness?

Average cost effectiveness means the total annualized costs of control divided by annual emissions reductions (the differ-
ence between baseline annual emissions and the estimate of emissions after controls), using the following formula:

Average cost effectiveness (dollars per ton removed) = Control option annualized cost [FN16]

FN16 Whenever you calculate or report annual costs, you should indicate the year for
which the costs are estimated. For example, if you use the year 2000 as the basis for cost
comparisons, you would report that an annualized cost of $20 million would be: $20 mil-
lion (year 2000 dollars).

Baseline annual emissions—Annual emissions with Control option

Because you calculate costs in (annualized) dollars per year ($/yr) and because you calculate emissions rates in tons per
year (tons/yr), the result is an average cost-effectiveness number in (annualized) dollars per ton ($/ton) of pollutant re-
moved.

d. How do I calculate baseline emissions?

1. The baseline emissions rate should represent a realistic depiction of anticipated annual emissions for the source. In
general, for the existing sources subject to BART, you will estimate the anticipated annual emissions based upon actual
emissions from a baseline period.

2. When you project that future operating parameters (e.g., limited hours of operation or capacity utilization, type of fuel,
raw materials or product mix or type) will differ from past practice, and if this projection has a deciding effect in the
BART determination, then you must make these parameters or assumptions into enforceable limitations. In the absence
of enforceable limitations, you calculate baseline emissions based upon continuation of past practice.

3. For example, the baseline emissions calculation for an emergency standby generator may consider the fact that the
source owner would not operate more than past practice of 2 weeks a year. On the other hand, baseline emissions associ-
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ated with a base-loaded turbine should be based on its past practice which would indicate a large number of hours of op-
eration. This produces a significantly higher level of baseline emissions than in the case of the emergency/standby unit
and results in more cost-effective controls. As a consequence of the dissimilar baseline emissions, BART for the two
cases could be very different.

e. How do I calculate incremental cost effectiveness?

1. In addition to the average cost effectiveness of a control option, you should also calculate incremental cost effective-
ness. You should consider the incremental cost effectiveness in combination with the average cost effectiveness when
considering whether to eliminate a control option. The incremental cost effectiveness calculation compares the costs and
performance level of a control option to those of the next most stringent option, as shown in the following formula (with
respect to cost per emissions reduction):

Incremental Cost Effectiveness (dollars per incremental ton removed) = (Total annualized costs of control option) -
(Total annualized costs of next control option) / (Control option annual emissions) - (Next control option annual emis-
sions)

Example 1: Assume that Option F on Figure 2 has total annualized costs of $1 million to reduce 2000 tons of a pollutant,
and that Option D on Figure 2 has total annualized costs of $500,000 to reduce 1000 tons of the same pollutant. The in-
cremental cost effectiveness of Option F relative to Option D is ($1 million - $500,000) divided by (2000 tons - 1000
tons), or $500,000 divided by 1000 tons, which is $500/ton.

Example 2: Assume that two control options exist: Option 1 and Option 2. Option 1 achieves a 1,000 ton/yr reduction at
an annualized cost of $1,900,000. This represents an average cost of ($1,900,000/1,000 tons) = $1,900/ton. Option 2
achieves a 980 tons/yr reduction at an annualized cost of $1,500,000. This represents an average cost of ($1,500,000/980
tons) = $1,531/ton. The incremental cost effectiveness of Option 1 relative to Option 2 is ($1,900,000 - $1,500,000) di-
vided by (1,000 tons - 980 tons). The adoption of Option 1 instead of Option 2 results in an incremental emission reduc-
tion of 20 tons per year at an additional cost of $400,000 per year. The incremental cost of Option 1, then, is $20,000 per
ton - 11 times the average cost of $1,900 per ton. While $1,900 per ton may still be deemed reasonable, it is useful to
consider both the average and incremental cost in making an overall cost-effectiveness finding. Of course, there may be
other differences between these options, such as, energy or water use, or non-air environmental effects, which also
should be considered in selecting a BART technology.

2. You should exercise care in deriving incremental costs of candidate control options. Incremental cost-effectiveness
comparisons should focus on annualized cost and emission reduction differences between “dominant” alternatives. To
identify dominant alternatives, you generate a graphical plot of total annualized costs for total emissions reductions for
all control alternatives identified in the BART analysis, and by identifying a “least-cost envelope” as shown in Figure 2.
(A “least-cost envelope” represents the set of options that should be dominant in the choice of a specific option.)
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*39168 Example: Eight technically feasible control options for analysis are listed. These are represented as A through H
in Figure 2. The dominant set of control options, B, D, F, G, and H, represent the least-cost envelope, as we depict by the
cost curve connecting them. Points A, C and E are inferior options, and you should not use them in calculating incre-
mental cost effectiveness. Points A, C and E represent inferior controls because B will buy more emissions reductions for
less money than A; and similarly, D and F will buy more reductions for less money than C and E, respectively.

3. In calculating incremental costs, you:

(1) Array the control options in ascending order of annualized total costs,

(2) Develop a graph of the most reasonable smooth curve of the control options, as shown in Figure 2. This is to show the
“least-cost envelope” discussed above; and

(3) Calculate the incremental cost effectiveness for each dominant option, which is the difference in total annual costs
between that option and the next most stringent option, divided by the difference in emissions, after controls have been
applied, between those two control options. For example, using Figure 2, you would calculate incremental cost effective-
ness for the difference between options B and D, options D and F, options F and G, and options G and H.

4. A comparison of incremental costs can also be useful in evaluating the viability of a specific control option over a
range of efficiencies. For example, depending on the capital and operational cost of a control device, total and increment-
al cost may vary significantly (either increasing or decreasing) over the operational range of a control device. Also, the
greater the number of possible control options that exist, the more weight should be given to the incremental costs vs. av-
erage costs. It should be noted that average and incremental cost effectiveness are identical when only one candidate con-
trol option is known to exist.

5. You should exercise caution not to misuse these techniques. For example, you may be faced with a choice between
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two available control devices at a source, control A and control B, where control B achieves slightly greater emission re-
ductions. The average cost (total annual cost/total annual emission reductions) for each may be deemed to be reasonable.
However, the incremental cost (total annual costA - B /total annual emission reductionsA - B ) of the additional emission
reductions to be achieved by control B may be very great. In such an instance, it may be inappropriate to choose control
B, based on its high incremental costs, even though its average cost may be considered reasonable.

6. In addition, when you evaluate the average or incremental cost effectiveness of a control alternative, you should make
reasonable and supportable assumptions regarding control efficiencies. An unrealistically low assessment of the emission
reduction potential of a certain technology could result in inflated cost-effectiveness figures.

f. What other information should I provide in the cost impacts analysis?

You should provide documentation of any unusual circumstances that exist for the source that would lead to cost-
effectiveness estimates that would exceed that for recent retrofits. This is especially important in cases where recent ret-
rofits have cost-effectiveness values that are within what has been considered a reasonable range, but your analysis con-
cludes that costs for the source being analyzed are not considered reasonable. (A reasonable range would be a range that
is consistent with the range of cost effectiveness values used in other similar permit decisions over a period of time.)

Example: In an arid region, large amounts of water are needed for a scrubbing system. Acquiring water from a distant
location could greatly increase the cost per ton of emissions reduced of wet scrubbing as a control option.

g. What other things are important to consider in the cost impacts analysis?

In the cost analysis, you should take care not to focus on incomplete results or partial calculations. For example, large
capital costs for a control option alone would not preclude selection of a control measure if large emissions reductions
are projected. In such a case, low or reasonable cost effectiveness numbers may validate the option as an appropriate
BART alternative irrespective of the large capital costs. Similarly, projects with relatively low capital costs may not be
cost effective if there are few emissions reduced.

h. Impact analysis part 2: How should I analyze and report energy impacts?

1. You should examine the energy requirements of the control technology and determine whether the use of that techno-
logy results in energy penalties or benefits. A source owner may, for example, benefit from the combustion of a concen-
trated gas stream rich in volatile organic compounds; on the other hand, more often extra fuel or electricity is required to
power a control *39169 device or incinerate a dilute gas stream. If such benefits or penalties exist, they should be quanti-
fied to the extent practicable. Because energy penalties or benefits can usually be quantified in terms of additional cost or
income to the source, the energy impacts analysis can, in most cases, simply be factored into the cost impacts analysis.
The fact of energy use in and of itself does not disqualify a technology.

2. Your energy impact analysis should consider only direct energy consumption and not indirect energy impacts. For ex-
ample, you could estimate the direct energy impacts of the control alternative in units of energy consumption at the
source (e.g., BTU, kWh, barrels of oil, tons of coal). The energy requirements of the control options should be shown in
terms of total (and in certain cases, also incremental) energy costs per ton of pollutant removed. You can then convert
these units into dollar costs and, where appropriate, factor these costs into the control cost analysis.

3. You generally do not consider indirect energy impacts (such as energy to produce raw materials for construction of
control equipment). However, if you determine, either independently or based on a showing by the source owner, that the
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indirect energy impact is unusual or significant and that the impact can be well quantified, you may consider the indirect
impact.

4. The energy impact analysis may also address concerns over the use of locally scarce fuels. The designation of a scarce
fuel may vary from region to region. However, in general, a scarce fuel is one which is in short supply locally and can be
better used for alternative purposes, or one which may not be reasonably available to the source either at the present time
or in the near future.

5. Finally, the energy impacts analysis may consider whether there are relative differences between alternatives regarding
the use of locally or regionally available coal, and whether a given alternative would result in significant economic dis-
ruption or unemployment. For example, where two options are equally cost effective and achieve equivalent or similar
emissions reductions, one option may be preferred if the other alternative results in significant disruption or unemploy-
ment.

i. Impact analysis part 3: How do I analyze “non-air quality environmental impacts?”

1. In the non-air quality related environmental impacts portion of the BART analysis, you address environmental impacts
other than air quality due to emissions of the pollutant in question. Such environmental impacts include solid or hazard-
ous waste generation and discharges of polluted water from a control device.

2. You should identify any significant or unusual environmental impacts associated with a control alternative that have
the potential to affect the selection or elimination of a control alternative. Some control technologies may have poten-
tially significant secondary environmental impacts. Scrubber effluent, for example, may affect water quality and land
use. Alternatively, water availability may affect the feasibility and costs of wet scrubbers. Other examples of secondary
environmental impacts could include hazardous waste discharges, such as spent catalysts or contaminated carbon. Gener-
ally, these types of environmental concerns become important when sensitive site-specific receptors exist or when the in-
cremental emissions reductions potential of the more stringent control is only marginally greater than the next most-
effective option. However, the fact that a control device creates liquid and solid waste that must be disposed of does not
necessarily argue against selection of that technology as BART, particularly if the control device has been applied to
similar facilities elsewhere and the solid or liquid waste is similar to those other applications. On the other hand, where
you or the source owner can show that unusual circumstances at the proposed facility create greater problems than exper-
ienced elsewhere, this may provide a basis for the elimination of that control alternative as BART.

3. The procedure for conducting an analysis of non-air quality environmental impacts should be made based on a consid-
eration of site-specific circumstances. If you propose to adopt the most stringent alternative, then it is not necessary to
perform this analysis of environmental impacts for the entire list of technologies you ranked in Step 3. In general, the
analysis need only address those control alternatives with any significant or unusual environmental impacts that have the
potential to affect the selection of a control alternative, or elimination of a more stringent control alternative. Thus, any
important relative environmental impacts (both positive and negative) of alternatives can be compared with each other.

4. In general, the analysis of impacts starts with the identification and quantification of the solid, liquid, and gaseous dis-
charges from the control device or devices under review. Initially, you should perform a qualitative or semi-quantitative
screening to narrow the analysis to discharges with potential for causing adverse environmental effects. Next, you should
assess the mass and composition of any such discharges and quantify them to the extent possible, based on readily avail-
able information. You should also assemble pertinent information about the public or environmental consequences of re-
leasing these materials.
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j. Impact analysis part 4: What are examples of non-air quality environmental impacts?

The following are examples of how to conduct non-air quality environmental impacts:

(1) Water Impact

You should identify the relative quantities of water used and water pollutants produced and discharged as a result of the
use of each alternative emission control system. Where possible, you should assess the effect on ground water and such
local surface water quality parameters as ph, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, salinity, toxic chemical levels, temperature, and
any other important considerations. The analysis could consider whether applicable water quality standards will be met
and the availability and effectiveness of various techniques to reduce potential adverse effects.

(2) Solid Waste Disposal Impact

You could also compare the quality and quantity of solid waste (e.g., sludges, solids) that must be stored and disposed of
or recycled as a result of the application of each alternative emission control system. You should consider the composi-
tion and various other characteristics of the solid waste (such as permeability, water retention, rewatering of dried materi-
al, compression strength, leachability of dissolved ions, bulk density, ability to support vegetation growth and hazardous
characteristics) which are significant with regard to potential surface water pollution or transport into and contamination
of subsurface waters or aquifers.

(3) Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

You may consider the extent to which the alternative emission control systems may involve a trade-off between short-
term environmental gains at the expense of long-term environmental losses and the extent to which the alternative sys-
tems may result in irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources (for example, use of scarce water resources).

(4) Other Adverse Environmental Impacts

You may consider significant differences in noise levels, radiant heat, or dissipated static electrical energy of pollution
control alternatives. Other examples of non-air quality environmental impacts would include hazardous waste discharges
such as spent catalysts or contaminated carbon.

k. How do I take into account a project's “remaining useful life” in calculating control costs?

1. You may decide to treat the requirement to consider the source's “remaining useful life” of the source for BART de-
terminations as one element of the overall cost analysis. The “remaining useful life” of a source, if it represents a relat-
ively short time period, may affect the annualized costs of retrofit controls. For example, the methods for calculating an-
nualized costs in EPA's OAQPS Control Cost Manual require the use of a specified time period for amortization that var-
ies based upon the type of control. If the remaining useful life will clearly exceed this time period, the remaining useful
life has essentially no effect on control costs and on the BART determination process. Where the remaining useful life is
less than the time period for amortizing costs, you should use this shorter time period in your cost calculations.

2. For purposes of these guidelines, the remaining useful life is the difference between:

(1) The date that controls will be put in place (capital and other construction costs incurred before controls are put in
place can be rolled into the first year, as suggested in EPA's OAQPS Control Cost Manual); you are conducting the
BART analysis; and
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(2) The date the facility permanently stops operations. Where this affects the BART determination, this date should be
assured by a federally- or State-enforceable restriction preventing further operation.

3. We recognize that there may be situations where a source operator intends to shut down a source by a given date, but
wishes to retain the flexibility to continue *39170 operating beyond that date in the event, for example, that market con-
ditions change. Where this is the case, your BART analysis may account for this, but it must maintain consistency with
the statutory requirement to install BART within 5 years. Where the source chooses not to accept a federally enforceable
condition requiring the source to shut down by a given date, it is necessary to determine whether a reduced time period
for the remaining useful life changes the level of controls that would have been required as BART.

If the reduced time period does change the level of BART controls, you may identify, and include as part of the BART
emission limitation, the more stringent level of control that would be required as BART if there were no assumption that
reduced the remaining useful life. You may incorporate into the BART emission limit this more stringent level, which
would serve as a contingency should the source continue operating more than 5 years after the date EPA approves the
relevant SIP. The source would not be allowed to operate after the 5-year mark without such controls. If a source does
operate after the 5-year mark without BART in place, the source is considered to be in violation of the BART emissions
limit for each day of operation.

5. Step 5: How should I determine visibility impacts in the BART determination?

The following is an approach you may use to determine visibility impacts (the degree of visibility improvement for each
source subject to BART) for the BART determination. Once you have determined that your source or sources are subject
to BART, you must conduct a visibility improvement determination for the source(s) as part of the BART determination.
When making this determination, we believe you have flexibility in setting absolute thresholds, target levels of improve-
ment, or de minimis levels since the deciview improvement must be weighed among the five factors, and you are free to
determine the weight and significance to be assigned to each factor. For example, a 0.3 deciview improvement may merit
a stronger weighting in one case versus another, so one “bright line” may not be appropriate. [Note that if sources have
elected to apply the most stringent controls available, consistent with the discussion in section E. step 1. below, you need
not conduct, or require the source to conduct, an air quality modeling analysis for the purpose of determining its visibility
impacts.]

Use CALPUFF,[FN17] or other appropriate dispersion model to determine the visibility improvement expected at a Class
I area from the potential BART control technology applied to the source. Modeling should be conducted for SO2, NOX,
and direct PM emissions (PM2.5 and/or PM10 ). If the source is making the visibility determination, you should review
and approve or disapprove of the source's analysis before making the expected improvement determination. There are
several steps for determining the visibility impacts from an individual source using a dispersion model:

FN17 The model code and its documentation are available at no cost for download from
http://www.epa.gov/scram001/tt22.htm#calpuff.

• Develop a modeling protocol.

Some critical items to include in a modeling protocol are meteorological and terrain data, as well as source-specific in-
formation (stack height, temperature, exit velocity, elevation, and allowable and actual emission rates of applicable pol-
lutants), and receptor data from appropriate Class I areas. We recommend following EPA's Interagency Workgroup on
Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport
Impacts [FN18] for parameter settings and meteorological data inputs; the use of other settings from those in IWAQM
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should be identified and explained in the protocol.

FN18 Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling (IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Re-
port and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport Impacts, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, EPA-454/R-98-019, December 1998.

One important element of the protocol is in establishing the receptors that will be used in the model. The receptors that
you use should be located in the nearest Class I area with sufficient density to identify the likely visibility effects of the
source. For other Class I areas in relatively close proximity to a BART-eligible source, you may model a few strategic re-
ceptors to determine whether effects at those areas may be greater than at the nearest Class I area. For example, you
might chose to locate receptors at these areas at the closest point to the source, at the highest and lowest elevation in the
Class I area, at the IMPROVE monitor, and at the approximate expected plume release height. If the highest modeled ef-
fects are observed at the nearest Class I area, you may choose not to analyze the other Class I areas any further as addi-
tional analyses might be unwarranted.

You should bear in mind that some receptors within the relevant Class I area may be less than 50 km from the source
while other receptors within that same Class I area may be greater than 50 km from the same source. As indicated by the
Guideline on Air Quality Models, this situation may call for the use of two different modeling approaches for the same
Class I area and source, depending upon the State's chosen method for modeling sources less than 50 km. In situations
where you are assessing visibility impacts for source-receptor distances less than 50 km, you should use expert modeling
judgment in determining visibility impacts, giving consideration to both CALPUFF and other EPA-approved methods.

In developing your modeling protocol, you may want to consult with EPA and your regional planning organization
(RPO). Up-front consultation will ensure that key technical issues are addressed before you conduct your modeling.

• For each source, run the model, at pre-control and post-control emission rates according to the accepted methodology in
the protocol.

Use the 24-hour average actual emission rate from the highest emitting day of the meteorological period modeled (for the
pre-control scenario). Calculate the model results for each receptor as the change in deciviews compared against natural
visibility conditions. Post-control emission rates are calculated as a percentage of pre-control emission rates. For ex-
ample, if the 24-hr pre-control emission rate is 100 lb/hr of SO2, then the post control rate is 5 lb/hr if the control effi-
ciency being evaluated is 95 percent.

• Make the net visibility improvement determination.

Assess the visibility improvement based on the modeled change in visibility impacts for the pre-control and post-control
emission scenarios. You have flexibility to assess visibility improvements due to BART controls by one or more meth-
ods. You may consider the frequency, magnitude, and duration components of impairment. Suggestions for making the
determination are:

• Use of a comparison threshold, as is done for determining if BART-eligible sources should be subject to a BART de-
termination. Comparison thresholds can be used in a number of ways in evaluating visibility improvement (e.g. the num-
ber of days or hours that the threshold was exceeded, a single threshold for determining whether a change in impacts is
significant, or a threshold representing an x percent change in improvement).

• Compare the 98th percent days for the pre- and post-control runs.
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Note that each of the modeling options may be supplemented with source apportionment data or source apportionment
modeling.

E. How do I select the “best” alternative, using the results of Steps 1 through 5?

1. Summary of the Impacts Analysis

From the alternatives you evaluated in Step 3, we recommend you develop a chart (or charts) displaying for each of the
alternatives:

(1) Expected emission rate (tons per year, pounds per hour);

(2) Emissions performance level (e.g., percent pollutant removed, emissions per unit product, lb/MMBtu, ppm);

(3) Expected emissions reductions (tons per year);

(4) Costs of compliance—total annualized costs ($), cost effectiveness ($/ton), and incremental cost effectiveness ($/ton),
and/or any other cost-effectiveness measures (such as $/deciview);

(5) Energy impacts;

(6) Non-air quality environmental impacts; and

(7) Modeled visibility impacts.

2. Selecting a “best” alternative

1. You have discretion to determine the order in which you should evaluate control options for BART. Whatever the or-
der in which you choose to evaluate options, you should always (1) display the options evaluated; (2) identify the aver-
age and incremental costs of each option; (3) consider the energy and non-air quality environmental impacts of each op-
tion; (4) consider the remaining useful life; and (5) consider the modeled visibility impacts. You should provide a justi-
fication for adopting the technology that you select as the “best” level of control, including an explanation of the *39171
CAA factors that led you to choose that option over other control levels.

2. In the case where you are conducting a BART determination for two regulated pollutants on the same source, if the
result is two different BART technologies that do not work well together, you could then substitute a different techno-
logy or combination of technologies.

3. In selecting a “best” alternative, should I consider the affordability of controls?

1. Even if the control technology is cost effective, there may be cases where the installation of controls would affect the
viability of continued plant operations.

2. There may be unusual circumstances that justify taking into consideration the conditions of the plant and the economic
effects of requiring the use of a given control technology. These effects would include effects on product prices, the mar-
ket share, and profitability of the source. Where there are such unusual circumstances that are judged to affect plant oper-
ations, you may take into consideration the conditions of the plant and the economic effects of requiring the use of a con-
trol technology. Where these effects are judged to have a severe impact on plant operations you may consider them in the
selection process, but you may wish to provide an economic analysis that demonstrates, in sufficient detail for public re-
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view, the specific economic effects, parameters, and reasoning. (We recognize that this review process must preserve the
confidentiality of sensitive business information). Any analysis may also consider whether other competing plants in the
same industry have been required to install BART controls if this information is available.

4. Sulfur dioxide limits for utility boilers

You must require 750 MW power plants to meet specific control levels for SO2 of either 95 percent control or 0.15 lbs/
MMBtu, for each EGU greater than 200 MW that is currently uncontrolled unless you determine that an alternative con-
trol level is justified based on a careful consideration of the statutory factors. Thus, for example, if the source demon-
strates circumstances affecting its ability to cost-effectively reduce its emissions, you should take that into account in de-
termining whether the presumptive levels of control are appropriate for that facility. For a currently uncontrolled EGU
greater than 200 MW in size, but located at a power plant smaller than 750 MW in size, such controls are generally cost-
effective and could be used in your BART determination considering the five factors specified in CAA section
169A(g)(2). While these levels may represent current control capabilities, we expect that scrubber technology will con-
tinue to improve and control costs continue to decline. You should be sure to consider the level of control that is cur-
rently best achievable at the time that you are conducting your BART analysis.

For coal-fired EGUs with existing post-combustion SO2 controls achieving less than 50 percent removal efficiencies, we
recommend that you evaluate constructing a new FGD system to meet the same emission limits as above (95 percent re-
moval or 0.15 lb/mmBtu), in addition to the evaluation of scrubber upgrades discussed below. For oil-fired units, regard-
less of size, you should evaluate limiting the sulfur content of the fuel oil burned to 1 percent or less by weight.

For those BART-eligible EGUs with pre-existing post-combustion SO2 controls achieving removal efficiencies of at
least 50 percent, your BART determination should consider cost effective scrubber upgrades designed to improve the
system's overall SO2 removal efficiency. There are numerous scrubber enhancements available to upgrade the average
removal efficiencies of all types of existing scrubber systems. We recommend that as you evaluate the definition of
“upgrade,” you evaluate options that not only improve the design removal efficiency of the scrubber vessel itself, but
also consider upgrades that can improve the overall SO2 removal efficiency of the scrubber system. Increasing a scrub-
ber system's reliability, and conversely decreasing its downtime, by way of optimizing operation procedures, improving
maintenance practices, adjusting scrubber chemistry, and increasing auxiliary equipment redundancy, are all ways to im-
prove average SO2 removal efficiencies.

We recommend that as you evaluate the performance of existing wet scrubber systems, you consider some of the follow-
ing upgrades, in no particular order, as potential scrubber upgrades that have been proven in the industry as cost effective
means to increase overall SO2 removal of wet systems:

(a) Elimination of Bypass Reheat;

(b) Installation of Liquid Distribution Rings;

(c) Installation of Perforated Trays;

(d) Use of Organic Acid Additives;

(e) Improve or Upgrade Scrubber Auxiliary System Equipment;

(f) Redesign Spray Header or Nozzle Configuration.
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We recommend that as you evaluate upgrade options for dry scrubber systems, you should consider the following cost ef-
fective upgrades, in no particular order:

(a) Use of Performance Additives;

(b) Use of more Reactive Sorbent;

(c) Increase the Pulverization Level of Sorbent;

(d) Engineering redesign of atomizer or slurry injection system.

You should evaluate scrubber upgrade options based on the 5 step BART analysis process.

5. Nitrogen oxide limits for utility boilers

You should establish specific numerical limits for NOX control for each BART determination. For power plants with a
generating capacity in excess of 750 MW currently using selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or selective non-catalytic
reduction (SNCR) for part of the year, you should presume that use of those same controls year-round is BART. For oth-
er sources currently using SCR or SNCR to reduce NOX emissions during part of the year, you should carefully consider
requiring the use of these controls year-round as the additional costs of operating the equipment throughout the year
would be relatively modest.

For coal-fired EGUs greater than 200 MW located at greater than 750 MW power plants and operating without post-
combustion controls (i.e. SCR or SNCR), we have provided presumptive NOX limits, differentiated by boiler design and
type of coal burned. You may determine that an alternative control level is appropriate based on a careful consideration
of the statutory factors. For coal-fired EGUs greater than 200 MW located at power plants 750 MW or less in size and
operating without post-combustion controls, you should likewise presume that these same levels are cost-effective. You
should require such utility boilers to meet the following NOX emission limits, unless you determine that an alternative
control level is justified based on consideration of the statutory factors. The following NOX emission rates were determ-
ined based on a number of assumptions, including that the EGU boiler has enough volume to allow for installation and
effective operation of separated overfire air ports. For boilers where these assumptions are incorrect, these emission lim-
its may not be cost-effective.

Table 1.—Presumptive NOX
Emission Limits for BART-Eligible Coal-Fired Units.[FN19]

Unit type Coal type NOX
presumptive limit

(lb/mmbtu) [FN20]

Dry-bottom wall-fired Bituminous 0.39

Sub-bituminous 0.23

Lignite 0.29

Tangential-fired Bituminous 0.28

Sub-bituminous 0.15

Lignite 0.17

Cell Burners Bituminous 0.40

Sub-bituminous 0.45

Dry-turbo-fired Bituminous 0.32
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Sub-bituminous 0.23

Wet-bottom tangential-fired Bituminous 0.62

*39172 Most EGUs can meet these presumptive NOX limits through the use of current combustion control technology,
i.e. the careful control of combustion air and low-NOX burners. For units that cannot meet these limits using such tech-
nologies, you should consider whether advanced combustion control technologies such as rotating opposed fire air should
be used to meet these limits.

FN19 No Cell burners, dry-turbo-fired units, nor wet-bottom tangential-fired units burning
lignite were identified as BART-eligible, thus no presumptive limit was determined. Simil-
arly, no wet-bottom tangential-fired units burning sub-bituminous were identified as
BART-eligible.

FN20 These limits reflect the design and technological assumptions discussed in the tech-
nical support document for NO—T2X limits for these guidelines. See Technical Support
Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating Units and Technical Support
Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating Units Excel Spreadsheet,
Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 15, 2005.

Because of the relatively high NOX emission rates of cyclone units, SCR is more cost-effective than the use of current
combustion control technology for these units. The use of SCRs at cyclone units burning bituminous coal, sub-bi-
tuminous coal, and lignite should enable the units to cost-effectively meet NOX rates of 0.10 lbs/mmbtu. As a result, we
are establishing a presumptive NOX limit of 0.10 lbs/mmbtu based on the use of SCR for coal-fired cyclone units greater
than 200 MW located at 750 MW power plants. As with the other presumptive limits established in this guideline, you
may determine that an alternative level of control is appropriate based on your consideration of the relevant statutory
factors. For other cyclone units, you should review the use of SCR and consider whether these post-combustion controls
should be required as BART.

For oil-fired and gas-fired EGUs larger than 200MW, we believe that installation of current combustion control techno-
logy to control NOX is generally highly cost-effective and should be considered in your determination of BART for these
sources. Many such units can make significant reductions in NOX emissions which are highly cost-effective through the
application of current combustion control technology.[FN21]

FN21 See Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units and Technical Support Document for BART NOX Limits for Electric Generating
Units Excel Spreadsheet, Memorandum to Docket OAR 2002-0076, April 15, 2005.

V. Enforceable Limits/Compliance Date

To complete the BART process, you must establish enforceable emission limits that reflect the BART requirements and
require compliance within a given period of time. In particular, you must establish an enforceable emission limit for each
subject emission unit at the source and for each pollutant subject to review that is emitted from the source. In addition,
you must require compliance with the BART emission limitations no later than 5 years after EPA approves your regional
haze SIP. If technological or economic limitations in the application of a measurement methodology to a particular emis-
sion unit make a conventional emissions limit infeasible, you may instead prescribe a design, equipment, work practice,
operation standard, or combination of these types of standards. You should consider allowing sources to “average” emis-
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sions across any set of BART-eligible emission units within a fenceline, so long as the emission reductions from each
pollutant being controlled for BART would be equal to those reductions that would be obtained by simply controlling
each of the BART-eligible units that constitute BART-eligible source.

You should ensure that any BART requirements are written in a way that clearly specifies the individual emission unit(s)
subject to BART regulation. Because the BART requirements themselves are “applicable” requirements of the CAA,
they must be included as title V permit conditions according to the procedures established in 40 CFR part 70 or 40 CFR
part 71.

Section 302(k) of the CAA requires emissions limits such as BART to be met on a continuous basis. Although this provi-
sion does not necessarily require the use of continuous emissions monitoring (CEMs), it is important that sources employ
techniques that ensure compliance on a continuous basis. Monitoring requirements generally applicable to sources, in-
cluding those that are subject to BART, are governed by other regulations. See, e.g., 40 CFR part 64 (compliance assur-
ance monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(a)(3) (periodic monitoring); 40 CFR 70.6(c)(1) (sufficiency monitoring). Note also that
while we do not believe that CEMs would necessarily be required for all BART sources, the vast majority of electric gen-
erating units potentially subject to BART already employ CEM technology for other programs, such as the acid rain pro-
gram. In addition, emissions limits must be enforceable as a practical matter (contain appropriate averaging times, com-
pliance verification procedures and recordkeeping requirements). In light of the above, the permit must:

• Be sufficient to show compliance or noncompliance (i.e., through monitoring times of operation, fuel input, or other in-
dices of operating conditions and practices); and

• Specify a reasonable averaging time consistent with established reference methods, contain reference methods for de-
termining compliance, and provide for adequate reporting and recordkeeping so that air quality agency personnel can de-
termine the compliance status of the source; and

• For EGUS, specify an averaging time of a 30-day rolling average, and contain a definition of “boiler operating day”
that is consistent with the definition in the proposed revisions to the NSPS for utility boilers in 40 CFR Part 60, subpart
Da.[FN22] You should consider a boiler operating day to be any 24-hour period between 12:00 midnight and the follow-
ing midnight during which any fuel is combusted at any time at the steam generating unit. This would allow 30-day
rolling average emission rates to be calculated consistently across sources.

FN22 70 FR 9705, February 28, 2005.

[FR Doc. 05-12526 Filed 7-5-05; 8:45 am]
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PROPOSED RULES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 51

[FRL-7944-6]

RIN 2060-AN22

Regional Haze Regulations; Revisions to Provisions Governing Alternative to Source-Specific Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations

Monday, August 1, 2005

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

*44154 ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: On July 1, 1999, EPA promulgated regulations to address regional haze (64 FR 35714). These reg-
ulations were challenged twice. On May 24, 2002, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Cir-
cuit issued a ruling vacating the regional haze rule in part and sustaining it in part. American Corn Growers
Ass'n v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2002). On June 15, 2005, we finalized a rule addressing the court's ruling in
that case. On February 18, 2005, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued another
ruling vacating the regional haze rule in part and sustaining it in part. Center for Energy and Economic Develop-
ment v. EPA, No. 03-1222, (D.C. Cir. Feb. 18, 2005) (“CEED v. EPA”). In this case, the court granted a petition
challenging provisions of the regional haze rule governing the optional emissions trading program for certain
western States and Tribes (the “WRAP Annex Rule”). Today's proposed rule would revise the provisions of the
regional haze rule governing alternative trading programs, and would provide additional guidance that is needed.

DATES: Comments must be received on or before September 17, 2005. A public hearing will be held on August
17, 2005, in Denver, Colorado. Please refer to the section on SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION for more in-
formation on the comment period and the public hearing.

ADDRESSES: Submit your comments, identified by Docket ID No. OAR-2002-0076 by one of the following
methods:

Federal eRulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov. Follow the on-line instructions for submitting com-
ments. Agency Web site: http:// www.epa.gov/edocket. EDOCKET, EPA's electronic public docket and com-
ment system, is EPA's preferred method for receiving comments. Follow the on-line instructions for submitting
comments.

E-mail: http://www.epa.gov/edocket.

Fax: 202-566-1741.
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Mail: OAR Docket, Environmental Protection Agency, Mailcode: B102, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Wash-
ington, DC 20460. Please include a total of 2 copies.

Hand Delivery: EPA/DC, EPA West, Room B102, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW., Washington, DC. Such deliv-
eries are only accepted during the Docket's normal hours of operation, and special arrangements should be made
for deliveries of boxed information.

Instructions: Direct your comments to Docket ID No. OAR-2002-0076. EPA's policy is that all comments re-
ceived will be included in the public docket without change and may be made available online at ht-
tp://www.epa.gov/edocket, including any personal information provided, unless the comment includes informa-
tion claimed to be Confidential Business Information (CBI) or other information whose disclosure is restricted
by statute. Do not submit information that you consider to be CBI or otherwise protected through EDOCKET,
regulations.gov, or e-mail. The EPA EDOCKET and the federal regulations.gov Web sites are “anonymous ac-
cess” systems, which means EPA will not know your identity or contact information unless you provide it in the
body of your comment. If you send an e-mail comment directly to EPA without going through EDOCKET or
regulations.gov, your e-mail address will be automatically captured and included as part of the comment that is
placed in the public docket and made available on the Internet. If you submit an electronic comment, EPA re-
commends that you include your name and other contact information in the body of your comment and with any
disk or CD-ROM you submit. If EPA cannot read your comment due to technical difficulties and cannot contact
you for clarification, EPA may not be able to consider your comment. Electronic files should avoid the use of
special characters, any form of encryption, and be free of any defects or viruses. For additional information
about EPA's public docket visit EDOCKET on-line or see the Federal Register of May 31, 2002 (67 FR 38102).

For additional instructions on submitting comments, go to unit II of the SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
section of this document.

Docket: All documents in the docket are listed in the EDOCKET index at http:// www.epa.gov/edocket. Al-
though listed in the index, some information is not publicly available, i.e., CBI or other information whose dis-
closure is restricted by statute. Certain other material, such as copyrighted material, is not placed on the Internet
and will be publicly available only in hard copy form. Publicly available docket materials are available either
electronically in EDOCKET or in hard copy at the OAR Docket, EPA/DC, EPA West, Room B102, 1301 Con-
stitution Ave., NW., Washington, DC. The Public Reading Room is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, excluding legal holidays. The telephone number for the Public Reading Room is (202)
566-1744, and the telephone number for the OAR Docket is (202) 566-1742.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Kathy Kaufman at 919-541-0102 or by e-mail at kauf-
man.kathy@epa.gov or Todd Hawes at 919-541-5591 or by e-mail at hawes.todd @epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Regulated Entities. This proposed rule will affect the following: State
and local permitting authorities and Indian Tribes containing major stationary sources of pollution affecting vis-
ibility in federally protected scenic areas.

This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather provides a guide for readers regarding entities likely to be
regulated by this action. This list gives examples of the types of entities EPA is now aware could potentially be
regulated by this action. Other types of entities not listed could also be affected. To determine whether your fa-
cility, company, business, organization, etc., is regulated by this action, you should examine the applicability
criteria in Part II of this preamble. If you have any questions regarding the applicability of this action to a partic-
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ular entity, consult the people listed in the preceding section.

What Should I Consider as I Prepare My Comments for EPA?

1. Submitting CBI. Do not submit this information to EPA through EDOCKET, regulations.gov or e-mail.
Clearly mark the part or all of the information that you claim to be CBI. For CBI information in a disk or CD-
ROM that you mail to EPA, mark the outside of the disk or CD-ROM as CBI and then identify electronically
within the disk or CD-ROM the specific information that is claimed as CBI). In addition to one complete version
of the comment that includes information claimed as CBI, a copy of the comment that does not contain the in-
formation claimed as CBI must be submitted for inclusion in the public docket. Information so marked will not
be disclosed except in accordance with procedures set forth in 40 CFR part 2.

*44155 2. Tips for Preparing Your Comments. When submitting comments, remember to:

A. Identify the rulemaking by docket number and other identifying information (subject heading, Federal Re-
gister date and page number).

B. Follow directions—The agency may ask you to respond to specific questions or organize comments by refer-
encing a Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part or section number.

C. Explain why you agree or disagree; suggest alternatives and substitute language for your requested changes.

D. Describe any assumptions and provide any technical information and/or data that you used.

E. If you estimate potential costs or burdens, explain how you arrived at your estimate in sufficient detail to al-
low for it to be reproduced.

F. Provide specific examples to illustrate your concerns, and suggest alternatives.

G. Explain your views as clearly as possible, avoiding the use of profanity or personal threats.

H. Make sure to submit your comments by the comment period deadline identified.

Public Hearing

The EPA will hold one public hearing on today's proposal. The hearing will be on August 17, 2005, at the EPA
Region 8 Office Conference Center (second floor), 999-18th St. Suite 300, Denver, CO 80202-2466. Because
the hearing is being held at U.S. government facilities, everyone planning to attend the hearing should be pre-
pared to show valid picture identification to the security staff in order to gain access to the meeting room. The
public hearings will begin at 8 a.m. and continue until 12 p.m. Oral testimony will be limited to 5 minutes per
commenter. The EPA encourages commenters to provide written versions of their oral testimonies either elec-
tronically (on computer disk or CD-ROM) or in paper copy. Verbatim transcripts and written statements will be
included in the rulemaking docket. If you would like to present oral testimony at the hearing, please notify
Kathy Kaufman at 919-541-0102 or by e-mail at kaufman.kathy@epa.gov or Todd Hawes at 919-541-5591 or by
e-mail at hawes.todd @epa.gov by August 7. Persons wishing to present oral testimony that have not made ar-
rangements in advance should register by 9 a.m. the day of the hearing. The public hearing will provide inter-
ested parties the opportunity to present data, views, or arguments concerning the proposed rules. The EPA may
ask clarifying questions during the oral presentations, but will not respond to the presentations or comments at
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that time. Written statements and supporting information submitted during the comment period will be con-
sidered with the same weight as any oral comments and supporting information presented at a public hearing.

Outline. The contents of today's preamble are listed in the following outline.

I. Overview and Background

II. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.308(e)(2)

A. Revisions Related to the Demonstration That an Alternative Program Makes Greater Reasonable Progress
than BART

B. State Options for Complying with § 51.308(e)(2)(i) as Proposed

C. Analysis under § 51.308(e)(2) when an independent requirement determines the level of emission reductions
needed

D. Revisions to § 51.308(e)(2) to standardize and clarify the minimum elements of emissions trading programs
in lieu of BART

III. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.309

A. Background

B. Proposed Regulatory Framework for States choosing to implement the GCVTC/WRAP Strategies

IV. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

B. Paperwork Reduction Act

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use.

I. National Technology Transfer Advancement Act

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations

I. Overview and Background
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Today's rulemaking provides the following changes to the regional haze regulations:

(1) revised regulatory text in § 51.308(e)(2)(i) in response to the CEED court's remand, to remove the require-
ment that the determination of the BART “benchmark” be based on cumulative visibility analyses, and to clarify
the process for making such determinations, including the application of BART presumptions for EGUs as con-
tained in Appendix Y to 40 CFR 51.

(2) new regulatory text in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi), to provide minimum elements for cap and trade programs in lieu of
BART,

(3) revised regulatory text in § 51.309, to reconcile the optional framework for certain western States and Tribes
to implement the recommendations of the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission (GCVTC) with the
CEED decision.

How This Preamble Is Structured. Section I provides background on the Clean Air Act (CAA) BART require-
ments as codified in the regional haze rule, on the DC Circuit Court decision which remanded parts of the rule,
and on the June 2005 BART rule. Section II discusses specific issues relating to the proposed revisions to §
51.308(e)(2) of the Regional Haze Rule governing alternatives to source-by-source BART. Section III discusses
specific issues relating to the proposed revisions to § 51.309 of the Regional Haze Rule pertaining to the option-
al emissions trading program for certain western States and Tribes. Section IV provides a discussion of how this
rulemaking complies with the requirements of Statutory and Executive Order Reviews.

The Regional Haze Rule and BART Guidelines

In 1999, we published a final rule to address a type of visibility impairment known as regional haze (64 FR
35714, July 1, 1999). The regional haze rule requires States to submit implementation plans (SIPs) to address re-
gional haze visibility impairment in 156 Federally-protected parks and wilderness areas. These 156 scenic areas
are called “mandatory Class I Federal areas” in the Clean Air Act (CAA),[FN1] but are referred to simply as
“Class I areas” in today's rulemaking. The 1999 rule was issued to fulfill a long-standing EPA commitment to
address regional haze under the authority and requirements of sections 169A and 169B of the CAA.

FN1 See, e.g. CAA Section 169(a)(1).

As required by the CAA, we included in the final regional haze rule a requirement for BART for certain large
stationary sources that were put in place between 1962 and 1977. We discussed these requirements in detail in
the preamble to the final rule (64 FR 35737-35743). The regulatory requirements for BART were codified at 40
CFR 51.308(e), and in definitions that appear in 40 CFR 51.301.

In the preamble to the regional haze rule, we committed to issuing further guidelines to clarify the requirements
of the BART provision. We announced *44156 these final guidelines on June 15, 2005.[FN2] The purpose of the
BART guidelines is to assist States as they identify which of their BART-eligible sources should undergo a
BART analysis (i.e., which are “sources subject to BART”), and select controls in light of the statutory factors
listed above (“the BART determination”).

FN2 See http://www.epa.gov/visibility/actions.html#bart1.

We explained in the preamble to the 1999 regional haze rule that the BART requirements in section
169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA demonstrate Congress' intent to focus attention directly on the problem of pollution
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from a specific set of existing sources (64 FR 35737). The CAA requires that any of these existing sources
“which, as determined by the State, emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to any impairment of visibility [in a Class I area],” shall install the best available retrofit technology for
controlling emissions.[FN3] In determining BART, the CAA requires the State to consider several factors that
are set forth in section 169A(g)(2) of the CAA, including the degree of improvement in visibility which may
reasonably result from the use of such technology.

FN3 CAA Sections 169A(b)(2) and (g)(7).

The regional haze rule addresses visibility impairment resulting from emissions from a multitude of sources loc-
ated across a wide geographic area. Because the problem of regional haze is caused in large part by the long-
range transport of emissions from multiple sources, and for certain technical and other reasons explained in that
rulemaking, we adopted an approach that required States to look at the contribution of all BART sources to the
problem of regional haze in determining both applicability and the appropriate level of control. Specifically, we
had concluded that if a source potentially subject to BART is located in an area from which pollutants may be
transported to a Class I area, that source “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute” to visibility
impairment in the Class I area. Similarly, we also concluded that in weighing the factors set forth in the statute
for determining BART, the States should consider the collective impact of BART sources on visibility. In partic-
ular, in considering the degree of visibility improvement that could reasonably be anticipated to result from the
use of such technology, we stated that the State should consider the degree of improvement in visibility that
would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls to all sources subject to BART. We concluded that
the States should use this analysis to determine the appropriate BART emission limitations for specific
sources.[FN4]

FN4 See 66 FR 35737-35743 for a discussion of the rationale for the BART re-
quirements in the 1999 regional haze rule.

The 1999 regional haze rule also included § 51.309, containing the strategies developed by the Grand Canyon
Visibility Transport Commission (GCVTC). Certain western States and Tribes were eligible to submit imple-
mentation plans under § 51.309 as an alternative method of achieving reasonable progress for Class I areas
which were covered by the GCVTC's analysis—i.e., the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. In order for
States and Tribes to be able to utilize this section, however, the rule provided that EPA must receive an “Annex”
to the GCVTC's final recommendations. The purpose of the Annex was to provide the specific provisions
needed to translate the GCVTC's general recommendations for stationary source SO2 reductions into an enforce-
able regulatory program. The rule provided that such an Annex, meeting certain requirements, be submitted to
EPA no later than October 1, 2000. See §§ 51.309(d)(4) and 51.309(f).

American Corn Growers v. EPA

In American Corn Growers v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (DC Cir. 2002), industry petitioners challenged EPA's interpreta-
tion of the BART determination process and raised other challenges to the rule. The court in American Corn
Growers concluded that the BART provisions in the 1999 regional haze rule were inconsistent with the provi-
sions in the CAA “giving the states broad authority over BART determinations.”291 F.3d at 8. Specifically, with
respect to the test for determining whether a source is subject to BART, the court held that the method EPA had
prescribed for determining which eligible sources are subject to BART illegally constrained the authority Con-
gress had conferred on the States. Id. The court did not decide whether the general collective contribution ap-
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proach to determining BART applicability was necessarily inconsistent with the CAA. Id. at 9. Rather, the court
stated that “[i]f the [regional haze rule] contained some kind of a mechanism by which a state could exempt a
BART-eligible source on the basis of an individualized contribution determination, then perhaps the plain mean-
ing of the Act would not be violated. But the [regional haze rule] contains no such mechanism.”Id. at 12.

The court in American Corn Growers also found that our interpretation of the CAA requiring the States to con-
sider the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls
in determining BART was inconsistent with the language of the Act. 291 F.3d at 8. Based on its review of the
statute, the court concluded that the five statutory factors in section 169A(g)(2) “were meant to be considered to-
gether by the states.”Id. at 6. The final rule signed on June 15, 2005 responded to the American Corn Growers
court's decision on the BART provisions by amending the regional haze rule at 40 CFR 51.308 and by finalizing
changes to the BART guidelines at 40 CFR part 51, appendix Y.[FN5] These changes eliminate the previous
constraint on State discretion and provide States with appropriate techniques and methods for determining which
BART-eligible sources “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in
any mandatory Class I Federal area.”In addition, the revised regulations list the visibility improvement factor
with the other statutory BART determination factors in § 51.308(e)(1)(A), so that States will be required to con-
sider all five factors, including visibility impacts, on an individual source basis when making each individual
source BART determination.

FN5 http://www.epa.gov/visibility/actions.html#bart1.

The Annex Rule

In a rule dated June 5, 2003, EPA approved the WRAP's Annex to the GCVTC report, which had been submitted
by the WRAP prior to October 1, 2000, in accordance with § 51.309(f).68 FR 33764, June 5, 2003. In this ac-
tion, referred to as the “Annex rule,” EPA approved the quantitative SO2 emission reduction milestones and the
detailed provisions of the backstop market trading program developed by the WRAP as meeting the require-
ments of § 51.309(f). EPA therefore codified the Annex provisions in § 51.309(h). Subsequently, five States and
one local agency submitted SIPs developed to comply with all of § 51.309, including the Annex provisions at §
51.309(h). In accordance with § 51.309(c) these SIPs were submitted prior to December 31, 2003.

*44157 Center for Energy and Economic Development v. EPA

After the May 2004 reproposal of the BART guidelines, the DC Circuit decided another case where BART pro-
visions were at issue, Center for Energy and Economic Development v. EPA, No. 03-1222, (D.C. Cir. Feb. 18,
2005) (“CEED v. EPA”). In this case, the court granted a petition challenging provisions of the regional haze
rule governing the optional emissions trading program for certain western States and Tribes (the “WRAP Annex
Rule”).

The court in CEED affirmed our interpretation of CAA 169A(b)(2) as allowing for non-BART alternatives
where those alternatives are demonstrated to make greater progress than BART. (CEED, slip. op. at 13). The
court, however, took issue with provisions of the regional haze rule governing the methodology of that demon-
stration. Specifically, 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2) required that visibility improvements under source-specific
BART—the benchmark for comparison to the alternative program—must be estimated based on the application
of BART controls to all sources subject to BART. (This section was incorporated into the WRAP Annex rule by
reference at 40 CFR 51.309(f)). The court held that we could not require this type of group BART approach,
which was vacated in American Corn Growers in a source-specific BART context, even in an alternative trading
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program in which State participation was wholly optional.

The BART guidelines as proposed in May 2004 contained a section offering guidance to States choosing to ad-
dress their BART-eligible sources under the alternative strategy provided for in 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2). This guid-
ance included criteria for demonstrating that the alternative program achieves greater progress towards eliminat-
ing visibility impairment than would BART.

In light of the DC Circuit's decision in CEED, we did not address alternative programs in the rulemaking finaliz-
ing the BART guidelines. However we note that our authority to address BART through alternative means was
upheld in CEED, and we remain committed to providing States with that flexibility. Today's proposed revisions
to the Regional Haze Rule, which responds to the holding in CEED, would provide that flexibility that States
need to implement alternatives to BART.

Overview of Proposed Changes to §§ 51.308(e)(2) and 51.309 of the Regional Haze Rule

The EPA continues to support State efforts to develop trading programs and other alternative strategies to ac-
complish the requirements of the regional haze rule, including BART. We believe such strategies have the po-
tential to achieve greater progress towards the national visibility goals, and to do so in the most cost effective
manner practicable. Therefore, we are proposing the following amendments to the regional haze rule at §§
51.308(e)(2) and 51.309 to enable States to continue to develop and implement such programs. We request com-
ment on all of the provisions in this proposed rule.

First, we are proposing amending the generally applicable provisions in § 51.308(e)(2) prescribing the type of
analysis used to determine emissions reductions achievable from source-by-source BART, for purposes of com-
paring to the alternative program. The proposed amendments would: reconcile the methodology with the court's
decision in CEED v. EPA; provide additional guidance to States and Tribes regarding the minimum elements of
an acceptable cap and trade program; and provide for consistent application of the BART guidelines for EGUs
between source-by-source programs and alternative cap and trade programs.

Second, we are proposing amendments to § 51.309 to enable certain western States and Tribes to continue to
utilize the strategies contained in this section as an optional means to satisfy reasonable progress requirements
for certain Class I areas, for the first long-term planning period. These changes would provide States and Tribes
with an opportunity to revisit the details of the backstop SO2 emissions trading program without being required
to assess visibility on a cumulative basis when determining emissions reductions achievable by source-by-source
BART.

II. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule Section § 51.308(e)(2)

A. Revisions Related to the Demonstration That an Alternative Program Makes Greater Reasonable Progress
Than BART

The DC Circuit's decision in CEED v. EPA prohibits the Agency from requiring that a BART alternative trading
program be compared to a source-by-source BART program by assessing the effect on visibility of the source-
by-source BART program on a cumulative basis.

The general provision in the regional haze rule authorizing alternative programs in lieu of BART had required
such an approach. See 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)(2004). The general provision, § 51.308(e)(2), was incorporated by
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reference into the WRAP-specific section of the rule at § 51.309(f)(1)(I).

Section 51.308(e)(2)(i) specified the methodology for comparing a BART alternative trading program against
source-by-source BART. This provision required States to demonstrate that a “trading program or other alternat-
ive measure will achieve greater reasonable progress than would have resulted from the installation and opera-
tion of BART at all sources subject to BART in the State.”The methodology consisted of three steps, quoted
here in full:

(A) A list of all BART eligible sources within the State.

(B) An analysis of the best system of continuous emission control technology available and associated emission
reductions achievable for each source within the State subject to BART. In this analysis, the State must take into
consideration the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and nonair quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the
source. The best system of continuous emission control technology and the above factors may be determined on
a source category basis. The State may elect to consider both source-specific and category-wide information, as
appropriate, in conducting its analysis.

(C) An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each mandatory Class I Feder-
al area as a result of the emission reductions achievable from all such sources subject to BART located within
the region that contributes to visibility impairment in the Class I area, based on the analysis conducted under §
51.308(e)(2)(i)(B).

Although the DC Circuit had found this methodology to be inconsistent with the statutory requirements for
source-by-source BART, when EPA revised the regional haze rule to incorporate the WRAP Annex in 2003, we
did not believe that the decision in American Corn Growers in any way affected our ability to approve alternat-
ive measures such as trading programs. In reviewing our approval of the Annex submitted by the WRAP,
however, the CEED court stated that EPA could not “under section 309 require states to exceed invalid emission
reductions.”The court granted the petition challenging the Annex because, consistently with § 51.308(e)(2)(i),
EPA's regulations had required States to consider “the impact of all emissions reductions to estimate visibility
progress.”

*44158 Based on our review of the CEED court's ruling, we believe that our regulations, which required an ana-
lysis of emissions reductions achievable for each source that was bifurcated into an individual source assessment
for the first four of the five BART factors identified in the CAA for States to consider in BART determina-
tions,[FN6] and a cumulative source assessment for the fifth factor of visibility improvement, must be revised.

FN6 These four factors are the costs of compliance, the energy and non-air envir-
onmental impacts of compliance, any controls already in use, and the remaining
useful life of the source.

Revision to § 51.308(e)(2)(i) To Address CEED

We propose to revise § 51.308(e)(2)(i) to provide that BART determinations be made in the trading program
context in the same manner as in the source-by-source context. This would be accomplished by a cross reference
to § 51.308(e)(1) in proposed § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C).Section 51.308(e)(1)(A), as contained in the recent action fi-
nalizing the BART guidelines, provides that the degree of visibility improvement be considered along with the
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other statutory factors when making BART determinations. Appendix Y to part 51 sets forth the process by
which States should assess visibility improvement in BART determinations. Thus, with this amendment, the re-
gional haze rule would not impose a bifurcated methodology for defining the level of emission reductions
needed by an alternative program in lieu of BART. We believe this revision is the only regulatory change neces-
sary to comply with the court's decision in CEED.[FN7] The potential range of options States would have for
performing analyses in compliance with this provision is discussed in section B below.

FN7 It is important to note that existing paragraph (C) does not, in and of itself,
necessarily indicate a group BART approach. That is, if BART-equivalent reduc-
tions are estimated in an appropriate manner under paragraph (B) (i.e., a manner
that takes into account the degree of visibility improvement anticipated from con-
trols), nothing in paragraph (C)' s requirement to analyze the degree of improve-
ment expected from all sources subject to BART would run afoul of the court's
prohibition of a group-BART requirement. In other words, it is the absence of vis-
ibility improvement as a factor in the BART determination under paragraph (B)
which is problematic, not its inclusion in paragraph (C) as an indicator of the
overall improvement achievable from BART.

Revisions to Demonstration Framework

The other proposed changes to § 51.308(e)(2)(i) are intended to provide a clearer framework for the demonstra-
tion that an alternative program provides greater reasonable progress than BART. Specifically, we propose re-
vising paragraph (D) to require States to project visibility improvements resulting from the alternative program,
and adding a new paragraph (E) to require that States compare the visibility results from source by source BART
and the alternative program, using the test criteria in § 51.308(e)(3).

We are also clarifying the requirement in existing § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C) that a State analyze “the degree of visibil-
ity improvement that would be achieved in each mandatory Class I Federal area as a result of the emissions re-
ductions achievable from all such sources subject to BART located within the region that contributes to visibil-
ity impairment in the Class I area, based on the analysis conducted under [§ 51.308(e)(2)(i)(B)].” We believe
this language is somewhat ambiguous, as it could be read to require an analysis for every Federal mandatory
Class I area nationwide, regardless of the scope of the program at issue. Moreover, it seems to demand a determ-
ination of what region, which could be a subregion of the trading area, contributes to impairment at each Class I
area. We anticipate that modeling will be conducted on a regionwide basis, based on emissions reductions
achievable by BART at all sources subject to BART within the program area, rather than as a series of groupings
of areas of contribution with impacted Class I areas.

To clarify that every program need not address every Class I area nationwide, we propose adding the term
“affected” to modify “class I areas” in paragraph (C). As noted in the preamble discussion of the finalization in
§ 51.308(e)(3) of the criteria for determining whether an alternative program makes greater reasonable progress
than BART, states have some discretion in defining “affected” Class I areas. See part IV.B. of final BART
guideline preamble.[FN8] We also propose eliminating the ambiguous clause formerly in paragraph (C).

FN8 http://www.epa.gov/visibility/actions.html#bart1.

In addition, we propose to clarify (in revised paragraph (B)) that the alternative program need not cover every
BART category, but must cover every BART-eligible source within an affected category. The rationale for this
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is discussed below in the discussion of “Minimum Universe of Affected Sources.”

Finally, we propose to add a paragraph (E) which would direct the State to compare the expected visibility im-
provement under the alternative program and under BART according to the criteria established in § 51.308(e)(3)
.

With these changes, paragraphs within § 51.308(e)(2)(i) would read as follows:

(A) A list of all BART-eligible sources within the State.

(B) A list of all BART source categories covered by the alternative program. The State is not required to include
every BART source category in the program, but for each source category covered, the State must include each
BART-eligible source within that category in the analysis required by paragraph (C) below.

(C) An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each affected mandatory
Class I Federal area as a result of the emission reductions projected from the installation and operation of BART
controls under paragraph (e)(1) of this section at each source subject to BART in each source category covered
by the program.

(D) An analysis of the emissions reductions, and associated visibility improvement anticipated at each Class I
area within the State, under the trading program or other alternative measure.

(E) A determination that the emission reductions and associated visibility improvement projected under (D)
above (i.e., the trading program or other alternative measure) comprise greater reasonable progress, as defined in
paragraph (e)(3) of this section, than those projected under (C) above (i.e., BART).

The new § 51.308(e)(3), cross referenced in proposed § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(E) above, was finalized in the June 15,
2005 notice of final rule making for the BART guidelines. In that action, we noted that we would seek comment
in this rulemaking on whether compliance with the two-pronged visibility test contained in § 51.308(e)(3)
should be the only means of demonstrating greater reasonable progress than BART, or whether other means, in-
cluding qualitative factors, should also be allowed. Consequently, we seek comment in this proposal on whether
it would be reasonable to allow States to use a weight-of-evidence approach to evaluate both air quality model-
ing results and other policy considerations. Such an approach might be reasonable, for example, where (1) the
alternative program achieves emissions reductions that are within the range believed achievable from source-
by-source BART at affected sources, (2) the program imposes a firm cap on emissions that represents meaning-
ful reductions from current levels and, in contrast to BART, would prevent emissions growth from new sources,
and (3) the State is unable to perform a sufficiently robust assessment of the programs using the two pronged
visibility test due to technical or data limitations. Regarding the last point above, we are cognizant of the fact
that *44159 there may not be methods available to accurately project the distribution of emission reductions for
source categories other than EGUs. Modeling tools such as the Integrated Planning Model, which enables pro-
jections of emission control decisions at EGUs based on regulatory requirements with a reasonable degree of
confidence, do not exist for other source categories. We therefore seek comment on the extent to which other,
non-modeled factors may be taken into consideration. We note that we are not soliciting comments on the terms
of § 51.308(e)(3), as that provision is final.

Role of BART Guidelines for EGUs
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The BART guidelines establish certain control levels or emission rates as presumptive standards for EGUs of
greater than 200 MW capacity at plants with total generating capacity in excess of 750 MW. These presumptive
levels were developed pursuant to EPA's duty under CAA section 169A(b)(2) to develop the guidelines under
which States are required to make BART determinations for EGUs. The presumptive standards were developed
through a formal rulemaking process, including extensive public comment and full analysis of costs and eco-
nomic impacts, and apply to certain EGUs on a mandatory basis in the context of § 51.308(e)(1). Because they
have been developed for application on a source-specific basis, we believe it is all the more appropriate to apply
them in a trading context where the burden to meet BART-equivalent reductions may be shared among non-
BART eligible sources as well. We therefore propose to make the presumptive standards guidelines applicable
to alternative programs through a cross reference to § 51.308(e)(1) within § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C). Thus, when
States are estimating emissions reductions achievable from source-by-source BART, they must assume that all
EGUs which would otherwise be subject to BART will control at the presumptive level, unless they demonstrate
such presumptions are not appropriate at particular units. This demonstration should be guided by the same cri-
teria discussed in the BART guidelines. We request comment on this proposed requirement.

Minimum Universe of Affected Sources

Section 51.308(e)(2)(ii) currently provides that, where a State opts to implement an alternative strategy to
BART, the program must apply, at a minimum, to all BART-eligible sources within the State. Since the promul-
gation of the regional haze rule in 1999, EPA has had occasion to consider BART alternative programs in more
detail, including the WRAP Annex and the Clean Air Interstate Rule, or CAIR.[FN9] We now believe that this
“all or nothing” requirement is unduly restrictive and could pose an unnecessary barrier to the development of
BART alternatives. The reason for this is that some BART-eligible source categories might not be suitable for
participation in a trading program. For example, for some source categories there may be difficulty in quantify-
ing emissions with sufficient accuracy and precision to guarantee fungibility of emission allowances. Because of
these considerations, we believe States should have the opportunity to pursue source-by-source BART for one or
more categories which are more appropriately addressed in that manner and a trading program for other source
categories. Once a source category is selected for inclusion in the alternative program, however, all BART
sources within the effected categories must be covered. Therefore, we are proposing to revise §§
51.308(e)(2)(i)(B) and 51.308(e)(2)(ii) to this effect.

FN9 In the case of the CAIR, EPA adopted separate provisions that allow the use
of an alternative trading program for a subset of BART-eligible sources.

B. State Options for Complying With § 51.308(e)(2)(i) as Proposed

Under the framework provided by CAA sections 169A and 169B, there are several different contexts in which
visibility impact analysis could be conducted. The development of a BART-alternative program could entail sep-
arate visibility analysis in as many as three distinct stages: (1) Determining which BART eligible sources are
subject to BART, (2) determining what BART is, for each source or source category subject to BART, and (3)
determining the overall visibility improvement anticipated from the application of BART to all sources subject
to BART. In addition, the first two stages, if conducted on a source-by-source basis, could involve hundreds of
separate modeling runs in each State. This could impose a tremendous burden on State air agency resources, and
eliminate the administrative efficiency advantages provided by emission-trading alternatives. The EPA therefore
seeks to allow States to combine modeling stages or use simplifying assumptions to the extent allowed by the
CAA and controlling case law.
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Before discussing the first two stages, we note that an individualized analysis is never required at the third
stage—determining the overall improvement anticipated from source-by-source BART applied to all sources. By
definition, visibility modeling at this stage must be done on a cumulative basis. This does not make it a prohib-
ited approach under CEED v. EPA, because at this stage of the analysis, relevant aspects of the BART bench-
mark and the alternative program have already been determined. For example, if the emissions reductions anti-
cipated from source-by-source BART were determined by conducting a full-scale BART analysis in accordance
with § 51.308(e)(1) on each source, including the use of individualized modeling analysis for each source, it
would then be appropriate to determine the overall visibility improvement expected from the application of this
BART to all sources subject to BART.[FN10] We now turn to the discussion of the potential for providing flex-
ibility to States in assessing visibility in the first two stages listed above.

FN10 This is the stage of the analysis prescribed by existing § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C),
as noted in the section II.A above.

1. Determination of Which BART-Eligible Sources Are Subject to BART

In the BART guidelines, announced on June 15, 2005,[FN11] we provide States with guidance on how to de-
termine which BART-eligible sources are “reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impair-
ment at any Class I area.”Such sources are “subject to BART,” meaning that the State must perform a BART de-
termination based on the five statutory factors. Under the guidelines, States have considerable discretion to de-
termine which BART-eligible sources are subject to BART, as the court emphasized in American Corn Growers.

FN11 http://www.epa.gov/visibility/actions.html#bart1.

In providing States with the guidance for these determinations, we note that States may choose to make BART
determinations for all BART-eligible sources.[FN12] Alternatively, States could determine which BART-eli-
gible sources are subject to BART using any of the options provided in the BART guidelines. States opting to
develop a trading program or other alternative measure may wish to exercise their discretion to determine that
all BART-eligible sources within affected categories are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibil-
ity impairment and therefore should be *44160 included in the analysis of emissions reductions achievable by
BART. While this might eliminate the need for visibility modeling for each BART eligible source(reducing the
administrative burden on the State), it also maximizes the number of BART-eligible sources included in this step
of the analysis of an alternative strategy. At the next stage of the process, the BART determination (i.e., a de-
termination of emissions reductions that would be achievable under source-by-source BART), a visibility impact
analysis of some sort (discussed in next section below) would still be required. Therefore, States would have the
opportunity to consider the anticipated visibility improvement from imposing controls on a single source against
cost of control and other factors.

FN12 As noted in the preamble to the BART guidelines, States choosing this ap-
proach should use the data being developed by the regional planning organiza-
tions, or on their own, as part of the regional haze SIP development process to
make a showing that the State contributes to visibility impairment in one or more
Class I areas.

2. Determination of What Constitutes BART for Each BART Eligible Source

Source-by-Source Visibility Impact Analysis
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One way to handle the visibility improvement element of the BART determination for all BART sources
covered by the program would be to conduct individualized assessments of visibility improvement expected
from each BART source under various control scenarios, as described in the BART guidelines. Such an ap-
proach would comport with the court's decision in CEED v. EPA, as it would completely avoid any taint of a
“group BART” approach.

However, such an approach, when used in the context of an alternative program, could impose a significant re-
source burden upon the States, especially if the State is modeling a large number of BART-eligible sources over
a broad regional area (i.e. multiple States). For example, a State could potentially need to conduct hundreds of
model runs to isolate individual source contributions to multiple Class I areas across multiple States, and assess
several sets of meteorological and terrain data to appropriately simulate the geophysical conditions influencing
visibility. We seek comments, particularly from States and interested Tribes, regarding the feasibility of such an
approach and other recommendations for the alternative program analysis. Although such an analysis is appro-
priate in the § 51.308(e)(1) source-by-source context, there may be more streamlined approaches that would be
appropriate for BART determinations within an alternative program.

One area of consideration might be the type of model used. The BART guidelines provide that CALPUFF is the
preferred model for the visibility improvement analysis in the source-by-source (§ 51.308(e)(1)) context but note
that other appropriate models may be used. A regional modeling approach, using a photochemical grid model,
may be more appropriate for an alternative program. In many cases, regional planning organizations (RPOs)
have already prepared data sets that are “model ready” for a regional modeling application; this could signific-
antly reduce the resource burden on States. We request comment on a preferred modeling methodology and
whether the use of other models, including regional scale models such as the Community Multiscale Air Quality
model (CMAQ) and the Comprehensive Air quality Model with extensions (CAMX), would be appropriate for
BART determinations in the alternative-program context [FN13], and whether their use would significantly ease
the burden on States.

FN13 To reiterate, the comments we seek in this part of the preamble are with re-
spect to the use of other models for use in the course of estimating the BART
“benchmark” through the determination of BART control levels at sources subject
to BART. For example, regional scale models might be used to inform BART de-
terminations at many sources simultaneously through the use of techniques which
can track multiple single source contributions. This type of modeling is different
from the use of regional scale models to assess the cumulative impact on visibility
after BART determinations have been made. There is no question that the use of
regional scale models is appropriate for the latter purpose, as with our use of
CMAQ to assess the visibility effects of CAIR and of the most-stringent-case
BART for EGUs.

Potentially Permissible Uses of Cumulative Approach

Today's proposed revisions would require States to consider anticipated visibility improvement along with the
other statutory factors when determining BART for each source subject to BART in a source-by-source pro-
gram. The analysis would then be used to compare BART to the alternative program. A State that complied with
this requirement by performing a full-scale individualized visibility impact determination for each source would
clearly satisfy the American Corn Growers and CEED decisions.
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What is less clear from the decisions is whether a State may, in exercising its discretion, employ some type of
cumulative approach or simplifying assumptions in the process of considering visibility improvement when es-
timating emissions reductions achievable by source-by-source BART. The EPA believes that States retain such
discretion, and that the holding of CEED v. EPA is limited to circumstances where the EPA attempts to require
or induce States to adopt cumulative approaches. The EPA is not requiring such a cumulative approach.

The court did not specifically discuss the relationship between the invalid “group BART” approach contained in
the Annex (and approved in the Annex rule) and the requirements of the regional haze rule which governed the
development of the Annex in the first place (i.e., §§ 51.308(e)(2) and 51.309(f)). However, the idea that the EPA
apparently forced this methodology upon the States appears to be central to the Court's reasoning in invalidating
the Annex Rule. This is most clearly demonstrated in the court's discussion of the preliminary issue of whether
the petitioner had standing to bring the suit. In that discussion, the court held that neither the fact that the States
had a choice between the GCVTC provisions (§ 51.309) and the nationally applicable provisions (§ 51.308), nor
the fact that States had taken the initiative in designing the Annex, was sufficient to “undermine the inference
that EPA's pressure has been decisive.”CEED v. EPA at 8-9. The issue here was whether the petitioner's current
“injury in fact” (compliance with reporting requirements necessitated by the Annex) was fairly traceable to
EPA's regulatory scheme, not whether the “group BART” provision per se was forced upon the States. However,
since the “group BART” methodology was prescribed by the regulations which governed the Annex, to the ex-
tent EPA induced or “pressured” States into accepting § 51.309, it also must have pressured them into accepting
group BART. Therefore, the CEED decision did not address the situation where a State exercises its discretion
to use a cumulative approach to visibility modeling, absent any “pressure” from the EPA.

This reading of the case is not inconsistent with the court's statement that group BART is “invalid in any 169A
context,”—a statement made in the context of EPA's ripeness claim. The EPA had argued the claims brought by
the petitioner in CEED v. EPA had been ripe for review in 1999 at the time the action in American Corn Grow-
ers was brought and were thus precluded from being raised several years later. Petitioner CEED argued that
American Corn Growers had either invalidated §§ 51.308(e)(2) and 51.309(f) (providing the States with the op-
portunity to submit the Annex), or regarded those issues as unripe at the time. CEED, Slip. Op. at 11. The court
determined that American Corn Growers had not addressed “better than BART in the 309 context,” and that the
prior court's *44161 hesitation to do so was “reasonably based on the possibility that the BART benchmark used
to calculate “better-than-BART” might in the end differ materially from the original BART.”Finally, the court
stated that “either way American Corn Growers is read, it plainly forbade use of the original BART methodo-
logy in any 169A context.”Id.

We read the prohibition of group BART in “any 169A context” to mean that, in exercising its duty under CAA
section 169A to promulgate BART regulations, EPA may not prescribe group BART in either the context of
source specific BART or the context of a trading alternative. In both cases, it is EPA that is barred from pre-
scribing such a methodology. Nothing in this decision appears to bar a State exercising its own discretion under
CAA section 169A to define the BART benchmark using some approach that employs a cumulative analysis of
visibility impairment.

For the reasons above, the EPA believes that although EPA may not require a cumulative visibility approach to
estimating emissions reductions achievable from BART, States are not barred from using such approaches if
they so choose

C. Reliance on Emissions Reductions Required for Other Purposes
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In some cases, emissions reductions required to fulfill CAA requirements other than BART (or to fulfill require-
ments of a State law or regulation not required by the CAA) may also apply to some or all BART eligible
sources. In such a situation, a State may wish to determine whether the reductions thus obtained would result in
greater reasonable progress than would the installation and operation of BART at all sources subject to BART
which are covered by the program.

One prominent example of an independent requirement which would satisfy BART for affected sources in af-
fected States is the CAIR. (70 FR 25162, May 12, 2005). The emissions reductions required by the CAIR are for
the purpose of addressing significant interstate contributions to PM and ozone nonattainment. The level of emis-
sions reductions required was determined by an analysis of highly cost effective controls at EGUs. The CAIR
establishes an EPA-administered cap and trade program for SO2 and NOX from EGUs, in which affected States
may participate as a way of meeting their emission reduction requirements. (States can also choose to meet their
emission reduction requirements in other ways, subject to certain limitations).

Because the CAIR trading program would cover BART-eligible EGUs, and because the CAIR would result in
emission reductions surplus to CAA requirements as of the baseline date of the SIP (defined as 2002 for regional
haze purposes), we determined that it was appropriate to treat participation in this program as a potential means
of satisfying BART requirements for that source sector. See section IV of the preamble to the final BART
rule.[FN14]

FN14 http://www.epa.gov/visibility/actions.html#bart1.

The fact that the CAIR reductions were required in order to assist in attainment of the NAAQS, rather than for
the purpose of satisfying BART, significantly alters the consideration of what type of analysis is permissible to
show greater reasonable progress than BART. At the heart of the court's decision in CEED v. EPA was the con-
cern that by requiring States to use a group-BART approach in developing the benchmark by which an alternat-
ive program would be measured, the regional haze rule would require States to adopt an unduly stringent altern-
ative approach. No basis for such a concern exists when an independent requirement determines the level of re-
ductions required by an alternative program covering a universe of sources (including BART eligible sources).
In such a case, the better-than-BART demonstration is clearly an after-the-fact analysis, used simply for compar-
ison of the programs, and not to define the alternative program. In the CAIR example, the emission reduction
levels were not based on the invalid “group-BART” approach or any other assumptions regarding BART, but
were developed for other reasons. Specifically, the CAIR emission reductions were developed to assist with at-
tainment of the NAAQS for PM2.5 and ozone. Had EPA not performed the comparison of CAIR to BART for
visibility progress purposes, the CAIR emission reduction requirements would remain unchanged. Therefore,
EPA could not be construed as imposing an invalid BART requirement on States but rather is simply allowing
States, at their option, to utilize the CAIR cap and trade program as a means to satisfy BART for affected EGUs.
This same reasoning would be applicable whenever any requirement other than BART defines the emission re-
ductions required by the alternative program.

Reasonable Progress as an Independent Requirement

The EPA believes that the requirement to make reasonable progress towards the national visibility goal, while
related to the BART requirement, is a separate requirement analogous to the NAAQS-based requirements in
CAIR. Therefore, where a State designs a program to meet reasonable progress goals, the “better-than-BART”
demonstration would not be used to define the alternative programs, and the concerns of the DC Circuit in
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American Corn Growers and CEED v. EPA would not be applicable.

A State may choose to exercise its discretion under CAA section 169A and section 169B to achieve a larger por-
tion of its reasonable progress requirements by use of an alternative program that affects non-BART eligible
sources (including future sources) as well as BART-eligible sources. The fact that the CAA establishes a minim-
um reasonable progress requirement in the form of BART for a certain subset of sources, based on category,
size, and age, does not restrict the States' authority to establish a more ambitious reasonable progress program.
The emission reduction requirements of such a program could be based on a number of different approaches not
driven by a requirement to demonstrate greater reasonable progress than BART. In such a case, the better-
than-BART test would serve simply as a check that the program had in fact met the minimum requirement of
achieving more progress than BART. Because the BART estimation would not be defining the emission reduc-
tions required, the State would be free to use its discretion to begin the analysis with the simplifying assumption
of a most-stringent-case BART scenario (similar to our application of the presumptive BART EGU standards to
all-BART eligible sources in our CAIR analysis). If the program made greater reasonable progress than the
most-stringent-case BART, the State could end its analysis there. In such a case, the program would obviously
make greater reasonable progress than BART defined in any less stringent manner. If the program is not shown
to make greater progress than most-stringent-case BART, the State could use its discretion to perform additional
analysis to determine what progress would be achievable by BART after taking into account visibility on a
source-by-source basis.

To summarize, the EPA believes that where a State develops a program that include BART sources with the pur-
pose of satisfying reasonable progress requirements for a larger universe of sources, the State's use of a most-
stringent-case BART benchmark to satisfy the better than BART test would not run afoul of the D.C. Circuit's
*44162 decisions, as long as EPA does not attempt to require or otherwise impose such a benchmark.

D. Revisions to § 51.308(e)(2) To Standardize and Clarify the Minimum Elements of Emissions Trading Pro-
grams in Lieu of BART

EPA is proposing to add provisions that list fundamental elements that any cap and trade program adopted under
§ 51.308(e)(2) in lieu of BART must contain. A cap and trade program, for the purposes of this section, means a
program that establishes a cap on total annual emissions from the sources in the program, issues allowances with
a total tonnage value equal to the tonnage of the cap, requires each source in the program to hold an amount of
allowances after the end of the year with a tonnage value at least equal to the tonnage of the source's emissions
during the year, and allows the purchase and sale of allowances by sources or other parties.

EPA is adding these elements in order to provide the States with the crucial requirements they need to adopt into
their SIPs for a cap and trade program and also to help guide EPA's review of the SIPs. For a cap and trade pro-
gram to function properly, States will need to adopt a number of specific provisions into their SIPs, but these
fundamental elements are the ones EPA deems as necessary to ensure the integrity of any cap and trade program
adopted in a SIP under § 51.308(e)(2)in lieu of BART. The elements listed below are consistent with the provi-
sions of EPA's guidance for economic incentive programs titled “Improving Air Quality with Economic Incent-
ive Programs” (EIP) (EPA-452/R-01-001, January 2001).

The following is a description of each of the trading program requirements that are included in proposed §
51.308(e)(2)(vi). For each of these proposed requirements, EPA requests comment on whether we have ad-
dressed the requirement to an appropriate level of detail and on whether the substance of the requirement is suf-
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ficient to ensure program integrity for the cap and trade program.

Applicability Provisions

EPA is proposing that States and Tribes must include applicability provisions specifically defining which
sources are subject to the program. Applicability, or the group of sources that the cap and trade program will af-
fect, must be essentially the same from state to state, or across a state, to minimize confusion and administrative
burdens. For a cap and trade program, some of the factors States and Tribes may want to consider when defining
the group of sources subject to the program include contribution to total emissions from each source within a
given source category, and the ability to reliably measure emissions from the source. We encourage States and
Tribes to design trading programs to be as inclusive as practicable, in order to maximize the efficiency of the
market.

The emission cap of a cap and trade program may be compromised if a State or Tribe defines the population of
sources in a way that allows production and emissions from sources covered under the program to shift to those
that are not covered under the program. EPA is proposing that States and Tribes must demonstrate in their SIPs/
TIPs that the applicability provisions are designed to prevent any significant, potential shifting of production and
emissions from sources in the program to sources outside the program. For programs covering a single State, the
demonstration should address potential shifting within the State, while multi-state programs must address shift-
ing among those states covered under the program.

States and Tribes can demonstrate that the applicability provisions in the program will not result in significant
shifting of emissions or production to sources outside the program by: (1) Showing that all the sources providing
a product in the trading region are included in the cap and no sources outside the cap can pick up production
from the capped source; or (2) otherwise showing that significant shifting of production and emissions is un-
likely to occur, due to the nature of the program and the sources in the surrounding area.

Allowances

Allowances are a key feature of a cap and trade program. An allowance is a limited authorization for a source to
emit a specified amount of a pollutant, as defined by the specific trading program, during a specified period of
time. While allowances are frequently denominated at one ton, an allowance could be valued at more than or
less than one ton, depending on the needs of the specific trading program or the monitoring method. At the end
of the compliance period, a source owner's total tonnage value of allowances held must exceed or equal its annu-
al actual total tonnage of emissions. For example, if an allowance was valued at one ton, a source that emits
1,000 tons of a pollutant in a given year must hold at least 1,000 allowances for that same pollutant.

Allowances are fully marketable commodities. Once allocated, allowances may be bought, sold, traded, or
(where allowed) banked for use in future years.[FN15] Allowances are the currency used to achieve compliance
with the emission limitation requirements. A cap and trade program provides compliance flexibility because
each covered source has four compliance options: (1) Emit at its allowance allocation; (2) emit less than its al-
located allowances and transfer extra allowances to other sources; (3) emit less than its allocated allowances and
(if banking is allowed) save unused allowances for a later compliance period; and (4) obtain allowances from
other sources and emit more than its allocation.

FN15 Allowances are typically defined as not constituting property rights. See
e.g. CAA section 403(f): “An allowance allocated under this title is a limited au-
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thorization to emit sulfur dioxide in accordance with the provision of this title.
Such allowance does not constitute a property right. Nothing in this title or in any
other provision of law shall be construed to limit the authority of the United States
to terminate or limit such authorization.”42 U.S.C. 7651b(f).

EPA proposes not to include the detailed requirements on how States and Tribes will allocate allowances for a
cap and trade program adopted under § 51.308(e)(2) in lieu of BART. A State or Tribe can determine how to al-
locate allowances as long as the SIPs/TIPs require that the allocation of the tonnage value of allowances not ex-
ceed the total number of tons of emissions capped by the budget. For example, if the emissions budget is capped
at 100,000 tons of emissions, and each allowance is valued at one ton, the SIP/TIP must prohibit the allocation
of more than 100,000 allowances in any year.

Monitoring, Recordkeeping, and Reporting

Monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting of a source's emissions are integral parts of any cap and trade pro-
gram. Consistent and accurate measurement of emissions ensures that each allowance actually represents its spe-
cified tonnage value of emissions and that one ton of reported emissions from one source is equivalent to one
ton of reported emissions at another source. This establishes the integrity of the allowance and instills confid-
ence in the market mechanisms designed to provide sources with flexibility in achieving compliance. EPA is
proposing that the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting provisions for boilers, combustion turbines, and ce-
ment kilns comply with 40 CFR Part 75, and that other sources include monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting
provisions *44163 that result in information of the same precision, reliability, accessibility and timeliness as
provided for under 40 CFR Part 75.[FN16] Under certain circumstances, there may be some cap and trade pro-
grams that prevent certain sources from selling any allowances. EPA is expressly providing that such sources are
not subject to the requirement that the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting provisions be consistent with, or
equivalent to, 40 CFR Part 75.

FN16 Part 75 establishes requirements for continuous emissions monitoring sys-
tems (CEMS), as well as other types of monitoring (e.g., low mass emissions
monitoring under 40 CFR 75.19) that may be used in lieu of CEMS under certain
circumstances. Part 75 also establishes a process for proposal by owners and oper-
ators, and approval by the Administrator, of alternative monitoring systems (under
subpart E of part 75) that meet requirements concerning precision, reliability, ac-
cessibility, and timeliness. Under today's proposed rule, a unit that meets the re-
quirements for, and uses, monitoring specifically provided under part 75 (e.g., a
CEMS or low mass emissions monitoring) or that meets the requirements for, and
uses, an alternative monitoring system approved under subpart E of part 75 could
be included in a cap-and-trade program and could sell allowances.

Tracking System

A properly designed and implemented tracking system is critical to the functioning of a cap and trade program
as allowance transfers, allocations, compliance, penalties, and banking are all components of the system. The
tracking system must be accurate and efficient to allow for proper operation of an emissions trading market. The
tracking system must also be transparent, allowing all interested parties access to the information contained in
the accounting system. Transparency of the system increases the accountability for regulated sources and con-
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tributes to reduced transaction costs of transferring allowances by minimizing confusion and making allowance
information readily available. The tracking system functions as the official record for the trading program.
States, Tribes, and sources participating in the cap and trade program need to obtain accurate information about
program activities, including information that allows them to track generation and use of allowance allocations
and to ensure compliance. The allowance accounts in the tracking system are the official records for compliance
purposes.

The proposed rule requires that the SIPs/TIPs must include provisions identifying a specific tracking process to
track allowances and emissions. The proposed rule requires that the implementation plans must provide that
emissions, allowance, and transaction information is transparent and publicly available in a secure, centralized
data base that allows for frequent updates. The SIPs/TIPs must also provide for a tracking system that provides a
unique way to identify each allowance, enforceable procedures for recording data, and enforceable time frames
for submitting information and balancing accounts. If the trading program covers more than one State, the track-
ing system should be coordinated among all participating States and consistent for all sources and other parti-
cipants.

Account Representative

EPA believes it is important that each source owner or operator designate an individual (account representative)
who is authorized to represent the owner or operator in all matters pertaining to the trading program and who is
responsible for the data reported for that source. The account representative will be responsible for, among other
things, permit, compliance, and allowance related actions. In addition to designating an account representative,
the SIP/TIP must provide that all matters pertaining to the account shall be undertaken only by the designated
account representative. The proposed rule includes a requirement that the SIPs/TIPs must include such provi-
sions.

Allowance Transfer

The proposed rule requires that SIPs/TIPs contain provisions detailing a uniform process for transferring allow-
ances among all sources covered by the program and other possible participants. The provisions must provide
procedures for sources to request an allowance transfer, for the request and transfer to be recorded in the allow-
ance tracking system, for notification to the source that the transfer has occurred, and for notification to the pub-
lic of each transfer and request. The provisions must allow timely transfer and recording of allowances and min-
imize administrative barriers to the operation of the allowance market.

Compliance

The proposed rule requires that cap and trade programs include a compliance provision that prohibits a source
from emitting more emissions than the total tonnage value of allowances the source holds for that year. The pro-
posed rule also requires that the cap and trade program specify the methods and procedures for determining on
an annual basis whether a source holds sufficient allowances, by total tonnage value, for its emissions.

Penalty

In order to provide sources with a strong incentive to comply with the requirement to hold sufficient allowances
for their emissions on an annual basis and to establish an immediate minimum economic consequence for non-
compliance, the program must include a system for mandatory allowance deductions. We are proposing that if a
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source has excess emissions in a given year, allowances allocated for the subsequent year will be deducted from
the source's account in an amount at least equal to three times the excess emissions. For example, if a source had
10 tons of excess emissions in the year 2014, and one allowance is valued at one ton, 30 allowances allocated
for the year 2015 will be deducted from the source's account. This is consistent with existing trading programs
such as the CAIR and the NOX SIP call, and is designed to ensure that the penalty is a sufficient deterrent to
non-compliance.

While we are proposing that the allowance deduction would be mandatory, a source would have the right to seek
administrative or judicial review of the State's or Tribe's determination that the source had excess emissions in a
given year. For example, the regulations would not limit the ability of the source to appeal the following determ-
inations made by the State or Tribe: The number of allowances held by the source as of the deadline for transfer-
ring allowances and available for compliance, the amount of the source's emissions, and the comparison of the
amount of the source's emissions and the total tonnage value of the source's allowances held and available for
compliance. If the State or Tribe determines that the source's emissions exceed the source's total tonnage value
of allowances for the year, we are proposing that at least three times the tonnage of excess emissions for the year
be automatically deducted from the source's allowance holdings for the next year, even if an appeal is pending.
The allowance deduction can be reversed to the extent the source prevails on appeal, but we believe that certain
and immediate penalties are necessary to ensure the integrity of the market for allowances. The mandatory al-
lowance deduction penalty provision will not limit the ability of the State, Tribe, or EPA to take enforcement ac-
tion under State or Tribal law or the CAA.

Banking Provisions

The banking of allowances occurs when allowances that have not been used for compliance are set aside for use
*44164 in a later compliance period. Banking provides compliance flexibility to sources, encourages early re-
ductions, and encourages early application of innovative technology. However, banking also carries an associ-
ated risk of delayed or impaired achievement of air quality goals due to the use of banked allowances. The pro-
posed rule allows trading programs to include provisions for banked allowances, so long as the SIPs/TIPs clearly
identify how unused allowances may be kept for use in future years and whether there are any restrictions on the
use of any such banked allowances.

Periodic Assessment of the Trading Program

The proposed rule requires the trading program to include provisions for periodic assessment of the program.
Such periodic assessments are a way to retrospectively assess the performance of the trading program in meeting
the goals of the regional haze program and determining whether the trading program needs any adjustments or
changes. At a minimum, the program evaluation must be conducted every five years to coincide with the period-
ic report describing progress towards the reasonable progress goals required under § 51.308(g) and must be sub-
mitted to EPA. The information needed to perform the program should be collected through the monitoring, re-
cordkeeping, and reporting requirements for the program. SIPs/TIPs should also provide procedures to make the
public aware the program is being assessed and to give the public an opportunity to comment on the assessment.

Section 5.3(b) of the EIP contains a list of performance measures that States or Tribes should consider including
in the program assessment. The performance measures needed by States/Tribes will depend upon the type of
trading program, the amount of emissions covered by the program, the sources covered by the program, or pub-
lic comments received during rulemaking. EPA suggests that States and Tribes work closely with their EPA Re-
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gional Office when developing the program assessment procedures.

III. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.309

A. Background

The previous section discussed the proposed changes to our regulations at § 51.308(e)(2) governing alternative
programs to BART, in general. In this section, we discuss the implications of the CEED decision on the particu-
lar program at issue in that case—the WRAP Annex—and our proposed revisions in the section of the haze rule
which specifically addresses the optional approach for certain western states (§ 51.309).

What Portion of the WRAP's Regional Haze Strategies Were Affected by the Court's Decision?

The petition for review granted by the court in CEED v. EPA requested that the “Annex Rule” be vacated and
remanded. The “Annex Rule” refers to the June 2003 rule approving and codifying the “Annex” to the Grand
Canyon Visibility Transport Commission (GCVTC) Recommendations. (68 FR 33764, June 5, 2003). The An-
nex contained SO2 emission reduction milestones and the detailed provisions of a cap and trade program to be
implemented automatically if voluntary measures failed to achieve the milestones. The Annex Rule codified
these provisions in § 51.309(h)

The Annex was developed to implement the recommendations of the GCVTC for stationary sources. The court's
decision in CEED v. EPA invalidated EPA's approval of the Annex, but did not question the validity of the
GCVTC recommendations for a backstop trading program.[FN17]

FN17 Subsequent to the CEED decision, the WRAP States expressed their disap-
pointment with the decision and their desire to continue working with EPA to re-
concile the WRAP's program to the court's decision. See WRAP State's statment
at http://www.wrapair.org/news/releases/PR—Holmstead—ltr.pdf.

How Is the “WRAP Annex” Related to Other Strategies Contained in Regional Haze Rule § 51.309?

As noted, the WRAP Annex was designed to implement one of the recommendations of the GCVTC. This com-
mission, the creation of which was expressly required by CAA section 169B(f), also made numerous other re-
commendations. Other important provisions of the GCVTC report include: Strategies for addressing smoke
emissions from wildland fires and agricultural burning; provisions to prevent pollution by encouraging renew-
able energy development; and provisions regarding clean air corridors, mobile sources, and wind-blown dust,
among other things. The backstop cap and trade program which eventually became the Annex thus comprised
only one component—albeit a central one—of a suite of strategies developed by the GCVTC.

The requirement that Western States submit an Annex to the GCVTC report in order to complete the GCVTC re-
commendations as an alternative means of regional haze compliance was contained in the 1999 Regional Haze
Rule. In that rulemaking, we determined that the GCVTC strategies would provide for reasonable progress when
supplemented by an Annex containing quantitative emission reduction milestones and documentation of the
trading program or other alternative measure. See 64 FR 35749 and 35756-57. We therefore provided that the
States' ability to comply with regional haze rule requirements through implementation of the provisions of §
51.309 was contingent upon EPA receiving the Annex meeting certain requirements no later than October 1,
2000. See § 51.309(f).
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Five of the nine eligible States and one local agency (Bernalillo county, NM) opted to submit SIPs under section
51.309 prior to the 2003 deadline in 51.309(c). Doing so was not simply a matter of codifying those recommend-
ations into State law but required the production, through a consensus process, of numerous subsidiary policy
and technical tools. These included emissions inventories for stationary, mobile, area, fire, and road dusts
sources; policy agreements on various issues such as annual emissions goals for wild land fires and incentives to
increase renewable energy production (to name just a few of many); development of numerous technical support
documents, and, of course, the development of the actual model rules for the backstop trading program. See the
“Section 309 implementation Material” page of the WRAP's Web site at http://www.wrapair.org/309/index.html
for a more complete listing.

The EPA believes the dedication of the WRAP States and Tribes to move forward with regional haze imple-
mentation in an expeditious manner is commendable and we want to continue to support these efforts. The sub-
stantial investment in time and resources (including millions of dollars of Congressionally allocated funding)
made over a period of more than a decade has tremendously advanced the scientific understanding of the causes
of visibility impairment in the West. In addition, the GCVTC, and the WRAP after it, have been extraordinarily
successful in forging consensus on a large number of policy measures among a wide variety of States, Tribal
governments, environmental advocates, and industry interests. As a result, EPA believes there are compelling
policy reasons to continue to recognize the GCVTC/WRAP strategies and to provide a regulatory framework in
the regional *44165 haze rule that allows for expedited implementation by interested States and Tribes.

The EPA also has the authority to promulgate regulations which are responsive to the GCVTC recommendations
for addressing visibility impairment. In addition to requiring EPA to establish the GCVTC, Congress also im-
posed a duty upon EPA to promulgate regulations pursuant to CAA section 169A within 18 months of receipt of
the report from the GCVTC, and to take that report into account in doing so. See CAA section 169B(e). Con-
gress clearly intended EPA's regional haze regulations to be informed by the knowledge and information de-
veloped by the GCVTC.

The EPA is committed to fulfilling its obligation to further the work of the GCVTC by permitting the western
states and tribes to move forward with the regional haze program recommended by the GCVTC. Therefore, in
order to provide GCVTC States and Tribes an opportunity to revisit the program without being constrained by
the invalid group BART methodology, we propose to amend the regional haze rule to allow states to submit (or
resubmit) implementation plans under § 51.309, in conjunction with the first regional haze SIPs otherwise re-
quired under 51.308. This will provide time for States to revisit the SO2 milestones and backstop emission trad-
ing program.

With respect to the other strategies contained 51.309, although these other provisions of § 51.309 were not af-
fected by the decision in CEED v. EPA and may remain effective as a matter of State law in each State, the EPA
cannot approve implementation plans under § 51.309 as meeting reasonable progress until the plans contain val-
id provisions for addressing stationary sources. The backstop SO2 emissions trading program was a key element
of the GCVTC recommendations, as evidenced by the fact that the use of the § 51.309 strategies to satisfy reas-
onable progress requirements was made contingent upon EPA receiving a satisfactory Annex. Because the An-
nex has been invalidated, States must have an opportunity to resubmit the details of the backstop trading pro-
gram, before EPA can take action to determine whether reasonable progress requirements will be satisfied by §
51.309 SIPs.

The regulatory structure proposed to provide States and Tribes with this opportunity is discussed in more detail
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below.

B. Proposed Regulatory Framework for States and Tribes Choosing To Implement the GCVTC/WRAP Strategies

We interpret the court's decision in CEED v. EPA as having vacated the provisions in § 51.309(h) which were
promulgated in 2003. (68 FR 33764, June 5, 2003.) The vacature of these provisions returns § 51.309 to the
status quo ante as of that rulemaking. This included certain provisions for stationary sources contained in §
51.309(d)(4) and the provision calling for the submission of the Annex in the first place in § 51.309(f). For the
reasons discussed below, we are not proposing to require States to resubmit another “Annex” to the GCVTC re-
port, and are therefore repealing § 51.309(f); we are also proposing to retain the general stationary source re-
quirements at § 51.309(d)(4), with certain modifications.

Will States Be Required To Submit a Revised Annex?

Section 51.309(f) made the approvability of § 51.309 SIPs contingent upon EPA receiving from the GCVTC (or
other regional planning organization) an “annex” to the GCVTC report no later than October 1, 2000. The An-
nex was required to contain: quantitative emissions milestones for the years 2003, 2008, 2103, and 2018, which
would provide for steady and continuing emissions reductions for the 2003-2018 period and satisfy the GCVTC
goal of 50-70 percent reductions from 1990 emissions by 2040. The milestones were also required to show
greater reasonable progress than would be achieved by the application of BART per § 51.308(e)(2) and be ap-
provable in lieu of BART. In addition to quantitative milestones meeting these criteria, the Annex was required
to contain documentation of the “backstop” market trading program, including model rules, monitoring provi-
sions, provisions for the “triggering” of the trading program, and operational details. See § 51.309(f)(1)(i)-(ii).

Section 51.309(f) further provided procedures by which EPA would incorporate the provisions of the Annex into
the regional haze rule (if an acceptable Annex were received). This in fact occurred, with the Annex being incor-
porated at § 51.309(h).Section 51.309 in its totality, including the new § 51.309(h), then governed the content of
the SIPs which were due no later than December 31, 2003, per § 51.309(c).

The EPA believes the substantive requirements of § 51.309(f) remain valid. However, we do not believe the un-
usual procedural approach required by that section—wherein States submit provisions for EPA to codify in fed-
eral regulation for the purpose of governing subsequent SIP content—is either necessary or appropriate at this
time. Therefore, we are proposing to import those substantive provisions of § 51.309(f) which are still relevant
into § 51.309(d)(4), and to repeal the § 51.309(f) mechanism requiring an Annex. We are also proposing to im-
port into § 51.309(d)(4) a few selected substantive provisions from the repealed Annex rule (§ 51.309(h)) for
reasons explained later in this section of the preamble.

In 1999, EPA included § 51.309 in response to the western States' and Tribes' comments calling for recognition
of the policy development efforts of the GCVTC. The Western Governors' Association in particular requested
that EPA issue a final rule that explicitly described the content of SIPs that would assure reasonable progress in
addressing visibility impairment on the Colorado Plateau based on the technical work and policy recommenda-
tions of the GCVTC. At that time, however, the GCVTC's recommendations did not address the requirements
for BART, or provide sufficient detail to allow EPA to ascertain whether the backstop market trading program
that was a central element of the Commission's recommendations would provide greater reasonable progress
than BART. The purpose of the requirement in the 1999 rule that an Annex to the GCVTC report be submitted
by October of 2000 was to insure that the GCVTC stationary source recommendations were developed and re-
fined in sufficient detail to enable EPA to make an up-front determination that SIPs based on the work of the
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GCVTC would meet the requirements of the CAA. The decision to utilize an intermediate step of requiring
States and Tribes to submit the details of the stationary source provisions in an “Annex”, rather than directly in
their SIPs (or TIPs), was a policy decision on EPA's part to accommodate the western State's request for en-
dorsement of the substantial work of the GCVTC. In light of the facts as they exist now, six years later, the EPA
does not believe that an “Annex” type approach is appropriate going forward.

One reason that an Annex approach would not be appropriate is that it would not be practicable to repeat such an
approach at this time given that all regional haze SIPs, whether under § 51.309 or § 51.308, are due at the end of
2007, or about 18 months after *44166 today's proposal.[FN18] The 1999 rule provided that EPA would promul-
gate regulations incorporating the Annex provisions within one year of receipt of the Annex. If a similar ap-
proach were followed today, there would not be sufficient time for States to follow their internal processes for
SIP revisions, even if a new Annex were made due immediately upon finalization of this rule.

FN18 See 42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(7)(A).

In addition, we are proposing that States submit § 51.309 SIPs at the same time as § 51.308 SIPs. These §
51.308 SIPS will establish reasonable progress goals for all Class I areas in the region. It is expected that some
States will wish to build on the § 51.309 strategies in developing § 51.308 SIPs. Because both types of SIPs will
be reviewed concurrently, it is a better policy in terms of both administrative efficiency and environmental pro-
gress to review both §§ 51.308 and 51.309 SIPs under the same overarching criteria, rather than providing pre-
scriptive requirements for § 51.309 which may interfere in unforeseen ways with the integration of §§ 51.308
and 51.309 SIPs without providing any environmental benefits.

Finally, in 1999, the GCVTC had discharged its duties and the WRAP had not yet established a track record for
producing consensus decisions on difficult policy issues such as the design of the backstop market trading pro-
gram. Six years later, the WRAP has built up considerable institutional capacity, with EPA's support, and is well
positioned to facilitate consensus and coordinate SIP development to insure inter-state consistency, without the
need for prescriptive requirements at the level of detail formerly contained in the Annex Rule.

Therefore, we propose to amend § 51.309(d)(4) to provide that the major substantive requirements formerly re-
quired to be submitted in the form of an Annex to the GCVTC report will instead now be required in the §
51.309 SIP itself. These major substantive requirements include quantitative emissions milestones for the years
2008, 2013, and 2018 which provide for steady and continuing emissions reductions, satisfy the GCVTC goal of
50-70 percent reductions from 1990 emissions by 2040, and achieve greater reasonable progress than would be
achieved by the application of BART per § 51.308(e)(2).

Which States and Tribes May Submit Implementation Plans Under § 51.309 as Proposed for Revision?

Because the WRAP Annex was invalidated due to its reliance on a group-BART methodology, the EPA cannot
condition future participation in the § 51.309 program upon the submission and implementation of SIPs under
the Annex rule (i.e., the SIPs that were due in 2003). Doing so would have the effect of continuing to impose
upon the four states that did not opt for § 51.309 the choice between a § 51.309 program defined by an invalid
methodology and § 51.308. Therefore, States in the 9-state visibility transport region that did not submit a SIP in
2003 under § 51.309 are not precluded from submitting a SIP under § 51.309 in 2007. Tribes in the transport re-
gion, as determined in earlier rulemakings, are not subject to the same deadlines and may submit a TIP under §
51.309 at a later date. In addition, nothing precludes States outside of the 9-state transport region from incorpor-
ating elements of the GCVTC strategies into their SIPs (under § 51.308), provided they demonstrate that such
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strategies meet the reasonable progress requirements of § 51.308.

What Is the Proposed Implementation Plan Schedule?

We are proposing that SIPs under § 51.309 will be due at the same time as those under § 51.308. The imple-
mentation plan deadlines for regional haze were amended by Congress to provide that regional haze SIPs for the
entire State shall be submitted no later than three years after the promulgation of designations for the PM2.5
NAAQS.[FN19] Those designations were promulgated by EPA on December 17, 2004. Therefore regional haze
SIPs are due no later than December 17, 2007. CAA 107(d)(7)(A).

FN19 See Consolidated Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2004, Public Law
108-199, January 23, 2004.

CAA 107(d)(7)(B) provides that the above requirement does not preclude implementation plan revisions by the
GCVTC States in 2003. However, as portions of the haze rule that governed the 2003 SIPs have been invalid-
ated, States opting for § 51.309 will be required to resubmit SIPs some time after those portions have been recti-
fied through finalization of today's proposed rule. As a practical matter it would be difficult for States to com-
plete this process any time appreciably sooner than the end of 2007. The EPA sees no environmental advantage
to requiring § 51.309 SIPs to be submitted on a different schedule than under § 51.308. Moreover, simultaneous
deadlines will allow States and participating Tribes to more effectively integrate the technical work and policy
development under the two sections. Therefore, we propose amending § 51.309(c) to replace the December 31,
2003 deadline with December 17, 2007.

In addition, we are proposing to delete certain language included in the SIP schedule provision in § 51.309(c)
and replace it with similar provisions in the purpose provisions in § 51.309(a). Specifically, § 51.309(c) cur-
rently provides that “A Transport Region State that does not submit an implementation plan that complies with
the requirements of this section (or whose plan does not comply with all of the requirements of this section) is
subject to the requirements of § 51.308 in the same manner and to the same extent as any State not included
within the Transport Region.”This language was formerly included in the SIP schedule section to clarify that,
under the former bifurcated schedule, the final date for a State to make a decision between §§ 51.308 and 51.309
was at the time the § 51.309 SIP was due, in 2003. Now that we are proposing the same deadline for both sec-
tions, it is not necessary to specify that § 51.308 will come into effect if a GCVTC State misses the § 51.309
deadline. Each State in the GCVTC may choose between submitting a SIP under §§ 51.308 and 51.309 as it's re-
gional haze strategy for the Colorado Plateau Class I areas; in either case the State must submit its SIP by the
same deadline. Moreover, all GCVTC States will also be required to submit SIPs under § 51.308 whether or not
they submit § 51.309 SIPs, in order to cover at a minimum any non-Colorado Plateau Class I areas within or af-
fected by the States, unless those Class I areas have been covered under § 51.309(g) (additional Class I areas).

Finally, § 51.309(d)(1) currently requires that § 51.309 SIPs must be effective for the entire time between
December 31, 2003, and December 31, 2018. We propose striking the reference to beginning in 2003, but main-
taining the requirement to be effective through 2018. We also propose adding a clause to clarify that § 51.309
SIPs shall continue in effect until an implementation plan revision is approved by EPA in accordance with §
51.308(f). This will provide for continuity of visibility protection during the transition to the next long-term
strategy period.

*44167 What Stationary Source Provisions Must § 51.309 SIPs Contain?
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The 1999 regional haze rule, in addition to providing in § 51.309(h) for the submission of an Annex containing
further elaboration of the GCVTC stationary source recommendations, also included certain fundamental re-
quirements in § 51.309(d)(4) for a market trading program addressing stationary sources. These § 51.309(d)(4)
requirements established the basic framework of the backstop trading approach, which were to be given more
detailed form through the Annex provisions. Specifically, this section called for monitoring and reporting of SO

2 emissions, criteria and procedures for activation and operation of the backstop trading program, and provisions
for compliance reporting. The section also called for a report on the necessity of adding stationary source provi-
sions for NOX and PM in the next SIP (due in 2008). See § 51.309(d)(4)(i)-(v). Upon the finalization of the An-
nex rule, these provisions were amended to add cross references as appropriate to the new Annex rule at §
51.309(h).

The EPA believes it is appropriate to retain these provisions in § 51.309(d)(4), in order to provide for the broad
contours of a backstop cap and trade program consistent with the GCVTC recommendations. Nothing in these
very general requirements imposes any invalid constraints upon the program in violation of CEED v. EPA. In
addition, in the process of working over the past several years on the development of the detailed provisions of
the Annex backstop trading program, EPA and the States have identified several specific areas where regulatory
guidance is desirable. Therefore, certain provisions codified as part of the Annex rule in § 51.309(h) have been
retained as SIP requirements in § 51.309(d)(4). By specifying EPA's expectations clearly in the rule provisions,
we will promote consistency between States and provide greater certainty for the SIP review process. In doing
so, EPA is cognizant of the need to avoid importing into § 51.309(d)(4) any provisions of the Annex rule that
were directly or indirectly dependent on or related to the specific quantitative milestones contained in the An-
nex. Therefore, we have retained only those provisions we believe are critical to any conceivable variation on
the GCVTC's backstop trading program recommendation. These are described in the following sections.

Provisions for Stationary Sources of Sulfur Dioxide

One of the critical components of the GCVTC's recommendations was the establishment of a series of declining
caps on regional sulfur dioxide emissions from stationary sources. These declining caps on emissions are re-
ferred to as emissions milestones and must provide for steady and continuing reductions in sulfur dioxide emis-
sions over time. While EPA is not specifying what the milestones must be, this provision requires the States to
submit milestones for the period through 2018 that are consistent with the GCVTC's definition of reasonable
progress and its goal of reducing sulfur dioxide emissions by 2040 to 50-70 percent of 1990 actual levels. We
are proposing that the milestones be defined on an annual basis. However, we do not interpret the GCVTC's re-
commendation for steady and continuing reduction as requiring the milestones to decline each year. Rather, as
was the case in the annex, the milestone may remain the same for more than one year as long as they provide for
steady and continuing reductions over the course of long term planning period.

States must also show that the milestones provide for greater reasonable progress than would be achieved by ap-
plication of BART in accordance with § 51.308(e)(2) and be approvable in lieu of BART. Because the §
51.308(e)(2) is proposed to be amended to remove the group BART requirement, there is no longer the concern
that the § 51.309 option might be defined by an invalid condition. Instead, the § 51.308(e)(2) demonstration
simply insures that the backstop trading program is approvable in lieu of BART, an approach based on our inter-
pretation of CAA 169A(b)(2) which was upheld by the D.C. Circuit.

Documentation of Emissions Calculation Methods [(§ 51.309(d)(4)(ii)]
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EPA is proposing that States must include documentation of the specific methodology used to calculate emis-
sions in the base year for each source included in the program. EPA is also proposing that States must provide
for the documentation of the specific emission calculation methods used for determining emissions from station-
ary sources for each of the subsequent years after the base year. This requirement was originally included in §
51.309(h)(2)(ii), and EPA is proposing to include it in § 51.309(d)(4)(ii). This provision is necessary because in
establishing the baseline emissions for stationary sources, States will be using emissions data that reflect the
emission calculation methodology the source was using at that time. It is likely that some facilities that have re-
lied on emission factors and other less accurate methods for determining the emissions will improve the accur-
acy of the emission estimates. In order to ensure the determination of emissions and emission reductions are a
true measure of progress and not a change in emission calculation methods, the rule requires States to provide
documentation of the emission calculation methods that were used for affected sources. This information will be
relied upon by the States and EPA to ensure that the comparison of emissions at the beginning of the program to
the current reporting year takes into account changes in emissions calculation methods and ensures that compar-
isons do not provide for “paper” increases or decreases in emissions.

Monitoring, Recordkeeping, and Reporting of Sulfur Dioxide Emissions [§ 51.309(d)(4)(iii)]

EPA is proposing to revise § 51.309(d)(4)(ii) to incorporate necessary changes reflecting the new date of SIP
submittals, to address the implications of the court's decision in CEED v. EPA as it affects the Annex, and to
add a recordkeeping requirement. In addition, we are renumbering § 51.309(d)(4)(ii) through (d)(4)(iii). Under
the revised language, a State must require monitoring and annual reporting of sulfur dioxide emissions within
the State, and require that records be retained for a minimum of 10 years from the establishment of the record in
order to ensure the enforceability of the program. EPA believes that requiring records to be retained for 10 years
is reasonable because of the long duration of each planning period (i.e., the first planning period for the § 51.309
program extends to the year 2018). In addition, by requiring records to be maintained for 10 years, States will
ensure that any lag between the first phase of the program and full implementation of the backstop trading pro-
gram will not hamper the enforceability of the program. EPA has determined these provisions are necessary to
assess compliance with the sulfur dioxide milestones each year of the program. The monitoring, recordkeeping
and reporting data required by each State must be sufficient to determine whether the milestones are achieved
for each year through 2018.

*44168 Criteria and Procedures for a Market Trading Program [§ 51.309(d)(4)(iv)]

The approach to addressing stationary source SO2 emissions recommended by the GCVTC was to establish a
declining cap on emissions that would be met through voluntary measures. If voluntary measures did not suc-
ceed, however, the GCVTC recommended that States implement an enforceable market-based program that
would serve as the “backstop” to the voluntary measures. EPA is proposing to require States to include in their
SIPs the criteria and procedures for implementing the voluntary phase of the program and for triggering and ac-
tivating the backstop phase of their programs if the voluntary measures do not succeed. The main elements of
this requirement were originally included under § 51.309(h)(2)(iv), (v), and (vii), and § 51.309(h)(3). EPA is
proposing to include these elements under § 51.309(d)(4)(iv). This provision requires the States annually to
compare regional sulfur dioxide emissions to the milestone to determine whether the milestone was achieved for
that year. The States must complete a draft annual evaluation report no later than 12 months after the milestone
year. The Annex had provided that the annual compliance check be based on a three-year rolling average of ac-
tual emissions versus the corresponding three-year rolling average of the milestone, except for the first two
years and the last year (2018) of the program. While we do not think it is appropriate to require the use of three-
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year average,we continue to believe that such an approach would be acceptable. We therefore propose to allow
for this approach in § 51.308(d)(4)(i). If the comparison shows the milestone has been achieved, the plan must
include procedures to activate the backstop trading program. This provisions also requires that the plans provide
for program assessments in the years 2013 and 2018.

Market Trading Program [§ 51.309(d)(4)(v)]

As a backstop to voluntary measures, the implementation of the market trading program must be akin to a
“turn-key” operation. EPA proposes to require that the plan include a complete and fully developed backstop
market trading program sufficient to achieve the 2018 milestone that is consistent with the criteria for cap and
trade program in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi). In the event a milestone has not been achieved, the States will be required
to make this final determination no later than 15 months after the end of the first year in which the milestone
was not achieved. The final determination that the milestone has not been achieved will trigger (i.e., activate)
the trading program. After the market trading program has been triggered, some time will be required before the
full implementation of the trading program can be accomplished, but the trading program should come into ef-
fect as soon as practicable.

Provision for 2018 Milestone [§ 51.309(d)(4)(vi)]

We are proposing new provisions governing the period beginning in 2018. The § 51.309 program generally fo-
cuses on setting and achieving milestones for the period of 2003 through 2018. States participating in the §
51.309 program will eventually need to prepare additional plans to address visibility beyond 2018. See §
51.308(f). These plans will need to meet the requirements of § 51.308 or other alternate regulations EPA may
adopt in the future. The proposed language in § 51.309(d)(4)(vi) is intended to bridge any potential gaps
between the § 51.309 plan and these future plans and to ensure the milestone for 2018 is achieved by the §
51.309 plans and maintained in future plans. Section 51.309(d)(4)(vi)(A) requires that § 51.309 plans clearly
prohibit emissions beginning in 2018 in excess of the 2018 milestone unless and until a new plan covering the
period after 2018 is approved by EPA.

Section 51.309(d)(4)(vi)(B) requires that § 51.309 plans include special provisions for ensuring the 2018 mile-
stone is achieved beginning in 2018. Specifically, this provision requires § 51.309 plans to address the potential
gap created by any lag between the date the backstop trading program is triggered and the date the trading pro-
gram is fully implemented and source compliance is required. Under the backstop trading program, sources have
an incentive to voluntarily achieve the milestones to avoid triggering an enforceable trading program. Because
the § 51.309 plans are designed generally to cover the period between the initial submission in 2007 and 2018,
the deterrent incentives of the backstop trading program are diminished where enforceable requirements do not
begin until after the end of the covered period or where such enforceable requirements may never be implemen-
ted because they will be replaced by a different planning approach. Thus, a special regulatory provision is neces-
sary to address the possible situation where a milestone is exceeded close to, in, or after 2018 such that any
delay in the implementation of the trading program could undercut the necessary incentives to meet the 2018
milestone.

To satisfy the requirements of § 51.309(d)(4)(vi), States will need to address both the situation where milestones
are exceeded in or after 2018, and the situation where milestones are exceeded before 2018 but the backstop
emissions trading program will not be fully implemented and enforceable until after 2018. In both situations, the
§ 51.309 plan must include special provisions, including financial penalties, to prohibit and enforce against any
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exceedances of the 2018 milestone beginning in 2018 and continuing until the § 51.309 program is replaced with
a plan covering the period after 2018.[FN20]

FN20 This special penalty provision for 2018 is distinct from the requirement for
automatic allowance deductions in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(J), which is also applicable
to the WRAP's program per the cross reference to § 51.308(e)(2) in §
51.309(d)(4)(v). In the Annex rule, SIPs were required to provide for automatic
allowance deductions at a 2:1 ratio, and for automatic financial penalties of
$5000/ton or an alternative amount that substantially exceeds the cost of allow-
ances. See § 51.309(h)(x) and preamble discussion at 68 FR 33776-33777. Be-
cause some States subsequently determined that they lack authority to impose
automatic financial penalties, we are proposing to instead utilize the 3:1 ratio for
automatic allowance deductions as provided in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(J) in order to
insure there is a sufficient incentive for compliance.

With respect to the financial penalty provisions to be included in the SIPs, it is important that the mechanism for
assessing and collecting penalties be sufficiently immediate to provide the proper incentives for the cap and
trade program. Penalties that are negotiated and require potentially drawn out litigation to enforce may not en-
sure that sources have a clear, known cost associated with a given amount of excess emissions. One option to
create the proper incentives is for States to require automatic penalties or, for States lacking authority for such
automatic penalties, to create a streamlined penalty approach that encourages timely payment. Specifically, EPA
believes States could adopt an approach that sets a fixed penalty (e.g., $5,000 per ton of excess emissions) that
sources can volunteer to pay to quickly settle an excess emissions violation. The States would commit to take
formal enforcement action and seek higher penalties as authorized by law against any source that has excess
emissions and does not agree to the streamlined settlement. Such an enforcement strategy, if consistently and ag-
gressively administered, should result in a penalty scheme that is sufficiently immediate to create the proper cap
and trade incentives. EPA will review State implementation of any such streamlined *44169 settlement ap-
proaches and will consider taking separate federal enforcement action in the event a State fails to pursue ad-
equate enforcement against a source declining the streamlined settlement. In such cases, EPA will pursue penal-
ties up to the maximum allowed under the CAA (currently $32,500 per day per violation). In addition, if EPA
finds a pattern of State failure to obtain appropriate penalties, EPA could use its authority under CAA section
110 to call for a SIP revision to address the deficiency.

Provisions for NOX and PM BART Requirements [§ 51.309(d)(4)(vii)]

In the 1999 rule § 51.309(d)(4)(v) required States to submit a report assessing emission control strategies for sta-
tionary source NOX and PM. The report was required to include an evaluation of the need to establish mile-
stones for NOX and PM to avoid any net increases in these pollutants from Stationary Sources within the Trans-
port region. The report was also intended to support the potential development and implementation of a multi-
pollutant market based program. The initial § 51.309 SIPs (submitted by 12/31/2003) were required to provide
for SIP revisions no later than 12/31/2008, containing any long term strategies and BART requirements for sta-
tionary source PM and NOX .

The WRAP developed the report required by this section.[FN21] The development of the report provided much
useful information on the role of PM and NOX in visibility impairment at western Class I areas, and the contri-
bution of stationary source emissions to impairment caused by these pollutants. However, the report concluded
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that currently available computer models could not replicate the chemical interactions of NOX with other atmo-
spheric constituents with sufficient accuracy to support regulatory decisions. For this and other reasons, the
WRAP States have not yet determined appropriate control strategies for NOX and PM, but are continuing to
work on these issues.

FN21 “Stationary Source NO—T2X and PM Emissions in the WRAP Region: An
Initial Assessment of Emissions, Controls, and Air Quality Impacts” http://
www.wrapair.org/forums/mtf/nox-pm.html.

Therefore, we propose amending the stationary source NOX and PM provision within § 51.309 (now numbered
§ 51.309(d)(4)(vii)) to specify that States submitting § 51.309 SIPs must address BART for PM and NOX . This
proposed provision is intended to clarify that if EPA determines that the SO2 emission reductions milestones
and backstop trading program submitted in the § 51.309 SIPs makes greater reasonable progress than BART for
SO2, this will not constitute a determination that BART for PM or NOX is satisfied for any sources which
would otherwise be subject to BART for those pollutants.[FN22] Proposed § 51.309(d)(4)(vii) would allow
States the flexibility to address these BART provisions either on a source-by-source basis under § 51.308(e)(1),
or through an alternative strategy under § 51.308(e)(2). The determination of which strategy to use is separate
for each pollutant. For example, a State could choose to address PM through a source-by-source BART program,
while addressing NOX by use of a trading program or other alternative measure. Moreover, such an alternative
measure could build upon the backstop SO2 program under § 51.309 and employ a similar approach for PM and/
or NOX, or the alternative measure could be completely different than the SO2 approach. For example, a State
(or group of States) could decide to implement a NOX cap and trade program from the outset, rather than em-
ploy a “backstop” approach.

FN22 In limited circumstances, it may be possible for a State to demonstrate that
an alternative program which controls only emissions of SO—T22 could achieve
greater visibility improvement than application of source-specific BART controls
on emissions of SO—T22, NO—T2X and/or PM. We nevertheless believe that
such a showing will be quite difficult to make in most geographic areas, given that
controls on SO—T22 emissions alone in most cases will result in increased form-
ation of ammonium nitrate particles.

Projection of Visibility Improvement (§ 51.309(d)(2) and Periodic SIP Updates (§ 51.309(d)(10)

Section 51.309(d)(10), as promulgated in 1999, required periodic SIP revisions in 2008, 2013, and 2018. Among
other things, these revisions were to include an assessment of whether current SIP elements and strategies are
sufficient to enable the State (and other States affected by its emissions) to meet “all established reasonable pro-
gress goals.” § 51.309(d)(10)(i)(G).Section 51.309(d)(10) also required that if the State determines that existing
measures were inadequate to meet reasonable progress goals, the State must revise its SIP to contain additional
strategies within one year, or take certain other specified actions in the event that emission sources in other juris-
dictions threaten reasonable progress. See § 51.309(d)(10)(ii)(A)-(D).

Because implementation of § 51.309 SIPs has been delayed by the CEED decision and the consequent need to
revise § 51.309 in this rulemaking, a SIP revision in 2008 will no longer be appropriate. Under today's proposed
revisions to § 51.309, SIPs will not be due until December 2007, and therefore will not have been in effect long
enough to permit assessment in 2008. Given these facts, we believe that the visibility projection called for by §
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51.309(d)(2) should serve as a demonstration that the complete strategies contained in § 51.309 SIPs comprise
reasonable progress for the 16 mandatory federal areas on the Colorado Plateau.

This also points to a need for clarification of what that reasonable progress test entails. Section 51.309(d)(10)
refers to strategies which meet “established reasonable progress goals.” As the preamble notes, the language of §
51.309(d) is virtually identical to the periodic SIP review provisions in §§ 51.308(g) and 51.308(h).64 FR 35755
. In the § 51.308 context, the meaning of that term is clear, as § 51.308(d)(1) calls for the establishment of reas-
onable progress, in deciviews, for each federal mandatory Class I area, based upon a uniform rate of progress to
natural conditions in 2064 and the application of the statutory reasonable progress factors. See 64 FR 35731.
Section 51.308(d)(1) also provides that reasonable progress goals must “ensure no degradation of visibility for
the least impaired days.”In the § 51.309 context, however, it is less clear what yardstick should be used against
the visibility projections because by definition reasonable progress under § 51.309 is defined as compliance with
all the provisions of § 51.309.

In our Guidance for Tracking Progress Under the Regional Haze Rule, we explained:

Section 169A(a)(4) and other subsections of the Clean Air Act call for reasonable progress “toward meeting the
national goal” of eliminating man-made impairment of visibility. Since any progress goal calling for degradation
of visibility, even at a modest rate, would not be progress toward the goal, it is unlikely that EPA could propose
to approve any demonstrations that purport to show further visibility degradation as reasonable progress, (e.g.,
in situations where visibility would be expected to degrade, and such projected degradations would be lessened
but not reversed thru proposed emission control strategies). EPA-454/B-03-004, September 2003, at p. 1-9.

Therefore, although reasonable progress for the 16 Class 1 areas on the Colorado Plateau is not defined by the
“glide path” methodology in § 51.308, we propose establishing as a minimum criterion of reasonable progress
for these areas a requirement of no degradation from baseline conditions, for both the 20 percent most impaired
and 20 percent least impaired days. These criteria should be used in the visibility *44170 projection under §
51.309(d)(2) and in the progress reports under § 51.309(d)(10). Furthermore, the assessment required in §
51.309(d)(10)(i)(C) should be conducted as described in the Tracking Progress guidelines. Baseline conditions,
as defined in that document, should be based on monitoring data from the 2000-2004 period.

We also wish to clarify that a projection of visibility conditions is not necessarily limited to the output of air
quality simulation models. Under § 51.309(d)(2), the State could use the same methods to project visibility im-
provement that a State could use under § 51.308(d)(3)(ii) and (iii) to demonstrate how its long term strategy will
satisfy its contribution to achieving the reasonable progress goals established for each Class I area the State may
affect. Examples of such methods are described in the EPA's Draft Guidance for Demonstrating Attainment of
Air Quality Goals for PM2.5 and Regional Haze (January 2, 2001).

Additional Class I Areas [§ 51.309(g)]

In the 1999 rule, § 51.309(g) provided that a State could satisfy reasonable progress requirements for mandatory
Class I Federal areas in addition to the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado plateau by implementing the strategies
in § 51.309. To do so, a State was required to establish reasonable progress goals for the additional Class I areas
and adopt additional measures if necessary, in accordance with § 51.308(d)(1) through (4) (i.e., the generally ap-
plicable requirements for reasonable progress). States were also required to declare in the SIP submitted no later
than December 31, 2003 whether their other Class I areas would be addressed under § 51.308 or under §
51.309(g).Section 51.309(g)(4)(i) clarified that States could build upon and take credit for the strategies under §
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51.309 in developing long term strategies for additional Class I areas. Section 51.309(g)(4)(ii) clarified that the
SO2 backstop emissions trading program could satisfy BART for additional Class I areas, subject to a demon-
stration that greater reasonable progress would be achieved at such Class I areas.

We are proposing to retain the substance of the additional Class I area provisions in § 51.309(g), but to eliminate
the requirement that States make a declaration in the SIP due in 2003 as to which section of the rule would be
used to address additional Class I areas. This change is to conform with our determination, discussed earlier in
this preamble, that it is no longer appropriate to impose a 2003 deadline or to condition future participation in §
51.309 strategies upon the submission of SIPs in 2003. Other administrative changes in the structure of § 51.309
are proposed to accommodate this change (i.e., renumbering of paragraphs and corrections of cross references).

IV. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

Under Executive Order 12866 (58 FR 51735, October 4, 1993), the Agency must determine whether the regulat-
ory action is “significant” and therefore subject to Office of Management and Budget (OMB) review and the re-
quirements of the Executive Order. The Order defines “significant regulatory action” as one that is likely to res-
ult in a rule that may:

(1) Have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or more or adversely affect in a material way the eco-
nomy, a sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the environment, public health or safety, or
State, local, or Tribal governments or communities;

(2) Create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by another agency;

(3) Materially alter the budgetary impact of entitlements, grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and
obligations of recipients thereof; or

(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles set
forth in the Executive Order.”

Pursuant to the terms of Executive Order 12866, we have determined that this proposed rule is a significant reg-
ulatory action. We have therefore provided it to OMB for review.

Today's proposed rule would provide States and interested Tribes with optional means, such as emissions trading
programs, to comply with CAA requirements for BART. The proposed rule would require that alternatives
achieve greater “reasonable progress” towards CAA visibility goals than would source-by-source BART. By
their nature, emissions trading programs are designed to achieve a given level of environmental improvement in
the most cost effective manner possible. Therefore, today's proposed rule would achieve at least as a great a so-
cietal benefit as source-by-source BART, at a social cost that is likely to be less than, or at worst equal to, the
social costs of source-by-source BART.

In the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for our recent promulgation of the source-by-source BART guidelines,
we determined that the social costs of source-by-source BART for both EGUs and non-EGUs nationwide was
between $0.3 and $2.9 billion (1999 dollars), depending on the level of stringency implemented by States and on
the interest rate used. The human health benefits of BART, in contrast, ranged from $1.9 to $12 billion (1999
dollars), depending on the same variables. These figures do not include many other human health benefits that
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could not be quantified or monetized, including all benefits attributable to ozone reduction (the benefits were
based on reductions in PM only). In addition, economic benefits due to visibility improvement in the southeast-
ern and southwestern U.S. were estimated to be from $80 million to $420 million. Finally, BART would also
produce visibility benefits in other parts of the country, and non-visibility ecosystem benefits, which were also
not quantified. Therefore, the social benefits of BART far outweigh the social costs.

It is not possible to perform an economic analysis of today's rule because the actual parameters of any trading
programs in lieu of BART will be determined by States and Tribes. However, because trading program alternat-
ives would produce comparable overall benefits (in the course of satisfying the requirement to achieve greater
“reasonable progress” towards visibility goals ) and use market forces to reduce costs, the benefits of today's
rule would also far outweigh the costs.

B. Paperwork Reduction Act

This action does not add any new requirements involving the collection of information as defined by the Paper-
work Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. The OMB has approved the information collection requirements
contained in the final Regional Haze regulations (64 FR 35714, July 1, 1999) and has assigned OMB control
number 2060-0421 (EPA ICR No. 1813.04).

Burden means the total time, effort, or financial resources expended by persons to generate, maintain, retain, or
disclose or provide information to or for a Federal agency. This includes the time needed to review instructions;
develop, acquire, install, and utilize technology and systems for the purposes of collecting, validating, and veri-
fying information, processing and maintaining information, and disclosing and providing information; adjust the
existing ways to comply with any previously applicable instructions and requirements; train personnel to be able
to respond to a collection of information; search data sources; *44171 complete and review the collection of in-
formation; and transmit or otherwise disclose the information. An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a
person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control
number. The OMB control numbers for EPA's regulations are listed in 40 CFR part 9 and 48 CFR chapter 15.

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA), as amended by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act
of 1996 (SBREFA), 5 U.S.C. 601 et seq., generally requires an agency to prepare a regulatory flexibility analys-
is of any rule subject to notice and comment rulemaking requirements under the Administrative Procedure Act
or any other statute unless the agency certifies that the rule will not have a significant economic impact on a sub-
stantial number of small entities. Small entities include small businesses, small organizations, and small govern-
mental jurisdictions.

For purposes of assessing the impacts of today's proposed rulemaking on small entities, small entity is defined
as: (1) A small business that is a small industrial entity as defined in the U.S. Small Business Administration
(SBA) size standards (as discussed on the SBA Web site at http:// www.sba.gov/size/indextableofsize.html); (2)
a small governmental jurisdiction that is a government of a city, county, town, school district or special district
with a population of less than 50,000; and (3) a small organization that is any not-for-profit enterprise which is
independently owned and operated and is not dominant in its field.

After considering the economic impacts of today's proposed rule on small entities, I certify that this action will
not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. This proposed rule will not im-
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pose any requirements on small entities. This proposed rule would revise the provisions of the regional haze rule
governing alternative trading programs, and provide additional guidance to States, which are not defined as
small entities. We continue to be interested in the potential impacts of our rules on small entities and welcome
comments on issues related to such impacts.

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Pub. L. 104-4) (UMRA), establishes requirements for
Federal agencies to assess the effects of their regulatory actions on State, local, and Tribal governments and the
private sector. Under section 202 of the UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1532, EPA generally must prepare a written statement,
including a cost-benefit analysis, for any proposed or final rule that “includes any Federal mandate that may res-
ult in the expenditure by State, local, and Tribal governments, in the aggregate, or by the private sector, of
$100,000,000 or more * * * in any one year.”A “Federal mandate” is defined under section 421(6), 2 U.S.C.
658(6), to include a “Federal intergovernmental mandate” and a “Federal private sector mandate.” A “Federal
intergovernmental mandate,” in turn, is defined to include a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty
upon State, local, or tribal governments,” section 421(5)(A)(i), 2 U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(i), except for, among other
things, a duty that is “a condition of Federal assistance,” section 421(5)(A)(i)(I). A “Federal private sector man-
date” includes a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon the private sector,” with certain excep-
tions, section 421(7)(A), 2 U.S.C. 658(7)(A).

Before promulgating an EPA rule for which a written statement is needed under section 202 of the UMRA, sec-
tion 205, 2 U.S.C. 1535, of the UMRA generally requires EPA to identify and consider a reasonable number of
regulatory alternatives and adopt the least costly, most cost-effective, or least burdensome alternative that
achieves the objectives of the rule. In addition, before EPA establishes any regulatory requirements that may
significantly or uniquely affect small governments, including tribal governments, it must have developed under
section 203 of the UMRA a small government agency plan. The plan must provide for notifying potentially af-
fected small governments, enabling officials of affected small governments to have meaningful and timely input
in the development of EPA regulatory proposals with significant Federal intergovernmental mandates, and in-
forming, educating, and advising small governments on compliance with the regulatory requirements.

We believe that this rulemaking is not subject to the requirements of UMRA. For regional haze SIPs overall, it is
questionable whether a requirement to submit a SIP revision constitutes a Federal mandate, as discussed in the
preamble to the regional haze rule (64 FR 35761, July 1, 1999). However, today's proposed rule contains no
Federal mandates (under the regulatory provisions of title II of the UMRA) for State, local or Tribal govern-
ments or the private sector. In addition, the program contained in 40 CFR 51.309, including today's revisions, is
an optional program. Because the alternative trading programs under 40 CFR 51.308 and 40 CFR 51.309 are op-
tions that each of the States may choose to exercise, these revisions to §§ 51.308 and 51.309 do not establish any
regulatory requirements that may significantly or uniquely affect small governments, including Tribal govern-
ments. The program is not required and, thus is clearly not a “mandate.” Moreover, as explained above, today's
proposed rule would reduce any regulatory burdens. Accordingly, this rule will not result in expenditures to
State, local, and tribal governments, in the aggregate, or the private sector, of $100 million or more in any given
year. Thus EPA is not obligated, under section 203 of UMRA, to develop a small government agency plan.

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

Executive Order 13132, entitled “Federalism” (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), requires EPA to develop an ac-
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countable process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by State and local officials in the development of reg-
ulatory policies that have federalism implications.”“Policies that have federalism implications” is defined in the
Executive Order to include regulations that have “substantial direct effects on the States, on the relationship
between the national government and the States, or on the distribution of power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government.”

Under section 6(b) of Executive Order 13132, EPA may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications,
that imposes substantial direct compliance costs, and that is not required by statute, unless the Federal govern-
ment provides the funds necessary to pay the direct compliance costs incurred by State and local governments,
or EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing a regulation. Under section 6(c)
of Executive Order 13132, EPA may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications and that preempts
State law, unless EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing the regulation.

This proposed rule does not have federalism implications. It would not have substantial direct effects on the
States, on the relationship between the national government and the States, or on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various levels of government, as specified in Executive Order 13132. As described
above, this proposed rule contains revisions to §§ 51.308 and 51.309 of the *44172 regional haze rule which
would reduce any regulatory burden on the States. In addition, these are optional programs for States. These re-
visions to §§ 51.308 and 51.309, accordingly, would not directly impose significant new requirements on State
and local governments. Moreover, even if today's proposed revisions did have federalism implications, these
proposed revisions would not impose substantial direct compliance costs on State or local governments, nor
would they preempt State law. Thus, Executive Order 13132 does not apply to this proposed rule.

Consistent with EPA policy, we nonetheless did consult with representatives of State and local governments in
developing this proposed rule. This rule directly implements specific recommendations from the Western Re-
gional Air Partnership (WRAP), which includes representatives from all the affected States.

In the spirit of Executive Order 13132 and consistent with EPA policy to promote communications between
EPA and State and local governments, EPA specifically solicits comment on today's rule from State and local
officials.

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

Executive Order 13175, entitled “Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments” (65 FR 67249
, November 6, 2000), requires EPA to develop an accountable process to ensure “meaningful and timely input
by tribal officials in the development of regulatory policies that have tribal implications.”“Policies that have tri-
bal implications” is defined in the Executive Order to include regulations that have “substantial direct effects on
one or more Indian tribes, on the relationship between the Federal government and the Indian tribes, or on the
distribution of power and responsibilities between the Federal government and Indian tribes.”

This proposed rule will overall reduce any regulatory burden on the Tribes. Moreover, the §§ 51.308 and 51.309
programs are optional programs for Tribes. Accordingly, this proposed rule would not have tribal implications.
In addition, this proposed rule would directly implement specific recommendations from the Western Regional
Air Partnership (WRAP), which includes representatives of Tribal governments. Thus, although this proposed
rule would not have tribal implications, representatives of Tribal governments have had the opportunity to
provide input into development of the recommendations forming its basis.
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G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children From Environmental Health and Safety Risks

Executive Order 13045: “Protection of Children from Environmental Health and Safety Risks” (62 FR 19885,
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that: (1) Is determined to be “economically significant” as defined under Ex-
ecutive Order 12866, and (2) concerns an environmental health or safety risk that EPA has reason to believe
may have a disproportionate effect on children. If the regulatory action meets both criteria, the Agency must
evaluate the environmental health or safety effects of the planned rule on children, and explain why the planned
regulation is preferable to other potentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the
Agency.

The EPA interprets Executive Order 13045 as applying only to those regulatory actions that are based on health
or safety risks, such that the analysis required under section 5-501 of the Order has the potential to influence the
regulation. Similarly to the recently finalized source-specific BART revisions (70 FR 39104, July 6, 2005), this
proposed rule is not subject to Executive Order 13045 because it does not establish an environmental standard
based on health or safety risks. Therefore this proposed rule does not involve decisions on environmental health
or safety risks that may disproportionately affect children. The EPA believes that the emissions reductions from
the control strategies considered in this rulemaking will further improve air quality and will further improve
children's health.

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution or Use

This proposed rule is not subject to Executive Order 13211, “Actions that Significantly Affect Energy Supply,
Distribution, or Use” (66 FR 28355, May 22, 2001) because it is not likely to have a significant adverse effect
on the supply, distribution, or use of energy. This rule is not a “significant energy action,” because it will have
less than a 1 percent impact on the cost of energy production and does not exceed other factors described by
OMB that may indicate a significant adverse effect. (See, “Guidance for Implementing E.O. 13211,” OMB
Memorandum 01-27 (July 13, 2001) www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/m01-27.html.) This proposed rule
provides an optional cost effective and less burdensome alternative to source-by-source BART as recently final-
ized (70 FR 39104, July 6, 2005); we have already found that source-by-source BART is not likely to have a sig-
nificant adverse effect on the supply, distribution, or use of energy. The 1999 regional haze rule provides sub-
stantial flexibility to the States, allowing them to adopt alternative measures such as a trading program in lieu of
requiring the installation and operation of BART on a source by source basis. This proposed rule contains provi-
sions governing these alternative measures, which will provide an alternative to BART that reduces the overall
cost of the regulation and its impact on the energy supply.

I. National Technology Transfer Advancement Act

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (“NTTAA”), Public Law
104-113, section 12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs EPA to use voluntary consensus standards in its regulatory
activities unless to do so would be inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary con-
sensus standards are technical standards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, sampling procedures, and
business practices) that are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies. The NTTAA directs
EPA to provide Congress, through OMB, explanations when the Agency decides not to use available and applic-
able voluntary consensus standards.

This proposed rulemaking does not involve technical standards. Therefore, EPA is not considering the use of
any voluntary consensus standards. We welcome comments on this aspect of the proposed rulemaking and, spe-
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cifically, invite the public to identify potentially-applicable voluntary consensus standards and to explain why
such standards should be used in this regulation.

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations

Executive Order 12898 requires that each Federal agency make achieving environmental justice part of its mis-
sion by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environ-
mental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minorities and low-income populations. The require-
ments of Executive Order 12898 have been previously addressed to the extent practicable in the Regulatory Im-
pact Analysis (RIA) for the regional *44173 haze rule (cited above), particularly in chapters 2 and 9 of the RIA.
This proposed rule makes no changes that would have a disproportionately high and adverse human health or en-
vironmental effect on minorities and low-income populations.

IV. Statutory Provisions and Legal Authority

Statutory authority for today's proposed rule comes from sections 169(a) and 169(b) of the CAA (42 U.S.C.
7545(c) and (k)). These sections require EPA to issue regulations that will require States to revise their SIPs to
ensure that reasonable progress is made toward the national visibility goals specified in section 169(A).

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 51

Environmental protection, Administrative practice and procedure, Air pollution control, Intergovernmental rela-
tions, Lead, Nitrogen dioxide, Ozone, Particulate matter, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Sulfur ox-
ides, Volatile organic compounds.

Dated: July 21, 2005.

Stephen L. Johnson,

Administrator.

For the reasons set forth in the preamble, part 51 of chapter I of title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is
proposed to be amended as follows:

PART 51—REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPTION, AND SUBMITTAL OF IMPLEMENTA-
TION PLANS1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q.

Subpart P—Protection of Visibility40 CFR § 51.308

2. Section 51.308 is amended by revising paragraphs (e)(2)(i)(A), (e)(2)(i)(B), (e)(2)(i)(C), and (e)(2)(ii), and
adding paragraphs (e)(2)(i)(D), (e)(2)(i)(E), and (e)(2)(vi) to read as follows:

40 CFR § 51.308

§ 51.308 Regional haze program requirements.
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* * * * *

(e) * * *

(2) * * *

(i) * * *

(A) A list of all BART-eligible sources within the State.

(B) A list of all BART source categories covered by the alternative program. The State is not required to include
every BART source category in the program, but for each source category covered, the State must include each
BART-eligible source within that category in the analysis required by paragraph (e)(2)(i)(C) of this section.

(C) An analysis of the degree of visibility improvement that would be achieved in each affected mandatory
Class I Federal area as a result of the emission reductions projected from the installation and operation of BART
controls under paragraph (e)(1) of this section at each source subject to BART in each source category covered
by the program.

(D) An analysis of the emissions reductions, and associated visibility improvement anticipated at each Class I
area within the State, under the trading program or other alternative measure.

(E) A determination that the emission reductions and associated visibility improvement projected under para-
graph (e)(2)(i)(D) of this section (i.e., the trading program or other alternative measure) comprise greater reason-
able progress, as defined in paragraph (e)(3) of this section, than those projected under paragraph (e)(2)(i)(C) of
this section (i.e., BART).

(ii) A demonstration that the emissions trading program or alternative measures will apply, at a minimum, to all
BART-eligible sources within the covered source categories within the State. Those sources having a federally
enforceable emission limitation determined by the State and approved by EPA as meeting BART in accordance
with section 302(c) or paragraph (e)(1) of this section do not need to meet the requirements of the emissions
trading program or alternative measure, but may choose to participate if they meet the requirements of the emis-
sions trading program or alternative measure.

* * * * *

(vi) A cap and trade program adopted by a State in lieu of BART must include the following elements:

(A) Applicability provisions defining which sources are subject to the program. The state must demonstrate that
the applicability provisions (including the size criteria for including sources in the program) are designed to pre-
vent any significant, potential shifting within the state of production and emissions from sources in the program
to sources outside the program. In the case of programs including multiple states, the states must demonstrate
that the applicability provisions cover essentially the same size facilities and, if source categories are specified,
the same source categories and prevent any significant, potential shifting within such states of production and
emissions to sources outside the program.

(B) Allowance provisions ensuring that the total tonnage value of allowances issued each year under the pro-
gram will never exceed the total number of tons of the emissions cap established by the budget or milestone.
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(C) Monitoring provisions providing for consistent and accurate emissions measurements to ensure that each al-
lowance actually represents the same specified tonnage of emissions and that emissions are measured with simil-
ar accuracy at all sources in the program. The monitoring provisions must require that boilers, combustion tur-
bines, and cement kilns allowed to sell allowances comply with part 75 of this chapter. The monitoring provi-
sions for other sources allowed to sell allowances must require that such sources provide emissions information
with the same precision, reliability, accessibility, and timeliness as information provided under part 75 of this
chapter.

(D) Recordkeeping provisions that ensure the enforceability of the emissions monitoring provisions and other
program requirements. The recordkeeping provisions must require that sources allowed to sell allowances com-
ply with the recordkeeping provisions of part 75 of this chapter.

(E) Reporting provisions requiring timely reporting of monitoring data with sufficient frequency to ensure the
enforceability of the emissions monitoring provisions and other program requirements and the ability to audit
the program. The reporting provisions must require that sources allowed to sell allowances comply with the re-
porting provisions of part 75 of this chapter, except that, if the Administrator is not the tracking system adminis-
trator for the program, emissions may be reported to the tracking system administrator, rather than the Adminis-
trator.

(F) Tracking system provisions which provide for a tracking system that is publicly available in a secure, cent-
ralized database to track in a consistent manner all allowances and emissions in the program.

(G) Authorized account representative provisions ensuring that a source owner or operator designates one indi-
vidual who is authorized to represent the owner or operator in all matters pertaining to the trading program.

(H) Allowance transfer provisions providing procedures that allow timely transfer and recording of allowances,
minimize administrative barriers to the operation of the allowance market and ensure that such procedures apply
uniformly to all sources and other potential participants in the allowance market.

*44174 (I) Compliance provisions prohibiting a source from emitting a total tonnage of a pollutant that exceeds
the tonnage value of its allowance holdings and including the methods and procedures for determining whether
emissions exceed allowance holdings. Such method and procedures shall apply consistently from source to
source.

(J) Penalty provisions providing for mandatory allowance deduction for excess emissions that apply consistently
from source to source. The tonnage value of the allowances deducted shall equal at least three times the tonnage
of the excess emissions.

(K) For a trading program that allows banking of allowances, provisions clarifying any restrictions on the use of
these banked allowances.

(L) Program Assessment provisions providing for periodic program evaluation to assess whether the program is
accomplishing its goals, and whether modifications to the program are needed to enhance performance of the
program.

40 CFR § 51.309

3. 51.309 is amended as follows:
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a. Revising paragraph (a).

b. Revising paragraphs (b)(5) and (b)(7).

c. Revising paragraph (c).

d. Revising paragraphs (d)(1), (d)(4)(i) through (v) and (d)(10).

e. Revising paragraph (f).

f. Revising paragraphs (g) introductory text and paragraphs (g)(1) and (2).

g. Removing paragraphs (g)(3) and (g)(4).

h. Adding paragraphs (d)(vi)(A), (d)(vi)(B) and (d)(vii).

i. Removing paragraph (h).

40 CFR § 51.309

§ 51.309 Requirements related to the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission.

(a) What is the purpose of this section? This section establishes the requirements for the first regional haze im-
plementation plan to address regional haze visibility impairment in the 16 Class I areas covered by the Grand
Canyon Visibility Transport Commission Report. For the period through 2018, certain States (defined in para-
graph (b) of this section as Transport Region States) may choose to implement the Commission's recommenda-
tions within the framework of the national regional haze program and applicable requirements of the Act by
complying with the provisions of this section. If a transport-region State submits an implementation plan which
is approved by EPA as meeting the requirements of this section, it will be deemed to comply with the require-
ments for reasonable progress with respect to the 16 Class I areas for the period from approval of the plan
through 2018. Any Transport Region State electing not to submit an implementation plan under this section is
subject to the requirements of § 51.308 in the same manner and to the same extent as any State not included
within the Transport Region. Except as provided in paragraph (g) of this section, each Transport Region State is
also subject to the requirements of § 51.308 with respect to any other Federal mandatory Class I areas within the
State or affected by emissions from the State.

(b) * * *

(5) Milestone means the maximum level of annual regional sulfur dioxide emissions, in tons per year, for a giv-
en year, assessed annually, through the year 2018, consistent with paragraph (d)(4) of this section.

* * * * *

(7) Base year means the year for which data for a source included within the program were used by the WRAP
to calculate emissions as a starting point for development of the milestone required by paragraph (d)(4)(i) of this
section.

* * * * *
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(c) Implementation Plan Schedule. Each Transport Region State electing to submit an implementation plan un-
der this section must submit such a plan no later than December 17, 2007. Indian Tribes may submit implement-
ation plans after this deadline.

(d) * * *

(1) Time period covered. The implementation plan must be effective through December 31, 2018, and shall con-
tinue in effect until an implementation plan revision is approved by EPA in accordance with § 51.308(f).

* * * * *

(4) * * *

(i) Provisions for stationary source sulfur dioxide. The plan submission must include a sulfur dioxide program
that contains quantitative emissions milestones for stationary source sulfur dioxide emissions for each year
through 2018. Compliance with the annual milestones may be measured by comparing a three-year rolling aver-
age of actual emissions with a rolling average of the emissions milestones for the same three years. The mile-
stones must provide for steady and continuing emissions reductions through 2018 consistent with the Commis-
sion's definition of reasonable progress, its goal of 50 to 70 percent reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions from
1990 actual emission levels by 2040, applicable requirements under the CAA, and the timing of implementation
plan assessments of progress and identification of deficiencies which will be due in the years 2013 and 2018.
The milestones must be shown to provide for greater reasonable progress than would be achieved by application
of BART pursuant to § 51.308(e)(2) and approvable in lieu of BART.

(ii) Documentation of emissions calculation methods. The plan submission must include documentation of the
specific methodology used to calculate emissions during the base year for each emitting unit included in the pro-
gram. The implementation plan must also provide for documentation of any change to the specific methodology
used to calculate emissions at any emitting unit for any year after the base year.

(iii) Monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting of sulfur dioxide emissions. The plan submission must include
provisions requiring the monitoring, recordkeeping, and annual reporting of actual stationary source sulfur diox-
ide emissions within the State. The monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting data must be sufficient to determ-
ine annually whether the milestone for each year through 2018 is achieved. The plan submission must provide
for reporting of these data by the State to the Administrator and to the regional planning organization. The plan
must provide for retention of records for at least 10 years from the establishment of the record.

(iv) Criteria and Procedures for a Market Trading Program. The plan must include the criteria and procedures for
conducting an annual evaluation of whether the milestone is achieved and in accordance with paragraph
(d)(4)(v) of this section, for activating a market trading program in the event the milestone is not achieved. A
draft of the annual report evaluating whether the milestone for each year is achieved shall be completed no later
than 12 months of the end of each milestone year. The plan must also provide for assessments of the program in
the years 2013 and 2018.

(v) Market Trading Program. The implementation plan must include requirements for a market trading program
to be implemented in the event a milestone is not achieved. The plan shall require that the market trading pro-
gram be activated beginning no later than 15 months after the end of the first year in which the milestone is not
achieved. The plan shall also require that sources comply, as soon as practicable, with the requirement to hold
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allowances covering their emissions. Such market trading program *44175 must be sufficient to achieve the
milestones in paragraph (d)(4)(i) of this section, and must be consistent with the elements for such programs
outlined in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi).

(vi) Provision for the 2018 milestone.

(A) Unless and until a revised implementation plan is submitted in accordance with § 51.308(f) and approved by
EPA, the implementation plan shall prohibit emissions from covered stationary sources in any year beginning in
2018 that exceed the year 2018 milestone. In no event shall a market-based program approved under § 51.308(f)
allow an emissions cap that is less stringent than the 2018 milestone, unless the milestones are replaced by a dif-
ferent program that meets BART and reasonable progress requirements established in § 51.308, and is approved
by EPA.

(B) The implementation plan must provide a framework, including financial penalties for excess emissions
based on the 2018 milestone, sufficient to ensure that the 2018 milestone will be met even if the implementation
of the market trading program in paragraph (d)(4)(v) of this section has not yet been triggered, or the source al-
lowance compliance provision of the trading program is not yet in effect.

(vii) Provisions for stationary source NOX and PM. The implementation plan must contain any necessary long
term strategies and BART requirements for stationary source PM and NOX . Any such BART provisions may be
submitted pursuant to either § 51.308(e)(1) or § 51.308(e)(2).

* * * * *

(10) Periodic implementation plan revisions. Each Transport Region State must submit to the Administrator
periodic reports in the years 2013 and 2018. The progress reports must be in the form of implementation plan re-
visions that comply with the procedural requirements of §§ 51.102 and 51.103.

* * * * *

(f) [Reserved]

(g) Additional Class I areas. Each Transport Region State implementing the provisions of this section as the
basis for demonstrating reasonable progress for mandatory Class I Federal areas other than the 16 Class I areas
must include the following provisions in its implementation plan. If a Transport Region State submits an imple-
mentation plan which is approved by EPA as meeting the requirements of this section, it will be deemed to com-
ply with the requirements for reasonable progress for the period from approval of the plan to 2018.

(1) A demonstration of expected visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days at the addi-
tional mandatory Class I Federal area(s) based on emissions projections from the long-term strategies in the im-
plementation plan. This demonstration may be based on assessments conducted by the States and/or a regional
planning body.

(2) Provisions establishing reasonable progress goals and implementing any additional measures necessary to
demonstrate reasonable progress for the additional mandatory Federal Class I areas. These provisions must com-
ply with the provisions of § 51.308(d)(1) through (4).

(i) In developing long-term strategies pursuant to § 51.308(d)(3), the State may build upon the strategies imple-
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mented under paragraph (d) of this section, and take full credit for the visibility improvement achieved through
these strategies.

(ii) The requirement under § 51.308(e) related to Best Available Retrofit Technology for regional haze is
deemed to be satisfied for pollutants addressed by the milestones and backstop trading program if, in establish-
ing the emission reductions milestones under paragraph (d)(4) of this section, it is shown that greater reasonable
progress will be achieved for these additional Class I areas than would be achieved through the application of
source-specific BART emission limitations under § 51.308(e)(1).

(iii) The Transport Region State may consider whether any strategies necessary to achieve the reasonable pro-
gress goals required by paragraph (g)(2) of this section are incompatible with the strategies implemented under
paragraph (d) of this section to the extent the State adequately demonstrates that the incompatibility is related to
the costs of the compliance, the time necessary for compliance, the energy and no air quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance, or the remaining useful life of any existing source subject to such requirements.

[FR Doc. 05-14930 Filed 7-29-05; 8:45 am]

BILLING CODE 6560-50-P
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RULES and REGULATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 51

[EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0076; FRL-8230-4]

RIN 2060-AN22

Regional Haze Regulations; Revisions to Provisions Governing Alternative to Source-Specific Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations

Friday, October 13, 2006

AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

*60612 ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The EPA promulgated regulations to address a type of visibility impairment known as regional
haze in 1999. These regulations have been judicially challenged twice. On May 24, 2002, the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued a ruling vacating the Regional Haze Rule in part and sustaining
it in part, based on a finding that EPA's prescribed methods for determining best available retrofit technology
(BART) were inconsistent with the Clean Air Act (CAA).American Corn Growers Ass'n v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1
(DC Cir. 2002). We finalized a rule on July 6, 2005 addressing the court's ruling in this case. On February 18,
2005, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit issued another ruling, in Center for Energy
and Economic Development v. EPA, 398 F.3d 653(DC Cir. 2005), granting a petition challenging provisions of
the Regional Haze Rule governing an optional emissions trading program for certain western States and Tribes
(the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP) Annex Rule). We published proposed regulations to revise the
provisions of the Regional Haze Rule governing alternative trading programs, and to provide additional guid-
ance on such programs in August 2005. We received several comments on the August 2005 proposal. This final
rule finalizes the proposed revisions, including changes in response to the public comments.

DATES: This rule is effective December 12, 2006.

ADDRESSES: The EPA has established a docket for this action under Docket ID No. EPA-
HQ-OAR-2002-0076. All documents in the docket are listed on the www.regulations.gov Web site. Although
listed in the index, some information is not publicly available, i.e., confidential business information (CBI) or
other information whose disclosure is restricted by statute. Certain other material, such as copyrighted material,
is not placed on the Internet and will be publicly available only in hard copy form. Publicly available docket ma-
terials are available either electronically through www.regulations.gov or in hard copy at the OAR Docket, EPA/
DC, EPA West, Room B102, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW., Washington, DC. The Public Reading Room is open
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, excluding legal holidays. The telephone number for the
Public Reading Room is (202) 566-1744, and the telephone number for the Air and Radiation Docket and In-
formation Center is (202) 566-1742. NOTE: The EPA Docket Center suffered damage due to flooding during the
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last week of June 2006. The Docket Center is continuing to operate. However, during the cleanup, there will be
temporary changes to Docket Center telephone numbers, addresses, and hours of operation for people who wish
to visit the Public Reading Room to view documents. Consult EPA's Federal Register notice at 71 FR 38147
(July 5, 2006) or the EPA Web site at www.epa.gov/epahome/dockets.htm for current information on docket
status, locations and telephone numbers.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Kathy Kaufman, EPA, Air Quality Planning Division, Geo-
graphic Strategies Group, C504-02, 919-541-0102 or by e-mail at kaufman.kathy@epa.gov, or Todd Hawes,
EPA, Air Quality Planning Division, Geographic Strategies Group, C504-02, 919-541-5591 or by e-mail at
hawes.todd @epa.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Regulated Entities. This final rule will affect the following: State and local permitting authorities and Indian
Tribes containing major stationary sources of pollution affecting visibility in federally-protected scenic areas.

This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather provides a guide for readers regarding entities likely to be
regulated by this action. This list gives examples of the types of entities EPA is now aware could potentially be
regulated by this action. Other types of entities not listed could also be affected. To determine whether your fa-
cility, company, business, organization, etc., is regulated by this action, you should examine the applicability
criteria in section II of this preamble. If you have any questions regarding the applicability of this action to a
particular entity, consult the people listed in the preceding section.

Outline. The contents of today's preamble are listed in the following outline.

I. Overview and Background

II. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.308(e)(2) Governing Alternatives to Source-by-Source BART

A. Establishing a BART Benchmark and Demonstrating Greater Reasonable Progress Than BART

B. Comments Relating to the Final Determination That CAIR Makes Greater Reasonable Progress Than BART
in the July 6, 2005 BART Guidelines Rule

C. Minimum Elements of Cap and Trade Programs

III. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.309

IV. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

B. Paperwork Reduction Act

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism
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F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children From Environmental Health and Safety Risks

H. Executive Order 13211: Actions That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use.

I. National Technology Transfer Advancement Act

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations

K. Congressional Review Act

IV. Statutory Provisions and Legal Authority

I. Overview and Background

This rulemaking provides the following changes to the regional haze regulations:

(1) Revised regulatory text in section 51.308(e)(2)(i) in response to the Center for Energy and Economic Devel-
opment (CEED) v. EPA court's remand, to remove the requirement that the determination of the BART
“benchmark” be based on cumulative visibility analyses and to clarify the process for making such determina-
tions;

(2) New regulatory text in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi), to provide minimum elements for cap and trade programs adopted
in lieu of BART; and

(3) Revised regulatory text in § 51.309, to reconcile the optional framework for certain western States and
Tribes to implement the recommendations of the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission (GCVTC)
with the CEED v. EPA decision.

How This Preamble Is Structured

Section I provides background on the BART requirements of the CAA as codified in the Regional Haze Rule, on
the decision in American Corn Growers in which the DC Circuit vacated and remanded parts of the rule address-
ing the BART requirements, on the June 2005 BART rule, and on the EPA's approval of the WRAP Annex and
the *60613 subsequent litigation. Section II discusses specific issues relating to the revisions to § 51.308(e)(2)
of the Regional Haze Rule governing alternatives to source-by-source BART. Section III discusses specific is-
sues relating to the revisions to § 51.309 of the Regional Haze Rule pertaining to the optional emissions trading
program for certain western States and Tribes. Section IV provides a discussion of how this rulemaking com-
plies with the requirements of Statutory and Executive Order Reviews.

The Regional Haze Rule and BART Guidelines

In 1999, we published the Regional Haze Rule to address visibility impairment produced by a multitude of
sources and activities which emit fine particles and their precursors and which are located across a broad geo-
graphic area (64 FR 35714). The Regional Haze Rule requires States to submit State implementation plans
(SIPs) to address regional haze visibility impairment in 156 federally-protected parks and wilderness areas, such
as the Grand Canyon and Yosemite. These 156 scenic areas are called “mandatory Class I Federal areas” in the
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CAA [FN1] but are referred to simply as “Class I areas” in today's rulemaking. The 1999 rule was issued to ful-
fill a long-standing EPA commitment to address regional haze under the authority and requirements of sections
169A and 169B of the CAA.

FN1 See, e.g. CAA section 169(a)(1).

As required by the CAA, we included in the final Regional Haze Rule a requirement for BART for certain large
stationary sources that were put in place between 1962 and 1977. We discussed these requirements in detail in
the preamble to the final rule (64 FR 35737-35743). The regulatory requirements for BART were codified at
section 51.308(e) and in definitions that appear in section 51.301.

In the preamble to the Regional Haze Rule, we committed to issuing further guidelines to clarify the require-
ments of the BART provision. These guidelines were issued on July 6, 2005 in a final rule entitled “Regional
Haze Regulations and Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations' (“the BART
Rule”) (70 FR 39104). The purpose of the BART guidelines is to assist States as they identify which of their
BART-eligible sources should undergo a BART analysis (i.e., which are “sources subject to BART”) and select
appropriate controls (“the BART determination”).

We explained in the preamble to the 1999 Regional Haze Rule that the BART requirements in section
169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA demonstrate Congress' intent to focus attention directly on the problem of pollution
from a specific set of existing sources (64 FR 35737). The CAA requires that any of these existing sources
“which, as determined by the State, emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to cause or con-
tribute to any impairment of visibility [in any Class I area],” shall install the best available retrofit technology
for controlling emissions.[FN2] In determining BART, the CAA requires the State to consider several factors
that are set forth in section 169A(g)(2) of the CAA, including the degree of improvement in visibility which may
reasonably result from the use of such technology.

FN2 CAA sections 169A(b)(2) and (g)(7).

Because the problem of regional haze is caused in large part by the long-range transport of emissions from mul-
tiple sources, and for certain technical and other reasons explained in that rulemaking, we had adopted in the
1999 rule an approach that required States to look at the contribution of all BART sources to the problem of re-
gional haze in determining both applicability and the appropriate level of control for BART. Specifically, we
had concluded that if a source potentially subject to BART is located in an area from which pollutants may be
transported to a Class I area, that source “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute” to visibility
impairment in the Class I area. We had also concluded that in weighing the factors set forth in the statute for de-
termining BART, the States should consider the collective impact of BART sources on visibility. In particular,
in considering the degree of visibility improvement that could reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of
such technology, we stated that the State should consider the degree of improvement in visibility that would res-
ult from the cumulative impact of applying controls to all sources subject to BART. We concluded that the
States should use this analysis to determine the appropriate BART emission limitations for specific
sources.[FN3]

FN3 See 66 FR 35737-35743 for a discussion of the rationale for the BART re-
quirements in the 1999 Regional Haze Rule.

The 1999 Regional Haze Rule also included provisions in section 51.309 based on the strategies developed by
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the GCVTC. Certain western States and Tribes were eligible to submit implementation plans under section
51.309 as an alternative method of achieving reasonable progress for those Class I areas covered by the
GCVTC's analysis—i.e., the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. In order for States and Tribes to be able
to utilize this section, however, the rule provided that EPA must receive an “Annex” to the GCVTC's final re-
commendations. The purpose of the Annex was to provide the specific provisions needed to translate the
GCVTC's general recommendations for stationary source sulfur dioxide (SO2 ) reductions into an enforceable
regulatory program. The rule provided that such an Annex, meeting certain requirements, be submitted to EPA
no later than October 1, 2000. See section 51.309(d)(4) and (f) (2000).

American Corn Growers v. EPA

In American Corn Growers, industry petitioners challenged EPA's interpretation of the BART determination
process and raised other challenges to the rule. The court in American Corn Growers concluded that the BART
provisions in the 1999 Regional Haze Rule were inconsistent with the provisions in the CAA “giving the states
broad authority over BART determinations.”291 F.3d at 8. Specifically, with respect to the test for determining
whether a source is subject to BART, the court held that the method EPA had prescribed for determining which
eligible sources are subject to BART illegally constrained the authority Congress had conferred on the States. Id.
The court did not decide whether the general collective contribution approach to determining BART applicabil-
ity was necessarily inconsistent with the CAA. Id. at 9. Rather, the court stated that

“[i]f the [Regional Haze Rule] contained some kind of a mechanism by which a state could exempt a BART-
eligible source on the basis of an individualized contribution determination, then perhaps the plain meaning of
the Act would not be violated. But the [Regional Haze Rule] contains no such mechanism.”

Id. at 12.

The court in American Corn Growers also found that our interpretation of the CAA requiring the States to con-
sider the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the cumulative impact of applying controls
in determining BART was inconsistent with the language of the CAA. 291 F.3d at 8. Based on its review of the
statute, the court concluded that the five statutory factors in section 169A(g)(2) “were meant to be considered to-
gether by the states.”Id. at 6.

The final rule promulgated on July 6, 2005 responded to the American Corn Growers court's decision on the
BART provisions by amending the Regional Haze Rule at § 51.308 and by finalizing *60614 changes to the
BART guidelines at part 51, appendix Y (70 FR 39104). These changes eliminate the previous constraint on
State discretion and provide States with appropriate techniques and methods for determining which BART-eli-
gible sources “may reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in any man-
datory Class I Federal area.”In addition, the revised regulations list the visibility improvement factor with the
other statutory BART determination factors in section 51.308(e)(1)(A), so that States will be required to con-
sider all five factors, including visibility impacts, on an individual source basis when making each individual
source BART determination, rather than considering the cumulative impacts of all BART sources on visibility
(“group BART”).

The Annex Rule

In a rule dated June 5, 2003, EPA approved the WRAP's Annex to the GCVTC report (68 FR 33764). In this ac-
tion, referred to as the “Annex rule,” EPA approved the quantitative SO2 emission reduction milestones and the
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detailed provisions of the backstop market trading program developed by the WRAP as meeting the require-
ments of section 51.309(f), and therefore codified the Annex provisions in section 51.309(h). Subsequently, five
States and one local agency submitted SIPs developed to comply with all of section 51.309, including the Annex
provisions at section 51.309(h). In accordance with section 51.309(c) these SIPs were submitted prior to Decem-
ber 31, 2003.

Center for Energy and Economic Development v. EPA

The EPA's approval of the Annex rule was challenged by CEED on, among other grounds, that the CAA prohib-
its EPA from allowing States to adopt alternative measures, such as a trading program, in lieu of BART. The
court, in CEED v. EPA, affirmed our interpretation of section 169A(b)(2) of the CAA as allowing for alternat-
ives to BART where those alternatives are demonstrated to make greater progress than BART. CEED v. EPA,
398 F.3d at 659-660. The court, however, took issue with the methodology that EPA had required the States to
use in that demonstration, pursuant to certain provisions of the Regional Haze Rule. As noted above, §
51.308(e)(2) of the 1999 Regional Haze Rule required that visibility improvements under source-specific
BART—the benchmark for comparison to the alternative program—must be estimated based on the application
of BART controls to all sources subject to BART. This section was incorporated into the WRAP Annex rule by
reference at § 51.309(f). The court held that EPA could not require this type of “group BART” approach, which
was vacated in American Corn Growers in a source-specific BART context, even in an alternative trading pro-
gram in which State participation was wholly optional.

The BART guidelines as proposed in May 2004 contained a section offering guidance to States choosing to ad-
dress their BART-eligible sources under the alternative strategy provided for in § 51.308(e)(2). This guidance
included a broad overview of the steps in developing an emissions trading program and criteria for demonstrat-
ing that such a trading program would achieve greater progress towards eliminating visibility impairment than
would BART. In light of the D.C. Circuit's decision in CEED v. EPA in 2005, we did not include the overview
of emissions trading programs in the final BART guidelines. We did note, however, that our authority to address
BART through alternative means was upheld in CEED v. EPA and that we remained committed to providing
States with that flexibility. Today's revisions to the Regional Haze Rule, which responds to the holding in CEED
v. EPA, provide the flexibility that States need to implement alternatives to BART.

Overview of Changes to §§ 51.308(e)(2) and 51.309 of the Regional Haze Rule

The EPA continues to support State efforts to develop trading programs and other alternative strategies to fulfill
the goals of the CAA. We believe such strategies have the potential to achieve greater progress towards the na-
tional visibility goals than more traditional approaches to regulation, and to do so in the most cost-effective
manner practicable. In August 2005, we proposed amendments to the Regional Haze Rule to enable States to
continue to develop and implement such programs (70 FR 44154, August 1, 2005). Today's rule finalizes these
amendments, including changes in response to comments on the proposal.

First, we are amending the generally applicable provisions at § 51.308(e)(2), which prescribe the type of analys-
is used to determine emissions reductions achievable from source-by-source BART, for purposes of comparing
to the alternative program. These amendments reconcile the methodology for determining whether an alternative
program is approvable with the court's decision in CEED v. EPA.Today's rule also establishes the minimum ele-
ments of an acceptable cap and trade program and provides for consistent application of the BART guidelines
for electric generating units (EGUs) between source-by-source programs and alternative cap and trade programs.
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Second, we are amending section 51.309 to enable certain western States and Tribes to continue to utilize the
strategies contained in the GCVTC report as an optional means to satisfy reasonable progress requirements for
certain Class I areas, for the first long-term planning period. These changes provide States and Tribes with an
opportunity to revise and resubmit the backstop SO2 emissions trading program absent any requirement to as-
sess visibility on a cumulative basis when determining the emissions reductions achievable by source-by-source
BART.

II. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.308(e)(2) Governing Alternatives to Source-by-Source BART

In this section of the preamble, we discuss changes or clarifications to the provisions proposed in August, 2005.
Where relevant, we also respond to significant comments received during the comment periods on our earlier
BART proposals. For each provision that we are changing or clarifying, where relevant, we provide discussion
of comments received on the proposal(s), changes or clarifications we are finalizing, and the reasons for these
changes or clarifications.

A. Establishing a BART Benchmark and Demonstrating Greater Reasonable Progress Than BART

The Regional Haze Rule provides States with the authority to implement an emissions trading program or other
alternative measures in lieu of meeting the requirements for source-by-source BART. Under this provision of the
Regional Haze Rule, States have the flexibility to design programs to reduce emissions from stationary sources
in a more cost-effective manner so long as they can demonstrate that the alternative approach will achieve great-
er reasonable progress towards improving visibility than would have been achieved by implementation of the
BART requirements.

As described in the preamble to the August proposal, the 1999 Regional Haze Rule had specified a methodology
for comparing an alternative trading or other type program against source-by-source BART. These regulations
were challenged following a rulemaking by EPA to revise the Regional Haze Rule to incorporate an optional
emissions trading program for certain Western States and Tribes (the Annex rule). The *60615 court in CEED v.
EPA, granted petitioner's challenge to the Annex rule because EPA's regional haze regulations had required the
States submitting the Annex to consider “the impact of all emissions reductions to estimate visibility progress”
in establishing a BART benchmark against which to compare their BART alternative program. In the August
proposal, we proposed to revise the method for comparing an alternative trading or other type program against
source-by-source BART. Specifically, we proposed to amend the regional haze regulations to provide that States
estimate the emission reductions that could be achieved by BART in the same manner as in making source-
by-source BART determinations.

Today's final rule revises section 51.308(e)(2) to make clear that the emissions reductions that could be achieved
through implementation of the BART provisions at section 51.308(e)(1) serve as the benchmark against which
States can compare an alternative program. In short, to demonstrate that a trading program or other alternative
program makes greater reasonable progress than BART, the State can develop an estimate of BART emissions
reductions using the same approach that it would use to establish source-by-source BART emissions limitations
under the BART guidelines. As discussed in more detail below, today's rule also makes clear that where a trad-
ing program or other similar alternative program has been designed primarily to meet a Federal or State require-
ment other than BART, the State can use a more simplified approach to demonstrating that the alternative pro-
gram will make greater reasonable progress than BART. Such an approach may be appropriate where the State
believes the alternative program is clearly superior to BART and a detailed BART analysis is not necessary to
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assure that the alternative program will result in greater reasonable progress than BART.

Framework for Demonstrating That an Alternative Program Provides for Greater Reasonable Progress

The development of a BART benchmark using the approach for source-by-source BART determinations will re-
quire States to identify those existing sources which are BART-eligible, to determine which of those sources are
subject to BART, and to then determine the level of control that would be BART for these sources. Once the
State has established a BART benchmark, it can then compare the benchmark against the alternative program it
has developed. This approach could entail separate visibility analyses in as many as three distinct stages: (1) De-
termining which BART-eligible sources are subject to BART; (2) determining what BART is for each source
subject to BART; and (3) determining the overall visibility improvement anticipated from the application of
BART to all sources subject to BART. The following sections discuss the comments received on the visibility
analyses in the first two steps, as well as comments on additional issues for determining which sources are sub-
ject to BART and the determination of BART for such sources.

Sources Subject to BART

Proposal. In the proposal, we noted that the BART guidelines finalized on July 6, 2005 provide States with guid-
ance on how to determine which BART-eligible sources are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to vis-
ibility. The Guidelines explain that States may consider all BART-eligible sources to meet this threshold and
therefore subject all these sources to review, or, alternatively, that States may determine which BART-eligible
sources are subject to BART using the methods for modeling source specific impacts on visibility discussed in
the guidance. We noted that by considering all BART-eligible sources to be subject to BART in the context of
setting the BART benchmark, States could ease their administrative burden and maximize the number of BART-
eligible sources included in the benchmark analysis. Where a State takes this approach, the opportunity for as-
sessing source-by-source visibility impact would still remain at the next step of setting the benchmark—the
BART determination analysis.

Comments. Several commenters stated that allowing States to consider all BART-eligible sources to be “subject
to BART” (i.e., subject to a BART determination analysis) is contrary to the CAA as interpreted by the D.C.
Circuit in American Corn Growers.Two commenters have indicated that they plan to challenge this provision of
the BART guidelines in a petition for review before the D.C. Circuit and are opposed to it in the context of
BART alternative programs as well. One of these commenters also stated that it is unclear from the preamble
discussion where in the proposed revisions to the regulations this option is authorized.

Final Rule. We are reiterating here, as we pointed out in the proposal, that the language in section 169A(b)(2) of
the CAA establishing the threshold for BART review provides a State with the discretion to consider all BART-
eligible sources to be subject to BART and to make BART determinations for all its BART-eligible sources. In
other words, as noted in the BART guidelines, once a State has identified its BART-eligible sources, it must de-
cide whether (1) to make BART determinations for all of them, or (2) to consider exempting some of them from
BART because they may not reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impairment in any
Class I area. As explained in the 1999 Regional Haze Rule, given the nature of regional haze, it would be reas-
onable for a State to determine that where the State as a whole contributes to visibility impairment at a Class I
area, any large stationary source in the State that emits SO2 or other visibility-impairing pollutants would emit
air pollutants that would “reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of visibility in [any
Class I area].” CAA Section 169A(b)(2).
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This approach is authorized by the regulations through the cross reference to § 51.308(e)(1) in § 51.308(e)(2).
By providing that the BART-benchmark should be established by conducting BART determinations in accord-
ance with § 51.308(e)(1), we provide the State with the same options as are available in those provisions for de-
termining source-by-source BART. In the context of subject-to-BART determinations, this includes either con-
sidering all BART-eligible sources to be subject to BART or, using the methods described in the BART
guidelines or other reasonable approaches, to exempt sources which the State determines are not reasonably anti-
cipated to cause or contribute to any visibility impairment.[FN4]

FN4 We are also clarifying an unintended ambiguity in the regulatory provisions
pertaining to BART determinations under 51.308(e)(1). Specifically, as discussed
in the preamble to the BART Rule, consistent with our proposal in 2004, we re-
vised the regional haze regulations to allow States to “exclude from the BART de-
termination process potential emissions from a source of less than forty tons per
year for SO—T22 or NO—T2X, or 15 tons per year for PM—T210 .” 70 FR at
39117 (emphasis added). The regulatory text at 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(C), however, did
not clearly state that the de minimis level for PM—T210 should be based on a
source's potential to emit. In this rulemaking we are clarifying that States are not
required to determine BART for BART-eligible sources with a potential to emit
less than 15 tons per year of PM—T210 .

The BART Determination

Proposal. The CAA identifies five factors that States are to consider in making BART determinations. One of
these factors is “the degree of improvement in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from
*60616 the use of [BART].” Today's rulemaking, in large part, is focused on how States should handle consider-
ation of this factor in establishing a BART benchmark.

In the proposal, we stated that one way to handle the visibility improvement element of the BART determination
for all BART sources covered by the program would be to conduct individualized assessments of the visibility
improvement expected from each BART source under various control scenarios, as described in the BART
guidelines. We noted that such an approach could impose significant resource burdens on the States and soli-
cited recommendations on more streamlined approaches for estimating BART sources' individual impacts that
might be appropriate in the context of assessing alternative programs. One area of consideration that we identi-
fied is the type of model used. We requested comment on whether regional scale models might be used to con-
solidate individual source impact analyses into one or a few model runs, and whether this would significantly
ease the burden on States.

In the proposal, we also made clear our belief that in determining whether an alternative program provides for
greater reasonable progress than would source-by-source BART, States have the discretion to employ a cumulat-
ive visibility analysis for purposes of estimating the potential visibility impacts of BART. Based on our analysis
of American Corn Growers and CEED, we stated that although EPA may not require States to use a cumulative
visibility approach to estimating the improvement achievable from BART, States are not barred from using such
an approach if they so choose.

Finally, in the proposal preamble, we discussed the situation where emissions reductions at BART-eligible
sources are required by CAA requirements other than BART (or to fulfill requirements of a State law or regula-
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tion not required by the CAA). We noted that in such cases, a State may wish to evaluate whether the emissions
reductions from the program would result in greater reasonable progress towards the national visibility goal than
would the installation of BART. We noted that EPA had made such a determination with respect to the Clean
Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) for EGUs in States which participate in the CAIR cap and trade program.

We noted that such a situation affects the type of analysis that is permissible to show that the alternative pro-
gram makes greater reasonable progress than BART. Specifically, where a requirement other than BART de-
termines the level of emissions reductions required from BART-eligible sources (along with other sources), a
most-stringent case BART may be used as the BART benchmark. (This most-stringent case BART is essentially
a form of “group BART,” because is assumes that every BART-eligible source will apply controls). The reason
for this is that if it is shown that implementation of another requirement results in greater progress than would
the most stringent BART for all the BART-eligible sources, then it can safely be said that this most-strin-
gent-BART benchmark is not the determinative factor in establishing the emission reductions requirement.
Therefore, there can be no concern that the group-BART analysis would lead States to adopt an unduly stringent
alternative approach.

(1) Types of Models

Comments. The comments submitted supported EPA's proposal that States could use the approach in the
Guidelines in making individualized visibility assessments for BART determinations. In response to our request
for recommendations for more streamlined approaches to assessing source specific visibility impacts, we re-
ceived several comments supporting regulations that would allow for this.

One commenter pointed out that streamlined approaches, such as the use of photochemical grid models, would
significantly ease the burden on States and Tribes. The commenter also pointed out that § 51.308(e)(1), cross-
referenced as the guiding provision for BART determinations in proposed § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C), does not expli-
citly recognize streamlined approaches for determining BART. Thus, the commenter believes, EPA should “take
care to ensure that a streamlined approach for the purpose of determining [the BART benchmark] is clear, per-
missible, and not legally unsound in the final rule.”

Another commenter said that a streamlined approach “is an appropriate option that should be explicitly recog-
nized and more fully developed in the final rule.”According to the commenter, either the CMAQ or CAMx re-
gional photochemical models would be suitable for streamlined visibility assessments for BART determinations,
but also stated that none of the models is capable of consistently producing unbiased results for all chemical
constituents responsible for haze. One State commenter said that States in EPA Region 5 are using the
CALPUFF model and it would prefer to continue doing so. The State would not object to allowing other models
to be used so long as they are optional.

Another commenter submitted comments detailing the reasons it believes CALPUFF is superior to photochemic-
al grid models for purposes of source-by-source BART analysis. In brief, commenter explained that with grid
models, the concentration of pollutants from a point source is automatically diluted evenly across the grid in
which the source is located. This dilution effect can be partially redressed by employing smaller grid sizes or by
using a hybrid model which employs Lagrangian methods (as used in CALPUFF) close to the source and
switches to a grid method farther downstream. However, both of these methods are resource intensive. The com-
menter therefore believed that CALPUFF, which can use meteorological data bases developed for CMAQ and
CAMx, should be the preferred option.
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Final Rule. Section 308(e)(1)(ii)(B) requires that, for fossil fuel-fired power plants with a total generating capa-
city of greater than 750MW, BART determinations be made pursuant to the BART guidelines. With respect to
the type of air quality model used for the BART determination, the guidelines instruct States to use CALPUFF
or another appropriate dispersion model to determine the visibility improvement expected at a Class I area from
the BART control technology being evaluated (70 FR 39170).

We maintain that CALPUFF is the best model currently available for predicting visibility impacts from single
sources. The use of regional scale photochemical grid models may have merit, but to date, such models have not
been evaluated for single source applications (70 FR 39123). As the science and structure of regional photo-
chemical grid models are improved and demonstrated to successfully predict impacts from single sources (e.g.
plume in grid or source tagging techniques) at least as well as CALPUFF, such models may become more useful
in streamlining the BART benchmark determination. All modeling applications in making BART determinations
call for the development of a modeling protocol for all modeling, and States should consult with EPA and the
relevant regional planning organization (RPO) before conducting any modeling.

(2) State Discretion to Consider Cumulative Visibility Impacts

Comments. Several commenters said that the Agency's position described in the preamble to the proposed
rule—that *60617 States have the discretion to require a cumulative visibility approach in setting the BART
benchmark—violates the American Corn Growers decision. Most commenters opposed to EPA's proposed inter-
pretation, however, were also careful to point out that this did not indicate opposition to the policy of allowing a
“group BART” benchmark to be used in the special case of evaluating emissions reductions required by other
CAA or State law requirements.

Commenters that objected to EPA's statement that States have the discretion to use “group BART” in setting the
BART benchmark referenced the courts' opinions in American Corn Growers and CEED v. EPA to argue that
such a statement was inconsistent with the CAA. Several commenters cited the American Corn Growers court's
statement that “the state must consider the degree of improvement in visibility in national parks and wilderness
areas that would result from the source's installing and operating the retrofit technology [in making a BART de-
termination].” See American Corn Growers, 291 F.3d at 7. One commenter emphasized that the court had used
the singular noun (“the source's”) rather than the plural as a clear indication that the visibility factor must be as-
sessed on a source-by-source basis. Another commenter pointed to the court's statement, in regard to the ap-
proach in the 1999 Regional Haze Rule which separated the visibility factor from the other BART factors, that
“[t]o treat one of the five statutory factors in such a dramatically different fashion distorts the judgment Con-
gress directed the states to make for each BART-eligible source.”(291 F.3d at 6). No comments were received
that explicitly supported EPA's proposed interpretation of the DC Circuit's decisions on this point. Several com-
menters also claimed that the flexibility to use “group BART,” described in the preamble, was not actually
provided for in the proposed regulatory text, which cross-referenced to the source-by-source BART determina-
tions prescribed in § 51.308(e)(1). One commenter that strongly opposed EPA's proposed position on this issue
noted that “it is nevertheless true that states can use simplifying assumptions or even apply some type of “weight
of evidence” test in determining the amount of emissions reductions that BART-eligible sources may be required
to undertake as part of a regional trading program” The commenter did not elaborate on examples of appropriate
simplifying assumptions or methods by which weight of evidence could be taken into account.

Where an independent requirement determines the emissions reductions required of BART sources in a trading
program or other type of similar program, however, commenters appeared to agree that a BART benchmark can
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be used that does not depend on source specific visibility assessments. In other words, for BART alternatives
that are required by or that satisfy another CAA provision, the BART benchmark to be used in a
“better-than-BART” test may be established using a group BART approach. In particular, several commenters
representing electric utilities and other industries submitted comments agreeing with our interpretation of sec-
tion 169A of the CAA as allowing other programs to substitute for BART, and agreeing that where an independ-
ent requirement determines the emissions reductions required of BART sources, a most-stringent BART bench-
mark could be used without raising the concerns at issue in the American Corn Growers and CEED v. EPA
cases. These commenters particularly agreed with and supported the application of this rationale to the CAIR, as
was finalized in the July 6 BART Guidelines rulemaking. One commenter urged EPA to adopt specific regulat-
ory language, as was done in the case of the CAIR, to implement this option both with respect to the WRAP's
program and to other programs which may be developed elsewhere.

Final Rule. We have carefully considered the comments on the discussion in the NPRM addressing the discre-
tion of the States in establishing a BART benchmark and concluded that this rulemaking should focus on the
type of alternative program that we anticipate that some States may submit in lieu of BART. In providing States
with the flexibility to adopt an alternative program, EPA has assumed that States would adopt trading programs,
or other substantially similar programs—such as the WRAP's backstop market trading program—as alternatives
to source-by-source BART. While it is possible that a State could design a trading program under the authority
of section 169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA (the BART provision), we believe that it is far more likely that a State
designing its regional haze plan would adopt a trading program under the broader authority of section
169A(b)(2)(B) (the long-term strategy for making reasonable progress). As such, the regulations promulgated
today provide a basic framework for States to demonstrate that any type of alternative program provides greater
reasonable progress than BART, but provide greater detail as to how that demonstration might be done for a
trading program (or other substantially similar program) designed to fulfill requirements other than BART.

Generally, the comments received criticizing the statement that States have discretion to consider visibility in a
cumulative manner in determining whether or not an alternative makes greater reasonable progress than would
BART appear to be premised on the argument that any type of program that could be characterized as a BART
program—even an alternative program—is bounded by the requirements in section 169A(b)(2)(A). Thus, for ex-
ample, several commenters cited the American Corn Growers court's statement interpreting the definition of
BART as grounds for limiting a State's ability to take a different approach in developing an alternative program.
In other words, in determining the amount of emissions reductions that sources in a trading program alternative
must achieve to demonstrate that the trading program is “better” than source-by-source BART, these com-
menters argued that the States are limited to designing a program that begins with source specific visibility ana-
lyses. Applying the same logic, however, States would need to undertake source specific assessments of the oth-
er four factors in the BART definition: the costs of control, the energy and nonair quality environmental im-
pacts, any existing pollution control technology in use at the source, and the remaining useful life of the source.
Only once the State had ascertained what BART would be at each source subject to BART—based on a thor-
ough source specific analysis of these five factors—could the State then show that its trading program achieves
greater reasonable progress. Although the States may certainly adopt such an approach under this final rule, we
think it unlikely that States would conduct such an extensive assessment only to then go through the additional,
resource intensive steps of establishing a trading program.

The concern underlying these comments appears to be that EPA should not explicitly authorize States to design
a program more stringent than required for BART in establishing a BART alternative program under section
169A(b)(2)(A) of the CAA.[FN5] Obviously, *60618 under EPA's interpretation of the CAA, upheld by the
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CEED v. EPA court, the alternative program must achieve greater reasonable progress than would BART, pre-
sumably in most cases by achieving greater emissions reductions over time. However, the commenters opposed
to what they label a “group BART” approach argue that States must consider source-specific visibility impacts
to avoid setting too high a bar for the program. Although the commenters have not suggested that the other sim-
plifying approaches that we have suggested in the past for assessing the costs of control were an inappropriate
form of “group-BART,” if the CAA requires visibility impacts to be considered on a case-by-case basis, then it
would also seem to require that the costs of control and other factors be considered on a case-by-case basis. In
other words, these commenters argue that the BART benchmark for an alternative program under section
169A(b)(2)(A) must be based on a case-by-case analysis of what BART would be for each source subject to
BART.

FN5 The comments criticizing the statement by EPA that States have the discre-
tion to require a cumulative visibility analysis do not appear to challenge the gen-
eral principle that a State may adopt measures in a SIP more stringent than re-
quired under the CAA, except where explicitly prohibited. See Union Electric Co.
v. EPA, 427 U.S. 246, 263-264 (1976); see also Summary of Comments on the
Revisions to Provisions Governing Alternative to Source-specific Best Available
Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations, Docket ID No. EPA-
HQ-OAR-2002-0076, www.regulations.gov.

The DC Circuit in CEED v. EPA was not absolutely clear as to whether its decision was based solely on the fact
that EPA had required a “group BART” approach, or whether the fact the Annex contained such an analysis was
in itself a sufficient reason to invalidate the Annex approval. As EPA explained in the proposed rule, we believe
that the CEED v. EPA decision is limited to circumstances where EPA requires or induces States to adopt cumu-
lative approaches that result in programs more stringent than required by the CAA. However, we did not receive
comments from any States explicitly supporting our interpretation of the court's holdings, and as we do not anti-
cipate that States will submit plans with trading programs designed only to meet the requirements of section
169A(b)(2), we have concluded that the issue of whether the CAA provides States with the discretion in design-
ing such programs to employ some type of cumulative approach or simplifying assumptions in the process of es-
timating emissions reductions achievable by source-by-source BART is not relevant to today's rulemaking.

The regulations finalized today provide that as a general matter, States must undertake source specific BART
analyses under § 51.308(e)(1) for each source subject to BART in order to estimate the emissions reductions
achievable under the source-by-source BART requirements. The use of such a BART benchmark enables a State
to design an alternative program that is “better than BART” based on a precise estimation of the emissions re-
ductions that could be achieved under BART.

For trading programs where the emissions reductions are required to fulfill CAA requirements other than BART
(or to fulfill requirements of a State law or regulation not required by the CAA), we are amending the regula-
tions to make clear that States may establish a BART benchmark based on a simplified BART analysis in such a
situation. We agree with commenters that a BART benchmark based on such an analysis raises none of the con-
cerns that were at issue in the American Corn Growers and CEED v. EPA cases. Where a trading program is de-
signed to fulfill other requirements, including the requirement to make reasonable progress, an independent re-
quirement determines the level of reductions achieved and the BART analysis serves only to ensure that the pro-
gram meets the requirement that a BART alternative make greater reasonable progress than BART. In other
words, there is no need to develop a precise estimate of the emissions reductions that could be achieved by
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BART in order simply to compare two programs. As EPA did in the CAIR, States should have the ability to de-
velop a BART benchmark based on simplifying assumptions as to what the most-stringent BART is likely to
achieve. The regulations finalized today therefore provide that where an emissions trading program has been de-
signed to meet a requirement other than BART, including the reasonable progress requirement, the State may es-
tablish a BART benchmark based on an analysis that includes simplifying assumptions about BART control
levels for sources within a source category.

We do agree with commenters that EPA should issue regulatory language expressly allowing for the use of a
BART benchmark based on a simplified BART analysis for demonstrating that emissions reductions required by
other provisions also make greater reasonable progress than BART and may be used to substitute for BART. We
have finalized such a provision at § 51.308(E)(2)(i)(C). This will help clarify that in such cases, the BART
benchmark is not the “driver” of emissions reductions and is therefore not subject to the concerns on which the
DC Circuit decided American Corn Growers and CEED.

Role of BART Guidelines for EGUs in Determinations Proposal

The BART guidelines establish control levels or emission rates as presumptive standards for EGUs greater than
200 MW capacity at plants with a total generating capacity in excess of 750 MW. We proposed that the States
apply these presumptive standards contained in the final BART guidelines in developing a BART benchmark for
a trading program or other alternative that includes such EGUs. In other words, when States are estimating emis-
sion reductions achievable from source-by-source BART, they must assume that the EGUs which would other-
wise be subject to BART will control at the presumptive level, unless the State demonstrates that such presump-
tions are not appropriate at particular units. The preamble to the proposed rule explained that this would be ac-
complished by the cross reference to § 51.308(e)(1) within proposed § 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C), the provision pre-
scribing the method of setting the BART benchmark. Section 51.308(e)(1), in turn, provides that BART determ-
inations for EGUs of greater than 200 MW capacity at plants with a total generating capacity greater than 750
MW must be done in accordance with the BART guidelines in appendix Y to part 51.

Comments. One commenter said that the presumptive standards for EGUs are too lenient and should be lowered
before EPA allows States to use them for purposes of a “better than BART” demonstration. Another commenter
supported the use of the presumptive standards in this context, but contested the preamble statement that the pre-
sumptive standards “apply to certain EGUs on a mandatory basis” because, according to the commenter, the pre-
sumptions are not mandatory in that they are rebuttable. Another commenter argued that the use of presumptive
standards would make the installation of controls more likely, without regard to the visibility benefit expected.
The commenter believes EPA use of presumptions is incompatible with CAA section 169A as interpreted in
American Corn Growers and incompatible with EPA's authority to issue BART guidance for EGUs of 750 MW
or greater.

Final Rule. The final rule promulgated on July 6, 2005, addresses the authority of EPA to establish the presump-
tions in the BART guidelines for certain EGUs, as well as the level of control reflected by those presumptions.
In the NPRM, EPA did not request comment on the presumptions established in the Guidelines, but rather
whether these presumptions should be *60619 used in establishing a BART benchmark for comparing an altern-
ative program to BART.

In today's final rule, the regulations make clear that, with one exception, States must follow the approach for
making BART determinations under section 51.308(e)(1) in establishing a BART benchmark. This includes the
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requirement for States to use the BART guidelines in making BART determinations for EGUs at power plants of
a certain size. As discussed above, the one exception to this general approach is where the alternative program
has been designed to meet requirements other than BART; in this case, States are not required to make BART
determinations under § 51.308(e)(1) and may use simplifying assumptions in establishing a BART benchmark
based on an analysis of what BART is likely to be for similar types of sources within a source category. Under
either approach to establishing a BART benchmark, we believe that the presumptions for EGUs in the BART
guidelines should be used for comparison to a trading program or other alternative measure, unless the State de-
termines that such presumptions are not appropriate for particular EGUs. We note that this limitation on the use
of the presumptions is most likely to apply only in a source-by-source determination under § 51.308(e)(1).
States establishing a BART benchmark based on simplifying assumptions as to the most-stringent BART for
EGUs may rely on the presumptions, as EPA did in the CAIR rule. For States considering the appropriateness of
the presumptions in specific cases, the same criteria discussed in the BART guidelines should guide them in
reaching a conclusion. Thus, the presumptive standards are “mandatory” for the identified EGUs, in that the pre-
sumption must be applied to the specified class of EGUs; but the presumptive standards are rebuttable, as ex-
plained in the BART guidelines.

We do not agree that EPA should revise the presumptive standards before allowing States to use them for pur-
poses of establishing a BART benchmark. We believe it is appropriate for the States to use the same presump-
tions in developing the BART benchmark that they would use in making BART determinations.

We determined in the BART final rule that the limits represented by the presumptions are cost effective for large
EGUs at the largest power plants. We believe that the presumptions represent a reasonable estimate of a strin-
gent case BART, particularly because in developing a BART benchmark they would be applied across the board
to a wide variety of units with varying impacts on visibility, at power plants of varying size and distance from
Class I areas.

We do not agree that the use of presumptive standards ignores the visibility benefits to be expected from the
control of the EGUs covered by the presumption. In the final BART guidelines establishing the presumptions,
EPA took into account the degree of improvement in visibility that would result from the installation of the pre-
sumptive level of controls in finding that such controls should generally be found to be BART. As explained in
the preamble to the BART guidelines, controlling the type of sources covered by the presumptions at the level of
the presumptive standards is likely to result in a substantial degree of visibility improvement based on EPA's
modeling analyses.

Minimum Universe of Sources Covered

Proposal. In the 1999 Regional Haze Rule, the provisions for alternative programs to BART at section
51.308(e)(2) contained a requirement that such a program must include, at a minimum, each BART-eligible
source within the State. In the August 1, 2005 proposal, we noted that having had the occasion to consider
BART alternative programs in more detail, we believed that some categories of BART eligible sources might
not be appropriate for inclusion in a cap and trade program. We provided the example of the difficulty in quanti-
fying emissions with sufficient accuracy to participate in a trading program for some source categories. We
therefore proposed to allow States to use a trading program or alternative measure to substitute for BART for
some source categories, while requiring source-by-source BART for BART-eligible sources in any source cat-
egories not covered by the alternative program. We further proposed that for any categories which were included
in the alternative program, we would retain the requirement that all BART-eligible sources in the State within
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that source category must be subject to the program. See proposed section 51.308(e)(2)(ii). One reason for this
proposed provision was to prevent any shifting of emissions from covered to non-covered BART eligible
sources, which could potentially undermine the effectiveness of the emissions cap. In a related provision we pro-
posed, as one of the minimum elements of a cap and trade program, that the applicability provisions must be de-
signed to prevent any significant potential shifting of production and emissions within the State or multi-State
region. See proposed section 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(A).

Comments. Several commenters opposed the requirement to include in the alternative program all BART-eli-
gible sources within a source category. Several of these commenters argued that such a requirement is a form of
“group BART” invalidated by the DC Circuit because it would impose requirements on BART eligible sources
without a demonstration that those sources are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibility impair-
ment. One commenter argued that the requirement was unjustified as a practical matter, at least in the case of the
forest products industry, because in order to be economically viable mills must be operated at near capacity.
This would leave no leeway for production and emissions shifting. The commenter also argued that the provi-
sion is conceptually unjustified, considering that under a conventional source-by-source program, emissions
shifting theoretically could occur to BART-eligible sources which were determined to be exempt from BART
because they do not cause or contribute to visibility impairment. The commenter argued that it would be illegal
to impose “compensating costs” on such sources outside the trading program context. The implication of this
comment is that it would also be illegal to impose such costs on these BART-eligible sources by requiring them
to participate in the alternative program.

In contrast, one State commented that allowing some source categories to add controls while others may avoid
controls by buying reductions elsewhere would be contrary to its management principles. This commenter
thought that the use of a trading program to address haze for some but not all sources subject to BART might be
counter-productive. Similarly, another commenter noted that “carving out source categories would only shrink
the universe of potential participants, the opposite of what is needed for a successful trading program.”

Final Rule. Having carefully considered the comments and the relationship between the requirement for cat-
egory-wide participation of BART-eligible sources and the requirements for the State to address emissions shift-
ing, we are adopting final provisions that maximize the flexibility of the States while insuring that the BART-
eligible sources are addressed in some fashion by the States. As we noted in 1999 in establishing the criteria
governing BART alternative trading programs, the legislative history of the *60620 CAA demonstrates Con-
gress' recognition of the need to control emissions from a specific set of sources. We are therefore finalizing in
this rule that States must require that each BART-eligible source in the State either participate in a BART altern-
ative program or, alternatively, be subject to the case-by-case BART requirements under section 51.308(e)(1). In
other words, States are not required to include each BART-eligible source in a source category in an alternative
program; however, any BART-eligible sources not included in an alternative program would remain subject to
the general requirements governing BART sources.

For most trading programs, we do not anticipate that this requirement will have a significant impact on the scope
of the program. Because trading programs generally include all sources within a source category in a trading re-
gion, trading programs designed to meet either reasonable progress goals or other requirements of the CAA are
likely to have broad applicability provisions that encompass all BART-eligible sources in the trading region (or
at least all BART-eligible sources within certain categories of sources for some trading programs). States have
the inherent authority to determine the applicability of their regulations for programs such as those designed to
meet reasonable progress requirements, or to attain the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS), and
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are most likely to design programs with applicability provisions that are not dependent on factors such as the age
of sources covered by the program. For example, States in the WRAP designed their program to apply to all sta-
tionary sources with actual emissions of 100 tons per year or more, regardless of the type of source or the age of
the facility.

We disagree that the requirement that States either require BART-eligible sources to participate in a trading pro-
gram or go through a BART analysis is a form of “group BART” that would illegally impose requirements on
such sources without a demonstration that those sources emit a pollutant that may reasonably be anticipated to
cause or contribute to visibility impairment. As noted above, for programs designed to meet other requirements
of the CAA, we would expect that the States would design programs that apply broadly, and nothing in the
BART provisions of the CAA limits a States' ability to regulate BART-eligible sources under other provisions in
the CAA. Thus, for example, a State need not demonstrate that an EGU built between 1962 and 1977 has a cer-
tain measurable impact on visibility before regulating it under the CAIR. Rather, the BART sources would be
treated in the same manner as other sources in the State.[FN6]

FN6 In theory, a State could design a program to meet the reasonable progress or
other requirements of the CAA that does not have sufficiently broad applicability
provisions to encompass all BART sources. For example, a State could adopt a
program that covers all sources with SO—T22 emissions greater than 1000 tons
per year. In such a case, the BART sources not subject to the trading program
would be subject to the requirements of section 308(e)(1).

In the case of programs designed solely to satisfy BART requirements, which may arguably be limited to BART
sources only, the approach set forth in the final rule provides the opportunity for an individual source not to be
regulated by a trading program. In particular, rather than participate in a trading program, a source may demon-
strate that it does not meet the “subject to BART” test or that BART should be “no control” in its particular case,
seek an exemption from the Administrator under section 51.308(e)(4), or install BART controls. This approach
therefore avoids any potential problems involving BART-eligible sources which are not reasonably anticipated
to cause or contribute to visibility impairment being illegally subject to program requirements. Rather, section
51.308(e)(2) provides BART-eligible sources which are reasonably anticipated to cause or contribute to visibil-
ity the opportunity to participate in a trading program instead of meeting source specific control limits.

Our concerns with emissions shifting will be addressed under the more general requirements applicable to trad-
ing programs. These provisions require States to demonstrate that the applicability provisions are designed to
prevent any significant, potential shifting within the State of production and emissions from sources in the pro-
gram to sources outside the program. This provision addresses emissions shifting from sources in the program to
those outside the program, irrespective of the BART-eligibility status of the sources. Moreover, this demonstra-
tion will enable States to take into account the type of practical and economic factors raised by commenters
which may obviate theoretical concerns with emission shifting. We also note that the periodic SIP updates re-
quired under § 51.308(g) of the regional haze rule will provide an opportunity to assess whether emissions shift-
ing is in fact a problem.

Comparison of BART and Alternative Scenarios

Proposal. In the NPRM, we proposed several changes to § 51.308(e)(2)(i). As explained in the preamble, the
critical revision to that section to bring it into compliance with the decision of the DC Circuit in CEED v. EPA
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was to remove the requirement of a bifurcated approach to establishing the BART benchmark. We also proposed
additional changes in the section which were intended to establish a clear “framework” or step-by-step proced-
ure for comparing an alternative program to source-by-source BART. This consisted of a five-step procedure in
proposed paragraphs (A)-(E) within § 51.308(e)(2)(i). In brief, those steps were: (A) List all BART-eligible
sources, (B) list all BART source categories covered by the program, (C) analyze the degree of visibility im-
provement at each affected Class I area expected as a result of the application of BART pursuant to paragraph
(e)(1) at each source subject to BART in each source category covered by the program, (D) analyze the emis-
sions reductions and associated visibility improvement expected under the trading program or other alternative
measure, and (E) compare the results of the steps in paragraphs (C) and (D) using the method prescribed under §
51.308(e)(3).

Section 51.308(e)(3), which was finalized in the BART guidelines rulemaking, establishes criteria for determin-
ing whether an alternative program makes greater reasonable progress than source-by-source BART. First, if the
distribution of emissions is similar between the two scenarios, the comparison may be made on the basis of
emissions alone. In that case, the alternative program may be deemed to make greater reasonable progress than
BART if it results in greater emissions reductions than source-by-source BART. If, however, the geographic dis-
tribution of emissions reductions is significantly different under the two alternatives, the State must conduct vis-
ibility modeling and evaluate the alternative program under a two-pronged test. The first prong is that the altern-
ative program must not cause a decline in visibility at any Class I area. The second prong is that there is an over-
all improvement in visibility under the alternative program, “determined by comparing the average differences
between BART and the alternative over all affected Class I areas.”See section 51.308(e)(3).

In proposing the above-described structure of section 51.308(e)(2), we noted that we were proposing to add the
term “affected” to modify the term “Class I areas” in paragraph (C). The purpose of this was to clarify that a
State need not evaluate visibility improvement at every Class I area nationwide. We also noted that, as *60621
described in the preamble to the final BART guidelines, States have discretion in defining an “affected” Class I
area.

Finally, while noting that section 51.308(e)(3) had been finalized, we sought comment on whether EPA should
allow other means of demonstrating that an alternative program makes greater reasonable progress than would
BART. Specifically, we solicited comments on whether a weight of evidence approach would be appropriate.
We gave the following scenario as an example of a situation where such an approach might be appropriate: “(1)
The alternative program achieves emissions reductions that are within the range believed achievable from
source-by-source BART at affected sources, (2) the program imposes a firm cap on emissions that represents
meaningful reductions from current levels and, in contrast to BART, would prevent emissions growth from new
sources, and (3) the State is unable to perform a sufficiently robust assessment of the programs using the two
pronged visibility test due to technical or data limitations.”

Comments. One commenter noted that there was a contradiction between the terms of § 51.308(e)(3) as finalized
and § 51.308(e)(2) as proposed. Specifically, whereas under § 51.308(e)(3), dispersion modeling is required
only if the distribution of emissions distribution is significantly different, under the alternative measure, in pro-
posed section 51.308(e)(2), dispersion modeling is required as a matter of course in developing the two scenari-
os to be compared.

Several commenters also supported the “weight of evidence” approach to demonstrate that an alterantive makes
greater reasonable progress than BART. One commenter specified that the “regulation should require a weight
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of evidence demonstration to include emission inventory, monitoring data, meteorology, and various data ana-
lysis studies,” and that modeling should not necessarily be weighted more heavily than the other factors listed.

With respect to the definition of an “affected” Class I area, one commenter pointed to possible inconsistent ap-
plication among States and uncertainty as to which States should make the determination (i.e., only the State
which contains the Class I area, or other States as well). The commenter therefore requested that EPA clarify
when a Class I area is affected by emissions and the radius from a source within which an analysis should be
done.

Another commenter claimed that our discussion of section 51.308(e)(3) re-opened that provision for comment in
this rulemaking and created a renewed opportunity for judicial review. The commenter then raised several argu-
ments regarding the legality of section 51.308(e)(3) under the CAA. The commenter argued that the proposed
rule was overly broad in failing to specify that only sources participating in a trading program or other alternat-
ive measure may satisfy BART for those sources and the specific visibility-impairing pollutant at issue. The
commenter also argued that the test is impermissibly vague in providing for dispersion modeling if the distribu-
tion of emission is “substantially different.” The commenter also claimed that by allowing States to compare
“average differences” between BART and the alternative over all affected Class I areas was inconsistent with the
CAA. Finally, the commenter responded to our request for comment on a weight of evidence test, stating that al-
lowing unspecified “qualitative factors” to trump other, more quantitative assessments would dramatically
weaken the rule.

Final Rule. We agree with commenters who pointed to the inconsistency between the proposed provisions of
section 51.308(e)(2) and the existing terms of section 51.308(e)(3). This conflict was the result of inadvertent er-
ror, and we are correcting it in the final rule. Specifically, we have eliminated the clauses within section
51.308(e)(2)(C) and section 51.308(e)(2)(D) which required that visibility improvement be projected at those
steps in the process. Instead, these paragraphs call only for an assessment of emissions reductions under BART
and alternative scenarios, respectively. We have also clarified in section 51.308(e)(2)(E) that visibility projec-
tions are required only if necessary, pursuant to section 51.308(e)(3).

Because we have eliminated the requirement for visibility projections within the analysis prescribed in section
51.308(e)(2), there is no longer a need to define an affected Class I area in the context of this section. Instead,
that term is defined in the context of section 51.308(e)(3), at the States' discretion as discussed in the preamble
to the final BART rule. See 70 FR 39138. The EPA continues to believe that it is not necessary to bound the
terms of that discretion upfront through Federal regulation. Any potential problems due to inconsistent applica-
tion among States can be addressed through the RPO and inter-RPO processes already in place and ultimately
through the SIP process. This will allow consideration of the potential effects of local conditions and of particu-
lar trading programs as they are developed. It should, therefore, produce more reasoned results than would the
establishment of a nationwide, one-size-fits-all radius of influence criterion.

We disagree with comments that EPA reopened section 51.308(e)(3) by discussing the provisions of this section
of the rule in the proposal, or that today's rule has impacted the meaning of section 51.308(e)(3).

Notwithstanding the fact that this provision was not reopened, we note that EPA disagrees with the substance of
the comments claiming that section 51.308(e)(3) is overly broad and vague. The commenter's concerns regard-
ing the failure of section 51.308(e)(3) to specify that only those sources participating in a trading program may
satisfy BART for those sources is addressed in the regulations under section 51.308(e)(2)(i)(B), which provides
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that each BART-eligible source in a State must be included in an alternative program, have a BART emission
limit, or otherwise be addressed under the BART provisions. The commenter's concerns regarding the
“impermissibly vague” language used in section 51.308(e)(3) that would allow a State to approve alternative
measures that are less protective than BART ignore the SIP process. The State's discretion in this area is subject
to the condition that it must be reasonably exercised and that its decisions be supported by adequate documenta-
tion of its analyses.

We also disagree with the comments criticizing the test finalized in section 51.308(e)(3) for allowing States to
consider the average differences between BART and the alternative in determining whether the alternative
makes greater reasonable progress. In short, as explained in the response to comments to the BART Guideline
rulemaking, EPA believes the test in section 51.308(e)(3) is an appropriate one:

In addition, within a regional haze context, not every measure taken is required to achieve a visibility improve-
ment at every class I area. BART is one component of long term strategies to make reasonable progress, but it is
not the only component. The requirement that the alternative achieves greater progress based on the average im-
provement at all Class I areas assures that, by definition, the alternative will achieve greater progress overall.
Though there may be cases where BART could produce greater improvement at one or more class I areas, the
no-degradation prong assures that the alternative will not result in worsened conditions anywhere than would
otherwise exist, and the possibility of BART for reasonably attributable visibility protects against any potential
“hot spots.” Taken *60622 together, the EPA believes these factors make a compelling case that the proposed
test properly defines “greater reasonable progress.” The EPA anticipates that regional haze implementation plans
will also contain measures addressing other sources as necessary to make progress at every mandatory federal
Class I area.[FN7]

FN7 Summary of Comments and Responses on the 2004 and 2001 Proposed
Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology (“BART”) Determinations un-
der the Regional Haze Rule, Docket Number EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0076, at 253.

With respect to the use of a “weight of evidence” approach as an alternative to the methodology of section
51.308(e)(3), we support the use of such a test as an alternative to the methodology set forth in section
51.308(e)(3). “Weight of evidence” demonstrations attempt to make use of all available information and data
which can inform a decision while recognizing the relative strengths and weaknesses of that information in ar-
riving at the soundest decision possible. Factors which can be used in a weight of evidence determination in this
context may include, but not be limited to, future projected emissions levels under the program as compared to
under BART, future projected visibility conditions under the two scenarios, the geographic distribution of
sources likely to reduce or increase emissions under the program as compared to BART sources, monitoring data
and emissions inventories, and sensitivity analyses of any models used. This array of information and other rel-
evant data may be of sufficient quality to inform the comparison of visibility impacts between BART and the al-
ternative program. In showing that an alternative program is better than BART and when there is confidence that
the difference in visibility impacts between BART and the alternative scenarios are expected to be large enough,
a weight of evidence comparison may be warranted in making the comparison. The EPA will carefully consider
the evidence before us in evaluating any SIPs submitted by States employing such an approach.

B. Comments Relating to the Final Determination That CAIR Makes Greater Reasonable Progress Than BART
in the July 6, 2005 BART Guideline Rule
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In the final BART guidelines rulemaking on July 6, 2005, EPA determined that the CAIR makes greater reason-
able progress than BART for certain EGUs and pollutants (70 FR 39138-39143). We did not seek comment on
this determination, but we nonetheless received comments related to this final rule.

Comments. Several organizations submitted comments regarding BART relief for non-EGUs in the CAIR re-
gion. They assert that the CAIR will achieve more reasonable progress than would BART for all BART-eligible
sources in the CAIR region, including non-EGUs. Therefore, they urge EPA to amend its final determination to
include BART relief for non-EGUs and to provide supporting analysis for this demonstration.

In contrast, another commenter disagreed with our previous determination that the CAIR will make greater reas-
onable progress than BART. The commenter acknowledged that that determination was not at issue in this rule-
making. However, this commenter was concerned that there would not be enough BART-eligible sources in non-
CAIR States to support an effective BART trading program outside the CAIR region. The commenter was also
concerned about the administrative costs that a trading program would impose on non-CAIR States. The com-
menter therefore urged EPA to establish an alternative mechanism, such as “an exchange ratio for Acid Rain al-
lowances held, or ‘BART’ allowances generated by sources located in CAIR states” in order to allow participa-
tion in an effective trading program by sources in non-CAIR States.

One commenter urged EPA to clarify that where another program requires controls of one pollutant at BART-
eligible sources, BART applicability for other pollutants is not affected.

One commenter said that it does not believe EPA has the authority to “circumvent” CAA requirements for con-
trolling specific BART sources that affect visibility in a Class I area. They believe that EPA should require
States to show that all BART sources will be controlled first as part of any showing that an alternative program
is “better than BART.” This commenter also requested clarification as to which CAA requirements could be in-
cluded in SIPs to make a “better than BART” showing. Final Rule. The DC Circuit in CEED v. EPA upheld
EPA's interpretation of section 169A of the CAA as allowing for an alternative program, such as an emissions
trading program, to be adopted in lieu of source-by-source BART controls. It is EPA's view that emissions re-
ductions required by CAA (or State) provisions other than BART may be used to satisfy BART, so long as the
program achieves greater reasonable progress than would BART at the BART-eligible sources affected. The pre-
ponderance of comments also supported this position, and the comments in opposition did not raise any argu-
ments that were not addressed either in the course of the CAIR rulemaking or in the final determination that the
CAIR may substitute for BART for EGUs in affected States made in the July 6, 2005 rule. As previously ex-
plained, “EPA does not believe that anything in the CAA or relevant case law prohibits a State from considering
emissions reductions required to meet other CAA requirements when determining whether source-by-source
BART controls are necessary to make reasonable progress.”(70 FR 39143; see also 70 FR 25300-302).

With respect to those comments specifically directed at whether the CAIR makes greater reasonable progress
than BART and, if so, what the scope of BART relief should be (i.e., whether it should extend to non-EGUs), it
is important to emphasize that the determination that the CAIR makes greater reasonable progress than BART
for SO2 and nitrogen oxides (NOX ) at EGUs in the CAIR region, and thus may substitute for BART for those
pollutants and those sources, was finalized in the July 2005 BART rule. Our supporting technical analysis for
the determination that the CAIR is “better than BART” addressed only the comparative visibility impacts of the
CAIR trading programs with respect to EGUs versus BART for EGUs. A determination at this time that the
CAIR trading programs for EGUs could substitute for BART at non-EGUs as well as for EGUs is beyond the
scope of this rulemaking.
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With respect to the request that we clarify that where another program requires controls of one pollutant at
BART-eligible sources, BART-eligibility for other pollutants is not affected, we note that EPA agrees with this
interpretation of the BART requirements.[FN8] As a general matter, if a program exists for the control of one
pollutant at BART-eligible sources, emissions of other visibility-impairing pollutants merit analysis to determ-
ine if visibility impairment is such that additional controls would or would not be warranted. However, it is pos-
sible that a State could demonstrate that a trading program that addresses one or two visibility-impairing pollut-
ants under an alternative program would provide greater reasonable progress than would case-by-case BART ap-
plied to all visibility-impairing pollutants. With respect to EPA's determination that the CAIR provides for great-
er reasonable progress than BART for EGUs, EPA found that CAIR States which participate in the EPA-
administered *60623 CAIR cap-and-trade programs for SO2 and NOX would be allowed to treat the participa-
tion of EGUs in this program as a substitute for the application of BART controls for these pollutants at affected
EGUs. EPA further explained in the preamble to the July 2005 BART rule that a CAIR State that participates in
the EPA-administered CAIR seasonal NOX trading program only, would still need to address BART for SO2
emissions from EGUs. 70 FR at 39143. In short, EPA's determination that the EPA-administered CAIR trading
programs provide for greater reasonable progress than BART was limited to the pollutants covered by the EPA-
administered CAIR trading programs in which the State chooses to participate.

FN8 The final BART Guidelines address this general question of applicability. 70
FR at 39161.

Finally, we agree with the comment that EPA should clarify those CAA requirements that a State should include
in its implementation plan if it intends to rely on its participation in the CAIR trading programs rather than to re-
quire BART for its EGUs. In our July 2005 BART rule, EPA promulgated regulations effectuating our determin-
ation that States which adopt the CAIR model trading rules for SO2 and NOX would be allowed to treat the par-
ticipation of EGUs in these programs as a substitute for application of BART controls for these pollutants at af-
fected EGUs. The regulations at 40 CFR 51.308(e)(4) (as established in the July 6, 2005 BART rule) provide the
following:

A State that opts to participate in the Clean Air Interstate Rule cap-and-trade and trade [sic] program under part
96 AAA-EEE need not require affected BART-eligible EGU's [sic] to install, operate, and maintain BART. A
State that chooses this option may also include provisions for a geographic enhancement to the program to ad-
dress the requirement under § 51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably attributable impairment from the pollut-
ants covered by the CAIR cap-and-trade program.

70 FR at 39156. Subparts AAA-EEE of part 96 set forth a portion of the model trading rules (which comprise
subparts AAA-III of part 96) that States must incorporate, with some allowed modifications, into their SIPs to
participate in the EPA-administered CAIR SO2 cap-and-trade program. Although the regulations do not spe-
cifically address participation in the NOX cap-and-trade program, EPA fully anticipated that any State choosing
to adopt the annual SO2 model trading rules would also choose to adopt the annual NOX model trading rules. In
addition to numerous practical considerations that would lead States to adopt the model rules for and thus
choose to participate in both annual trading programs (as opposed to the SO2 program only), as noted above, the
CAIR substitutes for BART only for those pollutants covered by the EPA-administered CAIR trading programs
in which the State chooses to participate. EPA agrees, however, with the comment that the BART requirements
for SIPs should be clarified and is revising the regulatory text of the regional haze rule to more closely align
with the determination regarding the relationship between CAIR and BART made by EPA in 2005. We are re-
vising the regulations accordingly to make clear that participation in either the annual or seasonal CAIR NOX
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cap-and-trade program is a necessary condition for relying on EPA's determination that States can substitute
CAIR for BART for NOX . We are also revising the regulations to clarify that a State that participates only in
the ozone season NOX cap-and-trade program may rely on EPA's determination that CAIR makes greater reas-
onable progress than BART for NOX, but, as discussed above, such a State would still need to address BART
for SO2 . As noted above, EPA anticipates that all States opting to participate in the annual NOX cap-and-trade
program will also participate in the SO2 cap-and-trade program.

In addition to clarifying the applicable SIP requirements, we are also revising the regulatory text to account for
the rule signed by the Administrator on March 15, 2006 promulgating Federal implementation plans (FIPs) for
all jurisdictions covered by the CAIR. These FIPs adopt the model cap-and-trade programs that EPA proposed in
the CAIR as a control option for States, with minor adjustments to account for Federal rather than state imple-
mentation. Each jurisdiction in the CAIR region will be subject to the requirements set forth in these FIPs when
they became effective on June 27, 2006. The EPA intends to withdraw the FIP in a State in coordination with
EPA's approval of a SIP for that State that meets the CAIR requirements. However, EPA anticipates that some
States may choose to remain subject to the CAIR FIP and either not submit any SIP revisions or submit abbrevi-
ated SIP revisions that modify certain limited provisions of the CAIR FIP trading programs. The EPA's determ-
ination in the 2005 BART rule that States which adopt the CAIR model trading rules could treat this as a substi-
tute for BART for EGUs was based on our finding that, if the CAIR reductions are achieved through implement-
ation of the EPA-administered trading programs in the model trading rules, CAIR makes greater reasonable pro-
gress than BART for these sources. This finding holds true whether a State chooses to submit a SIP under part
96, remain subject to a FIP under part 97, or adopt some combination of the two.

C. Minimum Elements of Cap and Trade Programs

The August proposal discussed a set of minimum elements that any cap and trade program should contain, in or-
der that it be workable and enforceable. We received very little comment on most of the proposed minimum ele-
ments. The discussion below focuses only on those provisions on which we received comment. Other elements
on which we did not receive comments are finalized as they were proposed, and are not discussed further below.

Penalty Provisions

Proposal. We proposed that the minimum program element for excess emission penalties would be a mandatory
deduction, from a source's allowance account, of at least three times the excess emissions. We explained that
this allowance deduction must occur automatically upon the State's or Tribe's determination of excess emissions,
though it may be reversed if the source successfully appeals that determination. The appeal could be based on
the determination of the number of allowances held by the source as of the allowance transfer deadline and
available for compliance, the amount of the source's emissions, or the comparison of the amount of the source's
emissions and the total tonnage value of the source's allowances held and available for compliance.

Comments. A commenter said that in order to effectively and clearly deter noncompliance and preserve consist-
ency with other cap and trade programs and EPA's economic incentive policies, EPA must require as a minimum
element of all cap and trade programs the imposition of monetary penalties for noncompliance, in addition to the
automatic allowance deductions prescribed. No other comments were received on this specific issue.

Final Rule. The EPA agrees that cap and trade programs need to have swift and unambiguous penalties to deter
noncompliance and to ensure the integrity of the market for allowances. The EPA believes that an automatic al-
lowance deduction penalty of at least three times the amount of excess emissions, which is required under sec-
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tion 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(J), is an effective deterrent for noncompliance. And given that allowances have monetary
value, such a deduction would result in an *60624 automatic monetary loss to the entity in question.

The commenter asserted that EPA must require in section 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(J) that a cap and trade program
provide for both an automatic offset of any excess emissions (i.e., the automatic deduction of one allowance for
each ton of emissions for which an allowance was not held by the source) and an automatic monetary penalty
(i.e., the automatic requirement to pay a specified amount of money for each ton of excess emissions). In the
proposed regulation, EPA instead took the approach of requiring an automatic allowance deduction of at least
three allowances for each ton of excess emissions. This deduction includes both an automatic one-to-one offset
and an automatic allowance penalty of at least two-to-one. The commenter failed to explain why giving up al-
lowances in addition to a one-for-one offset provides any less deterrence for noncompliance than paying money
in addition to a one-for-one offset. Each allowance has a monetary value on the allowance market, and the
source is penalized for noncompliance by having to give up assets whether the assets are in the form of allow-
ances or in the form of money. In short, there is nothing inherent in the nature of an automatic allowance deduc-
tion that would make such a deduction any less effective a deterrent than an automatic monetary penalty.

Further, EPA believes that the cost, to a source, of a penalty for excess emissions should be significantly greater
than the cost, to a source, of purchasing allowances to be in compliance. The most straight-forward way of en-
suring a consistent relationship between the cost of noncompliance (i.e., the excess emissions penalty) and the
cost of compliance is to impose an excess emissions penalty in the form of an automatic allowance deductions
that are a fixed multiple of the amount of excess emissions. Here, the automatic penalty consists of at least a
three-to-one allowance deduction, which includes the one-for-one offset plus an additional two-for-one allow-
ance surrender. The EPA notes that the commenter did not object to this level of penalty, but simply claimed
that the penalty should have a portion in the form of money. The EPA believes that the level of the penalty, as
well as the form of the penalty, specified in section 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(J) are reasonable.

Finally, the commenter errs in its assertion that EPA's approach in section 51.308(e)(2)(vi)(J) deviates from
“long-standing” policies in requiring automatic allowance deductions rather than automatic monetary penalties
for cap and trade programs. In fact, EPA took the same approach in the NOX Budget Trading Program regula-
tions promulgated in 1998 (63 FR 57356, 57528) (section 96.54(d)(1))) and in the CAIR trading program regula-
tions recently promulgated in 2005 (70 FR 25162, 25353, 25373-74, and 25396)(section 96.154(d)(1), section
96.254(d)(1), and section 96.354(d)(1)) and Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR) trading program regulations pro-
mulgated in 2005 (70 FR 28606, 28669) (section 60.4154(d)(1)). The EPA notes that, for any trading program
established under the CAA, a source with excess emissions is subject to discretionary monetary penalties under
section 113 of the CAA, in addition to the automatic penalties established by the respective trading program.
See, e.g., 63 FR 57528 (section 96.64(d)(3) (stating that the automatic penalty under NOX Budget Trading Pro-
gram does not affect liability for any other penalty under the CAA).

Emissions Monitoring

Proposal. In the NPRM, we proposed a requirement that the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting provisions
for boilers, combustion turbines, and cement kilns participating in a trading program comply with part 75, and
that other sources in the program include monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting provisions that result in in-
formation of the same precision, reliability, accessibility and timeliness as provided for under part 75. This pro-
posed requirement was based on the need for consistent and accurate measurement of emissions to ensure that
each allowance actually represents its specified tonnage value of emissions and that reported emissions are fun-
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gible across different sources. We also proposed that any sources that are subject to the cap and trade program
but prohibited from selling emissions allowances would not be subject to the requirement that the monitoring,
recordkeeping, and reporting provisions be consistent with, or equivalent to, part 75.

Comments. Several commenters expressed concerned that the emissions monitoring requirement would be un-
duly burdensome for small sources which are not currently subject to monitoring requirements. One commenter
stated that because the cost of operating continuous emissions monitors (CEMs) tends not to decline proportion-
ally with emissions or output, the costs of CEMs for small industrial sources is much higher than for large EGUs
on a per-ton basis. The commenter also argued that the superior accuracy of CEMs compared to other methods
such as emission factors, on a percentage basis, was not worth the cost when applied to the total emissions from
small sources. The commenter therefore suggested that EPA should allow States to assume, when establishing
the BART benchmark, that individual emissions units with annual emission levels less than the de minimis
levels would not be controlled, and to the extent that such sources are required to participate in a BART trading
program, that they not be required to use CEMs. Another commenter, citing similar concerns, suggested that
EPA could establish a threshold source size for each affected source category, and provide alternatives to Part
75 monitoring for sources below the threshold. The commmenter also suggested allowing alternatives such as
parametric monitoring or periodic sources test, possibly with the use of a conservative adjustment factor to com-
pensate for the greater uncertainty of those methods.

Final Rule. The EPA is aware of the need to balance considerations of the accuracy and reliability of emissions
monitoring and reporting with costs considerations, particularly as applicable to small sources. We believe the
approach contained in the proposal strikes the proper balance and provides States with adequate flexibility to ad-
dress sources' concerns with the cost of CEMs monitoring. First, the requirement to comply with part 75 only
applies to boilers, combustion turbines and cement kilns. For all other sources, the requirement is that the
sources “provide information with the same precision, reliability, accessibility, and timeliness” as provided by
part 75. Any sources which are prohibited from selling allowances (including boilers, combustion turbines, or
cement kilns) are not required either to comply with, or be consistent with, part 75.

Second, even within part 75, there are alternatives to CEMs in appropriate circumstances. As explained in a
footnote in the proposal, part 75 establishes requirements for CEMS, as well as other types of monitoring (e.g.,
low mass emissions monitoring under section 75.19) that may be used in lieu of CEMS under certain circum-
stances. Part 75 also establishes a process for proposal by owners and operators, and approval by the Adminis-
trator, of alternative monitoring systems (under subpart E of part 75) that meet requirements concerning preci-
sion, reliability, accessibility, and timeliness. We continue to believe that it is essential to the integrity of any
*60625 emissions trading program that those sources that are allowed to sell allowances must either comply
with or be consistent with the requirements of part 75 (depending on the source category). Therefore, we are fi-
nalizing those requirements as proposed.

Finally, we believe there is some merit to the commenter's point that States should be allowed to assume, when
establishing the BART benchmark, that individual emissions units with annual emission levels less than the de
minimis levels would not be controlled. In the BART Guidelines we indicated that States may choose to set de
minimis levels for individual pollutants at BART-eligible sources, so long as those de minimis levels are set at
or below PSD applicability levels for those pollutants. We said that sources with emissions of an individual pol-
lutant below de minimis levels could be excluded from BART-eligibility. Similarly, we believe that for the pur-
poses of an alternative program, de minimis levels set at or below PSD applicability levels for those pollutants
would be appropriate. In other words, States could assume, when establishing the BART benchmark, that they
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need not include emissions that total less than de minimis amounts of an individual pollutant at a BART-eligible
source.

III. Revisions to Regional Haze Rule § 51.309

Support for the WRAP Program

Comments. We received very few comments addressing our proposed revisions to section 51.309. One com-
menter stated that it agreed with EPA's proposed changes to this section of the Regional Haze Rule, but asked
for clarification on several points. At the public hearing on the proposed rule, representatives of the WRAP and
the State of Utah Division of Air Quality expressed general support for the proposal and appreciation of EPA's
efforts to provide an opportunity for affected States and tribes to continue to utilize the extensive work of the
GCVTC and the WRAP. The representative of Utah added:

Any suggestion that EPA has forced Utah into protecting visibility in Utah's protected areas or that EPA is for-
cing Utah to participate in alternatives to BART is simply untrue * * * Statements that claim this rule usurps
state authority are absolutely not true * * * In fact, Section 309 has always been, and continues to be, a state-
driven regulation.[FN9]

FN9 See Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0076.

Another commenter requested clarification of the potential geographic scope of the program in § 51.309.

Final Rule. The EPA remains committed to allowing States and Tribes the flexibility to use innovative ap-
proaches such as market-based emissions trading programs to meet CAA requirements where appropriate, and
agrees that EPA has never attempted to coerce States and Tribes into adopting such alternative programs in lieu
of BART. The provisions in the Regional Haze Rule allowing for alternatives to BART generally, and the
WRAP backstop trading program in particular, were originally included at the request of the States.[FN10]

FN10 See legacy EPA Docket A-95-38, Item number VII-G-76.

As was the case in 1999 when EPA added section 51.309 to the Regional Haze Rule to recognize to work of the
GCVTC, the option set out in section 51.309 is applicable to the States and Tribes of the GCVTC transport re-
gion: Arizona, California, Colorado, Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, and all feder-
ally-recognized Tribes within the exterior boundaries of those States. Section 51.309 establishes the require-
ments for the first regional haze plans for the 16 Class I areas covered by the GCVTC Report, listed in section
51.309(b)(1). The geographic scope of the program, in terms of the Class I areas for which reasonable progress
goals are satisfied, may be expanded upon adequate demonstrations pursuant to section 51.309(g).

The WRAP Program as a Reasonable Progress Measure

Proposal. The requirement in the CAA that States make reasonable progress towards the national visibility goal,
while related to the BART requirement, is a separate requirement analogous to the NAAQS-based requirements
in the CAIR. For the reasons presented above in this preamble in the discussion of “independent requirements”
in general, we proposed that for a program designed to meet reasonable progress requirements, the BART
benchmark may be based on simplifying assumptions without running afoul of the DC Circuit's decision in
CEED v. EPA.We characterized such a program as one that includes BART sources and has the purpose of satis-
fying reasonable progress requirements for a larger universe of sources.
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Comments. Although the preamble discussion of this issue was not limited to or expressly directed towards the
WRAP's program, most of the comments received were in regard to the application of this concept to the
WRAP. The WRAP itself submitted comments in agreement with our interpretation and supporting the inclusion
of this option in the final rule. In addition, another commenter explicitly supported the use of this approach. In
its comments, the UARG stated that the “[u]se of the group-BART approach for justifying the WRAP Annex
would be appropriate because the WRAP Annex would be the SO2 portion of the section 169A reasonable pro-
gress program for the 16 Colorado Plateau Class I areas, and thus would be a BART alternative program that is
required under another CAA provision.”As noted previously in this preamble, this commenter urged EPA to in-
clude language within the rule itself, in addition to the preamble discussion, to allow States to use a “group
BART” approach to derive the BART benchmark when the BART alternative program is required by another
provision of law. This commenter also requested that EPA make it clear in regulatory language that this provi-
sion applies to the WRAP.

Another commenter said that through the proposed rule, EPA was essentially proposing to repromulgate the
WRAP Annex. The commenter, while not disputing the proposition that a program designed to meet reasonable
progress could be evaluated against a group-BART benchmark, argued that the previous Annex milestones could
not be “recycled” under this rationale because they were not developed as reasonable progress measures. In-
stead, the commenter argued, the milestones were derived directly from BART by the WRAP. The commenter
also argued that the milestones cannot be justified as a reasonable progress measure because the modeling sub-
mitted with the Annex showed that the stationary source program for SO2 would achieve no humanly percept-
ible visibility improvement. Finally, the commenter argued that the milestones cannot be “restored” because
there is no “coherent reasonable progress rationale” underlying them.

After the comment period closed, a commenter submitted supplemental comments which directly responded to
the CEED's comments on the WRAP program. The commenter stated that in its view, “the fact that the WRAP
Annex (or, more precisely, its SO2 milestones) were established based on a group-BART approach does not
taint the Annex, so long as the Annex is required by or satisfies (in whole or in part) the CAA's reasonable pro-
gress requirements *60626 (or some other CAA or State requirement.”(Emphasis in original).

The commenter also opined on the manner in which the WRAP program could be shown to satisfy reasonable
progress requirements. First, the commenter cited the EPA's discussion of the purpose of section 309 in the pre-
amble to the 1999 Regional Haze Rule, as meeting the reasonable progress requirements for the 16 Class I areas
addressed by the GCVTC (See 64 FR 35749-51). Second, the commenter notes that it is the States”, not EPA's,
obligation to demonstrate that the program satisfy reasonable progress requirements. In support of this, the com-
menter points to the provision in the proposed provision at section 51.309(d)(2), requiring a visibility improve-
ment projection in order to demonstrate that section 51.309 as a whole comprises reasonable progress for the 16
Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau. Therefore, the commenter asserts, if a “State demonstrates to EPA, as part
of its section 51.309 SIP submittal, that the WRAP annex satisfies part or all of the reasonable progress require-
ment, the source-specific BART benchmark to be used in the ‘better than BART’ test can be established using a
group BART approach.”

Final Rule. Today's rule does not “re-promulgate” or “pre-approve” the stationary source SO2 trading program
addressed by the WRAP Annex. Rather, we are amending the Regional Haze Rule to remove the requirement
that States use a “group BART” benchmark for evaluating alternative programs and providing western States
and tribes the opportunity to reconsider the milestones absent that invalid analytical requirement. The Regional
Haze Rule makes clear that the WRAP States have the option of using source-by-source BART determinations
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to develop a BART benchmark against which to compare their backstop market trading program. Alternatively,
if a WRAP State were to demonstrate as part of its SIP submittal that the backstop market trading program satis-
fies part or all of its reasonable progress requirement for the Class I areas at issue, then the regulations provide
that the WRAP States could use a BART benchmark based on category-wide assumptions about control levels
which could be expected to result from BART to demonstrate that the trading program makes greater reasonable
progress than BART. In either case, a new demonstration is required, based on regulatory requirements and con-
trol technology factors as they currently exist, not as they were in 2000. Therefore the “Annex” milestones are
not being “recycled.”

We do agree that regulatory certainty and clarity are best served by specifying within the regulatory provisions
the circumstances in which a State, including a State submitting a SIP under section 51.309, may use simplifying
assumptions to estimate BART emissions reductions in establishing a BART benchmark. As discussed in section
II of the preamble, we have amended section 51.308(e)(2)(i)(C) to clarify the methodologies for determining the
BART benchmark. The new language codifies the approach, discussed in the proposal preamble, which may be
used in the case of an emissions trading or other alternative program designed to meet a Federal or State require-
ment other than BART. The paragraph specifies that the CAA section 169A requirement to make reasonable
progress may be considered such a requirement.

Although a commenter argues that we are “recycling” the WRAP Annex, we are not determining at this time
that a SIP with a backstop market trading program identical to that approved by EPA in 2003 would meet the re-
quirements of the amended Regional Haze Rule. In other words, it is unnecessary at this time to address the
CEED's central argument that the backstop market trading program in the WRAP Annex cannot qualify as a
BART alternative program designed to meet another CAA provision. If any SIPs are submitted under section
51.309, EPA will review the plans at that time based on the State's submittal and any additional information ad-
duced during the public comment period.

We do note that EPA disagrees with the commenter that a WRAP State could not show that a stationary source
market trading program similar to that in the WRAP Annex was designed to satisfy the reasonable progress re-
quirements. Although, as the commenter pointed out, EPA did not provide an analysis in the proposal of how the
milestones from 2003 could contribute to reasonable progress should any States submit SIPs containing a trad-
ing program based on these milestones, the history of the program authorized under § 51.309 of the Regional
Haze Rule suggests strongly that the stationary source program for SO2 was designed by the States and others in
the GCVTC as a measure for obtaining reasonable progress. In the preamble to the 1999 Regional Haze Rule,
we stated:

“The EPA finds that the GCVTC actions to date address, or provide a mechanism to address, the statutory
factors for assessing reasonable progress required by the CAA. The EPA is satisfied that the GCVTC's strategies
as set forth in section 51.309, when supplemented by the annex process discussed below, will provide for
‘reasonable progress' toward the national visibility goal for the 16 parks and wilderness areas addressed by the
GCVTC.”[64 FR 35749 emphasis added].

In elaborating on the Annex process, we noted that the haze rule contained a provision calling for the submission
of an Annex to the GCVTC report “for the purpose of completing the program requirements to meet reasonable
progress under the CAA, including submission of a complete long-term strategy and addressing the BART re-
quirement for the 16 Class I areas on the Colorado Plateau.”[64 FR 35756 emphasis added]. Thus, from the be-
ginning of the process, it is clear that EPA believed that satisfying the BART requirement was a subsidiary com-
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ponent of the reasonable progress requirement, but that the purpose of the Annex and of section 309 generally
was to satisfy the overall reasonable progress requirements of western States and Tribes with respect to the 16
Class 1 areas on the Colorado Plateau.[FN11] Based on this, in EPA's opinion, a WRAP State could demonstrate
in a SIP submittal that a stationary source program similar to the WRAP Annex was designed to make reason-
able progress. However, as one commenter noted, such an obligation belongs to the State, “and the time for the
State to provide that justification is when the State submits a section 51.309 SIP that contains the WRAP An-
nex's provisions.”In short, whether any SIPs submitted several years from now under section 51.309 by the
WRAP States meet the minimum requirements set forth in EPA's regulations will depend on the submission
made by the States at that time.

FN11 Section 51.309(a) of the Regional Haze Rule, in requiring submission of an
implementation plan for the 16 Class I areas covered by the GCTVC report, states
that “[i]f a transport region State submits an implementation plan which is ap-
proved by EPA as meeting the requirements of this section, it will be deemed to
comply with the requirements for reasonable progress for the period from approv-
al of the plan to 2018.”(64 FR 35769).

We also disagree with the comments that EPA's approval of the WRAP Annex in 2003 was not rational as the
trading program had not been shown to produce a “humanly perceptible” degree of visibility improvement. We
determined in the 1999 rule that the analysis conducted by the GCVTC was the functional equivalent of the reas-
onable progress analysis required under section 51.308. Under section 308, States must establish reasonable pro-
gress goals by considering the uniform rate of progress *60627 (in deciviews) to natural conditions in 2064 (i.e.
the “glide path”), and the statutory reasonable progress factors contained in CAA 169A(g)(1). If the state adopts
a slower rate of progress than the glide path, it must demonstrate that this slower rate is justified based on the
statutory factors. In approving the GCVTC analysis as comparable to such an analysis, we found that the
GCVTC had demonstrated that a faster rate of progress was not feasible, considering the costs and other factors.
This determination does not necessarily reflect what would be expected in other parts of the country, as it is
unique to the situation of the Colorado Plateau, in terms of air quality, pollutant concentrations, source location,
and meteorology.

In addition, the commenter's argument ignores the fact that there are two elements of national visibility goals es-
tablished by Congress in CAA 169A(a)(1): Preventing future impairment as well as remedying existing impair-
ment. It cannot be disputed that a program that prevents degradation for the first long-term planning period con-
stitutes reasonable progress towards the goal of preventing any future impairment. In other words, holding the
line against visibility degradation for the first 10-year strategy period is reasonable progress towards holding the
line indefinitely.

Geographic Enhancements

Proposal. The proposed rule made no mention of “geographic enhancements” because no changes were intended
for the relevant provisions. The term geographic enhancement refers to a “method, procedure, or process to al-
low a broad regional strategy, such as a milestone or backstop market trading program designed to achieve
greater reasonable progress than BART for regional haze, to accommodate BART for reasonably attributable
impairment.”See 40 CFR 51.301 and 51.309(b)(7). As explained in the preamble to the 1999 Regional Haze
Rules, the purpose of this provision is to allow a market-based system to accommodate actions taken under the
“reasonably attributable” BART provisions at section 51.302 to address “hot spot” issues. Section
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51.308(e)(2)(v) provides that States may, at their option, include geographic enhancements in an emissions trad-
ing program or other alternative measure. We proposed changes to § 51.308(e)(2)(i), (ii), and (vi), but not to
paragraph (e)(2)(v). In addition, § 51.309(f)(4) had contained a provision for optional geographic enhancements,
similar to that in § 51.308(e)(2)(v). However, as explained in the preamble of the August 1 proposal, the
“Annex” mechanism embodied in § 309(f) is no longer necessary or appropriate. We therefore proposed to re-
peal section 309(f), while incorporating certain still-relevant provisions into § 309(d)(4).

Comments. One commenter requested a clarification that the option of geographic enhancements is preserved
for the WRAP program through the cross-reference to § 51.308(e)(2) that appeared in proposed § 51.309(d)(4)(i)
.

Final Rule. We agree with the commenter that geographic enhancements are retained as an option under the
WRAP program. The geographic enhancement provision is contained within § 51.308(e)(2), the general require-
ments for trading programs or other alternative measures in lieu of BART. The geographic enhancement provi-
sion within § 51.308(e)(2) provides a mechanism which could affect the milestones. The proposed rule relied
upon the fact that § 51.309(d)(4) would require that the WRAP stationary source milestones comply with the
provisions of § 51.308(e)(2), which include the geographic enhancement provision. However, for additional
clarity, we have added a geographic enhancement provision specific to the WRAP program in § 51.309(d)(4)(v).

Tribal Issues

Proposal. Throughout the preamble to the proposed rule, we referred to Tribes along with States in recognition
that tribes may be delegated authority to implement CAA programs, as provided in section 301(d) of the CAA
and the Tribal Authority Rule (§§ 49.1 through 49.11). We proposed to retain, in the text of the rule at proposed
§ 51.309(c), the provision that Indian Tribes may submit implementation plans after the proposed deadline of
December 17, 2007.

Comments. One commenter included two issues related to Tribes. First, the commenter stated that participation
in a program under this rule would not be “a trivial exercise for any Tribal program to accomplish given most
tribal programs lack the staff and expertise of state air programs,” and requested that EPA recognize this reality.
The second comment was specifically focused on the Tribal allowance set-aside provision of the former
“Annex” program. The commenter noted that the rule as proposed did not contain a specific requirement for a
Tribal set-aside, presumably due to the fact that the Annex rule had been vacated and that EPA was therefore
aware of the need to avoid the inclusions of “provisions of the Annex rule that were directly or indirectly de-
pendent or related to the specific quantitative milestones contained in the Annex.”The commenter noted that in
the 2003 approval of the WRAP Annex, EPA had specified that the Tribal set-aside provision was the one ele-
ment of the allocation methodology that was appropriate for treatment in the Federal regulation (rather than in
SIPs and Tribal implementation plans (TIPs)). The commenter therefore requested that EPA clarify “what ex-
pectations it has regarding the consistency of tribal set aside provisions between the section 309 SIPs submitted
by various states, and what role, if any, EPA would play in assuring implementation of such provisions.”

Final Rule. The EPA agrees that regulatory activities such as BART determinations and the development of trad-
ing programs is not by any means trivial and would be difficult to perform or participate in with the small staffs
and limited resources typical of many nascent Tribal air programs. Fortunately, there are few BART-eligible
sources within Indian country across the nation. Also, EPA has provided funding as well as technical and other
forms of support to the five RPOs established to serve both State and Tribal needs in regional haze planning.
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EPA has an ongoing commitment to insure that tribal interests are addressed within the RPO process. Also, EPA
is committed to fulfilling its responsibility to implement CAA provisions in Indian country as necessary and ap-
propriate, in consultation with any affected Tribes.

The EPA agrees with the commenter's assessment that the reason a tribal allowance set-aside was not included
in the proposal was that the set-aside provision in the Annex was integrally related to the milestones previously
submitted. The Tribal set-aside was developed voluntarily by the WRAP and not in response to any CAA re-
quirement. Having been so developed, EPA determined at the time of the Annex rule approval that it was appro-
priate for inclusion within section 309, in order to provide an efficient mechanism to implement the set-aside.
Given that the CEED v. EPA decision necessitates that States and Tribes be given the opportunity to revisit the
milestones, that there is no CAA provision that requires a Tribal set-aside, and that the details of the WRAP's
emissions trading program will be developed directly in SIPs and TIPs without the intermediary step of codify-
ing detailed requirements in an Annex-like Federal rule, the EPA believes it would be inappropriate to attempt
to mandate a Tribal allowance *60628 set-aside at this time. However, the EPA does continue to encourage
States and Tribes in the WRAP as well as elsewhere to develop mechanisms to address Tribal interests and con-
cerns, such as allowance set-asides. We will review SIPs and TIPs submitted under section 309 to insure that the
allocation methodologies, including any Tribal provisions, are consistent among jurisdictions and will provide
the certainty and regularity necessary for a functioning market. What other role, if any, the EPA will play in as-
suring the implementation of any Tribal set-aside provisions is dependent in large part upon the nature of the
program developed by participating states and Tribes—for example, whether the program would be administered
by the EPA, States and Tribes, or a third-party contractor.

Other Comments and Responses

One commenter requested that EPA make explicit in the final rule that backstop trading programs are permiss-
ible under both §§ 51.309 and 51.308 for SO2 and NOX . The commenter noted that the proposal preamble
stated only that “nothing precludes states outside the 9-state region from incorporating elements of the GCVTC
strategies into their SIPs.”While this would indicate that the section 309 program (including the backstop trading
program) could be expanded geographically, it does not address the question of whether the backstop approach
could be utilized, either inside or outside the GCVTC region, for NOX as well as SO2 .

We wish to clarify here that a backstop trading program (i.e., a system of voluntary milestones backed by an
automatically required cap and trade program in the event the milestones are exceeded) could qualify as an
“other alternative measure” under § 51.308(e)(2) as a BART substitute. This could be accomplished for any vis-
ibility impairing pollutant, on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis. The key distinction between programs under §§
51.308 and 51.309 is that under § 51.309, the reasonable progress requirements for SO2, with respect to the 16
Class I areas on the Colorado plateau, have already been defined by the GCVTC. With respect to SO2 reduc-
tions to meet reasonable progress requirements at other Class I areas, and with respect to other pollutants such as
NOX, the emission reductions requirements remain to be determined. This could be accomplished either accord-
ing to the reasonable progress requirements of § 51.308(d)(1), in the case of a program designed to meet reason-
able progress goals; or through source-by-source BART determinations as described in this rule, for programs
designed only to satisfy BART. Provided these requirements are met, it is acceptable for a State to use a back-
stop trading program under § 51.308.

Finally, we note that there was an obvious omission in the proposed provisions regarding the comparison of ac-
tual emissions to the emissions milestones. Specifically, proposed § 51.309(d)(4)(i) provided for the use of a
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3-year rolling average of actual emissions for this purpose. This does not account for the fact that it is not pos-
sible to generate a 3-year average during the first two years of emission tracking. Therefore, the final rule
provides that for the first 2 years, compliance with the milestones may be measured by a methodology of the
States' choosing, so long as all States in the program use the same methodology. After the first 2 years of the
program, compliance with the annual milestones may be measured by comparing a 3-year rolling average of ac-
tual emissions with a rolling average of the emissions milestones for the same 3 years.

IV. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews

A. Executive Order 12866: Regulatory Planning and Review

Under Executive Order (EO) 12866 (58 FR 51735, October 4, 1993), this action is a “significant regulatory ac-
tion” because it raises novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the
principles set forth in the EO. Accordingly, EPA submitted this action to the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for review under EO 12866 and any changes made in response to OMB recommendations have been
documented in the docket for this action.

Today's rule provides States and interested Tribes with optional means, such as emissions trading programs, to
comply with CAA requirements for BART. The rule requires that alternatives achieve greater “reasonable pro-
gress” towards CAA visibility goals than would source-by-source BART. By their nature, emissions trading pro-
grams are designed to achieve a given level of environmental improvement in the most cost-effective manner
possible. Therefore, today's rule will achieve at least as great a societal benefit as source-by-source BART, at a
social cost that is likely to be less than, or at worst equal to, the social costs of source-by-source BART.

In the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for our recent promulgation of the source-by-source BART guidelines,
we determined that the social costs of source-by-source BART for both EGUs and non-EGUs nationwide was
between $0.3 and $2.9 billion (1999 dollars), depending on the level of stringency implemented by States and on
the interest rate used. The human health benefits of BART, in contrast, ranged from $1.9 to $12 billion (1999
dollars), depending on the same variables. These figures do not include many other human health benefits that
could not be quantified or monetized, including all benefits attributable to ozone reduction (the benefits were
based on reductions in PM only). In addition, economic benefits due to visibility improvement in the southeast-
ern and southwestern U.S. were estimated to be from $80 million to $420 million. Finally, BART would also
produce visibility benefits in other parts of the country, and non-visibility ecosystem benefits, which were also
not quantified. Therefore, the social benefits of BART far outweigh the social costs.

It is not possible to perform an economic analysis of today's rule because the actual parameters of any trading
programs in lieu of BART will be determined by States and Tribes. However, because trading program alternat-
ives would produce comparable overall benefits (in the course of satisfying the requirement to achieve greater
“reasonable progress” towards visibility goals) and use market forces to reduce costs, the benefits of today's rule
would also far outweigh the costs.

B. Paperwork Reduction Act

This action does not add any new requirements involving the collection of information as defined by the Paper-
work Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. This action does not impose any new collections that would require
an amendment to the existing approved Information Collection Request (ICR). The OMB has approved the in-
formation collection requirements contained in the final Regional Haze regulations (64 FR 35714, July 1, 1999)
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and has assigned OMB control number 2060-0421 (EPA ICR No. 1813.04). A copy of the OMB approved ICR
may be obtained from Susan Auby, Collection Strategies Division; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(2822T); 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Washington, DC 20460 or by calling (202) 566-1672.

Burden means the total time, effort, or financial resources expended by persons to generate, maintain, retain, or
disclose or provide information to or for a Federal agency. This includes the time *60629 needed to review in-
structions; develop, acquire, install, and utilize technology and systems for the purposes of collecting, validat-
ing, and verifying information, processing and maintaining information, and disclosing and providing informa-
tion; adjust the existing ways to comply with any previously applicable instructions and requirements; train per-
sonnel to be able to respond to a collection of information; search data sources; complete and review the collec-
tion of information; and transmit or otherwise disclose the information. An agency may not conduct or sponsor,
and a person is not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB
control number. The OMB control numbers for EPA's regulations are listed in part 9 and 48 CFR chapter 15.

C. Regulatory Flexibility Act

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) generally requires an agency to prepare a regulatory flexibility analysis of
any rule subject to notice and comment rulemaking requirements under the Administrative Procedure Act or any
other statute unless the agency certifies that the rule will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities. Small entities include small businesses, small organizations, and small governmental
jurisdictions.

For purposes of assessing the impacts of today's proposed rulemaking on small entities, small entity is defined
as: (1) A small business as defined by the Small Business Administration's (SBA) regulations at 13 CFR
121.201; (2) a small governmental jurisdiction that is a government of a city, county, town, school district or
special district with a population of less than 50,000; and (3) a small organization that is any not-for-profit enter-
prise which is independently owned and operated and is not dominant in its field.

After considering the economic impacts of today's rule on small entities, I certify that this action will not have a
significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. This rule will not impose any require-
ments on small entities. This rule revises the provisions of the Regional Haze Rule governing alternative trading
programs, and provides additional guidance to States, which are not defined as small entities. In addition, we did
not receive any comments relating to potential impacts on small entities as a result of this rulemaking.

D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act

Title II of the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 (Public Law 104-4) (UMRA), establishes requirements
for Federal agencies to assess the effects of their regulatory actions on State, local, and Tribal governments and
the private sector. Under section 202 of the UMRA, 2 U.S.C. 1532, EPA generally must prepare a written state-
ment, including a cost-benefit analysis, for any proposed or final rule that “includes any Federal mandate that
may result in the expenditure by State, local, and Tribal governments, in the aggregate, or by the private sector,
of $100,000,000 or more * * * in any one year.”A “Federal mandate” is defined under section 421(6), 2 U.S.C.
658(6), to include a “Federal intergovernmental mandate” and a “Federal private sector mandate.” A “Federal
intergovernmental mandate,” in turn, is defined to include a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty
upon State, local, or tribal governments,” section 421(5)(A)(i), 2 U.S.C. 658(5)(A)(i), except for, among other
things, a duty that is “a condition of Federal assistance,” section 421(5)(A)(i)(I). A “Federal private sector man-
date” includes a regulation that “would impose an enforceable duty upon the private sector,” with certain excep-
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tions, section 421(7)(A), 2 U.S.C. 658(7)(A).

Before promulgating an EPA rule for which a written statement is needed under section 202 of the UMRA, sec-
tion 205, 2 U.S.C. 1535, of the UMRA generally requires EPA to identify and consider a reasonable number of
regulatory alternatives and adopt the least costly, most cost-effective, or least burdensome alternative that
achieves the objectives of the rule. In addition, before EPA establishes any regulatory requirements that may
significantly or uniquely affect small governments, including Tribal governments, it must have developed under
section 203 of the UMRA a small government agency plan. The plan must provide for notifying potentially af-
fected small governments, enabling officials of affected small governments to have meaningful and timely input
in the development of EPA regulatory proposals with significant Federal intergovernmental mandates, and in-
forming, educating, and advising small governments on compliance with the regulatory requirements.

We believe that this rulemaking is not subject to the requirements of UMRA. For regional haze SIPs overall, it is
questionable whether a requirement to submit a SIP revision constitutes a Federal mandate, as discussed in the
preamble to the Regional Haze Rule (64 FR 35761, July 1, 1999). However, today's rule contains no Federal
mandates (under the regulatory provisions of title II of the UMRA) for State, local or Tribal governments or the
private sector. In addition, the program contained in section 51.309, including today's revisions, is an optional
program. Because the alternative trading programs under §§ 51.308 and 51.309 are options that each of the
States may choose to exercise, these revisions to §§ 51.308 and 51.309 do not establish any regulatory require-
ments that may significantly or uniquely affect small governments, including Tribal governments. The program
is not required and, thus is clearly not a “mandate.” Moreover, as explained above, today's rule would reduce
any regulatory burdens. Accordingly, this rule will not result in expenditures to State, local, and Tribal govern-
ments, in the aggregate, or the private sector, of $100 million or more in any given year. Thus, EPA is not oblig-
ated, under section 203 of UMRA, to develop a small government agency plan.

E. Executive Order 13132: Federalism

Executive Order 13132, entitled “Federalism” (64 FR 43255, August 10, 1999), requires EPA to develop an ac-
countable process to ensure “meaningful and timely input by State and local officials in the development of reg-
ulatory policies that have federalism implications.”“Policies that have federalism implications” is defined in the
Executive Order to include regulations that have “substantial direct effects on the States, on the relationship
between the national government and the States, or on the distribution of power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government.”

Under section 6(b) of Executive Order 13132, EPA may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications,
that imposes substantial direct compliance costs, and that is not required by statute, unless the Federal govern-
ment provides the funds necessary to pay the direct compliance costs incurred by State and local governments,
or EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing a regulation. Under section 6(c)
of Executive Order 13132, EPA may not issue a regulation that has federalism implications and that preempts
State law, unless EPA consults with State and local officials early in the process of developing the regulation.

We have concluded that today's rule does not have federalism implications. It does not have substantial direct ef-
fects on the States, on the relationship between the national government and *60630 the States, or on the distri-
bution of power and responsibilities among the various levels of government, as specified in Executive Order
13132. As described above, this rule contains revisions to sections 51.308 and 51.309 of the Regional Haze Rule
which will reduce any regulatory burden on the States. In addition, these are optional programs for States. These
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revisions to sections 51.308 and 51.309, accordingly, will not directly impose significant new requirements on
State and local governments. Moreover, even if today's revisions did have federalism implications, these revi-
sions would not impose substantial direct compliance costs on State or local governments, nor would they pree-
mpt State law. Thus, Executive Order 13132 does not apply to this rule.

Consistent with EPA policy, we nonetheless did consult with representatives of State and local governments in
developing this final rule. This rule directly implements specific recommendations from the WRAP, which in-
cludes representatives from all the affected States.

In addition, in the spirit of Executive Order 13132 and consistent with EPA policy to promote communications
between EPA and State and local governments, EPA specifically solicited comment on today's rule from State
and local officials.

F. Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal Governments

Executive Order 13175, entitled “Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments” (65 FR 67249
, November 6, 2000), requires EPA to develop an accountable process to ensure “meaningful and timely input
by tribal officials in the development of regulatory policies that have tribal implications.”“Policies that have tri-
bal implications” is defined in the Executive Order to include regulations that have “substantial direct effects on
one or more Indian tribes, on the relationship between the Federal government and the Indian tribes, or on the
distribution of power and responsibilities between the Federal government and Indian tribes.”

Tribes who participate in this rule will experience an overall reduction in regulatory burden. Moreover, the §§
51.308 (e)(2) and 51.309 programs are optional programs for Tribes. Accordingly, this rule would not have Tri-
bal implications. In addition, this rule directly implements specific recommendations from the WRAP, which in-
cludes representatives of Tribal governments. Thus, although this rule does not have Tribal implications, repres-
entatives of Tribal governments have had the opportunity to provide input into development of the recommenda-
tions forming its basis.

G. Executive Order 13045: Protection of Children From Environmental Health and Safety Risks

Executive Order 13045: “Protection of Children from Environmental Health and Safety Risks” (62 FR 19885,
April 23, 1997) applies to any rule that: (1) Is determined to be “economically significant” as defined under Ex-
ecutive Order 12866, and (2) concerns an environmental health or safety risk that EPA has reason to believe
may have a disproportionate effect on children. If the regulatory action meets both criteria, the Agency must
evaluate the environmental health or safety effects of the planned rule on children, and explain why the planned
regulation is preferable to other potentially effective and reasonably feasible alternatives considered by the
Agency.

The EPA interprets Executive Order 13045 as applying only to those regulatory actions that are based on health
or safety risks, such that the analysis required under section 5-501 of the Order has the potential to influence the
regulation. Similarly to the recently finalized source-specific BART revisions (70 FR 39104, July 6, 2005), this
rule is not subject to Executive Order 13045 because it does not establish an environmental standard based on
health or safety risks. Therefore, this rule does not involve decisions on environmental health or safety risks that
may disproportionately affect children. We believe that the emissions reductions from the control strategies con-
sidered in this rulemaking will further improve air quality and will further improve children's health.
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H. Executive Order 13211: Actions That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution or Use

This rule is not subject to Executive Order 13211, “Actions that Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribu-
tion, or Use” (66 FR 28355, May 22, 2001) because it is not likely to have a significant adverse effect on the
supply, distribution, or use of energy. This rule is not a “significant energy action,” because it will have less than
a 1 percent impact on the cost of energy production and does not exceed other factors described by OMB that
may indicate a significant adverse effect. (See, “Guidance for Implementing E.O. 13211,” OMB Memorandum
01-27 (July 13, 2001) www.whitehouse.gov/omb/memoranda/m01-27.html.)

This rule provides an optional cost-effective and less burdensome alternative to source-by-source BART as re-
cently finalized (70 FR 39104, July 6, 2005); we have already found that source-by-source BART is not likely to
have a significant adverse effect on the supply, distribution, or use of energy. The 1999 Regional Haze Rule
provides substantial flexibility to the States, allowing them to adopt alternative measures such as a trading pro-
gram in lieu of requiring the installation and operation of BART on a source-by-source basis. This rule contains
provisions governing these alternative measures, which provides an alternative to BART that reduces the overall
cost of the regulation and its impact on the energy supply.

I. National Technology Transfer Advancement Act

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995 (“NTTAA”), Public Law No.
104-113, section 12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs EPA to use voluntary consensus standards in its regulatory
activities unless to do so would be inconsistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. Voluntary con-
sensus standards are technical standards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, sampling procedures, and
business practices) that are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus standards bodies. The NTTAA directs
EPA to provide Congress, through OMB, explanations when the Agency decides not to use available and applic-
able voluntary consensus standards.

This rulemaking does not involve technical standards. Therefore, EPA is not considering the use of any volun-
tary consensus standards. We specifically invited commenters to identify potentially-applicable voluntary con-
sensus standards and to explain why such standards should be used in this regulation; no commenters responded.

J. Executive Order 12898: Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-
Income Populations

Executive Order 12898 requires that each Federal agency make achieving environmental justice part of its mis-
sion by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environ-
mental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minorities and low-income populations. The require-
ments of Executive Order 12898 have been previously addressed to the extent practicable in the RIA for the Re-
gional Haze Rule (cited above), *60631 particularly in chapters 2 and 9 of the RIA. This rule makes no changes
that would have a disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effect on minorities and
low-income populations.

K. Congressional Review Act

The Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. 801 et seq., as added by the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairness Act of 1996, generally provides that before a rule may take effect, the agency promulgating the rule
must submit a rule report, which includes a copy of the rule, to each House of the Congress and to the Comp-
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troller General of the United States. We will submit a report containing this rule and other required information
to the U.S. Senate, the U.S. House of Representatives, and the Comptroller General of the United States prior to
publication of the rule in the Federal Register. A major rule cannot take effect until 60 days after it is published
in the Federal Register. This action is not a “major rule” as defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2). This rule will be effect-
ive December 12, 2006.

IV. Statutory Provisions and Legal Authority

Statutory authority for today's rule comes from sections 169A and 169B of the CAA (42 U.S.C. 7491 and 7492).
These sections require EPA to issue regulations that will require States to revise their SIPs to ensure that reason-
able progress is made toward the national visibility goals specified in section 169A.

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 51

Environmental protection, Administrative practice and procedure, Air pollution control, Intergovernmental rela-
tions, Lead, Nitrogen dioxide, Ozone, Particulate matter, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, Sulfur ox-
ides, Volatile organic compounds.

Dated: October 5, 2006.

Stephen L. Johnson,

Administrator.

For the reasons set forth in the preamble, part 51 of chapter I of title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations is
amended as follows:

PART 51—REQUIREMENTS FOR PREPARATION, ADOPTION, AND SUBMITTAL OF IMPLEMENTA-
TION PLANS1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to read as follows:

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7401-7671q.

Subpart P—Protection of Visibility40 CFR § 51.308

2. Section 51.308 is amended as follows:

a. By revising paragraph (e)(1)(ii)(C).

b. By revising paragraphs (e)(2) introductory text and (e)(2)(i).

c. By removing and reserving paragraph (e)(1)(ii).

d. By adding paragraph (e)(2)(vi).

e. By revising paragraph (e)(4).

40 CFR § 51.308

§ 51.308 Regional haze program requirements.
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* * * * *

(e) * * *

(1) * * *

(ii) * * *

(C) Exception. A State is not required to make a determination of BART for SO2 or for NOX if a BART-eligible
source has the potential to emit less than 40 tons per year of such pollutant(s), or for PM10 if a BART-eligible
source has the potential to emit less than 15 tons per year of such pollutant.

* * * * *

(2) A State may opt to implement or require participation in an emissions trading program or other alternative
measure rather than to require sources subject to BART to install, operate, and maintain BART. Such an emis-
sions trading program or other alternative measure must achieve greater reasonable progress than would be
achieved through the installation and operation of BART. For all such emission trading programs or other altern-
ative measures, the State must submit an implementation plan containing the following plan elements and in-
clude documentation for all required analyses:

(i) A demonstration that the emissions trading program or other alternative measure will achieve greater reason-
able progress than would have resulted from the installation and operation of BART at all sources subject to
BART in the State and covered by the alternative program. This demonstration must be based on the following:

(A) A list of all BART-eligible sources within the State.

(B) A list of all BART-eligible sources and all BART source categories covered by the alternative program. The
State is not required to include every BART source category or every BART-eligible source within a BART
source category in an alternative program, but each BART-eligible source in the State must be subject to the re-
quirements of the alternative program, have a federally enforceable emission limitation determined by the State
and approved by EPA as meeting BART in accordance with section 302(c) or paragraph (e)(1) of this section, or
otherwise addressed under paragraphs (e)(1) or (e)(4)of this section.

(C) An analysis of the best system of continuous emission control technology available and associated emission
reductions achievable for each source within the State subject to BART and covered by the alternative program.
This analysis must be conducted by making a determination of BART for each source subject to BART and
covered by the alternative program as provided for in paragraph (e)(1) of this section, unless the emissions trad-
ing program or other alternative measure has been designed to meet a requirement other than BART (such as the
core requirement to have a long-term strategy to achieve the reasonable progress goals established by States). In
this case, the State may determine the best system of continuous emission control technology and associated
emission reductions for similar types of sources within a source category based on both source-specific and cat-
egory-wide information, as appropriate.

(D) An analysis of the projected emissions reductions achievable through the trading program or other alternat-
ive measure.

(E) A determination under paragraph (e)(3) of this section or otherwise based on the clear weight of evidence
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that the trading program or other alternative measure achieves greater reasonable progress than would be
achieved through the installation and operation of BART at the covered sources.

(ii) [Reserved]

* * * * *

(vi) For plans that include an emissions trading program that establishes a cap on total annual emissions of SO2
or NOX from sources subject to the program, requires the owners and operators of sources to hold allowances or
authorizations to emit equal to emissions, and allows the owners and operators of sources and other entities to
purchase, sell, and transfer allowances, the following elements are required concerning the emissions covered by
the cap:

(A) Applicability provisions defining the sources subject to the program. The State must demonstrate that the
applicability provisions (including the size criteria for including sources in the program) are designed to prevent
any significant potential shifting within the State of production and emissions from sources in the program to
sources outside the program. In the case of a program covering sources in multiple States, the States must
demonstrate that *60632 the applicability provisions in each State cover essentially the same size facilities and,
if source categories are specified, cover the same source categories and prevent any significant, potential shift-
ing within such States of production and emissions to sources outside the program.

(B) Allowance provisions ensuring that the total value of allowances (in tons) issued each year under the pro-
gram will not exceed the emissions cap (in tons) on total annual emissions from the sources in the program.

(C) Monitoring provisions providing for consistent and accurate measurements of emissions from sources in the
program to ensure that each allowance actually represents the same specified tonnage of emissions and that
emissions are measured with similar accuracy at all sources in the program. The monitoring provisions must re-
quire that boilers, combustion turbines, and cement kilns in the program allowed to sell or transfer allowances
must comply with the requirements of part 75 of this chapter. The monitoring provisions must require that other
sources in the program allowed to sell or transfer allowances must provide emissions information with the same
precision, reliability, accessibility, and timeliness as information provided under part 75 of this chapter.

(D) Recordkeeping provisions that ensure the enforceability of the emissions monitoring provisions and other
program requirements. The recordkeeping provisions must require that boilers, combustion turbines, and cement
kilns in the program allowed to sell or transfer allowances must comply with the recordkeeping provisions of
part 75 of this chapter. The recordkeeping provisions must require that other sources in the program allowed to
sell or transfer allowances must comply with recordkeeping requirements that, as compared with the recordkeep-
ing provisions under part 75 of this chapter, are of comparable stringency and require recording of comparable
types of information and retention of the records for comparable periods of time.

(E) Reporting provisions requiring timely reporting of monitoring data with sufficient frequency to ensure the
enforceability of the emissions monitoring provisions and other program requirements and the ability to audit
the program. The reporting provisions must require that boilers, combustion turbines, and cement kilns in the
program allowed to sell or transfer allowances must comply with the reporting provisions of part 75 of this
chapter, except that, if the Administrator is not the tracking system administrator for the program, emissions
may be reported to the tracking system administrator, rather than to the Administrator. The reporting provisions
must require that other sources in the program allowed to sell or transfer allowances must comply with reporting
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requirements that, as compared with the reporting provisions under part 75 of this chapter, are of comparable
stringency and require reporting of comparable types of information and require comparable timeliness and fre-
quency of reporting.

(F) Tracking system provisions which provide for a tracking system that is publicly available in a secure, cent-
ralized database to track in a consistent manner all allowances and emissions in the program.

(G) Authorized account representative provisions ensuring that the owners and operators of a source designate
one individual who is authorized to represent the owners and operators in all matters pertaining to the trading
program.

(H) Allowance transfer provisions providing procedures that allow timely transfer and recording of allowances,
minimize administrative barriers to the operation of the allowance market, and ensure that such procedures apply
uniformly to all sources and other potential participants in the allowance market.

(I) Compliance provisions prohibiting a source from emitting a total tonnage of a pollutant that exceeds the ton-
nage value of its allowance holdings, including the methods and procedures for determining whether emissions
exceed allowance holdings. Such method and procedures shall apply consistently from source to source.

(J) Penalty provisions providing for mandatory allowance deductions for excess emissions that apply consist-
ently from source to source. The tonnage value of the allowances deducted shall equal at least three times the
tonnage of the excess emissions.

(K) For a trading program that allows banking of allowances, provisions clarifying any restrictions on the use of
these banked allowances.

(L) Program assessment provisions providing for periodic program evaluation to assess whether the program is
accomplishing its goals and whether modifications to the program are needed to enhance performance of the
program.

* * * * *

(4) A State that chooses to meet the emission reduction requirements of the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) by
participating in one or more of the EPA-administered CAIR trading programs for SO2 and NOX need not re-
quire BART—eligible EGUs subject to such trading programs in the State to install, operate, and maintain
BART for the pollutants covered by such trading programs in the State. A State may choose to participate in the
EPA-administered CAIR trading programs either by submitting a State implementation plan that incorporates
the CAIR model trading rules in part 96 of this chapter, and is approved, in accordance with § 51.123(o)(1) or
(2) (for the NOX annual program) and (aa)(1) or (2) (for the NOX ozone season program) and § 51.124(o)(1) or
(2) (for the SO2 program) or by remaining subject to the Federal implementation plan in part 97 of this chapter
(which may be modified by a State implementation plan approved in accordance with §§ 51.123(p) and (ee) and
51.124(r)). A State that chooses to participate in such trading programs may also adopt provisions, consistent
with such trading programs, for a geographic enhancement to the program to address the requirement under §
51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably attributable impairment from the pollutants covered by the CAIR cap-
and-trade programs.

* * * * *
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40 CFR § 51.309

3. 51.309 is amended as follows:

a. By revising paragraph (a).

b. By revising paragraphs (b)(5) and (b)(7).

c. By removing and reserving paragraphs (b)(9) through (b)(12).

d. By revising paragraph (c).

e. By revising paragraphs (d)(1) and (d)(4)(i) through (d)(4)(v).

f. By adding paragraphs (d)(4)(vi) and (d)(4)(vii).

g. By revising paragraph (d)(10) introductory text.

h. By removing and reserving paragraph (f).

i. By revising paragraph (g).

j. By removing paragraph (h).

40 CFR § 51.309

§ 51.309 Requirements related to the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission.

(a) What is the purpose of this section? This section establishes the requirements for the first regional haze im-
plementation plan to address regional haze visibility impairment in the 16 Class I areas covered by the Grand
Canyon Visibility Transport Commission Report. For the period through 2018, certain States (defined in para-
graph (b) of this section as Transport Region States) may choose to implement the Commission's recommenda-
tions within the framework of the national regional haze program *60633 and applicable requirements of the Act
by complying with the provisions of this section. If a Transport Region State submits an implementation plan
which is approved by EPA as meeting the requirements of this section, it will be deemed to comply with the re-
quirements for reasonable progress with respect to the 16 Class I areas for the period from approval of the plan
through 2018. Any Transport Region State electing not to submit an implementation plan under this section is
subject to the requirements of § 51.308 in the same manner and to the same extent as any State not included
within the Transport Region. Except as provided in paragraph (g) of this section, each Transport Region State is
also subject to the requirements of § 51.308 with respect to any other Federal mandatory Class I areas within the
State or affected by emissions from the State.

(b) * * *

(5) Milestone means the maximum level of annual regional SO2 emissions, in tons per year, for a given year, as-
sessed annually, through the year 2018, consistent with paragraph (d)(4) of this section.

* * * * *
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(7) Base year means the year for which data for a source included within the program were used by the WRAP
to calculate emissions as a starting point for development of the milestone required by paragraph (d)(4)(i) of this
section.

* * * * *

(c) Implementation Plan Schedule. Each Transport Region State electing to submit an implementation plan un-
der this section must submit such a plan no later than December 17, 2007. Indian Tribes may submit implement-
ation plans after this deadline.

(d) * * *

(1) Time period covered. The implementation plan must be effective through December 31, 2018 and continue
in effect until an implementation plan revision is approved by EPA in accordance with § 51.308(f).

* * * * *

(4) * * *

(i) Provisions for stationary source emissions of SO2 . The plan submission must include a SO2 program that
contains quantitative emissions milestones for stationary source SO2 emissions for each year through 2018.
After the first two years of the program, compliance with the annual milestones may be measured by comparing
a three-year rolling average of actual emissions with a rolling average of the emissions milestones for the same
three years. During the first two years of the program, compliance with the milestones may be measured by a
methodology of the States' choosing, so long as all States in the program use the same methodology. Compli-
ance with the 2018 milestone shall be measured by comparing actual emissions from the year 2018 with the
2018 milestone. The milestones must provide for steady and continuing emissions reductions through 2018 con-
sistent with the Commission's definition of reasonable progress, its goal of 50 to 70 percent reduction in SO2
emissions from 1990 actual emission levels by 2040, applicable requirements under the CAA, and the timing of
implementation plan assessments of progress and identification of any deficiencies which will be due in the
years 2013 and 2018. The milestones must be shown to provide for greater reasonable progress than would be
achieved by application of BART pursuant to § 51.308(e)(2).

(ii) Documentation of emissions calculation methods for SO2 . The plan submission must include documentation
of the specific methodology used to calculate SO2 emissions during the base year for each emitting unit in-
cluded in the program. The implementation plan must also provide for documentation of any change to the spe-
cific methodology used to calculate emissions at any emitting unit for any year after the base year.

(iii) Monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting of SO2 emissions. The plan submission must include provisions
requiring the monitoring, recordkeeping, and annual reporting of actual stationary source SO2 emissions within
the State. The monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting data must be sufficient to determine annually whether
the milestone for each year through 2018 is achieved. The plan submission must provide for reporting of these
data by the State to the Administrator and to the regional planning organization. The plan must provide for re-
tention of records for at least 10 years from the establishment of the record.

(iv) Criteria and Procedures for a Market Trading Program. The plan must include the criteria and procedures for
conducting an annual evaluation of whether the milestone is achieved and, in accordance with paragraph
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(d)(4)(v) of this section, for activating a market trading program in the event the milestone is not achieved. A
draft of the annual report evaluating whether the milestone for each year is achieved shall be completed no later
than 12 months from the end of each milestone year. The plan must also provide for assessments of the program
in the years 2013 and 2018.

(v) Market Trading Program. The implementation plan must include requirements for a market trading program
to be implemented in the event that a milestone is not achieved. The plan shall require that the market trading
program be activated beginning no later than 15 months after the end of the first year in which the milestone is
not achieved. The plan shall also require that sources comply, as soon as practicable, with the requirement to
hold allowances covering their emissions. Such market trading program must be sufficient to achieve the mile-
stones in paragraph (d)(4)(i) of this section, and must be consistent with the elements for such programs outlined
in § 51.308(e)(2)(vi). Such a program may include a geographic enhancement to the program to address the re-
quirement under § 51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably attributable impairment from the pollutants
covered under the program.

(vi) Provision for the 2018 milestone.

(A) Unless and until a revised implementation plan is submitted in accordance with § 51.308(f) and approved by
EPA, the implementation plan shall prohibit emissions from covered stationary sources in any year beginning in
2018 that exceed the year 2018 milestone. In no event shall a market-based program approved under § 51.308(f)
allow an emissions cap for SO2 that is less stringent than the 2018 milestone, unless the milestones are replaced
by a different program approved by EPA as meeting the BART and reasonable progress requirements estab-
lished in § 51.308.

(B) The implementation plan must provide a framework, including financial penalties for excess emissions
based on the 2018 milestone, sufficient to ensure that the 2018 milestone will be met even if the implementation
of the market trading program in paragraph (d)(4)(v) of this section has not yet been triggered, or the source al-
lowance compliance provision of the trading program is not yet in effect.

(vii) Provisions for stationary source emissions of NOX and PM. The implementation plan must contain any ne-
cessary long term strategies and BART requirements for stationary source PM and NOX emissions. Any such
BART provisions may be submitted pursuant to either § 51.308(e)(1) or '51.308(e)(2).

* * * * *

(10) Periodic implementation plan revisions. Each Transport Region State *60634 must submit to the Adminis-
trator periodic reports in the years 2013 and 2018. The progress reports must be in the form of implementation
plan revisions that comply with the procedural requirements of §§ 51.102 and 51.103.

* * * * *

(f) [Reserved]

(g) Additional Class I areas. Each Transport Region State implementing the provisions of this section as the
basis for demonstrating reasonable progress for mandatory Class I Federal areas other than the 16 Class I areas
must include the following provisions in its implementation plan. If a Transport Region State submits an imple-
mentation plan which is approved by EPA as meeting the requirements of this section, it will be deemed to com-
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ply with the requirements for reasonable progress for the period from approval of the plan to 2018.

(1) A demonstration of expected visibility conditions for the most impaired and least impaired days at the addi-
tional mandatory Class I Federal area(s) based on emissions projections from the long-term strategies in the im-
plementation plan. This demonstration may be based on assessments conducted by the States and/or a regional
planning body.

(2) Provisions establishing reasonable progress goals and implementing any additional measures necessary to
demonstrate reasonable progress for the additional mandatory Federal Class I areas. These provisions must com-
ply with the provisions of § 51.308(d)(1) through (4).

(i) In developing long-term strategies pursuant to § 51.308(d)(3), the State may build upon the strategies imple-
mented under paragraph (d) of this section, and take full credit for the visibility improvement achieved through
these strategies.

(ii) The requirement under § 51.308(e) related to Best Available Retrofit Technology for regional haze is
deemed to be satisfied for pollutants addressed by the milestones and backstop trading program if, in establish-
ing the emission reductions milestones under paragraph (d)(4) of this section, it is shown that greater reasonable
progress will be achieved for these additional Class I areas than would be achieved through the application of
source-specific BART emission limitations under § 51.308(e)(1).

(iii) The Transport Region State may consider whether any strategies necessary to achieve the reasonable pro-
gress goals required by paragraph (g)(2) of this section are incompatible with the strategies implemented under
paragraph (d) of this section to the extent the State adequately demonstrates that the incompatibility is related to
the costs of the compliance, the time necessary for compliance, the energy and no air quality environmental im-
pacts of compliance, or the remaining useful life of any existing source subject to such requirements.

[FR Doc. 06-8630 Filed 10-12-06; 8:45 am]
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